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Chapter 1
Basic Radio Considerations
1.1 Radio Communications Systems
The capability of radio waves to provide almost instantaneous distant communications
without interconnecting wires was a major factor in the explosive growth of communications during the 20th century. With the dawn of the 21st century, the future for communications systems seems limitless. The invention of the vacuum tube made radio a practical
and affordable communications medium. The replacement of vacuum tubes by transistors
and integrated circuits allowed the development of a wealth of complex communications
systems, which have become an integral part of our society. The development of digital
signal processing (DSP) has added a new dimension to communications, enabling sophisticated, secure radio systems at affordable prices.
In this book, we review the principles and design of modern single-channel radio receivers for frequencies below approximately 3 GHz. While it is possible to design a receiver to
meet specified requirements without knowing the system in which it is to be used, such ignorance can prove time-consuming and costly when the inevitable need for design compromises arises. We strongly urge that the receiver designer take the time to understand thoroughly the system and the operational environment in which the receiver is to be used. Here
we can outline only a few of the wide variety of systems and environments in which radio receivers may be used.
Figure 1.1 is a simplified block diagram of a communications system that allows the
transfer of information between a source where information is generated and a destination
that requires it. In the systems with which we are concerned, the transmission medium is radio, which is used when alternative media, such as light or electrical cable, are not technically feasible or are uneconomical. Figure 1.1 represents the simplest kind of communications system, where a single source transmits to a single destination. Such a system is often
referred to as a simplex system. When two such links are used, the second sending information from the destination location to the source location, the system is referred to as duplex.
Such a system may be used for two-way communication or, in some cases, simply to provide
information on the quality of received information to the source. If only one transmitter may
transmit at a time, the system is said to be half-duplex.
Figure 1.2 is a diagram representing the simplex and duplex circuits, where a single block
T represents all of the information functions at the source end of the link and a single block R
represents those at the destination end of the link. In this simple diagram, we encounter one
of the problems which arise in communications systems—a definition of the boundaries between parts of the system. The blocks T and R, which might be thought of as transmitter and
receiver, incorporate several functions that were portrayed separately in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Simplified block diagram of a communications link.

Figure 1.2 Simplified portrayal of communications links: (a) simplex link, (b) duplex link.

Many radio communications systems are much more complex than the simplex and duplex links shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. For example, a broadcast system has a star configuration in which one transmitter sends to many receivers. A data-collection network may be
organized into a star where there are one receiver and many transmitters. These configurations are indicated in Figure 1.3. A consequence of a star system is that the peripheral elements, insofar as technically feasible, are made as simple as possible, and any necessary
complexity is concentrated in the central element.
Examples of the transmitter-centered star are the familiar amplitude-modulated (AM),
frequency-modulated (FM), and television broadcast systems. In these systems, high-power
transmitters with large antenna configurations are employed at the transmitter, whereas
most receivers use simple antennas and are themselves relatively simple. An example of the
receiver-centered star is a weather-data-collection network, with many unattended measuring stations that send data at regular intervals to a central receiving site. Star networks can be
configured using duplex rather than simplex links, if this proves desirable. Mobile radio networks have been configured largely in this manner, with the shorter-range mobile sets transmitting to a central radio relay located for wide coverage. Cellular radio systems incorporate
a number of low-power relay stations that provide contiguous coverage over a large area,
communicating with low-power mobile units. The relays are interconnected by various
means to a central switch. This system uses far less spectrum than conventional mobile systems because of the capability for reuse of frequencies in noncontiguous cells.
Packet radio transmission is another example of a duplex star network. Stations transmit
at random times to a central computer terminal and receive responses sent from the com-
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Figure 1.3 Star-type communications networks: (a) broadcast system, (b) data-collection
network.

puter. The communications consist of brief bursts of data, sent asynchronously and containing the necessary address information to be properly directed. The term packet network is
applied to this scheme and related schemes using similar protocols. A packet system typically incorporates many radios, which can serve either as terminals or as relays, and uses a
flooding-type transmission scheme.
The most complex system configuration occurs when there are many stations, each having both a transmitter and receiver, and where any station can transmit to one or more other
stations simultaneously. In some networks, only one station transmits at a time. One may be
designated as a network controller to maintain a calling discipline. In other cases, it is necessary to design a system where more than one station can transmit simultaneously to one or
more other stations.
In many radio communications systems, the range of transmissions, because of terrain or
technology restrictions, is not adequate to bridge the gap between potential stations. In such
a case, radio repeaters can be used to extend the range. The repeater comprises a receiving
system connected to a transmitting system, so that a series of radio links may be established
to achieve the required range. Prime examples are the multichannel radio relay system used
by long-distance telephone companies and the satellite multichannel relay systems that are
used extensively to distribute voice, video, and data signals over a wide geographic area.
Satellite relay systems are essential where physical features of the earth (oceans, high mountains, and other physical restrictions) preclude direct surface relay.
On a link-for-link basis, radio relay systems tend to require a much higher investment
than direct (wired) links, depending on the terrain being covered and the distances involved.
To make them economically sound, it is common practice in the telecommunications industry to multiplex many single communications onto one radio relay link. Typically, hundreds
of channels are sent over one link. The radio links connect between central offices in large
population centers and gather the various users together through switching systems. The
hundreds of trunks destined for a particular remote central office are multiplexed together
into one wider-bandwidth channel and provided as input to the radio transmitter. At the
other central office, the wide-band channel is demultiplexed into the individual channels
and distributed appropriately by the switching system. Telephone and data common carriers
are probably the largest users of such duplex radio transmission. The block diagram of Fig-
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Figure 1.4 Block diagram of simplified radio relay functions: (a) terminal transmitter, (b) repeater (without drop or insert capabilities), (c) terminal receiver.

ure 1.4 shows the functions that must be performed in a radio relay system. At the receiving
terminal, the radio signal is intercepted by an antenna, amplified and changed in frequency,
demodulated, and demultiplexed so that it can be distributed to the individual users.
In addition to the simple communications use of radio receivers outlined here, there are
many special-purpose systems that also require radio receivers. While the principles of design are essentially the same, such receivers have peculiarities that have led to their own design specialties. For example, in receivers used for direction finding, the antenna systems
have specified directional patterns. The receivers must accept one or more inputs and process them so that the output signal can indicate the direction from which the signal arrived.
Older techniques include the use of loop antennas, crossed loops, Adcock antennas, and
other specialized designs, and determine the direction from a pattern null. More modern
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systems use complex antennas, such as the Wullenweber. Others determine both direction
and range from the delay differences found by cross-correlating signals from different antenna structures or elements.
Radio ranging can be accomplished using radio receivers with either cooperative or
noncooperative targets. Cooperative targets use a radio relay with known delay to return a
signal to the transmitting location, which is also used for the receiver. Measurement of the
round-trip delay (less the calibrated internal system delays) permits the range to be estimated very closely. Noncooperative ranging receivers are found in radar applications. In
this case, reflections from high-power transmissions are used to determine delays. The
strength of the return signal depends on a number of factors, including the transmission
wavelength, target size, and target reflectivity. By using narrow beam antennas and scanning
the azimuth and elevation angles, radar systems are also capable of determining target direction. Radar receivers have the same basic principles as communications receivers, but they
also have special requirements, depending upon the particular radar design.
Another area of specialized application is that of telemetry and control systems. Examples of such systems are found in almost all space vehicles. The telemetry channels return to
earth data on temperatures, equipment conditions, fuel status, and other important parameters, while the control channels allow remote operation of equipment modes and vehicle attitude, and the firing of rocket engines. The principal difference between these systems and
conventional communications systems lies in the multiplexing and demultiplexing of a
large number of analog and digital data signals for transmission over a single radio channel.
Electronic countermeasure (ECM) systems, used primarily for military purposes, give
rise to special receiver designs, both in the systems themselves and in their target communications systems. The objectives of countermeasure receivers are to detect activity of the target transmitters, to identify them from their electromagnetic signatures, to locate their positions, and in some cases to demodulate their signals. Such receivers must have high
detectional sensitivity and the ability to demodulate a wide variety of signal types. Moreover, spectrum analysis capability and other analysis techniques are required for signature
determination. Either the same receivers or separate receivers can be used for the radio-location function. To counter such actions, the communications circuit may use minimum
power, direct its power toward its receiver in as narrow a beam as possible, and spread its
spectrum in a manner such that the intercept receiver cannot despread it, thus decreasing the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, also referred to as S/N) to render detection more difficult. This
technique is referred to as low probability of intercept (LPI).
Some ECM systems are designed primarily for interception and analysis. In other cases,
however, the purpose is to jam selected communications receivers so as to disrupt communications. To this end, once the transmission of a target system has been detected, the ECM
system transmits a strong signal on the same frequency, with a randomly controlled modulation that produces a spectrum similar to the communications sequence. Another alternative
is to transmit a “spoofing” signal that is similar to the communications signal but contains
false or out-of-date information. The electronic countercountermeasure (ECCM) against
spoofing is good cryptographic security. The countermeasures against jamming are
high-powered, narrow-beam, or adaptive-nulling receiver antenna systems, and a
spread-spectrum system with secure control so that the jamming transmitter cannot emulate
it. In this case, the communications receiver must be designed to correlate the received sig-
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nal using the secure spread-spectrum control. Thus, the jammer power is spread over the
transmission bandwidth, while the communication power is restored to the original signal
bandwidth before spreading. This provides an improvement in signal-to-jamming ratio
equal to the spreading multiple, which is referred to as the processing gain.
Special receivers are also designed for testing radio communications systems. In general,
they follow the design principles of the communications receivers, but their design must be
of even higher quality and accuracy because their purpose is to measure various performance aspects of the system under test. A test receiver includes a built-in self-calibration
feature. The test receiver typically has a 0.1 dB field strength meter accuracy. In addition to
normal audio detection capabilities, it has peak, average, and special weighting filters that
are used for specific measurements. Carefully controlled bandwidths are provided to conform with standardized measurement procedures. The test receiver also may be designed for
use with special antennas for measuring the electromagnetic field strength from the system
under test at a particular location, and include or provide signals for use by an attached spectrum analyzer. While test receivers are not treated separately in this book, many of our design examples are taken from test receiver design.
From this brief discussion of communications systems, we hope that the reader will gain
some insight into the scope of receiver design, and the difficulty of isolating the treatment of
the receiver design from the system. There are also difficulties in setting hard boundaries to
the receiver within a given communications system. For the purposes of our book, we have
decided to treat as the receiver that portion of the system that accepts input from the antenna
and produces a demodulated output for further processing at the destination or possibly by a
demultiplexer. We consider modulation and demodulation to be a part of the receiver, but we
recognize that for data systems especially there is an ever-increasing volume of modems
(modulator-demodulators ) that are designed and packaged separately from the receiver. For
convenience, Figure 1.5 shows a block diagram of the receiver as we have chosen to treat it in
this book. It should be noted that signal processing may be accomplished both before and after modulation.
1.1.1 Radio Transmission and Noise
Light and X rays, like radio waves, are electromagnetic waves that may be attenuated, reflected, refracted, scattered, and diffracted by the changes in the media through which they
propagate. In free space, the waves have electric and magnetic field components that are
mutually perpendicular and lie in a plane transverse to the direction of propagation. In
common with other electromagnetic waves, they travel with a velocity c of 299,793 km/s,
a value that is conveniently rounded to 300,000 km/s for most calculations. In rationalized
meter, kilogram, and second (MKS) units, the power flow across a surface is expressed in
watts per square meter and is the product of the electric-field (volts per meter) and the
magnetic-field (amperes per meter) strengths at the point over the surface of measurement.
A radio wave propagates spherically from its source, so that the total radiated power is
distributed over the surface of a sphere with radius R (meters) equal to the distance between
the transmitter and the point of measurement. The power density S (watts per square meter)
at the point for a transmitted power Pt (watts) is
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Figure 1.5 Block diagram of a communications receiver. (RF = radio frequency, IF = intermediate frequency, and BB = baseband.)

S =

G t × Pt
4 π × R2

(1.1)

where Gt is the transmitting antenna gain in the direction of the measurement over a uniform distribution of power over the entire spherical surface. Thus, the gain of a hypothetical isotropic antenna is unity.
The power intercepted by the receiver antenna is equal to the power density multiplied by
the effective area of the antenna. Antenna theory shows that this area is related to the antenna
gain in the direction of the received signal by the expression
Ae r =

G r λ2
4π

(1.2)

When Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are multiplied to obtain the received power, the result is
Pr
Pt

=

G r G t λ2
16 π 2 R 2

(1.3)

This is usually given as a loss L (in decibels), and the wavelength λ is generally replaced by
velocity divided by frequency. When the frequency is measured in megahertz, the range in
kilometers, and the gains in decibels, the loss becomes
L = [ 32.4 + 20 log R + 20 log F ] – G t – G r ≡ A fs – G t – G R

(1.4)
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Afs is referred to as the loss in free space between isotropic antennas. Sometimes the loss is
given between half-wave dipole antennas. The gain of such a dipole is 2.15 dB above isotropic, so the constant in Equation (1.4) must be increased to 36.7 to obtain the loss between dipoles.
Because of the earth and its atmosphere, most terrestrial communications links cannot be
considered free-space links. Additional losses occur in transmission. Moreover, the received signal field is accompanied by an inevitable noise field generated in the atmosphere
or space, or by machinery. In addition, the receiver itself is a source of noise. Electrical noise
limits the performance of radio communications by requiring a signal field sufficiently
great to overcome its effects.
While the characteristics of transmission and noise are of general interest in receiver design, it is far more important to consider how these characteristics affect the design. The following sections summarize the nature of noise and transmission effects in frequency bands
through SHF (30 GHz).
ELF and VLF (up to 30 kHz)

Transmission in the extremely-low frequency (ELF) and very-low frequency (VLF) range
is primarily via surface wave with some of the higher-order waveguide modes introduced
by the ionosphere appearing at the shorter ranges. Because transmission in these frequency bands is intended for long distances, the higher-order modes are normally unimportant. These frequencies also provide the only radio communications that can penetrate
the oceans substantially. Because the transmission in saltwater has an attenuation that increases rapidly with increasing frequency, it may be necessary to design depth-sensitive
equalizers for receivers intended for this service. At long ranges, the field strength of the
signals is very stable, varying only a few decibels diurnally and seasonally, and being minimally affected by changes in solar activity. There is more variation at shorter ranges. Variation of the phase of the signal can be substantial during diurnal changes and especially
during solar flares and magnetic storms. For most communications designs, these phase
changes are of little importance. The noise at these low frequencies is very high and highly
impulsive. This situation has given rise to the design of many noise-limiting or noise-canceling schemes, which find particular use in these receivers. Transmitting antennas must
be very large to produce only moderate efficiency; however, the noise limitations permit
the use of relatively short receiving antennas because receiver noise is negligible in comparison with atmospheric noise at the earth’s surface. In the case of submarine reception,
the high attenuation of the surface fields, both signal and noise, requires that more attention be given to receiving antenna efficiency and receiver sensitivity.
LF (30 to 300 kHz) and MF (300 kHz to 3 MHz)

At the lower end of the low-frequency (LF) region, transmission characteristics resemble
VLF. As the frequency rises, the surface wave attenuation increases, and even though the
noise decreases, the useful range of the surface wave is reduced. During the daytime, ionospheric modes are attenuated in the D layer of the ionosphere. The waveguide mode representation of the waves can be replaced by a reflection representation. As the medium-frequency (MF) region is approached, the daytime sky wave reflections are too weak to use.
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The surface wave attenuation limits the daytime range to a few hundred kilometers at the
low end of the MF band to about 100 km at the high end. Throughout this region, the range
is limited by atmospheric noise. As the frequency increases, the noise decreases and is
minimum during daylight hours. The receiver noise figure (NF) makes little contribution
to overall noise unless the antenna and antenna coupling system are very inefficient. At
night, the attenuation of the sky wave decreases, and reception can be achieved up to thousands of kilometers. For ranges of one hundred to several hundred kilometers, where the
single-hop sky wave has comparable strength to the surface wave, fading occurs. This phenomenon can become quite deep during those periods when the two waves are nearly equal
in strength.
At MF, the sky wave fades as a result of Faraday rotation and the linear polarization of antennas. At some ranges, additional fading occurs because of interference between the surface wave and sky wave or between sky waves with different numbers of reflections. When
fading is caused by two (or more) waves that interfere as a result of having traveled over
paths of different lengths, various frequencies within the transmitted spectrum of a signal
can be attenuated differently. This phenomenon is known as selective fading and results in
severe distortion of the signal. Because much of the MF band is used for AM broadcast,
there has not been much concern about receiver designs that will offset the effects of selective fading. However, as the frequency nears the high-frequency (HF) band, the applications
become primarily long-distance communications, and this receiver design requirement is
encountered. Some broadcasting occurs in the LF band, and in the LF and lower MF bands
medium-range narrow-band communications and radio navigation applications are prevalent.
HF (3 to 30 MHz)

Until the advent of satellite-borne radio relays, the HF band provided the only radio signals capable of carrying voiceband or wider signals over very long ranges (up to 10,000
km). VLF transmissions, because of their low frequencies, have been confined to narrow-band data transmission. The high attenuation of the surface wave, the distortion from
sky-wave-reflected near-vertical incidence (NVI), and the prevalence of long-range interfering signals make HF transmissions generally unsuitable for short-range communications. From the 1930s into the early 1970s, HF radio was a major medium for long-range
voice, data, and photo communications, as well as for overseas broadcast services, aeronautical, maritime and some ground mobile communications, and radio navigation. Even
today, the band remains active, and long-distance interference is one of the major problems. Because of the dependence on sky waves, HF signals are subject to both broad-band
and selective fading. The frequencies capable of carrying the desired transmission are subject to all of the diurnal, seasonal, and sunspot cycles, and the random variations of ionization in the upper ionosphere. Sunspot cycles change every 11 years, and so propagation
tends to change as well. Significant differences are typically experienced between day and
night coverage patterns, and between summer to winter coverage. Out to about 4000 km,
E-layer transmission is not unusual, but most of the very long transmission—and some
down to a few thousand kilometers—is carried by F-layer reflections. It is not uncommon
to receive several signals of comparable strength carried over different paths. Thus, fading
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is the rule, and selective fading is common. Atmospheric noise is still high at times at the
low end of the band, although it becomes negligible above about 20 MHz.
Receivers must be designed for high sensitivity, and impulse noise reducing techniques
must often be included. Because the operating frequency must be changed on a regular basis
to obtain even moderate transmission availability, most HF receivers require coverage of the
entire band and usually of the upper part of the MF band. For many applications, designs
must be made to combat fading. The simplest of these is automatic gain control (AGC),
which also is generally used in lower-frequency designs. Diversity reception is often required, where signals are received over several routes that fade independently—using separated antennas, frequencies, and times, or antennas with different polarizations—and must
be combined to provide the best composite output. If data transmissions are separated into
many parallel low-rate channels, fading of the individual narrow-band channels is essentially flat, and good reliability can be achieved by using diversity techniques. Most of the
data sent over HF use such multitone signals.
In modern receiver designs, adaptive equalizer techniques are used to combat multipath
that causes selective fading on broadband transmissions. The bandwidth available on HF
makes possible the use of spread-spectrum techniques intended to combat interference and,
especially, jamming. This is primarily a military requirement.
VHF (30 to 300 MHz)

Most very-high frequency (VHF) transmissions are intended to be relatively short-range,
using line-of-sight paths with elevated antennas, at least at one end of the path. In addition
to FM and television broadcast services, this band handles much of the land mobile and
some fixed services, and some aeronautical and aeronavigation services. So long as a good
clear line of sight with adequate ground (and other obstruction) clearance exists between
the antennas, the signal will tend to be strong and steady. The wavelength is, however, becoming sufficiently small at these frequencies so that reflection is possible from ground
features, buildings, and some vehicles. Usually reflection losses result in transmission
over such paths that is much weaker than transmission over line-of-sight paths. In land mobile service, one or both of the terminals may be relatively low, so that the earth’s curvature
or rolling hills and gullies can interfere with a line-of-sight path. While the range can be
extended slightly by diffraction, in many cases the signal reaches the mobile station via
multipath reflections that are of comparable strength or stronger than the direct path. The
resulting interference patterns cause the signal strength to vary from place to place in a relatively random matter.
There have been a number of experimental determinations of the variability, and models
have been proposed that attempt to predict it. Most of these models apply also in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) region. For clear line-of-sight paths, or those with a few well-defined intervening terrain features, accurate methods exist for predicting field strength. In
this band, noise is often simply thermal, although man-made noise can produce impulsive
interference. For vehicular mobile use, the vehicle itself is a potential source of noise. In the
U.S., mobile communications have used FM, originally of a wider band than necessary for
the information, so as to reduce impulsive noise effects. However, recent trends have reduced the bandwidth of commercial radios of this type so that this advantage has essentially
disappeared. The other advantage of FM is that hard limiting can be used in the receiver to
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compensate for level changes with the movement of the vehicle. Such circuits are easier to
design than AGC systems, whose rates of attack and decay would ideally be adapted to the
vehicle’s speed.
Elsewhere in the world AM has been used satisfactorily in the mobile service, and single-sideband (SSB) modulation—despite its more complex receiver implementation—has
been applied to reduce spectrum occupancy. Communications receivers in this band are
generally designed for high sensitivity, a high range of signals, and strong interfering signals. With the trend toward increasing data transmission rates, adaptive equalization is required in some applications.
Ground mobile military communications use parts of this band and so spread-spectrum
designs are also found. At the lower end of the band, the ionospheric scatter and meteoric reflection modes are available for special-purpose use. Receivers for the former must operate
with selective fading from scattered multipaths with substantial delays; the latter require receivers that can detect acceptable signals rapidly and provide the necessary storage before
the path deteriorates.
UHF (300 MHz to 3 GHz)

The transmission characteristics of UHF are essentially the same as those of VHF, except
for the ionospheric effects at low VHF. It is at UHF and above that tropospheric scatter
links have been used. Nondirectional antennas are quite small, and large reflectors and arrays are available to provide directionality. At the higher portions of the band, transmission
closely resembles the transmission of light, with deep shadowing by obstacles and relatively easy reflection from terrain features, structures, and vehicles with sufficient reflectivity. Usage up to 1 GHz is quite similar to that at VHF. Mobile radio usage includes both
analog and digital cellular radiotelephones. Transmission between earth and space vehicles occurs in this band, as well as some satellite radio relay (mainly for marine mobile
use, including navy communications). Because of the much wider bandwidths available in
the UHF band, spread-spectrum usage is high for military communications, navigation,
and radar. Some line-of-sight radio relay systems use this band, especially those where the
paths are less than ideal; UHF links can be increased in range by diffraction over obstacles.
The smaller wavelengths in this band make it possible to achieve antenna diversity even on
a relatively small vehicle. It is also possible to use multiple antennas and design receivers
to combine these inputs adaptively to discriminate against interference or jamming. With
the availability of wider bands and adaptive equalization, much higher data transmission
rates are possible at UHF, using a wide variety of data modulations schemes.
SHF (3 GHz to 30 GHz)

Communication in the super-high frequency (SHF) band is strictly line-of-sight. Very
short wavelengths permit the use of parabolic transmit and receive antennas of exceptional
gain. Applications include satellite communications, point-to-point wideband relay, radar,
and specialized wideband communications systems. Other related applications include developmental research, space research, military support systems, radio location, and radio
navigation. Given line-of-sight conditions and sufficient fade margin, this band provides
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high reliability. Environmental conditions that can compromise SHF signal strength include heavy rain and solar outages (in the case of space-to-earth transmissions).
The majority of satellite links operate in either the C-band (4 to 6 GHz) or the Ku-band
(11 to 14 GHz). Attenuation of signals resulting from meteorological conditions, such as
rain and fog, is particularly serious for Ku-band operation, but less troublesome for C-band
systems. The effects of galactic and thermal noise sources on low-level signals require electronics for satellite service with exceptionally low noise characteristics.

1.2 Modulation
Communications are transmitted by sending time-varying waveforms generated by the
source or by sending waveforms (either analog or digital) derived from those of the source.
In radio communications, the varying waveforms derived from the source are transmitted
by changing the parameters of a sinusoidal wave at the desired transmission frequency.
This process is referred to as modulation, and the sinusoid is referred to as the carrier. The
radio receiver must be designed to extract (demodulate) the information from the received
signal. There are many varieties of carrier modulation, generally intended to optimize the
characteristics of the particular system in some sense—distortion, error rate, bandwidth
occupancy, cost, and/or other parameters. The receiver must be designed to process and
demodulate all types of signal modulation planned for the particular communications system. Important characteristics of a particular modulation technique selected include the
occupied bandwidth of the signal, the receiver bandwidth required to meet specified criteria for output signal quality, and the received signal power required to meet a specified
minimum output performance criterion.
The frequency spectrum is shared by many users, with those nearby generally transmitting on different channels so as to avoid interference. Therefore, frequency channels must
have limited bandwidth so that their significant frequency components are spread over a
range of frequencies that is small compared to the carrier frequencies. There are several definitions of bandwidth that are often encountered. A common definition arises from, for example, the design of filters or the measurement of selectivity in a receiver. In this case, the
bandwidth is described as the difference between the two frequencies at which the power
spectrum density is a certain fraction below the center frequency when the filter has been excited by a uniform-density waveform such as white gaussian noise (Figure 1.6a). Thus, if the
density is reduced to one-half, we speak of the 3 dB bandwidth; to 1/100, the 20 dB bandwidth; and so on.
Another bandwidth reference that is often encountered, especially in receiver design, is
the noise bandwidth. This is defined as the bandwidth which, when multiplied by the center
frequency density, would produce the same total power as the output of the filter or receiver.
Thus, the noise bandwidth is the equivalent band of a filter with uniform output equal to the
center frequency output and with infinitely sharp cutoff at the band edges (Figure 1.6b).
This bandwidth terminology is also applied to the transmitted signal spectra. In controlling
interference between channels, the bandwidth of importance is called the occupied bandwidth (Figure 1.6c). This bandwidth is defined as the band occupied by all of the radiated
power except for a small fraction ε. Generally, the band edges are set so that 1 2 ε falls above
the channel and 1 2 ε below. If the spectrum is symmetrical, the band-edge frequencies are
equally separated from the nominal carrier.
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Figure 1.6 The relationship of various bandwidth definitions to power density spectrum: (a)
attenuation bandwidth, (b) noise bandwidth, (c) occupied bandwidth.

Every narrow-band signal can be represented as a mean or carrier frequency that is modulated at much lower frequencies in amplitude or angle, or both. This is true no matter what
processes are used to perform the modulation. Modulation can be divided into two classes:
• Analog modulation: A system intended to reproduce at the output of the receiver, with as
little change as possible, a waveform provided to the input of the transmitter.
• Digital modulation: A system intended to reproduce correctly one of a number of discrete
levels at discrete times.
1.2.1 Analog Modulation
Analog modulation is used for transmitting speech, music, telephoto, television, and some
telemetering. In certain cases, the transmitter may perform operations on the input signal
to improve transmission or to confine the spectrum to an assigned band. These may need
to be reversed in the receiver to provide good output waveforms or, in some cases, it may
be tolerated as distortion in transmission. There are essentially two pure modulations: amplitude and angle, although the latter is often divided into frequency and phase modulation. Double-sideband with suppressed carrier (DSB-SC), SSB, and vestigial-sideband
(VSB) modulations are hybrid forms that result in simultaneous amplitude and angle modulation.
In amplitude modulation, the carrier angle is not modulated; only the envelope is modulated. Because the envelope by definition is always positive, it is necessary to prevent the
modulated amplitude from going negative. Commonly this is accomplished by adding a
constant component to the signal, giving rise to a transmitted waveform
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Figure 1.7 The process of amplitude modulation: (a) AM waveform, (b) power density spectrum. (LSB = lower sideband and USB = upper sideband.)

s(t) = A [1 + ms in (t)] cos ( 2 π f t + θ)

(1.5)

where A is the amplitude of the unmodulated carrier and ms in (t) > – 1. A sample waveform
and a power density spectrum are shown in Figure 1.7. The spectrum comprises a line
component, representing the unmodulated carrier power, and a power density spectrum
that is centered on the carrier. Because of the limitation on the amplitude of the modulating signal, the total power in the two density spectra is generally considerably lower than
the carrier power. The presence of the carrier, however, provides a strong reference frequency for demodulating the signal. The required occupied bandwidth is twice the bandwidth of the modulating signal.
The power required by the carrier in many cases turns out to be a large fraction of the
transmitter power. Because this power is limited by economics and allocation rules, techniques are sometimes used to reduce the carrier power without causing negative modulation. One such technique is enhanced carrier modulation, which can be useful for communications using AM if the average power capability of the transmitter is of concern, rather
than the peak power. In this technique, a signal is derived from the incoming wave to measure its strength. Speech has many periods of low or no transmission. The derived signal is
low-pass filtered and controls the carrier level. When the modulation level increases, the
carrier level is simultaneously increased so that overmodulation cannot occur. To assure
proper operation, it is necessary to delay application of the incoming wave to the modulator
by an amount at least equal to the delay introduced in the carrier control circuit filter. The occupied spectrum is essentially the same as for regular AM, and the wave can be demodulated
by an AM demodulator.
Analog angle modulation is used in FM broadcasting, television audio broadcasting, and
mobile vehicular communications. In FM, the instantaneous frequency of the waveform is
varied proportionately to the signal so that the instantaneous frequency f i (t) and the instantaneous phase β(t) are given by
f i (t) = f o + ks i (t)

(1.6)
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Figure 1.8 FM waveforms and spectra: (a) low-peak deviation, (b) high-peak deviation.

β(t) = β o + 2 π k

∫

t
–∞

s i ( x) dx

(1.6a)

The bandwidth of the FM signal is a function of the multiplier k, and ks i (t) is the frequency
deviation from the carrier. When the peak deviation ∆f p is small compared to unity, the
bandwidth is approximately two times the input signal bandwidth 2∆f si . When the peak
deviation is large compared to unity, the bandwidth is approximately 2 ( ∆f p + ∆f si ). This
is known as the Carson bandwidth. Accurate predictions of the bandwidth are dependent
on the details of the signal spectrum. Figure 1.8 illustrates FM waveforms having low and
high deviations, and their associated spectra.
In phase modulation (PM), the instantaneous phase is made proportional to the modulating signal
β(t) = ks i (t)

(1.7)

The peak phase deviation β p is the product of k and the maximum amplitude of s i (t). PM
may be used in some narrow-band angle modulation applications. It has also been used as a
method for generating FM with high stability. If the input wave is integrated before being
applied to the phase modulator, the resulting wave is the equivalent of FM by the original input wave.
There are a variety of hybrid analog modulation schemes that are in use or have been proposed for particular applications. One approach to reducing the power required by the carrier in AM is to reduce or suppress the carrier. This is the DSB-SC modulation mentioned
previously. It results in the same bandwidth requirement as for AM and produces a waveform and spectrum as illustrated in Figure 1.9. Whenever the modulating wave goes through
zero, the envelope of the carrier wave goes through zero with discontinuous slope, and si-
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Figure 1.9 DSB-SC modulation: (a)
waveform, (b) spectrum.

Figure 1.10 SSB modulation: (a)
waveform, (b) spectrum.

multaneously the carrier phase changes 180°. These sudden discontinuities in amplitude
and phase of the signal do not result in a spreading of the spectrum because they occur simultaneously so as to maintain the continuity of the wave and its slope for the overall signal.
An envelope demodulator cannot demodulate this wave without substantial distortion,
however. For distortion-free demodulation, it is necessary for the receiver to provide a reference signal at the same frequency and phase as the carrier. To help in this, a small residual
carrier can be sent, although this is not necessary.
The upper sideband (USB) and lower sideband (LSB) of the AM or DSB signal are mirror images. All of the modulating information is contained in either element. The spectrum
can be conserved by using SSB modulation to produce only one of these, either the USB or
LSB. The amplitude and the phase of the resulting narrow-band signal both vary. SSB signals with modulation components near zero are impractical to produce. Again, distortion-free recovery of the modulation requires the receiver to generate a reference carrier at
the proper carrier frequency and phase. A reduced carrier can be sent in some cases to aid recovery. For audio transmission, accurate phase recovery is usually not necessary for the result to sound satisfactory. Indeed, small frequency errors can also be tolerated. Errors up to
50 Hz can be tolerated without unsatisfactory speech reception and 100 Hz or more without
loss of intelligibility. Figure 1.10 illustrates the SSB waveform and spectrum. SSB is of
value in HF transmissions because it is less affected by selective fading than AM and also
occupies less bandwidth. A transmission that sends one SSB signal above the carrier frequency and a different one below it is referred to as having independent sideband (ISB)
modulation. SSB has found widespread use in voice multiplexing equipment for both radio
and cable transmission.
For multiplexing channels in the UHF and SHF bands, various techniques of pulse modulation are used. These techniques depend upon the sampling theorem that any band-limited
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wave can be reproduced from a number of samples of the wave taken at a rate above the
Nyquist rate (two times the highest frequency in the limited band). In PM schemes, the baseband is sampled and used to modulate a train of pulses at the sampling rate. The pulses have
a duration much shorter than the sampling interval, so that many pulse trains can be interleaved. The overall pulse train then modulates a carrier using one of the standard amplitude
or angle modulation techniques. Among the pulse modulation schemes are:
• PAM (pulse-amplitude modulation)
• PPM (pulse-position or pulse-phase modulation), in which the time position about an
unmodulated reference position is changed
• PWM (pulse-width modulation), PLM (pulse-length modulation), and PDM (pulse-duration modulation), in which the width of the pulse is changed in response to the input signal
A modulated pulse train of this sort obviously occupies a much wider bandwidth than the
modulation baseband. However, when many pulse trains are multiplexed, the ratio of pulse
bandwidth to channel bandwidth is reduced. There are certain performance advantages to
some of these techniques, and the multiplexing and demultiplexing equipment is much
simpler than that required for frequency stacking of SSB channels.
It should be noted that PWM can be used to send a single analog channel over a constantenvelope channel such as FM. The usual approach to PWM is to maintain one of the edges of
the pulse at a fixed time phase and vary the position of the other edge in accordance with the
modulation. For sending a single channel, the fixed edge can be suppressed and the location
of the leading and trailing edges are modulated relative to a regular central reference with
successive samples. This process halves the pulse rate and, consequently, the bandwidth. It
is an alternative approach to direct modulation for sending a voice signal over an FM, PM, or
DSB-SC channel.
Pulse-code modulation (PCM) is another technique for transmitting sampled analog
waveforms. Sampling takes place above the Nyquist rate. Commonly, a rate of 8 kHz is used
for speech transmission. Each sample is converted to a binary number in an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter; the numbers are converted to a binary pulse sequence. They must be accompanied by a framing signal so that the proper interpretation of the code can be made at
the receiver. Often PCM signals are multiplexed into groups of six or more, with one synchronizing signal to provide both channel and word synchronization. PCM is used extensively in telephone transmission systems, because the binary signals being encoded can be
made to have relatively low error rates on any one hop in a long-distance relayed system.
This permits accurate regeneration of the bit train at each receiver so that the cumulative
noise over a long channel can be maintained lower than in analog transmission. Time division multiplexing permits the use of relatively small and inexpensive digital multiplexing
and demultiplexing equipment.
Speech spectrum density tends to drop off at high frequencies. This has made the use of
differential PCM (DPCM) attractive in some applications. It has been determined that when
the difference between successive samples is sent, rather than the samples themselves, comparable speech performance can be achieved with the transmission of about two fewer bits
per sample. This permits a saving in transmitted bandwidth with a slight increase in the
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Figure 1.11 Performance comparison between PCM and DPCM systems. The length of the
vertical bar through each point equals the variance in the scale value.

noise sensitivity of the system. Figure 1.11 shows a performance comparison for various
PCM and DPCM systems.
The ultimate in DPCM systems would offer a difference of only a single bit. This has
been found unsatisfactory for speech at usual sampling rates. However, single-bit systems
have been devised in the process known as delta modulation (DM). A block diagram of a
simple delta modulator is shown in Figure 1.12. In this diagram, the analog input level is
compared to the level in a summer or integrator. If the summer output is below the signal, a 1
is generated; if it is above, a 0 is generated. This binary stream is transmitted as output from
the DM and at the same time provides the input to the summer. At the summer, a unit input is
interpreted as a positive unit increment, whereas a zero input is interpreted as a negative unit
input. The sampling rate must be sufficiently high for the summer to keep up with the input
wave when its slope is high, so that slope distortion does not occur.
To combat slope distortion, a variety of adaptive systems have been developed to use saturation in slope to generate larger input pulses to the summer. Figure 1.13 shows the block
diagram of high-information DM (HIDM), an early adaptive DM system. The result of a
succession of 1s or 0s of length more than 2 is to double the size of the increment (or decrement) to the summer, up to a maximum size. This enables the system to follow a large slope
much more rapidly than with simple DM. Figure 1.14 illustrates this for the infinite slope of
a step function. HIDM and other adaptive DM systems have been found to be of value for
both speech and video communications.
1.2.2 Modulation for Digital Signals
With the explosive growth of digital data exchange, digital transmission has assumed ever
greater importance in the design of communications equipment. Although the transmission of binary information is required, the method of transmission is still the analog radio
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Figure 1.12 Block diagram of a DM modulator and demodulator.

Figure 1.13 Block diagram of a HIDM system.

transmission medium. Hence, the modulation process comprises the selection of one of a
number of potential waveforms to modulate the transmitted carrier. The receiver must determine, after transmission distortions and the addition of noise, which of the potential
waveforms was chosen. The process is repeated at a regular interval T, so that 1/T digits are
sent per second. The simplest digital decision is binary, i. e., one of two waveforms is selected, so digital data rates are usually expressed in bits per second (b/s). This is true even
when a higher-order decision is made (m-ary) among m different waveforms. The rate of
decision is called the symbol rate; this is converted to bits per second by multiplying by the
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Figure 1.14 Comparison of responses of HIDM and DM to a step function.

logarithm of m to the base 2. In most applications m is made a power of 2, so this conversion is simple.
AM and angle modulation techniques described previously can be used for sending digits, and a number of hybrid modulations are also employed. The performance of digital
modulation systems is often measured by the ratio of energy required per bit to the white
gaussian noise power density E b /n o required to produce specified bit error rates. In practical transmission schemes, it is also necessary to consider the occupied bandwidth of the radio transmission for the required digital rate. The measure bits per second per hertz can be
used for modulation comparisons. Alternatively, the occupied bandwidth required to send a
certain standard digital rate is often used.
Coding can be employed in communications systems to improve the form of the input
waveform for transmission. Coding may be used in conjunction with the modulation technique to improve the transmission of digital signals, or it may be inserted into an incoming
stream of digits to permit detection and correction of errors in the output stream. This latter
use, error detection and correction (EDAC) coding, is a specialized field that may or may
not be considered a part of the receiver. Some techniques that improve the signal transmission, such as correlative coding, are considered modulation techniques. PCM and DM, discussed previously, may be considered source coding techniques.
Coding System Basics

By using a binary input to turn a carrier on or off, an AM system for digital modulation
known as on-off keying (OOK) is produced. This may be generalized to switching between
two amplitude levels, which is then known as amplitude-shift keying (ASK). ASK, in turn,
can be generalized to m levels to produce an m-ary ASK signal. Essentially, this process
represents modulating an AM carrier with a square wave or a step wave. The spectrum
produced has carrier and upper and lower sidebands, which are the translation of the base-
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Figure 1.15 Example of waveforms, spectra, and Argand plots: (a) binary modulation, (b)
quaternary ASK modulation.

band modulating spectrum. As a result, zero frequency in the modulating spectrum becomes the carrier frequency in the transmitted spectrum. Because a discontinuous (step)
amplitude produces a spectrum with substantial energy in adjacent channels, it is necessary to filter or otherwise shape the modulating waveform to reduce the side lobe energy.
Because the modulation causes the transmitter amplitude to vary, binary ASK can use only
one-half of the transmitter’s peak power capability. This can be an economic disadvantage.
An envelope demodulator can be used at the receiver, but best performance is achieved
with a coherent demodulator. Figure 1.15 gives examples of ASK waveforms, power density spectra, and the locus in the Argand diagram. The emphasized points in the latter are
the amplitude levels corresponding to the different digits. The diagram is simply a line
connecting the points because the phase remains constant. The group of points is called a
signal constellation. For ASK, this diagram is of limited value, but for more complex
modulations it provides a useful insight into the process. Figure 1.16 shows the spectrum
density of OOK for various transition shapes and tabulates noise and occupied
bandwidths.
The digital equivalents of FM and PM are frequency-shift keying (FSK) and phase-shift
keying (PSK), respectively. These modulations can be generated by using appropriately designed baseband signals as the inputs to a frequency or phase modulator. Often, however,
special modulators are used to assure greater accuracy and stability. Either binary or
higher-order m-ary alphabets can be used in FSK or PSK to increase the digital rate or reduce the occupied bandwidth. Early FSK modulators switched between two stable independent oscillator outputs. This resulted, however, in a phase discontinuity at the time of
switching. Similarly, many PSK modulators are based on rapid switching of phase. In both
cases, the phase discontinuity causes poor band occupancy because of the slow rate of
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Figure 1.16 OOK power density spectra. ® = rectangular, S = sine, T = triangular, and RC =
raised cosine.)

out-of-band drop-off. Such signals have been referred to as frequency-exchange keying
(FEK) and phase-exchange keying (PEK) to call attention to the discontinuities. Figure 1.17
illustrates a binary FEK waveform and its power spectrum density. The spectrum is the same
as two overlapped ASK spectra, separated by the peak-to-peak frequency deviation. The Argand diagram for an FEK wave is simply a circle made up of superimposed arcs of opposite
rotation. It is not easily illustrated. Figure 1.18 provides a similar picture of the PEK wave,
including its Argand diagram. In this case, the Argand diagram is a straight line between the
two points in the signal constellation. The spectrum is identical to the OOK spectrum with
the carrier suppressed and has the same poor bandwidth occupancy.
The Argand diagram is more useful in visualizing the modulation when there are more
than two points in the signal constellation. Quaternary modulation possesses four points at
the corners of a square. Another four-point constellation occurs for binary modulation with
90° phase offset between even- and odd-bit transitions. This sort of offset, but with appropriately reduced offset angle, can also be used with m-ary signals. It can assist in recovery of the
timing and phase reference in the demodulator. In PEK, the transition is presumably instan-
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Figure 1.17 Binary FEK: (a) waveform, (b) spectrum.

Figure 1.18 Binary PEK signal: (a) waveform, (b) Argand diagram, (c) spectrum.
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Figure 1.19 Argand diagrams of
signal states and transitions: (a)
quaternary, (b) phase-offset binary PEK.

Figure 1.20 Argand diagrams: (a)
binary PSK, (b) binary FSK.

taneous so that there is no path defined in the diagram for the transition. The path followed in
a real situation depends on the modulator design. In Figure 1.19, where these two modulations are illustrated, the path is shown as a straight line connecting the signal points.
Continuous-phase constant-envelope PSK and FSK differ only slightly because of the
basic relationship between frequency and phase. In principle, the goal of the PSK signals is
to attain a particular one of m phases by the end of the signaling interval, whereas the goal of
FSK signals is to attain a particular one of m frequencies. In the Argand diagram both of
these modulation types travel around a circle—PSK from point to point and FSK from rotation rate to rotation rate (Figure 1.20). With constant-envelope modulation, a phase plane
plot (tree) often proves useful. The spectrum depends on the specific transition function between states of frequency or phase. Therefore, spectra are not portrayed in Figures 1.21 and
1.22, which illustrate waveforms and phase trees for binary PSK and FSK, respectively.
The m-ary PSK with continuous transitions may have line components, and the spectra
differ as the value of m changes. However, the spectra are similar for different m values, especially near zero frequency. Figure 1.23 shows spectra when the transition shaping is a
raised cosine of one-half the symbol period duration for various values of m. Figure 1.24
gives spectral occupancy for binary PSK with several modulation pulse shapes. Figure 1.25
does the same for quaternary PSK. The spectrum of binary FSK for discontinuous frequency transitions and various peak-to-peak deviations less than the bit period is shown in
Figure 1.26. Band occupancy for discontinuous-frequency binary FSK is shown in Figure
1.27. Figure 1.28 shows the spectrum occupancy for a binary FSK signal for various transition shapes but the same total area of π/2 phase change. The rectangular case corresponds to
a discontinuous frequency transition with peak-to-peak deviation equal to 0.5 bit rate. This
particular signal has been called minimum-shift keying (MSK) because it is the FSK signal
of smallest deviation that can be demodulated readily using coherent quadrature PM.
The wide bandwidth and the substantial out-of-channel interference of PEK signals with
sharp transitions can be reduced by placing a narrow-band filter after the modulator. The filter tends to change the rate of transition and to introduce an envelope variation that becomes
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Figure 1.21 Binary PSK: (a) waveform, (b) phase tree.

Figure 1.22 Binary FSK: (a) waveform, (b) phase tree.

minimum at the time of the phase discontinuity. When the phase change is 180°, the envelope drops to zero at the point of discontinuity and the phase change remains discontinuous.
For smaller phase changes, the envelope drops to a finite minimum and the phase discontinuity is eliminated. Thus, discontinuous PEK signals with 180° phase change, when passed
through limiting amplifiers, still have a sharp envelope notch at the phase discontinuity
point, even after filtering. This tends to restore the original undesirable spectrum characteristics. To ameliorate this difficulty, offsetting the reference between symbols can be employed. This procedure provides a new reference for the measurement of phase in each symbol period—90° offset for binary, 45° for quaternary, and so on. In this way there is never a
180° transition between symbols, so that filtering and limiting can produce a constantenvelope signal with improved spectrum characteristics. In offset-keyed quaternary PSK,
the change between successive symbols is constrained to ±90°. After filtering and limiting
to provide a continuous-phase constant-envelope signal, the offset-keyed quaternary PSK
signal is almost indistinguishable from MSK.
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Figure 1.23 Spectra for m-ary PSK and half-symbol period raised cosine transition shaping.

Another type of modulation with a constraint in generation is unidirectional PSK
(UPSK), which also uses a quaternary PSK modulator. In this form of modulation, if two
successive input bits are the same, there is no change in phase. However, if they differ, then
the phase changes in two steps of 90°, each requiring one-half symbol interval. The direction of phase rotation is determined by the modulator connections and can be either clockwise or counterclockwise. The result is a wave that half the time is at the reference frequency
and half the time at a lower or higher average frequency by one-half the input bit rate. The
spectrum has a center 0.25 bit rate above or below the reference frequency. When it is narrow-band filtered and limited, the signal is almost indistinguishable from MSK offset from
the reference frequency by 0.25 bit rate.
As with analog modulation, digital modulation can occur simultaneously in amplitude
and angle. For example, an FSK or PSK wave can be modulated in amplitude to one of several levels. If the ASK does not occur at a faster rate and uses shaped transitions, there is little overall change in bandwidth and a bit or two can be added to the data rate. The performance of three types of signal constellations are illustrated in Figure 1.29. The type II system achieves better error performance than the type I, and both use synchronized amplitude
and phase modulators. The type III system provides slightly better error performance than
the type II and can be implemented easily using quadrature-balanced mixers (an approach
often used to produce quaternary PSK signals). Because this is identical to DSB-SC AM using quadrature carriers, the name quadrature AM (QAM) has been applied to the type III signal constellation as well as quaternary ASK. Larger signal constellations are commonly
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Figure 1.24 Spectrum occupancy
of binary PSK with various transition shapings.

Figure 1.25 Spectrum occupancy
for quaternary PSK with various
transition shapings.
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Figure 1.26 Spectra of binary FSK with sharp transitions.

Figure 1.27 Band occupancy of binary FSK with sharp transitions at bit rate 1/T. (Curve A =
band occupancy of phase modulations with 180° peak-to-peak deviation.)
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Figure 1.28 Band occupancy for
minimum-shift keying (MSK)
with transition shaping.

used in digital microwave systems. At frequencies below 1 GHz, transmission impairments
have generally kept transmissions to 8-ary or lower, where the advantages over FSK or PSK
are not so significant.
Requiring continuous phase from angle modulation places a constraint on the process.
Transition shaping to improve the spectrum is another type of constraint. Differential encoding of the incoming binary data so that a 1 is coded as no change in the outgoing stream
and a 0 as a change is a different kind of constraint. This constraint does not affect bandwidth
but assures that a 180° phase shift can be demodulated at the receiver despite ambiguity in
the reference phase at the receiver. To eliminate receiver phase ambiguity, m-ary transmissions can also be encoded differentially. There has been a proliferation of angle modulation
types with different constraints, with the primary objectives of reducing occupied bandwidth for a given transmission rate or improving error performance within a particular bandwidth, or both. A few of these systems are summarized here.
Partial response coding was devised to permit increased transmission rate through existing narrow-band channels. It can be used in baseband transmission or with continuous AM,
PM, or FM. The initial types used ternary transmission to double the transmission rate
through existing channels where binary transmission was used. These schemes, known as
biternary and duobinary transmission, form constrained ternary signals that can be sent
over the channel at twice the binary rate, with degraded error performance. The duobinary
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Figure 1.29 Examples of AM PSK constellations: (a) type I, independent amplitude and
phase decisions, (b) type II, phase decision levels depend on amplitude, (c) type III, uniform
square decision areas.
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Table 1.1 m-ary CPFSK Bandwidth-Performance Tradeoffs

approach is generalized to polybinary, wherein the m-ary transmission has a number of
states, every other one of which represents a 1 or a 0 binary state. For m >3, this permits still
higher transmission rates than ternary at further error rate degradation. Two similar modulation processes are referred to as tamed frequency modulation (TFM) and gaussian filtered
MSK (GMSK).
When the response to a single digital input is spread over multiple keying intervals, it is
sometimes possible to improve demodulation by using correlation over these intervals to
distinguish among the possible waveforms. For this reason, the term correlative coding has
been applied to such techniques. Table 1.1 shows some performance and bandwidth tradeoffs for m-ary continuous-phase FSK (CPFSK), without shaping filters. Generally speaking, by selecting a good set of phase trajectories longer than the keying period and by using
correlation or Viterbi decoding in the demodulation process, both narrower bandwidths and
better performance can be achieved than for conventional MSK.
Digital Compression Systems

Enhancements to the basic digital coding schemes described in the previous section have
led to a family of high-quality coding and compression systems for audio, video, and data
sources. Some of the more common high-performance coding systems for audio communications include:
• The audio portions of the MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group ) group of international standards
• apt-X, a digital audio compression system (Audio Processing Technology)
• MUSICAM audio compression
• AC-2 and AC-3 audio compression (Dolby Labs)
Decades of research in psychoacoustics, the science of sound perception, have provided
the following two fundamental principles upon which advanced compression schemes
rely:
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• Threshold: the minimum level of sound that can be heard. The absolute threshold is the
sound level that is just detectable in the absence of all other sounds. As a result, if a sound
is below the absolute threshold, a listener cannot hear it even under the best possible conditions. The sound, therefore, does not need to be part of the stored or transmitted signal.
The threshold of hearing curve forms the lowest limit of digital encoding. Sounds below
the limit simply are not encoded.
• Masking: the hiding of a low-level sound by a louder sound. The mechanisms of masking
are sufficiently well understood that a model can be embedded into an encoder with good
success. The model calculates the masking produced by a signal to determine what can be
heard and what cannot. Masking, as discussed here, is more applicable to music signals
than speech.
An additional principle of importance in audio compression is the redundancy of many audio waveforms. If a coding or compression system eliminates duplicate information, the
bit error rate of the signal can be reduced with no measurable loss of signal quality.
Implementation of the foregoing principles vary from one compression scheme to the
next. There are some techniques, however, that are common to many systems. It is common
practice to divide the audible frequency range into subbands that approximate auditory critical bands. Bit allocation and quantization schemes are critical design elements. The
choices to be made include assignment of the available bit rate to representations of the various bands. Differences in masking characteristics as a function of frequency are also significant. Proper filtering is of great importance. A filter bank confines coding errors temporally
and spectrally in such a way as to allow the greatest compression at an acceptable performance limit. Many compression schemes represent a mathematical compromise between
resolution and complexity. As the complexity increases, processing delays also increase.
Successful implementation of the foregoing principles require high-speed digital processing to examine the input waveform and adjust the sampling or coding parameters to
maximize data throughput. Advanced signal processing chips, designed specifically for
audio compression applications, have made implementation of a variety of coding schemes
practical.

1.3 Digital Signal Processing
Digital signals differ from analog in that only two steady-state levels are used for the storage, processing, and/or transmission of information. The definition of a digital transmission format requires specification of the following parameters:
• The type of information corresponding to each of the binary levels
• The frequency or rate at which the information is transmitted as a bilevel signal
The digital coding of signals for most applications uses a scheme of binary numbers in
which only two digits, 0 and 1, are used. This is called a base, or radix, of 2. It is of interest
that systems of other bases are used for some more complex mathematical applications,
the principal ones being octal (8) and hexadecimal (16).
To efficiently process digital signals, considerable computational power is required. The
impressive advancements in the performance of microprocessors intended for personal
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Figure 1.30 Analog-to-digital converter block diagram.

computer applications have enabled a host of new devices intended for communications
systems. For receivers, the most important of these is the digital signal processor (DSP),
which is a class of processor intended for a specific application or range of applications. The
DSP is, in essence, a microprocessor that sacrifices flexibility (or instruction set) for speed.
There are a number of tradeoffs in DSP design, however, with each new generation of devices, those constraints are minimized while performance is improved.
1.3.1 Analog-to-Digital (A/D) Conversion
Because the inputs and outputs of devices that interact with humans usually deal in analog
values, the inputs must be represented as numbered sequences corresponding to the analog
levels of the signal. This is accomplished by sampling the signal levels and assigning a binary code number to each of the samples. The rate of sampling must be substantially
higher than the highest signal frequency in order to cover the bandwidth of the signal and
to avoid spurious patterns (aliasing) generated by the interaction between the sampling
signal and the higher signal frequencies. A simplified block diagram of an A/D converter
(ADC) is shown in Figure 1.30. The Nyquist law for digital coding dictates that the sample
rate must be at least twice the cutoff frequency of the signal of interest to avoid these effects.
The sampling rate, even in analog sampling systems, is crucial. Figure 1.31a shows the
spectral consequence of a sampling rate that is too low for the input bandwidth; Figure 1.31b
shows the result of a rate equal to the theoretical minimum value, which is impractical; and
Figure 1.31c shows typical practice. The input spectrum must be limited by a low-pass filter
to greatly attenuate frequencies near one-half the sampling rate and above. The higher the
sampling rate, the easier and simpler the design of the input filter becomes. An excessively
high sampling rate, however, is wasteful of transmission bandwidth and storage capacity,
while a low but adequate rate complicates the design and increases the cost of input and output analog filters.
Analog signals can be converted to digital codes using a number of methods, including the
following [1.1]:
• Integration
• Successive approximation
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.31 Relationship between sampling rate and bandwidth: (a) a sampling rate too low
for the input spectrum, (b) the theoretical minimum sampling rate (Fs), which requires a theoretically perfect filter, (c) a practical sampling rate using a practical input filter.

• Parallel (flash) conversion
• Delta modulation
• Pulse-code modulation
• Sigma-delta conversion
Two of the more common A/D conversion processes are successive approximation and
parallel or flash. High-performance communications systems require specialized A/D techniques that often incorporate one of these general schemes in conjunction with proprietary
technology.
Successive Approximation

Successive approximation A/D conversion is a technique commonly used in medium- to
high-speed data-acquisition applications [1.1]. One of the fastest A/D conversion techniques, it requires a minimum amount of circuitry. The conversion times for successive approximation A/D conversion typically range from 10 to 300 ms for 8-bit systems.
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Figure 1.32 Successive approximation A/D converter block diagram. (After [1.2].)

The successive approximation A/D converter can approximate the analog signal to form
an n-bit digital code in n steps. The successive approximation register (SAR) individually
compares an analog input voltage with the midpoint of one of n ranges to determine the
value of 1 bit. This process is repeated a total of n times, using n ranges, to determine the n
bits in the code. The comparison is accomplished as follows:
• The SAR determines whether the analog input is above or below the midpoint and sets the
bit of the digital code accordingly.
• The SAR assigns the bits beginning with the most significant bit.
• The bit is set to a 1 if the analog input is greater than the midpoint voltage; it is set to a 0 if
the input is less than the midpoint voltage.
• The SAR then moves to the next bit and sets it to a 1 or a 0 based on the results of comparing the analog input with the midpoint of the next allowed range.
Because the SAR must perform one approximation for each bit in the digital code, an
n-bit code requires n approximations. A successive approximation A/D converter consists
of four main functional blocks, as shown in Figure 1.32. These blocks are the SAR, the analog comparator, a D/A (digital-to-analog) converter, and a clock.
Parallel/Flash

Parallel or flash A/D conversion is used in a variety of high-speed applications, such as radar detection [1.1]. A flash A/D converter simultaneously compares the input analog volt-
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Figure 1.33 Block diagram of a flash A/D converter. (After [1.3].)

n

age with 2 – 1 threshold voltages to produce an n-bit digital code representing the analog
voltage. Typical flash A/D converters with 8-bit resolution operate at 100 MHz to 1 GHz.
The functional blocks of a flash A/D converter are shown in Figure 1.33. The circuitry
consists of a precision resistor ladder network, 2n – 1 analog comparators, and a digital priority encoder. The resistor network establishes threshold voltages for each allowed
quantization level. The analog comparators indicate whether the input analog voltage is
above or below the threshold at each level. The output of the analog comparators is input to
the digital priority encoder. The priority encoder produces the final digital output code,
which is stored in an output latch.
An 8-bit flash A/D converter requires 255 comparators. The cost of high-resolution A/D
comparators escalates as the circuit complexity increases and the number of analog conn
verters rises by 2 – 1. As a low-cost alternative, some manufacturers produce modified
flash converters that perform the A/D conversion in two steps, to reduce the amount of circuitry required. These modified flash converters also are referred to as half-flash A/D converters because they perform only half of the conversion simultaneously.
1.3.2 Digital-to-Analog (D/A) Conversion
The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is, in principle, quite simple. The digital stream of
binary pulses is decoded into discrete, sequentially timed signals corresponding to the
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Figure 1.34 Digital-to-analog converter block diagram.

Figure 1.35 Output filter response requirements for a common D/A converter.

original sampling in the A/D. The output is an analog signal of varying levels. The time
duration of each level is equal to the width of the sample taken in the A/D conversion process. The analog signal is separated from the sampling components by a low-pass filter.
Figure 1.34 shows a simplified block diagram of a D/A. The deglitching sample-and-hold
circuits in the center block set up the analog levels from the digital decoding and remove
the unwanted high-frequency sampling components.
Each digital number is converted to a corresponding voltage and stored until the next
number is converted. Figure 1.35 shows the resulting spectrum. The energy surrounding the
sampling frequency must be removed, and an output low-pass filter is used to accomplish
that task. One cost-effective technique used in a variety of applications is called
oversampling. A new sampling rate is selected that is a whole multiple of the input sampling
rate. The new rate is typically two or four times the old rate. Every second or fourth sample is
filled with the input value, while the others are set to zero. The result is passed through a digital filter that distributes the energy in the real samples among the empty ones and itself. The
resulting spectrum (for a 4× oversampling system) is shown in Figure 1.36. The energy
around the 4× sample frequency must be removed, which can be done simply because it is so
distant from the upper band edge. The response of the output filter is chiefly determined by
the digital processing and is therefore very stable with age, in contrast to a strictly analog filter, whose component values are susceptible to drift with age and other variables.
Practical Implementations

To convert digital codes to analog voltages, a voltage weight typically is assigned to each
bit in the digital code, and the voltage weights of the entire code are summed [1.1]. A general-purpose D/A converter consists of a network of precision resistors, input switches,
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Figure 1.36 The filtering benefits of oversampling.

and level shifters to activate the switches to convert the input digital code to an analog current or voltage output. A D/A device that produces an analog current output usually has a
faster settling time and better linearity than one that produces a voltage output.
D/A converters commonly have a fixed or variable reference level. The reference level
determines the switching threshold of the precision switches that form a controlled impedance network, which in turn controls the value of the output signal. Fixed-reference D/A
converters produce an output signal that is proportional to the digital input. In contrast, multiplying D/A converters produce an output signal that is proportional to the product of a
varying reference level times a digital code.
D/A converters can produce bipolar, positive, or negative polarity signals. A four-quadrant multiplying D/A converter allows both the reference signal and the value of the binary
code to have a positive or negative polarity.
1.3.3 Converter Performance Criteria
The major factors that determine the quality of performance of A/D and D/A converters
are resolution, sampling rate, speed, and linearity [1.1]. The resolution of a D/A circuit is
the smallest possible change in the output analog signal. In an A/D system, the resolution
is the smallest change in voltage that can be detected by the system and produce a change
in the digital code. The resolution determines the total number of digital codes, or
quantization levels, that will be recognized or produced by the circuit.
The resolution of a D/A or A/D device usually is specified in terms of the bits in the digital code, or in terms of the least significant bit (LSB) of the system. An n-bit code allows for
2n quantization levels, or 2n – 1 steps between quantization levels. As the number of bits increases, the step size between quantization levels decreases, therefore increasing the accuracy of the system when a conversion is made between an analog and digital signal. The system resolution also can be specified as the voltage step size between quantization levels.
The speed of a D/A or A/D converter is determined by the amount of time it takes to perform the conversion process. For D/A converters, the speed is specified as the settling time.
For A/D converters, the speed is specified as the conversion time. The settling time for a D/A
converter varies with supply voltage and transition in the digital code; it is specified in the
data sheet with the appropriate conditions stated.
A/D converters have a maximum sampling rate that limits the speed at which they can
perform continuous conversions. The sampling rate is the number of times per second that
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the analog signal can be sampled and converted into a digital code. For proper A/D conversion, the minimum sampling rate must be at least 2 times the highest frequency of the analog
signal being sampled to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. The conversion speed and other timing
factors must be taken into consideration to determine the maximum sampling rate of an A/D
converter. Nyquist A/D converters use a sampling rate that is slightly greater than twice the
highest frequency in the analog signal. Oversampling A/D converters use sampling rates of
N times rate, where N typically ranges from 2 to 64.
Both D/A and A/D converters require a voltage reference to achieve absolute conversion
accuracy. Some conversion devices have internal voltage references, whereas others accept
external voltage references. For high-performance systems, an external precision reference
is required to ensure long-term stability, load regulation, and control over temperature fluctuations.
Measurement accuracy is specified by the converter's linearity. Integral linearity is a
measure of linearity over the entire conversion range. It often is defined as the deviation
from a straight line drawn between the endpoints and through zero (or the offset value) of the
conversion range. Integral linearity also is referred to as relative accuracy. The offset value
is the reference level required to establish the zero or midpoint of the conversion range. Differential linearity, the linearity between code transitions, is a measure of the monotonicity of
the converter. A converter is said to be monotonic if increasing input values result in increasing output values.
The accuracy and linearity values of a converter are specified in units of the LSB of the
code. The linearity can vary with temperature, so the values often are specified at +25°C as
well as over the entire temperature range of the device.
With each new generation of devices, A/D and D/A converter technology improves,
yielding higher sampling rates with greater resolution. Table 1.2 shows some typical values
as this book went to press.
1.3.4 Processing Signal Sequences
The heart of DSP lies in the processing of digitized signals, performed largely by three
fundamental operations: addition, multiplication, and delay [1.4]. Adding two numbers together or multiplying two numbers are common computer operations; delay, on the other
hand, is another matter.
Delaying a signal, in DSP terms, means processing previous samples of the signal. For
example, take the current input sample and add its value to that of the previous input sample,
or to the sample before that. It is helpful to draw an analogy to analog R-L-C circuits, in
which the delays (phase shifts) of the inductors and capacitors work together to create frequency-selective circuits. Processing discrete-time signals on the basis of a series of samples performs much the same function as the phase shifts of reactive analog components.
Just as the inductor or capacitor stores energy, which is combined with later parts of the applied signal, stored sample values are combined in DSP with later sample values to create
similar effects.
DSP algorithms can be characterized in two ways: by flow diagrams and by equations.
Flow diagrams are made up of the basic elements shown in Figure 1.37. These provide a convenient way to diagram a DSP algorithm. One item of note is the delay block, z–1. For any
given sample time, the output of this block is what the input of the block was at a previous
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Table 1.2 Typical Performance Characteristics of a Selection of Converters for Communications Applications
Converter
Type
A/D

Sampling Rate
400 Ms/s
200 Ms/s
120 Ms/s
70 Ms/s

2

Sampling Rate
D/A

3

500 Ms/s
3
300 Ms/s
3
300 Ms/s

Resolution
8 bits
10 bits
12 bits
14 bits

1

S/Nq
43 dB
58 dB
70 dB
75 dB

Resolution
10 bits
12 bits
14 bits

Max. Input
Frequency
1 GHz
400 MHz
350 MHz
300 MHz

Dynamic Range
80 dB
85 dB
88 dB

Power
Consumption
3W
2W
1W
1.3 W

Power
Consumption
250 mW
300 mW
350 mW

Notes:
2
3
signal-to-quantization noise, megasamples/second, settling time in megasamples/second

1

sample time. Thus, the block provides a one-sample delay. It is important to recognize that
the signals “step” through the flow diagram. That is, at each sample time, the input sample
appears and—at the same time—all of the delay blocks shift their previous inputs to their
outputs. Any addition or multiplication takes place instantaneously (for all intents and purposes), producing the output. The output then remains stable until the next sample arrives.
Figure 1.38 shows an example flow diagram. In this simple case, the previous input sample is multiplied by 2 and added to the current input sample. The sum is then added to the
previous output sample, which is multiplied by –3, to form the current output sample. Notation has been added to the diagram to show how the various signals are represented mathematically. The key to reading this notation is to understand the terms of the form x(n). The
variable x is the sample index—an integer value—and sample number n is—in this
case—the current input sample. x(n) is simply the amplitude value of the current sample,
sample number n. The output of the delay block in the lower left (Figure 1.38) is the previous
input sample value. (Recall that the delay block shifts its input to its output each time a new
sample arrives.) Thus, it is the value of x when n was one less than its present value, or x(n –
1). Similarly, y(n) is the current output value, and y(n – 1) is the output value at the previous
sample time. Putting these signal notations together with the multipliers, or coefficients,
shown on the diagram permits us to construct an equation that describes the algorithm:
y(n) = x(n) + 2x(n −1) − 3y(n −1)

(1.8)

This equation exactly describes the algorithm diagrammed in Figure 1.38, giving the output sample value for any value of n, based on the current and previous input values and the
previous output value. The diagram and the equation can be used interchangeably. Such an
equation is called a difference equation.
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Figure 1.37 Flow diagram symbols: (a) the symbol
for adding two sample values, (b) symbol for multiplying a sample value by a constant K, (c) delaying
the sample value by one sample period. (From
[1.4] Used with permission.)

Figure 1.38 An example flow diagram. (From
[1.4] Used with permission.)

Generating Sine Waves

The previous section dealt with processing a sequence of numbers that came from a sampled waveform. It is also possible to let the computer calculate a sequence of numbers,
thereby generating and output signal [1.4]. One of the easiest—and most useful—signals
that can be generated in this manner is a sine wave.
One commonly used technique for generating a sine wave is the phase accumulator
method. Samples are generated at a constant rate—the sampling frequency. For any frequency required, we can calculate the change in phase of a signal at that frequency between
two successive samples. For example, generating samples at a l0-kHz rate would equate to
every 0.1 ms. If we want to generate a l-kHz signal, with a period of 1 ms, we note that the
signal changes 36° in 0.1 ms. Therefore, the phase angle of the signal at each sample proceeds:
0°, 36°, 72°, 108°, 144°, 180°, ...
Next, we find the sine (or cosine) of the current phase angle; that will be the value of the
output sample:
sin(0°), sin(36°), sin(72°), sin( 108°), ...
After the phase passes 360°, it rolls over; it always has a value between 0 and 360°. Finding
the sine or cosine can be performed in the computer in one of several ways, most often us-
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Figure 1.39 Direct digital synthesis (DDS) performed using digital hardware (without a DSP
chip). (From [1.4] Used with permission.)

Figure 1.40 A DSP sine-wave oscillator algorithm. (From [1.4]. Used with permission.)

ing a look-up table. This type of generator can be implemented directly in digital hardware, as shown in Figure 1.39. This scheme is an example of direct digital synthesis
(DDS).
Another generator, a DSP sine-wave oscillator, is shown in Figure 1.40. By choosing the
proper coefficients and placing the correct starting values in the delay elements, a particular frequency can be produced. While this algorithm works well, it suffers from two defects compared to the phase accumulator technique. First, it is difficult to change the frequency while the system is running; it is necessary to change not only the coefficients, but
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the contents of the storage elements as well. This leads to a phase discontinuity in the output when the change is made, which often is undesirable. The second problem has to do
with finite-length binary words. Because the coefficient is a number stored in a computer,
it must be represented as a set of binary bits. In this oscillator, the frequency change
caused by a one-LSB difference in coefficients is different at low frequencies than at
higher frequencies. This situation does not exist for the phase accumulator. Thus, this oscillator is most suitable for applications where a fixed, unchanging frequency is required.
Fourier Transform

The Fourier transform is a mathematical technique for determining the content of a signal
[1.4]. Applied to a signal over a particular period of time, it determines the frequency content of that signal by assuming that the signal being analyzed repeats itself indefinitely. Of
course, when we analyze a real-world signal, such as a couple of seconds of speech, we
know that those few seconds of signal do not—in fact—repeat endlessly. So at best, the
Fourier transform can provide only an approximation of the frequency content. But, if we
look at a large enough period of the signal, that approximation will be rather good.
DSP systems make use of a variant of the Fourier transform called the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT). This is an algorithm that calculates the Fourier transform of a sampled signal. Mathematically, the DFT of a signal is computed as follows
N −1

X (k) = ∑ x(n)e − j 2 πnk / N

(1.9)

n =0

–j2πk/N

The quantity e
terms

can be simplified using Euler’s rule to state the DFT in more familiar

N −1
2πnk
2πnk 

X (k) = ∑ x(n)cos
− j sin
N
N 

n =0

(1.10)

Where:
N = the number of samples processed
n = the sample index, starting at 0
x(n) = the value of sample number n
For any value of k, the frequency index, we get X(k), which is the content of the signal at
the frequency kF/N, with F being the sampling frequency. We can do this for values of k from
0 to N – l.
To calculate X(k) for a particular value of k, we plug k into Equation (1.10), then compute
the sum for all of the input sample values. Note that the value we calculate has both real and
imaginary components: it is a complex number. The imaginary component arises because of
the term j in Equation (1.10); the signal has both an amplitude and a phase. We can calculate
the amplitude and phase from the complex value of X(k)
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Figure 1.41 The 50-point DFT of a signal
with 1000-Hz and 1300-Hz components,
sampled at a 20 kHz rate, showing the effect
of spectral leakage. The 1000-Hz signal falls
exactly on the fifth frequency bin (k = 5) and
does not leak. The 1300-Hz signal falls between bins 6 and 7, causing it to spread over
a number of bins. (From [1.4]. Used with permission.)

X (k) = a + jb
X (k) = a 2 + b 2
θ(k) = tan −1

(1.11)

b
a

Where the values of a and b are what we calculated with the cosine and sine functions in
Equation (1.10). X(k) is the amplitude and θ(k) is the phase angle.
If values of k greater than N/2 are used, the corresponding frequency for X(k) is greater
than F/2. Because the sampling theorem states that frequencies above F/2 are aliases; in the
DFT, half of the actual amplitude of a frequency component appears at the expected value of
k, and half appears at the alias frequency. If the input samples x(n) are all real numbers, the
value of X(k) at the alias frequency is the complex conjugate of the value at the actual frequency. That is, the complex number has the same real part and an imaginary part that is
equal in value but opposite in sign. Mathematically,
X (N − k) = X * (k)

1.12)

It follows, then, that after we have calculated the value of X(k), we know the value of X(N –
k)—just reverse the sign of the imaginary part. Or, simply calculate values of X(k) for k
from 0 to (N – l)/2 and then double the calculated amplitude to account for the alias-frequency component. The result is the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Spectral Leakage

In Equation (1.10) we are limited to integer values of k. This restriction leads to a phenomenon is known as spectral leakage, so called because it can result in a signal component at
a frequency between Fourier transform bins to appears to “leak” into adjacent bins. Figure
1.41 shows an example DFT with input signals of 1000 and 1300 Hz each at the same amplitude. The 1000-Hz signal falls directly on a bin and therefore produces a single line. For
the 1300-Hz signal, however, it is clear that not only has the signal leaked into nearby bins,
but the actual amplitude of the signal is not obvious, since the signal is divided up among
several bins.
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Figure 1.42 The effects of windowing: (a) window function applied, (b) resulting samples.
(From [1.4]. Used with permission.)

We can improve the situation somewhat by taking more samples; increasing N moves the
bins closer together. Analyzing a signal that falls between two bins will still cause leakage
into nearby bins, but because the bins are closer together the spread in frequency will be less.
This does not, however, solve the problem of the amplitude variation.
To minimize that problem, a technique known as windowing can be employed. Each sample being analyzing is multiplied by a value determined by the position of that sample in the
set. Figure 1.42 shows a set of samples before and after windowing. The samples near the beginning and end of the sample set have been reduced in amplitude. The effect of this technique is to reduce the amount of discontinuity that occurs at the end of the sample set and the
beginning of the (assumed) identical following set of samples. Reducing this discontinuity
reduces the spectral leakage problem.
There are trade-offs in this process, principally that the signal being analyzing will be distorted; this effect shows up in the resulting spectrum. With windowing, each frequency
component is leaked across several frequency bins, even if it normally would fall right on a
bin. But the leakage is more consistent, and therefore the relative amplitudes of signal
components—viewed across several bins of frequency—are nearly the same no matter what
the actual frequency of the component. With this scheme, we have effectively traded
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resolution for consistent results. A number of basic window types have been mathematically
defined, among these are the Hamming, Hanning, Blackman, and Kaiser windows.
1.3.5 Digital Filters
Digital filtering is concerned with the manipulation of discrete data sequences to remove
noise, extract information, change the sample rate, and/or modify the input information in
some form or context [1.5]. Although an infinite number of numerical manipulations can
be applied to discrete data (e.g., finding the mean value, forming a histogram), the objective of digital filtering is to form a discrete output sequence y(n) from a discrete input sequence x(n). In some manner, each output sample is computed from the input sequence—not just from any one sample, but from many, possibly all, of the input samples.
Those filters that compute their output from the present input and a finite number of past
inputs are termed finite impulse response (FIR) filters; those that use all past inputs are
termed infinite impulse response (IIR) filters.
FIR Filters

An FIR filter is a linear discrete-time system that forms its output as the weighted sum of
the most recent, and a finite number of past, inputs [1.5]. A time-invariant FIR filter has finite memory, and its impulse response (its response to a discrete-time input that is unity at
the first sample and otherwise zero) matches the fixed weighting coefficients of the filter.
Time-variant FIR filters, on the other hand, may operate at various sampling rates and/or
have weighting coefficients that adapt in sympathy with some statistical property of the
environment in which they are applied.
Perhaps the simplest example of an FIR filter is the moving average operation described
by the following linear constant-coefficient difference equation
M

y[n] = ∑ bk x[n − k ]
k =0

bk =

1
M +1

(1.13)

Where:
y[n] = output of the filter at integer sample index n
x[n] = input to the filter at integer sample index n
bk = filter weighting coefficients, k = 0,1,...,M
M = filter order
In a practical application, the input and output discrete-time signals will be sampled at
some regular sampling time interval, T seconds, denoted x[nT] and y[nT], which is related
to the sampling frequency by fs = 1/T, samples per second. However, for generality, it is
more convenient to assume that T is unity, so that the effective sampling frequency also is
unity and the Nyquist frequency is one-half. It is, then, straightforward to scale, by multiplication, this normalized frequency range, i.e. [0, ½], to any other sampling frequency.
The output of the simple moving average filter is the average of the M + 1 most recent values of x[n]. Intuitively, this corresponds to a smoothed version of the input, but its operation
is more appropriately described by calculating the frequency response of the filter. First,
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however, the z-domain representation of the filter is introduced in analogy to the s- (or
Laplace) domain representation of analog filters. The z-transform of a causal discrete-time
signal x[n] is defined by
M

X (z) = ∑ x[n]z − n

(1.14)

k =0

Where:
X(z) = z-transform of x[n]
z = complex variable
The z-transform of a delayed version of x[n], namely x[n – k] with k a positive integer, is
found to be given by z–kX(z). This result can be used to relate the z-transform of the output,
y[n], of the simple moving average filter to its input
M

Y (z) = ∑ bk z − k X (z)

bk =

k =0

1
M +1

(1.15)

The z-domain transfer function, namely the ratio of the output to input transform, becomes
H (z) =

Y (z)

X (z)

M

= ∑ bk z − k

bk =

k =0

1
M +1

(1.16)

Notice the transfer function, H(z), is entirely defined by the values of the weighting coefficients, bk, k = 0,1,...,M, which are identical to the discrete impulse response of the filter,
and the complex variable z. The finite length of the discrete impulse response means that
the transient response of the filter will last for only M + 1 samples, after which a steady
state will be reached. The frequency-domain transfer function for the filter is found by setting
z =e

j 2 πf

(1.17)

Where j = −1 and can be written as

(

H e

j 2 πf

) = M1+1 ∑ e
M

− j 2 πfk

k =0

=

sin[πf (M + 1)]
1
e − jπfM
sin(πf )
M +1

(1.18)

The magnitude and phase response of the simple moving average filter, with M = 7, are
calculated from H e j 2 πf and shown in Figure 1.43. The filter is seen clearly to act as a
crude low-pass smoothing filter with a linear phase response. The sampling frequency periodicity in the magnitude and phase response is a property of discrete-time systems. The linear phase response is due to the e − jπfM term in H e j 2 πf and corresponds to a constant M/2
group delay through the filter. A phase discontinuity of ±180° is introduced each time the
magnitude term changes sign. FIR filters that have center symmetry in their weighting coef-

(

)

(

)
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Figure 1.43 The magnitude and phase response of the simple moving average filter with M =
7. (From [1.5]. Used with permission.)

ficients have this constant frequency-independent group-delay property that is desirable in
applications in which time dispersion is to be avoided, such as in pulse transmission, where
it is important to preserve pulse shapes [1.6].
Design Techniques

Linear-phase FIR filters can be designed to meet various filter specifications, such as
low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, and band-stop filtering [1.5]. For a low-pass filter, two frequencies are required. One is the maximum frequency of the passband below which the
magnitude response of the filter is approximately unity, denoted the passband corner frequency fp. The other is the minimum frequency of the stop-band above which the magnitude response of the filter must be less than some prescribed level, named the stop-band
corner frequency fs. The difference between the passband and stop-band corner frequencies is the transition bandwidth. Generally, the order of an FIR filter, M, required to meet
some design specification will increase with a reduction in the width of the transition
band. There are three established techniques for coefficient design:
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Figure 1.44 The impulse and magnitude response of an optimal 40th-order half-band FIR filter. (From [1.5].
Used with permission.)

• Windowing. A design method that calculates the weighting coefficients by sampling the
ideal impulse response of an analog filter and multiplying these values by a smoothing
window to improve the overall frequency-domain response of the filter.
• Frequency sampling. A technique that samples the ideal frequency-domain specification of the filter and calculates the weighting coefficients by inverse-transforming these
values.
• Optimal approximations.
The best results generally can be obtained with the optimal approximations method. With
the increasing availability of desktop and portable computers with fast microprocessors,
large quantities of memory, and sophisticated software packages, optimal approximations
is the preferred method for weighting coefficient design. The impulse response and magnitude response for a 40th-order optimal half-band FIR low-pass filter designed with the
Parks-McClellan algorithm [1.7] are shown in Figure 1.44, together with the ideal frequency-domain design specification. Notice the zeros in the impulse response. This algorithm minimizes the peak deviation of the magnitude response of the design filter from the
ideal magnitude response. The magnitude response of the design filter alternates about the
desired specification within the passband and above the specification in the stop-band.
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The maximum deviation from the desired specification is equalized across the passband
and stop-band; this is characteristic of an optimal solution.
Applications

In general, digitally implemented FIR filters exhibit the following attributes [1.5]:
• Absence of drift
• Reproducibility
• Multirate realizations
• Ability to adapt to time-varying environments
These features have led to the widespread use of FIR filters in a variety of applications,
particularly in telecommunications. The primary advantage of the fixed-coefficient FIR
filter is its unconditional stability because of the lack of feedback within its structure and
its exact linear phase characteristics. Nonetheless, for applications that require sharp, selective, filtering—in standard form—they do require relatively large orders. For some applications, this may be prohibitive; therefore, recursive IIR filters are a valuable alternative.
Finite Wordlength Effects

Practical digital filters must be implemented with finite precision numbers and arithmetic [1.5]. As a result, both the filter coefficients and the filter input and output signals are in
discrete form. This leads to four types of finite wordlength considerations:
• Discretization (quantization) of the filter coefficients has the effect of perturbing the location of the filter poles and zeroes. As a result, the actual filter response differs slightly
from the ideal response. This deterministic frequency response error is referred to as coefficient quantization error.
• The use of finite precision arithmetic makes it necessary to quantize filter calculations by
rounding or truncation. Roundoff noise is that error in the filter output which results from
rounding or truncating calculations within the filter. As the name implies, this error looks
like low-level noise at the filter output.
• Quantization of the filter calculations also renders the filter slightly nonlinear. For large
signals this nonlinearity is negligible, and roundoff noise is the major concern. However,
for recursive filters with a zero or constant input, this nonlinearity can cause spurious oscillations called limit cycles.
• With fixed-point arithmetic it is possible for filter calculations to overflow. The term
overflow oscillation refers to a high-level oscillation that can exist in an otherwise stable
filter because of the nonlinearity associated with the overflow of internal filter calculations. Another term for this effect is adder overflow limit cycle.
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Infinite Impulse Response Filters

A digital filter with impulse response having infinite length is known as an infinite impulse response filter [1.5]. Compared to an FIR filter, an IIR filter requires a much lower
order to achieve the same requirement of the magnitude response. However, whereas an
FIR filter is always stable, an IIR filter may be unstable if the coefficients are not chosen
properly. Because the phase of a stable causal IIR filter cannot be made linear, FIR filters
are preferable to IIR filters in applications for which linear phase is essential.
Practical direct form realizations of IIR filters are shown in Figure 1.45. The realization
shown in Figure 1.45a is known as direct form I. Rearranging the structure results in direct
form II, as shown in Figure 1.45b. The results of transposition are transposed direct form I
and transposed direct form II, as shown in Figures 1.45c and 1.45d, respectively. Other realizations for IIR filters include state-space structure, wave structure, and lattice structure. In
some situations, it is more convenient or suitable to use software realizations that are implemented by programming a general-purpose microprocessor or a digital signal processor.
Designing an IIR filter involves choosing the coefficients to satisfy a given specification,
usually a magnitude response parameter. There are various IIR filter design techniques, including:
• Design using an analog prototype filter, in which an analog filter is designed to meet the
(analog) specification and the analog filter transfer function is transformed to a digital
system function.
• Design using digital frequency transformation, which assumes that a given digital
low-pass filter is available, and the desired digital filter is then obtained from the digital
low-pass filter by a digital frequency transformation.
• Computer-aided design (CAD), which involves the execution of algorithms that choose
the coefficients so that the response is as close as possible to the desired filter.
The first two methods are easily accomplished; they are suitable for designing standard
filters (low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, and band-stop). The CAD approach, however, can
be used to design both standard and nonstandard filters.
1.3.6 Nonlinear Processes
In analog systems, nonlinear processes result in the multiplication of one signal by another
(or several others), either explicitly—as in a mixer circuit—or implicitly—as in a nonlinear amplifier or a diode. The same multiplication process can be used in DSP-based
systems, although it must be performed with considerable care. A sampled signal comprises not only the frequency of the original signal, but also components around the sampling frequency and its harmonics. [1.4]. Performing a nonlinear operation on sampled
signals, therefore, requires that we first consider the resulting frequency components and
how they will appear in the sampled spectrum.
Figure 1.46 illustrates what happens when we multiply two sine-wave signals together.
This process is accomplished by taking each sample of one signal and multiplying it by the
corresponding sample of the other signal. In analog electronics, we know through trigonometry that multiplying two sine waves produces sum and difference frequencies. That remains
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1.45 Direct form realizations of IIR filters: (a) direct form I, (b) direct form II, (c) transposed direct form I, (d) transposed direct form II. (From [1.5]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 1.46 Mixing two sine waves is the same as multiplying them. For real-number signals,
this results in two signals, the sum and difference of the input signals. (From [1.4]. Used with
permission.)

Figure 1.47 The mixing process can be
thought of as shifting the frequency components of one signal up by the positive frequency of the other signal and down by the
negative frequency of the other signal. (From
[1.4]. Used with permission.)

Figure 1.48 If the frequency shift caused by
mixing causes a component to exceed the F/2
boundary, the signal will wrap to the opposite
end of the spectrum, as shown here. (From
[1.4]. Used with permission.)

true with DSP, however, for the purposes of this discussion, we will look at it in a different—equally valid—way. (See Figure 1.47.) Consider that the positive frequency component of one signal, f2, shifts the other signal, f1 (both its positive and negative frequency components), up in frequency by the value of f2. Similarly, the negative frequency component of
f2 shifts the components of f1 down by the same amount. The result is four frequency components, two positive and two negative, as illustrated in Figure1.47.
Figure 1.48 shows the result if this process ends up shifting a signal beyond the F/2 limit,
wrapping it around to the other side of the spectrum. Note that, in this case, the wrapped
components appear at frequencies different from where they would be if we had performed
the mixing with analog electronics. This is because of aliasing, which occurs when a frequency component exceeds F/2.
In this discussion, each positive frequency component was mirrored by a corresponding
negative frequency component. This is a characteristic of any signal that is composed of am-
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plitude values that are only real numbers. However, if we can create a signal that is composed of complex amplitude values, this need not be the case. In fact, a complex signal can
have only positive-frequency components or only negative-frequency components. Such a
signal is called an analytic signal.
Consider the usefulness of such signals. If we multiply two single-frequency signals that
have only positive-frequency components, the resulting spectrum is simply a frequency
component at the sum of the frequencies of the two signals; there are no negative frequencies
present to be shifted into the positive frequency range. This provides a pure frequency shift,
rather than the sum-and-difference result of multiplying two real-value signals.
A sampled, single-frequency analytic signal has the form
x(n) = A cos

2πnf
2πnf
+ jA sin
F
F

(1.19)

Where:
A = the peak amplitude of the sine wave
f = the frequency of the signal
F = the sampling frequency
This signal has only positive frequencies. A signal of the form
x(n) = A cos

2πnf
2πnf
− jA
F
F

(1.20)

has only negative frequencies. An analytic signal that comprises multiple positive-frequency components is made up of a sum of components of the form of Equation (1.19). It
follows that the imaginary part of the signal is equal to the real part, but shifted 90° at all
frequencies.
In a computing device, such as a DSP system, complex numbers are handled by operating
on the real and imaginary parts separately. We call the real part of the analytic signal the I
(in-phase) component and the imaginary part the Q (quadrature) component. Complex
arithmetic dictates that, when we add two complex values, we add the real parts together
then we add the imaginary parts together; we still keep the real result separate from the
imaginary result. Complex multiplication is a bit more involved. We can multiply two complex numbers as follows

(a + jb)(c + jd) = (ac − bd) + j(ad + bc)

(1.21)

It is easy to generate a single-frequency analytic signal like that of Equation (1.19). Recall the previous use of the phase-accumulator method to generate the I component of the
signal, then subtract 90° from the current phase angle and compute the output value for that
angle to produce the Q component. There also is an oscillator structure, shown in Figure
1.49, that can be used to generate the I and Q components for a single-frequency complex
signal.
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Figure 1.49 A quadrature sine-wave oscillator provides two sine waves, with a 90° phase difference between them. (From [1.4]. Used with permission.)

1.3.7 Decimation and Interpolation
It is often useful to change the effective sampling rate of an existing sampled signal [1.4].
For instance, we have a system sampling at a 21-kHz rate and we want to filter a 600-Hz
signal with a 100-Hz-wide band-pass filter. We could design a filter to do that directly, but
it would likely be very complex, requiring considerable processor power to implement.
The filter would be easier if the sampling rate were lower, for example 7 kHz, because the
normalized filter width would be wider. (A 100-Hz-wide filter for a 2l-kHz signal would
have a normalized width of 100/21000 = 0.0048, while if the sampling rate were 7000 Hz
the normalized width would be 100/7000 = 0.014.) We may not be able to change the actual sampling rate—the available antialiasing filter may not allow sampling at a lower
rate—but we can change the effective sampling rate through processing.
This reduction of the sampling rate by processing is known as decimation. The procedure
is simple: just throw away the unwanted samples. For example, to reduce the effective sampling rate from 21-kHz to 7 kHz, throw away 2 out of 3 of the incoming samples. This procedure allows us to divide the sampling rate by any integer value.
Of course, throwing away samples changes the signal being processed. Figure 1.50
shows the effect of decimating a signal by a factor of 3 (keeping only every third sample). F1
is the original sampling rate and F2 is the new sampling rate, 1/3 the original. The resulting
signal is indistinguishable from a signal that was sampled at 1/3 the original sampling rate.
Therefore, it contains alias components around the harmonics of F1. More importantly, any
signals present in the original sampled signal at frequencies above F2/2 will alias into the
range 0 to F2/2, just as they would have if the signal had actually been sampled at F2. To eliminate this possibility, it is necessary to digitally filter any such signals before performing the
decimation. This can be accomplished with a low-pass filter, at the original sampling rate,
that cuts off at F2/2. This filter is called a decimation filter.
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Figure 1.50 Sampling rate optimization: (a) the signal sampled at an F1 rate, (b) the signal
decimated by a factor of 3 by throwing away two out of three samples. The result is that alias
components have been formed around harmonics of the new sampling rate, F2. Note that in
the original spectrum, signal components existed at frequencies above F2/2. These components alias into the range 0 to F2/2 after decimation. (From [1.4] Used with permission.)

With this scheme, we now have to have two filters in the system: a decimation filter and a
600-Hz band-pass filter. The combined processing of these two filters, however, is less than
the processing that would be required for the single filter at the original sampling rate. (See
Figure 1.51.) The decimation filter needs only to attenuate those signals that would alias into
the 100-Hz passband of the final 600-Hz filter. Signals that alias into the frequency range
above that filter and below F2/2 will be removed by the band-pass filter. Therefore, the decimation filter need not have particularly sharp cutoff, simplifying design and reducing the ultimate cost of the filter.
Just as we sometimes want to decimate a signal to reduce its effective sampling rate, we
also sometimes want to interpolate a signal to increase its rate. Referring to our example of
decimation, we may want to output the filtered 600-Hz signal, sampled at 7 kHz, through a
system that has a reconstruction filter that cuts off well above 3500 Hz (half the sampling
frequency). We can do this by increasing the effective sampling rate to one that accommodates the reconstruction filter.
Just as decimation was performed by removing samples, interpolation is performed by
inserting them. If we want to raise the 7-kHz sampling rate by a factor of 3, to 21 kHz, we
need to have three times as many samples. This can be accomplished by adding two new
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Figure 1.51 A decimation low-pass filter is
required to pass the frequencies that will
exist after the final filter, shown as a
shaded area, while eliminating frequencies that might alias into the final filter.
(From [1.4]. Used with permission.)

samples between each of the existing samples. Usually, samples are added whose value is
zero. While this increases the number of samples, it does not change the content of the signal. Specifically, the alias components that lie on either side of the old 7-kHz sampling frequency and its harmonics are still present. To make use of the new signal, we need to digitally filter all of these components except those around 600 Hz. Therefore, a low-pass filter
operating at the sampling frequency of 21 kHz is required to eliminate these unwanted signals so they will not appear in the output.
In this example, we know that because of the 100-Hz-wide filter, all of the signal appears
in narrow bands centered on 600 Hz, 7000 – 600 = 6400 Hz, 7000 + 600 = 7600 Hz, and so
on. The highest frequency we need to pass through the interpolation low-pass filter is 650
Hz. The lowest frequency we need to reject is 6350 Hz. We can design the low-pass filter accordingly. With this much difference between the passband and stopband frequencies, the
required interpolation filter is simple and will not demand much processing.
1.3.8 DSP Hardware and Development Tools
DSP relies on operations—addition, multiplication, and shifting—that are common computer operations [1.4]. However, the large number of such operations needed by any useful
DSP algorithm and the small amount of time available to do them—the interval between
two incoming samples—means that general-purpose processors find it difficult to handle
signals even a audio frequencies. For that reason, most real-time DSP is performed by specialized devices.
Processors for DSP differ from general purpose processors in several important ways.
The most important differences effectively optimize the device for the repeated multiply-add-shift operation of DSP algorithms. One of these optimizations is the use of the Harvard architecture. This scheme of computer organization has separate program memory and
data memory. The program instructions and constant values are stored in one memory, while
the data to be processed are stored in another. This allows the processor to fetch a value from
program memory and one from data memory at the same time (in a single memory cycle).
Consider the effect of this capability on the FIR filter algorithm. To implement each tap of
the filter, the program must multiply a constant value (the filter coefficient) by a date value
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(the stored sample value). The processor can fetch both values from memory simultaneously, saving one memory cycle. When large filters are being implemented, the savings
can quickly mount. Typically, the processor can perform the needed multiplication, subsequent addition of the product to an accumulator, and shifting of the data value in the storage
array in a single machine cycle. Contrast this with the many cycles needed to perform the
same operations in a general-purpose computer and it is evident why specialized processors
are better suited to processing sampled signals. DSP chips also often include other
optimizations, such as pipelining of instructions and specialized addressing modes to support FFT operations.
One of the features that makes general-purpose computers so useful is their ability to perform floating-point calculations. Floating-point representation of numbers treats the stored
value as a fraction (the mantissa) of magnitude less than 1 and an exponent (usually base 2).
This approach allows the computer to handle a great range of numbers, from the very small
to the very large. Some modern DSP chips support floating-point calculations, too but this is
not as great an advantage for signal processing as it is for general-purpose computing because the range of values needed in DSP is fairly small. For this reason, fixed-point processors are common for DSP devices.
A fixed-point processor treats a stored value as just the mantissa part—there is no exponent. This does not mean that only fractional numbers can be handled. The radix point—the
separation between the integer and fractional parts of a number—can be between any two
bits of the stored number. Indeed, the selection of a radix point is somewhat arbitrary. However, having a fixed radix point does complicate programming somewhat for the designer.
When multiplying two numbers, the resulting number has twice as many bits, and where the
radix point falls in those bits depends on where it was in the original numbers. Because of
this, fixed-point DSP chips often include shift hardware that allows shifting of the data during load and store instructions. The programmer must ensure that the proper shift values are
part of the instruction. It is also imperative that the product not overflow the three least-significant bits of integer value. Still, because fixed-point processors are simpler—and thus
less expensive—they are common in low-cost DSP systems.
1.3.9 Example DSP Device
The functional description of a representative DSP device will help to illustrate the concepts outline previously in this chapter. Table 1.3 lists the overall characteristics for members of the TMS320C55x generation of fixed-point digital signal processors (Texas Instruments). Features for the high performance, low-power C55x CPU include the following
[1.8]:
• Advanced multiple-bus architecture with one internal program memory bus and five internal data buses (three dedicated to reads and two dedicated to writes)
• Unified program/data memory architecture
• Dual 17-bit ×17-bit multipliers coupled to 40-bit dedicated adders for non-pipelined single-cycle multiply accumulate (MAC) operations
• Compare, select, and store unit (CSSU) for the add/compare section of the Viterbi operator
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Table 1.3 Characteristics of the TMS320C55x Processors (From [1.8]. Courtesy of Texas Instruments.)
Parameter

VC5510
Memory
On-chip SARAM
32 K words (64 K bytes)
On-chip DARAM
128 K words (256 K bytes)
On-chip ROM
16 K words (32 K bytes)
Total addressable memory space (internal 8M words (16 M bytes)
+ external)
On-chip bootloader (in ROM)
Yes
Peripherals
McBSPs
3
DMA controller
Yes
EHPI (16-bit)
Yes
Configurable instruction cache
24K bytes
Timers
2
Programmable DPLL clock generator
Yes
General Purpose I/O Pins
Dedicated input/output
Yes
XF—dedicated output
1
Multiplexed with McBSP (input/output)
21
Multiplexed with timer (output only)
2
CPU Cycle Time/Speed
160 MHz (6.25 ns)
Yes
200 MHz (5 ns)
Yes
Package Type
240-pin BGA

• Exponent encoder to compute an exponent value of a 40-bit accumulator value in a single
cycle
• Two address generators with eight auxiliary registers and two auxiliary register arithmetic units
• Data buses with bus holders
• 8 M × 16-bit (16 Mbyte) total addressable memory space
• Single-instruction repeat or block repeat operations for program code
• Conditional execution
• Seven-stage pipeline for high instruction throughput
• Instruction buffer unit that loads, parses, queues and decodes instructions to decouple the
program fetch function from the pipeline
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• Program flow unit that coordinates program actions among multiple parallel CPU functional units
• Address data flow unit that provides data address generation and includes a 16-bit arithmetic unit capable of performing arithmetic, logical, shift, and saturation operations
• Data computation unit containing the primary computation units of the CPU, including a
40-bit arithmetic logic unit, two multiply-accumulate units, and a shifter
Because many DSP chips are used in portable radio systems, power consumption is a key
operating parameter. As a result, power control features are an important DSP specification.
Hardware and software functions designed to conserve power include:
• Software-programmable idle domains that provide configurable low-power modes
• Automatic power management
• Advanced low-power CMOS process
Functional Overview

The C55x architecture achieves power-efficient performance through increased parallelism and a focus on reduction in power dissipation. The CPU supports an internal bus structure composed of the following elements [1.8]:
• One program bus
• Three data read buses
• Two data write buses
• Additional buses dedicated to peripheral and DMA activity
These buses provide the ability to perform up to three data reads and two data writes in a
single cycle. In parallel, the DMA controller can perform up to two data transfers per cycle
independent of CPU activity. The C55x CPU provides two multiply-accumulate units each
capable of 17-bit × 17-bit multiplication in a single cycle. A central 40-bit arithmetic/logic
unit (ALU) is supported by an additional 16-bit ALU. Use of ALUs is subject to instruction
set control. This programmability provides the capacity to optimize parallel activity and
power consumption. These resources are managed in the address data flow unit (AU) and
data computation unit (DU) of the C55x CPU.
The C55x architecture supports a variable byte width instruction set for improved code
density. The instruction buffer unit (IU) performs 32-bit program fetches from internal or
external memory and queues instructions for the program unit (PU). The program unit decodes the instructions, directs tasks to AU and DU resources, and manages the fully-protected pipeline.
A configurable instruction cache is also available to minimize external memory accesses, improving data throughput and conserving system power.
The C55x architecture is built around four primary blocks:
• The instruction buffer unit
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Figure 1.52 Functional Block Diagram of the TMS320C55x DSP series. (From [1.8]. Courtesy of Texas Instruments.)

• Program flow unit
• Address data flow unit
• Data computation unit
These functional units exchange program and data information with each other and with
memory through multiple dedicated internal buses. Figure 1.52 shows the principal blocks
and bus structure in the C55x devices.
Program fetches are performed using the 24-bit program address bus (PAB) and the
32-bit program read bus (PB). The functional units read data from memory via three 16-bit
data read buses named B-bus (BB), C-bus(CB), and D-bus(DB). Each data read bus also has
an associated 24-bit data read address bus (BAB, CAB, and DAB). Single operand reads are
performed on the D-bus. Dual-operand reads use C-bus and D-bus. B-bus provides a third
read path and can be used to provide coefficients for dual-multiply operations.
Program and data writes are performed on two 16-bit data write buses called E-bus (EB)
and F-bus (FB). The write buses also have associated 24-bit data write address buses (EAB
and FAB). Additional buses are present on the C55x devices to provide dedicated service to
the DMA controller and the peripheral controller.
All C55x DSP devices use the same CPU structure but are capable of supporting different on-chip peripherals and memory configurations. The on-chip peripherals include:
• Digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) clock generation
• Instruction cache
• External memory interface (EMIF)
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Figure 1.53 Block diagram of EMIF for the TMS320C55x DSP. (From [1.8]. Courtesy of
Texas Instruments.)

• Direct memory access (DMA) controller
• 16-bit enhanced host port interface (EHPI)
• Multichannel serial ports (McBSPs)
• 16-bit timers with 4-bit prescalers
• General-purpose I/O (GPIO) pins
• Trace FIFO (for emulation purposes only)
Peripheral control registers are mapped to an I/O space separate from the main memory
space. The peripheral bus controller handles exchange of data between peripherals and the
CPU via dedicated peripheral buses.
The EMIF supports a “glueless” interface from the C55x to a variety of external memory
devices. For each memory type, the EMIF supports 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit accesses for
both reads and writes. For writes, the EMIF controls the byte enable signals and the data bus
to perform 8-bit transfers or 16-bit transfers. For reads, the entire 32-bit bus is read. Then, it
is internally parsed by the EMIF. The EMIF block diagram, Figure 1.53, shows the interface
between external memory and the internal resources of the C55x.
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Figure 1.54 Test setup for spark detection.

Figure 1.55 Schematic diagram of
a simple crystal receiver.

1.4 Radio Receiver Configurations
To appreciate the tremendous advancements that technologies such as DSP have enabled,
it is appropriate to review the very earliest receivers and the fundamental techniques of radio reception that allowed radio to prosper, first as a broadcast service and later as a portable two-way communications system.
The first receivers were built using a tuned antenna and some iron dust in a glass tube to
observe a tiny spark generated by activating the transmitter. Figure 1.54 shows such a circuit. The range of this transmission was very short, because substantial energy was required
to generate sufficient voltage for the spark. An early radiotelegraph detector based on the
nonlinear properties of iron dust was known as a coherer. This somewhat insensitive and unreliable detection technique was gradually replaced by a crystal detector (an early use of
semiconductors). A simple receiver with crystal detector is shown in Figure 1.55. It consists
of an antenna, a tuned input circuit, a crystal detector, and a headset with an RF bypass condenser. At the time, the crystal detector, which is essentially a rectifying junction, consisted
of a piece of mineral with a tiny metal contact (“catwhisker”) pressed against it. The operator adjusted the catwhisker on the mineral surface to get maximum sensitivity. This crystal
detection receiver had a reception range of up to about 100 mi for some signals in the broadcast band or lower frequencies. Its basic disadvantages were lack of selectivity and sensitivity.
With the advent of the vacuum tube, receivers were improved by the addition of radio frequency preamplifiers, which isolated the antenna from the crystal detector’s loading to provide higher selectivity. They also amplified the level of the signal and allowed additional selectivity circuits to be added. Amplifiers following the detector also increased the audio
power level at the headset and eventually permitted the use of crude loudspeakers so that
more than one person could hear the transmission without using headphones. The crystal
detector was retired shortly after the introduction of the vacuum tube when it was found that
vacuum tubes could do a good job without sensitive adjustments. Figure 1.56 is representative of these early vacuum-tube receivers. These receivers were relatively complicated to
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Figure 1.56 Schematic diagram of an early vacuum-tube receiver.

use because the variable capacitors had to be tuned individually to the same frequency. Gear
systems were devised to provide simultaneous capacitor tuning and were soon replaced by
common-shaft multiple variable capacitors (known as a ganged or gang condenser). Single-dial radio tuning made receivers much easier to use, and large numbers of vacuum-tube
triode tuned RF (TRF) sets were produced for use in the AM broadcast band.
The instability of the vacuum-tube triode led to the discovery that when the tube was
close to oscillation, the sensitivity and selectivity were tremendously increased, i. e., the addition of amplified feedback energy to the input energy increased the gain substantially. The
resultant feedback also caused the circuit to present a negative resistance to the input circuit,
tending to counteract the inherent resistances that broadened its selectivity. This led to the
development of the regenerative detector where feedback was purposely introduced, under
operator control to exploit these effects. Figure 1.57 shows such a circuit. The regenerative
detector and an audio amplifier provided a simple high-sensitivity radio set, which was useful for experimenters in the HF band where long-range reception was possible. If the feedback was increased sufficiently to just cause oscillation, on-off Morse code transmissions
could be detected by offsetting the tuning slightly to produce a beat note output.
Armstrong subsequently invented the superregenerative receiver, which he hoped would
be useful for the detection of FM broadcasts. Proper selection of the time constant of an oscillator produced a quenching effect whereby the circuit oscillates at two different frequencies. Initially, the circuit with large RF feedback increases gain until it breaks into oscillation
at a strong signal level at an RF determined by the input tuning. However, after a short time
the rectification in the grid circuit causes sufficient bias to be built up across the RC circuit
to quench the oscillation. When the bias decreases sufficiently, the process repeats. By adjustment of the time constant, this relaxation oscillation can be set at 20 kHz or above, where
the ear cannot hear it. The gain just before oscillation is extremely high. The rate and extent
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Figure 1.57 Schematic diagram of a classic, simple regenerative receiver.

to which the higher-frequency oscillation builds up depends on the strength of the incoming
signal and hence the frequency relative to the incoming tuned circuit. By appropriate tuning,
the circuit can demodulate either AM or FM signals. The bandwidth is extremely wide, so
that superregeneration is not suitable for many applications. Because the circuit oscillates
and is connected through its input circuit to the antenna, it produces an unacceptable amount
of radiation unless preceded by an isolating amplifier.
The circuit may be quenched by relaxation oscillations in the grid circuit, as described
previously, or by a separate supersonic oscillator. The latter provides much better control of
the process. The first FM receiver consisted of an RF preamplifier, a superregenerative section, and an audio amplifier. The superregenerative principle was also used by radio amateurs exploring the capabilities of the VHF and UHF bands. Some early handie-talkies were
built around the superregenerative receiving principle. They used the same tube in a revised
configuration as a transmitter, with the audio amplifier doing double duty as a transmitter
modulator. A change in the resistor-capacitor (RC) time constant in the grid circuit permitted generation of a narrow-band transmission of adequate stability. Amateurs long used
such two-tube hand-held transceivers for operation up to 250 MHz.
The homodyne or coherent detection receiver is related to the regenerative receiver.
When two signals of different frequencies are input to a nonlinear element such as a detector, they produce new outputs at the sum and difference of the original signals (as well as
higher-order sums and differences). The sum frequency is at RF, at about twice the signal
frequency, and is filtered from the receiver output. The difference frequency, however, can
be set in the audio band to produce a tone that, as mentioned previously, can be used to detect
on-off coded signals. The beat frequency oscillator (BFO) of modern communications receivers produces a signal that is mixed with the incoming signal to obtain an audible beat
note. A receiver using this principle is called a heterodyne receiver. When a heterodyne receiver is tuned to the frequency of an incoming AM signal, the tone can be reduced to zero,
and only the modulation remains. The homodyne receiver makes use of this principle.
Figure 1.58 shows the schematic diagram of a homodyne receiver. The antenna signal,
after filtering (and often, RF amplification) is fed to a detector where it is mixed with a local
oscillator (LO) signal and beat directly to the audio band. The audio circuits can provide a
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Figure 1.58 Schematic diagram of a simple vacuum tube-based homodyne receiver.

narrow bandwidth to reject adjacent channel beats, and substantial gain can be provided at
audio frequencies. Such receivers provide a potential improvement and cost reduction over
receivers employing many tuned RF stages. The disadvantage is that the LO signal must be
precisely on frequency and in phase with the desired received signal. Otherwise, a low-frequency beat note corrupts the reception. Such receivers have limited current use. However,
for some radar applications and special purposes they can provide good results. These receivers may be considered precursors of the coherent demodulators used in modern PSK
and QAM digital data demodulation.
1.4.1 Superheterodyne Receivers
The superheterodyne receiver makes use of the heterodyne principle of mixing an incoming signal with a signal generated by a LO in a nonlinear element (Figure 1.59). However,
rather than synchronizing the frequencies, the superheterodyne receiver uses a LO frequency offset by a fixed intermediate frequency (IF) from the desired signal. Because a
nonlinear device generates identical difference frequencies if the signal frequency is either
above or below the LO frequency (and also a number of other spurious responses), it is
necessary to provide sufficient filtering prior to the mixing circuit so that this undesired
signal response (and others) is substantially suppressed. The frequency of the undesired
signal is referred to as an image frequency, and a signal at this frequency is referred to as
an image. The image frequency is separated from the desired signal frequency by a difference equal to twice the IF. The preselection filtering required at the signal frequency is
much broader than if the filtering of adjacent channel signals were required. The channel
filtering is accomplished at IF. This is a decided advantage when the receiver must cover a
wide frequency band, because it is much more difficult to maintain constant bandwidth in
a tunable filter than in a fixed one. Also, for receiving different signal types, the band-
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Figure 1.59 Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver.

width can be changed with relative ease at a fixed frequency by switching filters of different bandwidths. Because the IF at which channel selectivity is provided is often lower than
the signal band frequencies, it may be easier to provide selectivity at IF, even if wide-band
RF tuning is not required.
Because of the nature of active electronic devices, it is generally easier to provide high
stable gain in a fixed-frequency amplifier than in a tunable one, and gain is generally more
economical at lower frequencies. Thus, although the superheterodyne receiver does introduce a problem of spurious responses not present in the other receiver types, its advantages
are such that it has replaced other types except for special applications. For this reason, we
shall discuss the superheterodyne block diagram at somewhat more length than the other
types, and the detailed design chapters later in the book are based on this type of receiver (although, except for a few specifics, they are equally applicable to the other receiver types).
Referring again to Figure 1.59, the signal is fed from the antenna to a preselector filter
and amplifier. The input circuit is aimed at matching the antenna to the first amplifying device so as to achieve the best sensitivity while providing sufficient selectivity to reduce the
probability of overload from strong undesired signals in the first amplifier. Losses from the
antenna coupling circuit and preselection filters decrease the sensitivity. Because sufficient
selectivity must be provided against the image and other principal spurious responses prior
to the mixing circuit, the preselection filtering is often broken into two or more parts with intervening amplifiers to minimize the effects of the filter loss on the NF. The LO provides a
strong stable signal at the proper frequency to convert the signal frequency to IF. This conversion occurs in the mixer. (This element has also been referred to as the first detector, converter, or frequency changer.)
The output from the mixer is applied to the IF amplifier, which amplifies the signal to a
suitable power level for the demodulator. This circuit derives from the IF signal the modulation signal, which may be amplified by the baseband amplifier to the level required for output. Normally, the output of an audio amplifier is fed to a headphone or loudspeaker at the
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radio, or coupled to a transmission line for remote use. A video signal requires development
of sweep, intensity, and usually color signals from the amplified video demodulation prior
to display. In other cases, the output may be supplied to a data demodulator to produce digital data signals from the baseband signal. The data demodulator may be part of the receiver
or may be provided separately as part of a data modem. The data modem may also be fed directly from the receiver at IF. Data demodulation is typically accomplished using digital
processing circuits rather than analog demodulators and amplifiers. In this case, the IF amplifier must be designed to provide the appropriate level to an A/D converter so that digital
processing can be carried out. Additional IF filtering, data demodulation, and error control
coding can all be performed by digital circuits or a microprocessor, either in the radio or as
part of an external modem.
An alternative to IF sampling and A/D conversion is the conversion of the signal to baseband in two separate coherent demodulators driven by quadrature LO signals at the IF. The
two outputs are then sampled at the appropriate rate for the baseband by two A/D converters
or a single multiplexed A/D converter, providing the in-phase and quadrature samples of the
baseband signal. Once digitized, these components can be processed digitally to provide filtering, frequency changing, phase and timing recovery, data demodulation, and error control.
There are a number of other functions required in an operating receiver, beyond those
shown in the block diagram. These include gain control—manual and automatic—nonlinear impulse noise processing; BFO and heterodyne detector for OOK; adaptive signal processing; and diversity combining.
1.4.2 An Historical Perspective on Active Devices
Rapid advances in the development of semiconductor devices have allowed design engineers to build transistor- and integrated circuit-based receivers that work well into the millimeter wave region. Looking back to 1960, when tubes such as the 6CW4 and 417A were
the dominant devices for building VHF and UHF receivers, the improvement in NF and
sensitivity has been dramatic. It is sometimes debated, however, whether the actual dynamic range, which is the ratio of the maximum input level (close to the 1-dB compression
point) to the noise floor, really has been improved.
The major differences between tube designs and bipolar transistor-gallium arsenide designs lie in the matching techniques between the stages and compromises between selectivity, NF, and losses. Experience shows that the weakest point in past designs was the difficulty of building good mixers. One difficulty suffered by tube designs was the inability to
test a circuit before it was built.
In the “old days,” it was necessary to build all the circuits prior to evaluating them. Today’s technologies allow designers to conduct feasibility studies. Because preamplifiers and
mixers are part of the chain of the system that largely effects the overall performance, the
following modeling capabilities are mandatory:
• Modeling the NF of low-noise amplifiers
• Modeling the 3 rd-order intercept point of amplifiers
• Modeling the insertion gain/loss of mixers, including the NF
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• Predicting the phase noise of the oscillator
Engineers now commonly use computer-aided design (CAD) programs to perform these
and other characterization steps as exercises in software, usually long before the circuit is
committed to hardware. Generally speaking, measurements and simulations agree quite
well. The ability to model circuits in software, perhaps more than any other single development, has permitted the design of better receiver systems.

1.5 Typical Radio Receivers
We have described the systems and environments in which radio communications receivers operate as well as the general configurations of such receivers. In later chapters, we review in detail the processes and circuits involved in radio receiver design. Here, we feel it
desirable to provide an overview of common receiver design issues and describe a typical
modern radio communications receiver. Furthermore, for the purpose of showing the capabilities of modern CAD, we will show first an analog receiver and second an analog/digital receiver, with emphasis on the functionality and performance of each.
1.5.1 Analog Receiver Design
A transmitter modulates information-bearing signals onto an RF carrier for the purpose of
efficient transmission over a noise filled air channel [1.9]. The function of the RF receiver
is to demodulate that information while maintaining a sufficient S/N. This must be accomplished for widely varying input RF power levels and in the presence of noise and interfering signals.
Modern communication standards place requirements on key system specifications such
as RF sensitivity and spurious response rejection. These system specifications must then be
separated into individual circuit specifications via an accurate overall system model. CAD
programs can play a major role in modeling systems and in determining the individual component requirements. A 2.4-GHz dual down-conversion system, shown in Figure 1.60, will
be used as an example. The first IF is 200 MHz and the second IF is 45 MHz.
As a signal propagates from the transmitter to the receiver, it is subject to path loss and
multipath resulting in extremely low signal levels at the receive antenna. RF sensitivity is a
measure of how well a receiver can respond to these weak signals. It is specified differently
for analog and digital receivers. For analog receivers, there are several sensitivity measures
including:
• Minimum discernible signal (MDS)
• Signal-to-noise plus distortion ratio (SINAD)
• Noise figure
For digital receivers, the typical sensitivity measure is maximum bit error rate at a given
RF level. Typically, a required SINAD at the baseband demodulator output is specified over
a given RF input power range. For example, audio measurements may require 12 dB SINAD
at the audio output over RF input powers ranging from –110 dBm to –35 dBm. This can then
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Figure 1.60 Schematic of a dual-downconversion receiver. (From [1.9] Used with permission.)

Figure 1.61 Receiver sensitivity measurement showing required C/N. (From [1.9]. Used with
permission.)

be translated to a minimum carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratio at the demodulator input to achieve
a 12 dB SINAD at the demodulator output. (See Figure 1.61.)
Determining receiver sensitivity requires accurate determination of the noise contribution of each component. Modern CAD software, such as Symphony (Ansoft), can model
noise from each stage in the system, including oscillator phase noise. The C/N ratio can then
be plotted as a function of input power, as shown in Figure 1.62.
This plot enables straightforward determination of the minimum input power level to
achieve a certain C/N. After the sensitivity has been specified, the necessary gain or loss of
each component can be determined. A budget calculation can then be used to examine the
effects of each component on a particular system response. Table 1.4 lists example figures
based on the receiver shown in Figure 1.60.
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Figure 1.62 C/N ratio versus input RF power level. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

Table 1.4 Budget Calculation for the ∆S21 Across Each System Component Accounting for
Impedance Mismatches
∆S21 (dB)

Parameter
2.4 GHz BPF

–0.82

LNA

22.04

2.4 GHz BPF

–0.93

MIXER 1

–5.34

200 MHz IF BPF

–3.85

200 MHz AMP

22.21

MIXER 2

–8.43

45 MHz IF BPF

–0.42

Another key system parameter is receiver spurious response, typically produced by the
mixer stages. The RF and LO harmonics mix and create spurious responses at the desired IF
frequency. These spurious responses can be characterized by the equation [1.10]
± mf RF ± nf LO = ± f IF

(1.22)

Some spurious responses, or spurs, can be especially problematic because they may be
too close to the intended IF to filter, thus masking the actual information-bearing signal.
These spurious responses and their prediction can be especially troublesome if the receiver
is operated near saturation. The analysis can then be refined by including a spur table that
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Table 1.5 Spurious Output Powers and the Corresponding RF and LO Harmonic Indices

Frequency (MHz)

Pout (dBm)

45.00

–26

20.00

–106

65.00

–86

90.00

–76

10.00

–66

135.00

–96

155.00

–44

175.00

–96

180.00

–106

200.00

–56

220.00

–96

245.00

–76

245.00

–46

265.00

–76

predicts the spur level relative to the IF signal. The power of a spur at the output of a mixer is
calculated using the spur table provided for the particular mixer. Once generated, each spur
is carried through the remainder of the system with all mismatches accounted for. The output power level of each spur in our example system is shown in Table 1.5. Another useful
output is the RF and LO indices, which indicate the origin of each spur.
In addition to sensitivity and spurious response calculations, an analog system can be analyzed in a CAD tool such as Symphony for gain, output power, noise figure, third-order intercept point, IMD (due to multiple carriers), system budget, and dynamic range.
1.5.2 Mixed-Mode MFSK Communication System
Next, a mixed-mode—digital and analog RF—communication system will be described
and simulated. In this example, digital symbols will be used to modulate an 8 GHz carrier
[1.9]. The system uses multiple frequency shift keying (MFSK) bandpass modulation with
a data rate of 40 Mbps. Convolutional coding is employed as a means of forward error correction. The system includes digital signal processing sections as well as RF sections and
channel modeling. Several critical system parameters will be examined including BER.
FSK modulation can be described by the equation [1.11]
s i (t) =

2E
cos(ωi t + φ)
T

(1.23)
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Figure 1.63 4FSK signal generated in Symphony. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

Figure 1.64 -Mixed RF/DSP MFSK communication system simulated in Symphony. (From
[1.9]. Used with permission.)

where i = 1, …, M. Thus, the frequency term will have M discrete values with almost instantaneous jumps between each frequency value. (See Figure 1.63.) These rapid jumps
between frequencies in an FSK system lead to increased spectral content.
Figure 1.64 shows a block diagram of the complete system. The system can be split into
several major functional subsystems:
• The baseband modulator
• RF transmitter
• Channel model
• RF receiver
• Clock recovery circuitry
• Baseband demodulator
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Figure 1.65 MFSK baseband circuitry including frequency modulator. (From [1.9]. Used with
permission.)

Figure 1.66 RF Section including Gaussian noise channel model. (From [1.9]. Used with
permission.)

Looking specifically at the baseband modulator circuitry (Figure 1.65), a pseudo-random
bit source is used and the bit rate is set to 40 MHz.
A convolutional encoder then produces two coded bits per data bit and increases the bit
rate to 80 MHz. The purpose of the convolutional encoder is to add redundancy to improve
the received BER. A binary-to-M-ary encoder then assigns one symbol to every two bits,
creating the four levels for the 4FSK and effectively halving the bit rate down to 40 MHz
again. The signal is then scaled and up-sampled. To decrease the bandwidth, a root-raised
cosine filter is used to shape the pulses. The filtered signal then serves as the input to the frequency modulator. The RF section, shown in Figure 1.66, includes the transmitter that modulates the baseband signal onto an 8-GHz carrier.
This signal is amplified and then filtered to remove any harmonics. The signal is next
passed through an additive white Gaussian noise model. The received signal is filtered, amplified, and down converted twice to baseband. After carrier demodulation, the signal is
then sent through the clock recovery circuitry. Clock recovery is employed in order to ensure
that sampling of the received signal is executed at the correct instances. This recovered timing information is then used as a clock signal for sample and hold circuitry. Clock recovery
in this system is achieved using a PLL configuration. The schematic of the clock-recovery
circuit is shown in Figure 1.67.
At the heart of the clock recovery circuit is the phase comparator element and the frequency modulator. The inputs to the phase comparator consist of a sample of the received
data signal and the output of the feedback path that contains the frequency modulator. The
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Figure 1.67 Clock-recovery circuitry. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

frequency modulator reacts to phase differences in its own carrier and the received data signal. The output of the frequency modulator is fed back into the phase comparator, whose
output is dependent on the phase differential at its inputs. The phase of the frequency modulator continually reacts to the output of the phase comparator and eventually lock is
achieved. After the timing of the received signal is locked onto, the clock that feeds the sample and hold will be properly aligned and correct signal sampling will be assured.
Figure 1.68 shows the received signal (filtered and unfiltered) as well as the recovered
clock and the final data. Equalizer circuitry is then used to compensate for channel effects
that degrade the transmitted signal. The equalizer acts to undo or adapt the receiver to the effects of the channel. The equalizer employed in this MFSK system is the recursive least
squares equalizer. The equalizer consists of a filter of N taps that undergoes an optimization
in order to compensate for the channel effects. The equalizer depends on a known training
sequence in order to adapt itself to the channel. The equalizer model updates the filter coefficients based on the input signal and the error signal (that is, the difference between the output of the equalizer and the actual desired output). The update (optimization) is based on the
recursive least square algorithm. Several equalizers are available in Symphony, including
the complex least mean square equalizer, complex recursive least square equalizer, least
mean square equalizer, recursive least square equalizer, and the Viterbi equalizer. After
equalization, the BER of the system is analyzed versus SNR, shown in Figure 1.69.
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Figure 1.68 Input data, filtered input data, recovered clock, and final output data for the
MFSK communication system. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

1.5.3 PLL CAD Simulation
From the clock recovery circuit, it is logical to consider the various frequency sources and
their performance [1.9]. Figure 1.70 shows the block diagram of a PLL in which the VCO
is synchronized against a reference. For the purpose of demonstrating the simulation capability, we have selected a 1:1 loop with a crossover point of about 100 kHz, meaning that
the loop gain is 1 at this frequency.
Noise performance is best seen by using a CAD tool to show both the open- and
closed-loop phase-noise performance. At the crossover point, the loop is running out of
gain. The reason that the closed-loop noise increases above 2 kHz has to do with the noise
contribution of various components of the loop system. The highest improvement occurs at
100 Hz, and as the loop gain decreases, the improvement goes away. Therefore, it is desirable to make the loop bandwidth as wide as possible because this also improves the switching speed. On the negative side, as the phase noise of the free-running oscillator crosses over
the phase noise of the reference noise, divider noise, and other noise contributors, one can
make the noise actually worst than that of the free-running state. In a single loop, there is always a compromise necessary between phase noise, switching speed, and bandwidth. A
first-order approximation for switching speed is 2/fL where fL is the loop bandwidth. Assuming a loop bandwidth of 100 kHz, the switching speed will be 20 µs. Looking at Figure
1. 71, we can clearly see the trend from 200 Hz to 100 kHz. Because of the resolution of the
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Figure 1.69 BER versus SNR for the MFSK system. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

Figure 1.70 Block diagram of a CAD-based PLL system. (From [1.9]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 1.71 Open- and closed-loop phase noise for a CAD-based test phase-locked loop.
(From [1.9]. Used with permission.)

sampling time (computation time), the open-loop phase noise below 150 Hz is too low, and
could be corrected by a straight line extrapolation from 500 Hz towards 100 Hz. We did not
correct this drawing in order to show the effect of not-quite-adequate resolution.
Because we have already referenced certain analog and digital waveforms, we need to
mention that the current cellular system in place worldwide is referenced as the second-generation (2G) system. The all-digital, adaptive-bandwidth third-generation (3G) system was
being discussed in Europe, Japan, and the U.S. as this book went to press[1.12].
1.5.4 Design Example: The EB200
The capabilities of a communications receiver are best appreciated from its electrical specifications. Table 1.6 lists the primary characteristics of the EB200 (Rohde and Schwarz).
From a user point of view, desirable characteristics include good sensitivity and operational convenience in front panel or computer controls. Also very important is the ability
of the receiver to provide interference-free signal detection in hostile environments, especially in the presence of a large number of simultaneous strong interfering signals. Reliability of the receiver cannot be overemphasized. A receiver that fails during a crucial
communication traffic period is useless. A modern receiver, therefore, must incorporate
built-in test equipment and diagnostic routines to allow the user to check its characteristics
and thus anticipate potential failures.
Operational Description

The Miniport Receiver EB200 is a portable professional receiver for the HF-VHF-UHF
range. Pictured in Figure 1.72, the EB200 is characterized by high input sensitivity and
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Table 1.6 General Specifications of the EB200 Receiver
I/Q output (digital)
IF 10.7 MHz, wideband

Specifications
Frequency range
Frequency setting
via keypad or rollkey
Frequency accuracy
Synthesizer setting time
Oscillator phase noise
Antenna input

10 kHz to 3 GHz
1 kHz, 100 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz or in
selectable increments
≤2x10−6 (−10 to + 55 °C)
≤3 ms
≤−100 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset
N socket, 50 Ω, VSWR ≤3, SMA connector at rear panel for rack mounting
≤−107 dBm
manual or automatically

Oscillator reradiation
Input attenuation
Input selection
100 kHz to 20 MHz
20 MHz to 1.5 GHz
1.5 GHz to 3 GHz

highpass/lowpass
tracking preselection
highpass/lowpass

Interference rejection, nonlinearities
Image frequency rejection
IF rejection
2nd order intercept point
3rd order intercept point
Internal spurious signals

≥70 dB, typ. 80 dB
≥70 dB, typ. 80 dB
typ. 40 dBm
typ. 2 dBm
≤−107 dBm

Sensitivity
Overall noise figure

typ. 12 dB

Demodulation
IF bandwidths

Squelch
Gain control
AFC
Deviation indication
Signal level indication
IF panorama (option SU)
Scan characteristics
Automatic memory scan
Frequency scan
Inputs/outputs
Digital IF output

Data interface
option
General data
Operating temperature range
Rated temperature range
Storage temperature range
Power supply
Dimensions (W x H x D)

AM, FM, USB, LSB, CW
12 (150/300/600 Hz/1.5/2.5/6/
9/15/30/50/120/150 kHz)

IF bandwidths for level and
deviation indication

AF output, balanced
Loudspeaker output
Headphones output
Output log. signal level
BITE

15 (150 Hz to 1 MHz) only with
IF Panoramic Unit EB200SU
signal-controlled, can be set from
−10 to 100 dBµV
AGC, MGC
digital retuning for frequency-unstable
signals
graphical with tuning label
graphical as level line or numerical
from −10 to 100 dBµV, acoustic indication by level tone
internal module, ranges 25, 50, 100,
200, 500, 1000 kHz
1000 definable memory locations to
each of which a complete data set can
be allocated
START/STOP/STEP definition with
receiving data set
serial data (clock, data, frame)
up to 256 ksps

Weight (without battery pack)
Battery pack

AF signal, 16 bit
±5 MHz uncontrolled for external
panoramic display
600 Ω, 0 dBm
8 Ω, 500 mW
via volume control
0 to +4.5 V
monitoring of test signals by means of
loop test
RS232C 9-pin, PPP
LAN (Ethernet 10 Base-T)
−10 to +55 °C
0 to +50 °C
−40 to +70 °C
AC 110/230 V, 50/60 Hz
battery pack (typ. 4 h operation) or
DC 10 V to 30 V (max. 22 W)
210 mm x 88 mm x 270 mm
½19" x 2 HU
4 kg
1.5 kg

Specifications of HE200
Frequency range
HF module
RF connector
Length of connecting cable
General data
Operating temperature range
Rated temperature range
Storage temperature range
Power supply
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Weight (without battery)

20 to 3000 MHz with 3 RF modules
10 kHz to 20 MHz as an option
N, male, 50 Ω
0.9 m
−10 to +55 °C
0 to +50 °C
−30 to +60 °C
in handle, 4 x 1.5 V mignon cell R6
470 mm x 360 mm x 180 mm
(in transport case)
4.5 kg including transport case

Ordering information
Miniport Receiver

EB200

4052.2000.02

Recommended extras
Carrying Case (telescopic antenna,
headset, belt and space for EB200
and battery pack)
Battery Pack
Internal IF Panoramic Unit
RF Spectrum DIGI-Scan
LAN (Ethernet 10 base-T) Interface
Handheld Directional Antenna
inclusive carrying case
HF Module 10 kHz to 20 MHz

EB200SC
EB200BP
EB200SU
EB200DS
EB200R4

4052.9304.02
4052.4102.02
4052.3206.02
4052.9604.02
4052.9156.02

HE200
HE200HF

4050.3509.02
4051.4009.02

frequency setting accuracy throughout the frequency range from 10 kHz to 3 GHz. The
EB200 fulfils the following tasks:
• Monitoring of given frequencies; capabilities include storage of 1 to 1000 frequencies,
squelch setting, constant monitoring of one frequency, or cyclical scanning of several frequencies
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Figure 1.72 The EB200 receiver and handleld directional antenna. (Courtesy of Rohde and
Schwarz.)

• Searching in a frequency range with freely selectable start and stop frequencies and step
widths of 1 kHz to 9.999 MHz
• Identifying the location of close- to medium-range targets with the aid of a hand-held directional antenna
• Detection of undesired emissions including pulsed emissions
• Detection of unlicensed transmitters communicating illegally or interfering with licensed
transmission
• Coverage measurement via remote control option
Main features of the EB200 include the following:
• Continuous frequency range of 10 kHz to 3 GHz
• Digital IF section with 12 bandwidths (150 Hz to 150 kHz)
• Fast, accurate level indication across 110 dB dynamic range
• Multiple scanning modes, including: 1) frequency scanning, 2) memory scanning, 3) frequency spectrum
• Remote-controllable via RS232 PPP or LAN (Ethernet 10 Base-T, option)
In addition, the following digital demodulators are available: AM, FM, LSB, USB, and
CW. If the receiver is fitted with the IF panorama option, the number of bandwidths is increased to 15 up to 1 MHz. Bandwidths over 150 kHz are for level and deviation measurement, as demodulation is not possible.
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It is possible to define a frequency range to which a complete data set can be allocated. In
addition to receiver settings, the following scan parameters can be included in the data set:
• Step width
• Signal threshold (dBµV)
• Dwell time (s)
• Hold time (s)
• Signal-controlled continuation
• Suppression (individual frequencies or search ranges)
The EB200 uses 1000 definable memory locations. A complete data set, such as frequency, mode of demodulation, bandwidth, squelch level, and other parameters can be assigned to each memory location. The memory content can be edited or overwritten with the
results of a scanning run. The content of any memory location can be transferred to the receiver manually using the RCL key, by turning the setting knob, or automatically by activating the memory scanning process.
Fitted with the frequency spectrum (DIGI-Scan) option, the EB200 scans the frequency
range of interest with digital control and displays the associated spectrum. Emissions detected are then displayed; aural monitoring of the information is also available.
Identifying the location of miniature transmitters at close range is possible in the differential mode of the DIGI-Scan option. In this mode, the displayed spectrum is stored as a reference. Current spectra are superimposed on the reference spectrum, and any new signals or
variations in signal strength are clearly discernible as peaks. (The field strength of transmitters at close range varies to a greater extent than that of transmitters located far away.) This
differential display ensures fast and reliable location of miniature transmitters even in case
of spread-spectrum transmission.
Functional Elements

The EB200 is a superheterodyne receiver with a third intermediate frequency of 10.7
MHz. The receiver input is equipped with a high-pass/lowpass combination or tracking
preselection, as required, to reduce the signal sum load. Intermodulation suppression
equals that of many receivers used in stationary applications. A block diagram of the principal elements of the receiver is given in Figure 1.73.
The low degree of oscillator reradiation is a result of large-scale filtering. A modern synthesizer architecture featuring very low phase noise permits switching times of less than 3
ms. Effective frequency and memory scanning is thus possible.
The operational concept of the EB200 meets all the requirements of a modern
radiomonitoring receiver, i.e., all the essential functions—such as modes of demodulation,
bandwidths, and related parameters—can be set via labeled keys directly. Settings that are
not used during current operation are available in sub-menus. The hierarchy of menu control is implemented according to priorities for ease of use.
The receiver is continually monitored by built-in test equipment. If deviations from the
nominal are detected, an error message is output with a code detailing the type of fault. Mod-
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Figure 1.73b
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Figure 1.73c
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ern design and the use of plug-in modules guarantee short repair times. All the modules may
be exchanged without any recalibration or adjustments being required.
All the receiver functions can be remote-controlled via the serial RS232C interface of a
controller. For measurement tasks, the LAN option provides a hundred times faster speed as
well as easy connection and control of multiple receivers from a PC.
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1.8 Additional Suggested Reading
The following periodicals provide useful information on component development and implementation techniques related to receiver design:
• Microwave Journal, Horizon House, Norwood, Mass., www.mwjournal.com
• Microwaves and RF, Penton, Cleveland, Ohio, www.thecircuitboard.com
• RF Design, Intertec Publishing, Overland Park, Kan., www.rfdesign.com
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Chapter 2
Radio Receiver Characteristics
2.1 Introduction
Communications receivers, with which we are primarily concerned in this book, have
much in common with receivers for other applications, such as direction finders, radio altimeters, radar, and related systems. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the superheterodyne configuration is used for almost all applications and, therefore, the remainder of the book assumes such a design. Nevertheless, many of the receiver characteristics described in this
chapter apply to other configurations as well.
The test receiver is one such application. In the recent past, conventional communications systems focused essentially on point-to-point transmissions. Now, however, a whole
new range of configurations can be found. A good example is the use of a test receiver for
performance measurements and maintenance work at a cellular telephone site, which in the
extremes are located either in rural or densely-populated urban areas.
The dynamics of a cellular-type radio system introduce varied requirements and constraints upon the overall system. Effects introduced in such an environment include Doppler
and severe multipath. Possible reflection elements for the RF radiation include fixed buildings, motor vehicles, and airplanes overhead—all of which disturb the path from the transmitter to the receiver. Fixed propagation has, thus, become a rare commodity. One of the reasons for moving to digital-based radios is to deal with these environmental uncertainties.
Another is the increased channel capacity afforded by digital radio implementations.
The test receiver is an outgrowth—a necessity, if you will—of these trends. To serve its
purpose, the test receiver must exceed the performance of the devices it is designed to measure in every parameter. This places enormous constraints upon the system designer.
Digital radios offer the designer redundancy, higher channel capacity, error correction,
and the ability to manage propagation issues such as Doppler effect and multipath. Techniques made possible by digital technology, in general, and DSP, in particular, have made
possible an intricate combination of fixed and mobile services, which have fundamentally
changed the way people communicate.

2.2 The Radio Channel
The transmission of information from a fixed station to one or more mobile stations is
considerably influenced by the characteristics of the radio channel [2.1]. The RF signal arrives at the receiving antenna not only on the direct path but is normally reflected by natural and artificial obstacles in its way. Consequently the signal arrives at the receiver several
times in the form of echoes that are superimposed on the direct signal, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This superposition may be an advantage as the energy received in this case is
91
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Figure 2.1 Mobile receiver affected by fading. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

greater than in single-path reception. However, this characteristic may be a disadvantage
when the different waves cancel each other under unfavorable phase conditions. In conventional car radio reception this effect is known as fading. It is particularly annoying
when the vehicle stops in an area where the field strength is reduced because of fading (for
example, at traffic lights). Additional difficulties arise when digital signals are transmitted. If strong echo signals (compared to the directly received signal) arrive at the receiver
with a delay in the order of a symbol period or more, time-adjacent symbols interfere with
each other. In addition, the receive frequency may be falsified at high vehicle speeds because of the Doppler effect so that the receiver may have problems estimating the instantaneous phase in the case of angle-modulated carriers. Both effects lead to a high symbol error rate even if the field strength is sufficiently high.
Radio broadcasting systems using conventional frequency modulation are not seriously
affected by these interfering effects in most cases. If an analog system is replaced by a digital
one that is expected to offer advantages over the previous system, the designer must ensure
that the expected advantages—for example, improved audio S/N and the possibility to offer
supplementary services to the subscriber—are not achieved at the expense of reception in
hilly terrain or at high vehicle speeds because of extreme fading. For this reason, a modulation method combined with suitable error protection must be found for mobile reception in a
typical radio channel that is immune to fading, echo, and Doppler effects.
With a view to this design objective, more detailed information on the radio channel is required. The channel can be described by means of a model. In the worst case, which may be
the case for reception in urban areas, it can be assumed that the mobile receives the signal on
several indirect paths but not on a direct one. The signals are reflected, for example, by large
buildings; the resulting signal delays are relatively long. In the vicinity of the receiver these
paths are split up into a great number of subpaths; the delays of these signals are relatively
short. These signals may again be reflected by buildings but also by other vehicles or natural
obstacles such as trees. Assuming the subpaths being statistically independent of each other,
the superimposed signals at the antenna input cause considerable time- and position-dependent field-strength variations with an amplitude, obeying the Rayleigh distribution (Fig-
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Figure 2.2 Receive signal as a function of time or position. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

ures 2.2 and 2.3). If a direct path is received in addition to the reflected ones, the distribution
changes to the Rice distribution and finally, when the direct path becomes dominant, the distribution follows the Gaussian distribution with the field strength of the direct path being
used as the center value.
In a Rayleigh channel the bit error rate increases dramatically compared to the BER in an
AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel (Figure 2.4).
2.2.1 Channel Impulse Response
The scenario outlined in the previous section can be demonstrated by means of the channel
impulse response [2.1]. Assume that a very short pulse of extremely high amplitude—in
the ideal case a Dirac pulse δ(t)—is sent by the transmitting antenna at a time t0 = 0. This
pulse arrives at the receiving antenna direct and in the form of reflections with different
delays τi and different amplitudes because of path losses. The impulse response of the radio channel is the sum of all received pulses (Figure 2.5). Because the mobile receiver and
some of the reflecting objects are moving, the channel impulse response is a function of
time and of delays τi; that is, it corresponds to
h(t, τ) = ∑ a i δ(t − τ i )

(2.1)

N

This shows that delta functions sent at different times t cause different reactions in the radio channel.
In many experimental investigations different landscape models with typical echo profiles were created. The most important are:
• Rural area (RA)
• Typical urban area (TU)
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Figure 2.3 Rayleigh and Rice distribution. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

Figure 2.4 Bit error rate in a Rayleigh channel. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)
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Figure 2.5 Channel impulse response. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

• Bad urban area (BA)
• Hilly terrain (HT)
The channel impulse response tells us how the received power is distributed to the individual echoes. A useful parameter, the delay spread can be calculated from the channel impulse response, permitting an approximate description of typical landscape models, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The delay spread also roughly characterizes the modulation parameters carrier frequency, symbol period, and duration of guard interval, which have to be selected in relation
to each other. If the receiver is located in an area with a high delay spread (for example, in
hilly terrain), echoes of the symbols sent at different times are superimposed when broadband modulation methods with a short symbol period are used. An adjacent transmitter
emitting the same information on the same frequency has the effect of an artificial echo
(Figure 2.7).
A constructive superposition of echoes is only possible if the symbol period is much
greater than the delay spread. The following holds
T s >10T d

(2.2)

This has the consequence that relatively narrowband modulation methods have to be used.
If this is not possible, channel equalizing is required.
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Figure 2.6 Calculation of delay spread. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

Figure 2.7 Artificial and natural echoes in the single-frequency network. (From [2.1] Used
with permission.)

For channel equalizing, a continuous estimation of the radio channel is necessary. The estimation is performed with the aid of a periodic transmission of data known to the receiver.
In networks, according to the GSA standards, a midamble consisting of 26 bits—the training sequence—is transmitted with every burst. The training sequence corresponds to a characteristic pattern of I/Q signals that is held in a memory at the receiver. The baseband signals
of every received training sequence are correlated with the stored ones. From this correlation, the channel can be estimated; the properties of the estimated channel will then be fed to
the equalizer, as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Channel estimation. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

The equalizer uses the Viterbi algorithm (maximum sequence likelihood estimation) for
the estimation of the phases that most likely have been sent at the sampling times. From
these phases the information bits are calculated (Figure 2.9). A well designed equalizer then
will superimpose the energies of the single echoes constructively, so that the results in an
area where the echoes are moderately delayed (delay times up to 16 µs at the receiver) are
better than in an area with no significant echoes (Figure 2.10). The remaining bit errors are
eliminated using another Viterbi decoder for the at the transmitter convolutionally encoded
data sequences.
The ability of a mobile receiver to work in an hostile environment such as the radio channel with echoes must be proven. The test is performed with the aid of a fading simulator. The
fading simulator simulates various scenarios with different delay times and different Doppler profiles. A signal generator produces undistorted I/Q modulated RF signals that are
downconverted into the baseband. Next, the I/Q signals are digitized and split into different
channels where they are delayed and attenuated, and where Doppler effects are superimposed. After combination of these distorted signals at the output of the baseband section of
the simulator, these signals modulate the RF carrier, which is the test signal for the receiver
under test (Figure 2.11).
To make the tests comparable, GSM recommends typical profiles; for example:
• Rural area (RAx)
• Typical urban (TUx)
• Hilly terrain (HTx)
where number and strengths of the echoes and the Doppler spectra are prescribed (Figure
2.12).
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Figure 2.9 Channel equalization. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

Figure 2.10 BERs after the channel equalizer in different areas. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

2.2.2 Doppler Effect
Because the mobile receiver and some of the reflecting objects are in motion, the receive
frequency is shifted as a result of the Doppler effect [2.1]. In the case of single-path reception, this shift is calculated as follows
fd =

v
f c cos α
c

(2.3)
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Figure 2.11 Fading simulator. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)

Figure 2.12 Typical landscape profiles. (From [2.1] Used with permission.)
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Figure 2.13 Doppler spread. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Where:
v = speed of vehicle
c = speed of light
f = carrier frequency
α = angle between v and the line connecting transmitter and receiver
In the case of multipath reception, the signals on the individual paths arrive at the receiving antenna with different Doppler shifts because of the different angles αi , and the receive
spectrum is spread. Assuming an equal distribution of the angles of incidence, the power
density spectrum can be calculated as follows
P( f ) =

1
π

1
f −f
2
d

2

for f < f d

(2.4)

where fd = maximum Doppler frequency.
Of course, other Doppler spectra are possible in addition to the pure Doppler shift; for example, spectra with a Gaussian distribution using one or several maxima. A Doppler spread
can be calculated from the Doppler spectrum analogously to the delay spread shown in Figure 2.13.
2.2.3 Transfer Function
The FFT value of the channel impulse response is the transfer function H(f,t) of the radio
channel, which is also time-dependent. The transfer function describes the attenuation of
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frequencies in the transmission channel. When examining the frequency dependence, it
will be evident that the influence of the transmission channel on two sine-wave signals of
different frequencies becomes greater with increasing frequency difference. This behavior
can be adequately described by the coherence bandwidth, which is approximately equal to
the reciprocal delay spread; that is,

(∆f ) c

=

1
Td

(2.5)

If the coherence bandwidth is sufficiently wide and—consequently—the associated delay spread is small, the channel is not frequency-selective. This means that all frequencies
are subject to the same fading. If the coherence bandwidth is narrow and the associated delay spread wide, even very close adjacent frequencies are attenuated differently by the channel. The effect on a broadband-modulated carrier with respect to the coherence bandwidth is
obvious. The sidebands important for the transmitted information are attenuated to a different degree. The result is a considerable distortion of the receive signal combined with a high
bit error rate even if the received field strength is high. This characteristic of the radio channel again speaks for the use of narrowband modulation methods. (See Figure 2.14).
2.2.4 Time Response of Channel Impulse Response and Transfer Function
The time response of the radio channel can be derived from the Doppler spread. It is assumed that the channel rapidly varies at high vehicle speeds. The time variation of the radio channel can be described by a figure, the coherence time, which is analogous to the coherence bandwidth. This calculated value is the reciprocal bandwidth of the Doppler spectrum. A wide Doppler spectrum therefore indicates that the channel impulse response and
the transfer function vary rapidly with time, as shown in Figure 2.15. If the Doppler spread
is reduced to a single line, the channel is time-invariant. In other words, if the vehicle has
stopped or moves at a constant speed in a terrain without reflecting objects, the channel
impulse response and the transfer function measured at different times are the same.
The effect on information transmission can be illustrated with an example. In the case of
MPSK modulation using hard keying, the transmitter holds the carrier phase for a certain
period of time; that is, for the symbol period T. In the case of soft keying with low-pass-filtered baseband signals for limiting the modulated RF carrier, the nominal phase is reached
at a specific time—the sampling time. In both cases the phase error ϕf = fdTS is superimposed
onto the nominal phase angle, which yields a phase uncertainty of ∆ϕ = 2ϕf at the receiver.
The longer the symbol period, the greater the angle deviation (Figure 2.16). Considering this
characteristic of the transmission channel, a short symbol period of Ts << (∆t)c should be
used. However, this requires broadband modulation methods.
Figure 2.17 shows the field strength or power arriving at the mobile receiver if the vehicle
moves in a Rayleigh distribution channel. Because the phase depends on the vehicle position, the receiver moves through positions of considerably differing field strength at different times (time-dependence of radio channel). In the case of frequency-selective channels,
this applies to one frequency only; that is, to a receiver using a narrowband IF filter for
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Figure 2.14 Effect of transfer function on modulated RF signals. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Figure 2.15 Channel impulse response and transfer function as a function of time. (From
[2.1]. Used with permission.)

narrowband emissions. As Figure 2.17 shows, this effect can be reduced by increasing the
bandwidth of the emitted signal and consequently the receiver bandwidth.
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Figure 2.16 Phase uncertainty caused by Doppler effect. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Figure 2.17 Effect of bandwidth on fading. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

2.3 Radio System Implementation
User groups often specify required characteristics and test procedures as appropriate for
their particular applications. Therefore, we have limited this chapter to a general review of
important characteristics of communications receivers. Each new design has its own detailed requirements, and compromises among these may be required for practical implementation. Thus, the engineer must analyze the required characteristics carefully before
undertaking a new design. In setting specifications, we need to note that overall performance also can be affected by other components of the receiving system and by the electromagnetic environment in which the system operates.
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2.3.1 Input Characteristics
The first essential function of any radio receiver is to effect the transfer of energy picked
up by the antenna to the receiver itself through the input circuits. Maximum energy is
transferred if the impedance of the input circuit matches that of the antenna (inverse
reactance and same resistance) throughout the frequency band of the desired signal. This
is not always feasible, and the best energy transfer is not essential in all cases. A receiver
may also be connected with other receivers through a hybrid or active multicoupler to a
single antenna. Such arrangements are sometimes very sensitive to mismatches.
There are at least three antenna matching problems in a receiver. The first and, in many
cases, most crucial problem is that the receiver may be used from time to time with different
antennas whose impedances the potential users cannot specify fully. Second, antennas may
be used in mobile applications or in locations subject to changing foliage, buildings, or
waves at sea, so that the impedance—even if measured accurately at one time—is subject to
change from time to time. Third, at some frequencies, the problems of matching antennas
are severely limited by available components, and the losses in a matching network may
prove greater than for a simpler lower-loss network with poorer match.
When antenna matching is important over a wide band, it may be necessary to design a
network that can be tuned mechanically or electrically under either manual or automatic
control in response to a performance measure in the system. In older receivers with a wide
tuning range, it was common to have a mechanically tuned preselector that could be adjusted
by hand and was generally connected directly to the variable-frequency oscillator (VFO)
used for the first conversion. At times a special trimmer was used in the first circuit to compensate for small antenna mismatches. Thus, tuning of the circuit could be modified to
match the effects of the expected antenna impedance range. Modern wide tuning receivers
often use one-half-octave switchable filters in the preselector, which may be harder to
match, but are much easier to control by computer. Similarly, the first oscillator is generally
a microprocessor-controlled synthesizer.
Often the problem of antenna matching design is solved by the user specification that defines one or more “dummy antenna” impedances to be used with a signal generator to test
the performance of the receiver for different receiver input circuits. In this case, the user’s
system is designed to allow for the mismatch losses in performance that result from the use
of actual antennas. When it is necessary to measure receiver input impedance accurately, it
is best accomplished through a network analyzer.
A number of other receiver input considerations may occur in certain cases. The input
circuits may be balanced or unbalanced, or may need to be connectable either way. The input
circuits may require grounding, isolation from ground, or either connection. The circuits
may need protection from high-voltage discharges or from impulses. They may need to handle, without destruction, high-power nearby signals, both tuned to the receiver frequency
and off-tune. Thus, the input circuit can—at times—present significant design challenges.
2.3.2 Gain, Sensitivity, and Noise Figure
Communications receivers are required to receive and process a wide range of signal powers, but in most cases it is important that they be capable of receiving distant signals whose
power has been attenuated billions of times during transmission. The extent to which such
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Figure 2.18 Receiver sensitivity measurement: (a) test setup, (b) procedure.

signals can be received usefully is determined by the noise levels received by the antenna
(natural and man-made) and those generated within the receiver itself. It is also necessary
that the receiver produce a level of output power suitable for the application. Generally the
ratio of the output power of a device to the input power is known as the gain. The design of
a receiver includes gain distribution (see Chapter 3) among the various stages so as to provide adequate receiver gain and an optimum compromise among the other characteristics.
While there are limits to the amount of gain that can be achieved practically at one frequency because of feedback, modern receivers need not be gain-limited. When the gain is
sufficiently high, the weakest signal power that may be processed satisfactorily is noise-limited. This signal level is referred to as the sensitivity of the system at a particular time and
varies depending on the external noise level. It is possible in some systems for the external
noise to fall sufficiently so that the system sensitivity is established by the internal noise of
the receiver. A receiver’s sensitivity is one of its most important characteristics. There are no
universal standards for its measurement, although standards have been adopted for specific
applications and by specific user groups. Figure 2.18 shows a block diagram of the test setup
and the typical steps involved in determining receiver sensitivity.
AM Sensitivity

The typical AM sensitivity definition requires that when the input signal is sinusoidally
modulated w percent at x hertz, the receiver bandwidth (if adjustable), having been set to y
kilohertz, shall be adjusted to produce an output S/N of z decibels. The resulting signal
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generator open-circuit voltage level shall be the sensitivity of the receiver. The values of w,
x, y, and z vary; common values are:
• w = 30 percent
• x = 1000 Hz
• y = 6 kHz
• z = 10 dB
Also, it is assumed that the noise in question is random thermal noise without any associated squeals or whistles, and the signal received—like that generated—is an undistorted
sinusoid. Let us consider how the measurement is made using the test setup of Figure 2.18.
Assume that we wish to measure the AM sensitivity of an HF receiver at 29 MHz, using
the numerical values listed previously. Having set the carrier frequency, the following
steps are taken:
• Select the 6 kHz bandwidth setting of the receiver.
• Set the gain control to manual gain control (MGC) or AGC, depending on which sensitivity is to be measured.
• Set the AGC time constant appropriate to normal AM reception.
• Turn off the BFO.
• Set the gain control (if it is manual) so that the receiver does not overload.
• Set the audio level control to an appropriate level for the power meter or
root-mean-square (rms) voltmeter measuring the output.
• With the signal generator modulation turned on and set to 30 percent, increase the generator voltage from its minimum output of less than 0.1 µV to a level of 1 µV or more.
• While observing the audio output meter, switch off the signal generator modulation; observe the reduction in output level.
• Repeat this process several times while adjusting the signal generator output level until
the difference between the two readings is precisely 9.5 dB.
A good receiver has a sensitivity of about 1.5 µV in this test. For a 20-dB S/N, a value of
about 5 µV should be obtained.
It should be noted that to achieve a 10-dB S/N, the output readings were carefully adjusted to a difference of 9.5 dB. This is because the reading with modulation on includes not
only the signal, but also the noise components. Thus, what is being measured is the signal-plus-noise-to-noise ratio ( S + N )/N, and an adjustment must be made to obtain S/N. If
the ratio is sufficiently high, the difference becomes negligible. Even at 10 dB the difference
is only 0.5 dB, as indicated in this example. In some cases, the user specifies ( S + N )/N
rather than S/N. A similar consideration applies in the case of signal-plus-noise-plus-distortion (SINAD) measurements.
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While making sensitivity measurements, the accuracy of the instrument used at the receiver to indicate antenna input voltage can also be checked. This sort of instrument is not
intended as an accurate device, and an error of ±3 dB would not be considered unusual.
Another method of sensitivity measurement that is often used takes into account distortion and all internal noises that—as a practical matter—can interfere with reception. In this
measurement, the SINAD ratio is adjusted rather than the S/N alone. A selective band-reject
filter at the modulation frequency is switched in to remove the fundamental frequency. Harmonics and other nonlinear distortion are thus added to the noise. Depending upon the particular test conditions, the S/N can be achieved at a lower input voltage than the equivalent
SINAD value. Modern test equipment includes tools for such measurements.
SSB and CW Sensitivity

The SSB mode of reception translates the sideband to the audio frequency, rather than using an envelope demodulator as in conventional AM. This eliminates the nonlinear transformation of the noise by the carrier that occurs in the measurement of AM sensitivity.
Also, there is no carrier power in SSB, and the required bandwidth is about half that
needed for AM, so that substantially improved sensitivity can be expected. The sensitivity
test is performed with the signal generator frequency offset from the nominal (suppressed)
carrier frequency by a selected frequency, again often selected as 1000 Hz. In this case, it
is necessary to make the measurement with AGC off. Otherwise, turning the signal off
would increase gain, changing the resulting noise level. In other aspects, the characteristic
is measured much the same as AM sensitivity. Specific differences for SSB include:
• Set the signal generator frequency to 29.1 MHz if it is an USB signal; modulation is not
required.
• Increase the signal generator level from the minimum until signal output is apparent;
check power outputs with the generator on and off.
• Adjust the generator until the output ratio in the two cases becomes 9.5 dB.
The SSB sensitivity for a good receiver at the 50 Ω input is 0.1 to 0.3 µV. A similar measurement can be made using SINAD rather than S/N.
For coded CW signals, the appropriate bandwidth must be selected, typically 150 to 500
Hz. The signal generator must be set on-frequency, and the BFO must be tuned to a 1000 Hz
beat note. Otherwise the sensitivity measurement is the same as for SSB. The CW sensitivity
should be about 0.03 to 0.1 µV for a 9.5-dB S/N.
FM Sensitivity

For FM sensitivity measurements, an FM signal generator must be available (Figure 2.18).
Sensitivity is measured at a specified deviation. Often there is no manual or automatic
gain control. Deviation settings vary substantially with the radio usage and have been
gradually becoming smaller as closer channel assignments have been made over the years
to alleviate spectrum crowding. For commercial communications receivers, a deviation of
2.1 kHz rms (3.0 kHz peak) sinusoidal modulation at a 1000 Hz rate is customary. The
sensitivity measurement is generally performed in the same manner as before and a 12-dB
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SINAD measurement is often used. A good receiver will provide about 0.1 to 0.2 µV sensitivity. For a 20-dB S/N, a value of about 0.5 µV results.
Another measure that is sometimes used is the quieting sensitivity in which the noise output level is first measured in the absence of a signal. The signal generator is unmodulated
and gradually increased in level until the noise is reduced by a predetermined amount, usually 20 dB. This value represents the quieting sensitivity. A typical value would be 0.15 to
0.25 µV. As the signal level is further increased, with the modulation being switched on and
off, the ultimate S/N level occurs. This can provide information on residual system noise,
particularly frequency synthesizer close-in noise. For example, if the measurement is performed with a 3-kHz base bandwidth and the synthesizer has a residual FM of 3 Hz, the ultimate S/N is limited to 60 dB.
NF

Sensitivity measures depend upon specific signal characteristics. The NF measures the effects of inherent receiver noise in a different manner. Essentially it compares the total receiver noise with the noise that would be present if the receiver generated no noise. This
ratio is sometimes called the noise factor F, and when expressed in dB, the NF. F is also defined equivalently as the ratio of the S/N of the receiver output to the S/N of the source.
The source generally used to test receivers is a signal generator at local room temperature.
An antenna, which receives not only signals but noises from the atmosphere, the galaxy,
and man-made sources, is unsuitable to provide a measure of receiver NF. However, the NF
required of the receiver from a system viewpoint depends on the expected S/N from the
antenna. The effects of external noise are sometimes expressed as an equivalent antenna
NF.
For the receiver, we are concerned with internal noise sources. Passive devices such as
conductors generate noise as a result of the continuous thermal motion of the free electrons.
This type of noise is referred to generally as thermal noise, and is sometimes called Johnson
noise after the person who first demonstrated it. Using the statistical theory of thermodynamics, Nyquist showed that the mean-square thermal noise voltage generated by any impedance between two frequencies f1 and f2 can be expressed as
2

Vn

=4kt

∫

f2
f1

R( f ) d f

(2.6)

where R(f) is the resistive component of the impedance.
Magnetic substances also produce noise, depending upon the residual magnetization and
the applied dc and RF voltages. This is referred to as the Barkhausen effect, or Barkhausen
noise. The greatest source of receiver noise, however, is generally that generated in semiconductors. Like the older thermionic tubes, transistors and diodes also produce characteristic
noise. Shot noise resulting from the fluctuations in the carrier flow in semiconductor devices
produces wide-band noise, similar to thermal noise. Low-frequency noise or 1/f noise, also
called flicker effect, is roughly inversely proportional to frequency and is similar to the contact noise in contact resistors. All of these noise sources contribute to the “excess noise” of
the receiver, which causes the NF to exceed 0 dB.
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The NF is often measured in a setup similar to that of Figure 2.18, using a specially designed and calibrated white-noise generator as the input. The receiver is tuned to the correct
frequency and bandwidth, and the output power meter is driven from a linear demodulator or
the final IF amplifier. The signal generator is set to produce no output, and the output power
is observed. The generator output is then increased until the output has risen 3 dB. The setting on the generator is the NF in decibels.
The NF of an amplifier can also be calculated as the ratio of input to output S/N, per the
equation
 (S
NF = 10 log 
( S

N )1 

N ) 0 

(2.7)

where NF is the noise figure in dB and (S/N)1 and (S/N)2 are the amplifier input and output
SNR, respectively.
The NF for a noiseless amplifier or lossless passive device is 0 dB; it is always positive
for nonideal devices. The NF of a lossy passive device is numerically equal to the device insertion loss. If the input of a nonideal amplifier of gain G (dB) and noise figure NF (dB)
were connected to a matched resistor, the amplifier output noise power PNo (dB) would be
PNo = 10 log ( kT ) + 10 log ( B) + G + NF

(2.8)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 × 10 −20 mW/°K), T is the resistor temperature in °K,
and B is the noise bandwidth in Hz.
When amplifiers are cascaded, the noise power rises toward the output as noise from succeeding stages is added to the system. Under the assumption that noise powers add
noncoherently, the noise figure NFT of a cascade consisting of two stages of numerical gain
A1 and A2 and noise factor N1 and N2, is given by Friis’ equation
 N + ( N 2 – 1) 
NFT = 10 log  1

A1



(2.9)

where the noise factor is N =10 10 and the numerical gain is A =10 10 . The system NF,
therefore, is largely determined by the first stage NF when A1 is large enough to make
( N 2 – 1)/A1 much smaller than N1.
( NF

)

(G

)

Minimum Detectable Signal

Another measure of sensitivity is the minimum detectable signal (MDS). The setup for this
type of measurement is generally the same as for CW or SSB sensitivity. However, if available, the IF output of the receiver is used to feed an rms voltmeter. This avoids potential
nonlinearity in the CW or SSB mixer. The measurement is similar to the NF measurement
except that a sinusoidal signal generator replaces the noise generator to produce the doubling of output power over noise power alone. This signal power, just equal to the noise
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power, is defined as the MDS. Because receiver noise varies with bandwidth, so does the
MDS, which may be expressed as
MDS = k T B n F

(2.10)

In dBm, MDS = – 174 + 10 log B n + NF , where Bn is the noise bandwidth of the receiver.
(0 dbm = decibels referenced to 1mW.)
The available thermal noise power per hertz is –174 dBm at 290ºK (63ºF), an arbitrary
reference temperature near standard room temperatures. When any two of the quantities in
the expression are known, the third may be calculated. As in the case of NF measurements,
care is required in measuring MDS, because a large portion of the power being measured is
noise, which produces MDS’ typical fluctuations.

2.4 Selectivity
Selectivity is the property of a receiver that allows it to separate a signal or signals at one
frequency from those at all other frequencies. At least two characteristics must be considered simultaneously in establishing the required selectivity of a receiver. The selective circuits must be sufficiently sharp to suppress the interference from adjacent channels and
spurious responses. On the other hand, they must be broad enough to pass the highest sideband frequencies with acceptable distortion in amplitude and phase. Each class of signals
to be received may require different selectivity to handle the signal sidebands adequately
while rejecting interfering transmissions having different channel assignment spacings.
However, each class of signal requires about the same selectivity throughout all the frequency bands allocated to that class of service. Older receivers sometimes required
broader selectivity at their higher frequencies to compensate for greater oscillator drift.
This requirement has been greatly reduced by the introduction of synthesizers for control
of LOs and economical high-accuracy and high-stability crystal standards for the reference frequency oscillator. Consequently, except at frequencies above VHF, or in applications where adequate power is not available for temperature-controlled ovens, only the accuracy and stability of the selective circuits themselves may require selectivity allowances
today.
Quantitatively the definition of selectivity is the bandwidth for which a test signal x decibels stronger than the minimum acceptable signal at a nominal frequency is reduced to the
level of that signal. This measurement is relatively simple for a single selective filter or single-frequency amplifier, and a selectivity curve can be drawn showing the band offset both
above and below the nominal frequency as the selected attenuation level is varied. Ranges of
80 to 100 dB of attenuation can be measured readily, and higher ranges—if required—can
be achieved with special care. A test setup similar to Figure 2.18 may be employed with the
receiver replaced by the selective element under test. Proper care must be taken to achieve
proper input and output impedance termination for the particular unit under test. The power
output meter need only be sufficiently sensitive, have uniform response over the test bandwidth, and have monotonic response so that the same output level is achieved at each point
on the curve. A typical IF selectivity curve is shown in Figure 2.19.
The measurement of overall receiver selectivity, using the test setup of Figure 2.18, presents some difficulties. The total selectivity of the receiving system is divided among RF, IF,
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Figure 2.19 Example of an IF selectivity curve.

and baseband selective elements. There are numerous amplifiers and frequency converters,
and at least one demodulator intervening between input and output. Hence, there is a high
probability of nonlinearities in the nonpassive components affecting the resulting selectivity curves. Some of the effects that occur include overload, modulation distortion, spurious
signals, and spurious responses. (Some of these effects are discussed in later sections on dynamic range and spurious outputs.) If there is an AGC, it must be disabled so that it cannot
change the amplifier gain in response to the changing signal levels in various stages of the
receiver. If there is only an AM or FM demodulator for use in the measurement, distortions
occur because of the varying attenuation and phase shift of the circuits across the sidebands.
Many modern receivers have frequency converters for SSB or CW reception, so that measurements can be made without modulation. Also, final IF outputs are often available, so that
selectivity measurements can be made of the combined RF and IF selectivity without worrying about the demodulator or baseband circuits.
When measuring complete receiver selectivity, with either a modulated or nonmodulated
signal, it is wise to use an output power meter calibrated in decibels. The measurement proceeds as described previously. However, if any unusual changes in attenuation or slope are
observed, the generator level may be increased in calibrated steps; it should be noted
whether the output changes decibel for decibel. If not, what is being observed at this point is
not the selectivity curve, but one of the many nonlinearities or responses of the system.

2.5 Dynamic Range
The term dynamic range, especially in advertising literature, has been used to mean a variety of things. We must be especially careful in using a common definition when comparing this characteristic of receivers. In some cases, the term has been used to indicate the ratio in decibels between the strongest and weakest signals that a receiver could handle with
acceptable noise or distortion. This is the ratio between the signal that is so strong that it
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causes maximum tolerable distortion and the one that is so weak that it has the minimum
acceptable S/N. This measure is of limited value in assessing performance in the normal
signal environment where the desired signal may have a range of values, but is surrounded
by a dense group of other signals ranging from very weak to very strong. The selective circuits of a receiver can provide protection from many of these signals. However, the stronger ones, because of the nonlinearity of the active devices necessary to provide amplification and frequency conversion, can degrade performance substantially. In modern parlance, dynamic range refers to the ratio of the level of a strong out-of-band signal that in
some manner degrades signal performance of the receiver to a very weak signal. The most
common weak signal considered is the MDS, and differing strong degrading signal levels
may be used. It is, therefore, important to know which definition is meant when evaluating
the meaning of the term dynamic range. This will be discussed further as the various degradations are considered.
If the foregoing discussion of dynamic range seems vague, it is because there is not one
characteristic but several that is encompassed by the term. Each may have a different numeric value. A receiver is a complex device with many active stages separated by different
degrees of selectivity. The response of a receiver to multiple signals of different levels is extremely complex, and the results do not always agree with simple theory. However, such theory provides useful comparative measures. If we think of an amplifier or mixer as a device
whose output voltage is a function of the input voltage, we may expand the output voltage in
a power series of the input voltage
V o = Σ an V i

n

(2.11)

where a1 is the voltage amplification of the device and the higher-order an cause distortion.
Because the desired signal and the undesired interference are generally narrow-band signals, we may represent Vi as a sum of sinusoids of different amplitudes and frequencies.
Generally( A1 sin 2πf 1 t + A2 sin 2πf 2 t) n , as a result of trigonometric identities, produces a
number of components with different frequencies, mf 1 ± ( n – m) f 2 , with m taking on all
values from 0 to n. These intermodulation (IM) products may have the same frequency as
the desired signal for appropriate choices of f1 and f2. When n is even, the minimum difference between the two frequencies for this to happen is the desired frequency itself. This type
of even IM interference can be reduced substantially by using selective filters.
When n is odd, however, the minimum difference can be very small. Because m and n – m
can differ by unity, and each can be close to the signal frequency, if the adjacent interferer is
δf from the desired signal, the second need be only 2δf /( n – 1) further away for the product
to fall at the desired frequency. Thus, odd-order IM products can be caused by strong signals
only a few channels removed from the desired signal. Selective filtering capable of reducing
such signals substantially is not available in most superheterodyne receivers prior to the final IF. Consequently, odd-order IM products generally limit the dynamic range significantly.
Other effects of odd-order distortion are desensitization and cross modulation. For the
case where n is odd, the presence of the desired signal and a strong interfering signal results
in a product of the desired signal with an even order of the interfering signal. One of the resulting components of an even power of a sinusoid is a constant, so the desired signal is mul-
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Figure 2.20 Test setup for measuring the dynamic range properties of a receiver.

tiplied by that constant and an even power of the interferer’s signal strength. If the interferer
is sufficiently strong, the resulting product will subtract from the desired signal product
from the first power term, reducing the effective gain of the device. This is referred to as desensitization. If the interferer is amplitude-modulated, the desired signal component will
also be amplitude-modulated by the distorted modulation of the interferer. This is known as
cross modulation of the desired signal by the interfering signal.
This discussion provides a simple theory that can be applied in considering strong signal
effects. However, the receiver is far more complicated than the single device, and strong signal performance of single devices by these techniques can become rapidly intractable as
higher-order terms must be considered. Another mechanism also limits the dynamic range.
LO noise sidebands at low levels can extend substantially from the oscillator frequency. A
sufficiently strong off-tune signal can beat with these noise sidebands in a mixer, producing
additional noise in the desired signal band. Other characteristics that affect the dynamic
range are spurious signals and responses and blocking. These are discussed in later sections.
The effects described here occur in receivers, and tests to measure them are essential to
determining the dynamic range. Most of these measurements involving the dynamic range
require more than one signal input. They are conducted using two or three signal generators
in a test setup such as that indicated in Figure 2.20.
2.5.1 Desensitization
Desensitization measurements are related to the 1-dB compression point and general linearity of the receiver. Two signal generators are used in the setup of Figure 2.20. The controls of the receiver under test are set as specified, usually to one of the narrower
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bandwidths and with MGC set as in sensitivity measurements so as to avoid effects of the
AGC system. The signal in the operating channel is modulated and set to a specified level,
usually to produce an output S/N or SINAD measurement of a particular level, for example, 13 dB. The interfering signal is moved off the operating frequency by a predetermined
amount so that it does not affect the S/N measurement because of beat notes and is then increased in level until the S/N measurement is reduced by a specified amount, such as 3 dB.
More complete information can be obtained by varying the frequency offset and plotting a
desensitization selectivity curve. In some cases, limits for this curve are specified. The
curve may be carried to a level of input where spurious responses, reciprocal mixing, or
other effects prevent an unambiguous measurement. Measurements to 120 dB above sensitivity level can often be achieved.
If the degradation level at which desensitization is measured is set to 1-dB, and the desensitizing signal is well within the passband of the preselector filters, the desensitization level
corresponds to the 1 dB gain compression (GC), which is experienced by the system up to
the first mixer. (See the subsequent discussion of intermodulation and intercept points.) A
gain compression (or blocking) dynamic range can be defined by comparing the input signal
level at 1-dB GC to the MDS, i. e., dynamic range (dB) equals the GC (input dBm) minus the
MDS (input dBm). This is sometimes referred to as the single-tone dynamic range, because
only a single interfering signal is needed to produce GC.
2.5.2 AM Cross Modulation
Although many saturation effects in receivers have been called cross modulation, SSB and
FM are not cross-modulated in the same sense as described previously. Cross modulation
occurs in AM and VSB signals by a strong modulated signal amplitude-modulating a
weak signal through the inherent nonlinearities of the receiver. Cross modulation typically
occurs in a band allocated for AM use and requires a much higher interfering signal level
than for the generation of IM products. The typical measurement setup is similar to that for
overload measurements, except that the interfering signal is amplitude-modulated, usually
at a high level, such as 90 percent. The modulation is at a different frequency than that for
the operating channel (if it is modulated), and a band-pass filter is used in the output to assure that the transferred modulation is being measured. The out-of-channel interfering signal is increased in level until the desired signal has a specified level of output at the cross
modulation frequency, for example, the equivalent of 10 percent modulation of the desired
carrier. One or more specific offsets may be specified for the measurement, or a
cross-modulation selectivity curve may be taken by measuring carrier level versus frequency offset to cause the specified degree of cross modulation.
In television systems, cross modulation can result in a ghost of an out-of-channel modulation being visible on the operating channel. The so-called three-tone test for television signals is a form of cross-modulation test. Because most cross-modulation problems occur in
the AM broadcast and television bands, cross modulation is not of much interest in most
communications receivers whereas other nonlinear distortions are of interest. It would be
possible to define a cross-modulation dynamic range, but we are not aware of any use of
such a measure.
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2.5.3 IM
As described in previous sections, IM produces sum and difference frequency products of
many orders that manifest themselves as interference. The measurement of the IM distortion performance is one of the most important tests for a communications receiver. No
matter how sensitive a receiver may be, if it has poor immunity to strong signals, it will be
of little use. Tests for even-order products determine the effectiveness of filtering prior to
the channel filter, while odd-order products are negligibly affected by those filters. For this
reason, odd-order products are generally much more troublesome than even-order products and are tested for more frequently. The second- and third-order products are generally
the strongest and are the ones most frequently tested. A two-signal generator test set is required for testing, depending on the details of the specified test.
For IM measurements, the controls of the receiver under test are set to the specified bandwidths, operating frequency, and other settings as appropriate, and the gain control is set on
manual (or AGC disabled). One signal generator is set on the operating frequency, modulated and adjusted to provide a specified S/N (that for sensitivity, for example). The modulation is disabled, and the output level of this signal is measured. This must be done using the
IF output, the SSB output with the signal generator offset by a convenient audio frequency,
or with the BFO on and offset. Alternatively, the dc level at the AM demodulator can be
measured, if accessible. The signal generator is then turned off. It may be left off during the
remainder of the test or retuned and used to produce one of the interfering signals.
For second-order IM testing, two signal generators are now set to two frequencies differing from each other by the operating frequency. These frequencies can be equally above and
below the carrier frequency at the start, and shifted on successive tests to assure that the preselection filters do not have any weak regions. The signal with the frequency nearest to the
operating frequency must be separated far enough to assure adequate channel filter attenuation of the signal (several channels). For third-order IM testing, the frequencies are selected
in accordance with the formula given previously so that the one further from the operating
frequency is twice as far as the one nearer to the operating frequency. For example, the
nearer interferer might be three channels from the desired frequency and the further one, six
channels in the same direction.
In either case, the voltage levels of the two interfering signal generators are set equal and
are gradually increased until an output equal to the original channel output is measured in
the channel. One of several performance requirements may be specified. If the original level
is the sensitivity level, the ratio of the interfering generator level to the sensitivity level may
have a specified minimum. Alternatively, for any original level, an interfering generator
level may be specified that must not produce an output greater than the original level.
Finally, an intercept point (IP) may be specified.
The IP for the nth order of intermodulation occurs because the product is a result of the
interfering signal voltages being raised to the nth power. With equal voltages, as in the test,
the resultant output level of the product increases as
V dn = c n V

n

(2.12)
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Figure 2.21 Input-output power relationships for second- and third-order intercept points.

where cn is a proportionality constant and V is the common input level of the two signals.
Because the output from a single signal input V at the operating frequency is GvV, there is a
theoretical level at which the two outputs would be equal. This value VIPn is the nth IP, measured at the input. It is usually specified in dBm. In practice the IPs are not reached because as the amplifiers approach saturation, the voltage at each measured frequency becomes a combination of components from various orders of n. Figure 2.21 indicates the input-output power relationships in second- and third-order IPs.
In Equation 2.12 we note that at the IP
V dn = c n (V IPn ) n and (V IPn ) out = G v (V IPn ) in

(2.13)

This leads to
c n = G v (V IPn )

1 – n

and V dn

V 
= G vV 

V IPn 

1 – n

(2.14)

The ratio of signal to distortion becomes (V IPn /V ) n – 1 . In decibels it becomes
V 
Rdn = 20 log 
 = ( n – 1) [ 20 log V IPn – 20 log V ]
V dn 

(2.15)
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If the intercept level is expressed in dBm rather than voltage, then the output power represented by V must be similarly expressed.
The IM products we have been discussing originate in the active devices of the receiver,
so that the various voltages or power levels are naturally measured at the device output. The
IP is thus naturally referred to the device output and is so specified in most data sheets. In the
foregoing discussion, we have referred the IP to the voltage level at the device input. If the
input power is required, we subtract from the output intercept level in decibels, the amplifier
power gain or loss. The relationship between input and output voltage at the IP is given in
Equation 2.13. Reference of the IP to the device input is somewhat unnatural but is technically useful because the receiver system designer must deal with the IP generation in all
stages and needs to know at what antenna signal level the receiver will produce the maximum tolerable IM products.
Consider the input power (in each signal) that produces an output IM product equal to the
MDS. The ratio of this power to the MDS may be called the third-order IM dynamic range. It
also is sometimes referred to as the two-tone dynamic range. Expressing Equation 2.15 in
terms of input power and input IP measured in dBm, we have
Rdn = ( n – 1) [ IPn ( in ) – P( in ) ]

(2.15a)

When we substitute MDS for the distortion and MDS + DR for P(in) we obtain
DR = ( n – 1) [ IPn ( in ) – MDS – DR] ,
nDR = ( n – 1) [ IPn ( in ) – MDS ]
When n is 3, we find the relationship:
DR =

2 [ IP3 ( in ) – MDS ]
3

A dynamic range could presumably be defined for other orders of IM, but it is not common to do so. From the three different definitions of dynamic range described in this section, it should be clear why it is important to be careful when comparing receiver specifications for this characteristic.

2.6 Reciprocal Mixing
In reciprocal mixing, incoming signals mix with LO-sideband energy to produce an IF
output, as illustrated in Figure 2.22 [2.1]. Because one of the two signals is usually noise,
the resulting IF output is usually noise. It is important to note that reciprocal mixing effects are not limited to noise; discrete-frequency oscillator sideband components—such as
those resulting from crosstalk to or reference energy on a VCO’s control line, or the discrete-frequency spurious signals endemic to direct digital synthesis—can also mix incoming signals to IF. In practice, the resulting noise-floor increase can compromise the receiver’s ability to detect weak signals and achieve a high IMD dynamic range. On the test
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Figure 2.22 Reciprocal mixing occurs when incoming signals mix energy from an oscillator’s
sidebands to the IF. In this example, the oscillator is tuned so that its carrier, at A’,
heterodynes the desired signal, A, to the 455 kHz as intended; at the same time, the undesired signals B, C, and D mix the oscillator noise-sideband energy at B’, C’, and D’, respectively, to the IF. Depending on the levels of the interfering signals and the noise-sideband energy, the result may be a significant rise in the receiver noise floor. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

bench, noise from reciprocal mixing may invalidate desensitization, cross-modulation,
and IM testing by obscuring the weak signals that must be measured in making these tests.
Figure 2.23 shows a typical arrangement of a dual-conversion receiver with local oscillators. The signal coming from the antenna is filtered by an arrangement of tuned circuits referred to as providing input selectivity. For a minimum attenuation in the passband, an operating bandwidth of
B=

f
2 × QL

This approximation formula is valid for the insertion loss of about 1 dB due to loaded Q.
The filter in the first IF is typically either a SAW filter (in the frequency range from 500
MHz to 1 GHz) or a crystal filter (45 to 120 MHz). Typical insertion loss is 6 dB. Because
these resonators have significantly higher Q than LC circuits, the bandwidth for the first IF
will vary from ±5 kHz to ±500 kHz. It is now obvious that the first RF filter does not protect
the first IF because of its wider bandwidth. For typical communication receivers, IF
bandwidths from 150 Hz to 1 MHz are found; for digital modulation, the bandwidth varies
roughly from 30 kHz to 1 MHz. Therefore, the IF filter in the second IF has to accommodate
these bandwidths; otherwise, the second mixer easily gets into trouble from overloading.
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Figure 2.23 Block diagram of an analog/digital receiver showing the signal path from antenna to audio output. No AGC or other auxiliary circuits are shown. This receiver principle
can be used for all types of modulation, since the demodulation is done in the DSP block.
(From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Figure 2.24 Principle of selectivity measurement for analog receivers. (From [2.1]. Used with
permission.)

This also means that both synthesizer paths must be of low-noise and low-spurious design.
The second IF of this arrangement (Figure 2.23) can be either analog or digital, or even
zero-IF. In practical terms, there are good reasons for using IFs like 50/3 kHz , as in hi-fi audio equipment such as the Walkman, with DSP processing at this frequency (50/3 kHz) using the low-cost modules found in mass-market consumer products.
Figures 2.24 and 2.25 show the principle of selectivity measurement both for analog and
digital signals. The main difference is that the occupied bandwidth for the digital system can
be significantly wider, and yet both signals can be interfered with by either a noise synthesizer/first LO or a synthesizer that has unwanted spurious frequencies. Such a spurious signal is shown in Figure 2.24. In the case of Figure 2.24, the analog adjacent-channel measurement has some of the characteristics of cross-modulation and intermodulation, while in the
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Figure 2.25 Principle of selectivity measurement for digital receivers. (From [2.1. Used with
permission.)

digital system the problem with the adjacent-channel power suppression in modern terms is
more obvious. Rarely has the concept of adjacent-channel power (ACP) been used with analog systems. Also, to meet the standards, signal generators have to be used that are better,
with some headroom, than the required dynamic measurement. We have therefore included
in Figure 2.25 the achievable performance for a practical signal generator—in this case, the
Rohde & Schwarz SMHU58.
Because reciprocal mixing produces the effect of noise leakage around IF filtering, it
plays a role in determining a receiver’s dynamic selectivity (Figure 2.26). There is little
value in using IF filtering that exhibits more stopband rejection than a value 3 to 10 dB
greater than that which results in an acceptable reciprocal mixing level.
Although additional RF selectivity can reduce the number of signals that contribute to
the noise, improving the LO’s spectral purity is the only effective way to reduce reciprocal
mixing noise from all signals present at a mixer’s RF port.
Factoring in the effect of discrete spurious signals with that of oscillator phase noise can
give us the useful dynamic range of which an instrument or receiver is capable, illustrated in
Figure 2.27. In evaluating the performance of digital wireless systems, we are interested in
determining a receiver’s resistance to adjacent-channel signals.
2.6.1 Phase Errors
In PM systems, especially those employing digital modulation, oscillator phase noise contributes directly to modulation and demodulation errors by introducing random phase variations that cannot be corrected by phase-locking techniques. (See Figure 2.28.) The
greater the number of phase states a modulation scheme entails, the greater its sensitivity
to phase noise.
When an output signal is produced by mixing two signals, the resulting phase noise depends on whether the input signals are correlated—all referred to the same system
clock—or uncorrelated, as shown in Figure 2.29.
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Figure 2.26 Dynamic selectivity versus IF bandwidth: (a) the Rohde & Schwarz ESH-2 test
receiver (9 kHz to 30 MHz), (b) the Rohde and Schwarz ESV test receiver (10 MHz to 1 GHz).
Reciprocal mixing widens the ESH-2’s 2.4 kHz response below –70 dB (–100 dBm) at (a)
and the ESV’s 7.5, 12 and 120 kHz responses below approximately –80 dB (–87 dBm) at (b).
(From [2.1]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 2.27 This graph shows the available dynamic range, which is determined either by
the masking of the unwanted signal by phase noise or by discrete spurii. As far as the culprit
synthesizer is concerned, it can be either the local oscillator or the effect of a strong adjacent-channel signal that takes over the function of the local oscillator. (From [2.1]. Used with
permission.)

2.6.2 Error Vector Magnitude
As shown in Figure 2.28, particular sources of amplitude and/or phase error can shift the
values of digital emission data states toward decision boundaries, resulting in increased
BER because of intersymbol interference. Figures 2.30, 2.31, and 2.32 show three additional sources of such errors.
A figure of merit known as error vector magnitude (EVM) has been developed as sensitive indicator of the presence and severity of such errors. The error vector magnitude of an
emission is the magnitude of the phasor difference as a function of time between an ideal reference signal and the measured transmitted signal after its timing, amplitude, frequency,
phase, and dc offset have been modified by circuitry and/or propagation. Figure 2.33 illustrates the EVM concept.

2.7 Spurious Outputs
Because a modern superheterodyne receiver has a synthesizer and may have several LOs,
it is possible that at some frequencies the unit may produce outputs without any inputs being present. These are referred to as spurious signals. Other sources of spurious signals include the following:
• Power supply harmonics
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Figure 2.28 Phase noise is critical to digitally modulated communication systems because of
the modulation errors it can introduce. Inter-symbol interference (ISI), accompanied by a rise
in BER, results when state values become so badly error-blurred that they fall into the regions of adjacent states. This drawing depicts only the results of phase errors introduced by
phase noise; in actual systems, thermal noise, AM-to-PM conversion, differential group delay, propagation, and other factors may also contribute to the spreading of state amplitude
and phase values. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Figure 2.29 The noise sideband power of a signal that results from mixing two signals depends on whether the signals are correlated—referenced to the same system clock—or
uncorrelated. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

• Parasitic oscillations in amplifier circuits
• IF subharmonics (for receivers with an IF above the signal band)
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Figure 2.30 Effect of gain imbalance between I and Q channels on data signal phase constellation. (From [2.1]. Used with permission.)

Figure 2.31 Effect of quadrature offset on data signal phase constellation. (From [2.1]. Used
with permission.)

Figure 2.32 Effect of LO-feedthrough-based IQ offset on data signal phase constellation.
(From [2.1]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 2.33 The concept of error vector magnitude. (After [2.2].)

Tests must be performed to determine whether the receiver has such inherent spurious signals. The test is best done under computer control. The receiver must be tuned over the entire frequency range in each receive mode, with the baseband output monitored. Any sudden change in noise other than switching transients of the synthesizer and filters could be
the result of a spurious signal. Some receiver data sheets indicate that they are 99.99-percent spurious-free. This is a somewhat imprecise technical description. A sounder specification will require that no spurious signal be higher than a particular level, for example,
the equivalent of the specified sensitivity. Alternatively, a specification may require all but
a specified number of spurious signals to be below the specified level. This is often a
sound economic compromise. It is possible to build receivers with fewer than five such
spurious signals.
Spurious responses occur when a signal at a frequency to which the receiver is not tuned
produces an output. The superheterodyne receiver has two or more inherent spurious responses, IF and image, and a large number of other responses because of device
nonlinearities. Each IF that is in use in a superheterodyne configuration has the potential of
causing a response if a sufficiently high input signal is applied to exceed the rejection of the
selective circuits (or to leak around these circuits via unsuspected paths). The first IF response usually has less rejection than the subsequent IF responses, because the input preselector filters tend to be the broadest. If necessary, special rejection circuits (traps) can be
built to provide extra rejection. A good communications receiver design should have more
than 80-dB IF rejection, and in most cases, over 120 dB is not unreasonable.
It was pointed out that spurious signals can be generated at a subharmonic of an IF if there
is sufficient feedback between output and input. Spurious outputs can also occur at subharmonics of the IF because of nonlinearities. If the receiver tunes through a subharmonic of
the IF, even if it does not oscillate to produce a spurious signal, the harmonic generation and
feedback can cause spurious responses. When the receiver is tuned to a harmonic of the IF,
nonlinearities from the later amplifier stages combined with feedback to the input circuits
can cause spurious responses. If all the signals in these cases are precisely accurate, the resultant may simply show up as a little extra distortion in the output. But if there are slight differences between the signal and IF, an in-band beat note can occur. Most of these problems
can be cured by good design, but it is essential to make a careful survey of spurious responses at these special frequencies.
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As explained in Chapter 1, the superheterodyne receiver converts the incoming RF to the
IF by mixing it with a locally generated signal in a frequency converter circuit. The IF is either the sum or the difference of the RF and the LO frequency. For a selected LO frequency,
there are two frequencies that will produce the same IF. One is the selected RF and the other,
which is generally discriminated against by selective circuits favoring the first, is the image
frequency. If the IF is below the oscillator frequency, the image frequency and the RF are
separated by twice the IF; if the IF is above the oscillator frequency, they are separated by
twice the LO frequency. In most cases, the former condition applies. When there is more
than one IF in a receiver, there are images associated with each. Good receivers have image
rejection from 80 to 100 dB.
Because frequency converters are not simply square-law or product-law devices,
higher-order nonlinearities produce outputs at frequencies mf i ± nf o . If any one of these
frequency values happens to fall at the IF, a spurious response results. As the orders m and n
increase, the signal levels tend to decrease, so that the higher-order images generated tend to
become much lower than the direct image. However, some of the combinations tend to result
from input frequencies near the selected operating frequency. In this case, they are afforded
only small protection by the selective circuits. Because sometimes high-order images are
generated, it is necessary to make thorough measurements for all spurious responses. The
test setup required is the same as that shown in Figure 2.18.
Because of the changing pattern of spurious responses as the LO frequency is changed, it
is customary to test their levels at many frequency settings of the receiver. If possible, this
test is best done automatically under computer control. In any case, no fewer than three
measurements are desirable in any frequency band of the RF preselector—one in the center
and one near either end. With automatic testing the total coverage may be scanned more
thoroughly. Before commencing the test, the receiver controls should be set to the appropriate selectivity, to MGC (or AGC disabled if there is no gain control), and to an appropriate
signal mode. The test may be made with either modulated or unmodulated signals, with a
small change in the results. If only one mode is to be used, the receiver should probably be set
to the most narrow bandwidth and a mode that allows measurements with unmodulated signals.
At each frequency setting of the receiver, a sensitivity measurement is first made to establish a reference signal level. Then the signal generator is tuned out of channel, and the
level is increased to a large value. This would normally be specified and might be a level relative to the sensitivity measurement, such as 120 dB greater, or simply a high voltage, such
as 1 or 2 V. The signal generator is then swept (first on one side of the channel and then on the
other side) until a response is detected. The response is tuned to maximum and the level is
backed off until the output conditions are the same as for the sensitivity measurement. The
ratio of the resultant signal level to the sensitivity is the spurious response rejection. The
scanning proceeds until all of the spurious responses between specified limits, such as 10
kHz and 400 MHz, have been cataloged and measured. The receiver is then retuned and the
process repeated until measurements have been made with the receiver tuned to all of the
test frequency settings. A good communications receiver will have all but a few of its spurious response rejections more than 80 to 90 dB down.
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2.8 Gain Control
Communications receivers must often be capable of handling a signal range of 100 dB or
more. Most amplifiers remain linear over only a much smaller range. The later amplifiers
in a receiver, which must provide the demodulator with about 1 V on weak signals, would
need the capability to handle thousands of volts for strong signals without some form of
gain control. Consequently, communications receivers customarily provide means for
changing the gain of the RF or IF amplifiers, or both.
For applications where the received signal is expected to remain always within narrow
limits, some form of manually selectable control can be used, which may be set on installation and seldom adjusted. There are few such applications. Most receivers, however, even
when an operator is available, must receive signals that vary by tens of decibels over periods
of fractions of seconds to minutes. The level also changes when the frequency is reset to receive other signals that may vary over similar ranges but with substantially different average
levels. Consequently, an AGC is very desirable. In some cases, where fading and modulation rates may be comparable, better performance can be achieved by an operator, using
MGC, so both types of control circuits are common.
Some angle modulation receivers provide gain control by using amplifiers that limit on
strong signals. Because the information is in the angle of the carrier, the resulting amplitude
distortion is of little consequence. Receivers that must preserve AM or maintain very low
angle modulation distortion use amplifiers that can be varied in gain by an external control
voltage. In some cases, this has been accomplished by varying the operating points of the
amplifying devices, but most modern communications sets use separate solid-state circuits
or switched passive elements to obtain variable attenuation between amplifier stages with
minimum distortion. For manual control, provision can be made to let an operator set the
control voltage for these variable attenuators. For automatic control, the output level from
the IF amplifiers or the demodulator is monitored by the AGC circuit and a low-pass
negative-feedback voltage is derived to maintain a relatively constant signal level.
A block diagram of a dual AGC loop system for a communications receiver is illustrated
in Figure 2.34. One loop is driven by first IF energy that is band-limited, and the other loop is
driven by second IF energy that is band-limited by optional second IF filters. The first loop
controls a PIN diode pi attenuator ahead of the first mixer. The second loop controls the second IF amplifier stages. In this design, a microprocessor adjusts the time constants of both
loops so that time delays introduced by the filters do not cause AGC oscillation.
A number of tests of gain control characteristics are customarily required. MGC may be
designed to control gain continuously or in steps. It is important that the steps be small
enough that operators do not detect large jumps as they adjust the gain. Because the gain
must be controlled over a very wide range, the MGC is easiest to use if it tends to cause a
logarithmic variation. Usually, the testing of the MGC is confined to establishing that a
specified range of gain control exists and measuring the degree of decibel linearity versus
control actuation.
The principal AGC characteristics of importance are the steady-state control range and
output-input curve, and the attack and decay times. In a good communications set, a variety
of time constants are provided for the AGC to allow for different modulation types. For AM
voice modulation, the radiated carrier is constant and the lowest sidebands are usually several hundred hertz removed from the carrier. At the receiver, the carrier component can be
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Figure 2.34 Block diagram of a dual loop AGC system for a communications receiver.

separated from the demodulated wave by a low-pass filter and can serve as the AGC control
voltage. The response time of the filter, which is often just an RC network, need only be fast
enough to respond to the fading rate of the medium, which is a maximum of 5 or 10 dB/s in
most AM applications. A response time of 0.1 to 0.2 s is required for such a fading rate. For
the more common slower rates, responses up to a second or more can be used.
For SSB applications, there is no carrier to provide control. It is therefore necessary for
the receiver to respond rapidly to the onset of modulation. To avoid a transient peak after
every syllable of speech, the gain should increase slowly after the modulation drops. If the
AGC decay time is too slow, the AGC may not help at the higher fading rates; if it is too fast,
each new syllable will start with a roar. The need is for a rapid AGC attack time and longer
release time, such as a 0.01 s attack and 0.2 s release. Thus, each modulation type may have
its different requirements, and it is common to adapt the AGC response times to the different
modulation types that must be handled.
To test for the AGC range and input-output curve, a single signal generator is used (as in
Figure 2.18) in the AM mode with the receiver’s AGC actuated. The signal generator is set to
several hundred microvolts, and the baseband output level is adjusted to a convenient level
for output power measurement. The signal generator is then tuned to its minimum level and
the output level is noted. The signal is gradually increased in amplitude, and the output level
is measured for each input level, up to a maximum specified level, such as 2 V. Figure 2.35
shows some typical AGC curves. In most cases, there will be a low-input region where the
signal output, rising out of the noise, varies linearly with the input. At some point, the output
curve bends over and begins to rise very slowly. At some high level, the output may drop off
because of saturation effects in some of the amplifiers. The point at which the linear rela-
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Figure 2.35 Representative input-output AGC curves.

tionship ends is the threshold of the AGC action. The point at which the output starts to decrease, if within a specified range, is considered the upper end of the AGC control range.
The difference between these two input levels is the AGC control range. If the curve remains
monotonic to the maximum input test level, that level is considered the upper limit of the
range. A measure of AGC effectiveness is the increase in output from a specified lower input
voltage level to an upper input voltage level. For example, a good design might have an AGC
with a threshold below 1 µV that is monotonic to a level of 1 V and has the 3 dB increase in
output between 1 µV and 0.1 V.
Measurement of AGC attack and release times requires a storage oscilloscope and a signal generator capable of rapid level change. The simplest test is to switch the generator on or
off, but testing by switching a finite attenuation in and out is sometimes specified. The
switching should take place in less than 1 ms (without bounce if a mechanical switch is
used). The oscilloscope sweep can be keyed by the switching signal or by an advanced version of it. A sweep rate of about 10 ms/cm is a reasonable one. If it is available, the test voltage can be the AGC control voltage or alternatively the baseband output of an AM test signal. The attack and release times should be measured for switching between a number of different levels, such as 10 to 1000 µV, 10 to 100,000 µV, 100 to 10,000 µV, or 0 to 10,000 µV.
The output wave is measured to determine the time required from the input change until the
observed output reaches a certain fraction of its steady-state value (such as 90 percent). At
the same time, the waveform is observed to ensure that the transition is relatively smooth
and without ringing. The attack and decay times may be measured in seconds or milliseconds. Another useful measure of decay time is the rate of gain increase in decibels per second.
Another related stability test is often performed in which the signal generator is set to the
1 mV level and tuned to one of the 12-dB attenuation frequencies of the IF selectivity curve.
The AGC voltage or output baseband voltage should stabilize smoothly, without signs of instability.
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The foregoing applies to a purely analog system. The advantage of a DSP-based system
include that AGC is handled internally. The receiver still requires a dual-loop AGC of which
the input stage AGC will remain analog.

2.9 BFO
The BFO is used to produce output tones from an on-off or frequency-keyed signal. It
must provide a certain tuning range, which is generally specified. This range must be
tested. The product demodulator generally used for introducing the BFO signal has a finite
carrier suppression and may have leakage into other stages. For some purposes, such as recording the IF output, BFO leakage could cause unwanted IM distortion. IF and baseband
outputs should be tested with a selective microvoltmeter to assure that at these outputs the
BFO level is adequately below the signal levels. A level at least 50 dB below the IF signal
level is reasonable in practice, and the baseband attenuation should be at least that much.
In a digital IF implementation, all demodulation functions are handled by the DSP, including the BFO and its detection circuits.

2.10 Output Characteristics
Receiver outputs are taken at either baseband or IF. Usually there are baseband outputs,
providing amplified versions of the demodulated signal. Often IF outputs are also provided for the connection of external demodulators and processors. In some cases, the receiver output is a digital signal that has already been processed for use by an external system, or simply the output from the A/D converter, which represents the sampled values of
the receiver IF or baseband.
While there are a number of receiver characteristics that relate to all of these outputs, this
discussion is primarily concerned with the baseband because it appears in most receivers.
The output impedance is generally specified at some frequency, and its variation over the
band of output frequencies also may be specified. A value of 600 Ω resistive at 1000 Hz is
common, and there may be several impedances required to permit interfacing with different
types of external devices. Maximum undistorted power output is a characteristic frequently
specified and usually refers to the maximum power output level that can be attained at the
reference frequency without generating harmonic distortion in excess of some low fraction
of the output power (usually specified in percent). Different characteristics are of importance, depending upon the anticipated receiver usage. When the output is to be used by the
human ear, the amplitude variation with frequency and the nonlinear distortion are most important. When the output is to be used for generating pictures for the eye, the phase variation
with frequency and the transient response of the system are also important. If the output is a
processed digital data stream, the specific waveforms of the symbols, the number of symbols per second, and the fraction of errors become significant. In this discussion, only some
of the more common baseband characteristics will be reviewed.
2.10.1 Baseband Response and Noise
The sensitivity of a receiver can be influenced by both baseband and IF bandwidths. It is
desirable that the overall baseband response should be adapted to the particular transmis-
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Figure 2.36 Typical audio response curve for a communications receiver.

sion mode. To measure the baseband frequency response, a single signal generator test
setup is used. For AM- or FM-receiving modes, the generator is tuned to the selected RF,
adjusted to a sufficiently high level (for example, 1 mV) that the S/N is limited by residual
receiver noise and modulated to a specified level at the reference baseband frequency. The
output level is adjusted to a value that permits the output meter to provide an adequate
range above the residual noise (at least 40 dB and preferably more). The modulating frequency is then varied over the specified range appropriate to the particular mode (100 to
4000 Hz for speech, 10 to 20,000 Hz for high-fidelity music, and 10 Hz to 4.5 MHz for
video). The change in output level in decibels is plotted against the frequency, and the resulting curve is compared against the specified requirements. Figure 2.36 is a typical audio response curve of a communications receiver for voice reception.
In the SSB mode, audio response measurements must be made somewhat differently.
The signal generator must be offset at RF to produce the proper output frequency. The AGC
must be disabled, the audio gain control set near maximum, and the output reference level
adjustment made with the MGC. In an AM or FM mode, either MGC or AGC may be used.
In the AM mode, there could be differences in the response measurements, since the AGC
time constants may permit some feedback at the low frequencies. Measurements of the
baseband amplifier alone require in all cases feeding that amplifier from a separate baseband signal generator rather than the demodulator, but are otherwise the same.
The ultimate S/N available is limited by the noise and hum in the baseband amplifier and
the low-frequency amplitude and phase noise of the various LOs used in frequency conversion. When AGC is in use, low-frequency hum and noise on the AGC control line can also
contribute to the noise level. To measure the ultimate S/N with AGC on, using the test setup
of Figure 2.18, the signal generator is tuned to the selected RF and modulated (as in the sensitivity test). The output level is adjusted to a setting on the output meter that provides substantial downward range (60 dB or more). The signal is then increased to a high value, such
as 1 mV, and the output levels are measured with modulation switched on and off. The signal
level is then increased by factors of 10 and 100, and the measurement is repeated. The S/N
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measured should be the same for the three measurements and represents the ultimate value
attainable.
For measurements without AGC, the MGC attenuation is set to provide the desired output level with the signal generator set to its initial high signal level. When the signal level is
increased, the RF and IF gain is reduced manually to maintain the initial output level. Otherwise, the test is the same. With MGC the test can also be run in the SSB mode, using signal
generator offset to produce the reference output frequency and turning the generator off to
determine the residual noise level. In this case, the LO noise does not contribute to the measured values of residual noise. The residual hum and noise can be measured at the baseband
output with the demodulator output replaced by an appropriate terminating resistance. This
should be done for several settings of the baseband level control to establish its effect on the
noise level. A well-designed receiver can provide a 55- to 60-dB ultimate S/N in the AM,
SSB, CW, and FM modes. If measurements this high are required, care should be taken to ensure that the signal generator used has a substantially lower residual hum and noise characteristic with the modulation off.
2.10.2 Harmonic Distortion
To measure harmonic distortion, the same test setup as for measuring the frequency response can be used, except that the output meter must be augmented by a spectrum analyzer or a distortion meter. At various levels of signal output, a spectrum analyzer can measure the amplitude of the fundamental and all the harmonics that are generated. The harmonics can be root-sum-squared (rss) to yield the total harmonic distortion, which is generally specified. A simple distortion meter can be made by using a narrow-band reject filter that may be inserted or removed from the circuit without a change in loss at frequencies
as high as the harmonics. When the filter is out of the circuit, the output meter measures
the fundamental plus harmonic power; when the filter is in, harmonic power alone is measured. From these measurements the percent harmonic distortion can be calculated.
Because of the difficulty of making such a filter that is tunable over a wide range, total
harmonic distortion measurement sets are available using a fundamental cancellation principle. The set includes a baseband signal generator to provide the modulating signal. The
same generator is used to drive a phase shifting and attenuation network that supplies the
cancellation signal. The receiver output signal and the cancellation signal are added in a
fixed attenuator network whose output is fed to a true-rms voltmeter. When the cancellation
signal is fully attenuated, the output meter measures the signal plus distortion power output.
The attenuator is then decreased and the phase adjusted until the fundamental signal from
the receiver output is exactly canceled. The remaining harmonic distortion is then read on
the output meter. Most modern test sets provide automatic nulling. Computer-based instruments offer completely automated measurements and detailed plots of the results.
2.10.3 IM Distortion
IM distortion measurement requires a signal generator capable of being modulated by a
composite baseband signal comprising two tones of different frequencies and equal level.
The output is measured using a spectrum analyzer. The level of the two tones is adjusted to
provide a specified peak modulation, usually a substantial fraction of maximum allowable
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modulation for AM or FM. For SSB, where the test is frequently used, the peak level is calculated and is 3 dB above the composite power. As in the harmonic distortion test, the signal generator power is set to a level high enough to reach ultimate S/N. In this case, the
spectrum analyzer provides the amplitudes of the two modulation frequencies, their harmonics within the baseband, and the various IM frequencies generated within the baseband. Usually only the third-order products 2 f 1 – f 2 and 2 f 2 – f 1 are of significance and
are specified. In most cases the transmitter IM is much greater than that in the receiver. IM
tests are also important in high-fidelity receivers intended for music reception.
Another form of IM test is performed in receivers intended for multichannel FDM applications. This is known as the noise power ratio (NPR) test. In this test, the signal generator is
modulated with noise having a uniform spectrum over the portions of the baseband planned
for use. However, a band-reject filter is used to eliminate the modulation components in one
channel. At the receiver output, a bandpass filter is employed to allow the output power in
this channel, resulting from IM, to be separately measured. The ratio of the power in the
whole band to the power in the selected channel is the NPR. This test is used primarily for
multichannel voice circuits and is not often used in the frequency range we are discussing in
this book.
2.10.4 Transient Response
When a receiver must handle picture or data waveforms, the transient response to step
changes in modulation is more important than the frequency response or the harmonic or
IM production. The transient response can be measured directly by imposing a step in
modulation on the signal generator and observing the receiver output with a storage oscilloscope. Generally, the transient response should be sufficiently limited in time that
square-wave modulation at a sufficiently low frequency can be observed with a standard
oscilloscope. Characteristics of the waveform that are of interest include:
• Rise time (usually measured between 10 and 90 percent of steady-state change)
• Amount of overshoot (if any)
• Duration of ringing (if any)
• Time required to settle (within a small percentage) to the steady-state value
Care must be taken that the signal generator transient modulation characteristics are such
that they do not affect the waveform significantly.
Because the transient response and the total frequency response are related through the
Fourier transform, as long as the receiver is in a linear operating region, it is often more convenient to measure the phase change and gain change accurately over the frequency band.
Usually when this is done, specifications of differential phase change and amplitude change
per unit frequency change are given. Test sets are available in some frequency ranges to
sweep the baseband at a low rate, using small frequency variations at a higher rate to generate differential phase and amplitude changes, which may be shown on a calibrated output
meter or oscilloscope. Differential phase per unit frequency is known as envelope or group
delay because it corresponds to the delay of the envelope of a signal comprising a small
group of waves at frequencies close to the measuring point. This is in contrast to the phase
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delay, which is the ratio of phase change divided by frequency change, both referenced to
the carrier frequency. Phase delay identifies the delay of a single sinusoidal component at
the frequency of measurement. Limits are often set on differential amplitude and differential
phase variations over the baseband, or a substantial portion of it, in order to assure that the receiver will handle transients properly.

2.11 Frequency Accuracy and Stability
Modern communications receivers have LOs controlled by a frequency synthesizer, rather
than the free-running oscillators that were prevalent for many years. In either event, it must
be possible to set the oscillator on a selected frequency with sufficient accuracy that a
transmission on the corresponding receiver frequency can be received properly. It is also
necessary that, once set, the frequency remains unchanged for a sufficient period to allow
the communication to take place, despite temperature changes, mechanical changes (tilt,
vibration, and sudden shock), and general aging of circuit components. The substantially
improved frequency accuracy and stability, combined with the availability of economical
digital circuits, is the reason for the ascendancy of the synthesizer. Similar tests are run on
both synthesizer-controlled receivers and receivers having free-running oscillators, although the specified performance is poorer for the latter.
The accuracy of receiver frequency settings can be measured by using a signal generator
whose frequency is compared to an accurately calibrated frequency standard by a frequency
counter. The receiver is set successively to a number of test frequencies, and the generator is
tuned so that the signal is in the center of the pass band. The signal generator frequency is
then measured and the error in the receiver setting is recorded. An alternative is to measure
the frequency of all of the receiver’s LOs since the received frequency is determined by them
and the IF. In this case, the center frequency of the IF filters needs to be checked initially so
that it may be combined properly with the oscillator frequencies. The specifications for frequency accuracy can vary depending on the particular application of the receiver and compromises required in the design. When very good crystal standards in ovens can be used to
provide the synthesizer reference, frequency accuracies of 1 part in 107 or greater can be
achieved.
All oscillators have some temperature drift; although when adequate power is available,
most modern sets use crystal standards in thermostatically controlled ovens. Their only
drawback is the time required for initial stabilization when power is first applied. In testing
for temperature stability, we first determine the required temperature range of operation
from the receiver specification. For a good-quality commercial receiver, a typical temperature range is –25 to +55ºC. Where the intended use is always in a heated shelter, the lower
limit is often relaxed. For military field use, however, the temperature range may be extended at both ends.
The first test required when power is applied to the receiver is the warm-up time to frequency stabilization. Receivers that use temperature-compensated crystal oscillators may
require only seconds of warm up, but have an accuracy of only 1 part per million (ppm).
Oven-stabilized crystal oscillators require more time to warm up, but provide higher ultimate accuracy by at least an order of magnitude. Many receivers have a LO port available at
the rear of the receiver, which facilitates the measurements. At this point, the internal reference is multiplied to a high frequency, which provides higher resolution than a direct mea-
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Figure 2.37 Plot of receiver local oscillator warm-up drift.

surement of the frequency of the standard. For example, in an HF set with an internal frequency standard of 10 MHz, assume that the first IF is 81.4 MHz. If we set the receiver frequency to 18.6 MHz, the LO will be at 100 MHz. This provides about 10 times greater resolution on the frequency counter than direct measurement of the standard.
A plot of the warm-up drift (Figure 2.37) can be made using a variety of instruments.
Such measurements should be made at both short- and long-term. A continuous measurement should be made for the first 10 to 15 min, followed by samples every half-hour for several hours or more if substantial variation is detected. The internal frequency standards in
most common counters have an accuracy comparable to or poorer than the standard in some
high-quality communications receivers. If higher accuracy of measurement is required, it is
advisable to use a high-stability external frequency standard.
If the receiver being tested does not have a frequency synthesizer, a slightly different test
can be performed using the test setup of Figure 2.38. A signal generator with synthesizer
control is set to the test frequency, such as 29 or 30 MHz, and the receiver, with BFO on, is
tuned to produce an audio beat note, such as 2 kHz. The beat note is fed from the audio output to a frequency counter so that the same type of plot can be made as a function of time. If
the change is sufficiently great so as to exceed the audio range of the receiver, the signal generator frequency may be adjusted to bring the beat note back within range. In this case, the
same standard should be used for the synthesized signal generator and frequency counter.
Because of the poorer stability of the nonsynthesized receiver, the internal standard of either
the signal generator or counter will suffice. In this case, it is important to make measurements at a number of points throughout the range of the receiver, because the drift may
change substantially.
Similar test setups are used to measure temperature stability. In this case, the receiver is
placed in a temperature-controlled chamber, and the test instrumentation is located outside
the chamber. The receiver is first allowed to warm up at room temperature until the frequency is stable. The temperature of the chamber is then raised to the maximum specified
operating temperature and allowed to stabilize. Subsequently it is returned to room tempera-
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Figure 2.38 Test setup for stability measurements on a nonsynthesized receiver.

ture to stabilize, then lowered to the minimum specified temperature, and finally returned to
room temperature. Throughout the temperature cycle, frequency and temperature are recorded to assure that the chamber temperature has stabilized and to determine that transient
and steady-state temperature changes are within the required limits.
Similar test setups are also used to measure frequency stability under various mechanical
stresses. The receiver under test is mounted to a test table where the mechanical stress is applied. The test equipment is isolated from the test environment. A test may subject the receiver to slow or steady-state pitch, roll, or yaw. Another test may vibrate it in different directions using different vibration frequencies and waveforms. Still another may subject the
receiver to heavy shocks. In each case, when it is required, the receiver must operate through
the test and maintain frequency to specified limits. Limited tests of this sort are applied to
most high-grade commercial equipment designs. Severe tests must be applied to military
field equipment or other equipment intended for use in severe environments.

2.12 Frequency Settling Time
The tuning control of a synthesized receiver may be made quasicontinuous. Modern receivers that cover large frequency ranges in small steps use several phase-locked loops,
and at least one of the loops usually has several bands. Whenever a PLL goes through its
frequency range and must jump from one end to the other, the loop is out of lock for a short
period. Whenever a loop must change bands, the same situation occurs. When the receiver
has a digitally set tuning control, any change except for those that change tuning by a few
channels can result in momentary loss of lock in one or more of the PLLs. Often, the frequency setting is controlled over a bus driven by a microprocessor, and the changes that
are made from time to time can be substantial.
In frequency-hopping spread-spectrum and related applications, channels may be
changed pseudorandomly over a 5 to 10 percent frequency range, with a possibility of one or
more of the loops losing lock. In this case, the time required for the oscillator to settle is most
important. The changes from one end of the loop band to the other, or from one band in a
loop to another, result in the slowest periods of settling; in some designs, the PLL can require
several hundred milliseconds settling time for the worst cases. This can result in disturbing
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Figure 2.39 Test setup for measuring receiver settling time after a frequency change.

clicks when tuning the receiver, and could make frequency hopping undesirably slow when
those points have to be encompassed in the hop band. The time required for the oscillator to
lock up and settle to the new frequency, thus, can be an extremely important receiver characteristic.
As an example of the measurement of this characteristic, let us assume that a receiver is
tuned to 10 MHz, and a 10 MHz signal is applied to the input terminal from a synthesized
signal generator. When the receiver control is set 1 kHz lower, let us assume that at least one
receiver synthesizer loop must make a range or band change and lose lock during the transition before settling to the new frequency. After such critical points in the synthesizer range
are determined, we can use an oscilloscope to measure the time required to achieve a 1 kHz
beat note (in SSB or CW mode), after the command to change has been received.
Figure 2.39 shows the test setup that is probably easiest for determining the settling time.
Initially the receiver is tuned to carrier frequency so that the beat note is zero. If the oscilloscope is keyed by the command signal, we can observe on the oscilloscope how long it requires for a beat note to be observed and lock to 1 kHz. If this time is long, a long-persistence
screen or storage oscilloscope may be needed. A shift back should also be employed to determine whether a difference exists in the two acquisition times. In this case, after lockup the
signal will rapidly approach zero frequency and, because of the audio amplifier low frequency characteristic, similarly approach zero amplitude.
This rather crude method of measurement is probably adequate unless we are concerned
with frequency hopping of digital signal modulation. For this case or others where higher
time precision is required, the test setup is modified as indicated in Figure 2.40. Here, we
measure the synthesizer frequency directly as obtained from a special receiver LO output.
The signal is mixed in a doubly balanced mixer with the output of the synthesized signal
generator, and the resultant beat note is applied to both the oscilloscope and the frequency
counter. Initially the receiver is set to one of the two frequencies being used for test, and the
signal generator is adjusted until the beat note is zero. The receiver is then keyed to the second frequency and allowed to settle into a steady beat note, which may be checked for frequency accuracy by the counter. The change back to the original frequency triggers the oscilloscope simultaneously with the synthesizer reset control signal. The beat note may vary
wildly for a short period, but then it gradually returns to zero, as shown in Figure 2.41. The
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Figure 2.40 Test setup for measuring synthesizer settling time, modified for greater measurement precision.

time required to reach a steady-state direct current can be measured with reasonable accuracy. If desired, timing pips can be superimposed on the trace to avoid dependence on the oscilloscope calibration and linearity.
Dependent on the type of demodulation used for the digital signal, settling time can be
considered to be reached when the beat note has come within a few hertz of zero frequency
or when it reaches steady direct current. It should be remembered that not every frequency
jump requires so long to settle. When the change is a relatively small increment in the internal frequency loop, frequency lock may not be lost, and the acquisition of the new frequency
and phase lock upon it is much faster. Only if an internal loop has to jump—for example,
from 80 to 70.01 MHz rather than from 79.99 to 80 MHz—will the loop go out of lock for a
short period and need to reacquire lock.

2.13 Electromagnetic Interference
As a piece of electronic equipment, a radio receiver can be a source of interference to other
equipment. Similarly, RF voltages picked up on the input and output lines can be coupled
to the signal circuits to interfere with radio reception. It is also possible for the all-pervasive electromagnetic fields of our environment to penetrate the receiver cabinet and couple
to the signal circuits. All of these phenomena are lumped under the term electromagnetic
interference (EMI), and the ability of the receiver to perform satisfactorily in the environment is referred to as electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). Before a design is complete,
it must be evaluated for its EMC.
The most significant EMI produced by most receivers are the signals on the antenna line
at the first LO and other LO frequencies. In addition, in a synthesized receiver it is possible
for various other frequencies to be produced. If a number of receivers are connected to a
common antenna, such oscillator interference can generate spurious interfering signals.
Similarly, although the power is small, the radiation from the antenna may produce interfer-
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Figure 2.41 Typical oscilloscope pattern for measuring settling time.

ence in other nearby receivers. In some military situations, an enemy might be able to use oscillator radiation to pinpoint the position of a receiving station and tell when it is operational.
Tests for LO voltages on the antenna line as well as any other spurious signals, such as power
supply harmonics and noise or microprocessor clock harmonics and noise, are generally
measured in accordance with test specifications from the governing communications
agency; in the U.S. this is the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
These signals, as well as those on other input and output lines of the receiver, are measured by using a spectrum analyzer or a scanning receiver at maximum sensitivity. The scan
is often made from very low to very high frequencies (10 kHz to 10 or more times the highest
LO frequency of the receiver, for example). A good receiver should produce no more than a
few picowatts in the nominal antenna impedance at any frequency.
In addition to the measurement of spurious signals on the input and output lines, measurement of direct radiation from the receiver is required. Measurements are made in a standard configuration with field measurement equipment located a specified distance from the
receiver. Again, the governing agency generally specifies the maximum acceptable field at
that distance and often indicates what field measurement equipment is acceptable for the
test.
The inverse tests are also of importance. Susceptibility of the set to radio waves on the
power line, output lines, and other input lines can be of significance, especially in an environment with many transmitters or other radiators nearby. Response to both CW signals and
broad-band noise on the lines is appropriate. Susceptibility at the tuned frequency of the receiver and the various IFs is most important and should be 80 dB or more above the sensitivity of the receiver at the antenna.
The receiver, with power line and baseband output carefully filtered and all other input
and output ports shielded, should also be tested for susceptibility to electromagnetic fields.
The governing agency specifies the test setup for the generation of the field, which may be a
terminated transmission line a specified distance from the receiver in a shielded cage of specific dimensions. This test is especially important if the receiver is to be used in a station
with many powerful transmitters or at a confined site where transmission lines from trans-
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mitters pass nearby or transmitting antennas are relatively close. The field is modulated appropriately to the receiver mode setting and set to a high level, for example, 10 V/m. The carrier frequency of the field is then swept over a range encompassing any likely receiver responses. If there is an output, the field is reduced until the S/N is that specified for sensitivity
measurements, and the field strength is measured or calculated. In a well-shielded design,
the tuned frequency of the set at the maximum gain control setting should be the only significant output. The field level required at this frequency should be on the order of volts per
meter when the set has been especially designed for service in high fields.

2.14 Digital Receiver Characteristics
The foregoing has not exhausted the analog receiver characteristics that may be of interest
but has reviewed some of the more significant ones. For example, in FM sets, the capture
ratio is important. Tests of special features such as squelch sensitivity and threshold also
are important in many applications. Clearly, an area of increasing interest is the characterization of systems utilizing digital modulation techniques. Because a digital radio system
is a hybrid A/D device, many of the test procedures outlined previously for analog receivers are useful and important in characterizing a digital radio. Additional tests, primarily involving the analysis of bit error rates (BER), must also be run to properly identify any
weak points in a receiver design.
2.14.1 BER Testing
The primary method for testing the quality of transmission over a high speed digital communications link is the BER, defined as the number of bit errors divided by the number of
bits transmitted. The BER is also used to qualify the sensitivity and noise characteristics of
a receiver. The major contributor to BER is jitter, which results from noise in the system.
This noise causes the output comparator to vary the time of its transition relative to the
data clock. If the transition time changes too much, an error will result.
Using a communications signal analyzer specifically designed for BER testing, jitter can
be displayed directly, or the BER is simply tabulated by the analyzer. The format of the testing signal is determined by the application to which the digital radio system is applied. A variety of formats and protocols are used. For end-to-end testing, the analyzer feeds a reference RF signal generator whose characteristics are known, and the output signal is applied
to the receiver antenna input.
The noise and jitter on a data waveform provides vital information about the quality of
the signal. A typical setup for capturing an eye pattern is shown in Figure 2.42. Eye patterns
are the traditional method of displaying high-speed digital data (Figure 2.43). Some communications signal analyzers augment this information with a built-in statistical database,
which allows additional analysis, including automated noise and jitter measurements on
random data. Sophisticated software can also analyze the form of the distribution, providing
mean, rms, and standard deviation results.
Proper receiver design involves identifying the areas of the system that are likely to cause
problems. LO phase noise is one such area. Phase noise can seriously impair the performance of a digital receiver. Excessive phase noise can increase the BER, especially in systems
using phase-based modulation schemes, such as binary PSK and quadrature PSK. For a
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Figure 2.42 Test setup for eye pattern measurement.

Figure 2.43 Eye pattern display of BER
measurement. (Courtesy of Tektronix.)

given statistical phase-error characteristic, BER is degraded according to the percentage of
time that the phase error causes the signal position in signal space to cross a decision boundary.
2.14.2 Transmission and Reception Quality
Testing of digital circuits deviates from the typical analog measurements, and yet the analog measurements are still necessary and related [2.1]. As an example, the second generation cellular telephones standards really have addressed only the transfer of voice and are
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just beginning to look into the transfer of data. The future 3G standards with adaptive
bandwidth will address high-speed data and video. Because the major use of 2G phones is
voice, information such as S/N as a function of various operating characteristics is important. In particular, because of the Doppler effect and the use of digital rather than analog
signals, where the phase information is significant, the designer ends up using coding
schemes for error-correction—specifically, forward error correction (FEC). The S/N as
we know it from analog circuits now determines the BER, and its tolerable values depend
on the type of modulation used. Because of correlation, it is possible to “rescue” a voice
with a bit error rate of 1−4, but for higher data rates with little—if any—correlation, we are
looking for BERs down to 1−9. The actual bit error rate depends on the type of filtering,
coding, modulation, and demodulation. Previously in this chapter we related BER to S/N;
this is a key issue in receiver design.
The adjacent-channel power ratio (ACPR), a factor involving the transmitter of a second
station, is another problem that receivers must deal with. Given the fact that a transmitter
handling digital modulation delivers its power in pulses, its transmissions may affect adjacent channels by producing transient spurious signals similar to what we call splatter in analog SSB systems. This is a function of the linearity of the transmitter system all the way out
to the antenna, and forces most designers to resort to less-efficient Class A operation. As
possible alternatives, some researchers have designed systems using Class D or E modulation.
It is not uncommon to do many linear measurements, and then by using correlation equations, translate these measured results into their digital equivalents. Therefore, the robustness of the signal as a function of antenna signal at the receiver site, constant or known phase
relationships, and high adjacent power ratios will provide good transfer characteristics.
Transmission and Reception Quality

The acoustic transmission and reproduction quality of a mobile receiver is the most important characteristics of everyday use. Accurate and reproducible measurements of a receiver’s frequency response cannot be achieved with static sinewave tones (SINAD measurements) because of coder and decoder algorithms. In this case, test signals simulating
the characteristic of the human voice—that is, tones that are harmonic multiples of the
fundamental—are required. A so-called vocoder is used to produce the lowest possible
data rate. Instead of the actual voice, only the filter and fundamental parameters required
for signal reconstruction are transmitted. Particularly in the medium and higher audio frequency ranges, the static sinusoidal tones become a more or less stochastic output signal.
For example, if a tone of approximately 2.5 kHz is applied to a transmitter at a constant
sound pressure, the amplitude of the signal obtained at the vocoder output varies by approximately 20 dB. In type-approval tests, where highly accurate measurements are required, the coder and docoder are excluded from the measurement.
Whether the results obtained for the fundamental are favorable depends on how far the
values coincide with the clock of the coding algorithm. Through a skillful choice of fundamental frequencies, test signals with overlapping spectral distribution can be generated, giving a sufficient number of test points in subsequent measurements at different fundamental
frequencies so that a practically continuous frequency response curve is obtained. Evaluation can be done by means of FFT analysis with a special window function and selection of
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result bins. The results are sorted and smoothed by the software and display in the form of a
frequency response curve. Depending on the measurement, a program calculates the sending or receiving loudness rating in line with CCITT P.79 and shows the result.
Acoustic measurements relevant to GSM 11.10 include:
• Sending frequency response
• Sending loudness rating
• Receiving frequency response
• Receiving loudness rating
• Sidetone masking rating
• Listener sidetone rating
• Echo loss
• Stability margin
• Distortion sending
• Distortion receiving
• Idle channel noise receiving
• Idle channel noise sending.
There are two categories of testing. One is a full-compliance test for all channels and all
combinations of capabilities; the other is a production tester with evaluation of the typical
characteristic data.
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Chapter 3
Receiver System Planning
3.1 The Receiver Level Plan
The most important performance characteristics of a receiver are its sensitivity and dynamic range. While these characteristics may be specified in a number of ways, the NF
and the second- and third-order IPs are excellent measures that generally can be converted
to any required specification for these characteristics. For a superheterodyne receiver,
other important characteristics that must be carefully planned include the number, location, and strength of spurious responses; the selectivities to be available for different services; and the method of tracking RF preselector tuning to the LO frequency.
The ideal receiver would have 0-dB NF, very high IPs (30 to 50 dBm), and no spurious responses in excess of the thermal noise level in the most narrow available channel bandwidth
of the receiver. Such ideals are not attainable in the physical world. The closest possible approach to their attainment, given the state of the art when the receiver is designed, would result in a cost that few if any customers would be willing to pay. Consequently, the design
must effect a compromise between physics and economics. The most useful tool to help
with these tradeoffs is the gain or level diagram.
A complete level diagram identifies each stage of the receiver from antenna input to
baseband output. The impedance levels at various points are identified where significant;
the power (or in some cases, voltage) gain of each stage is indicated; and the NF for each active stage is recorded at its prospective operating point, as are the second- and third-order IPs
for that stage. For each frequency-changing circuit, the mixer type, NF, gain, and IPs are established for the operating conditions, including the LO input level. These conditions also
determine the levels of various orders of spurious responses.
One of the first decisions that must be made in the design of a superheterodyne receiver is
the number and position of IF conversions. Next, the frequency range of each LO must be
determined because this establishes the locations of the spurious responses of various orders. There are two choices for each LO frequency, defined by the equation | f s ± f IF | = fo.
These selections are not subject to easy generalization. Depending on the number of RF
bands chosen and their frequencies, and on the availability of stable, fixed-bandwidth filters
at potential IFs, a number of alternatives may need to be evaluated before a final choice is
made.
Another important decision is the gain distribution throughout the system, because this
determines the NF and the signal levels at various points in the system. To obtain the best NF,
adequate gain is required prior to the first mixer stage, since mixers tend to have poor NFs
and the mixer design with lowest spurious responses may well exhibit a loss. However, minimum IM product levels occur when the level is as low as possible prior to the final channel
bandwidth selection. Usually this implies a minimum gain prior to the final IF amplifier,
145
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where channel bandwidths are likely to be established. Minimization of the signal level at
the mixer input also reduces the level of spurious responses. In some systems, it may be necessary to accept lowered sensitivity to avoid high spurious response and IM levels. In such
cases, the preselection filter outputs may be fed directly to the mixer, without RF amplification, and filter and mixer losses prior to the first IF amplifier must be minimized.
Receiver planning, thus, is a cut-and-try process centered around the receiver level diagram. Initial selections are made; the NF, IPs, and levels of spurious responses closest to the
RF are evaluated and compared to the specified goals. This leads to a second set of selections, and so on until the appropriate compromise has been achieved. In this process, as will
be seen later, the latter stages of the receiver may generally be neglected until these initial selections have been made. Once the choices are made, the diagram may be expanded to encompass all the stages. As the diagram grows, other performance characteristics can be
evaluated, until finally the complete level diagram serves as a road map for detailed receiver
design.
As an example, Figure 3.1 is a partial level diagram of an HF receiver showing the input
circuit (preamplifier and low pass filter), the first and second mixers, the IF amplifiers, and
the DSP block (A/D converter, filters, demodulator, and related functions). For each stage,
the NFs, gains, IPs, and representative signal levels are indicated for three common situations:
• A typical high-performance communications receiver (Figure 3.1a)
• Cellular-type radio receiver (Figure 3.1b), which is characterized by the requirement for
low power consumption
• Receiver operating in a harsh RF environment (Figure 3.1c); for example, at cell site
where there may be hundreds of stations operating simultaneously
These three examples point out the design trade-offs that must be evaluated in any system.
The “ideal receiver” is usually an impractical design goal because of product constraints
dictated by the marketplace.
The following sections discuss calculations of the overall receiver NF and IPs, using this
diagram as an illustrative example. We also discuss the spurious response locations, using
the band selection, IFs, and LO frequencies of Figure 3.1 to illustrate the points. The design
of selective circuits is then briefly reviewed, and we end the chapter with a discussion of
tracking of the preselector and LO.

3.2 Calculation of NF
Recall from Chapter 2 that the noise factor F is the ratio of the S/N available at the receiver
input to that available at the output of the IF amplifier. The demodulator, unless a product
demodulator such as that used for SSB, may be inherently nonlinear. Because different
modulator types connected to the same amplifier can show different output S/N values for
the same input S/N, it is best to measure NF prior to the demodulator. The NF is greater
than unity because of signal losses and thermal noise in passive circuits, and because of
the introduction of noises in addition to thermal noise in the active circuits (and some passive components). The definition of F applies equally to every two-terminal-pair network,
whether active or passive, or a simple amplifier, filter, or cascade of several simple net-
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Figure 3.1 Level diagram of a double superheterodyne HF receiver: (a) typical communications receiver, (b) cellular-type receiver, (3) communications receiver operating in harsh RF
environment. The actual LO and IF frequencies vary depending on the operating frequency
range. Table values are in dBm except for power gain, NF, and cumulative NF, which are
given in dB. † switchable, ‡ 1 MHz, * irrelevant because of first IF filter.
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Figure 3.2 Equivalent circuits for representing noise in a two-port network. (a, b—see the
text.)

works. For passive networks without excess noise sources, the value of F is simply the loss
of the circuit driven by the particular generator because the available signal power at the
output is reduced by the loss, while the same thermal noise power kTB is available at both
input and output.
For active devices we have not only thermal, but also shot and flicker noise. At a particular frequency and set of operating conditions it is possible to define a circuit model that applies to any linear two-port device [3.1]. Figure 3.2 shows two forms that this model may
take. The form in Figure 3.2b is most useful in noise calculations because it refers the noise
effects to the input terminal pair, followed by a noiseless circuit with gain G and output impedance as determined by the two-port parameters and the impedance of the input circuit. It
will be noted that the model represents the input noise by a serial noise voltage generator and
a shunt noise current generator. Both are necessary for the network noise characterization.
For a known generator impedance, the current source can be converted to a voltage
source by multiplying it by the generator impedance. It is therefore obvious that the value of
F for the network depends on the impedance of the driving source. For a specific source, the
equivalent current source can be converted to a voltage source and added rms (assuming no
correlation) to the network serial noise voltage generator, thus resulting in a single noise
source in the model. Conversely, the serial source could be converted to a shunt source by dividing its voltage by the generator impedance. Then the amplifier noise could be represented by a single shunt source. Similarly, the noise could be represented by a single equiva2
lent serial resistance or shunt conductance by using the relationships E n = 4kTBR or
2
I n = 4kTBG. It must be realized, however, that the resistance or conductance is not a circuit
component, but only a noise generator.
To illustrate, Figure 3.3 shows the block diagram of a signal generator with 1 µV EMF
and a purely resistive impedance Rg, feeding an amplifier with equivalent noise resistor Rn,
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Figure 3.3 Simplified equivalent circuit for representing noise in a two-port network when the
driving impedance is known.

and having a noiseless amplifier with noiseless output impedance RL assumed to be purely
resistive. From the Nyquist formula, we calculate the equivalent mean-square noise voltage
as
E n = 4 k T 0 B( Rn + R p )
2

(3.1)

where R p = R g RL /( R g + RL ) and Rn represents the noise contribution from the amplifier.
When, for example, B = 2000 Hz, Rn = 200 Ω, Rg = 1000 Ω, RL = 10,000 Ω, k = 1.38 × 10 –23 ,
T0 = 300 K, and Rp = 909.1 Ω, then
E n = [ 4 × 1.38 × 10 –23 × 300 × 2000 × ( 200 + 9091
. )]

1

2

(3.1a)

= 0.1917 µV
If the amplifier were noiseless, the equivalent rms noise voltage would be 0.1735 µV. The
ratio between the two voltages is 1.1:1. The amplifier has increased the noise by 10 percent.
Because of the amplifier load, the EMF of the generator produces an input voltage
V m = 1 × (10,000/11,000) = 0.909 µV. The S/N from the amplifier under this input condition is
0.909/0.191 = 4.742 (voltage ratio), which is 13.52 dB. For the noiseless amplifier, the S/N
would be 0.909/0.1735 = 5.240, or 14.39 dB. In this case, the noise factor for the amplifier
can also be calculated, F = ( R p + Rn )/R p = 1 + Rn /R p = 1 + 200/9091
. = 1.22 (power ratio) or
0.864 dB NF, the same as the difference between 14.39 and 13.52, except for rounding errors. The load resistor is substantially higher (10 times) than that of the generator. For a perfect match (if the noise resistor were the same), the noise factor F = 1 + 200/500 = 1.4, or an
NF of 1.461 dB. From this simple example, it is apparent that matching for optimum transfer
of energy does not necessarily mean minimum NF.
The typical noise resistor for tubes ranges from 3/gm to 5/gm, while for bipolar transistors,
1/gm is a good approximation. This is only approximate, because the noise resistor can vary
with changes in the generator impedance. At higher frequencies, the input capacitance,
feedback from output to input, and the question of correlation of voltages come into play.
The simple equivalent noise resistor is no longer usable. Therefore, we require a more complete equivalent model (discussed in Chapter 5).
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3.2.1 Noise Factor for Cascaded Circuits
A receiver includes many circuits connected in cascade. To arrive at the overall NF, it is
necessary to consider the contribution of all stages. We have seen that the noise factor of a
passive circuit with parts generating only thermal noise is equal to the loss
F = Lp =

1

(3.2)

Gp

For an active circuit, there is invariably some excess noise, and the NF referred to the input
may be expressed in terms of an equivalent resistor Rn in series with the input circuit
F=

R p + Rn
Rp

=1 +

Rn
Rp

(3.3)

Thus, the excess noise added by the nonthermal sources is F – 1.
As pointed out by Friis [3.2], because the noise factor is the ratio of the available output
S/N to the available S/N of the source, it is unaffected by the value of the output impedance.
However, as noted before, it is affected by the value of the input impedance. Consequently,
the NF of each of the cascaded two-ports must be measured using as input impedance the
output impedance of the preceding stage. Again, following Friis, consider two cascaded circuits a and b. By definition, the available output noise from b is
N ab = Fab G ab k T B

(3.4)

where B is the equivalent bandwidth in which the noise is measured. The total gain Gab is
the product of the individual gains, so
N ab = Fab G a G b k T B

(3.5)

The available noise from network a at the output of network b is
N b | a = N a G b = Fa G a G b k T B

(3.6)

The available noise added by network b (its excess noise) is
N b | b = ( Fb – 1)G b k T B

(3.7)

The total available noise Nab is the sum of the available noises contributed by the two networks. Therefore, we obtain
N ab = N b | a + N b | b = Fa G a G b k T B + ( Fb – 1) G b k T B

(3.8)
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Figure 3.4 Block diagram of cascaded two-port circuits with attenuator pads AP, amplifiers
A, and receiver R.


F – 1
N ab =  Fa + b
 Ga Gb k T B
Ga 


(3.8a)

and, comparing with Equation 3.5
Fab = Fa +

Fb – 1

(3.9)

Ga

This may clearly be extended to any number of circuits
F = F1 +

F2 – 1
G1

+

F3 – 1
G1 G 2

+

F4 – 1
G1 G 2 G 3

+ ...

(3.10)

Figure 3.4 shows a cascaded circuit made up of several different components. The overall
NF of the configuration may be calculated using Equation 3.10. By rearrangement, the
number of terms may be reduced by the number of attenuator pads. Substituting the noise
factor of a passive circuit 1/Gp for each of the pads and collecting terms
Ftot =

F2
P2

+

F4 – G 3
P4

+

F6 – G 5
P6

(3.11)

where Pn = G1 G 2 G 3 . . . G n – 1 is the power gain product at the input to the component n.
Every term contributes to the overall noise factor the equivalent of an active two-port
with a preceding attenuation pad. The power gain (< 1) of the preceding attenuator pad is
subtracted from the noise factor of each amplifier. The difference is divided by the power
gain product Pn at the input of the amplifier.

3.3 Noise Correlation Matrix
The simplified noise factor calculations work well for many circuits, especially at frequencies below 100 MHz, and are adequate for planning purposes in most cases. Calculation of
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the noise factor of cascaded circuits can go awry if the individual noise factors are based
on available S/R at the circuit input divided by that available at the output. In fact, the actual circuit impedances are not appropriate to achieving these available S/Ns. Often, information is available on the NF and gain of a circuit or device for some specific termination(s), which may not be convenient for use in a particular design. Where accurate calculations are required, noise representations such as those shown in Figure 3.2 must be used.
A single-noise voltage or current source at the input is adequate for many lower frequency applications, but we must use both sources for complete accuracy. This is especially
important as we approach microwave frequencies. There may be correlation between the
two noise sources (current or voltage), because many different internal sources may be represented by just the two terminal sources. Calculation of NF requires signal and noise powers; hence, second-order noise statistics suffice.
The noise sources shown in the representations of Figure 3.2 depend only on the characteristics of the network and are independent of the terminations. The noise-free network
adds no noise output. Moreover, the definition of noise factor is independent of the output
termination. Thus, in a representation such as Figure 3.2b, we can calculate NF by considering just the input noise sources. A similar approach may be taken by replacing the output
voltage source in Figure 3.2a by an input voltage source that will produce the same output.
The calculation results in an additional input voltage source, – ( E11 + Z g ) E n 2 /Z 21 , which
is dependent not only on the network, but also the source impedance. The (open circuit) voltage –Z g E n 2 /Z 21 is just that from an input current source – E n 2 /Z 21 independent of the
source impedance. This is equivalent to the current source In in Figure 3.2b.
By considering just the portions of the circuit preceding the noise-free network, the NF
and its dependence on the input impedance can be determined. If we consider first the case
where there is no correlation between En and In, the noise power input to the network is proportional to [ ( E g ) 2 + ( E n ) 2 + ( I n Z g ) 2 ], whereas the source noise power is Eg2. Consequently, we obtain
E n + (I n Z g ) 2
2

F =1 +

Eg

(3.12)

2

Substituting Z g = R g + jX g and E g = 4kTBR g , we find
2

F =1 +

En

Rg + X g
2

2

+ In

4 k T B Rg

2

2

4 k T B Rg

(3.12a)

Note that Xg = 0 minimizes F with regard to variation of Xg. Because Rg affects both the
second and third terms of F, and in different ways, we set the partial derivative of F with regard to Rg equal to zero to determine the optimum (minimum) value of F, and find
2
2
2
R go = E n /I n . If we adopt the usual representation of the noise voltage (current) as im2
2
2
pedance (admittance), E n = 4kTBRn , and I n = 4kTBG n , then R go = Rn /G n and
Fo = 1 + 2( Rn G n )

1

2

(3.13)
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When correlation exists between En and In, Equation 3.12 becomes more complex:
( En + I n Z g ) ( En + I n Z g )
*

F =1 +

Eg

*

*

(3.12b)

2

Because En and In are correlated, their cross products no longer vanish (when averaged over
*
time and the ensemble of noise functions). The product E n I n , when so averaged, pro*
duces a complex value, C = C r + jC x , and E n I n , the complex conjugate,
C * = C r – jC x . Then
E n + I n ( R g + X g ) + 2(C Z g + C * Z g )
2

F =1 +

2

2

2

*

4 k T B Rg

(3.12c)

If we break En into two parts, one uncorrelated with In and the other correlated,
E n = E u + E c ≡ E u + Z c I n , where Zc, the complex constant that relates the correlated
part of Ec to In, may be considered a correlation impedance. With this substitution, Equation 3.12b becomes
[ E u + I n ( Z c + Z g )] [ E u + I n ( Z c + Z g ]
*

F=1+

Eg

*

*

*

2

(3.12d)

When the noise resistance and conductance equivalents are substituted, as before, we find
F=1+

Ru + G n [( Rc + R g ) 2 + ( X c + X g ) 2 ]
Rg

(3.12e)

In this case, the input impedance that produces an optimum NF is found to be X go = – X c
2
2
and R go = Ru /G n + Rc . As a result we obtain
Fo = 1 + 2 Rc G n + 2( Ru G n + Rc G n )
2

2

1

2

(3.13a)

The analogous results obtained by conversion of all noise sources to parallel current
2
2
sources are B go = – B c ; G go = G u /Rn + G c and
Fo = 1 + 2 Rn G c + 2(G u Rn + G c Rn )
2

2

1

2

(3.13b)

Using the foregoing results, the nonoptimum F may be expressed
F = Fo +

G n [( R g – Ro ) 2 + ( X g – X o ) 2 ]
Rg

(3.14)
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F = Fo +

Rn [(G g – G o ) 2 + ( B g – B o ) 2 ]
Gg

(3.14a)

Either of these expressions allows us to measure the noise parameters of a two pole-pair
network if we have a noise measurement test arrangement, such as described in Chapter 2, in
which the noise generator input impedance (admittance) can be varied in a controllable
manner. If we make measurements of F for four appropriately chosen values of the input impedance (admittance), we obtain four equations for F that can be used to determine the four
noise unknowns (Fo, Gn, Ro, and Xo, for example) in Equation 3.14. From these values, the
four parameters by which the noise performance of the network is defined can be determined from the earlier relationships given.
For cascading two pole-pair networks, it is convenient to use ABCD notation
V1 = AV 2 – B I 2 ; I 1 = C V 2 – D I2 ; or, in matrix form
V  A B V 2 

× 
 =
 1
I 1 C D – I 2

(3.15)

If we represent the input and output vectors as ||W1|| and ||W2||, respectively, and the matrix
as ||E||, then a cascade of such circuits can be represented by ||W1|| = ||E1|| × ||E2|| × . . . ||En|| ×
||Wn+1||. This is the equivalent of ||W1|| = ||Etot||× ||Wn+1||, where ||Etot|| = ||E1||× ||E2||× . . . ||En|| is the
equivalent ABCD matrix for the entire cascade. This process is useful for a computer program to produce the overall performance of a cascade of individual circuits (as in a receiver).
All that is required is a succession of matrix multiplications, as each circuit is added to the
cascade.
When the noise vector from Figure 3.2b is considered
V  A B V 2  V n

×  + 
 =
 1
I 1 C D – I 2 I n

(3.15a)

When considering a cascade of two circuits we find that ||W1|| = ||E1|| × ||E2|| × ||W3|| + ||E1|| ×
||N2|| + ||N1||. Here the N-vectors represent the noise vectors of the two circuits. The product
of the matrices produces the appropriate total matrix for the input and output signal voltages, and the resulting noise output vector is converted to a single noise input vector. However, this formulation of the noise does not provide the information on the resulting correlation between the sources to complete noise factor calculations. Because there is no correlation between the noise sources in the first network and those in the second, we can
compute the correlation of the two terms in vector ||E1|| × ||N2|| from the correlation of those
in ||N2|| . However, it would be convenient to have a conversion that does this for us automatically. For this purpose, the noise correlation matrix has been introduced. (See references [3.3, 3.4, and 3.5].)
In the foregoing, the vector
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V 
|| N 1 || = n1
I n1
Its conjugate transpose is || N 1 || T = ||V n1 I n1 | |. Their matrix product is
*

C
*
| | C 1 || = || N 1 || × || N 1 || T ≡ 11
C 21

*

*

C 12 V n1 × V n1 * V n1 × I n1 *
 =

C 22 I n1 × V n1 * I n1 × I n1 *

(3.15a)

Recalling that the Vs and Is are the spectral densities of the actual random noise variables
averaged over the ensembles of noise functions, and introducing the parameters from our
prior discussion, we obtain
C r1 + jC x 1

4 k T G n1 

 4 k T Rn1
| | C 1 || =
C r1 – jC x 1

(3.16)


Rn 1
|| C 1 | | = 4kT 
Fo1 – 1 2 + Rn1 Y o1

Fo1 – 1 2 – Rn1 Y o*1

Rn1 | Y o1 | 2



G n1 | Z o1 | 2
|| C 1 | | = 4kT 
Fo1 – 1 2 + G n1 Z o1

Fo1 – 1

(3.16a)

*
2 – G n1 Z o1 

G n1


(3.16b)

The multiplier 4kT assumes a single-sided spectrum density. If the two-sided density were
used, the multiplier would drop to 2kT.
The total noise vector is || N 1 | | + | | E1 | | × | | N 2 | |; its transpose conjugate is
*
*
*
| | N 1 | | + || N 2 || × || E1 || T . The overall correlation matrix is found by multiplying the overall noise vector by its conjugate transpose
| | C tot | | = [ || N 1 || + || E1 || × || N 2 || ] × [ || N 1 | | T + | | N 2 | | T × | | E1 | | T ]
*

*

*

(3.16c)

The noise of the first and second two-poles is uncorrelated, so this becomes
| | C tot | | = || N 1 || × || N 1 || T + || E1 || × || N 2 | | × | | N 2 | | T × | | E1 | | T

(3.17)

| | C tot | | = || C 1 || + || E1 || × || C 2 || × || E1 | | T

(3.17a)

*

*

*

*

Thus, we have the rule for combining cascaded noise matrices to obtain an overall noise
matrix.
As mentioned previously, the use of the ABCD-matrix provides a simple procedure for
calculating the gain and noise performance of cascaded stages that is especially useful in
computer programs. The first stage matrix is multiplied by the second to produce an equivalent overall single matrix. This matrix, in turn, is multiplied by the third stage matrix, and so
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on. After each multiplication the resultant matrix to be used in the next multiplication is
stored. Similarly, we start with the first noise matrix ||C1||, the second, ||C2||, and the first
stage ABCD-matrix, ||E1||, and produce a resultant noise matrix, using Equation 3.17. The
resultant noise matrix is then combined with that of the third stage, using the resultant
ABCD-matrix of the first two stages to produce the three-stage resultant noise matrix, and
so on.
It is not necessary in all cases to use the ABCD-matrix to calculate the overall performance. In some cases, a Z-matrix, Y-matrix, S-matrix, or other matrix may prove most desirable in some circumstances, in which case, it is necessary to develop appropriate formulas to
replace Equation 3.17 to calculate the equivalent noise matrix. Also, the noise matrix based
on the representation of Figure 3.2b may not prove best in all cases. A matrix based on the
two-voltage representation of Figure 3.2a, or the two-current representation of Figure 3.2b
may be most useful in particular cases. These noise matrices are expressed as follows
C
*
|| C 1 v | | = || N 1 v || × || N 1 v || T ≡ 11
C 21
C
*
| | C 1 i | | = || N 1 i || × || N 1 i || T ≡ 11
C 21

C 12 V n1 × V n1 * V n1 × V n 2 *
 =

C 22 V n 2 × V n1 * V n 2 × V n 2 *
C 12 I n1 × I n1 *
 =
C 22 I n 2 × I n1 *

*
I n1 × I n 2 

*
I n 2 × I n 2 

(3.18)

(3.18a)

It is necessary, of course, to develop the detailed expressions for these matrices in terms
of measured noise characteristics, analogous to Equation 3.16, in order to use them. Also,
the transformations to single overall matrices must be developed, based on the specific multiple circuit interconnection configurations and the form of the circuit matrices.
We shall not pursue these matters further here, because for most applications considered
in this book we are interested in cascaded interconnections. At the lower frequencies, the assumption of no correlation between the noise sources of a circuit suffices, so that a single
noise voltage or current may be used, as in Figure 3.3.

3.4 Calculation of IP
Prediction of IM distortion is an important consideration in planning the receiver design.
As indicated earlier, a good measure of performance for any order of IM is the IP for that
order. Usually only second- and third-order IPs are calculated; however, the technique may
be extended to any order.
Figure 3.5 shows a configuration of two amplifiers with their voltage gains Gv and second- and third-order IPs. If we assume that a signal traversing the amplifiers encounters no
phase shift, the composite IM performance can be calculated by assuming in-phase addition
of the individual contributions. For example, the second-order product generated in amplifier A1 is Vd21 and that in A2 is Vd22. Because Vd21 is applied to the input of A2, the overall IM
product obtained at the output of A2 is (Gv2 Vd21 + Vd22). The effect is the same as if an interfering signal of value
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of cascaded amplifiers with IM distortion.

Vd =

G v 2 V d 21 + V d 22
G v1 G v 2

=

V d 21
G v1

+

V d 22
G v1 G v 2

(3.19)

were at the input. At the intercept point, this is equal to the input voltage VI2. Generally (see
Equation [2.5] ), Vd2 = V 2/VI2, referred to the output of an amplifier. Thus, Vd2j = V 2/VI2j at
the output of amplifier j. To place this discussion on a common footing, we can refer the
signal level to the input, Vd2j = (VGvj)2/VI2j, and note that Vd can be expressed as V 2/VI2tot. Collecting terms, we find
G
G G
1
= v1 + v1 v 2
V I 2 tot V I 21
V I 22

(3.20)

This may be extended to any number of amplifiers in cascade. It shows that the greater the
gain to the indicated point, the more important it is to have a high IP. To reduce the problems associated with IM, selective filters should be provided as near the front of the receiver as possible to reduce the gain to signals likely to cause IM.
While this formula is relatively easy to calculate, the IPs are generally available in dBm,
which must first be converted to power before the formula can be used. The nomogram of
Figure 3.6 allows the combination of values directly. For this, we rewrite Equation 3.20 as
follows
1
1
1
=
+
VI Va Vb

Va ≤Vb

(3.21)

The various V quantities are those referred to the receiver input. It is irrelevant from which
amplifier Va and Vb are derived, but if we choose Va to be the smaller as indicated and express the other as a ratio of Va,
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Figure 3.6 Nomogram for calculating the second-order IP for cascaded amplifiers.

VI

=

Va

1
1 + Va

(3.22)

Vb

the denominator on the right remains less than 2. The resultant is a relationship between
two voltage ratios. The values IJ in Figure 3.6 correspond to the equivalent intercept levels
VI in Equation 3.22, measured in dBm. The use of this tool is quite simple:
• Using the gains, recompute the IPs to the system input. (Ib = IbO/GbI, where IbO is measured
at the amplifier output and GbI is the gain between system input and amplifier output.)
• Form the difference value between the two recalculated IPs [Ib (dBm) – Ia (dBm) ].
• In the nomogram, determine the value I and subtract it from Ia to get Itot.
• If there are more than two amplifiers, select the resultant I from the first two and combine
similarly with the third, and so on, until all amplifiers have been considered.
The procedure to determine the third-order IP is analogous to that for the second-order,
noting, however, that Vd3 = V 3/VI32. In this case, after manipulating the variables, we find
1
V I 3 tot

 G
=  v 1
 V I 31

2


G G
 +  v1 v 2

 V
I 32








2





1

2

(3.23)

This can be simplified analogously to Equation 3.22 as follows
1
VI

2

=

1
Va

2

+

1
Vb

2

V a ≤V b

(3.24)

or
 V1

V
 a

2


1
 =

2
 1 + (V a V b )

(3.25)
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Figure 3.7 Nomogram for calculating the third-order IP for cascaded amplifiers.

Just as Figure 3.6 was used to evaluate Equation 3.22, so the nomogram in Figure 3.7 can
be used to evaluate Equation 3.25.
All of these calculations need to be made with care. Some amplifiers invert the signal. In
that case, the IM components can subtract rather than add. At RF, there are generally other
phase shifts that occur either in the amplifiers or in their coupling circuits, so that without
thorough analysis it is impossible to determine how the IM powers add vectorially.
Certainly the assumption of in-phase addition made in the preceding equations is the
worst-case situation. In many practical cases, however, most of the IM distortion is confined
to the stage prior to the selective filtering, so that the contributions of earlier stages may be
neglected. Nonetheless, the matter needs careful attention.
3.4.1 Example of NF and IP Calculation
Referring now back to Figure 3.1, we shall use the level diagram to calculate the expected
NF and IPs referred to the receiver input. First we consider the overall noise factor. The
values shown in the diagram are substituted in Equation 3.10
Ftot = 5.623 +

2162
.
1512
.
1512
.
0.585
1.239
0.995
2.981
+
+
+
+
+
+
0178
.
1778
.
0.794
12.587
3162
.
19.949
7.942

=12.05 or10.81dB
Second-order products can be generated only in the input mixer, because the following
filter, with 25 kHz bandwidth, does not permit sufficient frequency separation. The 80-dBm
output IP2 is converted to an input IP2 of 86.5 dBm by the mixer and filter losses, since the results are referred to the input.
We will next consider third-order products. All the equivalent input values of Vj2 are developed across the same input resistor, so that the value of IP3j in milliwatts may be substituted throughout Equation 3.24. There is but one source of IM in the RF chain, i. e., the
mixer, with a 32-dBm IP3. The gain to its output is –6.5 dB, or 0.2239. The contribution from
this circuit alone to the IP is, therefore, at a level of 38.5 dBm, or 7079.5 mW. This is the
out-of-band IP3. The first IF input filter allows only signals in or close to its 25 kHz
passband to produce IM products. For signals within this band, but not within the 7-kHz
bandwidth of the following filter, the total (maximum) “25 kHz in-band” IP is given by
1/(0.2239/1584.9 + 1.778/1000) = 521.03 mW, or 27.17 dBm. For signals in or adjacent to
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the 7-kHz band, the second amplifier, the mixer, and the first amplifier at the second IF must
be included. Thereafter, the final selectivity is provided. IM caused by near passband signals
is not of importance because of their direct interference. We will calculate the 7-kHz
in-band IP3 by using Equation 3.24 and also by using the third-order nomogram of Figure
3.7. Using Equation 3.24, continuing as previously, the overall IP can be obtained as
.
.
1
0.2239
1778
12.589
3162
19.952
=
+
+
+
+
= 0.04077
1000
1000
501.2
1000
IP3 1584.9
IP3 = 24.528 mW, or 13.90 dBm.
To use the nomogram, we must convert each of the five contributors to the total IP to their
equivalent IP at the input. These become, respectively, 38.5, 27.5, 19, 22, and 17 dBm. We
will proceed with the combination in the indicated order. For the first pair, 27.5 dBm corresponds to Ia and 38.5 dBm to Ib in Figure 3.7. The difference is 11 dB, resulting in an I of 0.33
that, when subtracted from 27.5, yields a net of 27.2 dBm. This, in combination with 19
dBm, produces a difference of 8.17 dB, an I of 0.62, and a net of 18.4 dBm. Proceeding in
this manner, we get 16.8 dBm and, finally, 13.9 dBm.

3.5 Spurious Response Locations
Frequency changing occurs as a result of a second-power term in the mixer, giving rise to a
product term when the input is the sum of two signals. Some mixers are designed to
achieve the product of two inputs applied directly to separate terminals, rather than using
the second-order nonlinearity at a single terminal. Either way, the resultant output term of
the form a2VaVb produces the desired frequency change. Here Va and Vb represent the two
input signals, and a2 determines the mixing effectiveness of the device. If we take Va as the
signal whose frequency is to be changed and Vb as a sinusoid from the LO that is set to accomplish the desired change, simple multiplication—combined with trigonometric identities—shows that the output consists of two terms at different frequencies. (Because Va is a
narrow-band signal, we can represent it as a sinusoid, whose envelope and phase variations
with time are not specifically indicated.)
a 2 V a V b = a 2 V s cos ( 2 π f s t + Φ) × V o cos ( 2 π f o t + θ)
= a2 V s V o

cos [ 2π( f o + f s )t + Φ + θ] + cos [ 2π( f o – f s )t + ( θ – Φ)]
2

(3.26)
(3.26a)

The frequencies of these two terms are at the sum and the difference of the input frequencies, | f o ± f s |. The absolute value is indicated because either fo or fs may be the higher frequency. Either frequency can be selected by a filter for further use as an IF of the receiver.
When the LO is set to fo, an input at fs produces an output at the IF. However, by the nature
of Equation 3.26, other inputs may also produce an IF output. If the IF is the sum frequency,
a signal of frequency f s = f o + f IF can also produce an output. If the IF is the difference frequency, the signal frequency may be either higher or lower than the signal frequency. In this
case, a second frequency that is below or above the oscillator frequency by twice the IF will
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also produce an output at the IF. This unwanted response resulting from the product is called
the image of the desired signal. Because the output cannot distinguish it from the desired
signal, it is necessary to filter the image from the input prior to the mixer stage.
Another undesired response that must be guarded against is a signal at the IF. While the
second-order mixing response does not produce an output at this frequency, many mixers
have equal or higher first-order gain. Even when the circuit is balanced to cancel the firstorder response, there is a practical limit to the cancellation. Usually the image and IF responses are the strongest undesired outputs of a mixer. The first step in the selection of an IF
is to assure that its value permits the IF and image responses to be adequately filtered prior to
the mixer. In some cases, when a very wide signal band is to be covered, it may be necessary
to use more than one receiver configuration with different IF frequencies to achieve adequate IF and image frequency rejection.
While the IF and the image are the initial spurious responses that need to be considered in
selecting the IF, they are, unfortunately, not the only such responses. No device has been
found that produces only second-order output. Most devices, when driven with sufficiently
strong inputs, have nonlinearities of very high order. An nth-order nonlinearity produces
outputs at frequencies | ( n – m) f o ± mf s |, where m ranges from 0 to n. Thus, a mixer can
produce outputs resulting from many orders of nonlinearity. Some of these products fall
closer to the desired signal than the image and the IF, and some can—at certain desired frequencies—produce higher-order products falling at the desired frequency. Such spurious
responses cannot be filtered from the input prior to the mixer because that would require filtering the desired signal. The steps necessary for optimum circuit performance include the
following:
• Select a mixer with low response to high-order products
• Select the receiver band structure and IFs to minimize the number of products that fall
within the IF filter passband and to have these of as high an order as possible
While the mixer output tends to reduce as the order increases, not all data sheets provide
adequate information on the extent of high-order responses. The responses also are dependent on the operating conditions of the mixer, which may change throughout the tuning
range. Consequently, a final check by measurement of the responses is essential.
While it is not always possible to predict the strength of spurious response signals, their
frequencies can be predicted quite precisely from the general expression | nf o ± mf s | = fIF.
Here m and n can take on all positive integer values and 0. When only positive frequencies
are considered, this expression gives rise to three separate relationships
nf o + mf s = f IF

(3.27a)

nf o – mf s = f IF

(3.27b)

nf o – mf s = − f IF

(3.27c)

When m and n equal unity, three possible relationships between the desired signal and oscillator frequencies exist
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Figure 3.8 Interference chart for a broadcast band receiver.

f o + f t = f IF

(3.28a)

f o – f t = f IF

(3.28b)

f o – f t = – f IF

(3.28c)

Here the expression ft has been used to designate the tuned frequency of the desired signal
and to distinguish it from the spurious response signals of frequency fs. Only one of the
three cases in Equation 3.28 applies for a particular calculation.
The preceding relationships are all linear relationships, so it is comparatively easy to plot
them and examine where spurious responses will occur. Figure 3.8 shows a chart based on
typical AM broadcast band frequency selections. The line F = S represents the desired signal. (Here F = fs, S = ft = fo + fIF.) The broadcast band runs from 540 to 1600 kHz. Note that the
IF response (horizontal line at 456 kHz), if extended, would intersect the tuning line at the
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intersection of that line with the F = (2S + I)/3 and F = (S + 2I)/3 lines. The line F = S + 2I is
the image and remains substantially separated from F = S. However, the F = S + I/2 response
is parallel to the tuning line and much closer (228 kHz) than the image (912 kHz). This is
typical of difference mixers. A third-order response F = S/2 + I coincides with the desired response at 912 kHz (2fIF), and a fifth-order coincides with the desired response at 1368 kHz
(3fIF). The highest-order responses plotted are sixth-order, F = S + 4I/3 and F = S + 2I/3. Except for the beat notes, which are likely to occur if there is a reasonably strong station at 912
or 1368 kHz, it should be possible to provide preselection filtering to protect against the effects of the other “spurs,” as long as the specifications on spurious response rejection are not
too stringent. Usually they are not for broadcast receivers, where price is often more important than high-performance capability.
By using the IF as a normalizing factor, universal charts can be prepared. These can be
helpful in selecting the IF because they allow visualization of the locations of the lowerorder spurs. When the charts include too many orders, their use becomes more difficult. The
normalized equations are
nO + mS =1

(3.29a)

nO – mS =1

(3.29b)

nO – mS = – 1

(3.29c)

and
O + T =1

(3.30a)

O – T =1

(3.30b)

O – T = –1

(3.30c)

Here O represents the oscillator frequency, T the tuning frequency, and S the spurious frequency, all measured in units of the IF (fs = SfIF, etc.). For each type of mixer selection, we
may express O in terms of T, using the proper expression in Equations 3.30a to c, and substitute the expressions in Equation 3.27a. Charts may then be plotted to show the relative
locations of the spurious frequencies to the order m + n relative to the tuning curve (S = T).
The tuning band, which has a width with fixed ratio to the lower frequency, may be moved
along the T axis until the position is judged to be the best compromise possible, and the resulting IF is calculated. After some cut and try, it should be possible to select an IF, or a
number of IFs, to use in further design evaluations.
Some typical charts of this sort are shown in Figures 3.9 through 3.12. Figure 3.9 is for a
difference mixer with a low-side oscillator (O – T = – 1). Most responses up to the sixth order
have been plotted. Only the region greater than T = 1 is of interest. When the value of O becomes negative, the result is a sum mixer. Thus, the segment of the chart below T = 1 represents a sum mixer. The lower part of this segment has been expanded in Figure 3.10. Figure
3.11 is for a difference mixer with a high-side oscillator. In this case, it is possible to operate
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Figure 3.9 Spurious response chart for a difference mixer with a low-side oscillator. Up to
sixth-order responses are plotted; (n, m) are the orders of the oscillator and interfering signals, respectively.

with T below unity. The implication is that the IF is above the signal frequency but below the
oscillator frequency. This can be useful to keep the image and IF responses distant from the
RF passband and thus reduce the need for tuned filters. Also, the crossovers tend to involve
higher orders of fs so that the spurious rejection is often better than where lower orders of fs
cross over. Figure 3.12 is an expansion of the lower left-hand corner of Figure 3.11 so that
better judgments can be made in this case.
The difference mixers tend to become free of spurs (to the order plotted) as the low end of
the tuning band is moved to the right. Of course, this also moves the high end of the band proportionately more to the right. This causes the parallel spurs to be proportionately closer to
the desired signal, and requires improved preselection filtering. It can be seen, for example,
that the 0.5 separation of the (2, 2) response is 25 percent of the low end of the band when at T
= 2, but only 12.5 percent when at T = 41. The high-side oscillator arrangement has a lower
density of crossovers for a given low-band frequency selection. Similarly, the difference
mixer with a high-side oscillator has a lower density of crossovers than the sum mixer and
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Figure 3.10 Spurious response chart for a sum mixer. Up to sixth-order responses are plotted; (n, m) are the orders of the oscillator and interfering signals, respectively.

those at lower orders of the oscillator. As a general observation, it appears that the difference
mixer with a high-side oscillator provides fewer spurious responses than the other arrangements and should be preferred unless other design factors outweigh this consideration.
3.5.1 D-H Traces
Other methods of plotting spurious response charts are possible. D-H traces are an ingenious type of plot proposed by Westwood [3.3]. The two frequencies being mixed are referred to as fD and fH for reasons that will become apparent. Whichever of the two frequencies is the higher is designated fD (whether fo or fs). The difference between fD and fH is des-
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Figure 3.11 Spurious response chart for a difference mixer with a high-side oscillator. Up to
sixth-order responses are plotted; (n, m) are the orders of the oscillator and interfering signals, respectively.

ignated f. When these frequencies are normalized by dividing by the IF, they are referred to
as D, H, and X. The ordinates are made equal to H and the abscissa to X, so that constant H
represents a horizontal line or trace, and X represents a vertical trace. Because D is a linear
combination of H and X, it represents a diagonal trace (hence, H and D). Manipulating the
various expressions, we find
H =

–N X
1
+
N ±M
N ±M

(3.31)

where N and M may now be positive or negative integers, including zero. H represents the
tuned frequency for a difference mixer with a high-side oscillator, the oscillator frequency
for a difference mixer with low-side injection, and the higher of the oscillator and tuned
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Figure 3.12 An expansion of the lower left-hand segment of Figure 3.11.

frequency for a sum mixer. The complementary frequency (oscillator or tuned frequency)
is determined from the equation D – H = X and is a diagonal line at 45° sloping down to the
right from the value of D when X = 0.
The various lines defined by Equation 3.31 are, thus, the same for all mixer varieties, and
one set of charts—rather than three—can be used to evaluate the location of spurs. Figure
3.13 illustrates these cross-product (C-P) charts. They are used in the following manner:
• A potential IF and a mixer type are selected.
• The maximum frequency of the oscillator or tuning is determined.
• The IF is subtracted and the resultant divided by the IF; this is the H intercept.
• From this point, the D line is drawn down at a 45° angle to the right.
• The intersection of the D trace with the C-P traces indicates the location of spurs.
The X axis represents the difference between the oscillator and the interfering signal. The
tuned frequency for a difference mixer is represented by the line X = 1. For the high-side oscillator, the H axis is the same as the T axis. For the low-side oscillator, the H frequency is the
equivalent of the O axis, so that unity must be added to the H value to get the value of T. For a
sum mixer, the tuned frequency curve is the diagonal with an H intercept of 0.5 and an X in-
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Figure 3.13 Sample D-H chart of cross products to the sixth order for maximum X = 7.2.

tercept of 1.0. The H axis represents the lower of T or O. The other may be obtained by subtraction from unity. Westwood [3.3] used a computer plotter to provide a series of charts for
6, 10, and 16 orders of cross products with X running from 0 to maxima of 0.18, 0.72, 1.8,
7.2, 18, 72, and 180. An example is reproduced as Figure 3.13 for comparison with the earlier charts.
The nature of the equations defining the location of spurious responses is such that selection of the optimum IF frequency could be programmed readily for computer solution if
an appropriate criterion for optimization were established. Alternatively, if the designer
wished to make the final selection, a program could be developed so that when the tuning
range, mixer class, and proposed IF were entered, a location of all spurs within a predetermined frequency of the tuning frequency up to a specified order could be plotted.
Example Case

As an example of spur location, consider the receiver shown in Figure 3.1. For the sake of
example, the input frequency coverage is from 2 to 32 MHz. A low-pass filter with
32-MHz cutoff is used to provide preselection. The first IF is at 75 MHz, and the mixer is
a difference type with a high-side oscillator. This results in a normalized tuning range
from 0.02667 to 0.42667. Referring to Figure 3.12, we find that the only spurs to the sixth
order that fall on the tuning frequency are the harmonics of a signal at the IF from the
third order up. At the lower end of the range the (1, 2) product is at its nearest, falling at
0.01333 or 1 MHz at the 2 MHz end of the band. It falls at progressively higher frequencies as the tuning frequency rises. These signals fall well outside the first IF passband and
will be removed by the first IF filter.
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At the high end of the band, the nearest product is the (2, 4) product. At the low end of the
top band (22.8/75 = 0.304), this product is at a frequency of 0.402 (30.15 MHz). Because
this is within the passband of the low-pass filter, rejection of this spur depends on the mixer
response and the first IF bandwidth. The (2, 4) product at the top of the band occurs at
0.4633 (34.75 MHz), so it has rejection from both the IF and low-pass filter. The
subharmonic of the IF at 0.5 (37.5 MHz) is further outside the band, and because it does not
change position with tuning, it could be provided with an additional trap in the preselection
filtering, if necessary. Thus, the major spur concerns are the IF subharmonics below 0.5 and
the sixth-order product in the higher RF bands. The same conclusions can be reached using
Figure 3.13 and following the line X = 1 from H of 0.02667 to 0.42667.
The spurs resulting from the first IF mixer should also be examined. In this case, the
tuned signal is at 75 MHz, the oscillator is at 84 MHz, and the IF is at 9 MHz. This results,
again, in a difference mixer with high-side oscillator injection and a T value of 8.3333. This
value is off scale in Figure 3.11. However, it is clear that up to the sixth order there will be no
crossovers in the vicinity, and the nearest spur is (2, 2), which is 0.5 (4.5 MHz) above the T
value. The first IF preselection filter has a bandwidth of 25 kHz, so it should not be difficult
to assure adequate filtering of this spur. The only areas of concern then are those associated
with the first mixer.

3.6 Selectivity
Because of historical and physical limitations, radio channels are generally assigned on a
frequency division basis. Each transmitter is assigned a small contiguous band of frequencies, within which its radiated spectrum must be confined. Transmitters that could interfere with one another are ideally given nonoverlapping channel assignments. However, the
demand for spectrum use is so great that at times compromises are made in this ideal situation. From time to time, suggestions have been made of other techniques for spectrum
sharing, such as time division or code division. Physical limitations prevent the entire
spectrum from being so assigned, but portions of it have been successfully used in special
applications.
Despite the usefulness of other spectrum-sharing techniques [3.4], radio receivers in the
frequency range we are discussing are likely to use mainly frequency division for the foreseeable future. To operate effectively in the current crowded spectrum environment, a receiver must provide selective circuits that reject adjacent and further separated channel assignments, while passing the desired signal spectrum with low distortion. A reasonably narrow bandwidth is also necessary to minimize the effects of man-made and natural noise outside the channel so as to provide good sensitivity. In general-purpose receivers, it is often desirable to provide a selection of several bandwidths for transmissions with different bandwidth occupancies. Most modern receivers achieve selectivity by providing one or more
lumped filter structures, usually near the input of the final IF chain, although distributed selectivity is still used at times. In the following sections, we discuss some common filter
characteristics and methods of implementing them.
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3.7 Single-Tuned Circuit
The series or parallel combination of an inductance, capacitance, and resistance results in
a single resonant circuit. The parallel circuit provides a single pole, is the simplest of filter
circuits, and is often used as a tuning or coupling element in RF or IF circuits. As long as
the Q of the circuit is high, similar frequency response results from a serial or a parallel
circuit (or one that may be tapped to provide impedance match). For a parallel resonant circuit (Figure 3.14), the magnitude of the normalized response may be given by the following
A = (1 + S 2 )

1

(3.32)

2

where
 f
f 
S =Q 
– o  ≈ 2 Q ∆f
f 
 fo
C 
Q=R 
L 
fo =

1

2

1
1
(L C ) 2
2π

The phase response is given by
φ = tan –1 S

(3.33)

The amplitude and phase response are plotted in Figure 3.14. Such circuits, when cascaded, can be tuned synchronously or offset to achieve particular responses. However,
their usual use is for circuit matching or providing limited selectivity. Very often the remainder of the circuit is coupled to the resonator through tapping or through the use of
nontuned windings on the coil. Taps can be achieved by multiple capacitors, multiple uncoupled inductors, or by a true tap on a single inductor.

3.8 Coupled Resonant Pairs
Another simple filter frequently used for coupling between amplifiers is a coupled
isochronously tuned pair of resonators. Figure 3.15 is a design chart for this circuit arrangement [3.5]. The applicable equations are
U=

[(1 + C 2 – S 2 ) 2 + 4 S 2 ]
1+C 2

1

2

(3.34)
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Figure 3.14 Amplitude and phase response of a single resonant circuit.


2S
φ = tan –1 
2
2
1 + C – S





(3.35)

Where k = the coefficient of coupling and
2 Q Q 
(1 + C 2 ) =  1 2  (1 + k 2 Q1 Q2 )
Q1 + Q2 
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Figure 3.15 Design chart of coupled circuit pairs.

F
f  2Q f
S =2Q  o –
≈
fo 
fo
f
Q=

2 Q1 Q2
Q1 + Q2

The maximally flat condition occurs when C = 1. Because above C = 1 there are two peaks
while below there is one, this condition is called transitional coupling. U represents the selectivity, but the output at S = 0 varies with k (Figure 3.16). The maximum output occurs
when k 2 = 1/Q1 Q2 , which is called the critical coupling. If the two Qs are equal, the expressions simplify, and the critical and transitional coupling become the same. Transitional coupling produces the two-pole Butterworth response. The peaked cases correspond to
two-pole Chebyshev responses.
Studies have been made of three coupled isochronously tuned circuits. However, with
three Qs and two ks as parameters, results tend to become complex. The use of multipole
lumped filters designed in accordance with modern filter theory is generally more common.
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Figure 3.16 Secondary output voltage versus coupling for a tuned coupled circuit pair. The
relative gain function is

ρ=

k Q11 Q22
1 + k 2 Q11 Q22

3.9 Complex Filter Characteristics
When filters require more than two or three resonators, the number of parameters becomes
so large that it is necessary to develop special techniques for filter design. The receiver designer normally specifies the performance desired, and the filter is purchased from a manufacturer who specializes in the design of such devices. It is important, however, to be familiar with common filter characteristics. In modern network theory, it is usually assumed
that the termination is a constant resistance, although designs can be made with other assumptions for the termination. The networks are designed based on the locations of poles
and zeros of the transfer function. A number of families of characteristics are available, often known by the name either of an author who suggested the filter type or of a mathematician who is associated with the characteristic. This makes for some confusion, because
some families may be known by several names.
Usually the most important characteristics of a filter are the amplitude response versus
frequency (selectivity) and the phase response. The principal interest in the latter results
from the fact that it is necessary to reproduce the amplitude and relative phase of the signal
transmitted correctly at all significant frequencies in its spectrum to avoid waveform distortion. In some transmissions (speech and music), phase distortion is tolerable. Phase distortion, however, is closely related to delay, and distortion that can cause sufficient delay differences among frequency components can be detected even for audio transmissions. For
video transmissions, it is important that the waveform be reproduced with relatively little
phase distortion, because relative delays among components can result in poor definition
(ghosts and other artifacts). In data transmission, the form of the transient response is more
important than perfect reproduction of the original waveform. It is desirable that the step response have a rise time that allows the signaling element to attain its ultimate amplitude before the next element is received and that has minimal ringing to avoid intersymbol interference.
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The various characteristics, amplitude, phase, and transient response, are interrelated,
because they are completely determined by the poles and zeros of the transfer function.
Good transient response with little ringing requires a slow amplitude cutoff and relatively
linear phase response. Good waveform reproduction requires constant amplitude response
and linear phase response of the transmitted spectrum. On the other hand, the rejection of interference of adjacent channels requires rapid attenuation of frequencies outside the transmitted channel. The physical nature of networks makes a compromise necessary between
the in-channel distortion and out-of-channel rejection. For more details on filter design,
consult references [3.6] through [3.9].
Some of the more common modern filter families include the following:
• Butterworth or maximally flat amplitude
• Chebyshev
• Thompson, Bessel, or maximally flat group delay
• Equiripple linear phase
• Transitional
• Elliptic or Cauer
The data presented in the following discussion have been adapted from [3.8] and [3.9]. In
all but the last case, representative curves are given of amplitude response versus normalized frequency. Some curves of group-delay response (dθ/dω) versus normalized frequency
and responses to impulse and step modulated carriers at midband versus normalized time
are also included. For more extensive information see [3.8].
3.9.1 Butterworth Selectivity
Figure 3.17 shows the various responses for the Butterworth, or maximally flat amplitude,
response. The poles for this filter type are positioned so that the maximum number of derivatives of amplitude versus frequency are zero at the center frequency of the filter. The
more poles there are available in the filter, the more derivatives can be set to zero and the
flatter the filter. About halfway to the 3-dB selectivity of these filters, group delay departs
from flatness (phase linearity) and rises to a peak near the 3-dB point. The larger the number of poles, the more rapid the amplitude drop-off is beyond the 3-dB point and the higher
the deviation of the group delay from flatness. The selectivity of the Butterworth filter
may be expressed as
Att = 10 log (1 + Ω 2 n )

(3.36)

Where:
Att = attenuation expressed in decibels
n = the number of poles
Ω = the bandwidth normalized to the 3-dB bandwidth of the filter
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Figure 3.17 Characteristics of Butterworth filters: (a) attenuation, (b) group delay, (c, next
page) impulse response, (d, next page) step response. (From [3.8]. © 1967 John Wiley and
Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)
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Figure 3.17 continued

Butterworth multipole filters have substantial ringing, which can result in substantial
intersymbol interference for digital signals with data symbol rates that approach or exceed
the 3-dB bandwidth.
3.9.2 Chebyshev Selectivity
Figure 3.18 shows the amplitude responses for the Chebyshev (or equal-amplitude ripple)
case, when the ripple is 0.5 dB. Other selections ranging from 0.01 to 1 dB of ripple are
plotted in the references. The poles for these filters are located so as to provide the equal
ripple in the passband and have selectivity that is related to the Chebyshev polynomials as
follows
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Figure 3.18 Attenuation characteristics of Chebyshev filters with 0.5 dB ripple. (From [3.8]. ©
1967 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)

Att = 10 log (1 + ε 2 C n Ω)
2

(3.37)

where Cn is the nth-order Chebyshev polynomial, which oscillates between 0 and 1 in the
passband, and ε is a parameter selected to provide the desired ripple level. These filters
have a more rapid increase in attenuation outside the 3-dB bandwidth than Butterworth filters for the same number of poles. Their group-delay distortion is also higher and there is
substantially more ringing. Thus, these filters provide improved adjacent-channel rejection but produce greater intersymbol interference in digital applications.
3.9.3 Thompson or Bessel Selectivity
The Thompson or Bessel characteristic is obtained by seeking the maximally flat group
delay available for a filter with a particular number of poles. The phase delay at any frequency is given by –φ/ω. Because transmission through a filter invariably results in delay,
the phase decreases monotonically with frequency. When expanded as a Taylor series, the
first derivative is always negative. The first derivative of the phase measures the rate of
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change of the phase with frequency, and when the first derivative is multiplied by a small
angular frequency change, the result gives the phase change for that small frequency
change or the difference in delay. This result is called the group or envelope delay. If –dφ/
dω is constant, there is no change in delay; the phase change is linear. To obtain a maximally flat delay, as many as possible derivatives higher than the first are set to zero. In the
Thompson selectivity characteristic, the location of the poles is chosen so that this is the
case. The higher the number of poles n, the greater the number of derivatives that may be
forced to zero, and the more constant is the group delay. A constant delay transfer function
may be expressed as exp ( – sτ). If the time and complex frequency s are normalized using
delay τ, the transfer function T can be expressed as
T(S) =

1
exp S

=

1
cosh S + sinh S

(3.38)

In the Bessel filter, this is approximated by expanding the hyperbolic functions as continued fractions, truncating them at the appropriate value of n and determining the pole locations from the resulting expressions. Some of the resulting characteristics are shown in
Figure 3.19. For the normalized variable Ω up to 2, the attenuation can be approximated by
Att = 3Ω 2 , but between 2 and the frequency at which the ultimate slope of 20nΩ dB per
decade is achieved, the attenuation tends to be higher. The delay is flat and the impulse and
step response show no ringing (Figure 3.19b). This type of filter has poorer adjacent-channel response than the previous types discussed, but affords a low level of intersymbol interference in digital transmission.
A related family of filters may be derived from the gaussian transfer functionT ( S ) =1/
exp (–Ω 2 ) by expanding and, truncating the denominator, then locating the poles. The delay
curves are not quite so flat, and beyond Ω = 2, the attenuation of the gaussian curves is not so
great. They produce similar transient responses.
3.9.4 Equiripple Linear Phase
Just as the Chebyshev (equal-amplitude ripple) shape produces a better adjacent-channel
attenuation than a Butterworth shape with the same number of poles, so an equiripple linear phase characteristic produces more adjacent-channel attenuation than the Thompson
shape. The method of locating poles requires successive approximation techniques, but a
limited number of response characteristics are available in the references for different
maximum passband ripple values ε. Figure 3.20 provides sets of curves for maximum ripple of 0.5º. The adjacent-channel attenuation is higher than for the Thompson shape, the
delay shows small ripples, and the transient responses possess a small degree of ringing.
3.9.5 Transitional Filters
Because of the problems of getting both good attenuation and good transient response in a
particular filter family, a number of schemes have been devised to achieve a compromise
between different families of shapes. One such family presented in [3.8] attempts to maintain a gaussian attenuation shape until attenuation reaches a predetermined level, and
drops off thereafter more rapidly than a gaussian or Thompson shape. Figure 3.21 shows
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Figure 3.19 Characteristics of Thompson filters: (a) attenuation, (b) impulse response.
(From [3.8]. © 1967 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)
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Figure 3.20 Characteristics of equiripple phase filters with maximum phase error of 0.5°: (a)
attenuation, (b) group delay. (From [3.8]. © 1967 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)
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Figure 3.21 Attenuation characteristics of a transitional filter, gaussian to 6 dB. (From [3.8].
© 1967 John Wiley and Sons, Inc. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.)

amplitude responses for transitional filters that are gaussian to 6 dB. The transient properties are somewhat better than for the Butterworth filter, and the attenuation beyond the
transition point is higher. The family that is gaussian to 12 dB has better transient properties, but its attenuation is somewhat poorer than that of Butterworth filters with the same
number of poles.
The Butterworth-Thompson family is another transitional family aimed at addressing
the same problem. In this case, the poles of the Butterworth shape for a particular n are
joined by straight lines in the s plane to the corresponding poles of the Thompson shape. Different transitional families are formed by selecting new pole locations at a fixed fraction m
of the distance along these straight lines. For the case where m = 0 the design is Butterworth,
for m = 1, it is Thompson, and in between these values the properties shift gradually from
one to the other.
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Figure 3.22 Elliptical filter typical amplitude
response. (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)

3.9.6 Elliptic Filters
Elliptic filters, also known as Cauer filters, provide not only poles in the passband, but zeros in the stop band. The singularities are located so as to provide equal ripple (like a
Chebyshev shape) in the passband but also to permit equiripple between zeros in the stop
band (Figure 3.22). The presence of the stop-band zeros causes a much more rapid cutoff.
The attenuation of distant channels is less than for the all-pole filters discussed previously.
The phase and transient performance tend to resemble those of Chebyshev filters with
similar numbers of poles, but are naturally somewhat poorer. Elliptic filters are used where
it is essential to get adjacent-channel attenuation at the lowest cost and where it is unnecessary to pass digital signaling at rates approaching the channel bandwidth. They are also
useful for broadband preselector filters.
3.9.7 Special Designs and Phase Equalization
Whenever possible, it is desirable for the receiver designer to select a filter that is a standard device (not a custom unit) and available from a number of suppliers. This results in
the most economical design; it is usually possible to find a suitable compromise among the
wide variety of filter families available. However, in special cases it may be necessary to
incorporate a custom design. If the device can be specified in a form that defines the filter
completely and is physically realizable, it is possible to build such a component, but usually at a high cost. One of the parameters that may be important is suppressing one or two
specific frequencies outside of the pass band. This can be achieved by a filter that otherwise fits the need, with added zeros at the specific frequencies that must be suppressed. In
the trade-off process, however, use of a separate filter (trap) should be considered to provide the zeros.
Another useful technique is phase equalization. Most of the filter families discussed in
this chapter are minimum-phase filters (having no zeros in the right half of the s plane). The
amplitude characteristics of these filters completely determine the delay characteristics and
the transient responses. It was shown previously how sharp cutoff filters tend to produce
substantial delay distortion and transient response with significant ringing. Conditions may
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arise where it is necessary to use a particular amplitude characteristic, but better delay properties are required. This can be achieved by phase equalization, using either a nonminimum
phase design or an additional all-pass filter to provide the equalization. Phase equalization
can improve both the delay characteristics and the transient response. Linearization of the
phase tends to increase the overall delay of transmission, and provides precursive ringing as
well as the postcursive ringing common in most of the shapes described. The tendency is for
the amplitude of the ringing to be reduced by about half. For data transmission, intersymbol
interference now occurs in prior symbols as well as in subsequent symbols. Fortunately,
equalization is a problem that the designer must face only seldom; it is advisable to work
with a filter expert when such requirements present themselves.

3.10 Filter Design Implementation
Conventional filter design techniques can be implemented using a number of different resonators. The principal available technologies are inductor-capacitor (LC) resonators, mechanical resonators, quartz crystal resonators, quartz monolithic filters, and ceramic resonators. The classical approach to radio filtering involved cascading single- or dual-resonator filters separated by amplifier stages. Overall selectivity was provided by this combination of one- or two-pole filters. The disadvantages of this approach were alignment problems and the possibility of IM and overload even in the early IF stages from out-of-band
signals. An advantage was that limiting from strong impulsive noise would occur in early
stages where the broad bandwidth would reduce the noise energy more than after complete
selectivity had been achieved. Another advantage was the relatively low cost of using a
large number of essentially identical two-resonator devices. This approach has been
largely displaced in modern high-quality radios by the use of multiresonator filters inserted as early as possible in the amplification chain to reduce nonlinear distortion, localize alignment and stability problems to a single assembly, and permit easy attainment of
any of a variety of selectivity patterns. The simple single- or dual-resonator pairs are now
used mainly for impedance matching between stages or to reduce noise between very
broadband cascaded amplifiers.
3.10.1 LC Filters
LC resonators are limited to Q values on the order of a few hundred for reasonable sizes,
and in most cases designers must be satisfied with lower Q values. The size of the structures depends strongly on the center frequency, which may range from the audio band to
several hundred megahertz. Bandwidth below about 1 percent is not easily obtained. However, broader bandwidths can be obtained more easily than with other resonator types.
Skirt selectivity depends on the number of resonators used; ultimate filter rejection can be
made higher than 100 dB with careful design. The filter loss depends on the percentage
bandwidth required and the resonator Q, and can be expected to be as high as 1 dB per resonator at the most narrow bandwidths. This type of filter does not generally suffer from
nonlinearities unless the frequency is so low that very high permeability cores must be
used. Frequency stability is limited by the individual components and cannot be expected
to achieve much better than 0.1 percent of center frequency under extremes of temperature
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and aging. Except for front ends that require broad bandwidth filters, LC filters have been
largely superseded in modern radios.
3.10.2 Electrical Resonators
As frequencies increase into the VHF region, the construction of inductors for use in LC
resonant circuits becomes more difficult. The helical resonator is an effective alternative
for the VHF and lower UHF ranges. This type of resonator looks like a shielded coil (see
Figure 3.23a). However, it acts as a resonant transmission line section. High Q can be
achieved in reasonable sizes (Figure 3.23b). When such resonators are used singly, coupling in and out may be achieved by a tap on the coil, a loop in the cavity near the grounded
end (high magnetic field), or a probe near the ungrounded end (high electric field). The
length of the coil is somewhat shorter than the predicted open-circuit quarter-wave line because of the end capacity to the shield. A separate adjustable screw or vane may be inserted near the open end of the coil to provide tuning. Multiresonator filters are designed
using a cascade of similar resonators, with coupling between them. The coupling may be
of the types mentioned previously or may be obtained by locating an aperture in the common shield between two adjacent resonators. At still higher frequencies, coaxial transmission line resonators or resonant cavities are used for filtering (mostly above 1 GHz). The
use of striplines to provide filtering is another useful technique for these frequency regions.
Stripline Technology

Stripline typically utilizes a double-sided printed circuit board made of fiberglass. The
board is usually 30- to 50-thousandths of an inch thick. The board is uniform over the entire surface and forms an electrical ground plane for the circuit. This ground plane serves
as a return for the electrical fields built up on the component side of the board.
The shape and length of each trace of stripline on the component side dictates the impedance and reactance of the trace. The impedance is a function of the width of the trace, its
height above the lower surface ground plane, and the dielectric constant of the circuit board
material. The length of the trace is another important factor. At microwave frequencies, a
quarter-wavelength can be as short as 0.5-in in air. Because all printed circuit boards have a
dielectric constant that is greater than the dielectric constant of air, waves are slowed as they
travel through the board-trace combination. This effect causes the wavelength on a circuit
board to be dependent on the dielectric constant of the material of which the board is made.
At a board dielectric constant of 5 to 10 (common with the materials typically used in
printed circuit boards), a wavelength may be up to 33 percent shorter than in air. The wider
the trace, the lower the RF impedance.
Traces that supply bias and require operating or control voltages are usually made thin so
as to present a high RF impedance while maintaining a low dc resistance. Narrow bias and
control traces are usually made to be a multiple of a quarter-wavelength at the operating frequency so unwanted RF energy can be easily shunted to ground.
Figure 3.24 shows stripline technology serving several functions in a satellite-based
communications system. The circuit includes the following elements:
• A 3-section, low-pass filter
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Figure 3.23 Helical resonators: (a) round and square shielded types, showing principal dimensions (diameter D or side S is determined by the desired unloaded Q), (b) unloaded Q
versus shield diameter D for bands from 1.8 MHz to 1.3 GHz. (From [3.10].)

• Quarter-wave line used as half of a transmit-receive switch
• Bias lines to supply operating voltages to a transistor
• Impedance-matching strip segments that convert a high impedance (130 Ω) to 50 Ω
• Coupling lines that connect two circuit sections at one impedance
A wide variety of techniques may be used to synthesize filter and coupling networks in
stripline. After an initial choice of one of the components is made, however, only a small
number of solutions are practical. While it is apparent that all components must be kept
within reasonable physical limits, the most critical parameter is usually the length of the
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Figure 3.24 A typical application of stripline showing some of the components commonly
used.

stripline trace. This technique is popular with equipment designers because of the following
benefits:
• Low cost. Stripline coupling networks are simply a part of the PC board layout. No assembly time is required during construction of the system.
• Excellent repeatability. Variations in dimensions, and therefore performance, are virtually eliminated.
Stripline also has the following drawbacks:
• Potential for and/or susceptibility to radiation. Depending on the design, shielding of
stripline sections may be necessary to prevent excessive RF emissions or to prevent emissions from nearby sources from coupling into the stripline filter.
• Repair difficulties. If a stripline section is damaged, it may be necessary to replace the
entire PC board.
3.10.3 Electromechanical Filters
Most of the other resonators used in receiver design are electromechanical, where the resonance of acoustic waves is employed. During a period when quartz resonators were in limited supply, electromechanical filters were constructed from metals, using metal plates or
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cylinders as the resonant element and wires as the coupling elements. Filters can be machined from a single metal bar of the right diameter. This type of electromechanical filter
is limited by the physical size of the resonators to center frequencies between about 60 and
600 kHz. Bandwidths can be obtained from a few tenths of a percent to a maximum of
about 10 percent. A disadvantage of these filters is the loss encountered when coupling between the electrical and mechanical modes at input and output. This tends to result in
losses of 6 dB or more. Also, spurious resonances can limit the ultimate out-of-band attenuation. Size and weight are somewhat lower, but are generally comparable to LC filters.
Temperature and aging stability is about 10 times greater than for LC filters. Because of
their limited frequency range, electromechanical filters have been largely superseded by
quartz crystal filters, which have greater stability at comparable price.
3.10.4 Quartz Crystal Resonators
While other piezoelectric materials have been used for filter resonators, quartz crystals
have proved most satisfactory. Filters are available from 5 kHz to 100 MHz, and
bandwidths from less than 0.01 percent to about 1 percent. (The bandwidth, center frequency, and selectivity curve type are interrelated, so manufacturers should be consulted
as to the availability of specific designs.) Standard filter shapes are available, and with
modern computer design techniques, it is possible to obtain custom shapes. Ultimate filter
rejection can be greater than 100 dB. Input and output impedances are determined by input
and output matching networks in the filters, and typically range from a few tens to a few
thousands of ohms. Insertion loss varies from about 1 to 10 dB, depending on filter bandwidth and complexity. While individual crystal resonators have spurious modes, these
tend not to overlap in multiresonator filters, so that high ultimate rejection is possible.
Nonlinearities can occur in crystal resonators at high input levels, and at sufficiently high
input the resonator may even shatter. Normally these problems should not be encountered
in a receiver unless it is coupled very closely to a high-power transmitter. Even so, the active devices preceding the filter are likely to fail prior to destruction of the filter. Frequency accuracy can be maintained to about 0.001 percent, although this is relatively
costly; somewhat less accuracy is often acceptable. Temperature stability of 0.005 percent
is achievable.
3.10.5 Monolithic Crystal Filters
In monolithic crystal filter technology, a number of resonators are constructed on a single
quartz substrate, using the trapped-energy concept. The principal energy of each resonator
is confined primarily to the region between plated electrodes, with a small amount of energy escaping to provide coupling. Usually these filters are constrained to about four resonators, but the filters can be cascaded using electrical coupling circuits if higher-order
characteristics are required. The filters are available from 3 to more than 100 MHz, with
characteristics generally similar to those of discrete crystal resonator filters, except that
the bandwidth is limited to several tenths of a percent. The volume and weight are also
much less than those of discrete resonator filters.
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3.10.6 Ceramic Filters
Piezoelectric ceramics are also used for filter resonators, primarily to achieve lower cost
than quartz. Such filters are comparable in size to monolithic quartz filters but are available over a limited center frequency range (100 to 700 kHz). The cutoff rate, stability, and
accuracy are not as good as those of quartz, but are adequate for many applications. Selectivity designs available are more limited than for quartz filters. Bandwidths are 1 to 10 percent. Single- and double-resonator structures are manufactured, and multiple-resonator
filters are available that use electrical coupling between sections.
3.10.7 Resistor-Capacitor (RC) Active Filters
The advent of high-stability integrated-circuit operational amplifiers, and especially circuits providing multiple operational amplifiers, has made the use of RC active filters attractive at low frequencies (up to about 100 kHz). For band-pass applications, several approaches are possible [3.9]. For very wide band filters, the cascading of low-pass and
high-pass sections may be used. Figure 3.25a shows a high-pass section that results in a
third-order elliptic section with a cutoff around 300 Hz. Figure 3.25b corresponds to a
fifth-order 0.5-dB Chebyshev low-pass filter with cutoff at approximately 900 Hz. Cascading these sections (with isolation in between to avoid the impedance changes inherent
in direct connection) produces a filter with pass band of 300 to 900 Hz.
The circuits shown in Figure 3.26 produce a pair of poles (and a zero at the origin). By
choosing the poles to be complex conjugate, the equivalent of a single resonator is achieved.
By cascading such sections, each designed to provide an appropriate pole location, any of
the all-pole band-pass filter shapes (Butterworth, Chebyshev, Bessel, and so on) may be
achieved. The different configurations have different limitations, among these being the Q
that is achievable. The circuits of Figure 3.27 produce greater Q, but with greater complexity. Figure 3.27a shows the Q-multiplier circuit, which uses an operational amplifier with
feedback to increase the Q of a single-pole circuit. An example of its use with a low-Q multiple-feedback band-pass (MFBP) section is shown in Figure 3.27b. This technique can also
be used to increase the Q of other resonators as long as the gain and phase shift characteristics of the operational amplifier are retained to the resonance frequency.
If an elliptic filter (or other structure) with zeros as well as poles is required, one of the
configurations shown in Figure 3.28 can be used to provide a section with conjugate pole
and zero pairs, with the positive-frequency zero location either above or below the pole location. The voltage-controlled voltage-source (VCVS) configurations (Figure 3.28a and b)
use one operational amplifier but many capacitors. The biquad circuit uses only two capacitors but four operational amplifiers. The parameter K of the VCVS circuit is determined
from a relationship involving the pole Q and frequency, and the zero frequency. Figure 3.29
shows a filter design for a band-pass filter using two VCVS sections and one MFBP section.
The design is for a three-pole two-zero filter with a center frequency at 500 Hz, passband of
200 Hz, and stop-band rejection of 35 dB at ±375 Hz.
While active filter sections can be useful for low-frequency use, most low- frequency
processing in newer receiver designs uses digital filters. These are discrete-time-sampled
filters using sample quantizing. They may be implemented using digital circuits or using
microprocessors to achieve the necessary signal processing.
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Figure 3.25 Active filter designs: (a) high-pass 3rd-order elliptical section and (b) low-pass
5th-order Chebyshev filter. (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)

3.10.8 Semiconductor-Based Filters
The silicon-based filter is a new tool for receiver designers. This technology utilizes an
addressable capacitor bank/diode combination that is switched on-and-off to form a passive
filter on a semiconductor substrate. Advantages of this approach include virtual elimination
of intermodulation distortion. This technology is particularly interesting for use as an input
filter in receiver systems.

3.11 Time-Sampled Filters
Many modern processing techniques use discrete-time samples of the incoming wave instead of the continuous as-received wave. The sampling theorem states that any band-limited waveform may be reproduced from samples taken at a rate which exceeds twice the
highest frequency in the band (Nyquist). Figure 3.30 shows various waveforms and the
spectra resulting from regular sampling of a band-limited signal. The sampling duration
must be very short compared to the period of the highest frequency in the waveform and,
ideally, would be instantaneous. In the time domain, sampling can be thought of as the
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Figure 3.26 All-pole filter configurations: (a) basic multiple-feedback band-pass (MFBP) circuit (Q < 20), (b) modified MFBP section, (c) biquad circuit (Q < 200), (d) dual-amplifier
band-pass circuit (Q < 150). (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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Figure 3.27 Q-multiplier circuit: (a) general block diagram, (b) realization using MFBP section. (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)

product of the wave being sampled and a waveform of impulses occurring at the period of
the sampling frequency. In the frequency domain, this results in the convolution of the two
spectra. The spectrum of the sampling impulse train is a train of impulses in the frequency
domain, separated by the sampling frequency. The convolution of this with the band-limited spectrum results in that spectrum being translated by each of the sampling impulses so
that the end result is a group of band-limited spectra, all having the same shape, but each
displaced from the other by the sampling frequency.
Band-pass spectra do not necessarily have this type of symmetry about their center frequency. A band-pass waveform sampled at a rate that is greater than twice the width of the
band-pass spectrum also results in a spectrum with translated replicas for every harmonic of
the sampling frequency (also dc and the fundamental). The resulting spectra need have no
symmetry about the sampling harmonic, and, indeed, the harmonics should not fall within
the replicas. The translated nonzero positive- and negative-frequency replicas may be offset
in such a way that the resulting spectra from the convolution have overlapping spectral components that, when summed, bear little resemblance to the original spectrum. Nevertheless it
is possible to choose sampling frequencies so that the resulting positive- and negativefrequency convolutions result in symmetrical spectra about the harmonics. If this is done,
the low-pass version is the real wave that would result from SSB demodulation of the original wave, and the remainder represents AM of the harmonic frequencies by this wave. This
fact can be useful to reduce processing of band-pass signals by sampling them at rates
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Figure 3.28 Elliptic-function band-pass sections: (a) voltage-controlled voltage source
(VCVS) section for K < 1, (b) VCBS section for K > 1, (c) biquad section. (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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Figure 3.29 Example of an active band-pass filter design. (From [3.9]. Reprinted by permission of McGraw-Hill.)

greater than twice the bandwidth, rather than at rates greater than twice the highest frequency.
For processing band-pass waveforms as sampled waveforms, it is convenient to divide
them into in-phase and quadrature components, each of which has a symmetrical amplitude
and odd symmetrical phase, and to process these separately. This can be achieved by using
filters that separate the two components into their Hilbert time complements and sampling
each, or by sampling with two data streams offset by one-fourth of the carrier frequency of
the band-pass spectrum and processing each separately. The same two data streams can be
obtained by mixing the wave with sine and cosine waves at the carrier frequency to produce
two low-pass waveforms and then sampling them.
The specific time-sampled filters we deal with in this section are essentially low-pass, although this technique can encompass low-frequency band-pass filters. We will assume that
where higher-frequency band-pass filtering with such filters needs to be performed, separation into Hilbert components has been accomplished and two similar low-pass structures are
used for the processing.
3.11.1 Discrete Fourier and z Transforms
When dealing with nonsampled signals, it is convenient to deal with the time representation, the Fourier transform, and the Laplace transform of the signal. The Fourier transform
provides us with the frequency response characteristics of waveforms and permits definition of filters by their amplitude and phase characteristics versus frequency. The Laplace
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Figure 3.30 Sampled-signal time and spectrum relationships: (a) source of voice input, (b)
typical voice input, (c) diagram of U, (d) diagram of UV, (e) passing UV through a low-pass filter and amplifier to obtain V, (f) enlarged diagram of unit sampling function U, (g) spectrum
analysis of V and UV. (After [3.11]. Courtesy of Wadsworth Publishing Co.)

transform provides expressions for the response in the complex-frequency plane, and allows us to specify filters by their pole and zero locations. Filters can also be treated in the
time domain by considering their responses to the unit impulse and using the
convolutional integral. When dealing with discrete-sampled signals we can use similar
tools:
• The discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
• z transform
• Convolution sum
For more details consult [3.12] through [3.14]. Table 3.1 compares these continuous and
discrete tools.
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Table 3.1 Comparison of Tools for Continuous and Discrete Signal Processing

The DFT differs from the continuous Fourier transform in obvious ways. The principal
difference in the spectrum is that it is repeated periodically along the frequency axis with a
period of 1/T, the sampling frequency. Because of this, filter designs need consider only one
strip in the complex-frequency (s) plane, for example, the area between the line – ∞ – jπ/T
to ∞ – jπ/T and the line – ∞ + jπ/T to ∞ + jπ/T . It is for this reason that the spectrum of the
signal being sampled should be band-limited. Otherwise, after sampling, the periodic spectra would overlap and result in distortion of the signal in subsequent recovery. This type of
distortion is known as aliasing. It is also for this reason that the z transform is used rather
than the discrete Laplace transform in studying the location of singularities in the complex-frequency plane. The transformation z = exp ( j 2πfT ), equivalent to z = exp ( sT ),
maps all of the periodic strips in the s plane into the z plane. The mapping is such that the
portion of the strip to the left of the imaginary axis in the s plane is mapped within the unit
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circle in the z plane, and the remainder is mapped outside the unit circle. The condition for
the stability of circuits, that their poles be in the left half s plane, converts to the condition
that poles in the z plane be within the unit circle.
3.11.2 Discrete-Time-Sampled Filters
Because the sampled values f ( nT ) are each constant, a z transform of a realizable waveform is a polynomial in z. However, the definition of z is such that z –1 represents a delay of
T in the time domain. These factors facilitate the design of discrete-time-sampled filters
through the use of delay lines, and by extension to the design of filters using digital samples and memories to achieve the necessary delay. Figure 3.31 shows some of the configurations that can be used to create discrete-time-sampled filters. Each of the boxes labeled
z –1 represents a delay of T. Additions are shown by circles about a plus sign, and multiplications are shown by letters representing coefficients of the numerator and denominator
polynomials of the z-domain transfer function.
The an values represent the numerator coefficients and jointly produce the zeros of the
filters, and the bn values represent the denominator coefficients (except for the zero-order
coefficient, which is normalized to unity) and jointly produce the poles. Because the input
samples x(x) of these filters are fed back after various delays, a single impulse fed to the input continues to produce output indefinitely (but gradually attenuated if a stable configuration has been chosen). Such filters are referred to as infinite impulse response (IIR) types
and correspond to common filters in the continuous time domain. If the various bn values are
set equal to zero, the configuration of Figure 3.31c is obtained. This represents a filter with
all zeros and no poles. The multipliers are equivalent to the time samples of the unit impulse
response of the filter truncated at sample N – 1. For this reason, this structure is known as a
finite impulse response (FIR) filter. Many techniques have been devised for the design of
such filters, as described in the references.
3.11.3 Analog-Sampled Filter Implementations
Time-sampled filters have been constructed by using low-pass filter structures to provide
the delays or by using electrical delay line structures (helical transmission lines). However,
the principal types that may occasionally be of use for receiver applications are SAW filters and filters using capacitor storage, often called bucket brigade devices. These are of
considerable interest because it is possible to implement them using microelectronic integrated-circuit techniques. The structures may also be used for other purposes than filtering, where delayed output is useful.
In the bucket brigade types, the input voltage sample is used to charge the first of a series
of small capacitors. Between sampling times, circuits are activated to transfer the charge
from each capacitor to the next one along the line. Thus, the capacitors constitute a “bucket
brigade delay line.” By providing readout amplifiers at each stage and attenuators as appropriate, filters of any of the Figure 3.31 configurations can be made. These structures are of
particular interest when implemented in integrated circuits. Figure 3.32 shows the response
of a 64-stage device offered commercially [3.15] as a low-pass filter (using the Figure 3.31c
configuration). Band-pass and chirped filters are also available. The structures can be made
to have linear phase response, skirts with greater than 150 dB/ octave roll-off rate, and
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Figure 3.31 Time-sampled filter configurations: (a) direct form 1, (b) direct form 2, (c) FIR direct form. (After [3.14].)
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Figure 3.32 Narrow low-pass filter spectral response (Reticon R5602-1). (After [3.15]. Courtesy of Reticon Corp.)

stop-band rejection of 50 dB. Sampling rates up to 1 MHz are offered, and filter characteristics may be scaled by changing the clock frequency.
SAWs may be excited on piezoelectric substrates. Delayed versions can be picked up
from the substrate along the direction of propagation. These devices are not truly discrete-sampled components, because their outputs are a sum of attenuated continuous delayed waveforms. However, the configuration of the filters resembles that in Figure 3.31c,
except for the continuity of the output. The advantage of SAWs is the reduction of propagation velocity in the acoustic medium and the consequent feasibility of constructing a long
delay line in a small space. For example, in single-crystal lithium niobate, which is frequently used, acoustic waves are about five orders of magnitude slower than electromagnetic waves. Thus, a 1-µs delay can be achieved in 1/3 cm of this material, whereas it would
require about 1000 ft of coaxial cable.
The surface waves are set up and received on a thin piezoelectric substrate using an
interdigital transducer (IDT). This consists of thin interleaved conductors deposited on the
substrate. Figure 3.33 shows the basic structure. For more information on the construction
and theory of operation, consult [3.16] through [3.19]. SAWs are useful for filters over a frequency range from about 10 MHz to 3 GHz and provide bandwidths from about 1 to 25 percent or more of center frequency. Insertion loss is on the order of 10 dB below 500 MHz, but
increases above this frequency. The IDT can be weighted by tapering the lengths of overlap
of the fingers, as shown in Figure 3.34a [3.20]. The response of this filter is shown in Figure
3.34b. Had the lengths of the fingers not been tapered, the side lobes of the filter would have
been higher, as indicated in the theoretical response shown in Figure 3.34c. As filter elements for radios, SAWs should be considered for frequencies above HF and for wide
bandwidths, where other filter types are not available.
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Figure 3.33 Mechanical configuration of a SAW filter using IDTs with uniform-length fingers.
(After [3.16].)

SAW Application Considerations

Many of the advantages of SAW devices are derived from their basic physical structure.
They are inherently rugged and reliable, and—because their operating characteristics are
established by photolithographic processes—they do not require tuning adjustment. SAW
devices also provide excellent temperature stability. The temperature curve is parabolic
and repeatable, from wafer to wafer, to within a few degrees Celsius.
Modern SAW filters use finite impulse response design techniques, similar to those applied to digital filters. The principal design tool is the Fourier transform, which is used to relate the time and frequency responses of the transducers and resultant filter element. Although actual filter synthesis is a complex process, in general, the design engineer derives
two impulse responses for the two transducers whose transforms can be combined (in dB) to
produce the desired overall frequency response characteristic. These two impulse responses
are then etched onto the surface of the metalized piezoelectric substrate.
The fractional bandwidth (passband divided by the center frequency) is usually the first
and most important parameter to consider when specifying a SAW filter. The fractional
bandwidth determines the substrate material, which establishes the temperature stability of
the resulting component. Furthermore, it limits the design options available because resonator filter technologies can rarely be used for fractional bandwidths greater than 0.3 percent,
and low-loss filter techniques are rarely useful at fractional bandwidths greater than 10 percent. As the fractional bandwidth of a SAW filter increases, the number of interdigital electrodes on the surface of the substrate decreases, requiring higher coupling materials at wider
fractional bandwidths.
SAW filters have been used for many years in the IF stages of communications receivers.
These devices, however, tended to be physically large and exhibit relatively high insertion
loss. Loss of 20 to 35 dB was not uncommon. Newer devices feature reduced insertion loss
(2 to 10 dB is typical) and significantly reduced occupied volume. Examples of these devices include:
• Coupled-resonator filters
• Proximity coupled resonator filters
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Figure 3.34 SAW filter: (a) construction with tapered IDT finger lengths, (b) selectivity curve,
(c) theoretical selectivity curve for uniform-length fingers. (After [3.20].)

• Single-phase unidirectional transducer filters
The performance of the filter elements in a communications receiver are important no
matter what the application. Digital systems, however, are particularly sensitive to filter
shortcomings. For SAW devices, group-delay variations in the passband can result in pulse
ringing on the desired symbol. The result is often intersymbol interference (ISI). Group de-
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lay deviation (GDD) limits on IF filters for digital communications systems, therefore, are
significantly tighter than for analog radios.

3.12 Digital Processing Filters
Modern high-quality radio designs rely on digital implementation for selectivity, demodulation, and signal processing. As A/D converters have become faster and more accurate,
and as integrated digital circuits and microprocessors have become available at low cost,
digital techniques have become attractive. Advantages of digital processing include the
small size and low cost of the circuits, availability of many filter design techniques, ease of
changing filter characteristics under computer control, and absence of costly alignment
procedures. Digital processing has progressed from audio circuits into modems, IF filters,
and front-ends, leading to a number of commercially-available “all-digital” receivers.
Limitations on A/D accuracy and noise, and the speed of such circuits have been the principle design challenges to be overcome in all-digital receivers. Progress, however, continues to be made.
Digital filters are based on discrete sampling concepts, with the added characteristic that
the samples are digitized using A/D converters. The A/D converter changes each sample
into a group of binary samples that may be stored and on which digital delay, multiplication,
and addition can be carried out. Filter circuits may be designed as described for sampled filters in general. Digital storage and processing can easily implement the configurations of
Figure 3.31. Because the coefficients and interconnectivities can be stored in digital memories, the filter configurations may be changed readily. The principal disadvantages are limitations on accuracy and stability resulting from the quantization of the samples and coefficients and the rate at which the processes must be carried out (number of operations per second). The latter determines whether a particular process can be performed within a microprocessor or whether separate additional digital circuit elements are required.
A number of basic techniques for the design of digital filters have been devised ([3.13],
[3.14], and [3.21]). Three general concepts are used:
• Frequency-domain design
• Complex-frequency-domain singularity selection
• Impulse response (time-domain) design
Because of the close interrelationship between the sampled time series and the z transform, these methods may result in similar filter structures. Frequency-domain designs can
use a DFT to convert from the time to the frequency domain, and then modify the resulting
spectrum in accordance with a desired frequency-domain response. The resultant can then
be restored to the time domain. To provide a continuing time series output, it is necessary
to use a “pipeline” DFT process.
An alternative is to use a finite fast Fourier transform (FFT) with time padding. The FFT
operates on a finite number of time samples but provides conversion between time and frequency domains much more rapidly than a direct DFT performing the same task. Because
the number of samples is finite, the conversion back to the time domain is based on a periodic wave, introducing errors in the first and last samples of the group. By padding the input
series with sufficient zeros before the first real sample and after the final sample, this influ-
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ence can be eliminated, and successive groups can be displaced and added to provide a continuous time-sampled output after the filtering process. Where possible, this process requires less digital processing than the continual pipeline DFT conversions.
Using the DFT process, it is also possible to convert the frequency-domain coefficients
back to the time domain and then design a filter of the IIR type, depending on the resulting
coefficients. This same approach can be used in dealing with the location of singularities in
the complex z domain. Once the poles and zeros are located, they can be converted into a ratio of polynomials in z, from which the various filter coefficients can be determined.
The use of the impulse response to define the filter is especially useful for an FIR design
(Figure 3.31c) because the coefficients are the samples of this response. The filter differs
slightly from an analog filter upon which it might be based because of the finite duration of
the impulse. In this case, however, initial requirements should be based on a finite impulse
response. This is especially valuable when considering the ISI of digital signals. FIR filters
possess a number of advantages. Such filters are always stable and realizable. They can be
designed easily to have linear phase characteristics. Round-off noise from the finite
quantization can be made small, and these filters are always realizable in the delay line form
of Figure 3.31c. Disadvantages of this configuration include the requirement for a large
amount of processing when a sharp filter approximation is required, and a linear phase FIR
filter may not be compatible with an integral number of samples. Figure 3.35 shows example frequency responses of low-pass FIR filters. Figure 3.36 shows an example of a
band-pass filter.
IIR filters cannot have linear phase if they are to satisfy the physical realizability criterion
(no response before input). In order to be stable, their poles must lie within the unit circle in
the z plane. They are more sensitive to quantization error than FIR filters and may become
unstable from it. Generally, IIR filters require less processing for a given filter characteristic
than FIR filters. These filters are implemented by the configurations of Figure 3.31a and b.
IIR filters can be designed by partial fraction expansion of their z transforms, leading to the
use of individual sections involving one or two delays to implement a single pole or a pair of
complex pairs of poles, respectively. IIR filters may be designed directly in the z plane, and
optimization techniques are available. However, they may also be designed by transformation of analog filter designs. Because the s plane and the z plane do not correspond directly,
the transformation cannot maintain all properties of the analog filter. The following four
procedures are widely used:
• Mapping of differentials. In this technique, the differentials that appear in the differential equations of the analog filter are replaced by finite differences (separated by T ). Rational transfer functions in s become rational transfer functions in z. However, filter characteristics are not well preserved.
• Impulse invariant transformation. This technique preserves the impulse response by
making the samples equal to the continuous response at the same time. There are z-transform equivalents to single-pole and dual complex-conjugate-pole s-plane expressions.
The s-plane expression is broken into partial fractions and replaced by the equivalent
z-plane partial fractions. The frequency response of the original filter is not preserved.
• Bilinear transformation. This technique uses the transformation
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Figure 3.35 Frequency response of low-pass FIR digital filter designs, (a) Kaiser windowing
design, (b) frequency sampling design, (c, next page) optimal (minimax) design. (After
[3.12]. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc.)
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Figure 3.35 (Continued)

Figure 3.36 Frequency response of a band-pass digital FIR filter using a frequency sampling
design. (After [3.14]. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc.)
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s=

2(1 – z –1 )
T (1 + z –1 )

• Substitution in the s transfer function yields a z transform to implement the filter. The
transformation can be compensated to provide a similar amplitude versus frequency response, but neither phase response nor impulse response of the analog filter is preserved.
• Matched z transformation. This technique replaces poles or zeros in the s plane by
those in the z plane using the transformation
( s + a) =1 – z –1 exp (– a T )
• The poles are the same as those that result from the impulse invariant response. The zeros,
however, differ. In general, use of the matched z transform is preferred over the bilinear
transformation.
All of these techniques are useful to simulate an analog filter. When the filter has a sufficiently narrow band, the approximations can be reasonably good. Furthermore, they allow
use of the families of filter characteristics that have been devised for analog filters. However, as a general rule for new filter design, it would seem better to commence design in the z
plane.
Because of the large number of design types and the difficulty of formulating universal
criteria, it is difficult to compare FIR and IIR filters. In a specific case several designs meeting the same end performance objectives should be tried to determine which is easiest and
least expensive to produce.

3.13 Frequency Tracking
For many years general-purpose receivers were tuned over their bands using a mechanical
control that simultaneously varied the parameters of the antenna coupling, RF interstage,
and oscillator resonant circuits. The most common form was the ganged capacitor, which
used the rotation of a single shaft to vary the tuning capacitance in each of the stages. Except for home entertainment receivers, which were produced in large numbers, the receivers employed capacitors with essentially identical sections. Because the antenna and
interstage circuits often used coils with coupled primaries, each one often different, resonant above or below the frequency band, the effective inductance of the coils varied
slightly with the tuning frequency. Also, the LO had a fixed offset equal to the IF either
above or below the desired frequency, so the band ratio covered by the LO circuit differed
from that covered by the RF and antenna circuits. As a result it was necessary to devise circuits that could tune to the desired frequency with minimum error using the same setting
of the variable capacitor element. This was necessary to reduce tracking losses caused by
the RF or antenna circuits being off tune, and thus reducing gain. The result was a variation of sensitivity, and of the image and IF rejection ratios.
The modern receiver with synthesizer and up converter can avoid the tracking problem
by replacing the variably tuned circuits with switched broad-band filters. However, there are
still designs where down converters may be needed and RF tuning may become essential.
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Figure 3.37 Circuits for simple tracking analysis.

Therefore, the designer should be aware of the techniques for minimizing losses in tracked
circuits. Except in unusual cases, the modern tuning elements are not likely to be mechanical but rather electrically tuned varactors, so that frequency change can be effected rapidly,
under computer control. In this discussion, the variable element will be assumed to be a capacitor, but analogous results could be obtained using variable inductor elements and
changing the circuits appropriately.
Figure 3.37 shows a simple tuned circuit and a tuned circuit with a fixed series padding
capacitor, both tuned by the same value of variable capacitance C. The second circuit covers
a smaller range of frequencies than the former, and the frequency of tuning for a given setting of C can be modified by changing Cp and C3 and/or C4. Because it was more common for
the LO frequency to be above the RF, the second circuit is often referred to as the oscillator
circuit in the literature. However, this type of circuit may be used whenever one circuit of a
group covers a more limited range than another, whether it is used for oscillator, RF, or antenna coupling. If Cp is very large or infinite (direct connection), it is possible to track the
circuits at only two frequencies. This can be done by adjusting the total shunt capacitance at
the higher frequency and the inductance value at the lower frequency. Such a procedure is
known as two-point tracking and is useful if the ratio of band coverage is small.
In the superheterodyne receiver, the tuned frequency is determined by that of the LO. The
actual difference between the LO frequency and the RF frequency for the circuits of Figure
3.37 may be expressed by the following
4 π2 f1 =
2

1

(3.39a)

L1 (C 2 + C )

4 π2 f 2 =

1
L 2 [C 4 + C p (C 3 + C )

4 π2 f 2 =

1
L 2 (C 4 + C 3 + C )

2

2

(C p + C 3 + C )]

Cp =∞

(3.39b)

(3.39c)
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Figure 3.38 An example of two-point tracking for wide bandwidth.

The frequency difference is f 2 – f 1 . The points of tracking fm1 and fm2, where the difference
is zero, will be chosen near the ends of the band. In one form of idealized two-point tracking curve, the points fm1 and fm2 are selected to produce equal tracking error at the top, bottom, and center of the band. For an assumed quadratic variation, the values of tracking frequency that produce this condition are [3.22]
f m 1 = 0.854 f a + 0146
fb
.

(3.40a)

.
f m 2 = 0146
f b – 0.854 f a

(3.40b)

where fb and fa are the upper- and lower-end frequencies, respectively.
Generally C has been determined in advance and Cp is infinite or selected. The values of fa
and fb determine the end points for the oscillator circuit, and fm1 and fm2 the tracking points for
the RF circuit. If these values are substituted in Equation (3.39), relationships among the
component values are established that produce the desired tracking curve. As pointed out,
only two-point tracking is used when fa/fb is relatively small (less than 1.5 in most cases). To
illustrate the disadvantage of using two-point tracking for wider bands, Figure 3.38 shows a
result for wide-band coverage (550 to 1650 kHz, or 3.0 ratio). For a 456 kHz IF, the maximum tracking error is about 60 kHz. If the RF circuit Q were 50, this would represent a
tracking loss of 14 dB at a tuning frequency of 1200 kHz. To improve this condition,
three-point tracking is used.
In three-point tracking we attempt to select the circuit values so that there is zero tracking
error at three points within the tuning range. The values fa and fb are established by the band
ends of the oscillator circuit. The three tracking frequencies f1, f2, and f3 are chosen to minimize tracking error over the band. As a result, there are five relationships in Equation (3.39)
to be fulfilled among the six selectable components. Because negative values of inductance
and capacitance are not realizable in passive components, these relationships do not allow
completely arbitrary selection of any one of the components. However, some of the components may be arbitrarily selected and the others determined. The results of such calculations
under various conditions are summarized in Table 3.2 [3.23].
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Table 3.2 Summary of Tracking Component Values for Various Conditions (From [3.23].
Courtesy of Donald S. Bond.)

The various symbols used in Table 3.2 are given here. All frequencies are expressed in
megahertz, all inductances in microhenries, and all capacitances in picofarads. The tracking
frequencies are f1, f2, and f3. The IF is fIF
a = f1 + f 2 + f 3
b 2 = f1 f 2 + f1 f 3 + f 2 f 3
c 3 = f1 f 2 f 3
d = a + 2 f IF
l2 =

b2 d – c 3
2 f IF

m 2 = l 2 + f IF + ad − b 2
2

c 3 d + f IF l 2
2

n2 =

m2

Co = total tuning capacitance of the first circuit, at any frequency fo
L1 =

25, 330
Co fo

2

A = C o f o (1
2

n2 – 1

l2 )
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Figure 3.39 An idealized three-point tracking curve.

B=

Co fo
l2

2

– C3

The tracking frequencies in three-point tracking may be selected to produce equal tracking error at the ends of the band and at the two intermediate extrema. Under these circumstances [3.22]
f 1 = 0.933 f a + 0.067 f b

(3.41a)

f 2 = 0.5 f a + 0.5 f b

(3.41b)

f 3 = 0.067 f a + 0.933 f b

(3.41c)

This results in an idealized cubic curve. For the same example as before, this approach reduces the maximum tracking error to about 5.5 kHz, which for a circuit Q of 50 results in
about 0.83-dB tracking loss at 1200 kHz, a considerable improvement over two-point
tracking.
The equal tracking error design results in equal tracking loss at each of the maximum error points if the circuit Q increases directly with frequency. This is not necessarily the case.
If we examine the case where the Q is constant over the band, we find that the errors in 2∆f / f
rather than ∆f should be equal. This produces Equation (3.42) and Figure 3.39 [3.23]
f 1 = 0.98 f a + 0.03 f b

(3.42a)

f 2 = 0.90 f a + 0.27 f b

(3.42b)

f 3 = 0.24 f a + 0.84 f b

(3.42c)

These values are plotted in Figure 3.40, where t 1 = f b / f a . The frequencies of error
extrema are fa, fb, and
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Figure 3.40 Three-point tracking of critical frequencies. (After [3.23].)

f ∆1 = 0.93 f a + 013
. fb

(3.43a)

f ∆ 2 = 0.64 f a + 0.53 f b

(3.43b)

These values are also plotted in Figure 3.40.
An example of this tracking approach is shown in Figure 3.41, which shows the RF and
LO circuits for a 52 to 63 MHz band VHF receiver tuned by varying the voltage of capacitive
varactors. The same tuning voltage is used to tune LO and RF amplifiers. In this case we are
dealing with a down converter to an IF of 11.5 MHz, and the oscillator is tuned below the RF
in this band.

3.14 IF and Image Frequency Rejection
Tuned RF circuits have been devised to increase the rejection of IF or image frequencies to
a greater extent than a simple resonator could achieve by itself. The techniques used include locating primary resonances and couplings to provide poorer transfer at the IF or image frequency and tapping the secondary circuit. The technique of using “traps” (transmission zeros) at the IF or image frequency can be used not only with tunable circuits, but
with broader band-switched circuits as well.
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Figure 3.41 Tracked electrically tuned circuits for a VHF-band receiver: (a) RF tuner, (b) oscillator.
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Figure 3.42 Circuit with tracking poles of attenuation.

Figure 3.43 Plot of attenuation for the circuit shown in Figure 3.42.

It is frequently desirable to design receivers for wide dynamic range. The input filters for
such receivers need substantial image or local oscillator reradiation suppression, but may
not tolerate the losses that a multiresonator filter would produce. A clever technique for
such suppression is shown in Figure 3.42 [3.24]. Two coupled tuned circuits are used to tune
to the signal frequency. Additional parallel circuits, in series with these, generate two trapping poles, one at the image frequency and the other at the local oscillator frequency. As a result, up to 80-dB image and oscillator suppression relative to the input port are obtainable, as
shown in the simulation results given in Figure 3.43. This particular design is for a filter tun-
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ing from 117 to 137 MHz, with a 10.7 MHz IF and a high-side local oscillator. Above the
tuning frequency, the lower circuits have a capacitive reactance. The resonant frequencies of
the upper circuits are such that they present an inductive reactance. The resulting series resonance attenuates the undesired frequency. Proper choice of the rejection circuit inductance
and the resonant frequency permits two-point tracking of the rejection frequency over the
tuning range. The tracking error is dependent upon the fractional tuning range and the
amount of separation of the undesired frequency from the desired frequency. Analogous
techniques may be used for series-tuned circuits. The approach is of use for high- and lowside local oscillators when the IF is below the tuning band. For IF above the tuning band, the
rejection frequencies are sufficiently separated that fixed-tuned band-pass filters are generally used, and traps are not usually necessary.

3.15 Electronically-Tuned Filter
As discussed in the previous sections, modern receivers control input stages as well as the
oscillator band and frequency by electrical rather than mechanical means [3.25]. Tuning is
accomplished by voltage-sensitive capacitors (varactor diodes), and band switching by diodes with low forward conductance. Because the wireless band (essentially 400 MHz to
2.4 GHz) is so full of strong signals, the use of a tracking filter is a desirable solution to
improve performance and prevent second-order IMD products or other overload effects.
The dc control voltage needed for the filter can easily be derived from the VCO control
voltage. There may be a small dc offset, depending on the IF used.
3.15.1 Diode Performance
The capacitance versus voltage curves of a varactor diode depend on the variation of the
impurity density with the distance from the junction. When the distribution is constant,
there is an abrupt junction and capacitance follows the law
C=

K

(V d + V )

1

(3.44)
2

where Vd is the contact potential of the diode and V is applied voltage.
Such a junction is well approximated by an alloyed junction diode. Other impurity distribution profiles give rise to other variations, and the previous equation is usually modified to
C=

K

(V d + V )

n

(3.45)

where n depends on the diffusion profile and C0 = K/Vdn.
A so-called graded junction, having a linear decrease in impurity density with the distance from the junction, has a value of n. This is approximated in a diffused junction.
In all cases these are theoretical equations, and limitations on the control of the impurity
pattern can result in a curve that does not have such a simple expression. In such a case, the
coefficient n is thought of as varying with voltage. If the impurity density increases away
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Figure 3.44 Voltage-dependent change of capacitance for different types of diodes. The
BB141 is a hyperabrupt diode with n = 0.75. (From [3.26]. Used with permission.)

from the junction, a value of n higher than 0.5 can be obtained. Such junctions are called
hyperabrupt. A typical value for n for a hyperabrupt junction is about 0.75. Such capacitors
are used primarily to achieve a large tuning range for a given voltage change. Figure 3.44
shows the capacitance-voltage variation for the abrupt and graded junctions as well as for a
particular hyperabrupt junction diode. Varactor diodes are available from a number of manufacturers. Maximum values range from a few to several hundred picofarads, and useful capacitance ratios range from about 5 to 15.
Figure 3.45 shows three typical circuits that are used with varactor tuning diodes. In all
cases, the voltage is applied through a large resistor Re or, better, an RF choke in series with a
small resistor. The resistance is shunted across the lower diode, and can be converted to a
shunt load resistor across the inductance to estimate Q. The diode also has losses that can result in lowering the circuit Q at high capacitance, when the frequency is sufficiently high.
This must be considered in the circuit design.
The frequent-dependent performance is not only determined by applying the dc tuning
voltage to Equation (3.45). If the RF voltage is sufficient to drive the diode into conduction
on peaks, an average current will flow in the circuits of Figure 3.45, which will increase the
bias voltage. The current is impulsive, giving rise to various harmonics of the circuit. Even
in the absence of conduction, Equation (3.45) deals only with the small-signal capacitance.
When the RF voltage varies over a relatively large range, the capacitance changes. In this
case, (3.45) must be changed to
dQ
K
=
dV (V + V d ) n

(3.46)
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Figure 3.45 Various configurations for tuning diodes in a tuned circuit (a through c, see the
text.). (From [3.26]. Used with permission.)

Here, Q is the charge on the capacitor. When this relation is substituted in the circuit differential equation, it produces a nonlinear differential equation, dependent on the parameter n. Thus, the varactor may generate direct current and harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Unless the diodes are driven into conduction at some point in the cycle, the direct
current must remain zero.
The current of Figure 3.45c can be shown to eliminate the even harmonics, and permits a
substantially larger RF voltage without conduction than either circuit in Figure 3.45a or b.
When n = 0.5, only second harmonic is generated by the capacitor, and this can be eliminated by the back-to-back connection of the diode pair. It has, integrating Equation (3.46),
Q + QA =

C
K
1 −n
(V + V d ) = v (V + V d )
1−n
1−n

(3.47)

Cv is the value of (3.45) for applied voltage V, and QA is a constant of integration. By letting
V = V1 + v and Q = Q1 + q, where the lower-case letters represent the varying RF and the
uppercase letters indicate the values of bias when RF is absent, thus follows
q + Q1 + QA =

1 −n
k
v + (V1 + V d )]
[
1−n

v 
1 
1+
= 1 + 
′
V  Q′ 

1

(3.48)

1 −n

(3.49)

where V′ = V1 + Vd and Q′ = Q1 + QA. For the back-to-back connection of identical diodes,
K11 = K12 = K1, V1′ = V2′ = V′, Q1′ = Q2′ = Q′, q = q1 = −q2, and v = v1 − v2. Here, the new subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the top and bottom diodes, respectively, and v and q are the RF voltage across and the charge transferred through the pair in series. This notation obtains
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q 
v v1 − v 2 
≡
= 1 − 
V′
V′
 Q′ 

1

1 −n


q 
− 1 − 
 Q′ 

1

1 −n

(3.50)

For all n, this eliminates the even powers of q, hence even harmonics. This can be shown
by expanding Equation (3.45) in a series and performing term by term combination of the
equal powers of q. In the particular case n = ½, v/V′ = 4q/Q′, and the circuit becomes linear.
The equations hold as long as the absolute value of v1/V′ is less than unity, so that there is
no conduction. At the point of conduction, the total value of v/V′ may be calculated by noticing that when v1/V′ = 1, q/Q′ = −1, so q2/Q′ = 1, v2/V = 3, and v/V = −4. The single-diode circuits conduct at v/V′ = −1, so the peak RF voltage should not exceed this. The back-to-back
configuration can provide a fourfold increase in RF voltage handling over the single diode.
For all values of n the back-to-back configuration allows an increase in the peak-to-peak
voltage without conduction. For some hyperabrupt values of n, such that 1/(1 − n) is an integer, many of the higher-order odd harmonics are eliminated, although only n = ½ provides
elimination of the third harmonic. For example, n = 2/3 results in 1/(1 − n) = 3. The fifth harmonic and higher odd harmonics are eliminated, and the peak-to-peak RF without conduction is increased eightfold; for n = 3/4 the harmonics 7 and above are eliminated, and the RF
peak is increased 16 times. It must be noted in these cases that the RF peak at the fundamental may not increase so much, since the RF voltage includes the harmonic voltages.
Because the equations are only approximate, not all harmonics are eliminated, and the
RF voltage at conduction, for the back-to-back circuit, may be different than predicted. For
example, abrupt junction diodes tend to have n of about 0.46 to 0.48 rather than exactly 0.5.
Hyperabrupt junctions tend to have substantial changes in n with voltage. The diode illustrated in Figure 3.44 shows a variation from about 0.6 at low bias to about 0.9 at higher voltages, with small variations from 0.67 to 1.1 in the midrange. The value of Vd for varactor diodes tends to be in the vicinity of 0.7 V.
3.15.2 A VHF Example
The application of tuning diodes in double-tuned circuits has been found in TV tuners for
many years. Figure 3.46 shows a common arrangement [3.26].
The input impedance of 50 Ω is transformed up to 10 kΩ. The tuned circuits consist of the
0.3-µH inductor and two sets of antiparallel diodes. By dividing the RF current in the tuned
circuit and using several diodes instead of just one pair, intermodulation distortion is reduced.
The coupling between the two tuned circuits is tuned via the 6-nH inductor that is common to both circuits. This type of inductance is usually printed on the circuit board. The diode parameters used for this application were equivalent to the Siemens BB515 diode. The
frequency response of this circuit is shown in Figure 3.47.
The coupling is less than critical. This results in an insertion loss of about 2 dB and a relatively steep passband sides. After the circuit’s large-signal performance (Figure 3.48) is
seen, a third-order intercept point of about −2 dBm is not unexpected. The reason for this
poor performance is the high impedance (high L/C ratio), which provides a large RF voltage
swing across the diodes. A better approach appears to be using even more diodes and at the
same time changing the impedance ratio (L/C ratio).
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Figure 3.46 Double-tuned filter at 161 MHz using hyperabrupt tuning diodes. By using several parallel diodes, the IMD performance improves. (From [3.26]. Used with permission.)

Figure 3.47 Frequency response of the tuned filter shown in Figure 3.46. The circuit is
undercoupled (less than transitional coupling); Q × k < 1. (From [3.26]. Used with permission.)
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Chapter 4
Antennas and Antenna Coupling
4.1 Introduction
Selecting the antenna coupling circuit to optimize the NF can be one of the most important
choices in receiver design. Over the frequency range with which we are concerned, the
wavelength can vary from many miles at the lower frequencies to less than 1 ft at 1000
MHz and above. Antenna efficiency, impedance, bandwidth, and pattern gain are all functions of the relationship of the antenna dimensions relative to the wavelength. Also, the
level of atmospheric noise increases directly with the wavelength. To a lesser extent, the
excess noise of the input device (amplifier or mixer) tends to increase with frequency.
The antenna may be located some distance from the receiver and connected through a
considerable length of transmission line, or it may be a small device mounted directly on the
receiver or transceiver housing. Many point-to-point applications are of the former type, because good antenna location can improve reception and reduce the required transmitter
power. Receivers that are hand-held require integral antenna structures, and vehicular receivers must use antennas of limited size and relatively short lengths of transmission line.
For many applications, the impedance characteristics of the receiver antenna are specified
by the system designer on the basis of the type of antenna system planned. In such cases,
sensitivity is measured using a dummy antenna with these characteristics. In hand-carried
applications, the type and size of antenna are often specified, but the implementation is left
to the designer. Our discussions of antennas in this chapter deal primarily with such small
antennas (those much smaller than a wavelength). Such antennas are characterized by high
reactances and low to moderate resistances.
Large antennas are used mainly in point-to-point service and are designed with matching
networks to feed their transmission lines. The receiver designer is usually required to work
with an impedance that is primarily resistive over the passband. The reactive portion of the
impedance seldom becomes larger than the resistive portion. Consequently, in such cases
the receiver is usually designed for a resistive dummy antenna. The most common values are
50 or 70 Ω, reflecting common transmission line characteristic impedances. For more detailed discussions of different antenna types, there are many published sources; some representative ones being [4.1] through [4.4].

4.2 Antenna Coupling Network
The function of the antenna coupling network in a receiver is to provide as good a sensitivity as possible, given the remainder of the receiver design. This is different from the role of
the antenna coupler in a transmitter, where the objective is to produce maximum radiated
power. As indicated in Chapter 3, the condition for maximum power transfer (matched im-
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Figure 4.1 The equivalent circuit of an antenna at the receiver terminals.

pedances) is not necessarily the condition for minimum NF. At the higher frequencies,
where atmospheric noise is low, the antenna may be represented by the equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 4.1. The coupling network connects between this circuit and the receiver
input device, as shown in Figure 4.2. For the receiver input, the noise model of Figure 3.2b
has been used.
The coupling network should have as low a loss as possible, because losses increase the
NF. The combination of network and antenna can be represented, using Thévenin’s theorem,
as a series generator and impedance, feeding the input circuit. If we assume that the coupling
is lossless, the contributions of Ra and RL to the output impedance will be in the same ratio as
in the antenna. If we let the impedance transformation be represented by m2, then the equivalent generator can be represented as mEa because the available power is unchanged by the
lossless network. In Figure 4.2, no output reactance has been shown because, in principle, it
can be eliminated by the network. Examining the total noise across the noiseless input impedance of the device and the noise from the antenna alone, at the same point, we find
E n + ( I n RT ) 2
2

F =1 +

4 k T RT B

(4.1)

where RT = m 2 ( Ra + RL )
The quantity RT can be varied by changing m (the network). By differentiating with regard to RT, we see that F is a minimum when RT has been adjusted to E n /I n and has a value of
1 + E n I n /2kTB. If there are losses in the coupling network, an optimum NF can be achieved
by adjusting the network output impedance to the value E n /I n and the input impedance to
provide the minimum coupling network loss. When the losses become high, it may prove
that a better overall NF is achieved at some value of RT other than optimum for the input device, if the coupling loss can thereby be reduced.
Note that the antenna itself has an NF greater than unity. The noise resulting from the
thermal radiation received by the antenna is that generated by the resistor Ra. The addition of
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Figure 4.2 The equivalent circuit of an antenna, coupling network, and the receiver input.

the losses from conductors, dielectrics, transmission lines and other elements, RL, increases
the noise power so that the overall noise is
E a = 4 k T B ( Ra + RL )
2

(4.2)

and the noise factor is
F =1 +

RL

(4.3)

Ra

At frequencies below 30 MHz, atmospheric noise produces an equivalent NF, which is
much higher than unity, usually expressed as an equivalent antenna noise factor Fa. In these
cases, the overall NF becomes
F = Fa +

RL
Ra

(4.4)

and the antenna losses, and the importance of the receiver NF in the system, are reduced. If
Fa is sufficiently high, a small antenna with very small Ra can often be used despite high
antenna and coupling losses.
On the other hand, at much higher frequencies, when highly directional antennas may
point at the sky, it is possible that the equivalent noise temperature of Ra is substantially reduced below the standard 300 K normally assumed. In such cases, it is important to minimize all losses and even to use specially cooled input amplifiers to produce maximum sensitivity. This usually occurs for receivers at higher frequencies than are covered in this book.
When a receiver is designed to operate over a small tuning range, it is comparatively
straightforward to design networks to couple the antenna. However, when—as in many HF
receivers—a wide tuning band (up to 16:1 or more) is covered with the use of a single antenna, the antenna impedance varies widely (Figure 4.3). In this case, the antenna coupling
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Figure 4.3 Typical impedance variation with frequency for an HF horizontal wire antenna.

network must either be tuned or a number of broadband coupling networks must be switched
in and out as the tuning changes. Even when a tuned circuit is used, it is necessary to switch
components if the band ratio exceeds 2 or 3:1.

4.3 Coupling Antennas to Tuned Circuits
Until recently, it was customary practice to couple the antenna to a tuned circuit connected
to the input amplifier. The tuned element was one of several similar circuits that separated
successive amplifiers and the first mixer and could be tuned simultaneously to be resonant
at the required RF. Figure 4.4 includes schematic diagrams of several variations of the coupling of an antenna to the tuned circuit. They differ mainly in the details of the coupling. In
some cases, several different couplings might be made available in a single receiver to accommodate different antenna structures. Two characteristics of the coupling circuit require
attention, the gain and detuning. The voltage gain from the antenna open-circuit generator
to the tuned circuit output (including the input impedance of the input device) and the
noise factor of the receiver at the input device determine the overall noise factor or sensitivity. The primary circuit to which the antenna is connected is generally resonant above or
below the required secondary resonance, and reflects reactance into the secondary circuit
so that the tuning differs slightly from that of the other circuits, which are tuned simultaneously. This must be taken into account in circuit design. Because advance knowledge of
the antenna impedances that may be connected to the receiver are sketchy at best, a small
trimmer capacitor is often provided for manual adjustment by the user. Figure 4.5 shows
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Figure 4.4 Typical circuits used for coupling antennas to tuned resonant circuits (a through i,
see the text).
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Figure 4.5 Gain characteristics of a coupling circuit with the primary resonant frequency fp
below the secondary at fo. (After [3.23].)

the gain variations of a typical coupling circuit of this type when the primary resonant frequency is below the secondary. Figure 4.6 shows the detuning effects.
With computer control and the need for frequency hopping, the use of mechanical tuning
has become obsolete. Voltage-tuned capacitors (varactors) or current-tuned saturable magnetic core inductors are used in some applications. Another alternative is switching of
broad-band coupling networks. When difference mixers are used, the bandwidth must be restricted to protect against spurious responses. Also, for small antennas with high Q,
broad-banding entails excessive losses, especially at higher frequencies where atmospheric
noise is low. Most passive broad-banding methods were devised to provide power transfer,
which is not as important as noise factor for receiver applications. At frequencies where
thermal noise is limiting, the matched solution is sometimes only a few decibels poorer than
the optimum noise factor solution, so that broad-band matching techniques can be used.
Also if the same antenna is to be used for both transmission and reception in a transceiver,
the matching requirement of the transmitter may outweigh the receiver considerations.

4.4 Small Antennas
As observed in Figure 4.3, an antenna structure passes through a sequence of series and
parallel resonances, similar to a transmission line. When antennas are used at frequencies
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Figure 4.6 Detuning of the secondary resonance by a nonisochronous primary resonance.

such that they operate substantially below their first resonance, they are referred to as
small antennas. There are several reasons for using small antennas:
• At very low frequencies, large antennas are impractical.
• For frequencies where external noise predominates, there is no need for better signal
pickup.
• For mobile and hand-held radios, the antennas must remain small enough to allow easy
movement.
When the antenna is to be used with a transmitter as well as a receiver, it is necessary to
match it to the transmitter impedance. For mobile radios with substantial frequency coverage, this requires either broad-band matching or an automatic matching network that retunes when the transmitter does. In this case, the receiver may be constrained to use the
same network but can use transformers to change the impedance seen by the first active
circuit.
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The most common short antenna is a vertical whip. For some narrow tuning range applications the whip may be converted to a helical form of similar length so that the extra inductance tunes it to serial resonance. For television receivers, dipoles have been used (“rabbit
ears”) as well as some structures aiming at half-wave resonance at UHF (folded dipoles,
bow ties, and circular loops). These antennas are not, strictly speaking, “small antennas.”
Loops, as small antennas, have been used extensively in portable broadcast receivers, usually in the form of coils wound on ferrite rods, mounted within the plastic case of the receiver. Loops are also used for direction finding receivers because of the sharp nulls in their
figure-eight directional patterns. At low frequencies, the loop can also be useful to reduce
the near electric field interference produced by frictionally induced voltages, usually known
as precipitation static. The loop can be shielded from electric fields without shielding it
from the electromagnetic radiated fields and thus can provide higher sensitivity than a whip
antenna, which cannot be so shielded.
4.4.1 Whip Antennas
For hand-carried sets, whips from about 2 in to 6 ft in length have been used. Generally the
shorter the whip, the greater the mobility. Some automotive vehicles have used whips up to
15 ft in length, although, again, shorter sizes are more common (and preferred). Usually
the longer sizes are used for transceivers where improved transmitter system efficiency is
sought. Over this range of lengths, the quarter-wave resonance of a whip for a mobile set
may vary from about 15 to 500 MHz. So long as the operating frequency is substantially
below this resonance, the whip input impedance appears to be a small capacitance in series
with a resistance. Although the radiation resistance of whips tends to be small, losses from
the antenna resistance and coupled objects in the vicinity (for example, a person) often
cause resistance much higher than the radiation resistance alone.
The radiation resistance of a short vertical whip over a perfect conducting plane is given
by
h 
Rr = 40 π  
λ 

2

2

(4.5)

where h is the antenna height and λ is the wavelength. Seldom does the mounting surface
resemble a plane, let alone one with perfect conduction. However, this equation does provide a rough estimate of the resistance. The open-circuit voltage is the electric field
strength multiplied by the antenna height. The capacitance is given by [4.2]
Ca =

log ( 2 h

24.2 h
a) – 0.7353

(4.6)

where h and the whip diameter a are measured in meters and C is given in picofarads. The
coefficient becomes 0.615 when h is measured in inches. Again, this is only a rough approximation to the real situation. Figure 4.7 gives the results for a 3-ft antenna and compares these with a range of measurements that have been made.
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Figure 4.7 Impedance of a short-whip antenna as a function of operating frequency.

The problem of coupling a short-whip antenna optimally to the first active circuit in a receiver, thus, involves coupling a generator with voltage that varies with frequency, in series
with a capacitive reactance and a small resistance that, with its noise temperature, also varies
with frequency. This is complicated by the fact that the antenna mounting connector usually
introduces a shunt capacitance to ground that can be a substantial fraction of the antenna capacitance. With the values shown in Figure 4.7, the predicted capacitance is 10.3 pF. The
reactance for this value is shown in the figure, and the predicted radiation resistance for the
short antenna is also plotted. The measured reactance is reasonably close to the calculated
value, although a bit lower. The addition of 3 or 4 pF would result in excellent agreement.
The measured resistance, however, differs significantly from the radiated resistance and
shows a large rise around 50 MHz. Krupka [4.5] suggests that the coupled human represents
a resonator. In his tests, the resonance appeared to be around 60 MHz. Without this effect, it
appears that the loss resistance might be 30 to 50 Ω at the low frequency, dropping off slowly
as the quarter-wave resonance of the whip is approached. Figure 4.7 shows the predicted Q
for the whip and the range of measured Q values. At the low end of the band a series tuning
circuit would have a bandwidth of about 3 MHz; at 60 MHz it would be about 20 MHz. If the
input circuit impedance were matched, the low-frequency bandwidth might be doubled.
When such sets had mechanical tuning, it was found that a series tuning inductance in a circuit such as shown in Figure 4.4d, ganged to the tuning circuit, was about the best coupling
circuit for use with short whips in this frequency range. With the requirement for quick frequency hopping, switched multiple coupling circuits, such as shown in Figure 4.4e, are a
better choice.
Historically, the need for carried equipment with wide tuning ranges has been primarily a
military requirement, principally in the frequency range from 2 to 90 MHz. Now, there are
many commercial and industrial applications at higher frequencies, but these are usually
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Figure 4.8 Simulated antenna radiation of a cellular phone.

confined to the selection of only a few frequencies in a relatively narrow band, so that the serial inductance coupling of Figure 4.4d or direct connection of the whip with a shunt coil for
tuning, as shown in Figure 4.4b, prove most useful. In the HF band, whips that are longer
than 3 ft are desirable. Between 10 and 30 MHz, such whips show trends similar to those
noted previously. Below 10 MHz, much wider ranges of loss resistance are encountered in
the measurements, presumably because the longer wavelength permits coupling to a far
broader range of the surroundings. The serial inductance tuning, followed by an appropriate
resonant circuit step-up, would remain the coupling of choice. However, below 10 MHz, atmospheric noise is sufficiently high that it often limits sensitivity even when coupling is far
from optimum. For circuits at such frequencies, active antennas provide the ideal solution
for broad-band tuning. Such circuits can also be useful at higher frequencies.
Although the 1/4-wave whip antenna is probably the most common, the 5/8-wave antenna is preferable in many cases because of its additional gain and more horizontal beam
pattern.
Dual band antennas are available with a typical ratio of 1:3 (150/450 MHz, for example)
that can dramatically reduce the compromises required in the design of radios operating between widely spaced frequencies. The dual band system, while solving certain matching issues, imposes additional requirements on the coupling network of the receiver front end.
The safety of the whip antenna for hand-held applications, such as the cellular telephone,
has been called into question from time-to-time. The issue, of course, has nothing to do with
reception, but has everything to do with the transmitter portion of the radio set. Figure 4..8
shows the simulated radiation of a common cellular phone. While there are no absolute values attached to the pattern (shades of gray), it is interesting to note that the antenna extension
inside the plastic casing also radiates. As expected, however, most of the energy is emitted
by the top of the antenna.
4.4.2 Loop Antennas
The principal uses for loop antennas have been in radio direction finders and in portable
broadcast receivers. The loop antenna differs from the monopole in that when the face of
the loop is vertical, it responds to the magnetic field rather than the electric field. The first
resonance of a loop antenna is a parallel resonance rather than a series resonance. When
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the dimensions of a loop antenna are small compared to a wavelength, the loop is said to be
small, and its impedance is an inductance in series with a resistance. This includes the loss
resistance and a small radiation resistance. Rather than being omnidirectional in azimuth,
like a whip, the loop responds as the cosine of the angle between its face and the direction
of arrival of the electromagnetic wave. This is the familiar figure-eight pattern that makes
the loop useful for direction finding by providing a sharp null for waves arriving perpendicular to the face. Loops often have multiple turns to increase the effective height and
may also have a high permeability core to reduce size.
A single turn loop in air has a low-frequency inductance that is given by

8 D
L = 0.01596 D 2.303 log 
–
d 



2


(4.7)

where D is the diameter of the loop and d is the diameter of the wire in the loop, in inches,
and the inductance is given in microhenries. The radiation resistance in ohms is
A2

Rr = 320 π 4

λ4

(4.8)

where a is the area of the loop and λ is the wavelength, measured in the same units which,
when squared, give the units of a. The effective height of the loop is
heff = 2 π

A
λ

(4.9)

As the frequency increases so that the dimensions are no longer “small,” these values
change. Figure 4.9 shows the calculated loop impedance at higher frequencies, and Figure
4.10 gives a comparison of theoretical measurements with experimental data [4.6]. When
the loop has N turns, these expressions become


8 D
L = 0.01596 D N 2 2.303 log 
 – 2
d 


Rr = 320 π 4

H eff = 2 π

A2 N 2
λ4
AN
λ

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

The effect of a ferrite core is to increase inductance, radiation resistance, and effective
height. If the loop were simply immersed in a magnetic medium, the inductance and effective height would increase directly as the relative permeability of the medium, and the radiation resistance would increase by the square of the relative permeability. The usual de-
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Figure 4.9 Loop antenna characteristics: (a) coordinates for a loop antenna, (b) calculated
impedance of a loop antenna as a function of frequency, (c, next page) reactance as a function of frequency. (After [4.6].)

sign is to wind a coil on a long thin ferrite cylinder. In such a case, the air inductance must
first be calculated using one of the standard solenoid formulas, such as Wheeler’s [4.7]
L=

R2 N 2
9 R + 10 H

(4.13)

where R and H are the coil radius and length in inches and L is measured in microhenries.
The introduction of a ferrite core multiplies the values in Equations 4.12 and 4.13 by an effective permeability
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Figure 4.9 (Continued)

µe =

µ
1 + D(µ – 1 )

(4.14)

where µ is the relative permeability of the ferrite core and D is a demagnetization factor
[4.8] that increases Equation 4.11 by the square of µ e . Figure 4.11 shows the experimentally determined value of D. It will be noted that even as µ grows without limit, the maximum value µ e can attain is 1/D. For practical core sizes, this is much less than the value of
µ for ferrite.
Coupling

Coupling to a loop antenna varies somewhat depending on the application. A loop intended for broadcast or other simple communication reception is generally a multiturn device and may have a ferrite core. Such a loop can be tuned by a capacitance and connected
directly to the input of the receiver. Figure 4.12 shows some examples of this type of coupling. If the loop has lower inductance than required for proper input impedance, it may be
connected in series with an additional inductance for tuning, as shown. If the tuned loop
impedance is too high, the receiver input may be tapped down on the circuit.
For applications where the pattern of the loop is important, it must be balanced to ground
carefully. This is easier to achieve magnetically than electrically. To prevent capacitive coupling to nearby objects from upsetting the balance, the loop must also be electrostatically
shielded. This type of shielding is achieved by enclosing the loop in a grounded conductive
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Figure 4.10 A comparison of experimental measurements of a loop antenna with theoretical
calculations: (a) physical dimensions, (b) admittance as a function of frequency. (After [4.6].)

tube which has a gap to prevent completion of a circuit parallel to the loop. The loop feed
wires are shielded, and the loop input may be fed through a balun whose primary is electrostatically shielded from the secondary. In this way, the entire balanced input circuit is contained within a continuous grounded shield (Figure 4.13). The shielding prevents pickup on
the input by the normal antenna mode, the electrical field component of which can distort
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Figure 4.11 A plot of the loop antenna demagnetization factor versus the core-length-to-diameter ratio. (After [4.8].)

the pattern and reduce the sharpness of the null. In direction finding applications, a separate
whip can be employed to inject a controlled amount of this mode to distort the figure-eight
pattern to a cardioid so as to determine the direction of the pickup along the null. In some installations the loop may be located some distance from the receiver. For such a case, a lowreactance loop is desirable so that the cable (which is much shorter than a quarter-wave in
these applications) has minimum effect. The loop may be connected directly to the cable, or
a separate broad-band transformer can be used (Figure 4.14).
Electrostatic shielding of a loop also reduces the effects of precipitation static, which is
the result of electric field components from nearby static discharges. Hence, if a loop is to be
used for communications in an environment subject to such discharges, it is important that it
be shielded.
When two loops are mounted perpendicular to each other, their nulls are orthogonal. If
their output voltages are combined in phase, the result is a figure-eight pattern with null at
45°. By controlling the relative input fraction from each component loop and including
phase reversal capabilities, it is possible to rotate the null through a complete circle. This
technique is used to produce electrically-steerable nulls and automatic direction finders.
If, in this example, the voltages are added with a 90° phase offset, the resultant is a circular pattern. This arrangement can be used in communications applications to permit similar
reception from all directions while getting the protection of the loops from precipitation
static. One circuit that has been used for achieving such a combination is shown in Figure
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Figure 4.12 Examples of coupling circuits for broadcast reception.

Figure 4.13 Specialized forms of the loop antenna: (a) electrostatic shielding of a loop antenna, (b) azimuthal pattern change from a controlled “antenna effect.”
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Figure 4.14 Low impedance coupling of a loop antenna: (a) coupling circuit for a low-impedance shielded loop, (b) wideband transformer coupling at the loop.

4.15. In this case the coupling between the two resonant circuits is set to produce equal levels
from both antennas, while achieving the 90° phase shift.
For applications requiring a broad tuning band without mechanical tuning, the design of
broad-band networks with adequate performance is more difficult for loops than for
open-wire antennas because their Q tends to be much higher, and the contribution of the ra-
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Figure 4.15 A circuit for achieving an omnidirectional pattern from orthogonal loop antennas:
(a) the azimuthal location of the orthogonal loop planes, (b) a coupling circuit to produce an
omnidirectional pattern from orthogonal loops.

diation resistance is lower. When such broad-band designs prove necessary, an active antenna solution may be appropriate.

4.5 Multielement Antennas
It is not uncommon for a fixed installation to require an antenna system that exhibits a directional azimuthal pattern, which provides reduced sensitivity to signals in the direction
of other stations, or services sharing the same or adjacent frequencies. Or, put another way,
to provide increased sensitivity in a specific direction, relative to the overall azimuthal pattern. To achieve such directionality, it is usually necessary to install an antenna incorporating a number of individual elements. As the operating frequency increases into VHF and
above, the short wavelengths permit the design of specialized antennas that offer high
directivity and gain.
Some of the more common multielement antennas are discussed in the following sections. Readers should note that in the following descriptions, each antenna is treaded as a radiating device, per common practice. Understand, therefore, that terns such as “driven element” for the radiating case are equivalent to “receiving element” for the reception case.
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Figure 4.16 Five-element Yagi-Uda array.

4.5.1 Log-Periodic Antenna
The log-periodic antenna can take-on a number of forms. Typical designs include the following:
• Conical log spiral
• Log-periodic VI
• Log-periodic dipole
The most common of these antennas is the log-periodic dipole. The antenna can be fed either by using alternating connections to a balanced line, or by a coaxial line running
through one of the feeders from front-to-back. In theory, the log-periodic antenna may be
designed to operate over many octaves. In practice, however, the upper frequency is limited by the precision required in constructing the small elements, feed lines and support
structure of the antenna.
4.5.2 Yagi-Uda Antenna
The Yagi-Uda is an end-fire array consisting typically of a single driven dipole with a reflector dipole behind the driven element, and one or more parasitic director elements in
front (Figure 4.16). Common designs use from one to 7 director elements. As the number
of elements is increased, directivity increases. Bandwidth, however, decreases as the number of elements is increased. Arrays of more than 4 director elements are typically classified as narrowband.
The driven element is ½-wavelength at the center of the band covered. The single reflector element is slightly longer, and the director elements are slightly shorter, all spaced approximately 1/4-wavelength from each other. Table 4.1 demonstrates how the number of elements determines the gain and beamwidth of a Yagi-Uda antenna.
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Table 4.1 Typical Characteristics of Single-Channel Yagi-Uda Arrays
Number of Elements

Gain (dB)

Beamwidth (deg)

2

3 to 4

65

3

6 to 8

55

4

7 to 10

50

Figure 4.17 Common types of reflector antennas.

4.5.3 Reflector Antenna
The reflector antenna is formed by mounting a radiating feed antenna above a reflecting
ground plane. The most basic form of reflector is the loop or dipole spaced over a finite
ground plane. This concept is the basis for the parabolic or spherical reflector antenna.
The parabolic reflector antenna may be fed directly or through the use of a subreflector in
the focal region of the parabola. In this approach, the subreflector is illuminated from the
parabolic surface. The chief disadvantage of this design is the aperture blockage of the
subreflector, which restricts its use to large aperture antennas. The operation of a parabolic
or spherical reflector antenna is typically described using physical optics.
Parabolic-reflector antennas are usually illuminated by a flared-horn antenna with a flare
angle of less than 18°. A rectangular horn with a flare angle less than 18° has approximately
the same aperture field as the dominant-mode rectangular waveguide feeding the horn. Figure 4.17 shows some common configurations.
4.5.4 Array Antenna
The term array antenna covers a wide variety of physical structures. The most common
configuration is the planar array antenna, which consists of a number of radiating elements regularly spaced on a rectangular or triangular lattice. The linear array antenna,
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( a)

(b)

( c)

Figure 4.18 Phased array antenna topologies: (a) end collector, (b) center collector, (c) series phase shifter.

where the radiating elements are placed in a single line, is also common. The pattern of the
array is the product of the element pattern and the array configuration. Array antennas
may consist of 20 or more radiating elements.
Correct phasing of the radiating elements is the key to operation of the system. The electrical pattern of the structure, including direction, can be controlled through proper adjustment of the relative phase of the elements.
4.5.5 Phased Array Antenna Systems
Phased array antennas are steered by tilting the phase front independently in two orthogonal directions called the array coordinates. Scanning in either array coordinate causes the
aperture to move along a cone whose center is at the center of the array. As the beam is
steered away from the array normal, the projected aperture in the beam’s direction varies,
causing the beamwidth to vary proportionately.
Arrays can be classified as either active or passive. Active arrays contain a coupling network behind every element or group of elements of the array. The operational characteristics
of a passive array are fixed. Figure 4.18 illustrates some common configurations.

4.6 Active Antennas
By connecting active devices directly to small receiving antennas, it is possible to achieve
improved performance over a wide frequency range. Such circuit and antenna arrangements are referred to as active, or aperiodic, antennas. Somewhat different arrangements
must be used for active transmitting antennas, where the objective is to increase efficiency
when using a small antenna. This latter case is not of interest to us here.
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Figure 4.19 The equivalent circuit for noise calculations of antennas with resistive termination: (a) general circuit, (b) 3-ft whip at 10 MHz with a 50-Ω load, (c) 7.5-ft whip at 10 MHz with
a 50-Ω load.

Without some form of broad-banding, it would be necessary to use many different antennas for reception over the broad tuning range of 10 kHz to several hundreds of megahertz
(and above) typically of interest in communications receivers. Using advanced techniques,
it is possible to design receivers that can cover substantial parts of this range using computer
control. For surveillance applications, multiple antennas and antenna tuning are undesirable. The problems are especially acute at low frequencies where the physical size of the required antenna may be very large. Consider, for example, reception at a frequency of 10
MHz (30 m wavelength) with an antenna having an effective height of 3 m. If the desired signal has a field strength of 10 µV/m, the open-circuit output voltage of the antenna is 30 µV.
The antenna impedance may be a resistance of 14 Ω (4-Ω radiation resistance) in series with
a 40-pF capacitor (398 Ω). If the antenna were terminated by a 50-Ω resistance, the equivalent circuit would be as shown in Figure 4.19. A quarter-wavelength antenna (7.5 m) might
be 40-Ω resistive (36-Ω radiation resistance). In this case, the voltage delivered to the load
would be 42 µV (5 9 of the open-circuit 75 µV), as compared to 3.7 µV in the first case. In either case, all voltages are similarly reduced, atmospheric and man-made noise as well as the
desired signal. Whether the shorter antenna is adequate or whether an aperiodic antenna can
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be used will depend on whether the mistermination reduces the output signal level below the
inherent receiver noise.
A short whip or rod antenna of only a few yards, such as referred to previously, is essentially short-circuited by a 50-Ω termination, and reception may be very poor. The absolute
voltage from the receiver is not so much of importance as the S/N. As long as the reduced
level of both the signal and noise is sufficiently above the receiver noise threshold, the received S/N will be as good as can be provided by any coupling circuit. Absolute levels of the
separate voltages are of no significance. Therefore, it is possible to put an amplifier between
an electrically short antenna and the receiver as long as the amplifier NF is sufficiently low.
If the input impedance of such an amplifier is high enough, the antenna will not be loaded
down, and the open-circuit antenna voltage will drive the amplifier.
In the following example a 3-ft-long whip terminated by a noise-free amplifier of high
impedance is compared with a quarter-wave antenna at 10 MHz. The field strength of the
desired signal is assumed to be 10 µV/m in both cases. The following conditions can be observed:
• Passive antenna case. The quarter-wave antenna is 7.5-m long and produces an EMF of
75 µV. The antenna impedance is resistive and somewhat larger than 36 Ω (the radiation
resistance). If we assume that the various external noise sources cause an overall noise
field in the receiver bandwidth of 1 µV/m, the noise EMF is 7.5 µV. The antenna thermal
noise, assuming a 3-kHz bandwidth, is 0.044 µV, so it has no effect on the calculation.
The resulting S/N is 20 dB.
• Active antenna case. The antenna has an electrical length of about 1 m. The desired signal produces an EMF of 10 µV; the external noise produces 1 µV. The antenna resistance
may be as much as 10 or 15 Ω, of which about 0.4 Ω is radiation resistance. The antenna
thermal noise is still negligible. The antenna reactance, assuming a 1.5-cm whip diameter, is about 700 Ω. If the amplifier input impedance is much greater than this and it has
unity voltage gain and 50-Ω output impedance, the S/N remains 20 dB.
From the foregoing, it is apparent that if an amplifier can be constructed with sufficient
gain to compensate for the change in antenna length, the same absolute voltage can be produced by the active or passive antenna. Clearly, the noise-free assumption for the amplifier
is the major impediment to achieving equal performance from the active antenna. Thus, the
active antenna in its minimum configuration consists of a small passive antenna, typically a
whip or dipole, and an integrated amplifying device.
4.6.1 Application Considerations
Let us examine the simple case in which a whip antenna is directly connected to the input
gate of a field effect transistor (FET). As shown in Figure 4.20, the antenna acts as a source
to feed the transistor. An electric field E generates a voltage that can be determined from
V a = H eff E. The antenna impedance is determined primarily by the effective capacitance
Ca, which may be determined from Equation 4.6, while the transistor has an input capacitance Cr. These two capacitances form a capacitive voltage divider. The signal voltage that
drives the transistor is then
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Figure 4.20 An active antenna comprising a short monopole and amplifier: (a) circuit, (b)
equivalent circuit for noise calculations. (After [4.9].)

VT =

heff E
1 +Cr

Ca

(4.15)

For electrically short antennas, the voltage Vt is proportional to E, and nearly independent
of frequency. Therefore, the active antenna can operate over an extremely wide bandwidth.
The gain-bandwidth product of such a device can be computed from the performance of the
FET. At the output, it will reproduce the input voltage as long as its cutoff frequency is sufficiently high. Additional reactances can be added to produce frequency selectivity and thus
limit the bandwidth of the active antenna.
The output level is not of primary importance because additional amplifiers can always
be added. A more important consideration is the output S/N. If we assume that the active antenna has sufficient gain, the S/N will be determined by it and not the receiver. The only internally generated noise is from the transistor, because the antenna resistance generates negligible thermal noise. In this analysis, there are three components to consider:
• The signal voltage at the operating frequency
• The amplified noise from external sources (man-made, atmospheric, and galactic)
• The transistor noise contribution
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Figure 4.21 A comparison of overall NFs of active antennas with predicted man-made noise
levels.

If the noise voltage generated by the transistor is sufficiently low, the overall system may
achieve as good an S/N as an optimized passive antenna for the same specific frequency.
Consider an active antenna with a 1-m-long rod antenna. The capacitance depends on
both the diameter of the rod and the capacitance of the feed connection, but may be taken as
about 25 pF. A typical FET has a capacitance of about 5 pF so that at low frequencies, 80 percent of the antenna electromagnetic field (EMF) is applied to the FET input. At frequencies
of up to 200 MHz, the input series resistive component is small compared to the reactance of
5 pF. The NF of an FET, when fed from a 50-Ω source, can be 3 dB or better. This corresponds to a series noise resistor of 50 Ω or less. The whip, however, is a quarter-wave long at
75 MHz so that above about 30 MHz it can no longer be considered “short.” At 200 MHz, the
antenna is 0.67 wavelength, and the pattern has begun to be multilobed.
At 30 MHz the radiation resistance is about 4 Ω and losses might be comparable. The NF
based on thermal noise alone would approach 9 dB. The level of man-made noise in rural areas produces an equivalent NF of about 25 dB. Under this condition, the effect of the active
circuit is to increase it slightly to 25.2 dB. By 75 MHz, the radiation resistance has risen to 36
Ω, the antenna reactance has dropped off to zero, and the losses are probably still in the vicinity of 4 Ω. The noise resistance of the FET is about 50 Ω, and its shunt reactance is greater
than 400 Ω. While the voltage division ratio has changed to about 99 percent, the overall NF
based on thermal noise is about 3.5 dB. The rural NF from man-made noise is about 15 dB,
and the galactic NF is about 7 dB. The overall active antenna NFs resulting from these two
noise levels are 15.2 and 8.1 dB, respectively.
These rough estimates indicate the type of performance that can be expected from an active antenna. Because of the lack of detailed information on the variation of the NF with the
input impedance, experimental measurements are desirable to determine the actual values
attainable. Figure 4.21 compares the NFs for two active antenna types to man-made noise
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Table 4.2 Specifications for Rohde and Schwarz Active Antenna Type HE010 (Courtesy of
Rohde and Schwarz.)

levels based on CCIR report 258-5 [4.10]. The specifications of an HF active antenna are indicated in Table 4.2.
For the same length antenna, the pattern of an active antenna is the same as that of a passive antenna. For the vertical rod antenna, typical elevation patterns are shown in Figure
4.22. The patterns are the same for any azimuth. At HF, the low intensity at high elevation
angles leads to a large dead zone, which can be reduced by using horizontal dipoles. The pattern for cross horizontal dipoles with 90° phase difference is shown in Figure 4.23, where
the three-dimensional pattern is combined with ray traces at the highest ionospheric reflection angle to indicate the dead zone. The available power from the monopole divided by the
matched power of the active antenna amplifier output is designated Gv. The Gv values for
two UHF active antennas are shown in Figure 4.24. The ratio of the output voltage from the
active antenna to the input field driving the monopole is designated K. Figure 4.25 shows the
K values for the two UHF antennas, and Figure 4.26 is a schematic diagram typical of such
active antennas.
IM distortion is another source of noise and interference generated in the active device,
depending on the level of input signals. Because the objective is a very broad-band antenna,
many signals may contribute to IM. An active antenna, therefore, is best described by assigning to it:
• A frequency range
• A minimum sensitivity, which is determined by the NF
• A dynamic range, which is determined by the second-, third-, and higher-order IPs
• Polarization (horizontal or vertical)
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Figure 4.22 Elevation patterns for a vertical monopole. The outer pattern is for a perfect
ground; the inner is for dry ground, ε = 5, σ = 0.001S/m .

Figure 4.23 The radiation pattern for quadrature-fed crossed horizontal dipoles, showing ray
patterns at the highest ionospheric reflection angle, to indicate dead zone. (Courtesy of
News from Rohde and Schwarz.)

Next, consider the analysis of the short active antenna. Figure 4.27 is a block diagram indicating the elements of the antenna and its connection into a receiver. The various symbols
are defined as follows:
a
B

Cable loss
Receiver bandwidth
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Figure 4.24 Gain Gv for active UHF antennas. (Courtesy of News from Rohde and Schwarz.)

Figure 4.25 Field conversion ratio K for active UHF antennas. (Courtesy of News from
Rohde and Schwarz.)

E
F
fA

Received electric field
Equivalent noise factor of received noise field
Noise factor of active antenna

FR

Receiver noise factor
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Figure 4.26 Typical schematic diagram of an active antenna. (Courtesy of News from Rohde
and Schwarz.)

FS
Gv

System (active antenna plus receiver) noise factor

heff

Effective radiator height

Active antenna gain ratio

IP2,3

Second- or third-order IP
K
Conversion ratio, = V A
E
PA
Output power of active antenna into RL load
PIM 2,3 Output power of second- or third-order IM products
Pn
Output noise power from active antenna
Ra

Resistance of radiator
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Figure 4.27 Block diagram of a short active antenna connected to a receiver through a cable.

R1
RL

Loss resistance of radiator circuit

Rr

Radiation resistance of radiator

VA

Active antenna output voltage when terminated by RL

V0
Xa
Za

Open-circuit voltage from radiator, = heff E
Reactance of radiator

Amplifier load resistance (50 Ω nominal)

Impedance of radiator, = Ra + jX a
The system noise factor is
F S = FA +

( FR – 1) a

(4.16)

Gv

The active antenna noise factor is
4 k T B( FRr + R1 ) + E n 2 + I n ( Ra + X a )
2

FA =

4 k T B Rr

2

2

(4.17)

To minimize the noise factor, Xa should be adjusted to zero. Because this requires a
two-port, the two-port can also be designed to include a transformer so that the resistance Ra,
as seen by the amplifier, can be adjusted to minimize the amplifier contribution. Under
those conditions the optimum value of Ra, as seen by the amplifier, is E n /I n . For FETs, the
value of this Ropt ranges from 20,000 to 200,000 Ω at 1 MHz and decreases inversely with the
frequency. However, for broadband use, which is the objective of the active antenna, the
reactance cannot be tuned out, so there is little value in optimizing the resistance, which is
much smaller than the reactance as long as the antenna is small.
If we accept the values as they are provided, Equation 4.17 can be rewritten as follows
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R1

FA = F +

Rr

Vn

+

2

4 k T B Rr

2

+

I n Za Za

*

(4.17a)

4 k T B Rr

Again, dealing with FETs, at frequencies at least up to 30 MHz, the last term remains negligible, and the next to last one can be simplified to Rn/Rr; Rn varies from about 250 to 1000
Ω, depending on the FET.
In considering the IM components, it is desirable to relate them to the field strength. The
amplifier has output IPs as given by
IP2

[d ]

= 2 Pa

[d ]

– PIM 2

[d ]

=

– PIM 3

[d ]

[d ]

3PA

[d ]

IP3

(4.18)
(4.19)

2

where the superscripts indicate that the power values are measured in dBm. However
Va

PA =

2

(4.20)

RL

But
Gv =

VA
VO

2

2

RL

(4.21)

4Ra

and
K=

VA

(4.22)

E

Therefore, we can express IPj in terms of E, the field exciting the antenna, or V0, the voltage generated by that field as
( j – 1) IP j

[d ]

= 10 j log G v + 20 j log V 0 − 10 j log Ra + 30 − PIMj

( j – 1) IP j

[d ]

= 20 j log K + 20 j log E − 10 j log RL + 30 – PIMj

[d ]

[d ]

(4.23)
(4.24)

If PIMj is measured from the noise level, then the IM products produced by two input signals of specified field or input voltage levels are required to be no more than M decibels
above the output noise level. Note that P = Fs kTB is the available noise power at the antenna input, and the output noise power is Gv times this value. Therefore
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Figure 4.28 Noise performance of an HF active antenna system. (After [4.9].)

PIMj

[d ]

≤10 log Fs + 10 log G v + 10 log B – 174 + M

(4.25)

which may be substituted in Equation 4.23 or Equation 4.24 to determine the required IPs
for the amplifier.
Next consider as an example the design of an HF active antenna suitable for shipboard
applications. The NF requirements will be taken in accordance with Figure 4.28. The curve
marked “FSmax arbitrary noise specification” defines the system NF, except where ambient
noise is above this line. For purposes of analysis, this noise has been taken as quiet rural
man-made noise, although it is well known that shipboard noise is higher than this condition. The antenna is also required not to generate IM products higher than 40 dB above the
system’s maximum NF caused by two interfering signals at a field level of 10 V/m. The ac1
tive antenna design selected uses a 1-m rod and an amplifier with an input FET.
The antenna impedance at 2 MHz (30 pF) is estimated at 2600 Ω, primarily capacitive. At
30 MHz, the reactance is reduced to about 175 Ω, which is still substantially more than the
anticipated RA. Setting the capacitive component of the amplifier FET to 5 pF, the amplifier
input voltage is 0.83 times the input field (heff = 1 m). Therefore, if the amplifier voltage gain
is set to 0.6, K will equal 0.5. A fractional value of K reduces the output voltage, so that the
high input levels produce lower IM products than for unity or higher K. The input shunt resistance of the FET is extremely high, so that the FET gain is high, despite the low voltage
gain. Hence Fs is close to FA unless FR is very high. With typical values of En and In [4.11] for
an FET up to 30 MHz and above the antenna impedance values, the In term in Equation 4.17a
becomes negligible. En typically runs between 2 × 10 –9 and 4 × 10 –9 , which corresponds to a
series noise resistance of 240 to 960 Ω. Then, Equation 4.17 reduces to the following
1 Antenna system developed for shipboard use by Communications Consulting Corporation, Upper
Saddle River, NJ, based on discussions with the Naval Research Laboratories, Washington, DC.
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Table 4.3 Electrical Gain and Data for HF Shipboard Active Antennas as a Function of Frequency

FA = F +

R1
Rr

+

240
Rr

(4.17b)

assuming the better noise resistance. F was plotted in Figure 4.24.
Rr can be estimated from Equation 4.5. R1 can be estimated, or it may be calculated from
measured values of K and Gv and knowledge of heff. Values of Gv are shown in Figure 4.28 and
are listed in the second column of Table 4.3. Calculated values of Rr are listed in the third column of the table. Because heff is 1 m, R1 can be calculated for the design K of 0.5; the resulting
values are listed in the fourth column of the table. In the fifth column, the values of F from
Figure 4.28 are given. Combining these values per Equation 4.17b, the overall NFs shown in
the final column and plotted in Figure 4.26 can be determined. Despite the loss Gv, which is
as high as 30 dB at the low end, the NF is below the specified maximum from 4 MHz upward. Below 4 MHz the NF is very close to the man-made noise.
The requirement that 10-V/m signals produce IM products no more than 40 dB above the
highest noise level sets the maximum IM level to10 log ( Fs ) + 10 log G v + 10 log B – 134
dBm. For a 3-kHz bandwidth, this becomes10 log ( Fs ) + 10 log G v – 99.2 dBm. At 2 MHz,
Fs equals 46.4 dB and Gv equals –31 dB, so PIM2 ≤ –83.8 dBm. From Equation 4.24, then,
IP2 = – 12 + 40 – 34 + 60 + 838
. = 137.8 dBm. Similarly, IP3 = 82.4 dBm. These are the IPs
required to generate IM at just the specified level. If the amplifier has lower levels of IPs, the
specification will not be met. From practical considerations, the 1-dB compression point
should be 10 dB above the maximum expected output level, in this case at 37 dBm. This corresponds to 15.8 V at 0.32 A in a 50-Ω load. The operating voltage of this amplifier should
be set at 25 V or more. If the input conversion ratio is changed, so that a value smaller than
0.5 is used, the IPs can be reduced.
Suppose that in a practical amplifier, designed as above, IP2 = 100 dBm and IP3 = 65 dBm
can be attained. Then, the second-order products for the 10 V/m interferers are at a level of
–46 dBm and the third-order products are –49 dBm. This contrasts with the –85-dBm limit
resulting from the specification. To get the IM products to the level of 40 dB above the noise
requires a reduction in field strength of 19.5 dB (1.06 V/m) and 12.3 dB (2.43 V/m), respec-
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tively. This means that many more signals can produce substantial IM interference than in
the former case.
The dynamic range is usually measured between the sensitivity signal level and the point
where IM products are equal to the noise. The lower level is unaffected by a change in the
IPs, but the upper level is changed by the decibel change in the IP times the ratio ( j – 1)/ j,
where j is the order of the IP. Therefore, the dynamic range is changed identically. In the previous case, the dynamic range defined by second-order products would be reduced by 19.5
dB; that defined by third-order products would be reduced by 12.0 dB.
The foregoing calculations assume a man-made NF of 45 dB at 2 MHz and two 10-V/m
interfering carriers generating the IM products. A number of tests in extremely hostile environments have been performed on developmental models of the active antenna described.
The foregoing has been a discussion of some of the characteristics of one variety of active
antenna. A more complete summary of such antennas can be found in [4.12].
Active Antennas for High Frequency Operation

Active antennas are available for VHF and UHF applications. IMD remains the challenge
in such devices, however, the huge increased bandwidth afforded by such units makes
them an attractive option for a variety of systems. With current technology, active antennas
spanning a range of 10 kHz to 200 MHz are available with less than 1 dB gain variation.
Because of the shorter wavelengths at UHF and above, active antennas offer little usefulness at frequencies greater than 400 MHz; the log-periodic is a better choice.
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Chapter 5
Amplifiers and Gain Control
5.1 Introduction
Amplifier circuits are used to increase the level of the very small signals (1 µV or less) to
which a receiver must respond so that these signals can be demodulated and produce output of a useful level (on the order of volts). Such circuits may amplify at the received radio
frequency, at any of the IFs, or at the lowest frequency to which the signal is transformed.
This frequency is generically referred to as baseband frequency, but in specific cases, audio frequency (AF), video frequency (VF), or another notation appropriate for the particular application may be used.
Because of the wide range of signals to which a receiver must respond, the input device—at least—must operate over a wide dynamic range (120 dB or more). The input device
should be as linear as possible so as to minimize the generation of IM products from the
strongest signals that must be handled. Therefore, the number of strong signals should be
minimized by restricting the receiver bandwidth at as low a gain level as possible. Thus, the
gain should be low prior to the most narrow bandwidth in the receiver. It is not always possible to narrow the bandwidth adequately at RF, and so RF amplifiers are especially subject to
many strong interfering signals. If there is more than one RF amplifier, the later stages encounter stronger signal levels, and the first mixer generally encounters the strongest interferers. On the other hand, mixers often have poorer NFs than amplifiers, and input coupling
circuits and filters have losses to further increase the NF of the receiver. Consequently, unless the external noise sources produce much higher noise than the receiver NF (which is often the case below 20 MHz), receiver design becomes a compromise between sensitivity and
IM levels. At the lower frequencies, it is common practice to avoid RF amplification and use
the first mixer as the input device of the receiver. Bandwidth is then substantially restricted
by filters in the first IF amplifier section.
When the desired signal is relatively strong, the receiver amplification may raise it to
such a level as to cause excessive distortion in the later stages. This can reduce voice intelligibility and recognizability or video picture contrast, or it may increase errors in data systems. We must therefore provide means to reduce the system gain as the strength of the desired signal increases. Gain control can be effected either as an operator function, that is,
MGC, or it may be effected automatically as a result of sensing the signal level, namely,
AGC. AGC circuits are basically low-frequency feedback circuits. They are needed to maintain a relatively constant output level when the input signal fades frequently. Designing
AGC circuits to perform satisfactorily under all expected signal conditions is a significant
engineering challenge.

257
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Table 5.1 Basic Amplifier Configurations of Bipolar Transistors

5.1.1 Amplifying Devices and Circuits
During the early years of radio communication, amplification was achieved by the use of
vacuum tubes. During the 1950s, transistors began to replace tubes because of their lower
power consumption, longer life, and smaller size. Current receivers use transistor amplifiers exclusively, either individually or as a combination of transistors in an integrated circuit.
There are a variety of transistors available for use, depending upon the application. There
are bipolar transistors in either PNP or NPN configuration and FETs, which can be classified as junction FET (JFET), metallic oxide semiconductor FET (MOSFET), vertical
MOSFET (VMOSFET), dual-gate MOSFET, and gallium arsenide (GaAs) FET. These devices differ mostly in the manufacturing process, and new processes are developed regularly
to achieve some improvement in performance.
Bipolar transistors can be used in several amplifying configurations, as shown in Table
5.l. Modern transistors have a gain-bandwidth product fT of 1 to 6 GHz and reach their cutoff
frequency at currents between 1 and 50 mA, depending upon the transistor type. These transistors exhibit low NFs, some as low as 1 dB at 500 MHz. Because their gain-bandwidth
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product is quite high and some are relatively inexpensive, most modern feedback amplifiers
use such transistors. Transistors have been developed with special low-distortion characteristics for cable television (CATV) applications. Such CATV transistors typically combine
low NF, high cutoff frequency, low distortion, and low inherent feedback. For Class A amplifiers, which provide maximum linearity, dc stability is another important factor.
The gain-bandwidth product of a bipolar transistor is obtained from the base resistance
rbb, the diffusion layer capacitance CD, and the depletion layer capacitance at the input CE.
The depletion layer capacitance depends only on the geometry of the transistor, while emitter diffusion capacitance depends on the direct current at which the transistor is operated. At
certain frequencies and certain currents, the emitter diffusion layer becomes inductive and
therefore cancels the phase shift, resulting in an input admittance with a very small imaginary part. For switching and power applications, different parameters are of importance.
These include saturation voltage, breakdown voltage, current-handling capability, and
power dissipation. Special designs are available for such applications.
The JFET has high input and output impedances up to several hundred megahertz and
combines low noise with good linearity. These FETs can be used in grounded-source,
grounded-gate, and grounded-drain configurations. Table 5.2 shows the characteristics of
these basic configurations. They are analogous to the amplifier configurations for the bipolar transistor. The JFET is operated at a negative bias. Positive voltage above about 0.7 V
opens the gate-source diode. When the gate-source channel becomes conductive, the impedance breaks down and distortion occurs. The transfer characteristic of the FET is defined
by the equation
I = I DSS

 Vg
1 –
 Vp







2

(5.1)

where Vp is the pinch-off voltage at which the transistor ceases to draw any current. The
normal operating point for the gate voltage would therefore be roughly atV g = V p /2. IDSS is
the drain saturation current, which is the current observed when zero bias is applied to the
transistor. All FETs have a negative temperature coefficient and, therefore, do not exhibit
thermal runaway as is observed with bipolar transistors.
The bipolar transistor transfer characteristic is described approximately by the equation
V 
I = I 0 exp  0 
VT 

(5.2)

This exponential transfer characteristic, for even small variations in input voltage, produces a drastic change in the direct current. Because the first derivative of the transfer
characteristic is also exponential, the small-signal transfer function of the bipolar transistor is highly nonlinear. In contrast, the FET has a small-signal transfer function that is linear, as can be seen by differentiating its transfer characteristic. The transconductance gm is
directly proportional to the voltage applied to the gate.
The MOSFET has an insulation layer between the gate and the source-drain channel, and
therefore has an extremely high impedance at dc. Several thousand megohms have been
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Table 5.2 Basic Amplifier Configurations of FETs

measured. JFETs have somewhat better NFs than MOSFETs. This is apparently caused by
the input zener diode usually included in the manufacture of the MOSFET to protect the gate
against static charges that could destroy the transistor. Otherwise there is very little difference between the parameters of JFETs and MOSFETs.
For higher-power applications, transistors are manufactured with several channels in
parallel. For still greater power applications, VMOSFETs have been developed. Their drain
saturation voltage is very low because the ron resistance is kept small. These transistors can
be operated at 25 to 50 V at fairly large rates of dissipation. Being FETs, they have a transfer
characteristic that follows a square law almost precisely. These VMOSFETs can be operated
at several watts output at RF with low IM distortion products.
A first approximation to the gain-bandwidth product of an FET is
fT

max

=

gm
2 π C gs

(5.3)

Thus, the cutoff frequency varies directly with the transconductance gm and inversely with
the gate-source capacitance. A typical JFET, such as the 2N4416, which has found wide-
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spread use, has f T max =10 mS /10π pF = 318MHz. A VMOSFET, in comparison, has a gm
of 200 mS and an input capacitance of 50 pF, resulting in a gain-bandwidth product of 637
MHz.
It might be tempting to assume that FETs offer a significant advantage over bipolar transistors. The bipolar transistor, however, has an input impedance of about 50 Ω at a frequency
of 100 MHz, while the input impedance of a FET in a grounded-source configuration is basically that of a capacitor. In order to provide proper matching, feedback circuits or matching networks must be designed to provide proper 50 Ω termination over a wide band. Because of this need for additional circuitry, it is difficult to build wide-band amplifiers with
FETs in high-impedance configurations. Wide-band FET amplifiers are typically designed
using the transistor in a grounded-gate configuration, in which the FET loses some of its
low-noise advantage.
Feedback from output to input, through the internal capacitive coupling of a device, is referred to as the Miller effect. In order to reduce this effect in FETs, one package is offered
containing two MOSFETs in a cascode circuit. The output of the first FET is terminated by
the source of the second transistor, the gate of which is grounded. Therefore, the feedback
capacitance from drain to source of the first transistor has no influence because the drain
point has very low impedance. The grounded gate of the second FET has very low input capacitance. Therefore, its feedback capacitance Csd has little effect on device operation. A
dual-gate FET, with the second gate grounded, accomplishes much the same effect, using a
single source-drain channel.
For applications above 1 GHz, GaAs FETs have been developed. The carrier mobility of
GaAs is much higher than that of silicon, so that for the same geometry, a significantly
higher cutoff frequency is possible. Moreover, using modern technology, GaAs FETs can be
made smaller than other technologies, such as bipolar transistors. At frequencies above 1
GHz, GaAs FETs have better noise and IM distortion than bipolar transistors. The advantage of the FET versus the bipolar transistor, in this frequency range, changes from time to
time as technology is improved or new processes are devised.
The emergence of the 1.9-GHz personal communications market has intensified development of GaAs technology for low-noise amplifier (LNA) applications. While 2-GHz
LNAs are—of course—possible with silicon technology, the improved NF performance of
GaAs provides designers with greater operating margins. GaAs-based LNA devices have
been produced that integrate bias and impedance matching, eliminating perhaps 10 or more
components required to implement a comparable discrete design. For portable wireless applications, such devices can be integrated with switching functions and other related mobile
radio circuits within the same physical package.
Another technology used for microwave receiver low-noise amplifiers and related circuits is the silicon-germanium heterojunction bipolar transistor (SiGe HBT). SiGe HBTs
are designed for low voltage operation and low power consumption. ICs fabricated from
SiGe offer the capability of operating above 10 GHz, with the cost and integration advantages of silicon devices. This technology uses bandgap engineering in the silicon device to
decrease the base bandgap, which increases electron injection into the base. This enables
base doping to be increased without a concomitant sacrifice in current gain. The increased
base doping permits a lower base resistance to be obtained in SiGe than in Si for the same
current gain. Furthermore, the graded Ge content in the base region induces a drift field in
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Table 5.3 Relationships Among h Parameters

the base, which decreases the base transit time. The end result is an increase in the transition
frequency of the device and significantly better performance in microwave circuits.

5.2 Representation of Linear Two-Ports
All active amplifiers, regardless of internal configuration, can be described by using a linear two-port model. Table 5.3 shows the relationship between input and output for the hybrid (h) parameters, which are generally used for the audio range and specified as real values. Table 5.4 shows the relationship between the h parameters in common-base and common-emitter bipolar configurations. The same relationships apply for FETs if the word
“base” (b) is exchanged with “gate” (g), and “emitter” (e) is exchanged with “source” (s).
The subscript for “collector” (c) should also be exchanged with “drain” (d).
For higher-frequency applications, between 1 and 100 MHz, it has become customary to
use the admittance (y) parameters. Table 5.5 describes transistors by y parameters in the RF
range. Once the y parameters in emitter or source configurations are known, they can be calculated for the common-base, common-emitter, common-gate, or common-source configurations
h11 =

1
y 11

h21 =

y 21
y 11
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Table 5.4 Relationships Among h Parameters for Common-Base and Common-Emitter Configurations

Table 5.5 Relationships Among y Parameters

h12 =

– y 12
y 11

h22 =

∆y
y 11

(5.4)
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∆y = y 11 y 22 – y 12 y 21 =

h22
h11

Similarly
y 11 =

1
h11

y 21 =

y 12 =

–h12

y 22 =

h11

∆h = h11 h22 – h12 h21 =

h21
h11
∆h
h11

(5.5)

y 22
y 11

The power gain can be calculated from either the h or the y parameters
Gp ≡

P2

=

P1

| Gv |2 GL
G1

2

=

h21 RL
(1 + h22 RL ) (h11 + ∆h RL )
(5.6)

Gp =

| y 21 | 2 G L
Re [(Y L ∆ y 11 + ∆y) (Y L + y 22 )]
*

*

The power gain referred to the generator available gain (the data sheet specification Gp is
generally based on this definition) is given by
Gp ≡

P2
PG

opt

2

=

4 h21 RG RL
[(1 + h22 RL ) (h11 + RG ) – h12 h21 RL ] 2
(5.7)

Gp =

4 | y 21 | 2 G G G L
[(Y G + y 11 ) (Y L + y 22 ) – y 12 y 21 ] 2
*

*

With matching at the input and output, i.e., with ZG = Z1 and ZL = Z2 , an ideal power gain
can be achieved, but only if the following stability conditions are observed
y y 
1 – Re  12 21  – 1 4
 g 11 g 22 

2


 y 12 y 21  
 Im 
  > 0; ∆h > 0 (every h real )

 g 11 g 21  

(5.8)
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Table 5.6 S Parameters for Linear Two-Ports

If there were no feedback, i. e., h12 = 0, y12 = 0, the optimum gain Gp opt would become
G p opt =

h21

2

4 h11 h22

=

| y 21 | 2
4 g 11 g 22

(5.9)

In the case of neutralization, the values hik2 and yik2 modified by the neutralization four-pole
network must be used.
In the frequency range above 1 GHz it has become customary to use the scattering (S) parameters. These are specified as complex values referred to a characteristic impedance Z0.
Table 5.6 shows the relationships and Table 5.7 lists the input and output reflection factors,
voltage gain, power gain, stability factors, unilateral power gain, and ideal power gain in
terms of the S parameters.
The stability factor of a transistor stage can be calculated from the feedback. The input
admittance is given by
Y1 = y 11 –

y 12 y 21
y 22 + Y L

(5.10)

If y12 is increased from a very small value, the input admittance can become zero, or the
real part can become negative. If a tuned circuit were connected in parallel with y11 or if YL
were a tuned circuit, the system would become unstable and oscillate.
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Table 5.7 Performance Characteristics in Terms of S Parameters

Table 5.8 shows the relationships between the S and y parameters. If the h parameters are
known, Table 5.9 gives the relationships between them and the S parameters. In most cases,
the S and y parameters are provided by the transistor manufacturer’s data sheet. Sometimes
these values may not be available for certain frequencies or certain dc operating points. The
h, y, or S parameters can be calculated from the equivalent circuit of a transistor. In the case
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Table 5.8 Relationships Between S and y Parameters

Table 5.9 Relationships Between S and h Parameters

of a bipolar transistor we can use Figure 5.1, recommended by Giacoletto [5.1], to determine
the y parameters. For higher frequencies, the T-equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.2 is recommended.
All of these calculations are independent of whether the transistors are of the bipolar or
the field effect variety. However, FETs have slightly different equivalent circuits. Figure 5.3
shows the equivalent circuit for a JFET. This can also be applied to the MOSFET, VMOSFET, and GaAs FET. The dual-gate MOSFET, because of its different design, has a different
equivalent circuit, as shown in Figure 5.4.

5.3 Noise in Linear Two-Ports with Reactive Elements
In Chapter 4, we discussed noise factor calculations, when the input is a generator with resistive internal impedance and where the various coupling or tuning circuits introduced
only resistive components. The noiseless input impedance of the amplifier was also tacitly
considered resistive, although that impedance does not affect the noise factor of the stage.
We will now consider a more complete representation of a stage that is especially applica-
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Figure 5.1 Bipolar transistor π-equivalent circuit.

Figure 5.2 Bipolar transistor T-equivalent circuit.

ble at the higher frequencies. First we note that in using Figure 3.2b, we assumed that the
noise voltage and current were independent random variables. (In estimating noise power,
terms involving their product were assumed to be zero.) Because the devices we use are
quite complex and feedback may occur within the equivalent two-port, this is not necessarily true. Our first correction, then, will be to assume that there may be a correlation between these variables, which will be represented by a correlation coefficient C, that may
vary between ±1.
While in Figure 4.1 we showed the possibility of generator and circuit reactances, in our
simplified diagram of Figure 4.2 we assumed that they had been so adjusted that the net impedances were all resistive. Our second correction shall be to retain such reactances in the
circuit. Even though it might be better to have net reactances of zero, it is not always possible
to provide broad-band matching circuits that will accomplish this. With these simplifications, we may replace Figure 3.2b with Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3 The equivalent circuit of a JFET.

Figure 5.4 The equivalent circuit of a
dual-gate MOSFET.

Using the Thévenin representation of the generator plus extra noise sources, we convert
the current source In to a voltage source InZg. Having done this, we find that our mean-square
voltage includes five components, Vg2, 4kTBRg, En2, In2ZgZg*, and CEnInZg. It is still assumed
that the generator and the noise sources are uncorrelated. The resultant noise factor may be
expressed as
E n + I n (R g + X g ) + C E n I n (R g + j X g )
2

F =1 +

2

2

2

4 k T B Rg

(5.11)

We are left with a complex number, which is not a proper noise factor, so we must collect
the real and imaginary parts separately and take the square root of the sum of their squares
to get a proper noise factor. The resultant terms in the sum of the squares of the real and
imaginary parts that involve Xg are
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Figure 5.5 Representation of an amplifier with correlation of noise sources.

S = I n X g + X g [C 2 E n I n + 2 I n ( 4 k T B R g + E n + I n R g + C E n I n R g )]
4

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

This will clearly be minimized by minimizing Xg, provided that the term in brackets is positive. The only thing that might make this expression negative would be a sufficiently large
negative value of C. However, | C | is at most unity, and this would make the last three
terms in brackets ( E n – I n R g ) 2 , which must be positive. Consequently the noise factor is
minimized by making Xg zero, as in the prior case. If this is done, Equation (5.11) becomes
En + I n Rg + C En I n Rg
2

F =1 +

2

2

4 k T B Rg

(5.12)

The optimum value of Rg is found by differentiating by it and setting the result to zero. As
in the prior case, Rg opt = En/In. Thus, the correlation has not changed the optimum selection
of Rg (assuming Xg = 0), and the minimum noise factor now becomes
Fopt = 1 +

E n I n (2 + C )
4kT B

(5.13)

This differs from the value obtained in Section 3.2 only by the addition of C, which was
previously assumed to be zero. Depending on the value of C, then, the optimum NF may
vary between 1 + EnIn/4kTB and 1 + 3EnIn/4kTB.
Because the generator impedance is generally not directly at our disposal, any attempt at
optimization must use a matching circuit. If the matching circuit were an ideal transformer,
it would introduce an impedance transformation proportional to the square of its turns ratio
m2 without introducing loss or reactance. A separate reactance could be used to tune Xg to
zero, and m could be adjusted to provide an optimum noise factor. Unfortunately, real coupling circuits have finite loss and impedance, as indicated in Figure 5.6. Because of the
added losses, the overall circuit optimum noise factor may not require the same conditions
as presented previously, nor will the optimum be so good. While it would be possible to deal
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Figure 5.6 Schematic diagram of a circuit with a coupling network between the source and a
noisy amplifier.

with the overall circuit in Figure 5.6 and derive conditions for optimum operation, such a
step will not be pursued because of the fact that many of the parameters cannot be varied independently. In the real world, variation in m may result in variations of the other circuit values. Moreover, En, In, and C are generally not available in the manufacturers’ data sheets.
Consequently, in practice, the optimum result—or a result as close to it as practical—is
achieved experimentally. It is important to remember to tune out reactances or at least to
keep them much lower than the noise resistances. It is also important to remember that the
optimum noise design is not necessarily the optimum power match for the input generator.
Commonly, manufacturers provide data on the NF achieved with a particular matching circuit from a particular generator resistance under specified operating conditions. It can be assumed that the match provided by the particular circuit is near optimum, since manufacturers are interested in showing their products in the best light.
In the foregoing, we have ignored the input impedance of the amplifier because it does
not affect the amplifier NF. While this is literally true, the relationship of the input impedance to the impedance of the source can affect the gain of the amplifier. We remember, however, that the effect of the noise generated in later stages depends upon the gain of the stage.
A low NF in one stage is of little value if there is not sufficient gain in the stage to make its
noise dominant over that generated by later stages. If there is a reactive component of the input impedance of a stage, it will reduce the current supplied to the input resistance and, consequently, reduce the input power to the stage. In essence, this reduces the gain of the preceding stage, so that its noise is reduced relative to that being generated by the stage under consideration. This results in a poorer overall NF. It is, therefore, desirable to use the input reactance of the amplifier as part of the reactance used to tune out the source reactance.
If we consider a FET, at 200 MHz we might have values of E n / B = 2 × 10 –9 and I n /
B = 4 × 10 –12 , leading to Rg opt = 500 Ω. To the extent that we can tune out the reactance and
eliminate losses, the optimum noise factor of the amplifier, from Equation (5.13), becomes
1 + 0.503 (2 + C). This represents a range of NFs from 1.8 to 4.0 dB. With C = 0, the value is
3.0 dB. These values are comparable to those listed by manufacturers. In the case of a bipolar transistor, extrapolating data from [4.11] on the 2N4124, we find that for 200 MHz, E n /
–9
B = 164
. × 10 and I n / B = 3.41× 10 –11 , leading to Rg opt = 48.1 Ω and Fopt = 1 + 3.52 (2 + C).
This represents a NF range of 6.55 to 10.63 dB. These values are rather higher than the typical 4.5 dB value for a VHF transistor, and 1.3 to 2 dB at this frequency for transistors de-
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Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram of a
common-emitter amplifier stage.

signed for microwave use. We note that the 360-MHz ft of the 2N4124 is substantially below
the 600- to 1000-MHz ft of VHF types, and the 2 GHz or above ft of microwave devices.

5.4 Wide-Band Amplifiers
We next consider a common-emitter stage, as shown in Figure 5.7. Maximum gain is obtained if the collector impedance is raised to the maximum level at which the amplifier remains stable because the voltage gain is Gv = –y21RL. In this type of stage, there is a polarity
inversion between input and output. The current gain β decreases by 3 dB at the β cutoff
frequency f β , for example, 30 MHz. This, in turn, reduces the input impedance and decreases the stage gain as the frequency increases further. In addition, the collector-base
feedback capacitance CCB can further reduce the input impedance and can ultimately cause
instability. The increase of input capacitance resulting from the voltage gain and feedback
capacitance is called the Miller effect. The Miller effect limits the bandwidth of the amplifier.
The single common-emitter stage can be analyzed using the equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 5.7. The resulting input impedance, output impedance, and voltage gain are plotted
in Figure 5.8a, while Figure 5.8b, in comparison, plots the same parameters for a common-base stage. The short-circuit current gain α for the common-base configuration is
much less frequency-dependent than the short-circuit current gain βfor the earlier configuration. If we compare the gain-bandwidth products of the two circuits, we note that the common-base circuit, while having less gain, can be operated to higher frequencies than the
common-emitter circuit.
To overcome this problem in the common-emitter stage, circuits have been developed using two or more transistors to eliminate the effect of the Miller capacitance and early reduction in β. An example is the differential amplifier shown in Figure 5.9, which combines an
emitter-follower circuit with a grounded-base circuit. The emitter-follower stage guarantees
a high input impedance, in contrast to a common-base input stage, and the cutoff frequency
of the emitter-follower stage is substantially higher than that of the common-emitter. For all
practical purposes, we can assume that the emitter-follower and grounded-base stages have
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Figure 5.8 Performance curves: (a) common-emitter configuration, (b) common-base configuration.

the same cutoff frequency. Such a differential stage combines medium input impedance
with extremely low feedback and is, therefore, suitable as a wide-band amplifier.
Another circuit that can be used successfully is the cascode arrangement. This circuit
consists of a common-emitter stage whose output provides the input to a common-base
stage. Because the output of the first transistor practically operates into a short circuit, this
circuit combines the low feedback of the common-base stage with the medium input impedance of the common-emitter stage. The cascode arrangement has a somewhat better NF than
the differential amplifier.
In integrated circuits, a combination of the two techniques is frequently used. A representative example is the MSA-0735 MMIC (Hewlett-Packard). Its usefulness up to higher frequencies depends mostly on the cutoff frequency of the transistors, their parasitics, and
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Figure 5.9 Schematic diagram of a differential amplifier circuit.

Figure 5.10 Schematic of the MSA-0375 MMIC amplifier. (From [5.2]. Used with permission.)

phase shift of the gain. The typical configuration is shown in Figure 5.10, and its frequency-dependent gain, match, and NF is given in Figure 5.11. As shown, there is an increase of S22 at higher frequencies, which indicates unwanted phase shift in the circuit. Some
manufacturers hide the compensation circuits to overcome such peaking; most of the schematics shown by the manufacturers in product data sheets are really intended only to show
operating principles, with proprietary details omitted.
Thanks to the properties of GaAs transistors, amplifier frequency range can be extended
significantly. Consider the circuit shown in Figure 5.12. The main goal of this classic design
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Figure 5.11 Frequency-dependent gain, matching, and noise performance of the MSA-0735
MMIC amplifier. (From [5.2]. Used with permission.)

Figure 5.12 Schematic of the dc-coupled GaAsFET amplifier. (From [5.2]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 5.13 Frequency-dependent gain, matching, and noise performance of the dc-coupled GaAsFET amplifier. (From [5.0]. Used with permission.)

was to have an all-monolithic device, avoid all ac coupling, and accomplish all matching and
interaction with dc coupling. Transistor Q1 is the main gain stage, with Q2 as an active load.
The output impedance of Q2 is 1/gm—typically in the area of 50 to 200 Ω, depending on the
biasing, which affects the transconductance. Transistor Q3 has the same function as an emitter/source follower; again, the dc bias determines the transconductance and therefore the
output impedance. The drains of Q1 and Q5 are at approximately 3.5 V. The diodes at the
source of Q3 are level shifters that must shift the dc voltage at the gate of Q5 and at the drain
of Q4 to approximately –1.5 V relative to ground—the necessary bias condition for Q1 and
Q5. The standard shunt feedback circuit would show resistive feedback between the drain of
Q1 (gate of Q2) and the gate of Q1. Adding in parallel to Q1, transistor Q5 allows the designer to use a feedback scheme that isolates the feedback loop from the input. For the dc
condition, the two transistors are tied together via a 10-kΩ resistor, which can be included in
the actual packaged device. The magnitude of the feedback is set by the ratio of the width of
Q5 to that of Q1. Typical values for the Q5/Q1 ratio range from 0.15 to 0.30. In simulation,
sizing the devices can best be accomplished by using the scaling factor for the FET model.
The feedback loop used in this IC is an example of an approach frequently referred to as
active feedback. The performance of this amplifier can be evaluated from Figure 5.13,
which shows the frequency-dependent gain, matching, and noise figures (including Fmin).
As noted, for wide-band operation, the differential amplifier and the cascode arrangement are often combined. The advantages of the differential amplifier in this case are thermal stability and the possibility of applying AGC. Table 5.10 provides the information necessary to calculate the gain of the differential amplifier and the cascode amplifier. Table
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Table 5.10 Parameters of Differential and Cascode Amplifiers

Table 5.11 Comparison of Matched Gains and NFs

5.11 indicates typical matched gains and NFs for these configurations as compared to a single unit.
With respect to the high-frequency parameters, it is interesting to compare the input and
output admittances of a single transistor, a differential amplifier, and a cascode amplifier using the same type of transistor. For very high isolation, sometimes a cascode arrangement
with three transistors is used. The dual-gate MOSFET is based on the cascode principle. In
our previous discussions, the question was raised whether bipolar transistors or FETs are of
greater use at high frequencies. The gain-bandwidth product by itself is not sufficient to answer this question. The feedback component y12 in the equivalent circuit for FETs is typically 1 pF and is higher than what is found in bipolar transistors. Special transistors have
been developed that have extremely low feedback capacitance by using an internal Faraday
shield. Dual-gate MOSFETs provide still lower feedback capacitance, 0.02 to 0.03 pF.
The drawback of FETs and, specifically, VMOS stages is that the input capacitance can
be very high. VMOS transistors operated at 150 MHz with a 12-V supply can produce 10-W
output. However, for these devices the input impedance is 100-pF capacitance in series with
a few ohms. It is possible to develop a wide-band matching circuit for this input, but the design requires a sufficiently high voltage to be generated into this very low impedance. As a
result, the usable gain is much less than predicted by the theoretical gain-bandwidth product. For narrow-band operations, which are not suitable in many power amplifier applications, stable gains of 20 dB at 150 MHz can be obtained. The input capacitance of low-power
FETs intended for receiver amplifiers is substantially lower (4 to 8 pF), but the input susceptance is sufficiently low that a similar broadbanding problem exists.
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Wide-band amplifiers are typically used to increase the signal level with the highest possible reverse isolation. Input and output impedance cannot be modified, and only the effects
of cutoff frequency can be compensated. In the following section, it is shown that properly
designed feedback amplifiers allow adjustment of the impedances (within limits), and the
use of feedback techniques can produce improved amplifier linearity.

5.5 Amplifiers with Feedback
The wide-band amplifiers discussed previously achieved their bandwidth through the
clever combination of two or more transistors. This allowed compensation of the Miller effect. Circuits such as the cascode arrangement are widely used as wide-band amplifiers in
antenna distribution systems, for example. Another technique that results in increased
bandwidth is the use of negative feedback. In the feedback amplifier, a signal from the output is applied to the input of the amplifier with a reversal of phase. This reduces distortion
introduced by the amplifier and makes the amplifier less dependent upon transistor parameters. At the same time, it reduces the gain of the amplifier and, depending on the particular feedback circuit, can change and stabilize the input and output impedances.
In discussing feedback amplifiers, we distinguish between three classes:
• Single-stage resistive feedback
• Single-stage transformer feedback
• Multistage and multimode feedback
Before discussing specific feedback designs, however, we shall review the general effects
of negative feedback on gain stability and noise factor.
5.5.1 Gain Stability
Because the individual transistor stages have a gain-bandwidth factor that depends on the
device configuration and operating point, uniformity of gain over a wide bandwidth is
achieved by reducing the overall gain. The net gain of a feedback amplifier can be expressed as
A=

A0
1 – F A0

(5.14)

where F is the feedback factor, which is adjusted to be essentially negative real in the frequency band of interest. When this is so, A < A0 . When FA0 >> 1, then A reduces to –1/F.
In practice, A0 may decrease with frequency and may shift in phase, and F may also be a
complex number with amplitude and phase changing with frequency. To maintain constant
gain over a wide band, with small dependence on transistor parameters, the magnitude of
A0 must remain large and F must remain close to a negative real constant value. Outside of
the band where these conditions exist, the feedback stability criteria must be maintained.
For example, the roots of the denominator in Equation (5.14) must have negative real
parts, or the locus in the Argand diagram of the second term in the denominator must satisfy Nyquist’s criterion [5.3].
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Modern transistors have a drift field in the base-emitter junction, generated in the manufacturing process, which produces excess phase shift at the output. To maintain stability for
feedback, it is necessary to compensate for this excess phase shift. In a simple voltage divider used for feedback, such excess phase shift cannot be easily compensated. For complex
feedback systems, such as multistage amplifiers with both transformer and RC feedback,
additional all-pass networks are required to correct for excessive phase shift.
5.5.2 Noise Considerations
If noise is considered a form of distortion introduced in the amplifier, similar to the nonlinear effects, we might expect feedback to improve the S/N of the system. In practice, this
does not occur. The input noise sources of the amplifier are not changed by the feedback,
so that the amplified S/N at the output remains the same. The feedback reduces both signal
and noise amplification in the same ratio. Noise and other distortion products generated
later in the amplifier are reduced by about the same amount. This implies, however, that
the total output S/N should remain about the same whether or not feedback is applied.
The additional components necessary to produce the feedback add noise, so that the
overall noise factor of the circuit may be somewhat poorer. More importantly, with feedback
connected, the gain of the amplifier is reduced, so that the effect of noise from subsequent
circuits on overall NF will increase. Countering this trend, feedback can change the input
impedance of the circuit so that it may be possible to produce higher gain from the prior circuit, thereby tending to reduce the effect of the feedback amplifier’s noise contribution.
If resistive feedback is used, especially emitter degeneration, the high-frequency NF is
increased. It can be observed easily that simple feedback, such as those found in RF circuits,
produces a substantially improved dynamic range and, simultaneously, a poorer NF than the
circuit without feedback. While the noise degradation in simple RC feedback can be explained mathematically, it is difficult to forecast the actual resultant NF. It is more useful to
determine NF experimentally.
Where it is essential to minimize NF degradation, a technique called noiseless feedback
can be used. Noiseless feedback is based on the concept of transforming the output load resistance to the input in such a way as to provide the necessary feedback without introducing
additional thermal noise. As a result, the NFs of such systems are minimally changed. The
transformers may have losses in the vicinity of 1 dB or less, which can change the NF by this
amount.
The NF of a stage is determined by the various parameters in the equivalent circuit. Depending on the type of feedback (positive or negative), the input impedance can be increased
or decreased. If the equivalent noise resistor Rn remains unchanged while the input impedance is increased, the overall NF will decrease. If the feedback method changes both equivalent noise resistor and input impedance similarly, then the NF may remain unchanged. This
is the usual effect, because the amplified noise as well as the amplified signal are fed back in
the process. The feedback is more likely to have an effect upon the NF because of the change
in input impedance and amplifier gain, so that the noise in prior and subsequent circuits may
play a larger or smaller part in determining the overall NF.
Feedback can change both the resistive and the reactive parts of the input impedance, as
well as other parameters. Therefore, it is possible to find a combination where the feedback
by itself cancels the imaginary part and changes the input impedance in such a way that the
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overall NF is improved. Such “noise matching” can be achieved by an emitter-base feedback
circuit. This is the only circuit where power, noise matching, and minimum reflection can be
achieved simultaneously.
The influence of feedback is best understood by studying an example. We will examine a
case where an input filter is used between the input signal generator and the first transistor,
and where feedback can modify impedances and other design parameters. The example
starts with an amplifier that has been designed initially neglecting circuit losses and potential transistor feedback. The basic circuit schematic is shown in Figure 5.14a. The transistor
input admittance y11, and its estimated added Rn have been considered, but the effect of the
feedback admittance (Miller effect) has been ignored. The transistor and generator impedances have been stepped up to produce initial operating Q values of 20 and 50, as shown.
These values of Q will produce a 3-dB bandwidth about the 100-MHz center frequency in
the vicinity of 5 MHz, with transitional coupling between the tuned coupled pair.
To select and evaluate the design parameters more fully, it is assumed that a circuit Q of
120 (rather than infinite Q) exists and that the overall NF of the stage is to be determined for
coupling adjusted for: 1) optimum NF and 2) optimum power transfer. As indicated in Figure 5. 14b, the effective operating Q values have now been reduced to 17.1 and 35.3, respectively. Next, the coupling coefficient k12 = C T / C 1 C 2 must be adjusted to provide the desired conditions. It is well known that when k12 Q1 Q2 is equal to unity, maximum power is
transferred between the circuits. It is convenient to measure coupling in units of this value,
so we write K 12 = k12 Q1 Q2 .
At resonance the reactance in both circuits is tuned out. The resistance reflected from the
2
second circuit to the first can be shown to be R2 ′ ′ = R1 ′/K 12 , where R1 ′ is the effective total
shunt resistance in the first circuit, and R2 ′ ′ is the reflected effective shunt resistance from
the second circuit. R1 ′ is made up of the parallel combination of circuit loss resistance and
effective generator input shunt resistance; R2 ′ ′ has the same proportions of loss and transistor effective shunt resistances as the circuit shown in Figure 5.14c.
The noise factor of the circuit is the relationship of the square of the ratio of the
noise-to-signal voltage atV 2 ′ ′, with all the noise sources considered, to the square of the ratio of the generator open-circuit noise-to-signal voltage. Referring to the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.14d, we find
F=

R g ′ 1 + K 12 2 β (1 + K 12 2 ) 2
+

2
R1 ′  K 12 2
K 12





(5.15)

with RN ′/RV ′ = α, αRN ′/R2 ′ = β, and K 12 = R1 ′/R2 ′ ′ (as indicated previously).
4
To optimize F for variations in K12, we set its derivative with regard to K12 in the previous
2
equation equal to zero and find K 12 = (1 + β)/β. This leads to K12 = 1.513, and in turn to k12 =
0.0616, R g ′/R1 ′ = 1.1666, and F = 2.98, or NF = 4.74 dB. For best power transfer, K12 = 1, kl2
0.0407, and F = 3.43, or NF = 5.36 dB. Because NF is based on the generator as the reference, it includes the losses in the tuned circuits as well as the transistor NF.
Figure 5.15 shows the selectivity curves for the two filters with different coupling factors. The coupling that produces the higher NF provides narrower selectivity. The coupling
capacitor may be determined asC t = k12 C 1 C 2 where C1 and C2, the capacitances required
2
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Figure 5.14 Simple feedback example: (a) schematic diagram, (b) equivalent circuit at 100
MHz, (c) equivalent circuit at resonance, (d) equivalent circuit referred to the input circuit.

to tune the two coupled coils to resonance at the carrier frequency, are 25 and 10 pF, respectively. Thus, in case 1, C12A = 0.97 pF and in case 2, C12B = 0.64 pF. Because of the difficulty of
controlling such small capacitances, it would be better to convert from the πarrangement of
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Figure 5.15 Selectivity curves for different coupling factors and feedback.

capacitors to a T arrangement. The main tuning capacitors must be adjusted to compensate
for the coupling capacitor, the reflected reactance from the transistor, the coil distributed capacitance, and any other strays.
Let us now assume that because of feedback through the base-collector junction (Miller
effect), the input admittance is altered so that the input conductive component leads to a
shunt resistance of 300 Ω instead of 50 Ω. We will also assume that the noise resistor stays
the same, although—in fact—it is likely to change as well. We must change our tap so that
the impedance step-up is decreased to produce the equivalent loading in the second circuit.
2
This means that m2 becomes 26.5 instead of 159.1. The equivalent noise resistor at the secondary is reduced in this same ratio to 220.7 Ω. The new value of α becomes 0.0277; that of
β, 0.0393. This results in K12 = 2.27, F = 1.73, and NF = 2.38 dB. In the matched case, the NF
is also improved to 4.01 dB. In both cases, this represents more than 1 dB of improvement;
for optimum F, the bandwidth is further widened.
5.5.3 Types of Feedback
If a single transistor stage, as shown in Figure 5.16, is operated in small-signal condition
and the effect of the Miller capacitance is not neglected, we can distinguish between two
types of distortion: voltage distortion and current distortion. The current distortion is the
result of the transfer function of the device. This transformation of the input voltage to an
output current is nonlinear. The output current multiplied by the output load impedance
becomes the output voltage.
The voltage distortion is observed because the output of the transistor has two semiconductor capacitances that are voltage-dependent. The feedback capacitance Ccb and the output capacitance Cce both vary with the output voltage. If this voltage reaches levels of several
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Figure 5.16 Schematic diagram of a
single transistor stage, showing
collector-base feedback.

Figure 5.17 Variation of IM products
with dc level for constant small-signal
drive.

volts, substantial variations of the capacitances occur. This, as well as modulation of the output collector-base junction, results in the nonlinear distortion called voltage distortion.
It should be noted that current distortion can only be compensated by current feedback,
and voltage distortion by voltage feedback. This can best be shown by measuring the IM distortion under two-tone test conditions in a CATV transistor, such as the 2N5179, as a function of direct current. Figure 5.17 shows that the IM distortion products become smaller as
the direct current is increased, with the drive level constant. This is because the exponential
transfer characteristic of the base-emitter diode is more nearly linearized.
As the direct current is increased, NF deteriorates slightly, and optimum NF and IM do
not occur at the same operating point. This particular effect corresponds to the feedback circuit in Figure 5.18a, where there is an input voltage Vin and resistors Rg and Re in series with
the generator and the emitter, respectively. The presence of the unbypassed resistor in the
emitter circuit increases the input and output impedances of the transistor and decreases the
IM distortion products. If we analyze the same figure, we will notice that the input and output impedances are also changed as a function of the feedback resistance RF. However, as
long as the dynamic input impedance generated by considering RF is not reduced below Rg,
IM distortion products generated by current distortions are not compensated.
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Figure 5.18 Simple transistor feedback circuits.
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These are the two most important feedback types, and combinations of them are in common use. In practice we find the following feedback systems:
• Voltage series or voltage ratio feedback
• Current series or transimpedance feedback
• Voltage shunt or admittance feedback
• Current shunt or current ratio feedback
Based on the particular feedback technique, the input impedance may be increased or decreased. In some cases, both feedback systems are used simultaneously. The input impedance, then, can be set to whatever value is required, while still reducing the distortion products. Each case must be analyzed individually. Figure 5.18 shows a number of simple feedback circuits at frequencies low enough that the internal Miller feedback is negligible. Table
5.12 summarizes their gain and impedance characteristics.
5.5.4 Mixed Feedback Circuits
Purely resistive feedback amplifiers have the disadvantage that their noise performance is
poorer than that of the transistor itself under optimum conditions. Mixed feedback allows
wider flexibility because the input impedance, output impedance, and gain can be set more
or less independently. We now examine one design example in detail. The interested reader
can employ the same techniques used in this example to analyze other circuits. In such circuits, we rely heavily on the use of ferrite core transformers. It is important that these
transformers have minimum stray inductance and that the bandwidth ratio B = fmax/fmin = 1/s
be as large as possible. Ratios of more than 200 are possible.
Figure 5.19 shows the circuit of the amplifier using voltage feedback. The following
equations apply
V I = k V 0 + V be
iI =

V cb
Rk

ZI ≡

VI
iI

(5.16)

+ V be y 11

=

k V 0 + V be
V cb

Rk + V be y 11

(5.17)

(5.18)

For an open-loop voltage gain A0 ≡ V 0 /V be ≥ 10 and an operating frequency f ≤ f T /10, so
that Vbey11 is negligible, the following simplifications are possible
A≡

V0
VI

=

Z I = k Rk

1
k

(5.19)

(5.20)
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Figure 5.19 Schematic diagram of an
amplifier using voltage feedback.

Figure 5.20 Transistor amplifier with current feedback.

As an example, let us consider a circuit with Rk = 200 Ω and k = 0.2, using a transistor type
2N5109 at an ic of 80 mA. At this operating point, approximately, gm = 1.5 S, Rce = 200 Ω,
and fT = 1400 MHz. This leads to A0 = gm [(RceRk/Rce + Rk)] ≈ 150. Therefore, the approximation holds when f <1400/10 = 140 MHz. Thus, A = 5 and ZI = 40 Ω.
We now introduce current feedback, which results in the new schematic diagram shown
in Figure 5.20. For this circuit, we can write the following equations
V I = k V 0 + V be + V E
i I = V be y 11 +

V cb
Rk

(5.21)
(5.22)
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ZI =

k V 0 + V be + V E
V be y 11 + V cb

(5.23)

Rk

V E = I e RE

(5.24)

i e ≈ i c with f ≤ f T
ic =

V0

+

RL

(5.25)

10

V cb

(5.26)

Rk

or, after some rearranging
iC =

V 0 ( Rk

RL + 1)

(5.27)

Rk + R E

If we assume Vbe is small enough to be ignored, we have for the input impedance
Z I = Rk

k + (R E

RL ) ( Rk + RL )

( R E + Rk )

1 – (R E

RL ) ( Rk – RL )

( R E + Rk )

(5.28)

We may write this as
ZI =

Rk ( k + C )
1+C

(5.28a)

with
C=

R E Rk + RL
RL R E + Rk

(5.29)

Also, we finally obtain the formula for the voltage gain
A=

1
k +C

(5.30)

The lower cutoff frequency of the circuit is determined by the main inductor of the transformer. An experimental circuit of this kind was measured to have 50-Ω input impedance
between 1 and 150 MHz, with a VSWR of 1.3. The VSWR to 200 MHz was 1.5. The noise
factor up to 40 MHz was 2.5, increasing to 7.5 at 200 MHz. Two signals at a level of +6 dBm
generate two spurious signals 60 dB below the normal reference signal.
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Figure 5.21 Schematic diagram of a base-emitter feedback amplifier.

5.5.5 Base-Emitter Feedback Circuit
The base-emitter feedback circuit is a configuration that has seen moderate use, particularly for conditions where the lowest possible NF, highest possible gain, and minimum
standing wave ratio are required simultaneously. Experience with transistor amplifiers has
shown that simultaneous satisfaction of these three conditions is not possible with most
feedback circuits.
The emitter-base feedback circuit is probably the only circuit in which such performance
can be achieved. Furthermore, use of a bipolar transistor in this circuit leads to excellent
large-signal handling performance. An FET should not be used because its square-law characteristic generates a second harmonic of the source current that is transferred to the gate by
the transformer. This results in the generation of the products f 1 ± f 2 and f 2 ± f 1 . Because
of the exponential form of the bipolar transistor, the generation of these products is much
smaller. Figure 5.21 shows the schematic diagram of this circuit.
The transformer relationships are the turns ratio, u = n 2 /n1 ,V 4 = – V 3 /u, and I 4 = – I 3 u.
The transistor relationships are I 2 = – I 1 β exp (– jf / f T ) andY be ≡1/Z be = S 0 /β + jωS 0 /
2πf T , where S0 = IE/VT. Other basic relationships in the circuit are I 4 = I 2 – I 1 , V 0 = V 3 ,
V 3 = I 1 Z be – I 4 R E + V 4 , and I 0 = I 1 + I 3 . From the foregoing, the following intermediate
relationships are derived
I 4 = – I 1 [1 + β exp (– jf
V 0 = I 1 Z be + uI 3 R E –

V0
u

f T )]

(5.31)
(5.32)
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I3 =

–I 4
u

=

I 1 [1 + β exp (– jf

f T )]

(5.33)

u

It will be convenient to let β exp (– jf / f T ) = D in the equations that follow
1 

V 0 1 +  = I 1 [ Z be + R E (1 + D)]
 u 

(5.34)

 1+ D
I 0 = I 1 1 +

u 


(5.35)

The input impedance can be calculated from Z I = V 0 /I 0 , resulting in
1  Z + R E (1 + D)

Z I 1 +  = be
 u  1 + (1 + D) u

(5.36)

Generally β >>1, and if βf < f T as well, we can approximate D as β (1 – jf / f T ). Then, we
have
1  Z + RE D

Z I 1 +  = be
 u  1 +D u

(5.37)

The real part of D is β, and β/u >>1 will also be assumed
1  u Z be

Z I 1 +  =
+ u RE
 u  D

(5.38)

Recalling the definition of Zbe, we can write
ZI =

u2
u +1


1

 D S 0 (1 β + jf


+ RE 
fT )

(5.39)

ZI =

u2
u +1


R E +
S 0 (1 – jf


1
f T ) (1 + jβf



f T ) 

We have already assumed βf / f T <1, which implies f / f T <<1. Then, the parenthetical
terms in the denominator become1 + j(β – 1) f / f T . The imaginary term is less than 1. If it
is sufficiently less to be neglected, we finally arrive at the following
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Table 5.13 Calculated Input Impedance of Base-Emitter Feedback Circuit in the Example
Circuit

ZI =

u2
1+u


1 
 RE +


S 0 


(5.40)

Therefore, the input impedance is the transformed sum of the reciprocal mutual conductance and the resistive portion of the emitter feedback resistor. As an example, we select
the following values:
n2 = 4
n1 = 2
β = 20
f = 40 MHz
fT = 1.66 GHz
RE = 7 Ω
S0 = 0.385 S
This gives us u = 2, βf = 800 < 1660 = f T , and
ZI =

1 
22 
7 +
 = 1.333 (7 + 2.6) + 12.8 Ω
0.385 
3 

The complete expression for the input impedance of this circuit was calculated for various
frequencies, using a computer program, with results given in Table 5.13.

5.6 Gain Control of Amplifiers
The large dynamic range of signals that must be handled by most receivers requires gain
adjustment to prevent overload or IM of the stages and to adjust the demodulator input
level for optimum operation. A simple method of gain control would involve the use of a
variable attenuator between the input and the first active stage. Such an attenuator, however, would decrease the signal level, but it would also reduce the S/N of any but the weakest acceptable signal. Most users are willing to tolerate an S/N of 10 to 20 dB for weak
voice signals, but expect an S/N of 40 dB or more for stronger signals.
Therefore, gain control is generally distributed over a number of stages, so that the gain in
later stages (the IF amplifiers) is reduced first, and the gain in earlier stages (RF and first IF)
is reduced only for signal levels sufficiently high to assure a large S/N. In modern radios,
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where RF gain tends to be small, this may mean switching in an attenuator at RF only for sufficiently high signal levels. Variable gain control for the later stages can operate from low
signal levels. Variable-gain amplifiers are controlled electrically, and when attenuators are
used in receivers, they are often operated electrically either by variable voltages for continuous attenuators or by electric switches (relays or diodes) for fixed or stepped attenuators.
Even if attenuators are operated electrically, the operator sometimes needs direct control of
the gain. This may be made available through a variable resistor or by allowing the operator
to signal the control computer, which then sets the voltage using one or more digital-toanalog (D/A) converters. Control should be smooth and cause a generally logarithmic variation (linear decibel) with the input variable. In most instances, because of fading, AGC is
used to measure the signal level into the demodulator and to keep that level in the required
range by a feedback control circuit.
The simplest method of gain control is to design one or more of the amplifier stages to
change gain in response to a control voltage. In tube radios, gain was changed by changing
the amplifier’s operating point. It was found necessary to design special tubes for such control in order to avoid excessive IM distortion. Similarly, transistor amplifiers require special
circuits or devices for amplifier stage gain control. One circuit arrangement for this application uses one gate of a dual-gate FET as the gain control device while the signal is applied to
the second gate. In this way the gm of the device is varied with minimum change in the operating point of the signal gate. Figure 5.22 shows the schematic diagram of this arrangement,
using a 3N200, along with the change in gain with the control voltage on the second gate.
Because a dual-gate FET is the equivalent of a cascode connection of two FETs, that circuit
works similarly. A cascode arrangement of bipolar transistors may also be used.
A common bipolar circuit for gain control is a differential pair of common-emitter amplifiers whose emitters are supplied through a separate common-emitter stage. The gaincontrol voltage is applied to the base of the latter stage while the signal is applied to one (or,
if balanced, both) of the bases of the differential pair. This arrangement has been implemented in linear integrated circuits. Figure 5.23 shows the schematic diagram of a classic
gain-controllable amplifier stage, the RCA CA3002, and its control curves.
A PIN diode attenuator can provide the low-distortion gain control that is especially important prior to the first mixer. Figure 5.24 shows such a circuit for the HF band. Its control
curve has approximately linear decibel variation over most of its 60-dB range. The π-type
attenuator circuit is used to provide a good match between 50-Ω terminations over the control range. The minimum useful frequency for a PIN diode attenuator varies inversely with
the minority carrier lifetime. For commonly available diodes, the low end of the HF band is
near this limit.
Other devices without a low-frequency limitation have been used for low-distortion gain
control, including positive temperature coefficient (PTC) resistors controlled by a dc level to
heat them and photoconductive devices controlled by the level of impinging light. A receiver normally uses several stages of controlled gain to produce the total range of control
required.
5.6.1 AGC
The narrow-band signals encountered in receiver design may be modulated in amplitude
or frequency, or both simultaneously. The baseband output depends on the modulation in-
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Figure 5.22 Gain-controller amplifier: (a) schematic diagram, (b) curve of gain versus control
voltage.

dex and the signal level at the demodulator input. An AGC circuit in the receiver provides
a substantially constant signal level to the demodulator independent of the input signal
level. In the previous paragraphs we have discussed devices that can maintain linear performance over a wide range of programmable gain levels. The AGC provides to one or
more of such devices the external control signals necessary to maintain the constant signal
level required by the demodulator.
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Figure 5.23 Gain-controlled IC amplifier: (a) schematic diagram, (b) gain-control curve.
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Figure 5.24 Schematic diagram of a PIN diode attenuator.

Figure 5.25 Simplified block diagram of a communications receiver with AGC.

To help understand the operation of the AGC action, let us examine the block diagram in
Figure 5.25. An input voltage, which may lie between 1µV and 1 V, is fed to the input amplifier. The envelope of this voltage is detected at the input to the detector. This voltage is processed to produce the control voltages for variable-gain devices, which reduce the input to the
amplifier and the gain within the amplifier. As we try to maintain constant output voltage
with varying input voltage, we are dealing with a nonlinear system, which can be described
accurately by nonlinear differential equations. The literature does not provide a complete
mathematical analysis of such a system. We will, instead, use a linearized model to deal with
the problem. A more complete result, if required, can be achieved through computer simulation of the nonlinear system.
Let us assume for the moment that the amplifier has a control range of 120 dB. This implies that we have at least two gain-controlled devices with 60 dB control range, because few
devices are available—either discrete or integrated—with more than 60-dB gain range. For
the sake of simplicity, we will not assume a NF for the system, although we will assume that
in the output bandwidth, the output noise voltage is 100-mV rms and the output impedance
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Figure 5.26 Block diagram of a receiver with amplified AGC.

is low. The 1-µV input signal would generate a 1-V output signal (with 20-dB S/N). For further simplification, we assume that the amplifier is linear with constant gain for an output
voltage below 1 V. For a control voltage between 1 and 10 V, we assume that the gain is reduced (generally linearly in decibels with the voltage) by 120 dB to unity gain. The AGC detector, which generates the control voltage, is assumed to have 1-V threshold, above which
its output responds linearly to its input.
Neglecting the dynamics of the situation, we would find that with no signal voltage present at the input, the AGC detector receives 0.1-V rms, which is below threshold and thus
generates no AGC control voltage. As the voltage at the AGC detector rises to 1 V (input of 1
µV), the control begins. As the output voltage rises to 10 V, the amplifier gain is reduced to 0
dB (input of 10 V). We assume that this would occur in a relatively linear manner. Thus, we
have an output variation of 10:1 (20 dB) for an input variation of 120 dB. For most professional receiver applications, such performance would be considered rather poor.
In a good receiver design, the AGC onset may well be at a 20-dB S/N—as in our example,
at 1 µV—but would maintain the output within 6 dB or less for the 120-dB change in input.
To reduce the output level swing from 20 to 6 dB, an increased gain reduction sensitivity is
required. Thus, if the gain change of 120 dB can be achieved from 1 to 2 V (rather than 1 to
10 V), the desired improvement results. This might be achieved by using more sensitive gain
change devices or by using more devices in the amplifier. Another alternative is to provide
an amplifier for the AGC voltage. An amplification of five times produces the desired effect. The block diagram of Figure 5.26 shows such a configuration. If we assume that the
control time constants are determined primarily by the detector circuit and the additional
amplifier has a wider bandwidth than the detector, then the attack and decay times will be
shortened by the amount of the postamplification (five times in the example).
In a high-quality receiver, the AGC detector operates essentially in a linear mode, the dc
output being proportional to the RF input voltage. It is possible for a diode to operate as a
square-law detector when the RF voltage is small compared to the typical levels of one to
several volts for the linear detection region of typical germanium, silicon, or hot-carrier diodes. In the square-law region, the diode is barely biased on by its junction bias, and its response is nonlinear. The detection sensitivity is higher in this region of operation. Such operation occurs typically when the design does not provide adequate IF gain so that voltage
levels as low as 0.1 V may need to be rectified. A dc control is typically superimposed in the
circuit to bias the diode slightly in order to provide higher efficiency and lower threshold
than otherwise possible. As the signal increases, the output S/N improves up to a certain
point, then deteriorates, and finally improves again. This “holdback” area has to do with bias
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changes of these devices running in the square-law region, and is tolerated only to avoid providing more IF gain, which would increase the cost.
For a DSP-based receiver, the functions outlined in this section typically are all contained
within the DSP device itself. Operating parameters adjusted through software commands.
5.6.2 Gibbs Phenomenon
The Gibbs phenomenon is a timeless bounce effect that a group-delay-compensated filter
may produce. In a system with a digital filter that is perfectly flat—typically used for FM
applications—the filter may ring at the beginning of a waveform, with a peak that can be
20 dB higher than the settled value. Normally, the ringing of a filter used in the time domain occurs after the signal is applied because of stored energy. The Gibbs phenomenon
describes a process that occurs prior to this point.
If a filter network is to be used for pulse applications, it is desirable that the transient portion of the response die out rapidly [5.4]. This, in effect, means that the transient response
should have little or no overshoot. One cause of the overshoot is the lack of all the frequency
components that make up the pulse. Hence, as the bandwidth is widened, the pulse reproduction improves. However, Gibbs phenomena are always present. For a given bandwidth
there exists one pulse width such that the overshoot is a minimum.
Butterworth filters, characterized by their maximally flat magnitude response, also have
a fast step function response. But overshoot increases with increasing order, and this is undesirable. Bessel filters, which have maximally flat group delay characteristics, have negligible overshoot in the transient response, particularly for the higher order filters. However,
the rise time is not as good as in the Butterworth case. There exist filters which are compromises between these two. One such compromise is the transitional Butterworth-BesseI class
of filters, which can be made to have a response characteristic lying between those of the
Butterworth and Bessel filters by varying a parameter in the transfer function.
Transient response shapes fall into two different categories:
• Those having a smooth transient response and, consequently, a relatively constant group
delay
• Those with oscillatory transient characteristics
The curves are normalized to unity 3-dB bandwidth. Also, it should be noted that the area
under the unit impulse response curves is a constant. The peak of the impulse response
should be as high as possible, and the height should be independent of the degree of the approximation. It is here that we suffer the contradiction between high performance in the
steady state and in the time domain: it is not possible to realize both simultaneously.
The decreasing impulse peak for filters with steep attenuation response can be explained
as a consequence of two properties:
• The nonconstant group delay characteristics
• The high frequencies, which are necessary for large peaks, are attenuated much more in
high rejection type filters
The rise time for a step input can be defined in one of two ways:
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• The time required to go from 10 percent to 90 percent of the final value
• The time required to go from zero to the final value at the maximum slope, which is present in the vicinity of the 50 percent value
The time delay of a step passing through a filter is arbitrarily taken as the time difference
between the application of this step and the moment the output reaches 50 percent of its final value. This time is also, approximately, the time at which the impulse reaches a peak.
5.6.3 AGC Response Time
The AGC system has a delay in its response to changes in input. This means that the AGC
control voltage holds constant for a short time after a change in signal level and then follows the change to compensate for the level change. In practice, it is not desirable for an
AGC to have too fast a reaction time. In such a case, any static pulse, ignition noise, or
other impulsive interference with very fast rise time would be detected by the AGC detector and would desensitize the receiver for a hold time required to discharge the AGC filter
capacitors.
For many years, communications receivers used attack times between 1 and 5 ms. For
CW operation and in thunder storms, this proves too fast and hangs up the receiver. The fastest attack time that is possible depends upon the filtering of the detector, the response of the
amplifiers, the IF selectivity, and the IF itself. For SSB reception, some receivers derive the
AGC from the baseband signal. Rather than use a high-level IF amplifier, such receivers
may use a product detector to convert the signal to baseband at a level of about 10 mV. The
resultant signal is then amplified and rectified to develop the AGC control voltage. If an IFderived AGC is used, the lowest practical frequency is about 30 kHz. The minimum attack
time would require about one cycle of the IF, or 33 µs. If the lowest audio frequency generated were 50 Hz, the audio-generated AGC attack time might be extended to 20 ms. Care
would need to be taken not to use the audio-derived system for control of an RF carrier (at or
near zero beat). On the whole, it appears that a baseband-derived AGC design should be
avoided in high-performance receivers.
Selection of the proper AGC time constant is a subjective decision. Most receiver manufacturers now set the attack time between 20 and 50 ms and resort to additional means to
combat short-term overload of the system. An excellent method of achieving this objective
is to run the second stage of the amplifier in such a mode that it will clip at 6 dB above nominal output level.
For example, let us assume that our previous case is implemented, whereby an AGC amplifier with a gain of 5 allows a variation of the dc control voltage between 1 and 2 V. The
clipping level would be set at twice the higher value, or 4 V. This can be achieved either by
proper biasing of the amplifier or by using symmetrical diodes at the output. In some designs, the Plessey SL613 logarithmic amplifier has proved useful, because it prevents the
output from exceeding a certain value. Such a circuit arrangement prevents audio amplifier
overload during the attack time of the receiver, and fast static crashes will not block the receiver as a result of a fast AGC response time.
This discussion of AGC times applies primarily to CW and SSB reception, where there is
no carrier to serve for AGC control. We do not want the background noise to rise between
transmissions, so a dual-time-constant system is desirable. Figure 5.27 shows a
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Figure 5.27 Schematic diagram of
an AGC system with independent
attack and decay time constants.

Figure 5.28 Schematic diagram of an AGC system with independent attack, hold, and decay
time constants.

dual-time-constant system in which the attack time is determined by values Rs and Cp, while
the decay time is dependent on Rp and Cp. The diode prevents a discharge of the capacitor
from the source. This exponential decay is not sufficient in some cases, and an independent
setting of three time constants—attack, hold, and decay—is desirable. Figure 5.28 shows a
three-time-constant circuit where all of these values can be established independently.
Attack and decay times are typically defined as the time it takes to get within a certain
percentage of the final value after a signal appears or disappears. It turns out, however, that
the loop gain, which determines the loop band-width, is dependent upon the actual gain reduction. Therefore, the attack and decay times should be defined for the highest-gain reduction or maximum input voltage. In most cases, the receiver designer will find that for the
first 60 dB of increase in amplitude, up to 1 mV, the AGC will behave well. However, for the
next 20 dB, the AGC may become unstable and oscillate. There are several causes for such
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Figure 5.29 Block diagram of an IF amplifier with AGC and a crystal filter.

instabilities. Assuming the case of the simple AGC circuit, which we will analyze later,
where there are no delay or dead times, we have to deal with the phase shifts of the various
amplifiers, and therefore instabilities can occur. In addition, the capacitor Cp in our previous
example has to be charged, so the current source must be able to supply enough current for
the charge. In many cases, the dc bias of the transistor stage that charges the capacitor is
wrongly adjusted and therefore cannot follow. It is important to understand that the driving
source has to be capable of providing proper currents.
In the case of an AM signal, the AGC cannot be made faster than the lowest modulation
frequency. In a broadcast receiver, 50 Hz or 20 ms is too small a margin, and a 60- to 100-ms
attack time should be preferred. If the AGC time constant is made too fast, the modulation
frequency response will be changed and distortion can occur.
5.6.4 Effect of IF Filter Delays
A selective filter introduces not only frequency selectivity but also delay, the amount depending on the specific design. Most IF filters use crystal resonators for the selective elements, but delays result from any filter type. Figure 5.29 is a block diagram of an IF amplifier that incorporates a crystal filter prior to the AGC detector. The purpose of the filter is
to limit the noise bandwidth of the circuit. If it is assumed that the amplifier comprises two
wide-band stages (such as the Plessey SL612), the noise bandwidth is 30-MHz wide. For
the AM or AGC detector, this would produce an extremely poor S/N. The introduction of a
single- or dual-pole monolithic crystal filter will limit the noise bandwidth to about ±5
kHz, thus improving the S/N substantially. The filter, especially if it has a flat top and
sharp cutoff characteristic (like a Chebyshev filter), may introduce substantial delay, ranging from a few microseconds to as much as 50 ms. Some mechanical filters, resonant at
low frequencies, such as 30 kHz, have extremely steep shirts, and also can have delays of
50 to 100 ms. With such a delay, the AGC detector produces a gain-control voltage responding to the signal at a substantially earlier time. If the AGC attack time is smaller than
the delay, such delays can cause AGC instabilities. It is important, therefore, to make sure
that the AGC attack time is longer than possible delays or else to avoid delays in the system so as to use a short attack time. The delay varies across the filter band, the most critical
points being between the –3 and –10 dB points of the selectivity curve. At these points, extreme delays occur and the AGC is most vulnerable.
It is common practice to design an AGC so as to avoid the excessive delays of crystal filters. By reorganizing the previous example and using separate signal and AGC detectors, it
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Figure 5.30 Block diagram of a dual-conversion superheterodyne receiver with AGC applied
to both IF amplifiers.

is possible to use the high-delay crystal filter in the AM or SSB detector path, and use a
broader filter with smaller delay in the AGC loop.
Some designers feel that there are merits to applying AGC to both the first and the second
IF amplifiers of a dual-conversion receiver, such as shown in Figure 5.30. In this situation,
we can again experience the delay introduced by the selective filters. If there are multiple
bandwidths, the delay will vary with the bandwidth, being most pronounced for the most
narrow filter (CW operation). This system can be further complicated if there is an RF amplifier and the AGC is extended to it. Because of the potentially longer delay through the
longer path, such a configuration can become difficult. The AGC loop will tend to be very
sluggish, with long attack time to provide AGC stability under all circumstances.
5.6.5 Analysis of AGC Loops
The AGC system is basically a feedback amplifier or servo system, as shown in Figure
5.31. A number of authors have provided treatments of the AGC loop ([5.5] to [5.10]). The
gain-control curve is essentially nonlinear, so in most cases, linearized treatments of the
loop are given. In [5.7], an exponential control curve of the gain is assumed, which leads to
a direct analysis without linearization. Our treatment will mostly follow reference [5.8].
The static performance of the AGC system is an important characteristic that shows how
successful the design is in maintaining a constant output for varying input voltage. Such
curves can be drawn easily if the control characteristic of the amplifier and the dc transmission of the AGC loop are known. Figure 5.32 shows a typical amplifier control characteristic, in this case with a range of nearly 100 dB. If we assume the AGC detector has 100 percent efficiency, the dc control voltage is equal to the output voltage. For each output amplitude level, we may compute the control voltage produced, and from Figure 5.32 we can determine the gain. The output divided by the gain determines the input voltage. Figure 5.33
shows two such traces as solid curves. In the lower curve, the control voltage is assumed to
be equal to the output voltage, while in the upper curve the control voltage is assumed to be
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Figure 5.31 Block diagram of an AGC loop.

Figure 5.32 Representative gain-control characteristic curves.

zero until the output exceeds 10 V, whereafter the control voltage is equal to the output voltage less 10 V. The advantage of using a delay voltage in the control circuit is obvious.
The advantage of adding an amplifier in the AGC path can be seen in the dashed curves of
Figure 5.33, where the control voltage is amplified ten times. Where no delay is used, the result is simply reduction of the output voltage ten times, without modifying the control shape.
In the delayed case, only the difference is amplified, and the result is a much flatter AGC
curve. If the amplification were provided prior to the delay voltage, the result would be to
drop the onset of AGC to an output level of 1 V. The curve is parallel to the delayed curve
without amplification but provides control over an extra octave.
As with all feedback systems, care must be taken to design the loop to avoid oscillation.
Also, the AGC loop has a closed-loop gain characteristic, which is essentially low-pass. The
values must be selected to minimize reduction of the desired amplitude modulation of the
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Figure 5.33 AGC regulation characteristics.

signal. Clearly, the loop response must be slow compared to signal modulation, yet it should
be comparable to fading. To deal with a linearized loop, the following equations can be written. First, assume a linear detector
ED = k e 0 – Ed

d ED
d e0

=k

(5.41)

where Ed is the diode voltage drop. Second, for a square-law detector
ED = k e 0

d eD

2

d e0

= 2 k e0

(5.42)

The relationship between input and output voltages is given by
e 0 = AI e I

(5.43)

where AI is the amplifier voltage gain. If we differentiate this relative to control voltage Ec,
and divide by itself we obtain the derivative of the logarithms
d(ln e o
d EC

+

d(ln AI )
d EC

(5.44a)
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Figure 5.34 AGC block diagram using standard control-loop terminology.

d(ln e 0 )
d EC

=

d(ln e I )
d EC

+ Kn

(5.44b)

where Kn is the amplifier gain-control constant. We define 1/KD as the logarithmic derivative of eO with regard to ED and obtain
d e0
d(ln e 0 )
1
;
=
=
K D e 0 d ED
d ED
d ED
K D d EC

=

d(ln e I )
d EC

KD =

d ED
d(ln e 0 )

+ Kn

(5.45)

(5.44c)

Let us now refer to Figure 5.34; using the standard terminology for the closed control loop,
we obtain
M( S ) =

C( S)
G( S )
=
R( S )
1 + G( S ) H ( S )

(5.46)

From Figure 5.31
M ( S ) = dE D /d [ln ( E I )]
and
A f ( S ) = – dE c /dE D
From Equation (5.44)
–[ K D A f ( S )] –1 = – [ M ( S ) A f ( S )] –1 + K N
Therefore
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Figure 5.35 Simple integrator filter circuit.

G ( S ) = K D and H ( S ) = K n A F ( S )
Also, the amplifier gain is usually measured in decibels per volt rather than in nepers per
volt. If we let KI be the sensitivity in decibels per volt and Kc = 0.11513 Np/dB, then Kn =
KcKI. The open loop transfer function is
B( S )
= G( S ) H ( S ) = K D K c K I A F ( S )
E( S )

(5.47)

The loop error transfer function is
E( S )
1
=
R( S )
1 + K D K c K I AF ( S )

(5.48)

A unit step function input is used in evaluating the transient response. The attack time of
the AGC loop is the time required for the resulting error e(t) to fall to a specified value,
usually 0.37 or 0.1.
The most common type of loop filter is the simple integrator shown in Figure 5.35. If we
substitute A F ( S ) = A1 /S in Equation (5.48), we find the error response
E( S )
S
=
R( S ) S + K v

(5.49)

where K v = K D K c K I A1 . To calculate the error response to a step input, we set R( S ) =1/S ,
yielding E( S ) =1/( S + K v ). The inverse Laplace transform yields a time error response
e(t) = exp (– K v t), a simple exponential decay with time constant equal to Kv.
When the loop filter is a simple integrator, if the input voltage is an AM sinusoid, with
modulation or index m and frequency fA, the detector output can be shown to be [5.7]
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Figure 5.36 Loop filter with finite dc gain.

 1 + m sin ( 2 π f A t)
ED = ER 
1 + β m sin ( 2 π f A t + θ



)

(5.50)

where β = [1 + ( 2πf A )/K v ] 2 and θ = – tan –1 ( 2πf A /K v ). The quantities β and θ are easily
identified as the magnitude and phase angle of the unity feedback closed-loop gain. From
Equation (5.50), it can be seen that at low frequency, the detector output is a dc level, ED =
ER, and at high frequency the output is the undistorted modulation. The distortion that the
denominator of Equation (5.50) describes is dependent on the modulation index. We arbitrarily define the tolerable distortion for maximum modulation index (m = 1) and β < 0.2.
This allows us to set a low-frequency cutoff β 2 = 1/26, or 2πf c = 5K v . Because the loop
gain will have a similar effect on the modulation, whatever the type of loop filter, we can
use the same expression to define the cutoff frequency even when the filter is more complex than a simple integrator.
For a filter with finite dc gain, such as shown in Figure 5.36
2

–1

 2 π f0 
G ( S ) H ( S ) = K D K c K I A0 

S + 2 π f0 

(5.51)

Substituting the dc loop gain or positional error constant K P = K D K c K I A0 in Equation
(5.51), we obtain
G( S ) H ( S ) =

K p 2 π f0
S + 2 π f0

=

N( S)
D( S )

(5.52)
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S + 2 π f0
E( S )
D( S )
=
=
R( S )
N ( S ) + D( S )
S + (1 + K P) 2 π f 0

(5.53)

For a unit step function input
E( S ) =

S + 2 π f0
S [ S + (1 + K P) 2 π f 0 ]

(5.54)

This yields, by using the inverse transform pair
e(t) =

K exp [–(1 + K P ) 2 π f 0 t ]
1
+ P
1+ KP
1+ KP

(5.55)

The unity-gain closed-loop transfer is
KP 2 π f0
B( S )
N( S)
=
=
R( S )
N ( S ) + D( S )
S + (1 + K P ) 2 π f 0

(5.56)

Setting this equal to 1/26, as above, and solving for cutoff, we obtain
f c = f 0 ( 25 K P – 2 K P – 1)
2

1

2

(5.57)

For K P >>1, this becomes f c ≈ 5K P f 0 .
5.6.6 Dual-Loop AGC
In applications where NF is very important, high-gain preamplifiers can be used preceding
the first mixer. Figure 5.37 shows a block diagram where a preamplifier with variable gain
is used. As in the case of a microwave receiver, where such a configuration would find its
most likely use, the selectivity prior to the second IF filter would be relatively wide. This
will be assumed here. The design is somewhat more complex in this case than where a
preamplifier is not used. For operation over a wide dynamic range, it is necessary to apply
control to the preamplifier to prevent strong input signals from overloading the following
stages. On the other hand, reduction of the preamplifier gain increases the NF of the system. Low NF is the reason for using the preamplifier stage in the first place. To solve these
difficulties, it is necessary to delay application of AGC to the preamplifier until the gain in
the later stages has been sufficiently reduced by the input level. Thus, as shown in Figure
5.37, two threshold references are provided, the initial one for the IF stages, and the second
one, which prevents reduction of preamplifier gain until there is an adequate S/N at the
output. Figure 5.38 shows a loop filter for this configuration, and Figure 5.39 shows a reconfiguration as a standard dual-control loop.
A loop filter of this type determines the closed-loop parameters, and when f1 is properly
chosen, the bandwidth changes very little when the second threshold is reached. Improper
choice of the parameters can cause an undesired change of bandwidth and gain at the second
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Figure 5.37 Block diagram of a receiver including a controlled preamplifier.

Figure 5.38 Loop filter for a dual AGC loop.

threshold, which could cause loop instabilities. The open-loop gain of the system when both
thresholds are exceeded is given by
B( S )
= G ( S ) [ H 1 ( S ) + H 2 ( S )]
E( S )
B( S ) K D K c K I 1 A1 K D K c K I 2 A1 A2 2 π f 1
=
+
E( S )
S
S ( S + 2 π f1 )

(5.58)
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Figure 5.39 Dual-loop AGC system redrawn as a standard control loop.

K I 2 A2 2 π f 1 
B( S ) K D K c K I 1 A1 
=
1 +

E( S )
S
 K I 1 ( S + 2 π f1 ) 
With K 1 = K D K c K I 1 A1 and K 2 = A2 K I 2 /K I 1 , we obtain
K 2 π f1 
B( S ) K 1 
1 + 2

=

E( S )
S 
S + 2 π f 1 

(5.59)

Now let us also introduce a delay or dead time factor τ. With this included, we obtain
B( S ) K 1  K 2 2 π f 1 exp (– sτ) 
=
1 +

E( S )
S 
S + 2 π f1


(5.60)

For sufficiently small sτ, we may use a polynomial approximation of the exponential,
exp (– sτ) = 1 + a1 ( sτ) + a 2 ( sτ) 2 , a1 = –0.9664, and a2 = 0.3536. The closed-loop error
function is
S ( S + 2 π f1 )
E( S )
=
2
R( S )
S + S ( 2 π f 1 + K 1 ) + K 1 2 π f 1 + K 1 K 2 2 π f 1 exp (– sτ)

(5.61)

For a step change, the error voltage is
E( S ) =

S + 2 π f1
X( S

2

+ SY

X +Z

(5.62)
X)

Where:
X =1 + K 1 K 2 2 π f1 a2 T

2
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Y = 2 π f 1 + K 1 + K 1 K 2 2 π f 1 a1 T
Z = K 1 2 π f 1 (1 + K 2 )
For the purposes of examination, assume the following values:
2πf n = [ Z

X]

1

2

ζ = Y /4πf n
a = ζ2πf n
b = 2πf n [ ζ – ( ζ 2 – 1) 2 ]
1

c = 2πf n [ ζ + ( ζ 2 – 1) 2 ]
1

f 0 = f n (1 – ζ 2 )

1

2

Deleting the dead time for a moment (the dead time is included by multiplying all expressions of e(t) with 1/X), we obtain

( 2 π f 1 – a) sin 2 π f 0 t 
cos 2 π f 0 t +
 exp (– at) ζ <1
2 π f0


e(t) = [1 + ( 2 π f 1 – a)t ] exp (– at) ζ =1
( 2 π f 1 – b) exp (– bt) – ( 2 π f 1 – c) exp (– ct)
c–b

ζ >1

For K2 = 0 (or f1 = 0), e(t) is a simple exponential decay, exp (–k1T). Using Equation (5.57)
to solve for fc, we find
2 π f c = [ d + ( d 2 + 400 π 4 f n ) 2 ]
4

1

1

2

where
d = 13K 1 + (1 – 2 ζ 2 ) 4 π 2 f n
2

2

Design of the AGC loop filter consists of selecting values of K1, K2, and f1 and then determining the filter components that will result in these values. Below the second threshold, the
loop is described by Equations (5.48) through (5.50) and the associated relationships. Thus,
K1 is determined by the cutoff frequency or response time. In most cases, it is determined
simply by K 1 = 2πf c /5.
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K2 is determined by the relative gain reductions of the IF amplifier and preamplifier required above the second threshold. K2 is the ratio of preamplifier gain reduction to IF amplifier gain reduction, in decibels, produced by a small change in the control voltage Ec1. Because
K I = dAI ( dB)/dE C
at direct current,
A2 = dE C 2 /dE C 1
K 2 = ( dE C 2 /dE C 1 ) ( dAI 2 /dE C 2 ) ( dE C 1 /dAI 2 ) or K 2 = dAI 2 ( dB)/dAI 1 ( dB)
For given values of K1 and K2, f1 adjusts the damping factor. In most cases, approximately
critical damping (ζ =1) is desirable. For this condition

{

2 π f 1 = K 1 (1 + 2 K 2 ) – [(1 + 2 K 2 ) 2 – 1]

1

2

}

(5.63)

For example, assume that a receiver requires 75-dB AGC range. The IF gain is to be reduced 25 dB before the second threshold is reached. Above this threshold, the IF amplifier
gain must be reduced an additional 20 dB and the preamplifier gain must be reduced an additional 30 dB. The required cutoff frequency is 250 Hz. Then
K1 =

2 π 250
= 314.2
5

K2 =

30
= 15
.
20

f 1 = 50[ 4 – (16 – 1) 2 ] = 39.903
1

A Bode plot of the gain of this loop is shown in Figure 5.40. Typical values for KD, KI1, and
KI2 are 2.0 V/Nep, 10 dB/V, and 5 dB/V, respectively. Using these values, the filter in Figure 5.38 can be calculated as follows
A1 =

K1
K D K c K I1

=

31416
.
= 136.43
2.0 × 01153
.
× 10

Selecting C1 = C2 = 0.1 µF, we find
R1 =

1
= 7.329 × 10 4 ≈ 75 kΩ
A1 C 1
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Figure 5.40 Bode plot of AGC loop gain. (After [5.8].)

A2 =

K I1 K 2

R3 =

1
= 2.506 × 105 ≈ 240 kΩ
2 π f1 C 2

R2 =

R3

KI2

A2

= 30
.

= 8.353 × 10 4 ≈ 82 kΩ

5.6.7 Digital Switching AGC
A digital gain control systems is shown in Figure 5.41. Multiple switches are configured
as required to provide the proper overall gain control. The implementation shown provides
resolution of 1 dB over a 71-dB range. The switching actually occurs between a high-gain
amplifier and a low-gain amplifier in each stage.

5.7 Integrated IF Amplifier Systems
Large-scale integration of circuit elements is the key to affordable receivers today. The implementation of radio systems on one or more LSI or VLSI devices has led to reduced
costs, improved performance, and increased functions and features. The device shown in
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Figure 5.41 IF amplifier with digital gain control. (After [5.11].)

Figure 5.42 is representative of this trend. The IC (Analog Devices AD607) provides linear IF amplification and demodulation for the GSM and the digital communications system (DCS1800) standards. The device consists of a wide dynamic range double-balanced
mixer followed by an IF amplifier strip, which provides more than 80 dB of gain-control
and an on-chip I/Q demodulator. Gain of the IF stage can be automatically controlled using an on-chip peak detector to derive the AGC voltage or manually controlled using an
external voltage source. An indication of received signal strength is provided from the
AGC detector at the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) terminal. Note that the AGC
acts on both the IF amplifiers (in this case, a three-stage system) and the mixer. Implementation of such a device on a single piece of silicon provides close control of important operating parameters such as drift, parasitics, and noise.
5.7.1 Digital IF Processing
Processing of the IF signal in the digital domain, rather than through conventional analog
means, opens a range of new possibilities in terms of performance and features. Meeting
the criteria for operating frequency and dynamic range, however, is a challenge for digital
designers. A practical application can be found in undersampling the signal at a frequency
that meets Nyquist’s criterion with respect to its bandwidth, rather than its frequency
[5.13]. This technique allows the designer to eliminate one or more IF stages, producing a
circuit that consumes less power and is less expensive to implement than the conventional
approach.
If the bandpass signal is positioned so that it is attenuated by the required amount by the
time it crosses integer multiples of the Nyquist frequency and folds back into the band of interest, the band of interest will alias to baseband without destructive interference. Furthermore, if the lower frequency edge of the passband is the edge closest to an odd multiple of
the Nyquist frequency, the resulting spectrum is reversed. This “reversal” takes the form of
aliasing frequencies in the lower portion of the bandpass signal into the upper portion of the
baseband sampled result, and frequencies in the upper portion of the bandpass signal
aliasing into the lower portion of the baseband sampled result. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 5.43. Subsampling shifts the majority of the performance burden of the digitizer
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Figure 5.42 Block diagram of the AD607 receiver system integrated circuit. (Courtesy of Analog Devices.)

(a)

( b)

Figure 5.43 Subsampling of an input signal: (a) original spectrum of the band-limited signal, (b) result of subsampling for n
even, (c) result of subsampling for n odd.
(After [5.12].)

( c)

stage to the sample-and-hold (S&H) circuit, which is an easier design objective, given common A/D converter devices. Under such a scheme, the A/D converter operates at a rate consistent with the bandwidth of the band of interest, while the S&H operates with a bandwidth
consistent with the IF location of the band of interest. This increases the allowable conversion time for the ADC.
Subsampling performs a part of the down-conversion task, which can result in the elimination of the second IF stage (in some cases). Such a receiver is illustrated in Figure 5.44.
Conversion from the 70-MHz first IF to the 10.7-MHz second IF is handled by a digital cir-
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Figure 5.44 Basic receiver architecture using subsampling. (After [5.12.]

cuit consisting of a mixer, a numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) and digital filters.
Other functions typically implemented in a digital IF system include fine frequency tuning,
channel selection filtering, and phase and frequency tracking of the carrier.
5.7.2 Design Example
The benefits of an integrated amplifier for receiver design can best be illustrated with an
example device. The AD6630 (Analog Devices) is an IF gain block designed to interface
between SAW filters and differential input analog-to-digital converters [5.13]. The
AD6630 has a fixed gain of 24 dB and has been optimized for use in digitizing
narrowband IF carriers in the 70 MHz to 250 MHz range.
Designed primarily for “narrow-band” cellular/PCS receivers, the high linearity and low
noise performance of the AD6630 allows for implementation in a wide range of applications
ranging from GSM to CDMA to AMPS. The clamping circuit also maintains the phase integrity of an overdriven signal. This allows phase demodulation of single carrier signals
with an overrange signal. Figure 5.45 shows a GSM design example.
The AD6630 amplifier consists of two stages of gain. The first stage is differential. This
differential amplifier provides good common-mode rejection to common-mode signals
passed by the SAW filter. The second stage consists of matched current feedback amplifiers
on each side of the differential pair. These amplifiers provide additional gain as well as output drive capability. Gain set resistors for these stages are internal to the device and cannot
be changed, allowing fixed compensation for optimum performance.
Clamping levels for the device are normally set by tying specified pins to the negative
supply. This internally sets bias points that generate symmetric clamping levels. Clamping
is achieved primarily in the output amplifiers. Input stage clamping is also provided for additional protection.
The basic performance parameters of the AD6630 are characterized in Figure 5.46. The
gain and low noise figure of the device make it useful for providing interstage gain between
differential SAW filters and/or A/D converters Additionally, the on-board clamping circuitry provides protection for sensitive SAW filters or A/D devices. The fast recovery of the
clamp circuit permits demodulation of constant envelope modulated IF signals by preserving the phase response during clamping.
The AD6630 has been designed to easily match to SAW filters, which are largely capacitive in nature. Normally a conjugate match to the load is desired for maximum power trans-
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Figure 5.45 GSM design example using the AD6630. (Courtesy of Analog Devices.)

fer. Another way to address the problem is to make the SAW filter look purely resistive. If
the SAW filter load looks resistive there is no lead or lag in the current vs. voltage. This may
not preserve maximum power transfer, but maximum voltage swing will exist. All that is required to make the SAW filter input or output look real is a single inductor shunted across
the input. When the correct value is used, the impedance of the SAW filter becomes real.
The AD6630 is built using a high speed complementary bipolar process.
5.7.3 Selecting an Amplifier
The amplifiers typically used in receivers can be divided into three basic categories:
• Low noise
• High gain
• IF/power gain
The low-noise amplifier always operates in Class A, typically at 15 to 20 percent of its
maximum useful current. The high-gain amplifier can operate in Class A, as well as B
(mostly push-pull). The high gain stage is characterized by higher dc current for the same
device with a higher noise figure and more gain, and ultimately more output power.
Some amplifiers, such as bipolar versions, can be dc-coupled with very few difficulties;
others, like those in the FET families, may require special care. Input/output and interstage
matching can be another challenging task, specifically if the application demands significant bandwidth. As circuits become more complex and as the operating frequency increases, passive components play an increasingly important role; the use of distributed elements is practically a necessity above 1500 MHz.
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(a )

(b)

(c )

(d)

Figure 5.46 Typical performance characteristics: (a) 3rd order intercept versus frequency,
(b) typical 1 dB compression point, (c) gain as a function of frequency, (d) clamp level versus
frequency. (Courtesy of Analog Devices.)

From a product design point of view, perhaps the most important question is whether to
build the amplifier in the lab or simply buy a component. Typically, if using a universal integrated circuit, we trade flexibility for dc power. For almost any application—low noise, high
gain, or power—the designer can find a unique circuit that is optimized for a particular radio
system. The drawback is that the engineer must sit down and design the circuit and then test
it. Stability problems are often encountered, and the availability of components over the lifetime of the product may be a concern. Many of the packaged amplifier ICs have a longer
product/market lifetime than discrete transistors that would be used in receiver amplifier
circuits. In some cases, a hybrid approach represents the best trade-off, where a discrete
stage is applied to solve some critical performance issue, with the balance of the stage composed of an IC.
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Chapter 6
Mixers
6.1 Introduction
Modern communications receivers are almost invariably of superheterodyne design. Depending on the application, there may be one, two, or occasionally three frequency conversions. The circuit in which a frequency conversion is performed is usually referred to as a
mixer, although the term converter is also used. In older literature, the first or second detector is often used to designate the first or second mixer. The demodulator circuit in this
case is usually referred to as the nth detector, where n is one more than the number of frequency conversions. In the mixer circuit, the RF signal and an LO signal are acted upon by
the nonlinear properties of a device or devices to produce a third frequency, referred to as
an IF, or the nth IF when there is more than one mixing process. The IF is selected by a filter from among the various frequencies generated, and higher-order products may produce
various spurious responses, as described in an earlier chapter.
Because of the large number of signals received by the antenna, it is customary to use
preselection filtering to limit the potential candidates for producing spurious responses. The
narrower the preselection filter, the better the performance of the receiver in regard to spurious responses and other IM products. However, narrow filters tend to have relatively large
losses that increase the NF of the receiver, and for receivers designed for covering a wide
range of frequencies, the preselector filters must be either tunable or switchable. The NF can
be improved by providing one or more RF amplifiers among the preselection circuits. The
RF amplifier compensates for the filter loss and, at the same time, generally has a better NF
than the mixer. It provides additional opportunities for the generation of IM products and increases RF signal levels at the mixer input, which can cause poorer spurious response performance. As pointed out in Chapter 3, receiver design requires compromises among a number of performance parameters.
Below 30 MHz, communications receivers are now being built without RF
preamplifiers, and the antenna signal is fed directly to the mixer stage. In this frequency
range, the man-made and atmospheric noise received by the antenna has a higher level than a
modern low-NF receiver generates internally. Until recently it was customary to build receivers in the range below 30 MHz with an NF less than 10 dB, but more modern designs
have tended to use values between 10 and 14 dB. Above 30 MHz, receiver noise is more significant and lower NFs are desirable. NFs of 4 to 6 dB are common, and occasionally values
as low as 2 dB are encountered. For lower NFs, special cooled amplifiers are required. The
mixer is located in the signal chain prior to the narrow filtering of the first IF and is affected
by many signals of considerable amplitude. Its proper selection is very important in the design of a communications receiver.

321
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Ideally a mixer should accept the signal and LO inputs and produce an output having only
one frequency (sum or difference) at the output, with signal modulation precisely transferred to this IF. Actual mixers produce the desired IF but also many undesired outputs that
must be suitably dealt with in the design.
Any device with nonlinear transfer characteristics can act as a mixer. Cases have been reported where antennas built of different alloys and metals having loose connections produced nonlinear distortion and acted as diode mixers. The same has been reported when
structures having different metals corroded and were located in strong RF fields. The resultant IM produced interference with nearby receivers; this process has been called the “rusty
bolt effect.”
In this chapter, we will examine three classes of mixers:
• Passive mixers, which use diodes as the mixing elements
• Active mixers, which employ gain devices, such as bipolar transistors or FETs
• Switching mixers, where the LO amplitude is either much greater than required by the device or is rectangular, so that the mixing elements are essentially switched on and off by
the LO
6.1.1 Key Terms
The following key terms apply to mixer devices and circuits. As with the other elements of
a receiver, performance trade-offs are typically encountered when considering the various
operating parameters.
Conversion Gain/Loss

Even though a mixer works by means of amplitude-nonlinear behavior in its device(s), we
generally want (and expect) it to act as a linear frequency shifter. The degree to which the
frequency-shifted signal is attenuated or amplified is an important mixer property. Conversion gain can be positive or negative; by convention, negative conversion gains are often stated as conversion loss.
In the case of a diode (passive) mixer , the insertion loss is calculated from the various
loss components. In the case of a doubly balanced mixer, we must add the transformer losses
(on both sides) and the diode losses as well as the mixer sideband conversion, which accounts—by definition—for 3 dB. Ideally, the mixer produces only one upper and one lower
sideband, which results in the 3-dB loss compared to the input signal. Also, the input and
output transformers add about 0.75 dB on each side, and of course there are the diode losses
because of the series resistances of the diodes.
Noise Figure

As with any network, a mixer contributes noise to the signals its frequency-shifts. The degree to which a mixer’s noise degrades the S/N of the signals it frequency-shifts is evaluated in terms of the noise factor and noise figure. Modern noise instruments measure the
noise figure of a system by “hot and cold” technique, an approach based on knowledge of
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Table 6.1 Noise Figure and Conversion Gain versus LO Power for a Diode DBM
LO Power (dBm)

NF (dB)

Conversion Gain (dB)

–10.0

45.3486

–45.1993

–8.0

32.7714

–32.5264

–6.0

19.8529

–19.2862

–4.0

12.1154

–11.3228

–2.0

8.85188

–8.05585

0.0

7.26969

–6.51561

2.0

6.42344

–5.69211

4.0

5.85357

–5.15404

6.0

5.50914

–4.84439

8.0

5.31796

–4.66871

10.0

5.19081

–4.54960

12.0

5.08660

–4.45887

14.0

4.99530

–4.38806

16.0

4.91716

–4.33322

18.0

4.85920

–4.29407

20.0

4.82031

–4.26763

the absolute noise energy emitted under hot conditions (conductance). This method has
the advantage that it can be used up to several tens of gigahertz.
Table 6.1 shows how the noise figure and conversion gain vary with LO power for a generic diode. “Starving” a diode mixer by decreasing its LO drive rapidly degrades its performance in all respects.
Linearity

Like other networks, a mixer is amplitude-nonlinear above a certain input level; beyond
this point, the output level fails to track input-level changes proportionally. The linearity
figure of merit, P–1dB, identifies the single-tone input-signal level at which the output of the
mixer has fallen 1 dB below the expected output level. The 1-dB compression point in a
conventional double-balanced diode mixer is approximately 6 dB below the LO power. For
lower distortion mixers, it is usually 3 dB below the LO power.
The 1-dB desensitization point is another figure of merit similar to the 1-dB compression
point. However, it refers to the level of an interfering (undesired) input signal that causes a
1-dB decrease in nominal conversion gain for the desired signal. For a diode-ring DBM, the
1-dB desensitization point is usually 2 to 3 dB below the 1-dB compression point.
The dynamic range of any RF/wireless system can be defined as the difference between
the 1-dB compression point and the minimum discernible signal (MDS). These two parameters are specified in units of power (dBm), giving dynamic range in dB. When the RF input
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level approaches the 1-dB compression point, harmonic and intermodulation products begin to interfere with system performance. High dynamic range is obviously desirable, but
cost, power consumption, system complexity, and reliability must also be considered.
Harmonic intermodulation products (HIP) are spurious products that are harmonically
related to the fLO and fRF input signals.
Nonlinearities in the mixer devices give rise to intermodulation distortion products
whenever two or more signals are applied to the mixer’s RF port. Testing this behavior with
two (usually closely spaced) input signals of equal magnitude can return several figures of
merit depending on how the results are interpreted. A mixer’s third-order output intercept
point (IP3,out) is defined as the output power level where the spurious signals generated by
(2fRF1 ± fRF2) ± fLO and (fRF1 ± 2fRF2) ± fLO are equal in amplitude to the desired output signal.
The third order input intercept point, IP3,in—IP3 referred to the input level—is of particularly useful value and is the most commonly used mixer IMD figure of merit. IP3,in can be calculated accordingly: IPn,in = IMR ÷ (n – 1) + input power (dBm), where IMR is the
intermodulation ratio (the difference in dB between the desired output and the spurious signal, and n is the IM order—in this case, 3).
Although designers are usually more concerned with odd-order IM performance, second-order IM can be important in wideband systems (systems that operate over a 2:1 or
greater bandwidth).
LO Drive Level

The specifications of a particular mixer are usually guaranteed at a particular LO drive
level, usually specified as a dBm value that may be qualified with a tolerance. Insufficient
LO drive degrades mixer performance; excessive LO drive degrades performance and may
damage the mixer devices. Commercially available diode mixers are often classified by
LO drive level; for example, a “Level 17" mixer requires 17 dBm of LO drive.
Interport Isolation

In a mixer, isolation is defined as the attenuation in dB between a signal input at any port
and its level as measured at any other port. High isolation numbers are desirable. Isolation
is dependent mainly on transformer and physical symmetry, and device balance. The level
of signals applied to the mixer also plays a role.
Port VSWR

The load presented by a mixer’s ports to the outside world can be of critical importance to a
designer. For example, high LO-port VSWR may result in inefficient use of available LO
power, resulting in LO starvation (underdrive) that degrades the mixer’s performance. As
with interport isolation, port VSWR can vary with the level of the signal applied.
DC Offset

Isolation between ports plays a major role in reducing dc offset in a mixer. Like isolation,
dc offset is a measure of the unbalance of the mixer. In phase-detector and phase-modulator applications, dc offset is a critical parameter.
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DC Polarity

Unless otherwise specified, mixers with dc output are designed to have negative polarity
when RF and LO signals are of equal phase.
Power Consumption

Circuit power consumption is always important, but in battery-powered wireless designs it
is critical. Mixer choice may be significant in determining a system’s power consumption,
sometimes in ways that seem paradoxical at first glance. For example, a passive mixer
might seem to be a power-smart choice because it consumes no power—until we factor in
the power consumption of the circuitry needed to provide the (often considerable) LO
power a passive mixer requires. If a mixer requires a broadband resistive termination that
will be provided by a post-mixer amplifier operating at a high standing current, the power
consumption of the amplifier stage must be considered as well. Evaluating the suitability
of a given mixer type to a task therefore requires a grasp of its ecology as well as its specifications.

6.2 Passive Mixers
Passive mixers have typically been built using thermionic diodes, germanium diodes, and
silicon diodes. The development of hot carrier diodes, however, has resulted in significant
improvement in the performance of passive mixers. Figure 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of a frequently used doubly balanced mixer circuit. To optimize such a mixer, it is
important to have a perfect match among the diodes and transformers. The manufacturing
process for hot carrier diodes has provided the low tolerances that make them substantially
better than other available diode types. The use of transmission line transformers and modern ferrites with low-leakage inductance has also contributed substantially to increased
operating bandwidth of passive mixers.
A single diode can be used to build a mixer. Such an arrangement is not very satisfactory,
however, because the RF and LO frequencies—as well as their harmonics and other odd and
even mixing products—all appear at the output. As a result, there are a large number of spurious products that are difficult to remove. Moreover, there is no isolation of the LO and its
harmonics from the input circuit so that an RF amplifier is required to reduce oscillator radiation from the antenna. The double balanced mixer with balanced diodes and transformers
cancels the even harmonics of both RF and LO frequencies and provides isolation among
the various ports. Therefore, change of termination has less influence on mixer performance
than with circuits without such balance and isolation. However, this statement is not true for
nonlinear products from a single terminal. If two RF signals with frequencies f1 and f2 are applied to the input of the mixer, the third-order products 2 f 1 ± f 2 and 2 f 2 ± f 1 , which can be
generated, are extremely sensitive to termination. It can be shown that for any type of mixer,
a nonresistive termination results in a reflection of energy at the output so that the RF currents no longer cancel. The third-order intercept point of the mixer is directly related to the
quality of termination at the mixer output.
The double balanced mixer has very little spurious response. Table 6.2 shows typical spurious responses of a high-level double balanced mixer. The mixing products are referenced
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of a double balanced mixer.

1

in dB below the desired output or 0 level at fIF. This performance can be typically obtained
with fLO and fRF at approximately 100 MHz, fLO at +17 dBm, and fRF at 0 dBm, using broadband
resistive terminations at all ports.
Let us now consider the basic theory of mixers. Mixing is achieved by the application of
two signals to a nonlinear device. Depending upon the particular device, the nonlinear characteristic may differ. However, it can generally be expressed in the form
I = K (V + v 1 + v 2 ) n

(6.1)

The exponent n is not necessarily an integer, V may be a dc offset voltage, and the signal
voltages v1 and v2 may be expressed as v 1 = V1 sin ( ω1 t) and v 2 = V 2 sin ( ω2 t)
When n = 2, Equation (6.1) can then be written as
I = K [V + V1 sin ( ω1 t) + V 2 sin ( ω2 t)] 2

(6.2)

This assumes the use of a device with a square-law characteristic. A different exponent
will result in the generation of other mixing products, but this is not relevant for a basic understanding of the process. Expanding Equation (6.2)

1 eLO ± f RF
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Table 6.2 Typical Spurious Responses of High-Level Double Balanced Mixer

I = K [V 2 + V1 sin 2 ( ω1 t) + V 2 sin 2 ( ω2 t) + 2 V V1 sin ( ω1 t)
2

2

+ 2 V V 2 sin ( ω2 t) + 2 V 2 V1 sin ( ω2 t) sin ( ω1 t)]

(6.2a)

The output comprises a direct current and a number of alternating current contributions.
We are only interested in that portion of the current that generates the IF; so, if we neglect
those terms that do not include both V1 and V2, we may write
I IF = 2 K V1 V 2 sin ( ω1 t) sin ( ω2 t)

(6.3)

I IF = K V 2 V1 {cos [( ω2 – ω1 )t ] – cos [( ω2 + ω1 )t ]}
This means that at the output, we have the sum and difference signals available, and the
one of interest can be selected by the IF filter.
A more complete analysis covering both strong and weak signals is given by Perlow [6.1].
We outline this procedure next. The semiconductor diode current is related to the input voltage by
i = I sat [exp ( av) – 1]

(6.4)

where Isat is the reverse saturation current. We can expand this equation into the series


( av) n
( av) 2 ( av) 3
i = I sat av +
+
+ ...
+ ... 
n!
2!
3!



(6.5)
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Figure 6.2 Representation of a mixer
circuit.

The desired voltages across the terminal are those resulting from the input, LO, and IF
output signals (Figure 6.2). If the selective filter circuits have high impedance over sufficiently narrow bandwidths, the voltage resulting from currents at other frequencies generated within the diode will be negligible. We write the diode terminal voltage as
v = V s cos ( 2 π f S t + θ S ) + V O cos ( 2 π f O t + θ O ) + V1 cos ( 2 π f I t + θ I ) (6.6)
where the subscripts S, O, and I refer to the input signal, LO, and IF outputs, respectively.
The output current can be written by substituting Equation (6.6) into Equation (6.5). The
resultant can be modified, using the usual trigonometric identities for the various products
of sinusoids. If n is the highest expansion term used, the process produces currents at the nth
harmonics of the input frequencies as well as IM products of all frequencies
jf S ± kf O ± lf I , where j, k, and l are positive integers (including zero) whose sum is less
than or equal to n. Because f I = f 0 – f S , there are a number of components that fall at these
three frequencies. They can be summed to provide the current that flows in the various loads
of Figure 6.2. When divided by the voltage at each of these frequencies, the current gives the
effective conductance of the diode, in parallel with the various load conductances. The currents at other frequencies flow freely in the external circuits, producing negligible voltage.
They do not affect the power relationships, which exist only among signal, LO, and IF outputs.
In the case of the square-law device, where n = 2, the conversion voltage gain can be expressed as
VI
VS

=

A0
1 + ( A1 V S ) 2

(6.7)

Where:
A0 =

a 2 I sat I O
2( a I sat + G L ) ( a I sat + G O )
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A1 =
2

( a 2 I sat I O ) 2
( a I sat + G L ) ( a I sat + G O )

The gain is thus a function of the signal level. For small VS the gain is A0, but as VS in2
creases, the gain decreases as 1/VS . The output voltage initially rises with increasing input
voltage until it reaches a peak of A0/2A1 when VS is 1/A1. After this saturation, the output
voltage decreases with increasing signal voltage. The levels of gain and saturation are dependent on the diode parameters, the loads, and the level of LO current delivered to the diode.
When higher-order terms are considered, the conversion gain retains the same form as
Equation (6.7); however, the expressions for A0 and A1 become more complex, varying with
all of the three input voltage levels [6.2]. The conductances presented by the diode are no
longer simply aIsat at all three frequencies but vary also with the various voltage levels. For
optimum power transfer, the internal and external signal and IF output conductances must
be matched. For minimum LO power requirement, the source and diode impedance must
also be matched.
To provide a high level of saturation, it is essential that the oscillator power to the diode be
high. The minimum loss between signal and IF in a receiver is needed especially at low signal levels, where maximum sensitivity must be retained. Consequently, for receiver design
we often have signal and IF power near zero. This produces the small-signal conductances
from the diode
G Ss = G Is = aI sat [ I 0 ( aV O ) – I 1 ( aV O )]
2

G Os ≡

2 I sat I 1 ( a V O )
VO

2

1

2

(6.8a)
(6.8b)

where I 0 ( aV O ) and I 1 ( aV O ) are modified Bessel functions of the first kind.
The source and load conductances are equal and depend only on the diode parameters
and the LO voltage. The LO conductance is also a function of these same parameters. The
LO level must be selected to provide sufficient power to avoid saturation at the high end of
the dynamic range of the receiver. From the LO level, signal and IF conductances are determined, and the filters and loads are designed in accordance with Equations (6.8a and b) to
provide optimum match at the low end of the dynamic range. We can choose as an example a
silicon diode with a = 38 V–1 and Isat = 10–14 A. For 0.5-W LO drive, we can estimate
2
V O G OS = 0.5. With our other assumptions, this yields aV O I 1 ( aV O ) = 9.5 × 1014 . From tables, we find aVO = 33.7, VO = 0.889 V, GOs = 0.636 S, and GSs = GLs = 1.88 S. With 10-mW
drive, VO = 0.784 V, GOs = 0.01626 S, and GSs = GLs = 0.04477 S. The conductances increase
with increasing drive.
Using the square-law form of the expression, it is possible to develop expressions for IM
distortion ratios. Because the same general form of expression holds for the complete analysis, although the coefficients vary with signal level, it is reasonable to assume that the distortion would show similar variations, but with some deviation from the simpler curves. For the
second-order case the maximum output power, at Vs = 1/A1, turns out to be one-fourth of the
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Figure 6.3 IM distortion ratios. (After [6.3].)

LO power. It is convenient to measure the output power level as a fraction of this maximum
power PImax. Then, in the square-law case, the mth in-band IM product IMR resulting from
two equal input signals may be shown to have the value

 P
IMRm = m 20 log  I

 PImax



 – 19.5




(6.9)

where the result is expressed in decibels, and 2m + 1 is the usual order assigned to the
product. Figure 6.3 shows plots of these curves for m = 1, 2, and 3 (third-, fifth-, and seventh-order IM). Figure 6.4 shows a comparison of measured third-order IM (m = 1) for two
different mixer types, each with several levels of LO power. The maximum deviation from
the theory is 4 dB.
The gain saturation effects can thus be used to predict the nonlinear effects encountered
in mixers [6.3]. Similar predictions can be made for other types of mixers and for amplifiers
with gain saturation. Such effects include distortions such as IM distortion (discussed previously), triple-beat distortion, cross modulation, AM-to-PM conversion, and hum modulation.
Passive mixers can be described as low-, medium-, or high-level mixers, depending on
the diodes used and the number of diodes in the ring. Figures 6.1 and 6.5 show several arrangements of high-level double balanced mixers. The arrangement with two quads has the
advantage of higher LO suppression, but is also more expensive. In addition to these types, a
number of other special-purpose passive mixers are available (References [6.4] to [6.10]).
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Figure 6.4 Experimental IM ratio measurements. (After [6.3].)

Figure 6.5 Double balanced mixer using a single-diode quad. (After [6.22].)

SSB Mixer

An SSB mixer is capable of delivering an IF output that includes only one sideband of the
translated RF signal. Figure 6.6 shows the schematic diagram of such a mixer, which provides the USB at port A and LSB at port B.
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Figure 6.6 Schematic diagram of an SSB mixer.

Image-Rejection Mixer

An LO frequency of 75 MHz and RF of 25 MHz would produce an IF difference frequency
of 50 MHz. Similarly an image frequency at 125 MHz at the mixer RF port would produce
the same 50-MHz difference frequency. The image-rejection mixer shown in Figure 6.7 is
another form of SSB mixer and produces the IF difference frequency at port C from an RF
signal that is lower in frequency than the LO, while rejecting the same difference frequency from an RF signal higher than the LO frequency.
Termination Insensitive Mixer

While the phrase termination insensitive is somewhat misleading, the circuit shown in Figure 6.8 results in a mixer design that allows a fairly high VSWR at the output without the
third-order IM distortion being significantly affected by port mismatches.
It has been mentioned previously that a double balanced mixer, unless it is termination
insensitive, is extremely sensitive to nonresistive termination. This is because the transmission line transformers do not operate properly when they are not properly terminated, and
the reflected power generates high voltage across the diodes. This effect results in much
higher distortion levels than in a properly terminated transformer. It is sometimes difficult
to provide proper termination for the mixer. However, this can be achieved by using a
grounded-gate FET circuit, such as shown in Figure 6.9, or by a combination of a diplexer
with a feedback amplifier, such as shown in Figure 6.10.
The impedance of the diplexer circuit can be expressed as
Z –1 =

j ωC1
1 + j ω C 1 ( R + j ω L1 )

+

1 – ω2 L 2 C 2
R(1 – ω2 L 2 C 2 ) + j ω L 2

(6.10)
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Figure 6.7 Schematic diagram of an image-rejection mixer.

Figure 6.8 Schematic diagram of a termination-insensitive mixer.
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Figure 6.9 Provision of resistive termination by use of a grounded-gate FET.

Figure 6.10 Schematic diagram of a feedback amplifier.

It is desired that Z = R. Therefore
R2 =

L 2 (1 – ω2 L1 C 1 )
C 1 (1 – ω2 L 2 C 2 )

(6.11)

Because both tuned circuits should resonate at the same frequency, this condition becomes
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R2 =

L2
C1

=

L1

(6.12)

C2

The bandwidth of the tuned circuit determines the value of Q = fsB, where B is the bandwidth and fs is the resonant frequency. Because Q = 2πf s L1 /R, these relationships result in
the following design equations
L1 =

L2 =

C1 =

C2 =

R
2πB

(6.13a)

BR
2 π fs

(6.13b)

2

B
2 π fs

2

1
2πB R

(6.13c)
R
(6.13d)

Let us consider the following example. The IF following a mixer is 9 MHz, and the IF
bandwidth is 300 kHz. The double balanced mixer should be terminated in a 50-Ω resistor.
Thus, Q = 9.0/0.3 = 30, and L1 = 50/2π0.3 = 26.5µH, C1 = 11.8 pF, L2 = 29.5 nH, and C2 = 10.6
nF. Because L2 has such a small value, a suitable capacitor for C2 must be chosen to avoid excessive lead inductance.
The large-signal handling capacity of passive double balanced mixers has increased tremendously over the past decade. The dynamic range is directly proportional to the number
of diodes or diode rings used, as well as the LO drive. For a selected LO to IF port isolation,
there is usually a tradeoff between IM distortion performance and feedthrough. In some applications, the absolute level of the IF feedthrough is restricted. Hence, it may be necessary
to trade off among various performance criteria.
A very interesting mixer circuit is shown in Figure 6.11. While requiring only 17 dBm of
LO drive, it has about 60-dB isolation and an IP at the input of about 15 dBm. This circuit has
been used in the designs of several HF receivers.

6.3 Active Mixers
Active mixers were prevalent for many years, and many references treat their design and
analysis ([6.11] to [6.22]). The simplest active mixer is an FET or bipolar transistor with
LO and RF signals applied to the gate-source or base-emitter junction. This unbalanced
mixer has the same drawbacks as the simple diode mixer and is not recommended for
high-performance operation. The next step in performance improvement is the use of a
dual-gate FET or cascode bipolar arrangement with the LO and RF signals applied to different gates (bases).
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Figure 6.11 Double balanced mixer circuit for low local oscillator drive. Each diode symbol
represents four diodes connected in series.

There are a number of balanced mixer designs that provide reasonably good performance, as indicated in Figures 6.12 through 6.15 and outlined here:
• Push-pull balanced FET mixer (Figure 6.12). This circuit uses two dual-gate FETs with a
push-pull arrangement between the first gates and the IF output, while the oscillator is injected in parallel on the second gates.
• Double balanced FET mixer (Figure 6.13). Four JFETs are arranged in a double balanced
quad, with the RF signal being injected on the sources and the LO on the gates.
• Bipolar mixer array (Figure 6.14). This circuit provides a push-pull type arrangement
similar to that in Figure 6.12, except that the device is bipolar. (The arrangement shown
uses the Plessey SL6440C.)
• VMOS balanced mixer (Figure 6.15). VMOSFETs are capable of handling very high
power and have been used in the arrangement shown, which again resembles in general
configuration the mixer in Figure 6.12.
Active mixers have gain and are sensitive to mismatch conditions. If operated at high levels, the collector or drain voltage can become so high that the base-collector or gate-drain
junction can open during a cycle and cause severe distortion. One advantage of the active
mixer is that it requires lower LO drive. However, in designs such as the high-input FET, special circuits must be used to generate sufficiently high voltage at fairly high impedance. This
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Figure 6.12 Push-pull dual-gate FET balanced mixer. (After [6.22].)

Figure 6.13 Double balanced JFET mixer circuit. (After [6.22].)
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Figure 6.14 Balanced active mixer using a bipolar array. (After [6.22].)

Figure 6.15 VMOS balanced mixer circuit. (After [6.22].)
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can be difficult. The FET between gate and source shows only a capacitive and no resistive
termination. Sometimes, therefore, circuits must be designed to operate into a resistive termination of 50 Ω, for example. This, then, requires power that the FET itself does not require.
A class of active mixers that is of special interest at the higher frequencies uses varactor
diodes in an up-converter configuration ([6.23] to [6.27]).
These mixers use the power from the oscillator (pump) to vary the capacitance of the
varactor diodes. When used in an up-converter configuration, a gain is obtained in the ratio
of output (IF) power to input (RF) power. Excellent IM and spurious response performance
is possible from these mixers. However, for systems covering a wide RF band, the termination and drive variation problems are substantial.

6.4 Switching Mixers
It is possible to overdrive any active or passive mixer by using very high LO drive, or to use
a rectangular LO waveform. This switches the diode or transistor stages on and off. Provided that the devices are sufficiently rapid, they should be able to follow the oscillator
drive. Such circuits have been used in the past ([6.28] and [6.29]). However, it has been
found that the harmonic content of the output causes unnecessary difficulties, so the technique must be used with care.
A more satisfactory approach is the use of FETs as switches in a passive configuration
([6.30] to [6.32]). Such a circuit is shown in Figure 6.16.2 It has been reported that for 1-V
RF inputs (+13 dBm), the third-order IM distortion products are –83 dBm, or 100 dB down.
This corresponds to a third-order IP of +70 dBm, but such a performance can only be
achieved in narrow-band configurations. In a wide-band configuration, an IP of 40 to 42
dBm is attainable. The isolation between oscillator and signal ports is about 60 dB, and
about 40-dB isolation is provided to the IF signal.
Frequently, receiver designers make use of two or more of the techniques mentioned in
this chapter. Figure 6.17 shows the block diagram of such a hybrid mixer. The mixer consists
of a quad switch arrangement of four transistors (SD210). At the output, phase shifters are
used to split the energy components and feed them through crystal filters before subsequently recombining them. By this method, selectivity is added at the output, but the termination problem is avoided. Figure 6.18 shows mixer termination with a diplexer, hybrid
power splitter, and phase shifter. The two outputs are applied to the crystal filters.

6.5 IC-Based Mixers
As outlined in the previous chapter with regard to amplifiers, the highly integrated mixer
offers good-to-medium-level performance and significantly simplifies the design task.
Developmental costs are also less for the integrated approach. Custom-designed mixers,

2 This circuit is based on patent 3383601, issued to William Squires in 1968.
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Figure 6.16 Switching mixer circuit after
Squires patent 3383601. (After [6.22].)

Figure 6.17 Block diagram of the mixer circuit in the E1700 HF receiver (AEG Telefunken).
(After [6.33].)
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Figure 6.18 Mixer termination circuit of the system shown in Figure 6.17. (After [6.33].)

on the other hand, provide the benefits of high performance optimized to a particular application.
Mixing circuits integrated into an IC package usually comprise an RF input section,
which provides voltage-to-current conversion, and a two- or four-transistor current-mode
switching core, which introduces an abrupt sign change into the signal path between the RF
input and the IF output, controlled by the LO [6.34]. A typical IC mixer is illustrated in Figure 6.19. The advantages of such a device include the following:
• Conversion gains of 10 to 20 dB can be achieved
• Low LO input power requirement
• Modest gain control is available for AGC purposes
• Excellent isolation between ports in achieved
• Termination sensitivity at the IF port is greatly reduced
• Simplified integration with other circuit and system components
The primary disadvantages of an IC-based mixer over a passive mixer are somewhat reduced dynamic range and, typically, lower maximum operating frequency. Power consumption of an IC mixer is roughly proportional to the signal handling capability; the
wider the dynamic range, the higher the required power. The 1-dB compression point is a
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Figure 6.19 Schematic diagram of an IC-based mixer. (Courtesy of Analog Devices.)

key parameter in this regard as is the third-order intercept. Because the voltage-to-current
converter section, which operates in a Class A mode, typically uses current-sources and
resistors to define the maximum RF input, low noise operation demands the use of
low-value resistors (in the range of 50 Ω is convenient) to achieve a low NF. This requires
large bias currents to support the peak input signals without introducing significant
intermodulation distortion. Bias currents of 20 to 30 mA are not uncommon.
A typical high-performance mixer optimized for use in critical applications is shown in
Figure 6.20. The device (Analog Devices AD831) is intended for applications where a combination of high third-order intercept (+30 dB) and low NF (12 dB) are required. The IC is
usable at RF inputs of up to 800 MHz, and includes a wide-bandwidth (100 MHz) low-noise
IF amplifier, which can be configured to provide gain in the system. Filtering may also be
achieved through proper selection of external components.
A related trend is the inclusion of an LNA within the IC mixer package. A schematic diagram of one such device [6.35] is shown in Figure 6.21. As illustrated in Figure 6.21a, shunt
feedback is used to lower the input impedance of the common-emitter stage to establish a
nominal 50 Ω input match without significant NF degradation. As with LNA design using
discrete components, interdependency exists between a number of amplifier performance
parameters. Balancing those values to meet the design objectives of the receiver is usually a
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Figure 6.20 Typical application schematic of the AD831 mixer. (Courtesy of Analog Devices.)

challenge for the design engineer. With an IC-based design, of course, that work is done
up-front, and the receiver designer need only be concerned with how to optimize the device
for a particular application. A simple power-down feature is implemented in the LNA
through the use of a large PMOS switch (M1 in the diagram). In the power-down mode, the
switch is open and the supply current drawn by the amplifier is determined by the leakage
current of the switch, typically less than 1 µA. In the power-on mode, the switch is closed to
provide bias to the amplifier.
The mixer circuit of the LNA-mixer IC is shown in Figure 6.21b. The circuit is based on a
Gilbert cell (described in the next section), and although a circuit of this type inherently operates in a differential manner, the mixer has been configured with single-ended inputs and
outputs. This is the most convenient mode of operation for most applications. Single-ended
inputs and outputs avoid the need for balun devices, which add to the complexity of the receiver. As in the LNA section, power-down operation is accomplished through the use of
MOS switches.
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(a )

(b)

Figure 6.21 Simplified schematic diagram of an LNA-mixer IC: (a) LNA circuit, (b) mixer circuit. (After [6.35.]
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6.5.1 Gilbert Cell Mixer
The Gilbert cell has become a popular topology for RF mixer design in monolithic ICs.3
Although it was designed to be an analog four-quadrant multiplier for small signals, it can
also be used in a switching mode for mixing. Because the Gilbert cell is based on coupled
differential amplifiers, it can offer high gain, wide bandwidth, and low power consumption, and is amenable to monolithic IC implementation. BJT-based Gilbert cells, however,
offer inferior linearity (IP3) due to the highly nonlinear nature of BJTs when designed for
voltage-controlled applications. MOS and MESFET Gilbert cells have demonstrated
better linearity because of the typical quadratic dependence on input voltage.
One of the difficulties of implementing a Gilbert cell mixer results from the use of differential amplifiers in the cell itself. Virtually all RF signals are single-ended, and obtaining a
differential signal is difficult. The use of high-frequency transformers, as used in diode mixers, largely negates the advantages of realizing the Gilbert cell monolithically. High-frequency transformers significantly add to cost and size, and also reduce manufacturability.
The core ideal Gilbert cell is shown in Figure 6.22, with input voltages V1 and V2. Transistors Q1 and Q2 form one differential amplifier with IEE. Transistors Q3/Q4 and Q5 /Q6 form the
coupled differential amplifiers with Q1 and Q2, respectively. All transistors are considered
identical. To develop the mathematics of the analog multiplier, we start with a basic differential pair and consider the base-emitter voltage Vbe of a transistor as a function of its collector
current Ic, as the following
V be (Q1 ) = V t 1n

I c (Q1 )
I sat

(6.14)

Usually, Ic is written in terms of Vbe, but here we write the inverse form neglecting the –1
term in the usual equation. BecauseV 2 = V be (Q1 ) – V be (Q2 ), we can form Equation 6.14 to
obtain the I c ratios in a diff er ent i al am pl i f i er. T hen, by w r i t i ng
I EE = I e (Q1 ) + I e (Q2 ) I c (Q1 ) + I c (Q2 ) and substituting
V 
= exp  2 
I c (Q2 )
V t 
I c (Q1 )

(6.15)

the following is derived
I c (Q1 ) =

I EE

(6.16)

 V 
1 + exp  – 2 
 Vt 

3 Adapted from [6.36]. Used with permission.
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Figure 6.22 The ideal Gilbert cell mixer. (After [6.36].)

I c (Q2 ) =

I EE

(6.17)

V 
1 + exp  2 
V t 

Now, considering the complete cell, ∆I is defined as
∆I = I c (Q3 ) + I c (Q5 ) – I c (Q4 ) – I c (Q6 )

(6.18)

The Ic values in Equation (6.18) are developed in a manner similar to the single differential pair described previously. Using tanh( x) = ( e x – e – x )/( e x + e – x ), the following equation can be derived

 V
∆I = I EE  tanh  1

 2V t


 V 
   tanh  2  

  
 2V t  

(6.19)

When V1 and V2 are small, tanh( x) ≡ x and ∆I is proportional to V1 × V 2 .
In mixer applications, the LO is often applied as V1, although it can also be applied as V2
and uses less LO power. The transistors driven by the LO are essentially switched from cutoff to near saturation and act as a chopper, much like a diode mixer. The IF signal can be am-
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plified by the transistors and is collected as ∆I, usually as a voltage drop across resistors attached to the collectors.
Although the ideal Gilbert cell is useful for developing the theory of operation, it is difficult and costly to realize at RF. In order to develop a Gilbert cell mixer monolithically, certain trade-offs need to be made. The most significant trade-off is the ideal differential driver
of the RF and LO ports. Rather than using costly transformers, there are two options that can
be applied to obtain an effective differential driver: The first uses a pre-driver stage to convert a single-ended line into a balanced line, and the second uses a combination of common
emitter inverting stages and common base noninverting stages to realize a
pseudodifferentially driven Gilbert cell. The second approach is often used since it is a simpler design and uses fewer components. This is the approach presented here.
As shown in the schematic of Figure 6.22, the LO and RF signals are applied to the CE inverting stages and the CB noninverting stages of the cell. Because the CE and CB stages
have different gain and not exactly 180º phase difference at 900 MHz, the mixer does not operate ideally. Because the output of the cell is a current difference (∆I) in the collector arms
of the upper transistors, the output impedance is high. The ∆I is converted into a voltage by
the drop across the biasing resistor. Because the output impedance is high, an emitter follower stage is used to buffer the IF and drive a low 50-Ω impedance load.
6.5.2 Gilbert Cell Performance Analysis
Using harmonic-balance analysis4 a comparison can be made between the ideal Gilbert
cell performance and a “realizable” cell. Mixer analysis can be performed in two modes:
• Analyze the circuit using a general two-tone analysis where the LO and RF signals can be
of any power level
• Analyze the circuit with only the LO signal having finite power, assume the RF signal has
negligible power, and apply frequency conversion methods to determine mixer conversion gain
The latter method was used in this analysis because it is faster to compute. The first
method is useful to determine mixer compression.
The conversion gain (CG) of the nonideal cell is about 3 dB lower than the ideal cell, but
now requires –4 dBm LO power to reach maximum CG as compared to –14 dBm for the
ideal cell. (See Figure 6.23.) At the maximum, the CGs are identical, primarily because of
the IF buffer that was added. Because the IF buffer is an emitter follower, it does not provide
voltage gain but does provide power gain, and CG is a measure of power ratios.
The mixer NF of the non-ideal cell is about 10 dB higher than the ideal cell and also needs
higher LO power to reach a minimum. At the minimum, the difference in NF decreases to
about 3 dB. This difference is primarily due to the lower CG of the cell itself; providing additional gain through the IF buffer does little to improve the NF.

4 Microwave Harmonica, Compact Software, Patterson, NJ.
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Figure 6.23 NF and conversion gain as a function of LO power. (After [6.36].)

One simple way to improve the NF of the mixer is by preceding it with an LNA. Because a
complex matching circuit would take up valuable real estate on the IC dice and would make
the mixer highly frequency dependent, a simple low noise transistor was chosen instead. Although this trade-off does not yield optimum NF, it does keep the LNA-mixer suitable for a
wide frequency range. External circuitry can be added off-chip if desired.
A schematic diagram of the LNA is shown in Figure 6.24a. The gain and NF of the device
are shown in Figure 6.24b; the transistor provides 12 dB of gain and a 2 dB NF at 900 MHz.
In Figure 6.25, a comparison of CG and NF is made with the mixer alone and with the LNA
connected to the RF input. The LO power is swept at LO = 900 MHz and the RF = 945 MHz.
As expected, the CG is improved by 12 dB with the LNA attached, and the maximum occurs
at the same LO power. The minimum NF of the LNA/mixer is now 9 dB at an LO power of –5
dBm, slightly lower than the LO power for maximum CG. This NF is approximately 0.8 dB
higher than that calculated using the cascaded noise factor formula
F = 1 + F1 +

F2
G1

(6.20)

Where
F1 = LNA noise factor = 2 dB = 1.58
F2 = mixer noise factor = 18 dB = 63.1
G1 = LNA power gain = 12 dB = 15.9
F = 6.56
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Figure 6.24 Low noise amplifier: (a, left) schematic diagram, (b, right) plot of gain and NF.
(After [6.36].)

NF = 8.2 dB
Because the input impedance of the mixer is not an ideal 50-Ω, and the LO is leaking into
the LNA output because the mixer is not well balanced, the NF of the LNA-mixer cascade
does not follow the noise factor formula. These results are only possible through general circuit analysis.
From the same harmonic-balance analysis, the LO leakage out of the RF and IF ports can
be characterized, as illustrated in the plot of Figure 6.26. The LNA-mixer cascade exhibits
small LO leakage out of the RF port due to the small feedback in the parasitics of the LNA
transistor. More significant leakage will probably occur through package parasitics that can
be characterized separately.
The leakage into the IF port is quite significant because of the imperfect balancing of the
CE and CB stages. In the ideal Gilbert cell, the rejection is very high at the LO frequency, but
at 2 LO, significant power exits the IF port. In either case, a low-pass filter is needed to keep
stray LO out of the IF stages. This is often built into the IF amplifier.
By holding the LO power fixed at –10 dBm and sweeping the LO and RF sources while
holding the IF fixed, the frequency characteristics can be determined (Figure 6.27). The
low-frequency rolloff is determined by the 50-pF capacitors used for coupling and CB ac
ground. The high-frequency rolloff is primarily determined by the transistor parasitics and
can be tailored through careful device size selection for higher frequency ranges. The transistor used in this example is a scaled version of an MRF941, which has an ft of 8 GHz. More
modern BJTs have an ft of 15 to 20 GHz and can significantly improve high-frequency mixer
performance.
Because most wireless communications applications are narrowband (3 to 5 percent) and
have even smaller channel bandwidths, the frequency dependence is of little consequence.
However, frequency compensation circuits can easily be realized off-chip for wider bandwidth applications.
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Figure 6.25 CG and NF with and without the LNA. (After [6.36].)

Using three-tone harmonic-balance analysis, IM mechanisms in mixers can be performed. By using one tone for the LO excitation and applying two closely spaced RF tones,
IM products can arise around the IF. By sweeping the RF powers, the IF IM product power
can be calculated and plotted with the IF power, as shown in Figure 6.28. The extrapolation
of these to an intersection point yields the IP3 figure-of-merit for the mixer. The LNA-mixer
combination produces an IP3 of –6 dB referenced to the output.
Three-tone analysis generates a large number of spectral components that must be accounted for during the harmonic balance analysis. The typical case of using three LO harmonics and third-order IM produces 87 spectral components. It has been found that reducing the number of spectral components has significant effects on IP3 accuracy and is not a
viable method of reducing the problem size [6.36]. A better approach involves the use of
sparse matrix techniques to help reduce the time and memory needed to analyze a three-tone
problem.
The frequency spectrum that results from three-tone analysis is shown in Figure 6.29.
Around each LO harmonic and at the baseband, an intermodulation spectrum (IMS) is
placed. Typically, at the upper LO sideband, the RF1 and RF2 are placed as the most significant components. The IF1 and IF2 form the most significant components of the baseband
IMS. Each IMS contains 12 spectral components. If three LO harmonics are used, then the
total number of components is 12 + 3 × (12 + 1 + 12) = 87.
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Figure 6.26 Isolation analysis of the RF and IF ports. (After [6.36].)

Figure 6.27 Plot of CG and NF for the example circuit. (After [6.36].)
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Figure 6.28 IP3 analysis of the example circuit. (After [6.36].)

Figure 6.29 Three-tone mixer spectrum. (After [6.36].)

Supply voltage effects

One of the important characterizations of handheld wireless design is the dependency of
key parameters on bias voltage as the battery output degrades. By sweeping the bias voltage, CG, NF, and IP3 can be determined. As shown in Figure 6.30, the optimal point occurs near 3 V and degrades as the bias voltages increases or decreases. At higher voltages,
the fixed LO power is insufficient to drive the mixer into switching, so the CG degrades, as
does the NF and IP3. At lower voltages, the devices are saturating and CG again degrades.
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Figure 6.30 Bias sweep analysis of CG, NF, and IP3. (After [6.36].)

Analyses such as these assist in determining the useful range of the subsystem, and its effect on the entire system can be assessed through the system-level analysis.

6.6 Wide Dynamic Range Converters
The superheterodyne receiver systems discussed so far in this book have been intended for
reception of a single service at a time. In that regard, they can be described as narrow
band. A wide-band receiver, on the other hand, allows many megahertz of signals to pass
to the demodulation stage, where the individual signals or services are sorted out. Figure
6.31 shows a block diagram of the typical wide-band receiver architecture [6.37]. Note
that the LO operates at a fixed frequency, rather than the variable configuration commonly
associated with a superheterodyne receiver. Initial selectivity is determined by the
wide-band mixer and broad bandwidth filter. The work of decoding is performed by a
high-speed A/D converter.
A typical wide-band radio of this type may process a signal bandwidth of 5 to 25 MHz simultaneously, a scheme frequently referred to as block conversion. Block conversion provides significant economies for the end-user in certain applications, including cellular radio
base stations and wide-band frequency scanning radios. For example, a single wide-band receiver can replace 48 individual independent receivers in a cellular base station environment. The final frequency selection process is performed in one or more digital processing
stages using channelizers to select and filter the desired signal(s) from the wide-band input.
This data is then passed to a DSP system, usually implemented on a single VLSI chip. Because the DSP is programmable, virtually any demodulation scheme can be used (AM, SSB,
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Figure 6.31 Basic architecture of a wide-band receiver. (After [6.37].)

QAM, FM, etc.). Filtering of the signal can also be performed by the DSP circuit, offering
unique filter shapes that would be difficult (or even impossible) to achieve in hardware. Systems incorporating such techniques are commonly referred to as software radios.
The technical requirements of wide-band receivers are stringent. A dynamic range of 90
dB or more is not uncommon between the strongest and weakest signals to be received by the
radio. The spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) provides a measure of the analog front end
and A/D converter performance as a unit; SFDR values are typically in the range of 95 to 100
dB for a high-quality radio system. SFDR is useful because it provides a measurement of
performance as the input signal approaches the noise floor of the receiver. This yields an indication of overall receiver S/N or the BER of a digital receiver. Figure 6.32 plots SFDR as a
function of input amplitude Ain. Note that the SFDR actually improves as the signal level is
reduced to approximately 10 dB below full scale input (0 dB). Depending upon the situation,
this improvement may be greater than the loss of signal range and actually provides more dynamic range despite the reduction in input signal amplitude. The full scale degradation is
typically the result of nonlinearities associated with the static transfer function near the full
scale point of the ADC. Slew rate limitations of the track-and-hold circuit—an integral part
of the ADC—may also contribute to reduced performance near the full scale point.
Dithering can be used to reduce A/D converter nonlinearities into the effective noise
floor by forcing the converter to use different parts of its range each time it samples a given
analog input value. Dithering is implemented by digitally generating a pseudo-random number (PRN) and applying it to a D/A converter, the output of which is summed with the analog
input signal to be processed. After processing, the PRN is digitally subtracted from the output of the ADC, the end result being a randomization of the nonlinearities of the converter. A
by-product of this process is a reduction in the spectral content generated by the A/D converter by repetitively exercising the same nonlinearity.
The wide input frequency band and wide dynamic range of the input signals place significant requirements on the front end and the converter for low IMD. IMD measurements on
an A/D converter are made with multiple tones; 16, 24, or even more tones are common, depending upon the intended service. Spurious signals produced as a result of nonlinearities in
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Figure 6.32 SFDR as a function of A/D converter input amplitude. (After [6.37].)

the front end can, if at a sufficiently high level, override weaker desired signals located at the
same or nearby frequencies.
Many wide-band radio designs mix down the RF spectrum to baseband using wide dynamic range, high IP mixers. In this case, the converter sample rate must be at least twice the
highest frequency to be received, thus satisfying the Nyquist rate. Additional considerations
include the type of modulation used in the system. For digitally modulated data, the A/D
converter should sample at an integer multiple of the data rate; for analog modulation, sample rates are used that are a multiple of the channel bandwidth.
An alternative approach to baseband sampling involves sampling at the second or third
Nyquist zone. As illustrated in Figure 6.33, the first Nyquist zone stretches from dc to
one-half the sampling rate (Fs/2). The second Nyquist zone is the range from Fs/2 to Fs and
the third Nyquist zone is the range from Fs to 3Fs/2. Sampling at the second or third Nyquist
zone reduces the harmonic-suppression requirements of previous amplification stages because filtering is significantly easier when the conversion is shifted above the first Nyquist
zone.
Some of the RF-to-baseband conversion techniques covered in this section can also be
applied to narrow-band radio systems to provide improved performance or reduced cost. For
example, an ADC can be configured to act as an IF sampler to perform the last mix-down.
Using the ADC in an undersampling mode eliminates the requirement for the final mixer
and reduces the need for filtering as well. Once digitized, filtering can be performed by a
DSP using FIR techniques, potentially improving receiver performance and lowering manufacturing costs.
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Figure 6.33 Upper Nyquist zone sampling technique. (After [6.37].)

6.6.1 Process Gain
Process gain refers to the improvement in S/N in a digital radio system by various numerical operations. In any digitization process, the faster the input signal is sampled, the lower
the apparent noise floor. The total integrated noise remains constant, but it is spread out
over more frequencies of the sample, per the following equation [6.37]
N

f

f 
= 6.02 × B + 18 + 10 log  s 
2 

(6.21)

where Nf is the noise floor. Every time the sample rate is doubled, the effective noise floor
will improve by 3 dB. This improvement, while significant, can be hard to realize cost effectively. Larger processing gains may, however, be achieved in the digital filtering
stage(s) of the receiver. Current DSP designs are quite effective in lowering the effective
SNR at the channel output through creative manipulation of the digital bit stream.

6.7 Mixer Design Considerations
Several nonideal effects of mixers and oscillators can work to degrade the effective SNR of
the receiver and contribute to adjacent channel interference.5 The origin of these effects
lies in the inherent nonlinearity of the semiconductor devices used to create the components and in the sources of noise inherent in every lossy- or semiconductor-based component. Typically, an effort is made to linearize the operation of the devices to improve component performance at the expense of power consumption or other design parameters. The
corresponding figures-of-merit used to characterize these nonideal effects include mixer
IP3 and IP5, mixer NF, and oscillator phase noise specifications at one or more specific
offset frequencies.

5 Adapted from [6.38]. Used with permission.)
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Figure 6.34 BER degradation as a function of LO C/N for various modulation formats. (After
[6.38].)

IM in the mixer tends to have two severe effects. One is distortion of the desired strong
signal through generation of new spectral components within the channel bandwidth and
just outside the channel bandwidth (spectral regrowth). The second effect, which is of primary concern, is the growth of spectral products within the channel bandwidth due to the
presence of a strong modulated carrier and one or more modulated or unmodulated carriers
in nearby channels. The IM products of these carriers fall within the bandwidth of the desired channel and cannot be differentiated from the desired modulated signal. This often occurs when mobile stations are operating in proximity to each other or when a base station is
operating in multiple nearby channels. IM products can be produced through third- or
fifth-order products, which are significant at higher signal power levels. IP3 and IP5 represent figures-of-merit for IM distortion, but actual IM product powers may be higher than the
linear 3:1 and 5:1 power ratios assumed in the IP3 and IP5 numbers.
Mixer (and amplifier) NF contributes directly to receiver S/N degradation in a straightforward manner. Oscillator phase noise can also be viewed as S/N degradation because the
noise sideband injected by the LO into the mixer translates down to the IF and appears as an
added noise component.
Figure 6.34 shows the degradation of BER as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio
(C/N) of the LO for various m-ary MPSK modulation formats (the reference BER is 106). As
the phase noise of the oscillator increases (C/N decreases), the BER deteriorates. As you
would expect, m-ary formats with larger number of states are highly sensitive compared to
formats with less states. Although large m-ary systems can achieve high spectral efficiency,
high quality components must be used. Ultimately, these effects work to deteriorate the BER
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Table 6.3 Comparison of the Typical Performance of a Passive and Active Mixer (Operating
Frequency = 900 MHz)
Parameter

Passive

Active

Conversion gain
IP3 (input)
DC power
LO power
1 dB comp. (input)
Size (mm)
Technology

–10 dB
+15 dBm
0
+10 dBm
+3 dBm
10 × 20 × 10
hybrid

+10 dB to +20 dB
–20 dBm
15 mW
–7 dBm
–10 dBm
5 × 4 × 1.75 (SO-8)
Si RF IC

of the receiver, and it is important to understand trade-offs in component performance with
cost, reliability, and BER degradation.
Besides stand-alone mixer considerations, the evaluation of the complete demodulator
should consider effects such as unbalanced mixers (both amplitude and phase imbalance)
and phase errors of the π/4 phase delay element. Modulation formats that contain information in the amplitude of the signal (e.g., quadrature phase-shift-keying (QPSK) modulation)
will suffer from amplitude imbalance. Therefore, demodulator design with discrete mixers
must consider imbalance over the bandwidth of operation. Virtually all popular modulation
formats are sensitive to phase imbalances and errors in the phase delay element over the
bandwidth of operation. For example, a 3º error in the phase delay element will degrade the
suppression of the sidebands and carrier in the demodulator to –25 dB (from an ideal demodulator).
Other considerations in the selection of mixer technologies include trade-offs in conversion gain, linearity, dc power, LO power, cost, and manufacturability. Mixers with conversion can reduce the gain requirements of the LNA and trade off gain, noise, and linearity.
Active mixers use precious dc power in portable applications but greatly reduce the LO
power requirements (by 10 to 15 dB), therefore allowing a less power-hungry LO to be utilized.
Typical differences between passive and active mixers (using BJT technology) are shown
in Table 6.3. As discussed previously, the CG of active mixers can help offset LNA gain and
allow designers to select an LNA design for optimum noise performance. The linearity of
passive and active mixers differs considerably when referenced at the mixer input (as most
manufacturers specify). However, when scaled by the CG, the IP3s referenced to the output
differ by 5 to 15 dB, with passive technology still winning. The small amount of dc power
used by active mixers is more than compensated when the low LO powers are considered.
Active mixers typically have low compression points, which reduce the dynamic range of
the receiver.
The mechanisms used for the computation of mixer noise are shown in Figure 6.35. The
LO excitation modulates the nonlinear devices and their noise contributions. Through frequency conversion, these noise sources, along with the thermal noise and LO injected noise,
are converted to the IF. The frequency conversion of the noise sources is pictorially described in Figure 6.36. The noise sources at a frequency deviation from all LO harmonics
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Figure 6.35 The elements of mixer noise. (After [6.38].)

Figure 6.36 Mixer noise sources. The noise at each sideband contributes to the output noise
at the IF through frequency conversion. (After [6.38/.]

are accounted for in the analysis. Network analysis is used to compute the contribution of the
frequency converted noise power to the IF port.
6.7.1 Design Examples
The principles outlined in this chapter can best be brought into focus through some typical
examples of modern mixer devices and circuits.
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Figure 6.37 Internal schematic diagram of the MC13143 mixer. (Courtesy of Motorola. The
MC13143 uses a unique and patent-pending topology.)

MC13143

The MC13143 (Motorola) is a double-balanced mixer [6.39]. The device is designed for
use as the front end section of analog and digital FM radio systems. The device features a
mixer linearity control to preset or auto program the mixer dynamic range and a wideband
IF so the IC can be used either as a down-converter or an up-converter.
The mixer is a double-balanced four quadrant multiplier biased class AB, allowing for
programmable linearity control via an external current source. An input third order intercept
point of 20 dBm can be achieved. All 3 ports of the mixer are designed to work up to 2.4
GHz. The mixer has a 50 Ω single-ended RF input and open collector differential IF outputs,
as illustrated in Figure 6.37. The linear gain of the mixer is approximately –5.0 dB with an
SSB noise figure of 12 dB. The mixer easily interfaces with an RF ceramic filter. The use of
an RF ceramic or SAW filter before the mixer is recommended to provide image frequency
rejection. The filter is selected based on cost, size, and performance tradeoffs. Typical RF
filters have 3.0 to 5.0 dB insertion loss. Interface matching between the RF input, RF filter,
and the mixer are required.
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(a )

( b)

Figure 6.38 Application example of the CMY 210: (a) test circuit, (b) PCB layout. (Courtesy
of Infineon Technologies.)

CMY 210

The CMY 210 (Infineon Technologies) is an all-port single ended general purpose up- and
down-converter [6.40]. The device combines small conversion losses and excellent
intermodulation characteristics with low LO- and dc-power requirements. The internal
level-controlled LO buffer enables good performance over a wide range of LO outputs.
Best performance with lowest conversion loss is achieved when each circuit or device used
for frequency separation meets the following requirements:
• Input filter: Throughpass for the signal to be mixed; reflections of the mixed signal and
the harmonics of both.
• Output filter: Throughpass for the mixed signal; reflections of the signal to be mixed and
the harmonics of both.
In the simplest case, a series- and a parallel- resonator circuit will meet these requirements. For more demanding applications, appropriate drop-in filters or microstripline elements can be used. The mixer can be driven with a source and load impedance other than
50 Ω, but performance will degrade at larger deviations.
Figure 6.38 shows a test circuit/application example.
HMC220MS8

The HMC220MS8 (Hittite Microwave) is a miniature double-balanced mixer in an 8 lead
plastic surface mount package [6.41]. This passive MMIC mixer is constructed of GaAs
Schottky diodes and novel planar transformer baluns on the chip. The device can be used
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Figure 6.39 Schematic of the HMC220MS8
mixer. (Courtesy of Hittite Microwave.)

Table 6.4 Operating Parameters of the HMC220MS8 Mixer (Courtesy of Hittite Microwave.)

Parameter

LO = +13 dBm

LO = +13 dBm

LO = +10 dBm

IF = 100 MHz

IF = 100 MHz

IF = 100 MHz

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Min.

Typ.

Units

Max.

Frequency range, RF and LO

5–10

10–12

5.9–10

GHz

Frequency range, IF

dc–4

dc–4

dc–3.5

GHz

Conversion loss

7.0

10

8.5

10.5

7.5

10

dB

Noise figure (SSB)

7.0

10

8.5

10.5

7.5

10

dB

LO to RF isolation

17

25

13

18

17

25

dB

LO to IF isolation

20

28

14

20

20

28

dB

IP3 (input)

14

17

16

21

13

16

dBm

1 dB gain compression (input)

4

8

4

8

5

8

dBm

17

dBm

Local oscillator drive level

17

17

as an up- or down-converter, bi-phase (de)modulator, or phase comparator. It is especially
suited for 5.9 to 11.7 GHz microwave radio and VSAT applications because of its high dynamic input signal range, small size, and zero dc bias requirement.
A schematic diagram of the HMC220MS8 is given in Figure 6.39. Typical performance
parameters are listed in Table 6.4.
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6.10 Product Resources
An extensive offering of mixer products is available from Synergy Microwave (Patterson,
N.J.). For product information, application notes, and white papers, see the web site
www.synergymwave.com.
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Chapter 7
Frequency Control and Local Oscillators
7.1 Introduction
Communications receivers are seldom single-channel devices, but more often cover wide
frequency ranges. In the superheterodyne receiver, this is accomplished by mixing the input signal with an LO signal. The LO source must meet a variety of requirements:
• It must have high spectral purity.
• It must be agile so that it can move rapidly (jump) between frequencies in a time frame
that can be as short as a few microseconds.
• The increments in which frequencies can be selected must be small.
Frequency resolution between 1 and 100 Hz is generally adequate below 30 MHz; however, there are a number of systems that provide 0.001-Hz steps. At higher frequencies,
resolution is generally greater than 1 kHz.
In most modern receivers, such a frequency source is typically a synthesizer that generates all individual frequencies as needed over the required frequency band. The modern synthesizer provides stable phase-coherent outputs. The frequencies are derived from a master
standard, which can be a high-precision crystal oscillator, a secondary atomic standard
(such as a rubidium gas cell), or a primary standard using a cesium atomic beam. The following characteristics must be specified for the synthesizer:
• Frequency range
• Frequency resolution
• Frequency indication
• Maximum frequency error
• Settling time
• Reference frequency
• Output power
• Harmonic distortion
• SSB phase noise
• Discrete spurs (spurious frequencies)
• Wide-band noise
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• Control interface
• Power consumption
• Mechanical size
• Environmental conditions
Free-running tunable oscillators, once used in radio receivers, have generally been replaced in modern communications receivers because of their lack of precision and stability.
Fixed-tuned crystal-controlled oscillators are still used in second- and third-oscillator applications in multiconversion superheterodyne receivers that do not require single-reference
precision. Oscillators used in synthesizers have variable tuning capability, which may be
voltage-controlled, generally by varactor diodes.
Synthesizer designs have used mixing from multiple crystal sources and mixing of signals derived from a single source through frequency multiplication and division. Synthesizers may be “direct” and use the product of multiple mixing and filtering or “indirect” and use
a PLL locked to the direct output to provide reduced spurious signals. There are a number of
publications describing these and other techniques, the classic texts being [7.1] through
[7.3]. Most modern communications receivers operating below 3 GHz use single- or
multiple-loop digital PLL synthesizers, although for some applications, direct digital waveform synthesis may be used.
In this chapter, we treat synthesizers before reviewing oscillator design. The chapter relies considerably on material developed at Synergy Microwave Corporation and presented
at the 1999 GaAs Symposium in Munich and the 2000 GaAs symposium in Paris. Use of the
material here is gratefully acknowledged.
7.1.1 Key Terms
The following characteristics are commonly used to describe oscillator performance:
• Frequency pushing. Frequency pushing characterizes the degree to which an oscillator’s frequency is affected by its supply voltage. For example, a sudden current surge
caused by activating a transceiver’s RF power amplifier may produce a spike on the
VCO’s dc power supply and a consequent frequency jump. Frequency pushing is specified in frequency/voltage form, and is tested by varying the VCO’s dc supply voltage
(typically ±1 V) with its tuning voltage held constant.
• Harmonic output power. Harmonic output power is measured relative to the output
power of the oscillator. Typical values are 20 dB or more suppression relative to the fundamental. This suppression can be improved by additional filtering.
• Output power. The output power of the oscillator, typically expressed in dBm, is measured into a 50-Ω load. The output power is always combined with a specification for flatness or variation. A typical spec would be 0 dBm ±1 dB.
• Output power as a function of temperature. All active circuits vary in performance as
a function of temperature. The output power of an oscillator over a temperature range
should vary less than a specified value, such as 1 dB.
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• Post-tuning drift. After a voltage step is applied to the tuning diode input, the oscillator
frequency may continue to change until it settles to a final value. This post-tuning drift is
one of the parameters that limits the bandwidth of the VCO input.
• Power consumption. This characteristic conveys the dc power, usually specified in
milliwatts and sometimes qualified by operating voltage, required by the oscillator to
function properly.
• Sensitivity to load changes. To keep manufacturing costs down, many wireless applications use a VCO alone, without the buffering action of a high reverse-isolation amplifier
stage. In such applications, frequency pulling, the change of frequency resulting from
partially reactive loads, is an important oscillator characteristic. Pulling is commonly
specified in terms of the frequency shift that occurs when the oscillator is connected to a
load that exhibits a non-unity VSWR (such as 1.75, usually referenced to 50 Ω), compared to the frequency that results with a unity-VSWR load (usually 50 Ω). Frequency
pulling must be minimized, especially in cases where power stages are close to the VCO
unit and short pulses may affect the output frequency. Such feedback can make-phase
locking impossible.
• Spurious outputs. The spurious output specification of a VCO, expressed in decibels,
characterizes the strength of unwanted and nonharmonically related components relative
to the oscillator fundamental. Because a stable, properly designed oscillator is inherently
clean, such spurs are typically introduced only by external sources in the form of radiated
or conducted interference.
• Temperature drift. Although the synthesizer is responsible for locking and maintaining
the oscillator frequency, the VCO frequency change as a function of temperature is a critical parameter and must be specified. This value varies between 10 kHz/ºC to several
hundred kHz/ºC depending on the center frequency and tuning range.
• Tuning characteristic. This specification shows the relationship, depicted as a graph,
between the VCO operating frequency and the tuning voltage applied. Ideally, the correspondence between operating frequency and tuning voltage is linear.
• Tuning linearity. For stable synthesizers, a constant deviation of frequency versus tuning voltage is desirable. It is also important to make sure that there are no breaks in the
tuning range—for example, that the oscillator does not stop operating with a tuning voltage of 0 V.
• Tuning sensitivity, tuning performance. This datum, typically expressed in megahertz
per volt (MHz/V), characterizes how much the frequency of a VCO changes per unit of
tuning-voltage change.
• Tuning speed. This characteristic is defined as the time necessary for the VCO to reach
90 percent of its final frequency upon the application of a tuning-voltage step. Tuning
speed depends on the internal components between the input pin and tuning diode—including, among other things, the capacitance present at the input port. The input port’s
parasitic elements determine the VCO’s maximum possible modulation bandwidth.
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Figure 7.1 Block diagram of a PLL synthesizer driven by a frequency standard, DDS, or fractional-N synthesizer for high resolution at the output. The last two standards allow a relatively
low division ratio and provide quasi-arbitrary resolution.

Perhaps the most important parameter of a frequency source is phase noise, which is discussed in detail later in this chapter.

7.2 Phase-Locked Loop Synthesizers
The traditional synthesizer consists of a single loop and the step size of the output frequency is equal to the reference frequency at the phase detector. Figure 7.1 shows this classic approach.
Wireless applications with a step size of 200 kHz have made the life of the designer somewhat easier, since such a wide step size reduces the division ratio. As can be seen in Figure
7.1, the simplest form of a digital synthesizer consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO). For PLL applications, the oscillator sensitivity, typically expressed in megahertz per
volt (MHz/V), needs to be stated. For high-performance test equipment applications, the
VCO is frequently provided in the form of a YIG oscillator. These oscillators operate at extremely high Q and are fairly expensive. The VCO needs to be separated from any load by a
post amplifier, which drives a sine-wave-to-logic-waveform translator.
Typically, an ECL line receiver or its equivalent would serve for this function. This stage,
in turn, drives a programmable divider and divides the oscillator frequency down to a reference frequency, such as 200 kHz. Assuming an oscillator frequency of 1 GHz, the division
ratio would be 1 GHz/200 kHz = 5000. We will address this issue later. In Figure 7.1, however, we are looking at a 3 GHz output frequency and a step size determined by the reference
source resolution, assuming a fixed division ratio.
The phase detector, actually the phase/frequency detector (PFD), is driven by the reference frequency on one side and the oscillator frequency, divided down, on the other side.
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The PFD is typically designed to operate from a few kilohertz to several tens of megahertz,
50 MHz for example. In our case, this would mean a step size of 50 MHz. Most of these
types of phase detectors use MOS technology to keep the levels for on/off voltage high, and
their noise contribution needs to be carefully evaluated. While the synthesizer is not locked,
the output of the PFD is a dc control voltage with a superimposed ac voltage equal to the difference between the two frequencies prior to lock. Most PFDs have a flip-flop-based architecture, and their output consists of a train of pulses that must to be integrated to produce the
control voltage necessary for driving the VCO into the locked condition. This integrator
also serves as a loop filter. Its purpose is to suppress the reference frequency and provide the
necessary phase/frequency response for stable locking. The basic loop really is a nonlinear
control loop that, for the purpose of analysis, is always assumed to be linear or
piecewise-linear. The most linear phase detector is a diode ring, but it has a low-level dc output that requires an operational amplifier to shift the level of typically ±0.3 V to the high
voltage required for the tuning diode. These values are usually somewhere between 5 and 30
V. The tuning diode itself needs to have the appropriate breakdown voltage and voltage-dependent linearity to provide constant loop gain. In most cases, this is not possible, especially
if the division ratio changes by a factor of 2 or more; in this case, it is a wise decision to use
coarse steering so that fine tuning shows a reasonably linear performance. These loops are
also called Type 2 second-order loops. This is because the loop has two integrators, one being the loop filter and other one being the tuning diode. The order of the loop is determined
by the filter. Table 7.1 shows circuit and transfer characteristics of several PLL filters.
The filters shown in the table are single-ended, which means that they are driven from the
output of a CMOS switch in the phase/frequency detector. This type of configuration exhibits a problem under lock conditions: If we assume that the CMOS switches are identical and
have no leakage, initially the output current charges the integrator and the system will go
into lock. If it is locked and stays locked, there is no need for a correction voltage, and therefore the CMOS switches will not supply any output. The very moment a tiny drift occurs, a
correction voltage is required, and therefore there is a drastic change from no loop gain
(closed condition) to a loop gain (necessary for acquiring lock). This transition causes a
number of nonlinear phenomena, and therefore it is a better choice to either use a passive filter in a symmetrical configuration or a symmetrical loop filter with an operational amplifier
instead of the CMOS switches. Many of the modern PFDs have different outputs to accommodate this. An ill-conditioned filter or selection of values for the filter frequently leads to a
very low-frequency type of oscillation, also referred to as motorboating. This can only be
corrected by adjusting the phase/frequency behavior of the filter.
The Bode diagram is a useful tool in designing the appropriate loop filter. The Bode diagram shows the open-loop performance, both magnitude and phase, of the phase-locked
loop. For stability, several rules apply.
7.2.1 The Type 2, Second-Order Loop
In this section, we present a derivation of the properties of the Type 2, second-order loop.
This loop has two integrators—one being the diode and the other the operational amplifier—and is built with the order of 2 (as can be seen from Table 7.1). The basic principle to
derive the performance for higher-order loops follows the same process, although the derivation is more complicated.
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Table 7.1 PLL Filter Characteristics

Circuit and Transfer Characteristics of Several PLL Filters

Implementation of Different Loop Filters

Recommended Passive Filters for Charge Pumps
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The Type 2, second-order loop uses a loop filter in the form
F ( s) =

1 τ 2 s +1
s τ1

(7.1)

The multiplier 1/s indicates a second integrator, which is generated by the active amplifier. In Table 7.1, this is the Type 3 filter. The Type 4 filter is mentioned there as a possible
configuration but is not recommended because the addition of the pole of the origin creates
difficulties with loop stability and, in most cases, requires a change from the Type 4 to the
Type 3 filter. We can consider the Type 4 filter as a special case of the Type 3 filter, and therefore it does not have to be treated separately. Another possible transfer function is
F ( s) =

1 1+ τ2 s
R1 C
s

(7.2)

with
τ 2 = R2 C

(7.3)

Under these conditions, the magnitude of the transfer function is
F ( jω) =

1
2
1 + (ωR2 C )
R1 C ω

(7.4)

and the phase is
θ = arctan(ωτ 2 ) − 90 degrees

(7.5)

Again, as if for a practical case, we start off with the design values ωn and ξ, and we have
to determine τ1 and τ2. Taking an approach similar to that for the Type 1, second-order loop,
the results are
τ1 =

K
ωn

(7.6)

2ς
ωn

(7.7)

τ1
C

(7.8)

and
τ2 =
and
R1 =
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and
R2 =

τ2
C

(7.9)

The closed-loop transfer function of a Type 2, second-order PLL with a perfect integrator
is
B( s) =

K (R2 / R1 ) [ s + (1 / τ 2 )]

S + K (R2 / R1 ) s + (K / τ 2 )(R2 / R1 )
2

(7.10)

By introducing the terms ξ and ωn, the transfer function now becomes
B( s) =

2ςωn s + ω2n

(7.11)

s 2 + 2ςωn s + ω2n

with the abbreviations
 K R2 

ωn = 

 τ 2 R1 

1

2

rad/s

(7.12)

and
R 
1
ς =  Kτ 2 2 
R1 
2

1

2

(7.13)

and K = KθKo/N.
The 3-dB bandwidth of the Type 2, second-order loop is
B 3 dB =

ωn  2
2ς + 1 +
2π 

(

)

2ς 2 + 1

2


+ 1


1

2

(7.14)

and the noise bandwidth is
Bn =

K (R2 / R1 ) + 1 / τ 2
4

Hz

(7.15)

Again, we ask the question of the final error and use the previous error function
E( s) =

sθ( s)

s + K (R2 / R1 )

{[ s + (1 / τ )] / s}

(7.16)

2
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or
E( s) =

s 2 θ( s)

s 2 + K (R2 / R1 ) s + (K / τ 2 )(R2 / R1 )

(7.17)

As a result of the perfect integrator, the steady-state error resulting from a step change in
input phase or change of magnitude of frequency is zero.
If the input frequency is swept with a constant range change of input frequency (∆ω/dt),
for θ(s) = (2∆ω/dt)/s3, the steady-state phase error is
E( s) =

R1 τ 2 (2∆ω/dt)
rad
R2
K

(7.18)

The maximum rate at which the VCO frequency can be swept for maintaining lock is
2∆ω N
=
dt
2τ 2



 4B n − 1  rad/s

τ 


(7.19)

The introduction of N indicates that this is referred to the VCO rather than to the
phase/frequency comparator. In the previous example of the Type 1, first-order loop, we referred it only to the phase/frequency comparator rather than the VCO.
Figure 7.2 shows the closed-loop response of a Type 2, third-order loop having a phase
margin of 10° and with the optimal 45°.
A phase margin of 10° results in overshoot, which in the frequency domain would be seen
as peaks in the oscillator noise-sideband spectrum. Needless to say, this is an undesirable effect, and because the operational amplifiers and other active and passive elements add to
this, the loop filter must be adjusted after the design is finalized to accommodate the proper
resulting phase margin (35° to 45°). The open-loop gain for different loops can be seen in
Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
7.2.2 Transient Behavior of Digital Loops Using Tri-State Phase Detectors
The Type 2, second-order loop is used with either a sample/hold comparator or a tri-state
phase/frequency comparator. We will now determine the transient behavior of this loop.
(See Figure 7.5.)
Very rarely in the literature is a clear distinction between pull-in and lock-in characteristics or frequency and phase acquisition made as a function of the digital phase/frequency detector. Somehow, all the approximations or linearizations refer to a sinusoidal phase/frequency comparator or its digital equivalent, the exclusive-OR gate.
The tri-state phase/frequency comparator follows slightly different mathematical principles. The phase detector gain is
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Figure 7.2 Measured spectrum of a synthesizer where the loop filter is underdamped, resulting in ≈10-dB increase of the phase noise at the loop-filter bandwidth. In this case, we either
do not meet the 45° phase margin criterion, or the filter is too wide, so it shows the effect of the
up-converted reference frequency.

Figure 7.3 Integrated response for
various loops as a function of the
phase margin.
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Figure 7.4 Closed-loop response
of a Type 2, third-order PLL having
a phase margin of 10°

Figure 7.5 Block diagram of a digital PLL before lock is acquired.

′ V
K d = d = phase detector supply voltage/loop idling frequency
ω0
and is valid only in the out-of-lock state. This is a somewhat coarse approximation to the
real gain which—because of the required nonlinear differential equations—is very difficult to calculate. However, practical tests show that this approximation is still fairly accurate.
Key definitions include the following:
Ω1(s) = ᏸ [∆ω1 (t)], reference input to δ/ω detector
Ω2(s) = ᏸ [∆ω2 (t)], signal VCO output frequency
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Ωe(s) = ᏸ [ωe (t)], error frequency at δ/ω
Ωe(s) = Ω1 (s) – {[Ω2 (s)] / N }
Ω2(s) = [Ω1 (s) – Ωe (s)] N
From the Figure 7.5 circuit
A( s) = Ω e ( s)K d

′

B( s) = A( s) F ( s)
Ω 2 ( s) = B( s)K O
The error frequency at the detector is
Ω e ( s) = Ω 1 ( s)N

1
′
N + K O K d F ( s)

(7.20)

The signal is stepped in frequency
Ω 1 ( s) =

∆ω1
s

(7.21)

where ∆ω1 is the magnitude of the frequency step.
If we use an active filter
F ( s) =

1 + sτ 2
sτ1

(7.22)

and insert this in Equation (7.20), the error frequency is
Ω e ( s) = ∆ω1 N

1

τ  K K′
s N + K O K ′d 2  + O d
τ1 
τ1


(7.23)

Utilizing the Laplace transformation, we obtain
ωe (t) = ∆ω1



1
t
exp−

1 + K O K d′ (τ 2 / τ1 )(1 / N )
 (τ1 N / K O K ′d ) + τ 2 

(7.24)

and
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lim ωe (t) =
t →0

∆ω1 N
N + K O K ′d (τ 2 / τ1 )

(7.25)

lim ωe (t) = 0

(7.26)

t →∞

If we use a passive filter
lim ωe (t) = 0

(7.27)

t →∞

for the frequency step
Ω 1 ( s) =

∆ω1
s

(7.28)

the error frequency at the input becomes
 1
1
Ω e ( s) = ∆ω1 N 
 s s[N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2 ] + (N + K O K ′d )
+


τ1 + τ 2

s[N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2 ] + (N + K O K ′d ) 

(7.29)

For the first term we will use the abbreviation A, and for the second term we will use the
abbreviation B.
A=

1 / [N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2 ]

(7.30)



N + K O K ′d
ss +

 N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2 

τ1 + τ 2
N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2
B=
N + K O K ′d
s+
N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2

(7.31)

After the inverse Laplace transformation, our final result becomes
ᏸ (A) =
–1

1
N + K O K ′d



N + K O K ′d
1 − exp−t
N
τ
( 1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2



 

 

(7.32)
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ᏸ (B) =
–1


N + K O K ′d
τ1 + τ 2
exp −t

′
N (τ 1 + τ 2 ) + K O K d τ 2
 N (τ1 + τ 2 ) + K O K ′d τ 2






(7.33)

and finally
ωe(t) = ∆ω1N [ᏸ–1(A) + (τ1 + τ2) ᏸ –1 (B)]

(7.34)

We want to know how long it takes to pull the VCO frequency to the reference. Therefore,
we want to know the value of t, the time it takes to be within 2π or less of lock-in range. The
PLL can, at the beginning, have a phase error from –2π to +2π, and the loop, by accomplishing lock, then takes care of this phase error.
We can make the reverse assumption for a moment and ask ourselves, as we have done
earlier, how long the loop stays in phase lock. This is called the pull-out range. Again, we apply signals to the input of the PLL as long as loop can follow and the phase error does not become larger than 2π. Once the error is larger than 2π, the loop jumps out of lock.
When the loop is out of lock, a beat note occurs at the output of the loop filter following
the phase/frequency detector.
The tri-state phase/frequency comparator, however, works on a different principle, and
the pulses generated and supplied to the charge pump do not allow the generation of an ac
voltage. The output of such a phase/frequency detector is always unipolar, but relative to the
value of Vbatt/2, the integrator voltage can be either positive or negative. If we assume for a
moment that this voltage should be the final voltage under a locked condition, we will observe that the resulting dc voltage is either more negative or more positive relative to this
value, and because of this, the VCO will be “pulled in” to this final frequency rather than
swept in. The swept-in technique applies only in cases of phase/frequency comparators,
where this beat note is being generated. A typical case would be the exclusive-OR gate or
even a sample/hold comparator.
Let us assume now that the VCO has been pulled in to within 2π of the final frequency,
and the time t is known. The next step is to determine the lock-in characteristic.
Lock-in Characteristic

Figure 7.5 shows the familiar block diagram of the PLL. We will use the following definitions:
θ1(s) = ᏸ[∆δ1(t)], reference input to δ/ω detector
θ2(s) = ᏸ[∆δ2(t)], signal VCO output phase
θe(s) = ᏸ[δe(t)], phase error at δ/ω detector
θe(s) = θ1(s) – [θ2(s)/N]
From the block diagram, the following is apparent
A( s) = θ e ( s)K d
B( s) = A( s) F ( s)
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θ 2 ( s) = B( s)

KO
s

The phase error at the detector is
θ e ( s) = θ1 ( s)

sN
K O K d F ( s) + sN

(7.35)

A step in phase at the input, with the worst-case error being 2π, results in
θ1 ( s) = 2π

1
s

(7.36)

We will now treat the two cases using an active or passive filter. The transfer characteristic of the active filter is
f ( s) =

1 + sτ 2
sτ1

(7.37)

This results in the formula for the phase error at the detector
θ e ( s) = 2π

s
s 2 + ( sK O K d τ 2 / τ1 ) / N + (K O K d / τ1 ) / N

(7.38)

The polynomial coefficients for the denominator are
a2 = 1
a1 = (KOKdτ2/τ1)/N
a0 = (KOKd/τ1)/N
and we have to find the roots W1 and W2. Expressed in the form of a polynomial coefficient, the phase error is
θ e ( s) = 2π

s

( s + W1 )( s + W2 )

(7.39)

After the Laplace transformation has been performed, the result can be written in the form
δ e (t) = 2π

W1 e − W 1t −W2 e − W 2 t
W1 −W2

(7.40)
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with
lim δ e (t) = 2π
t →0

and
lim δ e (t) = 0
t →∞

The transfer function of the passive filter is
F ( s) =

1 + sτ 2
1 + s(τ1 + τ 2 )

(7.41)

If we apply the same phase step of 2π as before, the resulting phase error is
θ e ( s) = 2π

[1 / (τ

s2 + s

1

+ τ 2 )] + s

N + K O K d τ2
KOKd
+
N (τ 1 + τ 2 )
N ( τ1 + τ

(7.42)

)

Again, we have to find the polynomial coefficients, which are
a2 =1
a1 =

N + K O K d τ2
N (τ 1 + τ 2 )

A0 =

KOKd
N (τ 1 + τ 2 )

and finally find the roots for W1 and W2. This can be written in the form

 1
1
s
θ e ( s) = 2π
+

 τ1 + τ 2 ( s + W1 )( s + W2 ) ( s + W1 )( s + W2 ) 

(7.43)

Now we perform the Laplace transformation and obtain our result
−W t
−W t
 1
e − W 1t − e W 2 t W1 e 1 −W1 e 2
δ e (t) = 2π
+
W1 −W2
 τ1 + τ 2 W2 −W1






(7.44)

with
lim δ e (t) = 2π
t →0
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Figure 7.6 Normalized output response of a Type 2, second-order loop with a damping factor
of 0.1 and 0.05 for Wn = 0.631.

with
lim δ e (t) = 0
t →∞

When analyzing the frequency response for the various types and orders of PLLs, the
phase margin plays an important role. For the transient time, the Type 2, second-order loop
can be represented with a damping factor or, for higher orders, with the phase margin. Figure 7.6 shows the normalized output response for a damping factor of 0.1 and 0.47. The ideal
Butterworth response would be a damping factor of 0.7, which correlates with a phase margin of 45°.
Loop Gain/Transient Response Examples

Some examples will help illustrate the principles outlined in the previous sections.
Given the simple filter shown in Figure 7.7 and the parameters as listed, the Bode plot is
shown in Figure 7.8. This approach can also be translated from a Type 1 into a Type 2 filter as
shown in Figure 7.9 and its frequency response as shown in Figure 7.10. The lock-in function for this Type 2, second-order loop with an ideal damping factor of 0.707 (Butterworth
response) is shown in Figure 7.11. Figure 7.12 shows an actual settling-time measurement.
Any deviation from ideal damping results in ringing in an underdamped system or, in an
overdamped system, the voltage will “crawl” to its final value. This system can be increased
in order by selecting a Type 2, third-order loop using the filter shown in Figure 7.13. For an
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Figure 7.7 Loop filter for a Type 1, second-order synthesizer.

Figure 7.8 Type 1, second-order loop response.
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Figure 7.9 Loop filter for a Type 2, second-order synthesizer.

Figure 7.10 Response of the Type 2, second-order loop.
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Figure 7.11 Lock-in function of the Type 2, second-order PLL. The chart indicates a lock time
of 271 µs and an ideal response.

Figure 7.12 Example of a settling-time measurement.
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Figure 7.13 Loop filter for a Type 2, third-order synthesizer.

ideal synthesis of the values, the Bode diagram looks as shown in Figure 7.14, and its resulting response is given in Figure 7.15.
The order can be increased by adding an additional low-pass filter after the standard loop
filter. The resulting system is called a Type 2, fifth-order loop. Figure 7.16 shows the Bode
diagram or open-loop diagram, and Figure 7.17 shows the locking function. By using a very
wide loop bandwidth, this technique can be used to clean up microwave oscillators with inherent comparatively poor phase noise. This clean-up, which will be described in more detail later, has a dramatic influence on overall performance.
By deviating from the ideal 45° to a phase margin of 33°, we obtain ringing, as is evident
from Figure 7.18. The time to settle has grown from 13.3 µs to 62 µs.
To more fully illustrate the effects of nonideal phase margin, Figures 7.19, 7.20, 7.21, and
7.22 show the lock-in function of a different Type 2, fifth-order loop configured for phase
margins of 25°, 35°, 45°, and 55°, respectively.
We have already mentioned that the loop should avoid “ears” (Figure 7.2) with poorly designed loop filters. Another interesting phenomenon is the trade-off between loop bandwidth and phase noise. In Figure 7.23 the loop bandwidth has been made too wide, resulting
in a degradation of the phase noise but providing a faster settling time. By reducing the loop
bandwidth from about 1 kHz to 300 Hz, only a slight overshoot remains, improving the
phase noise significantly. (See Figure 7.24.)
7.2.3 Practical PLL Circuits
Figure 7.25 shows a passive filter that is used for a National LMX synthesizer chip. This
chip has a charge-pump output, which explains the need for the first capacitor.
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Figure 7.14 Open-loop Bode diagram for the Type 2, third-order loop. This configuration fulfills the requirement of 45° phase margin at the 0-dB crossover point, and corrects the slope
down to –10 dB gain.

Figure 7.15 Lock-in function of the Type 2, third-order loop for an ideal 45° phase margin.
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Figure 7.16 Bode plot of the fifth-order PLL system for a microwave synthesizer. The theoretical reference suppression is better than 90 dB.

Figure 7.17 Lock-in function of the fifth-order PLL. Note that the phase lock time is approximately 13.3 µs.
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Figure 7.18 Lock-in function of the fifth-order PLL. Note that the phase margin has been reduced from the ideal 45°. This results in a much longer settling time of 62 µs.

Figure 7.19 Lock-in function of another Type 2, fifth-order loop with a 25° phase margin. Noticeable ringing occurs, lengthening the lock-in time to 1.86 ms.
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Figure 7.20 Lock-in function of the Type 2, fifth-order loop with a 35° phase margin. Ringing
still occurs, but the lock-in time has decreased to 1.13 ms.

Figure 7.21 Lock-in function of the Type 2, third-order loop with an ideal 45° phase margin.
The lock-in time is 686 µs.
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Figure 7.22 Lock-in function of the Type 2, fifth-order loop, for a 55° phase margin. The
lock-in time has increased to 915 µs.

Figure 7.23 Comparison between open- and closed-loop noise prediction. Note the overshoot at approximately 1 kHz off the carrier.
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Figure 7.24 Comparison between open- and closed-loop noise prediction. Note the overshoot at approximately 300 Hz off the carrier.

Figure 7.25 Type 1 high-order loop filter used for passive filter evaluation. The 1-nF capacitor is used for spike suppression as explained in the text. The filter consists of a lag portion
and an additional low pass section.

Figure 7.26 shows an active integrator operating at a reference frequency of several
megahertz. The notch filter at the output reduces the reference frequency considerably. The
notch is at about 4.5 MHz.
Figure 7.27 shows the combination of a phase/frequency discriminator and a higher-order loop filter as used in more complicated systems, such as fractional-division synthesizers.
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Figure 7.26 A Type 2 high-order filter with a notch to suppress the discrete reference spurs.

Figure 7.27 Phase/frequency discriminator including an active loop filter capable of operating up to 100 MHz.
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Figure 7.28 Custom-built phase detector with a noise floor of better than –168 dBc/Hz. This
phase detector shows extremely low phase jitter.

Figure 7.28 shows a custom-built phase detector with a noise floor of better than –168
dBc/Hz.
7.2.4 Fractional-Division Synthesizers
In conventional synthesizers, the minimum step size is equal to the reference frequency. In
order to achieve a finer resolution, we can either manipulate reference as outlined in Figure 7.1, or we can use fractional division. The principle of the fractional-N-division syn-
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thesizer has been around for some time. In the past, implementation of this technique has
been done in an analog system. The Figure 7.1 single loop uses a frequency divider where
the division ratio is an integer value between 1 and some very large number, hopefully not
as high as 50,000. It would be ideal to be able to build a synthesizer with the 1.25 MHz reference or 50 MHz reference and yet obtain the desired step size resolution, such as 25 kHz.
This would lead to a much smaller division ratio and better phase noise performance.
An alternative would be for N to take on fractional values. The output frequency could
then be changed in fractional increments of the reference frequency. Although a digital divider cannot provide a fractional division ratio, ways can be found to accomplish the same
task effectively. The most frequently used method is to divide the output frequency by N + 1
every M cycles and to divide by N the rest of the time. The effective division ratio is then N +
1/M, and the average output frequency is given by
1 

f0 =N + fr
M


(7.45)

This expression shows that f0 can be varied in fractional increments of the reference frequency by varying M. The technique is equivalent to constructing a fractional divider, but
the fractional part of the division is actually implemented using a phase accumulator. This
method can be expanded to frequencies much higher than 6 GHz using the appropriate
synchronous dividers. The phase accumulator approach is illustrated by the following example.
Consider the problem of generating 899.8 MHz using a fractional-N loop with a 50-MHz
reference frequency; 899.8 MHz = 50 MHz (N – K/F). The integral part of the division N is
set to 17 and the fractional part K/F is 996/1000 (the fractional part K/F is not a integer). The
VCO output is divided by 996 × every 1,000 cycles. This can easily be implemented by adding the number 0.996 to the contents of an accumulator every cycle. Every time the accumulator overflows, the divider divides by 18 rather than by 17. Only the fractional value of the
addition is retained in the phase accumulator. If we move to the lower band or try to generate
850.2 MHz, N remains 17 and K/F becomes 4/1000. This method of fractional division was
first introduced by using analog implementation and noise cancellation, but today it is implemented as a totally digital approach. The necessary resolution is obtained from the
dual-modulus prescaling, which allows for a well-established method for achieving a
high-performance frequency synthesizer operating at UHF and higher frequencies.
Dual-modulus prescaling avoids the loss of resolution in a system compared to a simple
prescaler. It allows a VCO step equal to the value of the reference frequency to be obtained.
This method needs an additional counter and the dual-modulus prescaler then divides one or
two values depending upon the state of its control. The only drawback of prescalers is the
minimum division ratio of the prescaler for approximately N2.
The dual modulus divider is the key to implementing the fractional-N synthesizer principle. Although the fractional-N technique appears to have a good potential of solving the resolution limitation, it is not free of complications. Typically, an overflow from the phase accumulator, which is the adder with the output feedback to the input after being latched, is
used to change the instantaneous division ratio. Each overflow produces a jitter at the output
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frequency, caused by the fractional division, and is limited to the fractional portion of the desired division ratio.
In our example, we had chosen a step size of 200 kHz, and yet the discrete side bands vary
from 200 kHz for K/F = 4/1000 to 49.8 MHz for K/F = 996/1000. It will become the task of
the loop filter to remove those discrete spurious elements. While in the past the removal of
discrete spurs was accomplished by analog techniques, various digital methods are now
available. The microprocessor has to solve the following equation:
K

N * =  N +  = [N ( F − K ) + (N +1)K ]
F


(7.46)

For example, for F0 = 850.2 MHz, we obtain
N* =

850.2 MHz
= 17.004
50 MHz

Following the formula above
K  [17(1000 − 4) + (17 + 1) × 4] [16932_72]

N* =  N +  =
=
= 17.004
F
1000
1000

Fout = 50 MHz ×

[16932 − 72]
1000

= 846.6 MHz + 36
. MHz = 850.2 MHz

By increasing the number of accumulators, frequency resolution considerably below a
step size of 1 Hz is possible with the same switching speed.
7.2.5 Spur-Suppression Techniques
While several methods have been proposed in the literature (see patents in [7.1–7.6]), the
method of reducing noise by using a Σ∆ modulator has shown to be most promising. The
concept is to eliminate the low-frequency phase error by rapidly switching the division ratio to eliminate the gradual phase error at the discriminatory input. By changing the division ratio rapidly between different values, the phase errors occur in both polarities, positive as well as negative, and at an accelerated rate that explains the phenomenon of
high-frequency noise push-up. This noise, which is converted to a voltage by the
phase/frequency discriminator and loop filter, is filtered out by the low-pass filter. The
main problem associated with this noise shaping technique is that the noise power rises
rapidly with frequency. Figure 7.29 shows noise contributions with such a Σ∆ modulator in
place.
On the other hand, we can now, for the first time, build a single-loop synthesizer with
switching times as fast as 6 µs and very little phase-noise deterioration inside the loop bandwidth, as demonstrated in Figure 7.29. Because this system maintains the good phase noise
of the ceramic-resonator-based oscillator, the resulting performance is significantly better
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Figure 7.29 This filter frequency response/phase noise analysis graph shows the required
attenuation for the reference frequency of 50 MHz and the noise generated by the Σ∆ converter (three steps) as a function of the offset frequency. It becomes apparent that the Σ∆
converter noise dominates above 80 kHz unless attenuated.

than the phase noise expected from high-end signal generators. However, this method does
not allow us to increase the loop bandwidth beyond the 100-kHz limit, where the noise contribution of the Σ∆ modulator takes over.
Table 7.2 lists some of the modern spur suppression methods. These three-stage Σ∆
methods with large accumulators have the most potential [7.1–7.6].
The power spectral response of the phase noise for the three-stage Σ∆ modulator is calculated from
L( f ) =

(2π)

2

12 ⋅ f ref


π f
⋅ 2 sin
 f ref








2 (n −1 )

rad2/Hz

(7.47)
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Table 7.2 Comparison of Spur-Suppression Methods

Technique
DAC phase estimation
Pulse generation
Phase interpolation
Random jittering
Σ∆ modulation

Feature
Cancel spur by DAC
Insert pulses
Inherent fractional divider
Randomize divider
Modulate division ratio

Problem
Analog mismatch
Interpolation jitter
Interpolation jitter
Frequency jitter
Quantization noise

Figure 7.30 A block diagram of the fractional-N-division synthesizer built using a custom IC.
Designed to operate with input frequencies up to 100 MHz, it uses the phase/frequency
discriminator shown in Figure 7.27.

where n is the number of the stage of the cascaded sigma-delta modulator [7.7]. Equation
(7.47) shows that the phase noise resulting from the fractional controller is attenuated to
negligible levels close to the center frequency; further from the center frequency, the phase
noise is increased rapidly and must be filtered out prior to the tuning input of the VCO to
prevent unacceptable degradation of spectral purity. A loop filter must be used to filter the
noise in the PLL loop. Figure 7.29 showed the plot of the phase noise versus the offset frequency from the center frequency. A fractional-N synthesizer with a three-stage Σ∆ modulator as shown in Figure 7.30 has been built. The synthesizer consists of a phase/frequency
detector, an active low-pass filter, a voltage-controlled oscillator, a dual-modulus
prescaler, a three-stage Σ∆ modulator, and a buffer. (See Figure 7.31.)
After designing, building, and predicting the phase noise performance of this synthesizer, it becomes clear that the phase noise measurement for such a system would become
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Figure 7.31 Detailed block diagram of the inner workings of the fractional-N-division synthesizer chip.

tricky. The standard measurement techniques with a reference synthesizer would not provide enough resolution because there are no synthesized signal generators on the market
sufficiently good to measure its phase noise. Therefore, we had to build a comb generator
that would take the output of the oscillator and multiply this up 10 to 20 times.
Passive phase-noise measurement systems, based on delay lines, are not selective, and
the comb generator confuses them; however, the Rohde & Schwarz FSEM spectrum analyzer with the K-4 option has sufficient resolution to be used for phase-noise measurements.
All of the Rohde & Schwarz FSE series spectrum analyzers use a somewhat more discrete
fractional-division synthesizer with a 100-MHz reference. Based on the multiplication factor of 10, it turns out that there is enough dynamic range in the FSEM analyzer with the K-4
option to be used for phase-noise measurement. The useful frequency range off the carrier
for the system is 100 Hz to 10 MHz—perfect for this measurement.
Figure 7.32 shows the measured phase noise of the final frequency synthesizer.
During the measurements, it was also determined that the standard crystal oscillator we
were using was not good enough. We therefore needed to develop a 50-MHz crystal oscillator with improved phase noise. Upon examination of the measured phase noise shown in
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Figure 7.32 Measured phase noise of the fractional-N-division synthesizer using a custom-built, high-performance 50-MHz crystal oscillator as a reference, with the calculated
degradation due to a noisy reference plotted for comparison. Both synthesizer and spectrum
analyzer use the same reference. (The measurement system was a Rohde & Schwarz
FSEM with comb line generator, FSE-K4 option. Phase noise measurement at 800 MHz
multipled up × 10; correction factor 20 dB.)

Figure 7.32, it can been seen that the oscillator used as the reference was significantly better.
Otherwise, this phase noise would not have been possible. The loop filter cutoff frequency
of about 100 kHz can be recognized by the roll-off in Figure 7.32. This fractional-N-division
synthesizer with a high-performance VCO has a significantly better phase noise than other
example systems in this frequency range. In order to demonstrate this improvement,
phase-noise measurements were made on standard systems, using typical synthesizer chips.
While the phase noise by itself and the synthesizer design is quite good, it is no match for this
new approach, as can be seen in Figure 7.33 [7.8].
This scheme can be extended by using an additional loop with a comb generator and
translating the higher-frequency, such as microwave or millimeterwave, down to a frequency at which the fractional system can operate. Currently available ICs limit this principle to about 1 GHz because of prescaler noise. A good application showing how to combine
fractional-division synthesizers and microwave oscillators, such as YIG types, is shown in
Figure 7.34.
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Figure 7.33 Measured phase noise of a 880-MHz synthesizer using a conventional synthesizer chip. Comparing this chart to Figure 7.32 shows the considerable improvement possible with fractional-N-division synthesizers.

7.2.6 Noise in Synthesizers
All elements of a synthesizer contribute to output noise. The two primary noise contributors are the reference and the VCO. Actually, the crystal oscillator or frequency standard is
a high-Q version of the VCO. They are both oscillators, one electronically tunable over a
high-percentage range and the other one tunable just enough to compensate for aging.
Leeson introduced a linear approach for the calculation of oscillator phase noise (Figure
7.35). His formula was extended by Scherer and Rohde. Scherer added the flicker corner
frequency calculation to it and Rohde added the VCO term. The phase noise of a VCO is determined by

f 02

ᏸ ( f m ) = 10 log 1 +
2
  (2 f m q load )


f  FkT 2kTRK 02
 1 + c 
+
f m  2Psav
f m2
 






(7.48)

Where:
ᏸ(fm) = ratio of sideband power in a 1-Hz bandwidth at fm to total power in dB
fm = frequency offset
f0 = center frequency
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Figure 7.34 Interaction of the frequency-determining modules of the first local oscillator of a
microwave spectrum analyzer.

fc = flicker frequency
Qload = loaded Q of the tuned circuit
F = noise factor
kT = 4.1 × 10–21 at 300 K (room temperature)
Psav = average power at oscillator output
R = equivalent noise resistance of tuning diode (typically 200 Ω to 10 kΩ)
K0 = oscillator voltage gain
When adding an isolating amplifier, the noise of an LC oscillator is determined by
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Figure 7.35 Equivalent feedback models of
oscillator phase noise.
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(7.49)
Where
G = compressed power gain of the loop amplifier
F = noise factor of the loop amplifier
k = Boltzmann’s constant
T = temperature in kelvins
P0 = carrier power level (in watts) at the output of the loop amplifier
F0 = carrier frequency in Hz
fm = carrier offset frequency in Hz
QL (= πF0τg) = loaded Q of the resonator in the feedback loop
aR and aE = flicker noise constants for the resonator and loop amplifier, respectively
In order to evaluate the consequences of the previously stated linear equation, we are going to run several examples. Figure 7.36 shows the predicted phase noise of a crystal oscillator at 5 MHz with an operating Q of 1E6. High-end crystal oscillators typically use crystals
with such a high Q. At the same time, we plot the phase noise prediction for a 4-GHz VCO
with a tuning sensitivity of 10 MHz/V and operating Q of 400. This is only achievable with a
loosely coupled ceramic resonator. The next logical step is to multiply the 5 MHz to 4 GHz,
resulting in the second curve parallel to the crystal oscillator curve. As the caption for the
figure indicates, the crossover point between the multiplied phase noise and the 4-GHz oscillator determines the best loop bandwidth.
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Figure 7.36 Predicted phase noise for a 5-MHz crystal frequency standard (top-of-the-line),
4-GHz VCO, and the effect of multiplication of the frequency standard to 4 GHz. The phase
noise can be improved on the left side of the intersection and will be degraded on the right
side of the intersection depending on the loop bandwidth chosen. (The ideal loop bandwidth
would equal to the frequency offset at the point of intersection.) This assumes that no other
components, such as the phase detector and dividers, add to the noise.

Assuming for a moment that we use just the oscillator, no tuning diode attached, and
therefore consider only the first two terms in the previous equations, we can evaluate the
phase noise as a function of the loaded Q of the tuned circuit. Figure 7.37 shows this evaluation. The Q of 4000 is not realistic, but is calculated to show the theoretical limit. Again, this
is not a VCO.
In the same fashion, assuming an oscillator not a VCO, we are going to inspect the result
of flicker noise contribution from the transistor (Figure 7.38). The wide range from 50 Hz to
10 MHz covers the silicon FET, the bipolar transistor, and the GaAsFET.
Finally, we change the oscillator into a voltage-controlled oscillator by adding a tuning
diode. Figure 7.39 shows the effect of the tuning diode as a function of the tuning sensitivity.
In this particular case, the sensitivity above 10 MHz/V solely determines the phase noise.
This fact is frequently overlooked and has nothing to do with the Q or leakage currents of the
diode. The last term in Equation (48) controls this.
The actual noise in the transistor, therefore, is modulated on an ideal carrier, referred to
as IF in Figure 7.40. All the various noise sources are collected and superimposed on an
ideal, noise-free carrier. This complex mechanism, which goes beyond the linear noise
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Figure 7.37 Predicted phase noise of an 880-MHz oscillator (not a VCO) as a function of the
Q. The final Q (4000) can only be obtained with a large helical resonator, and is only a value
given for comparison purposes; it is not practically achievable.

Figure 7.38 Predicted phase noise of an 880-MHz oscillator (not a VCO) with a resonator Q
of 400, varying the flicker corner frequency from 50 Hz (silicon FET) to 10 MHz (GaAsFET).
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Figure 7.39 Predicted phase noise of an 880-MHz VCO with tuning sensitivity ranging from
10 Hz to 100 MHz/V. It must be noted that above a certain sensitivity—in this case, 10
MHz/V—the phase noise is determined only by the circuit’s tuning diode(s) and is no longer a
function of the resonator and diode Q.

equation, is handled by a nonlinear analysis process incorporated in harmonic-balance simulators, such as the Serenade product by Ansoft, or its equivalent by Hewlett-Packard and
others.
Oscillators are also described in the time domain. Figure 7.41 shows the characterization
of the noise, both in the time and frequency domains, and its contributors.
The resulting phase noise is largely influenced by the operating Q, as was pointed out previously. Figure 7.42 shows the relationship between Q and phase noise for two extreme
cases.
Phase Noise in Frequency Dividers

In the previous figure showing the phase noise at the output frequency, we assumed that
the only contributor was the frequency standard. Figure 7.43 shows the noise as a function
of carrier offset for different frequency dividers. The selection of the appropriate technology is critical, and this plot does not have the relevant numbers for silicon-germanium
(SiGe) technology based dividers (but it is unlikely that they are better than the 74AC series or the 74HC series devices). However, because of the frequency limitations of 74-series devices, we may not have that many choices. The GaAs divider, of course, is the noisiest one.
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Figure 7.40 Noise characteristics: (a) noise sources mixed to the IF, (b) IF noise contributions.

If we normalize the performance of the various dividers to 10 GHz, we can compare them
much more easily. Figure 7.44 shows this comparison.
Noise in Phase Detectors

Phase detectors rarely operate above 50 MHz. Figure 7.45 shows the phase noise of an
ECL phase/frequency discriminator and a diode ring. According to Goldberg [7.9],
CMOS-based phase/frequency discriminators follow more the equation
ᏸ = ᏸ0 10 log(Fr)

(7.50)
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Figure 7.41 Characterization of a
noise sideband and its contributions: (a) time domain, (b) frequency domain.

Figure 7.42 Oscillator phase
noise for high-Q and low-Q resonators viewed as spectral phase
noise and as carrier-to-noise ratio
versus offset from the carrier.
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Figure 7.43 Residual phase noise of different dividers as a function of offset from the carrier
frequency.

Figure 7.44 Phase noise of different dividers normalized to 10 GHz.
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Table 7.3 ᏸas a Function of Fr

Fr (Hz)

(dBc/Hz)
–168 to –170
–164 to –168
–155 to –160
–150 to –155
–145

10 k
30 k
200 k
1M
10 M

Figure 7.45 Phase noise of an ECL phase detector compared to a silicon-diode mixer and
hot-carrier-diode (double-balanced) mixer.

where ᏸ0 is a constant that is equivalent to the phase/frequency detector noise with Fr = 1
Hz. ᏸ as a function of Fr is given in Table 7.3 for standard PLL chips:
The observant reader will notice that the CMOS phase/frequency discriminator seems to
get worse with increasing offset from the carrier, while the plot in Figure 7.45 shows the opposite.
Noise Optimization

The block diagram given in Figure 7.46 shows a complete synthesizer in conventional
(non-fractional-N) form. The reason why we exclude fractional-N has to do with the Σ∆
converters and other additional circuits that they require. We have already explained the
noise components in fractional synthesizers (Figure 7.29). Each of these components adds
to the noise, and the list of recommendations given guides how to minimize their impact or
achieve the best overall noise performance.
In simple terms, Figure 7.47 shows the parameters to be optimized for the best overall
performance.
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Figure 7.46 Calculation of the noise sources.
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Figure 7.47 Parameters to be optimized for minimum output phase noise for phase-locked
sources.

7.2.7 Practical Discrete Component Examples
Next, we will present examples of oscillators built using discrete components, and examine some of the key performance issues for each design type.
Example 1: A 10-MHz Crystal Oscillator

Figure 7.48 shows the abbreviated circuit of a 10-MHz crystal oscillator. It uses a
high-precision, high-Q crystal. Oscillators of this type are made by several companies and
are intended for use as both frequency and low-phase-noise standards. In this particular
case, the crystal oscillator being considered is part of the HP 3048 phase-noise measurement system. Figure 7.49(a) shows the measured phase noise of this frequency standard by
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Figure 7.48 Simplified circuit of a 10-MHz crystal oscillator.

HP, and Figure 7.49(b) shows the predicted phase noise using the mathematical approach
outlined previously.
Example 2: A 1-GHz Ceramic Resonator VCO

A number of companies have introduced resonators built from ceramic materials with an ε
ranging from 20 to 80. The advantage of using this type of resonator is that they are a
high-Q element that can be tuned by adding a varactor diode. Figure 7.50 shows a typical
test circuit for use in a ceramic resonator. These resonators are available in the range of
500 MHz to 2 GHz. (For higher frequencies, dielectric resonators are recommended. ) Figure 7.51 shows the measured phase noise of the oscillator. The noise pedestal above 100
kHz away from the carrier is the result of the reference oscillator, a model HP 8662 generator.
Figure 7.52 shows the predicted phase noise of the 1-GHz ceramic resonator VCO without a tuning diode, and Figure 7.53 shows the predicted phase noise of the VCO with a tuning diode attached. Note the good agreement between the measured and predicted phase
noises.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.49 Performance of the oscillator shown in Figure 7.39: (a) phase noise as measured by HP analyzer, (b) simulated phase noise performance.
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Figure 7.50 A typical test circuit for use with a ceramic resonator. These resonators are
readily available in the 500 MHz to 2 GHz range.

Figure 7.51 Measured phase noise of the oscillator shown in Figure 7.50.
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Figure 7.52 Predicted phase noise of the 1-GHz ceramic resonator VCO without the tuning
diode attached.

Figure 7.53 Predicted phase noise of the 1-GHz ceramic resonator VCO with the tuning diode attached.
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Figure 7.54 A 20-m VFO circuit reproduced from the 1993 ARRL Handbook. (Courtesy of
ARRL.)

Example 3: A Low-Phase-Noise FET Oscillator

A number of authors recommend the use of a clipping diode to prevent the gate-source
junction of an FET from becoming conductive, thereby lowering the phase noise. Claims
also have been made that the diode was necessary to obtain long-term stability. In reality,
these are misconceptions. The popular VCO circuit shown in Figure 7.54 was analyzed
with and without the diode.
Figure 7.55 shows the measured phase noise of an oscillator of this type, and Figures 7.56
and 7.57 show the simulated phase noise of the oscillator, with and without a clipping diode,
respectively. Note the degradation of the phase noise if the diode is used. (These two plots do
not have the same vertical scale.)
Example 4: Advanced Ceramic Resonator-Based Oscillator

It is rather difficult to build high-Q resonator circuits at the frequency range above 500
MHz. Printed circuit board implementations are lossy, and radiate considerable energy.
Also, they are microphonic. A better choice is a resonator such as a rigid cable, which is
based on a piece of ceramic that is silver-plated, looks like a small tube, and has one end
electrically short-circuited. Because values of εr from 38 to 88 are available in high-performance ceramics, the actual physical size of the ceramic resonator becomes very small, resulting in a very low impedance (low L-C ratio). In the case of εr = 88 material, the required length in millimeters is 8.2/f, leading to a significant reduction in physical length.
The obtainable Q is in the vicinity of 400. For smaller εr values, the Q will go up to 800.
Figure 7.58 shows a photograph of a typical ceramic resonator oscillator (CRO). The CRO
schematic is not much different from the Colpitts oscillator. (See Figure 7.59.)
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Figure 7.55 Measured phase noise of the type of oscillator shown in Figure 7.54.

Figure 7.56 Simulated phase noise of the oscillator with a clipping diode installed.
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Figure 7.57 Simulated phase noise of the oscillator without the clipping diode installed.

Figure 7.58 Photo of a ceramic-resonator-based oscillator.

The circuit also is similar to the Clapp oscillator. It operates in the grounded-base configuration, and the feedback is formed by the 2.2-pF capacitor between the collector and emitter, and the 5.6-pF capacitor between the emitter and ground. The 900-MHz resonator is
coupled to the oscillator with 1.5 pF, and a tuning diode with 1.2 pF. The ceramic resonator is
about 11 mm long and 6 mm in diameter, and the εr is 38, resulting in an unloaded Q of 500.
Because this type of oscillator is mostly operated between 500 MHz and 2 GHz, the base
grounding capacitor is critical. Because the values of the feedback capacitances are fairly
high, taking the output from the emitter is tolerable; a better way would have been to split the
5.6-pF capacitor into two series-connected values that give the same amount of coupling.
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Figure 7.59 Typical ceramic-resonator-based oscillator. It may be of interest to know that
most of the far-out noise comes from the tuning diode and is not related to the Q of the resonator. This is a frequently misunderstood fact. This noise contribution is also not the result of
the Q of the diode, but to its inherent equivalent noise resistance. Reducing the value of the
10-kΩ resistor in the diode’s Vtune line will further reduce the noise contributed by the diode
portion of the circuit to that produced by the diode itself.

Measurement of the test current components (Figure 7.60) shows that the crossover point
for the imaginary component of the test current is at 982 MHz, but the real current stays negative up to about 990 MHz. Thus, the oscillator can be tuned over a wider range.
Because we are using a high-Q oscillator, we can expect very good phase-noise performance, as the simulated phase-noise curve of Figure 7.61 demonstrates. The curve also illustrates the breakpoint for the flicker noise. We measured the actual oscillator and found
that the difference between simulation and measurement was less than 2 dB. This is valid
from 100 Hz from the carrier to 10 MHz off the carrier. At frequency offsets greater than
this, the measurement becomes quite difficult.
The CRO has shown extremely good phase noise because of the high-Q resonator. We
also saw that the flicker noise became quite apparent as a limitation for the close-in phase
noise performance. A way around this issue is to use a feedback circuit with two functions:
1) stabilize the collector/emitter current of the transistor, and 2) sample all the noise from dc
to about 1 MHz off the carrier and feed these components back into the base of the oscillator
transistor with a phase shift of 180°. Inside the loop bandwidth of this feedback circuit,
shown in Figure 7.62, the phase noise is drastically improved. The same result can be
achieved with a PNP transistor sampling the collector current with the emitter of the transistor at dc ground.
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Figure 7.60 The steepness of the curve showing the test currents indicates a high operating
Q that results in low phase noise. The steeper the slope at the changeover from inductive to
capacitive reactance, the higher the resonator Q.

Figure 7.61 SSB phase of a typical ceramic-resonator-based oscillator operating at approximately 900 MHz. The breakpoint at about 5 kHz is due to the transistor’s flicker noise contribution. The ultimate phase noise (breakpoint near 10 MHz) is due to KT0 (–174 dBc/Hz).
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Figure 7.62 Modified Colpitts oscillator with a dc-stabilizing circuit that monitors the emitter
current of the oscillator transistor. Because the stabilizing transistor is dc-coupled, it can be
used as a feedback circuit to reduce the phase noise from dc to about 1 MHz off the carrier.
This approach is independent of the operating frequency and the device itself, and therefore
can be used for FETs as well as bipolar transistors.

Example 5: Recommended Circuits for High Frequency Applications

In this section, we examine a group of VCOs that are ideal for low-phase-noise oscillators.
Figure 7.63 shows a circuit using a 3-dB power divider at the output. The loop filter for the
synthesizer application also is shown.
Figure 7.64 shows a high-power, low-phase-noise VCO system recommended for the
frequency range from 400 to 700 MHz. Note that the tuning element again uses several diodes in parallel.
Figure 7.65 shows a recommended VCO circuit covering the frequency range from 700
MHz to 1 GHz. The rule of thumb is that FETs do not have enough gain for high-Q operation
in oscillators above 400 MHz, and bipolar transistors are a better choice. Only at frequencies
above 4 or 5 GHz should GaAs FETs be considered because of their higher flicker noise
contribution.
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Figure 7.63 Schematic diagram of a low-phase-noise oscillator.

Practical Components

So far, we have designed oscillators using inductances, and we really did not take into consideration whether their values were feasible or if they had a reasonable Q. It is not a good
assumption to consider a bond wire to be a high-Q resonator—and yet, some of the inductances can become so small that the bond wire plays a considerable role. For microwave
applications, transistors have to be either in chip form or have to be part of the integrated
circuit; in these cases, such parasitic elements do not exist. An inductance can be replaced
by a microstrip element that is shorter than the length required for λ/4 resonance. Figure
7.66 shows that the steepness of the reactance curve of a transmission line close to resonance is much more pronounced than that of an inductance.
We had previously examined the influence of biasing on the phase noise, so we thought it
a good idea to show the impact of bias and resonator type on phase noise. Figure 7.66 illustrates this, as well as the phase noise as a function of constant-current versus constant-voltage biasing.
The length of the transmission line for a λ/4 resonator depends also on its reactive loading—specifically, the variations occurring during the manufacturing process.
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Figure 7.64 A high-power low-phase-noise VCO circuit recommended for the 400 to 700
MHz frequency range.

7.2.8 Practical Examples of IC-Based Oscillator Circuits
There is a continuing requirement for increased integration in receiver design. In this section, we will examine representative IC oscillators of increasing complexity.
The circuit in Figure 7.67 is found in early Siemens ICs. Figure 7.68 shows its
phase-noise performance.
Figure 7.69 shows the basic push-pull oscillator topology underlying the circuit. The
omission of the current source and active bias components improves the phase-noise performance of the simpler circuit over that of the circuit shown in Figure 7.67. Figure 7.70 compares the phase noise of this basic circuit to the integrated version in Figure 7.67.
Figure 7.71 considers the possibility of replacing the BJTs in Figure 7.69 with LDMOS
FETs or JFETs. Figure 7.72 compares the phase noise of a MOSFET to that of the BJT case.
The rule of thumb is that FETs do not have enough gain for high-Q oscillation in oscillators
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Figure 7.65 A recommended low-phase-noise VCO circuit covering the 700 MHz to 1 GHz
frequency range.

Figure 7.66 Transistor oscillators are sensitive to the bias network and to the resonator circuit. As a test, we have differentiated constant-current and constant-voltage biasing, as well
as interchanging inductors with transmission lines. The phase noise improves with the use of
a transmission line and a constant-voltage bias source.
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Figure 7.67 Schematic of the Siemens IC oscillator.

Figure 7.68 Phase noise of the Siemens IC oscillator. The frequency of oscillation is 1.051
GHz.
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Figure 7.69 Basic push-pull oscillator underlying the circuit shown in Figure 7.67.

Figure 7.70 The basic version of the oscillator (Discrete curve) is a better phase-noise performer than the integrated version (Monolithic curve). The frequency of oscillation is 1.039
GHz.
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Figure 7.71 1.04-GHz push-pull oscillator using LDMOS FETs instead of BJTs. (LDMOS
FET parameters courtesy of David K. Lovelace, Motorola, Inc.)

Figure 7.72 Phase noise comparison of the BJT and MOSFET oscillators.
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Figure 7.73 1.022-GHz IC oscillator based on two differential amplifiers. With an RF signal
fed to the bases of Q1–Q4 and Q2–Q3 in push-pull, and IF output extracted from the collectors
of Q1–Q3 and Q2–Q4 in push-pull, the circuit would act as a Gilbert cell converter. In the circuit
shown, we have modified the differential amplifiers’ collector circuitry to give single-ended
output and avoid cancellation of the oscillator signal.

above 400 MHz, and bipolar transistors are a better choice. Because of their higher flicker
noise contribution, GaAsFETs should be considered only at frequencies above 4 or 5 GHz.
Figure 7.73 shows a circuit based on two differential amplifiers, frequently found in
Gilbert cell IC applications. Figure 7.74 shows its phase-noise performance.
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Figure 7.74 Phase noise of the two-differential-amplifier oscillator circuit.

Figure 7.75 is a validation circuit that demonstrates a comparison of measured
phase-noise performance versus prediction by circuit simulation software. The circuit is
based on the core of Motorola’s MC12148 ECL oscillator IC, the topology of which is derived from the superseded MC1648. Motorola specifies the typical phase noise performance of the MC12148 as –90 dBc/Hz at an offset of 25 kHz. The close agreement between
the measured and simulated results highlights the value of state-of-the-art CAD tools in
wireless oscillator design.
Figure 7.76 presents the results of two simulations: one with ideal L and C components,
and another with realistic values specified for these reactances. In using a circuit simulator
to validate and compare oscillator topologies, it is important to start with ideal components
because we are interested in comparing the inherent phase-noise performance of various circuits—particularly the role played by the nonlinear reactances in active devices. Because
the Qs of practical components are so low in the microwave range (very generally, 200 to
300 for capacitors and 60 to 70 for inductors), the inherent merits of one topology—or one
device—over another would be masked by loading effects if we conducted our investigations using nonideal reactances. After initial evaluation is completed, realistic Qs should be
specified for increased accuracy in phase-noise, output-power, and output-spectrum simulation.
Finally, as evidence of how moving from lumped to distributed techniques can improve
oscillator performance at frequencies where LC tanks become problematic, Figure 7.77
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Figure 7.75 This validation circuit models the oscillator topology at the core of Motorola’s
MC12148 ECL oscillator IC.

compares—for a simulated BJT Colpitts oscillator operating at 2.3 GHz—the difference in
phase-noise performance obtainable with a resonator consisting of an ideal 2-nH inductor
and a 1/4-λ transmission-line (11 Ω, 90° long at 2.6 GHz, attenuation 0.1 dB/m) with the
transistor biased by constant-current and constant-voltage sources..

7.3 Noise and Performance Analysis of PLL Systems
To illustrate the effectiveness of CAD tools in PLL analysis, let us consider the design of a
PLL synthesizer operating from 110 to 210 MHz. A reference frequency of 10 kHz is used,
and the tuning diode has a capacitance range from 6 to 60 pF. For performance reasons we
select a type 2 third-order loop. The phase calculations use Leeson’s model [7.10] for oscillator noise and the following equation

f 02

L( f m ) = 10 log 1 +
2
  (2 f m q load )


f  FkT 2kTRK 02
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+
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(7.51)
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Figure 7.76 Comparison of measured versus simulated phase noise of the MC12148 differential oscillator. The simulation (1.016 GHz) predicts a phase noise of –89.54 dBc/Hz at an
offset of 10 kHz (Real L and C curve), which agrees well with Motorola’s specification of
–89.54 dBc/Hz (typical at 930 MHz) at this offset. The Ideal L and C curve plots the simulation’s phase-noise performance with ideal reactances, as opposed to the Real L and C curve,
which graphs the results with realistic Qs specified for its reactive components (Q = 250 for C
and Q = 65 for L, all at 1 GHz).

Where:
L(fm) = ratio of sideband power in 1-Hz bandwidth at fm to total power in dB
fm = frequency offset
f0 = center frequency
fc = flicker frequency of the semiconductor
qload = loaded Q of the tuned circuit
F = noise factor
kT = 4.1 × 10–21 at 300 K (room temperature)
Ps av = average power at oscillator output
R = equivalent noise resistance of tuning diode
K = oscillator voltage gain
The lock-up time of a PLL can be defined in many ways. In the digital loop, we prefer to
define it by separating the frequency lock, or pull-in, and the phase lock and adding the two
separate numbers. To determine the pull-in time, a statistical approach can be used, defining
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Figure 7.77 Phase-noise performance of a 2.3-GHz BJT oscillator with a resonator consisting of an inductor (2 nH) and a 1/4-λ transmission line (11 Ω, approximating the behavior of a
dielectric resonator) with bias from a constant-current source and a low-impedance, resistive
constant-voltage source
2

a new gain constant K = VB/2πf, where VB is the supply voltage and f the frequency offset.
The phase-lock time is determined from the Laplace transform of the transfer function (see
[7.11], pp. 32–36).
7.3.1 Design Process
A set of programs written around the preceding equations has been used in the design example1. Table 7.4 is the printout of input data and information on the lock-up time and reference frequency suppression. Based on the frequency range and the tuning diode parameters, a wide-band VCO is required. The computer program interactively determines the
component values shown in Table 7.5. Depending upon the frequency range, the PLL design kit has four different recommended oscillator circuits, including narrow-band and
wide-band VCOs with lumped constants and half-wave and quarter-wave line VCOs for
UHF. The selected circuit configuration is shown in Figure 7.78.

1 Available from Communications Consulting Corporation, 52 Hillcrest Drive, Upper Saddle River,
N.J. 07458.
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Table 7.4 Input Data and Outputs on Lock-up Time and Reference Suppression (PLL Design
Kit)

Table 7.5 VCO Design Parameters (PLL Design Kit)

Having chosen the circuit and component values for the VCO, the program then calculates the SSB phase noise, following the interactive input of the additional parameters required (Table 7.6). The program provides a table of VCO SSB noise level as a function of
frequency (Table 7.7) and a plot of the phase noise of the VCO, as shown in Figure 7.79. The
close-in phase noise of the free-running oscillator is inherently poor. However, it is improved when the oscillator has been imbedded in the Type 2 third-order loop. The resultant
composite phase noise is plotted in Figure 7.80. The close-in noise now has improved, and
the free-running VCO and composite loop graphs meet at approximately 400 Hz.
The program examines the stability, using the Bode plot, as shown in Figure 7.81. The
phase lock-up time appears in Table 7.8. It is good practice to define the lock-up time as the
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Figure 7.78 Schematic diagram of the selected VCO configuration (PLL design kit).

Table 7.6 SSB Phase Noise Calculation (PLL Design Kit)

point where the phase error is less than 1º. Based on the 50-Hz loop frequency, this value is
32 ms. For the total lockup time, we must add the frequency pull-in time of 16.3 ms, resulting in a total lock-up time of approximately 50 ms. Finally, the program package provides
the circuit of the active integrator for the loop, as shown in Figure 7.82.
Detailed information on oscillator design practices for a variety of systems can be found
in References [7.12] to [7.22].

7.4 Multiloop Synthesizers
To avoid the limitations of the single-loop synthesizer, synthesizers are often designed to
employ more than one loop. Figure 7.83 shows a block diagram of a multiloop synthesizer.
The first LO, operating from 81.4 to 111.4 MHz, is a two-loop synthesizer using a fre-
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Table 7.7 SSB Phase Noise as a Function of Frequency Offset (PLL Design Kit)

Figure 7.79 Plot of oscillator SSB phase noise (PLL design kit).

quency translation stage. It comprises a 70- to 80-MHz loop, a divider, two frequency
translators, and an output loop at the final LO frequency. Two single-loop synthesizers are
also used later in the receiver, but our discussion will be confined to the multiloop unit.
A 10-MHz crystal oscillator is used as the standard to which all of the internal oscillator
frequencies are locked. A divide-by-100 circuit reduces this to a 100-kHz reference used in
both loops of the synthesizer. The 100-kHz reference is further divided by 100 to provide the
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Figure 7.80 Plot of overall loop phase noise (PLL design kit).

Figure 7.81 Bode plot of PLL (PLL design kit).
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Table 7.8 Phase Deviation as a Function of Lock-up Time (PLL Design Kit)

Figure 7.82 Active integrator design (PLL
design kit).

1-kHz reference for the 70- to 80-MHz loop. The output of this loop is then further divided
by 100 to provide 10-Hz steps between 0.7 and 0.8 MHz. This division improves the noise
sidebands and spurious signal suppression of the loop by 40 dB.
The 0.7- to 0.8-MHz band is converted to 10.7 to 10.8 MHz by mixing it with the 10-MHz
reference. A crystal filter is used to provide the necessary suppression of the two inputs to
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Figure 7.83 Block diagram of a multiloop synthesizer. (Courtesy of Rohde and Schwarz.)

the mixer. The resultant signal is translated to 69.2 to 69.3 MHz by further mixing with a signal of 80 MHz, the eighth harmonic of the 10-MHz frequency standard. The 80-MHz signal
can be generated either by a frequency multiplier and crystal filter or by using an 80-MHz
crystal oscillator under phase-lock control of the standard. In the former case, the noise sideband performance of the standard is degraded by 18 dB over the standard. Another possibility is the use of an 80-MHz crystal oscillator standard, followed by a divide-by-8 circuit to
produce the 10-MHz internal reference. However, it is not possible to build crystal oscillators at 80 MHz with as good long- and short-term frequency stability as at 10 MHz. Hence,
the phase-locked crystal oscillator approach was used to achieve high stability.
The 69.2- to 69.3-MHz output frequency from the mixer, after filtering, is mixed with the
final VCO output frequency to produce a signal of 12.2 to 42.1 MHz, which after division by
M is used for comparison in the final PLL with the 100-kHz reference. The M value is used
to select the 0.1-MHz steps, while the value of N shifts the 70- to 80-MHz oscillator to provide 10-Hz resolution over the 0.1-MHz band resulting from its division by 100. This syn-
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thesizer provides the first oscillator frequency for a receiver with 81.4-MHz first IF, for a
band of input frequencies up to 30 MHz, with 10-Hz step resolution.
This multiloop synthesizer illustrates the most important principles found in communications synthesizers. A different auxiliary loop could be used to provide further resolution.
For example, by replacing the 10.7- to 10.8-MHz loop by a digital direct frequency synthesizer, quasi-infinite resolution could be obtained by a microprocessor-controlled lowfrequency synthesizer. Such a synthesizer has a very fast lock-up time, comparable to the
speed of the 100-kHz loop. In the design indicated, the switching speed is determined by the
1-kHz fine resolution loop. For a loop bandwidth of 50 Hz for this loop, we will obtain a settling time in the vicinity of 40 ms. The longest time is needed when the resolution synthesizer is required to jump from 80 to 70 MHz. During this frequency jump, the loop will go
out of both phase and frequency lock and will need complete reacquisition. This results in an
audible click, because the time to acquire frequency lock is substantially more than the time
to acquire only phase lock for smaller frequency jumps. Thus, each time a 100-kHz segment
is passed through, there is such a click. The same occurs when the output frequency loop
jumps over a large frequency segment. The VCO, operating from 81.4 to 111.4 MHz, is
coarse tuned by switching diodes, and some of the jumps are audible. The noise sideband
performance of this communication synthesizer is determined inside the loop bandwidth by
the reference noise multiplied to the output frequency, and outside the loop bandwidth by
the VCO noise. The latter noise can be kept low by building a high-quality oscillator.
Another interesting multiloop synthesizer is shown in Figure 7.84. A 13- to 14-MHz
singleloop synthesizer with 1-kHz steps is divided by 10 to provide 100-Hz steps and a
20-dB noise improvement. A synthesizer in this frequency range can be built with one oscillator in a single chip. The output loop, operating from 69.5 to 98 MHz, is generated in a synthesizer loop with 50-kHz reference and 66.6- to 66.7-MHz frequency offset generated by
translation of the fine loop frequency. The reference frequencies for the two loops are generated from a 10.7 MHz temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) standard. An
additional 57.3-MHz TCXO is used to drive a second oscillator in the receiver as well as to
offset the fine frequency loop of the synthesizer. An increase in frequency of this oscillator
changes the output frequency of the first LO (synthesizer) in the opposite direction to the
second LO, thereby canceling the drift error. This drift-canceling technique is sometimes referred to as the Barlow-Wadley principle.

7.5 Direct Digital Synthesis
Direct digital frequency synthesis (DDFS) is an oscillator scheme wherein a digital representation of the desired signal is generated and then applied to a D/A converter to convert
the digital representation to an analog waveform. Advances in high-speed microelectronics, particularly the microprocessor, make DDFS practical at frequencies in the
very-high-frequency band and below. Systems can be compact, use low power, and provide fine frequency resolution with virtually instantaneous switching of frequencies.
DDFS is finding increasing application, particularly in conjunction with PLL synthesizers.
DDFS uses a single-frequency source (clock) as a time reference. One method of digitally generating the values of a sine wave is to solve the digital recursion relation as follows
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Figure 7.84 Block diagram of a multiloop frequency synthesizer incorporating a drift-canceling technique. (Courtesy of Rohde and Schwarz.)

Y n = [ 2 cos ( 2 π f t)] Y ( n – 1 ) – Y ( n – 2 )

(7.52)

This is solved by Yn = cos (2πfnt). There are at least two problems with this method, however. The noise can increase until a limit cycle (nonlinear oscillation) occurs. Also, the finite word length used to represent 2 cos (2πft) places a limitation on the frequency resolution. Another method of DDFS, direct table lookup, consists of storing the sinusoidal amplitude coefficients for successive phase increments in memory. The continuing miniaturization in size and cost of ROM make this the most frequently used technique.
One method of direct table lookup outputs the same N points for each cycle of the sine
wave, and changes the output frequency by adjusting the rate at which the points are computed. It is relatively difficult to obtain fine frequency resolution with this approach, so a
modified table look-up method is generally used. It is this method that we describe here. The
function cos (2πft) is approximated by outputting the function cos (2πfnT) for n = 1, 2, 3, ... ,
where T is the interval between conversions of digital words in the D/A converter and n represents the successive sample numbers. The sampling frequency, or rate, of the system is
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Figure 7.85 Synthesized waveform generated by direct digital synthesis.

1/T. The lowest output frequency waveform contains N distinct points in its waveform, as illustrated in Figure 7.85. A waveform of twice the frequency can be generated, using the
same sampling rate, but outputting every other data point. A waveform k times as fast is obtained by outputting every kth point at the same rate 1/T. The frequency resolution, then, is
the same as the lowest frequency fL.
The maximum output frequency is selected so that it is an integral multiple of fL, that is, fU
= kFL. If P points are used in the waveform of the highest frequency, then N (= kP) points are
used in the lowest frequency waveform. The number N is limited by the available memory
size. The minimum value that P can assume is usually taken to be four. With this small value
of P, the output contains many harmonics of the desired frequency. These can be removed by
the use of low-pass filtering at the D/A output. For P = 4, the period of the highest frequency
is 4T, resulting in fU = 4fL. Thus, the highest attainable frequency is determined by the fastest
sampling rate possible.
In the design of this type of DDFS, the following guidelines apply:
• The desired frequency resolution determines the lowest output frequency fL.
• The number of D/A conversions used to generate fL is N = 4k = 4fU/fL provided that four
conversions are used to generate fU (P = 4).
• The maximum output frequency fU is limited by the maximum sampling rate of the
DDFS, f U ≤1/4T. Conversely, T ≤1/4fU.
The architecture of the complete DDFS is shown in Figure 7.86. To generate nfL, the integer n addresses the register, and each clock cycle kn is added to the content of the accumulator so that the content of the memory address register is increased by kn. Each knth point of
the memory is addressed, and the content of this memory location is transferred to the D/A
converter to produce the output sampled waveform.
To complete the DDFS, the memory size and the length (number of bits) of the memory
word must be determined. The word length is determined by system noise requirements.
The amplitude of the D/A output is that of an exact sinusoid corrupted with the deterministic
noise resulting from truncation caused by the finite length of the digital words (quantization
noise). If an (n + l)-bit word length (including one sign bit) is used and the output of the A/D
converter varies between ±1, the mean noise from the quantization will be
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Figure 7.86 Block diagram of a direct digital frequency synthesizer. (From [7.11]. Reprinted
with permission.)

1  1 
σ =
 
12  2 
2

2n

1  1 
=  
3 2 

2 (n + 1 )

(7.53)

The mean noise is averaged over all possible waveforms. For a worst-case waveform, the
noise is a square wave with amplitude 1 2 (1 2) n and σ 2 = 1 4 (1 2) 2 n . For each bit added to the
word length, the spectral purity improves by 6 dB.
The main drawback of the DDFS is that it is limited to relatively low frequencies. The upper frequency is directly related to the maximum usable clock frequency. DDFS tends to be
noisier than other methods, but adequate spectral purity can be obtained if sufficient lowpass filtering is used at the output. DDFS systems are easily constructed using readily available microprocessors. The combination of DDFS for fine frequency resolution plus other
synthesis techniques to obtain higher-frequency output can provide high resolution with
very rapid settling time after a frequency change. This is especially valuable for frequencyhopping spread-spectrum systems.

7.6 Monolithic PLL Systems
The rapid advancements in microprocessor and digital signal processing technologies
have permitted large-scale integration of oscillator systems for receivers of all types. Reduction of a complex PLL system to a single device (plus a small number of supporting
external components) offers a number of design benefits, not the least of which are reduced system complexity and lower overall cost.
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Figure 7.87 Overall block diagram of the IS-54 chip set. (Courtesy of Philips.)

An example of the trend in receiver design toward highly integrated systems through the
use of dedicated chipsets can be found in the IS-54 time division multiple access (TDMA)
chipset for cellular radios (Philips). TDMA uses the same 30-kHz channel spacing as the old
North American analog frequency division multiple access (FDMA) system, but
multiplexes users over time. At different time intervals, multiple users may be present on the
same frequency. The main benefit of this technology is an increase from one to three users
per channel.
The overall block diagram of a second generation PCS dual-band triple mode radio
chipset is given in Figure 7.87. The chipset combines all of the necessary RF and IF functions into four integrated devices. For the purposes of this chapter, we will focus on the dual
frequency synthesizer chip (SA7025).
A detailed block diagram of the low-power synthesizer is shown in Figure 7.88. The IC is
fabricated using the QUBiC (Philips) BiCMOS technology. The SA7025 features fractional-N with selectable modulo five or eight implemented in the main synthesizer. This allows the phase detector comparison frequency to be five or eight times the channel spacing.
Therefore, if the channel spacing is 30 kHz, which is what is used for AMPS and IS-54, it becomes possible to use a comparison frequency of 150 kHz (modulus 5) or 240 kHz (modulus
8). The use of a higher comparison frequency moves spurs further away from the fundamen-
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Figure 7.88 Block diagram of the SA7025 frequency synthesizer. (Courtesy of Philips.)

tal, thus allowing the use of a wider loop bandwidth filter. The result is more rapid switching
times, as required by IS-54.
A triple-modulus high-frequency prescaler (divide by 64/65/72) is integrated on the chip,
with a maximum input frequency of 1 GHz. The use of the prescaler lowers the main divider
ratio, providing more flexibility in synthesizing channels, which, in turn, eliminates the pos-
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Figure 7.89 A 1-GHz fractional N synthesizer built using the SA7025. (Courtesy of Philips.)

sibility of blind channels in the system. Programming and channel selection are controlled
by a high-speed serial interface.
Figure 7.89 shows the SA7025 configured as a 1-GHz low voltage fractional N synthesizer.
7.6.1 Microwave PLL Synthesizer
The rapid growth of business and consumer applications in the low microwave frequencies
is driving the production of a number of devices specifically targeted for operation in the
neighborhood of 2 GHz. Applications such as wireless local area networks and personal
communications services have generated a great deal of interest in microwave receiver circuits of all types.
For the purposes of illustration, we will examine a 2.2-GHz monolithic IC PLL frequency synthesizer designed for low power operation [7.23]. The chip features a selectable
64/65 or 128/129 dual-modulus prescaler, an internally regulated charge pump with tristate
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Figure 7.90 2.2-GHz PLL frequency synthesizer logic diagram. (Courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

capability, and a microcontroller-compatible serial data interface. The device is shown in
block diagram form in Figure 7.90. The major operational elements include:
• A 14-bit reference frequency divider
• An 18-bit dual-modulus high-frequency (N) divider
• Serial control register for loading the two counters
• A phase comparator-charge pump block
An external VCO is used in conjunction with the synthesizer circuits to close the feedback
loop.
Theory of Operation

The reference signal frequency is first divided down to the desired tuning resolution of the
system. This tuning resolution is usually some divisible fraction of the spacing between radio channels. The phase comparator drives the frequency of the external VCO in the direction which—when divided down by the N counter—equals the stepping resolution established by the R counter. The phase comparator accomplishes this by detecting the arrival
of phase edges from the two counters and issuing a correction signal to the VCO that is
proportional to the difference in their phases. When the phase and frequencies of the two
counter outputs agree, the frequency of the VCO will be the selected N-modulus multiple
of the tuning resolution.
The R counter is implemented entirely in CMOS and is composed of ripple toggle flip
flops drawing less than 0.5mA at 30MHz. The dual-modulus N-counter is implemented using a selectable bipolar 64/65 or 128/129 prescaler followed by 18 CMOS counter bits
[7.24]. The front-end of the prescaler, shown in Figure 7.91, consists of a 4/5 divider block
followed by five toggle flip flops. The 2.2-GHz input buffer provides a sensitivity range of
–15 to +6 dBm.
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Figure 7.91 The prescaler system front-end. (Courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

Figure 7.92 Phase comparator reset logic tree. (Courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

The Type 4 digital phase comparator-charge pump block incorporates two features that
contribute to its low phase noise and spurious characteristics [7.25–7.27]. The first is a
deadband elimination circuit, shown in Figure 7.92, which ensures that a charge pump dead
zone cannot occur near zero phase offset [7.28]. This technique guarantees that the charge
pump generators have in fact responded to the phase comparator before allowing the phase
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Figure 7.93 Functional block diagram of the LMX2306. (Courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

comparator reset logic to activate. Phase comparator deadband is one of the primary sources
of jitter in phase-locked loops of this type.
The second charge pump feature minimizes reference frequency spurs. Similar current
generating structures for the pump up and down circuits ensure that the magnitudes of the
pump up and down current sources and the turn on and off times are matched. This matching
minimizes the momentary pump up or down excursions on the charge pump line, which
contribute to VCO FM at the reference rate. The deadband elimination circuitry inherently
also ensures that reference frequency sideband spurs are minimized. The charge pump feedback signals allow the generators on only long enough to eliminate potential deadband yet
not to contribute any excess active pump time. Excess pump time adds directly to the up or
down excursions on the charge pump line by an amount equal to the absolute magnitudes of
the current generators.
Example Device

LMX2306 series (National Semiconductor) of low power frequency synthesizers are representative of modern microwave PLL devices. Designed for RF personal communications
systems, the LMX2306 is a 2.8-GHz monolithic, integrated frequency synthesizer with integral prescaler. Figure 7.93 shows a block diagram of the functional elements of the device.
The LMX2306 contains a 8/9 dual modulus prescaler while the LMX2316 and the
LMX2326 have a 32/33 dual modulus prescaler. The LMX2306/16/26 employ a digital
phase-locked loop technique. When combined with a high quality reference oscillator and
loop filter, the LMX2306/16/26 provide the feedback tuning voltage for a voltage controlled oscillator to generate a low phase noise LO signal. Serial data is transferred into the
LMX2306/16/26 via a three wire interface (data, enable, clock). Other features include the
following:
• 2.3V to 5.5V operation with low current consumption, required for portable applications
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Figure 7.94 Typical application example of the LMX2306. (Courtesy of National Semiconductor.)

• Programmable or logical power down mode:
• Selectable charge pump mode
• Selectable FastLock mode with timeout counter
• Digital lock detect
This device family is designed for portable wireless communications (PCS/PCN, cordless), wireless LANs, cable TV tuners, pagers, and other wireless communication systems.
The FastLock feature deserves some additional attention. FastLock enables the designer
to achieve both fast frequency transitions and good phase noise performance by dynamically changing the PLL loop bandwidth. The FastLock modes allow wide band PLL fast
locking with seamless transition to a low phase noise narrow band PLL. Consistent gain and
phase margins are maintained by simultaneously changing charge pump current magnitude,
counter values, and loop filter damping resistor. The four FastLock modes provided are similar to the techniques used in the LMX 233X series (National Semiconductor) dual phase
locked loops.
Figure 7.94 shows the LMX2306 in a typical application.
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Figure 7.95 Block diagram of an oscillator showing forward and feedback loop components;
( ω = 2πf ).

7.7 Oscillator Design
The frequency of a superheterodyne receiver is determined by its LOs. Even the DDFS is
controlled by the oscillator in its frequency standard. Our discussion of the oscillator is
drawn generally from [7.11]. There are also many texts on oscillators (References [7.29] to
[7.33]), and extensive references for further reading are available in them, as well as from
[7.11] and [7.34].
An electronic oscillator converts dc power to a periodic output signal (i. e., ac power). If
the output waveform is approximately sinusoidal, the oscillator is referred to as a sinusoidal
or harmonic oscillator. There are other oscillator types, often referred to as relaxation oscillators, whose outputs deviate substantially from sinusoidal. Sinusoidal oscillators are used
for most radio applications because of their spectral purity and good noise sideband performance. Oscillator circuits are inherently nonlinear; however, linear analysis techniques are
useful for the analysis and design of sinusoidal oscillators. Figure 7.95 is a generic block diagram of an oscillator. It is a feedback loop, comprising a frequency-dependent amplifier
with forward loop gain G ( j 2πf ) and a frequency-dependent feedback network H ( 2πf ).
The output voltage is given by
VO =

V I G( j 2 π f )
1 + G( j 2 π f ) H ( j 2 π f )

(7.54)

To sustain oscillation, the output VO must be nonzero even when the input signal VI is
zero. Because G ( j 2πf ) is finite in practical circuits, the denominator may be zero at some
frequency f0, leading to the well-known Nyquist criterion for oscillation, i. e., at f0
G( j 2 π f 0 ) H ( j 2 π f 0 ) = – 1

(7.55)

The magnitude of the open-loop transfer function G ( j 2πf ) H ( j 2πf ) equals unity, and its
phase shift is 180º; that is, if in a negative feedback loop the open-loop gain has a total
phase shift of 180º at some frequency f0, the system will oscillate, provided that the
open-loop gain is unity. If the gain is less than unity at f0, the system will be stable, while if
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Figure 7.96 Oscillator with capacitive voltage divider feedback. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with
permission.)

the gain is greater than unity, it will be unstable. In a positive-feedback loop, the same gain
conditions hold for a phase shift of 0º (or 360º). This statement is not accurate for some
complex systems, but it is correct for the simple transfer functions normally encountered
in oscillators.
7.7.1 Simple Oscillator Analysis
The following analysis of the simple oscillator circuit shown in Figure 7.96 illustrates the
design method. In the simplified linear equivalent circuit shown in Figure 7.97, the transistor parameter hrb has been neglected, and 1/hob is assumed to be much greater than RL and is
also ignored. The transistor is connected in the common-base configuration, which results
in no output phase inversion (positive feedback). The circuit analysis can be greatly simplified by the assumptions that the Q of the load impedance is high and that
h R
1
<< ib E
2 π f (C 1 + C 2 )
hib + R E

(7.56)

In this case, the circuit reduces to that shown in Figure 7.98 with the following values
V =

VO C1

(7.57)

C1 + C 2

Req =

hib R E  C 1 + C 2

hib + R E  C 1






2

(7.58)

Then
G( j 2 π f ) =

α ZL
hib

(7.59)
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Figure 7.97 Linearlized and simplified equivalent of the circuit shown in Figure 7.96. (From
[7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 7.98 Further simplification of Figure 7.96, assuming high-impedance loads. (From
[7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

H( j 2 π f ) =

C1
C1 + C 2

(7.60)

and ZL is the load impedance in the collector circuit, the parallel combination of (C1 + C2),
L, Req, and RL. Because H has no frequency dependence, the phase of GH depends only on
that of ZL. With positive feedback, the phase of ZL must be zero. This occurs only at the resonant frequency of this circuit as follows
f0 =

1
L C1 C 2 
2π

C 1 + C 2 

1

(7.61)
2

At this frequency
ZL =

Req RL
Req + RL

(7.62)
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Figure 7.99 Generalized circuit for an
oscillator using the amplifier model.
(From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

GH =

α Req RL C 1
hib ( Req + RL ) (C 1 + C 2 )

(7.63)

The second condition for oscillation is that GH equal unity.
A direct analysis of the circuit equations is frequently simpler than the block diagram
(Figure 7.95) interpretation, especially for single-stage amplifiers. Figure 7.99 shows a generalized circuit for such a single-stage amplifier. The small-signal equivalent circuit (with
hre neglected) is shown in Figure 7.100. The condition for oscillation is that the currents must
exist even when VI is zero. For this to occur, the determinant of the network equations must
be zero. With hoe negligible, this can be shown to require the following
( Z 1 + Z 2 + Z 3 ) hie + Z 1 Z 2 β + Z 1 ( Z 2 + Z 3 ) = 0

(7.64)

Because the variables are complex, this results in two real equations that must be satisfied. When hie is real (a valid approximation for operation below 50 MHz) and Z1, Z2, and Z3
are pure reactances, Equation (7.64) results in the following pair of equations
hie ( Z 1 + Z 2 + Z 3 ) = 0

(7.65)

Z 1 [ (1 + β) Z 2 + Z 3 ] = 0

(7.66)

Because β is real and positive, the reactances Z2 and Z3 must be of opposite sign. In addition, because hie is nonzero, Z1 and Z2 must have the same sign. Two possible oscillator connections (neglecting dc connections) satisfying these conditions are the Colpitts and
Hartley circuits shown in Figure 7.101.
7.7.2 Negative Resistance
If we consider that the positive feedback in the oscillator is applied to compensate for the
losses in the tuned circuit, the amplifier and feedback circuit—in effect—create a negative
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Figure 7.100 Small-signal equivalent circuit of Figure 7.99. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 7.101 Oscillator circuits: (a) Colpitts oscillator, (b) Hartley oscillator. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

resistor. When Z1 and Z2 are capacitive, the impedance across the capacitors can be estimated, using Figure 7.102:
ZI =

V (1 + β) X C 1 X C 2 + hie ( X C 1 + X C 2 )
=
I
X C 1 + hie

(7.67)

If XC1 < hie then
ZI ≈

1+β
hie 4 π

2

f

2

C1 C 2

=

j(C 1 + C 2 )
2 π f C1 C 2

(7.68)

The input impedance is a negative resistor in series with C1 and C2. If Z3 is an inductance L
with series resistor Re , the condition for sustained oscillation is
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Figure 7.102 Small-signal circuit to find the equivalent impedance connected across Z3 in
Figure 7.99. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

Re =

1+β
hie 4 π

2

f

2

C1 C 2

=

gm
4π

2

f

2

(7.69)
C1 C 2

The circuit corresponds to that in Figure 7.101a and the frequency is in accordance with
Equation (7.61).
This interpretation of the oscillator provides additional design guidelines. First, C1
should be large so that XC1 << hie. Second, C2 should be large so that XC2 << 1/hoe. With both of
these capacitors large, the transistor base-emitter and collector-emitter capacitances will
have negligible effect on circuit performance. However, Equation (7.69) limits the maximum value of the capacitance, because gm/R ≥ 4π 2 f 2 C 1 C 2 . This relationship is important
because it shows that for oscillations to be maintained, the minimum permissible reactances
of C1 and C2 are a function of the transistor mutual conductance gm and the resistance of the
inductor.
Another approach to the required negative resistance to compensate for the losses and enable oscillation is [7.35]
Rn =

Re ( S 21 )
50ω2 C 1 C 2

(7.70)

The value of S21 can be obtained from the datasheet, and the resulting Rn should be negative and sufficiently large to compensate the losses. On the other hand, there is a limit to how
large the capacitance can be made. As the capacitance increases, the magnitude of Rn becomes smaller and will no longer be sufficient to compensate the losses. To demonstrate
this, we have plotted in Figure 7.103 the real and imaginary values of the input impedance
Z11 of Port 1 of the circuit shown in Figure 7.104.
Figure 7.104 shows a feedback oscillator illustrating the principles involved and showing
the key components considered in the phase-noise calculation and its contribution. While
this is a grounded-base oscillator, it can be transformed into any other configuration.
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Figure 7.103 The real and imaginary values for Z11. Z11 must be slightly larger than the loss
resistance in the circuit for oscillation to start. The resulting dc shift in the transistor will then
provide amplitude stabilization.

7.7.3 Amplitude Stabilization
The oscillator amplitude stabilizes as a result of nonlinear performance of the transistor.
There are several mechanisms involved, which may act simultaneously. In most transistor
amplifiers, the dc biases are substantially larger than the signal voltages. In an oscillator,
however, we are dealing with a positive-feedback circuit. The energy generated by initial
switch-on of the circuit is amplified and returned to the input in such a manner that the oscillation would increase indefinitely unless some limiting or other form of stabilization occurs. The following two mechanisms are responsible for limiting the amplitude of oscillation:
• Gain saturation and consequent reduction of the open-loop gain to just match the oscillation gain criterion. This saturation may occur in a single-stage amplifier or in a second
stage introduced to ensure saturation.
• Bias generated by the rectifying mechanism of either the diode in the bipolar transistor or
the grid conduction diode in a vacuum tube or in the junction of a JFET. In MOSFETs, an
external diode is sometimes used for this biasing.
A third mechanism sometimes employed is an external AGC circuit.
The self-limiting process, using a diode-generated offset bias to move the operating point
to a low-gain region, is generally quite noisy. As such, this process is not recommended for
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Figure 7.104 Diagram for a feedback oscillator illustrating the principles involved and showing the key components considered in the phase-noise calculation and its contribution.

the low noise required in the early LOs of a receiver. In the two-stage emitter-coupled oscillator of Figure 7.105, amplitude stabilization occurs as a result of current limiting in the second stage. This circuit has the added advantage that its output terminals are isolated from the
feedback path. The emitter signal of Q2, having a rich harmonic content, is often used as the
output. Harmonics of the frequency of oscillation can be extracted from the emitter by using
an appropriately tuned circuit.
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Figure 7.105 Two-stage emitter-coupled oscillator. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

7.7.4 Phase Stability
The frequency or phase stability of an oscillator is usually considered in two parts. The
first is long-term stability, in which the frequency changes over minutes, hours, days,
weeks, or even years. This stability component is usually limited by circuit element
changes with ambient conditions (such as input voltage, temperature, and humidity) and
with aging. Second there is the short-term stability, measured in seconds or tenths of seconds.
One form of short-term stability degradation is caused by phase changes within the system. In this case, the frequency of oscillation reacts to small changes in phase shift of the
open-loop system. The system with the largest open-loop rate of change versus frequency
dφ/df will have the best frequency stability. Figure 7.106 shows phase versus frequency plots
of two open-loop systems used in oscillators. At the system crossover frequency, the phase is
–180º. If some external influence causes a change in phase, such as a 10º phase lag, the frequency will shift until the total phase shift is again reduced to zero. In this case, the frequency will decrease to the point at which the open-loop phase shift is 170º. In Figure 7.106,
the change in frequency associated with open-loop response GH2 is greater than that for
GH1, whose phase slope changes more rapidly near the open-loop crossover frequency.
Consider the simple parallel tuned circuit shown in Figure 7.107. The circuit impedance
is
Z=

1 + j Q[( f

R
f0 ) – ( f0

where, as usual, 2πf0 = [ LC ]

f )]
– 12

(7.71)

and Q = R/2πfL. From this, we may determine

f 0 Q( f 2 + f 0 )
dΦ
=
2
d f
( f0 f )2 + Q2 ( f 2 – f0 )2
2

(7.72)
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Figure 7.106 Phase versus frequency plot of two open-loop systems with resonators having
different Q values. (From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

At the resonant frequency, this reduces [dφ/df ] f0 = 2Q/f0. The frequency stability factor is
defined, relative to the fractional change in frequency df/f0 as
S F = [ F0 ( d Φ

df )]

f 0

=2Q

(7.73)

where SF is a measure of the short-term stability of an oscillator. Equation (7.73) indicates
that the higher the circuit Q the higher the stability factor. This is one reason for using
high-Q circuits in oscillators. Another reason is the ability of the tuned circuit to filter out
undesired harmonics and noise.
7.7.5 Low-Noise Oscillators
Oscillator circuits have circuit noise and amplifier noise like all other amplifier circuits. In
the case of the oscillator, the noise voltage provides an input to the feedback loop and creates random PM about the average output frequency. This noise is the result of thermal
noise from the circuit, thermal and shot noise contributed by the device, and flicker noise
in the device. If there is an electronic tuning device in the oscillator circuit, thermal noise
from that circuit can also phase-modulate the oscillator to contribute to the phase noise.
The measurement of oscillator noise commonly used is L(fm), the ratio of the SSB power of
the phase noise in a 1-Hz bandwidth, fm Hz away from the carrier frequency, to the total
signal power of the oscillator. An expression for this noise is given by Equation (7.51),
where the last term on the right-hand side represents the noise added by the tuning diode.
This expression is significant because the following guidelines to minimize phase noise
can be derived from it.
1. Maximize the unloaded Q of the resonator.
2. Maximize the reactive energy by means of a high RF voltage across the resonator and
use a low LC ratio. The limits are set by the breakdown voltage of the active devices, by
the breakdown voltage and forward-bias condition of the tuning diodes, and by overheating or excess stress of the crystal resonators.
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Figure 7.107 Parallel-tuned circuit for
phase-shift analysis. (From [7.11]. Reprinted
with permission.)

3. Avoid device saturation and try to achieve limiting or AGC without degradation of Q .
Isolate the tuned circuit from the limiter or AGC devices. Use the antiparallel
(back-to-back) tuning diode connection to help avoid forward bias.
4. Choose an active device with the lowest NF. The NF of interest is that which is obtained
under actual operating conditions.
5. Choose high-impedance devices, such as FETs, where the signal voltage can be made
very high relative to the equivalent noise voltage. In the case of a limiter, the limited
voltage should be as high as possible.
6. Choose an active device with low flicker noise. The effect of flicker noise can be reduced by RF feedback. For a bipolar transistor, an unbypassed emitter resistor of 10 to
30 Ω can improve flicker noise by as much as 40 dB. The proper bias point of the active
device is important, and precautions should be taken to prevent modulation of the input
and output dynamic capacitances of the device.
7. The output energy should be decoupled from the resonator rather than another portion
of the active device so that the resonator limits the noise bandwidth. The output circuits
should be isolated from the oscillator circuit and use as little of the oscillator power as
possible.
The lower limit of the noise density is determined by inherent circuit thermal noise, not
by the oscillator. This value is kT, which is –204 dBW/Hz or –174 dBm/Hz. However, this is
a theoretical lower limit, and a noise floor of –170 dBm/Hz is rarely achieved from an oscillator.
7.7.6 Stability with Ambient Changes
Long-term instability is the change of the average center frequency over longer periods
and is caused by changes in the components from aging or changing ambient conditions.
Such drifts result from the following:
1. Change in the resonator characteristics as a result of aging or because of changes in
temperature, humidity, or pressure. The changes in electrical characteristics of
inductors or capacitors in LC resonators are much greater than the changes in quartz
crystals.
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2. Gain changes in the active device. Capacitive and resistive components of the input and
output impedance of a transistor, for example, change with temperature and operating
point, which may vary with changes in the supply voltage.
3. Mechanical changes in the resonator circuit, as a result of vibration or shock. Such mechanical effects are often referred to as microphonics. Many of the changes that occur
in aging are believed to result from long-term easing of mechanical strains initially in
the components.
4. Lack of circuit isolation, so that changes in other circuits react on the oscillator to produce frequency instability.
Aging effects can sometimes be reduced by initial burn-in periods, in which the oscillator
may be subjected to higher than normal temperatures and, possibly, mechanical vibrations.
Changes from humidity can be reduced by keeping stray capacitances through the air as low
as possible, and by treating circuit boards to inhibit moisture absorption. Hermetic sealing
of critical oscillator components or the entire oscillator may be used. A sealed compartment
filled with dry gas under pressure might also be used in extreme cases. Care in the selection
and mounting of components can minimize microphonics. Instability from supply voltage
changes can be reduced by careful regulation of the supply voltage. Circuit design changes
can be made to increase isolation from other circuits. Several possibilities exist for reducing
instability from temperature changes.
Coils made from normal materials tend to increase their dimensions with increasing temperature, thus increasing inductance. Powdered iron and ferrite cores used in constructing
some RF coils also usually increase inductance with temperature. Some of these materials
cause much greater changes than others. It is possible through the selection of materials and
by means of physical structures designed to move cores or portions of a coil to reduce the inductance change, or to cause it to be reversed. Such techniques are usually costly and difficult to duplicate, and should be considered only as a last resort.
Air capacitors used for tuning tend to increase dimensions similarly, increasing capacitance directly with temperature. Most solid dielectrics used for fixed capacitors have dielectric constants that increase with frequency. Over the temperature ranges where a receiver
must operate, most inductance and capacitance changes are relatively linear. The variation
is usually measured as the percent of change of the parameter per degree centigrade. For example, a capacitor whose capacitance changes from 100 to 101 pF when the temperature
changes from 20 to 70ºC has the following percentage change
αc =

δC
C δT

= i. e.,

101 – 100
0.01
=
= 2 × 10 –4 /ºC
100 (70 – 20 ) 50

(7.74)

Here α c is the temperature coefficient of the capacitance and is generally measured in
parts per million per degree Celsius (ppm/ºC). The temperature coefficients of inductance
or resistance are similarly defined.
Air capacitors, like inductors, can be designed to have low temperature coefficients
through the use of special materials (invar, for example), or by using materials with different
temperature coefficients that cause in the adjacent plates a tendency to withdraw from each
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other slightly as they expand. This type of compensation is not recommended because of the
need for costly manufacturing control of the materials and structure. Fortunately ceramic dielectrics are available with temperature coefficients from about +100 ppm/ºC to lower than
–1000 ppm/ºC. Small capacitor sizes up to more than 100 pF may be obtained from many
manufacturers. These capacitors can be included in resonator circuits to provide temperature compensation for the usual positive coefficients of inductance and capacitance of the
other components. For the temperature ranges of receiver operation, negative coefficient
compensating capacitors are nonlinear, becoming more so as the coefficient becomes more
negative. This limits their compensation ability.
If we consider an oscillator using the parallel resonant circuit shown in Figure 7.107, the
1
oscillator frequency is f 0 = [ 2π( LC ) 2 ] –1 , and hence the temperature coefficient of frequency change is

f

≡

d f0
f0 d T

=

–dL
2LdT

–

dC
2C d T

=–

1
2

L

–

1
2

C

(7.75)

In order to compensate α L , C can be broken into two (or more) parts, at least one of which
has a negative temperature coefficient. If C is made up of two parallel capacitors, by differentiating the expression for the total capacitance, Ct = C1 + C2, with respect to T and dividing by the total capacitance, we arrive at
α Ct =

C1 α C 1 + C 2 α C 2
C1 + C 2

(7.76)

If C is made up of two capacitors in series, the expression must be derived from the expression Ct = C1C2/(C1 + C2) and yields
α Ct =

C 2 α C 1 + C1 α C 2
C1 + C 2

(7.77)

If one of the capacitors is variable, it may be necessary to try to achieve optimum compensation over its tuning range. In this case, both series and parallel compensators might be
included in the total capacitance. This provides sufficient degrees of freedom to achieve a
desired overall temperature coefficient at two frequencies within the tuning range. At other
frequencies, a small error can be expected. However, overall performance of the oscillator
can usually be much improved over the entire tuning range. While we can use equations such
as Equations (7.76) and (7.77) to guide compensation efforts, usually there is no detailed
knowledge of the inductor and some of the capacitor coefficients; thus, compensation becomes an empirical process of cut and try until the optimum arrangement of compensators is
achieved.
During periods of warm-up, or when the ambient temperature changes suddenly,
steady-state temperatures of the various components may be attained at different rates, giving rise to transient frequency drift, even when the steady-state compensation is good.
Therefore, the layout of the oscillator parts must be carefully planned to provide transient
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temperature changes. Use of a large thermal mass, near which the parts are mounted, can
help this uniform heating and cooling. In sufficiently important applications, the entire oscillator can be mounted in a well-insulated oven whose temperature is maintained by a proportionally controlled thermostat. Usually these extreme measures are reserved for oscillators with crystal resonators that are used as an overall frequency standard. Frequency standards are discussed in more detail in a later section of this chapter.

7.8 Variable-Frequency Oscillators
The first LO in most receivers must be capable of being tuned over a frequency range, offset from the basic receiver RF tuning range. In some cases, this requires tuning over many
octaves, while in others, a much more narrow frequency range may suffice. Prior to the advent of the varactor diode and good switching diodes, it was customary to tune an oscillator mechanically by using a variable capacitor with air dielectric or, in some cases, by
moving a powdered iron core inside a coil to make a variable inductor. This resulted in tuning over a range of possibly as much as 1 to 1.5 octaves. For greater coverage, mechanical
wafer switches were used to switch among different coils and/or fixed capacitors.
At higher frequencies, transmission lines can be used for tuning. Short-circuited lines
less than a quarter-wave long present an inductive reactance at the open end and may be
tuned by a variable capacitor shunted across this end. Open lines shorter than a half-wave
may be tuned to resonance at one end by connecting a variable capacitor across the other.
Whether the oscillator is tuned mechanically or electrically, the capacitor is most often
the source of small frequency changes, while the coil generally is switched for band
changes. This can be achieved more or less easily in many different oscillator circuit configurations. Figure 7.108 shows a number of circuits used for VFOs. Different configurations are used in different applications, depending on the range of tuning, whether the oscillator is for a receiver or a transmitter, and whether the tuning elements are completely independent or have a common element (such as the rotor of a tuning capacitor).
Figure 7.109 is the schematic diagram of an oscillator in the Rohde and Schwarz signal
generator SMDU. This oscillator is mechanically tuned by C12, and may be frequency-modulated using varactors GL2 and GL3. The design exhibits extremely low noise sidebands. The
measured noise at 1.0 kHz from carrier is –100 dB/Hz, and at 25 kHz from carrier it is –150
dB/Hz. The overall long-term stability, in general use, is in the vicinity of 100 Hz/h. The oscillator frequency range is 118 to 198 MHz.
7.8.1 Voltage-Controlled Oscillators
Newer receivers control the oscillator band and frequency by electrical rather than mechanical means. Tuning is accomplished by voltage-sensitive capacitors (varactor diodes),
and band switching is accomplished by diodes with low forward conductance. For
high-power tuning, inductors having saturable ferrite cores have been used; however, these
do not appear in receivers. Oscillators that are tuned by varying the input voltage are referred to as VCOs.
The capacitance versus voltage curves of a varactor diode depend on the variation of the
impurity density with the distance from the junction. When the distribution is constant,
1
there is an abrupt junction and capacitance follows the law, C = K/(V d + V ) 2 , where Vd is the
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Figure 7.108 Schematic diagrams of RF connections for common oscillator circuits. For simplicity, dc and biasing circuits are not shown.
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Figure 7.109 Schematic diagram of an 118- to 198-MHz oscillator from the Rohde and
Schwarz SMDU signal generator. (Courtesy of Rohde and Schwarz.)

contact potential of the diode and V is the applied voltage. Such a junction is well approximated by an alloyed junction diode. Other impurity distribution profiles give rise to other
variations, and the previous equation is usually modified to
C=

K

(7.78)

(V d + V ) n
d

where n depends on the diffusion profile and C0 = K/Vn . A so-called graded junction, having a linear decrease in impurity density with distance from the junction, has a value of n =
1/3. This is approximated in a diffused junction.
In all the cases, these are theoretical equations, and limitations on the control of the impurity pattern can result in a curve that does not have such a simple expression. In such a case,
the coefficient n is thought of as varying with voltage. If the impurity density increases away
from the junction, a value of n higher than 0.5 can be obtained. Such junctions are called
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Figure 7.110 Capacitance-voltage characteristics for graded-junction (n = 0.33),
abrupt-junction (n = 0.5), and hyperabrupt-junction (BB141) varactor diodes. (Courtesy of
ITT Semiconductors, Freiburg, West Germany.)

hyperabrupt. A typical value for n for a hyperabrupt junction is 0.75. Such capacitors are
used primarily to achieve a larger tuning range for a given voltage change. Figure 7.110
shows the capacitance-voltage variation for the abrupt and graded junctions, as well as for a
particular hyperabrupt junction diode.
Varactor diodes are available from a number of manufacturers (Motorola, Siemens,
Philips, and others). Maximum values range from a few to several hundred picofarads, and
useful capacitance ratios range from about 5 to 15.
Figure 7.111 shows three typical circuits that are used with varactor tuning diodes. In all
the cases, the voltage is applied through a large resistor Re. The resistance is shunted across
the lower diode and may be converted to a shunt load resistor across the inductance to estimate Q. The diode also has losses that may result in lowering the circuit Q at high capacitance, when the frequency is sufficiently high. This must be considered in the circuit design.
The frequency is not always the value determined by applying the dc tuning voltage to the
variable V in Equation (7.78). If the RF voltage is sufficient to drive the diode into conduction on peaks, an average current will flow in the circuits of Figure 7.111, which will increase the bias voltage. The current is impulsive, giving rise to various harmonics in the circuit. Even in the absence of “conduction,” Equation (7.78) deals with the small-signal capacitance only. When the RF voltage varies over a relatively large range, the capacitance
changes. In this case we must change Equation (7.78) to
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Figure 7.111 Typical circuits for use of varactor tuning diodes: (a) single diode in circuit low
side, (b) single diode in circuit high side, (c) two diodes in series back-to-back arrangement.
(From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

dQ
K
=
dV
(V + V d ) n

(7.79)

Here Q is the charge on the capacitor. When this relation is substituted in the circuit differential equation, it produces a nonlinear differential equation, dependent on the parameter
n. Thus, the varactor may generate direct current and harmonics of the fundamental frequency. Unless the diodes are driven into conduction at some point in the cycle, the direct
current must remain zero.
The current of the circuit illustrated in Figure 7.111c can be shown to eliminate the even
harmonics and permits a substantially larger RF voltage without conduction than either circuit in Figure 7.111a or b . When n = 0.5, only the second harmonic is generated by the capacitor, and this can be eliminated by the back-to-back connection of the diode pair. Integrating Equation (7.79), we have
Q + QA =

Q + QA =

K
(V + V d ) 1 – n
1– n
Cv
1– n

(V + V d )

(7.80)

(7.81)
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where Cv is the value of Equation (7.78) for applied voltage V, and QA is a constant of integration. If we let V = V1 + v and Q = Q1 + q , where the lower case letters represent the varying RF and the uppercase letters indicate the values of bias when RF is absent, we have
q + Q1 + QA =

K
[ v + (V1 + V d )]1 – n
1– n

(7.82)

and

q
v
1+
= 1 +
V′
 Q′






1

(1– n)

(7.83)

where V ′ = V1 + V d and Q′ = Q1 + QA .
For the back-to-back connection of identical diodes
K11 = K12 = K1, V1 ′ = V 2 ′ = V ′, Q1 ′ = Q2 ′ = Q′, q = q1 = – q 2 , and v = v 1 – v 2
Here the new subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the top and bottom diodes, respectively, and v and
q are the RF voltage across and the charge transferred through the pair in series. With this
notation, we have
v – v2 
q
v
≡ 1
= 1 +
V′
V′
 Q′






1

(1– n)


q 

– 1 –

 Q′ 

1

(1– n)

(7.84)

For all n, this eliminates the even powers of q, hence even harmonics. This can be shown
by expanding Equation (7.84) in series and performing term-by-term combination of the
equal powers of q. In the particular case n = 1/3, v/V ′ = 4q/Q′, and the circuit becomes linear.
The equations hold as long as the absolute value of v1/V ′ is less than unity, so that there is
no conduction. At the point of conduction, the total value of v/V ′ may be calculated by noticing that when
v1/V ′ = –1, q/Q′ = –1, then q2/Q′ =1, v2/V = 3, and v/V = 4
The single-diode circuits conduct at v/V ′ = –1, so the peak RF voltage should not exceed
this. The back-to-back configuration can provide a four-fold increase in RF voltage handling over the single diode. For all values of n, the back-to-back configuration allows an
increase in the peak-to-peak voltage without conduction. For some hyperabrupt values of
n, such that 1/(1 – n ) is an integer, many of the higher-order odd harmonics are eliminated,
although only n = ½ provides elimination of the third harmonic. For example, n = 2/3 results in 1/(1 – n ) = 3. The fifth harmonic and higher odd harmonics are eliminated, and the
peak-to-peak RF without conduction is increased eightfold; for n = 3/4 the harmonics 7
and above are eliminated, and the RF peak is increased by 16 times. It must be noted in
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these cases that the RF peak at the fundamental may not increase so much, because the RF
voltage includes the harmonic voltages.
Because the equations are only approximate, not all harmonics are eliminated, and the
RF voltage at conduction for the back-to-back circuit may be different than predicted. For
example, abrupt junction diodes tend to have n of about 0.46 to 0.48, rather than exactly 0.5.
Hyperabrupt junctions tend to have substantial changes in n with voltage. The diode illustrated in Figure 7.110 shows a variation from about 0.6 at low bias to about 0.9 at higher voltages, with wiggles from 0.67 to 1.1 in the midrange. The value of Vd for varactor diodes
tends to be in the vicinity of 0.7 V.
7.8.2 Diode Switches
Because they have a low resistance when biased in one direction and a very high resistance
when biased in the other, semiconductor diodes can be used to switch RF circuits. Sufficiently large bias voltages may be applied to keep the diode on when it is carrying varying
RF currents or off when it is subjected to RF voltages. It is important that in the forward-biased condition, the diode add as little resistance as possible to the circuit and that it
be capable of handling the maximum RF plus bias current. When it is reverse-biased, not
only should the resistance be very high to isolate the circuit, but the breakdown voltage
must be higher than the combined bias and RF peak voltage. Almost any diodes can perform switching, but at high frequencies, PIN diodes are especially useful.
Diodes for switch applications are available from various vendors (ITT, Microwave Associates, Motorola, Siemens, Unitrode, and others). The diode switches BA243, BA244,
BA238 from ITT, and the Motorola MPN 3401 series were especially developed for RF
switching. Diodes can also be employed to advantage in audio switching. The advantage of
electronically tuning HF, VHF, and UHF circuits using varactor diodes is only fully realized
when band selection also takes place electronically. Diode switches are preferable to mechanical switches because of their higher reliability and virtually unlimited life. Mechanically operated switching contacts are subject to wear and contamination, which do not affect
the diodes. Diode switches can be controlled by application of direct voltages and currents,
which obviates the need for mechanical links between the front panel control and the tuned
circuits to be switched. This allows the RF circuits to be located optimally with regard to
electrical performance and thermal influence. It also frees the front panel design from restrictions on control location, permits remote control to be simplified, and enables automatic frequency adaptation through computer control. Electronic switching allows much more
rapid band switching than mechanical switching, thus reducing the time required for frequency change. This is useful in frequency-hopping spread-spectrum systems. Figure 7.112
shows a number of common connections for diode band switching. The most complete isolation is provided when two diodes (or more) are used per circuit to provide a high resistance
in series with the switched-out component plus a low shunt resistance in parallel with it.
Figure 7.113 is an example of an oscillator circuit using complete electronic tuning, with
series switching diodes permitting additional tuned elements to be switched in parallel to
provide coarse tuning and the varactor diode to provide fine tuning. In this oscillator circuit,
the frequency can be set within a few hundred kilohertz by the switching diodes, which essentially add capacitance in parallel with the main tuning circuit. Figure 7.114 shows a cir-
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Figure 7.112 Typical circuits for diode band switching: (a) series-diode arrangement, (b)
shunt-diode arrangement, (c) use of both series and shunt diodes.
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Figure 7.113 Schematic diagram of a coarse-tuned VCO from the Rohde and Schwarz
EK070 receiver. (Courtesy of Rohde and Schwarz.)

Figure 7.114 Schematic diagram of a 260- to 520-MHz VCO from the Hewlett-Packard
HP8662A signal generator. (Courtesy of Hewlett-Packard.)
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Table 7.9 Designations for Quartz Crystal Cuts (After [7.17])

cuit where the tuning inductors rather than the capacitors are switched in and out, thereby reducing the degree of gain variation of the oscillator.

7.9 Crystal-Controlled Oscillators
Short-term frequency stability is a function of the resonator Q, and long-term stability is a
function of the drift of the resonant frequency. Piezoelectric quartz crystals have resonances that are much more stable than the LC circuits previously discussed, and also have
very high Q. Consequently for stable oscillators at a fixed or only slightly variable frequency, quartz crystal resonators are generally used. Other piezoelectric crystal materials
have been used in filters and to control oscillators. However, their temperature stability is
considerably poorer than that of quartz; so for oscillator use, quartz is generally preferred.
A piezoelectric material is one which develops a voltage when it is under a mechanical
strain or is placed under strain by an applied voltage. A physical piece of such material, depending upon its shape, can have a number of mechanical resonances. By appropriate
shaping and location of the electrodes, one or other resonant mode of vibration can be favored, so that the resonance can be excited by the external voltage. When the material is
crystalline, such as quartz, the properties of the resonator are not only affected by the
shape and placement of the electrodes, but also by the relationship of the resonator cut to
the principal crystal axes. Table 7.9 lists designations of various quartz crystal cuts.
The temperature performance of a quartz crystal resonator varies with the angles at
which it is cut. Figure 7.115 shows how different cuts react to temperature variations. Most
crystals used in oscillators above 1 MHz use AT cuts for maximum stability; the CT and GT
cuts are used at much lower frequencies. Other cuts, such as X and Y, will be found in some
applications but are not much used nowadays. A relatively new cut, referred to as
stress-compensated (SC), has been found to provide better temperature stability than the AT
cut. The SC cut also has an easily excited spurious resonance near the frequency for which it
is designed. Care must be taken in the design of the external circuits to avoid exciting the
spurious mode. Most crystals have many possible resonant modes. In the AT cut, those
modes near the desired resonance are usually hard to excite. Overtones may be excited in
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Figure 7.115 Frequency-temperate characteristics of various quartz vibrators. Letters on
the curves are explained in Table 7.9. (After [7.36].)

crystals to provide oscillations at higher frequencies than could otherwise be provided. The
overtones are not exactly at harmonic frequencies of the lowest mode, so such crystals must
be fabricated to provide the desired overtone frequency.
The crystal has, at its frequency of oscillation, an equivalent electrical circuit as shown in
Figure 7.116. The series resonant circuit represents the effect of the crystal vibrator, and the
shunt capacitance is the result of the coupling plates and of capacitance to surrounding metallic objects, such as a metal case. The resonant circuit represents the particular vibrating
mode that is excited. If more than one mode can be excited, a more complex circuit would be
required to represent the crystal. Table 7.10 lists values for the equivalent circuit for various
AT-cut fundamental crystals.
The most common type of circuit for use with a fundamental AT crystal is an aperiodic
oscillator, which has no selective circuits other than the crystal. Such circuits, often referred
to as parallel resonant oscillators, use the familiar Pierce and Clapp configurations (Figure
7.117). The crystal operates at a frequency where it exhibits a high-Q inductive reactance.
When one terminal of the crystal is connected to the collector, the collector resistor must
have high resistance to avoid loading the crystal, but low resistance to avoid excessive voltage drop. One way to solve this problem is to replace the resistor by an RF choke; another
good way is by using a Darlington stage, as shown in Figure 7.118. Because of the high input
impedance, capacitors C1 and C2 can have fairly large values. This reduces the effect of the
transistor stage on the crystal. The pulling capacitor, typically about 30 pF, is set in series
with the crystal and serves to adjust the oscillator exactly to frequency. Typical values for C1
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Figure 7.116 Equivalent electrical circuit
of a crystal; spurious and overtone
modes are not shown. (After [7.11].)

Table 7.10 Equivalent Data for AT-Cut Fundamental Crystal Resonators

and C2 for such an oscillator are shown in Figure 7.118. A disadvantage of the aperiodic oscillator is the occasional tendency to oscillate at the third or higher overtone of the crystal, or
at some other spurious resonance. In difficult cases, this can be overcome by replacing capacitor C2 with a resonant circuit detuned to present a capacitive reactance at the nominal
frequency.
Generally speaking, for the simple crystal oscillator without an AGC or limiting stage,
the positive feedback should not be greater than that needed for starting and maintaining stable oscillation. In the case of the circuit of Figure 7.117b or 7.118, the values of C1 and C2 can
be derived from the following equations
r
=  be
C 2  Ra
C1

C1 C 2 =






1

2

(7.85)
gm ′

4 π f0
2

2

R1 ′

(7.86)

Where:
rbe = the RF impedance between base and emitter (of the Darlington)
Ra = the ac output impedance (measured at the common emitter)
g m ′ = the transconductance ( = 1/Rin for an emitter follower)
R1 ′ = is the resonant resistance of the crystal, transformed by the load capacitance
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Figure 7.117 Common parallel-resonant circuits for use in fundamental crystal oscillators:
(a) Pierce circuit; (b) Clapp circuit, collector grounded; (c) Clapp circuit, base grounded.
(From [7.11]. Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 7.119 gives an example of a Pierce oscillator for 1 MHz, using MOSFET devices
[7.37]. A TTL output level is available if the output of the crystal oscillator is to drive a
Schmitt trigger (e.g., 7413). Such an oscillator is a suitable clock for frequency counters.
7.9.1 Overtone Crystal Oscillators
If the crystal disk is excited at an overtone in the thickness-shear mode, it will oscillate
with several subareas in antiphase. Only odd harmonics can be excited. The fundamental
frequency of an AT cut is inversely proportional to the thickness of the disk as follows
f 0 (MHz) =

1675
thickness (µm)

(7.87)
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Figure 7.118 Oscillator with Darlington stage, suitable for fundamental crystals. (Courtesy of
Kristall-Verarbeitung Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)

For example, a 20-MHz crystal will have a thickness of about 84 µm. If this crystal were
excited at the third overtone (that is, 60 MHz), the effective electrical subdisk thickness
would be about one-third of the disk thickness, or 28 µm.
The overtone frequencies are, however, not at exact multiples of the fundamental mode
frequency. This anharmony decreases with higher-order overtones. It is important that crystals be ground to the frequency of the overtone at which they will be used. It is rather easy to
operate crystal oscillators in overtone modes even up to frequencies on the order of 300
MHz, although the usual upper limit is at 200 MHz/ninth overtone. It is possible to operate at
the eleventh or thirteenth overtone. The highest possible fundamental frequency (20 to 30
MHz) should be used so that the overtone modes are spaced as far as possible from one another. Typical data for AT overtone crystals are listed in Table 7.11. The motional capacitance C1 reduces as the square of the overtone. The attainable Q value also falls with increasing frequency. For this reason, the values of R1 increase, being typically in the range of 20 to
200 Ω. As the frequency increases, the static capacitance C0 becomes an ever-increasing bypass for the crystal. For this reason, compensation for the static capacitance should be made
by using a parallel inductance, approximately resonant at the series frequency. A rule of
thumb is that C0 compensation should be provided when Xc0 5R1, generally when oscillation
is to be in excess of 100 MHz. A compensating coil having a low Q (Rp 10R1) is suitable, and
the condition of compensation resonance need not be exactly maintained.
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Figure 7.119 Crystal oscillator circuit using MOSFETs. (Courtesy of Kristall-Verarbeitung
Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)

Aperiodic circuits do not operate reliably with overtone crystals. A resonant circuit
should always be provided to prevent oscillation at the fundamental frequency. In the case of
the Pierce circuit, the collector capacitor can be replaced by a circuit tuned below resonance
so that it is capacitive at the overtone but inductive at lower overtones and the fundamental
(and has relatively low impedance at the fundamental). Overtone crystals are usually
aligned in series resonance; consequently the Colpitts derived circuits will not necessarily
oscillate at the correct frequency, unless they are made with crystals ground to a specific
customer specification. To pull the crystal frequency lower, an inductance may be connected in series with the crystal. However, it is possible for parasitic oscillations to arise
across the inductance and the static capacitance C0 of the crystal. These may prove difficult
to suppress. Hence, it is better to use a series resonant circuit for an overtone crystal, as
shown in Figure 7.120. The values of C1 and C2 are selected to provide sufficient loop feedback. The open-circuit gain is reduced by the divider C1/C2 and by the voltage division
across the crystal impedance and the input impedance at the emitter. When selecting a suitable transistor, a rule of thumb is that the transit frequency should be at least ten times that of
the oscillator. In addition, transistors should be used that have a high dc gain hfe at a low base
resistance rbb ′ .
There is sometimes confusion between the designations of series- and parallel-resonance
oscillators, and the series and parallel resonances of the crystal itself. In the case of series-resonance crystal oscillators, the circuit will resonate together with its pulling elements
at a low-impedance resonance. Another example of such an arrangement is the Butler oscillator shown in Figure 7.121. This type of oscillator remains a series-resonant oscillator even
when the crystal is pulled with the aid of a series capacitor, or even when (at higher frequencies) the phase angle of the transistor deviates from 0 or 180º. A series-pulling capacitor CL
reduces the inherent crystal series resonance to
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Table 7.11 Equivalent Data for AT-Cut Overtone Crystal Resonators

Figure 7.120 Overtone crystal oscillator for operation up to 200 MHz. (Courtesy of
Kristall-Verarbeitung Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)
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Figure 7.121 Butler oscillator for 50 to 500 kHz. (Courtesy of Kristall-Verarbeitung
Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)

FCL


C1
= f s 1 +
 C0 +CL






1

2



C1

≈ f s 1 +
2(C 0 + C L ) 


(7.88)

In the case of a parallel-resonant oscillator, the circuit operates at a high-impedance resonance together with its adjacent (pulling) elements. In the case of the oscillator shown in
Figure 7.118, series-connected C1 and C2 are in parallel with the crystal. For the general
case, the total parallel capacitor CL reduces the parallel resonance by the same factor as the
series capacitance reduces the series resonance. In both cases, the crystal behaves like a
high-Q inductance.
7.9.2 Dissipation in Crystal Oscillators
The power dissipation of crystals exhibits the following values in various oscillator circuits:
• TTL oscillator

1 to 5 mW

• Transistor oscillator

10 µW to 1 mW (100 µW typical)

• CMOS oscillator

1 to 100 µW

Because the crystal frequency and resonant impedance have some load dependence, a
nominal load should be specified for low-tolerance crystals.
Crystal drive levels between 2 mW and 1 µW are recommended. Higher drive levels will
cause deterioration of stability, Q , and aging characteristics. In the case of LF crystals and
very small AT crystals (HC-35/U and HC-45/U, for example), 2 mW will be too much. Because the reactive power equals Q times the effective power, a reactive power of 200 W will
be present periodically in the crystal reactances at a drive level of 2 mW with a Q of 100,000.
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Too low a drive can cause difficulties in starting oscillation, since a certain minimum
amount of energy is required. This minimum value varies as a result of unavoidable variations in the crystal-electrode transition (at the submicroscopic level) and other damping influences. This can cause problems in certain CMOS and other very low power oscillators.
The transistor parameters are valid only for low signal magnitudes, and the linear analysis is
valid only as long as the transistor operates Class A. In the case of a self-limiting oscillator,
the transistor operates in the highly nonlinear saturation range. In this case it is virtually impossible to calculate the expected crystal drive level.
To determine the actual drive in a crystal measuring setup, either the RF current to the
crystal or the RF voltage across the crystal is measured with the aid of a thermistor, oscilloscope, or RF voltmeter. If the equivalent data parameters of the crystal ( C0, C1, R1) are
known, it is possible for the phase angle to be calculated from the oscillator frequency. From
this, the actual crystal power can be determined. The value is much lower than an estimate
made without consideration of the phase angle.
7.9.3 Voltage-Controlled Crystal Oscillator
A series capacitance can cause a change in frequency for a series-resonance type of crystal
oscillator, and an analogous change occurs in a parallel-resonance oscillator when the capacitance in parallel with the crystal is changed. As a result, varactor diodes are used in
crystal oscillator circuits to adjust the frequency, to produce either a crystal-controlled
VCO (VCXO) or angle modulation of a crystal-controlled oscillator. Use of Equation
(7.88), in conjunction with the capacitive effect of the diode, enables us to determine the
oscillator modulation sensitivity or VCO gain for these applications. Varactors can also be
used in conjunction with temperature-sensing components to provide temperature compensation for the frequency drift of crystal oscillators, known as TCXOs.
In all of these circuits, it is necessary to match the varactor type and its padding to attain
the desired sensitivity and linearity of frequency change versus voltage. Because of the
added circuits, the inherent stability of the crystal oscillator—both short- and long-term—is
somewhat degraded. However, VCXOs are far more stable than LC VCOs, and are often
used where a fixed-frequency oscillator locked to a standard is required. In the case of frequency modulators, it is essential to design for linear modulation versus voltage. The center
frequency can be stabilized to a standard by a feedback loop with a cutoff frequency well below the modulation frequencies. If the modulated oscillator is operated at a sufficiently low
frequency, its drift may be only a small part of the overall transmitter drift, even if the center
frequency is not locked to the standard.
7.9.4 Frequency Stability of Crystal Oscillators
The long-term stability of crystal oscillator circuits is affected by the aging of the external
components, especially with regard to the Q of resonant circuits and the damping effect of
the transistors on the Q of the crystal. It is, of course, also dependent on the aging of the
crystal, which differs according to crystal type and drive level. The aging will result in typical frequency changes of 1 to 3 × 10–6 during the first year. Aging decreases
logarithmically as a function of time, so it is possible to reduce this value by previous ag-
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ing of the crystal—if possible, by the manufacturer—at a temperature between 85 and
125ºC.
The drive level of the crystal should be as low as possible (1 to 20 µW) if the oscillator is
to have good long-term stability. Because of their superior temperature characteristics,
AT-cut crystals are preferred. When very stable oscillators are required, relatively low frequency overtone AT-cut crystals should be used because of their high Q and L1/C1 ratio. In
this case, crystals operating at their third or fifth overtone are used, at a frequency of 5 to 10
MHz.
The short-term stability of crystal oscillators has increased in importance in recent years
because of the widespread use of synthesizers in receivers for HF, VHF, and UHF applications. Oscillator chains for microwave frequencies are also locked to crystal oscillators, or
derived from them by multiplication. There are a number of general guidelines that should
be followed when designing crystal oscillators for short-term stability. In contrast to the design for long-term stability, the drive level of the crystal should be relatively high (100 to 500
µW) for this application. The effect of the oscillator circuit in reducing the crystal Q should
be minimized. In the case of single-stage self-limiting oscillators, for example, the effective
Q will be only 15 to 20 percent of the crystal Q, so this type of oscillator should be avoided.
Usually series-resonance oscillators reduce Q less than parallel-resonance oscillators.
The noise in bipolar transistors is mainly dependent on the base-emitter path. The noise
of PNP transistors is lower than that of the complementary NPN types. MOSFETs have a
very high noise level, with 1/f noise dominating at low frequencies and drain-source thermal
noise at high frequencies. JFETs have lower noise levels than either bipolar transistors or
MOSFETs. Therefore a power FET with high current, such as type CP643 or P8000, is recommended for low-noise crystal oscillators [7.38]. If bipolar transistors are to be used, the
types with highest possible dc gain hfe, but with very low base resistance rbb ′, should be selected (typical of transistors designed for VHF applications) and operated at low collector
current.
As noted previously, single-stage crystal oscillators should be avoided. Moreover, an amplitude control loop is unfavorable because it is likely to generate additional phase noise.
The best means of improving short-term stability is the use of RF negative feedback. A
well-proven circuit was introduced by Driscoll [7.20], using a third-overtone 5-MHz crystal, and similar circuits possessing very good short-term stability up to 100 MHz have been
developed since. The basic circuit is shown in Figure 7.122a) . A cascaded circuit with low
internal feedback is used as an amplifier. The first transistor is provided feedback in the
emitter circuit by the crystal with a compensating shunt inductor. The first transistor T1 operates stably in Class A. Transistor T2 is isolated from the crystal and operates at a quiescent
current of only 0.8 mA. This stage is the first to limit and determines the oscillator amplitude. The higher the series-resonant resistor (for a given Q) of the crystal, the better the
short-term stability, as this condition increases the negative feedback of T1. Figure 7.112b
shows the results of phase noise measurements [7.21].
Amplitude limiting can also be achieved by using biased Schottky diodes connected in
opposition at the output of T2. This is possible because of the low 1/f noise of these diodes. A
low-noise oscillator designed according to this principle, at 96 MHz, is shown in Figure
7.123. Type P8000 power FETs are used in a stable Class A cascode configuration. A relatively high value of C1 keeps the oscillation feedback low. Diodes D are Schottky type, such
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Figure 7.122 Oscillator performance: (a) schematic diagram of a 5-MHz third-overtone crystal oscillator with exceptional short-term stability, (b) sideband noise of various signal generators compared to the oscillator shown in a , according to [7.21]. ( Courtesy of
Kristall-Verarbeitung Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)
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Figure 7.123 Schematic diagram of a VHF crystal oscillator with high short-term stability.
(Courtesy of Kristall-Verarbeitung Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)

as HP2800. For initial alignment, the limiting diodes are disconnected and the crystal is
short-circuited. The self-excited frequency is then adjusted to 96 MHz with the trimmer capacitor. After connecting the crystal, coil Lp is aligned to 96 MHz with the aid of a dip meter
while the oscillator is switched off. The RF amplitude with the diodes connected is about
half the self-limiting value. More details on this circuit have been published [7.22].

7.10 Frequency Standards
Frequency standards are the heart of frequency synthesizers and local clock timing for
most modern receivers. The accuracy of the required standard depends on the application.
In most cases, sufficient accuracy for radio receiver frequency determination can be obtained from quartz crystal oscillators. However, in some applications greater precision
may be required than can be maintained over a long time by even the best available quartz
standards. In this case, atomic frequency standards can be used. In these standards, an
atomic resonance is used as the primary standard and a stable crystal oscillator is locked to
the atomic standard. There are two atomic standards available at present, the cesium
atomic beam type and the rubidium gas cell type. The cesium atomic beam type uses a true
atomic resonance and is a primary standard. This type of unit is used by standards organizations, and is generally quite costly. The rubidium gas cell also employs an atomic reso-
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Figure 7.124 Temperature-compensation circuit containing one variable-capacitance diode
and two thermistors. (After [7.36].)

nance, but the frequency depends to some extent on the gas mixture and the gas pressure in
the cell. For precise results, it must be calibrated from time to time against a cesium standard. However, its long-term stability is about two orders of magnitude better than that of
the best quartz crystal oscillator standards. It is less costly and more easily portable than
the cesium atomic standard.
Depending on performance and cost requirements, we find three classes of crystal oscillator used as standards:
• Oscillators of the type already discussed, with no further embellishments
• TCXOs, which permit operation over wide temperature ranges with a minimum change
in frequency, when the extra weight and power of ovens cannot be afforded
• Oven-mounted crystal oscillators with controls to maintain a fixed internal temperature
despite wide changes in the ambient temperature of the equipment
Depending upon the need, ovens can vary from singly insulated containers with simple
thermostatic control to doubly insulated structures with proportional temperature control.
TCXOs are used for applications where the limitations of oven-controlled oscillators
cannot be tolerated. Ovens require power, which must be supplied to the equipment. In backpack equipment, for example, this would either increase the weight of the batteries carried or
reduce their operating life. For this application, the added weight and size of an oven would
also be disadvantageous. To maintain its stability, an oven-mounted standard must be kept
continuously at the controlled temperature. The power cannot be turned off without introducing strains that may cause subsequent frequency offsets. If the power is turned off, there
is a relatively long warm-up period before the standard reaches its final frequency. In many
applications, the chance of such delays is not acceptable. For such applications, TCXOs can
often be used.
A TCXO requires as good an oscillator design as possible, with a crystal having low temperature drift (AT cut). Compensation has been attempted using temperature-sensitive capacitors and temperature-sensitive mechanical forces on the crystal. However, the approach
preferred at present is the use of a varactor, the voltage across which is changed by a network
of temperature-sensitive resistors (thermistors). Figure 7.124 is the schematic diagram of
such a network containing one variable-capacitance diode and two thermistors [7.22]. Fig-
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Figure 7.125 Effects of compensation on the frequency of a 25-MHz crystal unit by using an
inductor-capacitor-thermistor network. (After [7.36].)

ure 7.125 illustrates the improvement that is available by compensation. More complex circuits can be used to achieve improved compensation. For high-precision compensation,
each oscillator must be separately measured and compensated. This is practical with computer control of the process. It has been found possible to reduce the frequency deviation to 1
ppm over a temperature range of –30 to +60ºC using the technique shown in the figure. With
more complex designs, a change of 1 in 107 from –30 to +50ºC has been achieved.
TCXOs are available from several vendors. Table 7.12 shows the typical specification for
a TCXO with 1-ppm compensation over the temperature range shown. Because of the compensating network, phase noise is poorer in TCXOs than in other standards. Also there can
be wider variations in frequency over the medium term when there are sudden temperature
changes. The crystal and the compensation network can have transient temperature differences that cause a transient reduction in compensation.
For high-performance synthesizers without the limitations that lead to the use of TCXOs,
we should use a high-performance crystal oscillator in a proportional oven. Table 7.13 gives
the specifications for such a standard. Characteristics of interest for accurate timing have
been compared for the various standard types in Table 7.14.
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Table 7.12 Specifications for a Typical Temperature-Compensated Crystal Oscillator (After
[7.11])

Table 7.13 Specifications for a High-Power Oscillator Used in High-Performance Standard
Rohde and Schwarz XSF (Courtesy of Rohde and Schwarz.)
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Table 7.14 Relative Comparison of Time-Frequency Standards
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7.13 Product Resources
An extensive offering of voltage-controlled oscillator products is available from Synergy
Microwave (Patterson, N.J.). For product information, application notes, and white
papers, see the web site www.synergymwave.com.
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Chapter 8
Demodulation and Demodulators
8.1 Introduction
The function of the receiver is to recover the original information that was used to modulate the transmitter. This process is referred to as demodulation, and the circuits that perform the recovery are called demodulators. The term detector is also used, and the
demodulators in single superheterodyne receivers are sometimes called second detectors.
However, today the term detector is seldom used this way.
Because of thermal, atmospheric, and man-made interference as well as transmission
and circuit distortions, the demodulated signal is a distorted version of the modulating signal and is corrupted by the addition of noise. In the case of analog demodulators, we wish to
minimize the distortion and noise so that the output signal waveform is as close to the original waveform as possible. In the case of digital demodulation, the objective is to produce a
digital output of the same type as that at the transmitter input, with as few errors as possible
in the digital output levels, with the correct signaling rate, and without addition or deletion
of any symbols. Consequently, the performance measures for analog- and digital-signal demodulators differ. Often the digital demodulator is located separately in a modem, which
also incorporates the digital modulator for a companion transmitter. In this chapter, we treat
demodulators for analog and digital signals separately.

8.2 Analog Demodulation
Modulation types for analog-modulated waves include: AM and its various derivatives
(DSB, SSB, VSB, etc.), angle modulation (PM and FM), and various sampled pulse systems. Demodulation will be covered in that order, although only a few of the pulse systems
are of interest below microwave frequencies.
8.2.1 AM
An AM signal comprises an RF sinusoid whose envelope varies at a relatively slow rate
about an average (carrier) level. Any type of rectifier circuit will produce an output component at the modulation frequency. Figure 8.1 illustrates two of the simple diode rectifier
circuits that may be used along with idealized waveforms. The average output of the rectifier of Figure 8.1a is proportional to the carrier plus the signal. The circuit has, however, a
large output at the RF and its harmonics. A low-pass filter is therefore necessary to eliminate these components. If the selected filter incorporates a sufficiently large capacitor at
its input, the effect is to produce a peak rectifier, with the idealized waveforms of Figure
8.1b. In this case, the demodulated output is increased from an average of a half sine wave
(0.637 peak) to the full peak, and the RF components are substantially reduced. The peak
495
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Figure 8.1 AM demodulators with idealized waveforms: (a) average demodulator, (b) envelope demodulator.

rectifier used in this way is often referred to as an envelope detector or demodulator. It is
the circuit most frequently used for demodulating AM signals. The balanced demodulator
offers some performance improvements over the simple envelope detector. Common balanced demodulator circuit implementations are shown in Figure 8.2.
Generally diodes are used as AM demodulators; however, the important requirement is
for a nonlinear response, especially one with a sharp cutoff. Some tube demodulators have
used the nonlinearity of the grid-cathode or plate-cathode characteristics. Bipolar transistor
demodulators can use the nonlinearity of the base-emitter or base-collector characteristics.
Analogous nonlinearities in FETs can also be used for demodulation.
Real devices do not have responses that are perfectly linear with a sharp cutoff. When the
input voltage is small, the rectification takes place as a result of the square-law variation of
the diode (or other device). Figure 8.3 shows the difference between average currents for devices that are essentially linear with sharp cutoff and for those where the cutoff is gradual, as
in real devices. In the second case, the demodulated output has a somewhat distorted waveform.
As with the mixer, the principle of the square-law demodulator is relatively easy to analyze. Let us assume a diode connected as shown in Figure 8.1a, with a diode characteristic
expressed as
i d = k 0 + k1 V d + k 2 v d

2

(8.1)

Let vd = A [1 + ms(t)] cos 2πfct. This implies a load resistance sufficiently small that most
of the voltage is developed across the diode. We may then write
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Figure 8.2 Balanced AM demodulator circuits: (a) average type, balanced grounded input,
(b) envelope type, similar to a, (c) average type, using a diode bridge, and (d) envelope type,
similar to c.

i d = k 0 + k1 A[1 + ms(t)] cos 2 π f c t + k 2 A 2 [1 + ms(t)] 2 cos
i d = k 0 + k1 A[1 + ms(t)] cos 2 π f c t +

2

2 π fc t

(8.2a)

k2 A2
2


k A2 2 2 
+  k 2 A 2 ms(t) + 2
m s (t) 
2


+

k2 A2
2

[1 + ms(t)] 2 cos ( 4 π f c t)

(8.2b)

In Equation (8.2b) only the terms in braces on the right-hand side are modulation terms,
the first being the desired signal and the second being the distortion. The other terms are
direct current or RF. In order to keep distortion low, the peak modulation index m must be
kept small.
As RL becomes larger, the output current is reduced and the response becomes more linear. For small inputs, the resulting current can be expanded as a Taylor series in the input
voltage. The second-order term still gives rise to demodulation (and distortion), and the
higher-order terms generally introduce additional distortion. When the input becomes large,
its negative swings cut off the current, but if the load resistor is sufficiently large, the linear
response of Figure 8.3 is approximated. The output voltage still has large RF components
that must be filtered. For that reason most diode demodulators use the circuit of Figure 8.1b.
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Figure 8.3 Demodulation with linear and parabolic demodulator output voltage characteristics.

When the carrier frequency is much higher than the highest modulation frequency, a
small section of the output waveform will appear, as shown in Figure 8.4. Here the dashed
line represents the voltage applied to the circuit input, and the heavy line represents the capacitor voltage. During each cycle, the capacitor is charged to the peak of the input voltage,
and at some time after the peak of the cycle, the diode cuts off. The capacitor then discharges
until the point in the next cycle when the input voltage reaches the capacitor voltage level.
Then the diode begins again to conduct. The voltages of cutoff and cutin depend on the values of the load resistor and capacitor, and to a much lesser extent on the diode resistance during conduction. A factor that is neglected in the figure is the contact voltage of the diode,
which sets the diode conduction point at a small negative voltage rather than zero.
The diode can be considered a switch with internal resistance. During the nonconduction
interval, the switch is open, and the capacitor discharges at a rate determined by the capacitor and load resistor time constant. During the conduction interval, the switch is closed, and
the circuit is driven by the input voltage modified by the voltage divider effect of the diode
resistor and load resistor. The charging time constant is assumed to be small. The switch
opens when the current through the diode would otherwise reverse. This occurs when the
rate of change of the input voltage applied to the capacitor just equals the rate of change that
would exist across the capacitor if the diode were opened. A straightforward analysis leads
to a transcendental equation for the angle of conduction, which may be solved by the method
of successive approximations. Because of the diode conductance and the load discharge, the
output voltage reaches a peak somewhat below the peak input and discharges a small
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Figure 8.4 Representation of a small segment of the envelope.

amount before the next cycle. The average voltage is close to the peak, and its ratio to the input peak voltage is referred to as the rectifier efficiency, which in most demodulators is 90
percent or greater. The variations are close to a sawtooth voltage at the carrier frequency and
represent residual RF and its harmonics, which are eliminated by the response of subsequent
amplifiers. Depending on the circuit requirements, these high frequencies at the demodulator output are typically 20 to 40 dB below the rectified carrier level.
The average output from the demodulator is proportional to the time-varying envelope of
the input wave. In the previous figures it appears constant because the RF is assumed much
higher than the maximum modulating frequency. If the time constant of the demodulator is
increased, the residual RF output is decreased. However, if we increase it too much, the output will not be able to follow the higher modulating frequency changes in the envelope. It is
necessary that 2πfRLC be maintained low enough that the discharge can follow the rate of decrease in the input level at these frequencies. For example, a time constant that is 10µs yields
2πfRLC = 0.188 at a modulating frequency of 3 kHz, resulting in an output reduction [1 +
(2πfRLC)2]–½ to 0.983, or 0. 15 dB. At 10 kHz these figures reduce to 0.847, or 1.45 dB. Thus,
the extent to which the time constant can be increased depends on the specified requirements for response at higher modulating frequencies.
In addition to the distortion introduced by the response of the RC filter network, an additional nonlinear distortion occurs at high modulation indexes because of the impedance of
the subsequent circuit. This circuit is usually coupled by a series capacitor and resistor combination (Figure 8.5). For speech reception, this high-pass arrangement is useful to eliminate residual low-frequency components (hum) as well as the direct current from the carrier.
At low frequencies, the demodulator load impedance acts essentially as described previously, except for the extra capacitance of the coupling capacitor. However, at the modulating
frequencies the impedance represents the shunt combination of the load resistor and the
coupling resistor.
Figure 8.6 illustrates the result of this type of circuit. In this figure there are a series of diode current versus voltage curves displaced from the origin by various dc levels corresponding to the direct current demodulated at various peak carrier levels. The straight line B represents the load line (I = E/RL). The intersections of the curves with this line represent the dc
operating points for various input peak voltages VI. At the modulating frequency, however,
the load no longer is RL, but the lower value resulting from the shunting by RC. The straight
line C has the slope of this line and is passed through the peak carrier voltage curve V1. If we
are receiving at this carrier level and the signal is modulated, the output current will follow
curve C (which is determined by the lower impedance resulting from the shunt load). If the
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Figure 8.5 Schematic diagram of an envelope demodulator with a high-pass coupling circuit
to the next stage.

Figure 8.6 Voltage-current curves for an envelope demodulator with load.

peak-to-peak modulation is from V2 to V4 or from V3 to V5, the output voltage is reduced to
outputs E′ 2 , E′ 4 , E′ 3 , and E′ 5 . They will also be substantially distorted. If the input should
swing below V5, the diode will cut off and maintain a voltage of E′ 5 . The result is a clipping
of the modulation waveform whenever the modulating voltage drops below the input voltage corresponding to V5.
If the diode characteristics were linear—corresponding to a resistance Rd ′ —then for sinusoidal modulation, the modulation index at which distortion begins is
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Figure 8.7 Nonlinear distortions in an envelope detector: (a) envelope of modulated wave; (b) diode output voltage, no
distortion; (c) diode output voltage, negative peaks clipped; (d) diode output voltage, diagonal clipping.

md =

( RL + RC ) Rd ′ + RL RC
( RL + RC ) ( RL + Rd ′ )

(8.3)

A greater modulation index would cause clipping of the low modulation levels. Actual diode characteristics are not linear, so that this relationship is not precise, nor is the shunt
impedance Zc always resistive. If the impedances are such that the efficiency is high over
the range of amplitudes represented by the modulation envelope, distortion will be small if
|Zc|/RL ≤ m, where |Zc| is the effective magnitude of impedance at the modulating frequency.
Equation (8.3) reduces to this form when Rd ′ << RL and |Zc| = RC. Although clipping is
sharp when the impedance is resistive, if there is an angle associated with Zc, the result is a
diagonal clipping. Figure 8.7 illustrates these various distortions.
We should note that because the envelope demodulator takes power from the input circuit, it therefore presents a load to that circuit. The input impedance to the carrier is simply
RL divided by the demodulator efficiency; to the sideband frequency it is Zc divided by the efficiency, where Zc is the value at the baseband frequency corresponding to the particular
sideband. The angle of the sideband impedance is the same as that of the baseband frequency for the USB and the negative of this angle for the LSB. The demodulator impedance
is of importance only if the driving-source impedance is not substantially lower than the de-
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modulator impedance. In this case, additional linear distortion of the signal is likely to occur.
AM Interference

The envelope of a signal may be distorted by the filter circuits that provide receiver selectivity. Both in-phase and quadrature distortion may occur in the RF waveform, which can
affect the envelope. To avoid quadrature distortion, we try to tune the carrier to the center
frequency of the filter, and design our bandpass filters with complex zeros and poles distributed symmetrically about the filter center frequency. Then the demodulated signal is
distorted linearly in amplitude and phase by the characteristics at the USB frequency offset
from the carrier, and no quadrature component is introduced. Standard filter designs discussed previously are based on seeking such characteristics.
However, with simple resonators, the bandpass response tends to be based on the variable
f /f0 – f0/f, which is only approximately proportional to f – f0. Moreover, coupling variations
may introduce terms that vary as a positive or negative power of f. These effects cause
dissymmetries in filters that can introduce quadrature distortion. When the signal bandwidth is much smaller than the center frequency, the distortion is negligible. When the bandwidth is a substantial fraction of the carrier, the distortion can become substantial. In this
case, it is necessary to modify the filter design to achieve the proper zero and pole relationships. These effects can be analyzed using standard circuit analysis theory.
The input to the demodulator includes not only the desired AM signal, but also interference [8.1]. The envelope demodulator produces an output proportional to the overall envelope of the resulting sum of desired and undesired signals. The envelope of the sum of signals is affected not only by the levels of the individual envelopes, but also by the phases.
While the phase of the desired AM signal remains constant, the phase of the interferers usually varies. Thermal noise of the receiver system has a gaussian distribution, with atmospheric noise being more or less impulsive, the impulses tending to bunch and man-made
noise being often periodic with an impulsive envelope. The rates of variation in amplitude
and phase of the interferers are constrained by the filter bandwidth. Thermal noise becomes
colored gaussian with Rayleigh envelope distribution and random phase. The rates of
change of the phase and envelope are limited by the receiver bandwidth. Similarly, short impulses of atmospheric or man-made origin are broadened in the envelope by the receiver filter, and the rate of angle modulation is constrained. Longer-duration impulsive noise usually controls the resultant envelope and phase so long as it is stronger than the signal. This
causes interruptions in the desired demodulated waveform, leading to loss of information
and, in the case of audio or visual signals, unpleasant outputs that can tire the user. These effects can be reduced more or less effectively by noise limiters or blankers that reduce the impulsive energy.
Demodulation is essentially a nonlinear process on the received signal. We would like the
output to have a high S/N, little signal distortion, and the minimum subjective effect from
whatever noise is present. In envelope detection of AM with added thermal noise, it is customary to begin with the examination of the combined envelope of the unmodulated carrier
and the gaussian noise. The envelope distribution as a function of S/N has been calculated
(References [8.2] and [8.3]). Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the density and distribution of the
combined envelope for various values of input S/N.
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Figure 8.8 Probability density of an envelope sine wave with amplitude P and added noise In.
(From [8.2]. Reprinted with permission.)

Using this distribution, it can be shown that the mean envelope is
1

 π ψ0 
R =

 2 

2

 x
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2
2 
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(8.4)

where ψ 0 is the noise power, x is the input S/N, and I0(z) and I1(z) are Bessel functions of
imaginary argument. The mean-square envelope is
R 2 = 2 ψ 0 (1 + x)

(8.5)

This analysis can be extended to modulated waves, demodulators that produce output
shapes at powers of the envelope other than the first power, and for various narrow
bandpass filter shapes preceding the demodulator [8.4]. Figure 8.10 shows the linear case,
corresponding to the envelope demodulator, for sinusoidal modulation at various indexes
2
λ i and different bandpass filter shapes. The parameter a0 is the C/N, ω F is a factor needed
to normalize the input noise power for equal white-noise densities, and ∆f is the baseband
cutoff frequency, assumed to be abrupt.
For large values of C/N, the S/N varies linearly, whereas for small values of C/N, S/N varies as a square law (slope of logarithmic curve = 2). For large values of C/N, when the normalizations are carried out, the output S/N (for 100 percent modulation) is 3 dB greater than
C/N′, where N′ is the noise power in 2∆f . For small values of C/N, the signal is suppressed;
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Figure 8.9 Distribution function corresponding to Figure 8.8. (From [8.2]. Reprinted with permission.)

however, it is already useless for most communications purposes. When the signal is very
small, only the noise envelope produces significant output. As the carrier increases, the
noise output also increases, but at a slower rate. The noise output ultimately increases by 3.7
dB over the no-carrier state. This phenomenon of noise rise is obvious when tuning in a carrier on standard AM receivers. Figure 8.11 illustrates this phenomenon.
When the carrier is strong enough to produce a good S/N, the spectrum of the demodulated signal component is the spectrum of the original modulation, modified by the selective
filtering that has occurred. If the filters are properly symmetrical and in tune with the signal,
the effect is to modify the spectrum in accordance with the filter response at the equivalent
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Figure 8.10 Output S/N versus input C/N for an envelope detector, with the carrier sinusoidally modulated at various indicies λ and for several bandpass filter shapes. (From [8.4].
Courtesy of D. Middleton.)

sideband offset. When the filtering is off tune, the in-phase component is reduced, and a
small quadrature component is added. The quadrature component has only a small effect on
the amplitude so long as it remains small compared to the carrier. When the dissymmetry in
the filtering is excessive, the quadrature component can produce substantial distortion. In
specific cases, the effects can be evaluated using Fourier analysis.
The noise components for high C/N are colored gaussian noise, whose output frequency
spectrum is 0.707 of the rss of the relative receiver amplitudes at the USB and LSB frequencies. For symmetrical filtering this is simply the USB filter response, reduced by 3 dB at
each frequency. The noise is not difficult to calculate for detuning or dissymmetrical filters.
In most cases, proper system design allows the symmetrical filter calculation to be made if
the output noise spectrum is needed. When C/N is not high, the spectrum of the noise becomes much more complex. However, conditions for poor C/N should be rare in good system designs. Where possible, measured performance rather than calculations should be
used.
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Figure 8.11 Modulation and noise output levels for an envelope demodulator with constant
input noise level and increasing carrier level. (After [8.5]. Reprinted with permission.)

Transmission Distortion

The principal transmission distortion affecting AM demodulation is multipath. If the
multipath components have short delays, compared with the reciprocal bandwidth, the RF
phase difference among the sideband components does not vary greatly and all of the resultant sideband components tend to increase and decrease simultaneously, usually at a
rate that is slow compared to the modulation. We may combat this type of fading by the
AGC design. Then when the signal fades, the output tends to remain constant, although the
background noise rises and falls in inverse relation to the fading depth.
When the multipath delay difference becomes substantial, different frequencies within
the band experience different fading and phase shifting. This “selective” fading can cause
sidebands to become unbalanced, resulting in changes in amplitude and phase of the corresponding components of the demodulated signal. The principal applications of AM are for
voice and music transmission. The effect of slow variations of the output frequency response resulting from selective sideband fading, while detectable, is usually tolerable to the
user. However, occasionally the carrier fades without significantly affecting the sidebands.
This results in an increase in modulation percentage and can cause severe distortion at negative modulation peaks.
Figure 8.12 illustrates this effect. The undistorted envelope is shown in Figure 8.12a.
When the fading causes reduction of one sideband, the result is envelope distortion, as
shown in Figure 8.12b. When the fading reduces the carrier, the envelope becomes severely
distorted, as in Figure 8.12c. This type of distortion is of particular importance for AM on
HF, where the objective is long-range transmission and severe multipath is often present. In
the broadcast band, this occurs at night on distant stations, beyond the commercial interest
range of most broadcast stations.
A technique called exalted or enhanced carrier was devised to combat the effect of selective fading on AM signals. Because the carrier is separated from the useful voice sidebands
by more than 100 Hz, it may be filtered from the remaining signal, clipped, and amplified.
With a suitable phase shift to compensate for delays in the circuits, the amplified carrier is
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Figure 8.12 Effects of selective fading on demodulation of an AM signal by an envelope demodulator: (a) undistorted signal, (b) USB reduced, (c) carrier reduced.

added to the original signal before it is applied to the demodulator. The increased resultant
carrier reduces the modulation index so that input carrier fading cannot cause the negative
modulation index to approach 100 percent. The narrow-band filter response carrier continues even during short periods of complete carrier fading.
Coherent Demodulation

AM signals can also be demodulated by using a coherent or synchronous demodulator (at
one time referred to as a homodyne detector). This type of demodulator circuit uses a
mixer circuit, with an LO signal synchronized in frequency and phase to the carrier of the
AM input. Figure 8.13 shows some classic types. The synchronous oscillation can be generated using the technique described previously for exalted carrier demodulation, or an oscillator may be phase-locked to the carrier. These techniques are illustrated in Figure 8.14.
Another alternative is the use of the Costas loop, which is described later in this chapter.
The coherent demodulator translates the carrier and sidebands to baseband. As long as
the LO signal is locked to the carrier phase, there is no chance of overmodulation, and the
baseband noise results only from the in-phase component of the noise input. Consequently,
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Figure 8.13 Classic coherent demodulator types: (a) diode, (b) dual-gate MOSFET, (c) bipolar integrated circuit. (Courtesy of RCA.)

the noise increase and S/N reduction, which occur at low levels in the envelope demodulator,
are absent in the coherent demodulator. The recovered carrier filtering is narrow-band, so
that phase lock can be maintained to C/N levels below useful modulation output levels. This
type of circuit, while better than an envelope demodulator, is not generally used for AM demodulation because it is far more complex.
The AM signal can also be demodulated as an SSB signal, using either sideband and ignoring the other sideband. Both sidebands can be independently demodulated, and the better
one is selected in a switching diversity technique. Such demodulators are useful if the receiver is designed for SSB or ISB signals, but are not used normally because the principal
reason for AM transmission is the simplicity of the receivers in broadcast applications.
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Figure 8.14 AM carrier recovery: (a) filter, clipper, and amplifier, (b) filter, clipper, and PLL.

8.2.2 DSB Demodulation
DSB suppressed-carrier (DSB-SC) modulation cannot be demodulated satisfactorily by an
envelope demodulator because the envelope does not follow the modulation waveform,
but is a full-wave rectified version it. Enhanced carrier techniques could be used, but coherent demodulation is the commonly used demodulation method. The DSB-SC signal
has a constant frequency within the envelope, but every axis crossing of the envelope
causes a 180° phase change, so that there is no component of carrier frequency for locking
the LO. This problem is solved by passing the signal through a nonlinear device to produce
a component at the double frequency (Figure 8.15), where the phase change at envelope
crossover is 360°. A filter at double frequency can separate this second harmonic. Subsequently division by two produces a signal synchronous in frequency with the missing carrier, but either in phase or 180° out of phase with the missing carrier. This phase ambiguity
produces an output that is either the original modulating signal or its negative. In audio applications such a reversal is of no consequence.
A clever circuit that accomplishes the same recovery is the Costas loop [8.7], shown in
Figure 8.16. The input signal is passed through two quadrature coherent demodulators (the
LO signal to demodulator is one shifted 90° relative to the other). The output signals are
multiplied and, after low-pass filtering, control the VCO that provides the LO signals. The
two outputs give the original modulating signal m(t), multiplied by the cosine and sine, respectively, of the LO phase difference θ from the received carrier. When the two are multi-
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Figure 8.15 Carrier recovery for a coherent demodulator using frequency doubling. (From
[8.6]. Reprinted by permission of the authors.)

Figure 8.16 Block diagram of a Costas loop. (From [8.6]. Reprinted by permission of the authors.)

plied, they produce a signal that is the square of the modulating signal times ½ sin (2θ), as
follows
ε=

1
[ m(t)] 2 sin ( 2 θ)
2

(8.6)

The correct polarity connection of ε to the VCO will cause it to be driven to zero, corresponding to θ = 0 or 180°. Values of 2θ = 90 or 270° also produce zero output, but at those
angles, the polarity of θ is opposite to that required for the VCO to drive ε to zero. The
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2

equilibria are unstable. The term [m(t)] is positive. So neither stable equilibrium is preferred. The output may be either a correct or an inverted replica of the modulating wave.
While this circuit seems to differ from the frequency-doubling arrangement, it has been
shown [8.8] that the two are equivalent in performance.
As long as the LO signal remains locked and free of excessive phase noise, the S/N from
the DSB-SC demodulator is the same at high levels as that from an envelope demodulator.
At all levels, it is the same as AM output from a coherent demodulator. The coherent demodulator responds to the in-phase component of the signal and also of the noise. Thus S/N
output is 3 dB better than the input C/N. The input power required for a particular output S/N
is much lower than for AM because the carrier has been eliminated (or reduced). At 100 percent modulation index, only one-third of the total AM power is in the sidebands, and at lower
indexes, there is much less. For the same S/N output in the presence of random noise, the input signal power required for DSB-SC is thus a minimum of 4.8 dB below the total power required for AM. The actual power saving depends on the statistics of the modulation signal. A
large saving can be made in transmitter size and power by using DSB-SC in a system rather
than AM, at the expense, however, of receiver complexity and cost. It is advantageous for
commercial broadcasters to use AM, so as to have the maximum possible audience. The cost
of coherent demodulation has been reduced substantially by the advent of integrated circuits.
Linear distortion for DSB-SC is essentially the same as for AM. Filter symmetrical amplitude distortion with frequency translates to the baseband, as does antisymmetrical phase
distortion. Other filter distortion produces a quadrature signal, which reduces the amplitude
of the recovered signal and thus affects output S/N. On the other hand, the coherent demodulator does not respond to the quadrature component, so that the net distortion is reduced. For
the same output signal level, the lower power of the DSB-SC signal results in a lower level of
IM products, and less chance of distortion by nonlinear amplifiers or mixers. The effect of
clipping on negative modulation troughs by the envelope demodulator is absent.
The effects of selective fading in causing nonlinear demodulation distortion are absent,
but the carrier recovery circuit must be designed to hold phase over a period that is long compared to the time required for a selective fade to pass through the carrier frequency. Otherwise, the phase of demodulation may vary sufficiently to cause interference from the quadrature components generated by the fade and the other mechanisms mentioned previously.
Flat fading presents a problem to the DSB-SC signal because the lack of a carrier makes
AGC more difficult. The power of the DSB-SC signal varies continually during modulation,
and there can be frequent periods of low or no power. Under such conditions, the AGC must
have a fast attack time to prevent overloading, but a relatively slow release so as not to cancel
modulation or cause rapid rises of noise during low-modulation intervals. This makes it
more difficult for the AGC circuit to distinguish between fades and modulation lows. The
only remedy is to give the user some control over the AGC time constants, and a manual gain
setting in case none of the AGC settings proves satisfactory.
8.2.3 SSB and ISB Demodulation
SSB and ISB transmissions can be demodulated by several techniques. The technique almost universally used for SSB is indicated in Figure 8.17. The received signal is filtered at
IF to eliminate noise and interference in the region of the missing sideband, and then trans-
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Figure 8.17 SSB demodulator using a sideband filter and coherent demodulation. (From
[8.9].)

lated to baseband by the coherent demodulator. ISB is demodulated similarly, except that
separate LSB demodulators are used.
The LO should ideally be at the frequency and phase of the missing carrier. However,
SSB and ISB have two principal uses. The first is speech transmission, where phase errors
are undetectable and frequency errors of up to about 50 Hz are nearly undetectable to most
users. Errors of up to several hundred hertz can occur before difficulties are encountered
with intelligibility and speaker identification, although the resulting speech sounds odd.
Even a 50-Hz error is unsatisfactory if the modulation is a musical program. The second use
of SSB (and ISB) is to transmit frequency-multiplexed digital data channels. In this case, the
recovery of frequency and phase of the individual data channels is accomplished in the data
demultiplexer and demodulator, which can correct errors of 50 to 75 Hz in the SSB demodulation. If SSB is to be used in a situation where frequency and phase accuracy are required in
demodulation, a reduced carrier or other pilot tone related to the carrier can be sent with the
transmission. If the modulating signal contains distinctive features that are sensitive to
phase and frequency errors, it is possible that these may be used for correcting the demodulator’s injection frequency.
The output S/N for SSB for a particular input thermal S/N is the same as for DSB-SC. In
DSB-SC, the noise bandwidth is about twice that required for SSB, so the demodulated
noise is twice as great. However, the two sidebands add coherently to produce the in-phase
signal for demodulation, while the two noise sidebands add incoherently. This results in the
3-dB noise improvement mentioned previously. The SSB signal has the full power in one
sideband, producing 3 dB less output than DSB-SC from the coherent demodulator. However, the bandwidth required is one-half that of DSB-SC, resulting in a 3-dB reduction in
noise. The two effects offset each other, resulting in equal output S/N for the same input
power, regardless of whether DSB-SC or SSB is used.
Distortion caused by the envelope demodulator is absent with SSB. However, effects that
give rise to quadrature distortion are not negligible, because the demodulation is usually not
coherent with the absent carrier. Because this distortion only modifies the phase and amplitude of the demodulated components, it has only a small effect in the usual speech applications of SSB. The nonlinear distortion effects of selective fading are absent because of the
use of the product demodulator. The problems of finding suitable AGC time responses to
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Figure 8.18 RF amplitude characteristics of a television picture transmission (not to scale);
shaping to the left of the picture carrier is performed by a VSB filter. (From [8.11]. Reprinted
with permission.)

fading are the same as for DSB-SC. In both cases, a reduced carrier can provide both control
signals for AGC and AFC.
Two other techniques for demodulating SSB are referred to as the phase method [8.9] and
the third method [8.10], respectively. The same techniques can be used for the generation of
SSB. Because they are seldom used in receivers, we shall not discuss them here. For more information the reader is referred to the references.
8.2.4 VSB Demodulation
VSB is used where it is necessary to send low frequencies, but to use less spectrum than
AM or DSB. The largest application is for television broadcasting (Figure 8.18). In this
case, sufficient carrier is included so that the signal can be demodulated by an envelope
demodulator. While there can be some waveform distortion, the filters are designed so that
this is not harmful to the picture. The distortion resulting from poor receiver tuning and
multipath can be considerable, so that most modern television receivers use an AFC circuit
to adjust the carrier to the proper spot in the IF band.
It is possible to use a coherent demodulator to demodulate the VSB signal, locking the injection oscillator to the carrier in frequency and phase. This has been reported to improve the
signal quality through improvement of S/N and also by reducing multipath and impulse
noise effects on the sweep recovery circuits. If VSB with completely suppressed carrier
were used, it would be necessary to recover the carrier accurately from some characteristic
in the modulation so as to maintain the capability of demodulating low frequencies with correct phase. While VSB has been used in some digital data modems, they have been used primarily for wireline rather than radio applications.
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8.2.5 Angle Demodulation
The passage of angle-modulated signals through linear networks can result in nonlinear
distortion of the modulation and crosstalk between the angle and amplitude modulation.
The standard angle-demodulation technique, referred to as discrimination, uses this distortion intentionally to convert the angle modulation to AM for demodulation by envelope
demodulators. The calculation of transmission distortion for narrow-band angle modulation through linear networks is much more difficult than for AM. While the basic linear
network equations hold, the output angle is a more complex function than the envelope,
even in simple cases.
In specific cases, the computations can be carried through and are best evaluated by computer. However, this does not provide a good intuitive understanding of the effects of transmission distortion. Before computers were readily available, a number of approximation
techniques were devised to treat these problems. They include the following:
• Periodic modulation
• Approximation of the transmission characteristic by either a Taylor expansion or a Fourier expansion
• Quasistationary approximation
• Use of impulse or step modulation
• Series expansion of the modulated signal phase
These are reviewed in the following sections since they give some feel for the distortion effects and, in some cases, a quick way to evaluate what is to be expected.
Periodic Modulation

If the input signal angle modulation φ(t) is assumed periodic, then exp[ jφ(t)] is also periodic and can be expanded as a Fourier series. Similarly, if φ(t) is a sum of periodic functions φ(t) + φ(t) + ..., all with different periods, then
exp [ j Φ(t)] = exp [ j Φ1 (t)] exp [ j Φ 2 (t)] . . .

(8.7)

and the resultant is the product of a number of periodic series. The individual product
terms can be expanded using trigonometric identities so that the end result is a multiple
sum of sinusoidal terms whose amplitudes are the spectrum amplitudes and whose phases
are the spectrum phases of the overall spectrum of the modulated signal. These are modified by the transmission response for each component frequency to produce the spectrum
of the distorted output wave. From this spectrum, expressions for the amplitude, frequency, and phase of the output wave can be derived. If the input and network functions
are sufficiently simple, output distortion can be approximated.
This method has been used to provide the spectra of a single sine wave modulation, of a
square wave modulation, or of the sum of two sine waves (References [8.12] to [8.14]).
Crosby [8.14] demonstrated that for the sum of two modulating frequencies, the output contained not only harmonics of each constituent sine wave, but also components with all or-
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Figure 8.19 FM bandwidth and distortion for single sine wave modulation. (After [8.16]. Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

ders of IM distortion. Medhurst [8.15] gave an expression for the distortion that results from
truncating the RF spectrum (sharp cutoff filter with linear phase) of a multiple sine wave
modulation and approximations for the resultant distortion from a perfect demodulator. An
example of the use of such results to estimate the distortion of sharp filter cutoff in the case
of single sinusoid modulation was plotted by Plotkin (with subsequent discussion by Medhurst and Bucher) and compared with the rule-of-thumb Carson’s bandwidth. Figure 8.19
[8.16] indicates these results.
Taylor or Fourier Expansion

An expansion of the transmission function in a Taylor series can sometimes provide good
approximation in the pass band. The Taylor expansion of the transmission function h(z)
can be expressed as
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dH
H ( z) = H (0) + 
d z


d 2 H
 z +

 dz
0


 2
 z +...

0

(8.8)

where z is the frequency offset f – fc. The output waveform is approximated by a replica of
the original waveform, plus distortion terms that have the shape of the time derivatives of
the original waveform multiplied by coefficients that, depending on the parameters, may
converge rapidly enough to provide a useful approximation.
An alternative approximation is obtained if the transmission characteristic is assumed
periodic about the center frequency. The period must be sufficiently long that no significant
frequency components of the signal fall beyond the first period. In this case, H(z) can be approximated as a complex Fourier series in frequency
 j 2πnzt
H ( z) = Σ c n exp 

 M


(8.9)

where cn are complex coefficients and M is the period of H. The output comprises a series
of replicas of the input wave with amplitudes and phase shifts determined by cn and delayed by amounts n/M.
These techniques have been applied mainly when the transmission characteristic over the
band of the signal is close to ideal but with a small deviation from constant amplitude or linear phase that can be approximated by a power series or a sinusoidal shape. For example, the
amplitude of H(z) can be represented by 1 + α cos (π τ z), while the phase remains linear. The
response can be shown to have the form of a delayed version of the original wave, accompanied by two replicas, one preceding and one following the main response, by times ± τ/2,
with amplitudes α/2 times the amplitude of the main response. Similarly, if the phase departs from linearity by a small sine term, two small echoes are produced, but with opposite
polarities and somewhat more complex amplitudes. In this case, the amplitude of the main
response is somewhat reduced. This approach is called the method of paired echoes, for obvious reasons. Figure 8.20 illustrates this effect for the amplitude, when the input is a pulse
and there are small variations in both transmission amplitude and phase, but with different τ
for the delays.
The use of small deviations approximated by a few terms of a power series has been used
in estimating IM distortion of frequency-multiplexed signals in an FM situation. To achieve
an acceptable level of IM, the transmission distortion must be very low for this technique to
prove useful. Design curves for linear and quadratic amplitude and delay distortion are
given by Sunde [8.17].
Quasistationary Approximation

If an unmodulated sinusoid of frequency f + fc + δf is passed through a narrow-band transmission network, the amplitude and phase of the output are the network response. If δf is
varied slowly, the output follows the input in frequency, with the envelope and phase modified by the amplitude and phase of the transmission function. Consequently, for sufficiently low rates of modulation, the FM response is the same as the stationary response of
the network. This gives rise to the concept of a quasistationary response of the network.
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Figure 8.20 Paired echos of a pulsed signal with small sinusoidal distortions in amplitude
and phase. (From [8.5]. Reprinted with permission.)

The main question is how slow the modulation rate must be for such an approximation to
remain valid. Analytical approaches to yield the quasistationary approximation (References [8.18] to [8.20]) show that this approximation is satisfactory when
Φ(t 1 )
2

 d 2 H (Ω) 
× 
<< H [Φ(t 1 )]

2
 Φ(t1 )
 dΩ
max

(8.10)

Where:
φ(t) = the input phase modulation, with dots representing time derivatives
Ω=2πz
This approach is useful when the maximum modulation rate is small compared to the
bandwidth of the network.
Impulse or Step Modulation

When the input frequency change is of an impulsive or step type, it can be approximated
by a discontinuous impulse or step. Continuous pulse or step modulations are used in sampled-signal transmission and especially for digital signal transmission. Single pulses or
steps in phase and frequency (a step function in phase is equivalent to an impulse function
in frequency) can be generalized to a sum of steps occurring at different times and with
different coefficient amplitudes and polarities.
A frequently worked example is that of a frequency step through a single resonant circuit
(References [8.21] and [8.22]). Oscillograms of tests with this type of circuit and input are
given in Figure 8.21 [8.23] for a wide variety of parameters. In this figure xi equals 4π/Q
times the initial frequency offset, and xf has the same relationship to the final frequency offset. All but oscillogram f show the instantaneous output frequency. Figure 8.21f shows that
an amplitude null accompanies the transitional phenomenon in oscillogram e. In oscillo-
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Figure 8.21 Oscillograms of the response of single-tuned circuits to frequency-step modulation for various frequency offsets and deviations. (From [8.23]. Reprinted with permission.)

grams l, m, and n, the input is a square pulse, and x1 and x2 designate 4π/Q times the frequency extremes.
From Figure 8.21, note that for small deviations the response is very close to that of a step
input of a low-pass RC circuit with the same time constant 2/Q. As the deviation begins to increase, there is initially some increase in rise time and an overshoot. At higher deviation, the
output becomes badly distorted. Under some conditions (oscillograms e and f), the envelope
may vanish, giving rise to bursts of noise in the output. Oscillograms l through o illustrate
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A and B—Input modulation of 0.3 normalized time unit width and, respectively, zero
and one-half bandwidth peak deviation.
C and D—0.831 unit width and, respectively, zero and one-half bandwidth peak
deviation.
E and F—Step input and, respectively, zero
and one-half bandwidth peak deviation.

Figure 8.22 Output frequency response of a single-tuned circuit to an FM signal with rectangular FM. (From [8.24].)

that the responses of the filter to rises and falls in frequency are not the same, unless the wave
is modulated symmetrically about the filter mean frequency. These observations have been
confirmed for more complex filters than the single tuned circuit.
Series Expansion

In the quasistationary approximation, the modulation angle θ(t) is expanded in a Taylor series, and the resulting product of exponentials is further expanded, keeping only a few
terms. The process is useful where the frequency rate of change is small compared to the
bandwidth of the circuit. For rapid changes in frequency, such as those found in digital
data modulation, a different expansion leads to a more useful approximation (References
[8.24] to [8.26]). When the total phase change during the rise or fall of the frequency is
small, only a few terms are required to estimate the output amplitude or phase. Under this
condition, the phase is expressed as ∆f p S (t), where ∆f p is the maximum frequency deviation and the exponential is expanded as a series in ∆f p . This results in a convergent series
of terms, with the powers of ∆f p being multiplied by rather complex expressions involving
the network response to S(t) and powers of it. For small phases, only a few terms need be
retained. Figures 8.22 and 8.23 show some results from such approximations. In Figure
8.22, we see the output frequency from a single tuned circuit for various square pulses and
steps in frequency; Figure 8.23 shows the response of an ideal gaussian filter to similar
modulation.
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A and B—Input modulation of 0.3 normalized time unit width and, respectively, zero
and one-half bandwidth peak deviation.
C and D—0.831 unit width and, respectively, zero and one-half bandwidth peak
deviation.
E and F—Step input and, respectively, zero
and one-half bandwidth peak deviation.

Figure 8.23 Approximate output frequency response of a gaussian filter to a signal with rectangular FM. (From [8.24].)

From these results, we note that as long as the frequency deviation remains within the
3-dB bandwidth of the transmission characteristic, good approximations to the output frequency response are obtained using just two terms of the expansion. The first term is the response of the equivalent low-pass filter to the input frequency waveform. This explains why
for low deviations, the output frequency for FM resembles the output envelope for AM
passed through the same filter. The difference in shape with the deviation index, even when
the peak deviation reaches the 3-dB attenuation frequencies, is sufficiently small that the
first term is a reasonable approximation for many applications. The second term is more
complex, involving the difference of two components. This correction term is not difficult
to evaluate, but for any circuits other than simple ones, the process is tedious. If computer
evaluation is to be used, the complete equations might as well be evaluated, instead of the approximation.
The approximation for the envelope requires more terms for reasonable accuracy. However, it was noted in the few cases investigated that the output amplitude response could be
well estimated by using the quasistationary approach, but with the instantaneous frequency
of the output used, rather than that of the input. The reason for this has not been analyzed, so
such an approximation should be used with care.
8.2.6 PM Demodulators
Phase demodulation presents a difficulty because of the multiple values of phase that give
rise to the same signal. If the PM varies more than ±180°, there is no way for a demodulator to eliminate the ambiguity. Phase demodulators, based on product demodulation with
derived local reference, have a range of only ±90°. With digital circuits, the range can be
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Figure 8.24 Schematic diagram of a product-type phase demodulator.

extended almost to the ±180° limit. For PM with wider deviation, the recovery must be by
integration of the output of an FM demodulator. For analog communications applications,
FM demodulators are most suitable. Product phase demodulators are generally used for
PSK digital data transmission with limited deviation per symbol.
Figure 8.24 shows the schematic diagram of a product demodulator used as a phase demodulator. The input signal a 0 cos [ 2πf c t + φ(t)] is applied through the balanced transformer to the two diode rectifiers. A local unmodulated reference at the correct frequency
and with reference phase displaced 90°, e 10 sin ( 2πf c t), is applied at the center tap of the
balanced mixer at such a level as to produce a product demodulator. The output is proportional to sin [(φ(t)], the sine of the phase deviation. For small deviations, the sine approximates the phase but has substantial distortion as the deviation approaches 90°. The output is
also proportional to the amplitude of the input signal. Therefore, the input must be limited in
amplitude by earlier circuits to eliminate changes in phase from incidental envelope modulation during fading.
The sinusoidal distortion can be eliminated by replacing the sinusoids by square waves.
Because the input signal must be limited in any event, the demodulator bandwidth can be
made sufficiently broad to produce a square wave input. The same is true of the LO, which
should be of such amplitude that it causes the diodes to act as switches. With the square wave
inputs, the output varies linearly with the input phase. This same effect can be achieved using digital circuits, as shown in Figure 8.25. The flip-flop is keyed on by the positive transition of the reference square wave and keyed off by the positive transition of the signal square
wave. The area under the output pulses is directly proportional to the phase difference between the circuits. A low-pass filter can serve as an integrator to eliminate components at the
carrier frequency and above. The output area increases from near zero to a maximum output
voltage level, as the phase difference between input and LO signals varies over 360°. For the
reference phase to be at the center of this variation, its phase difference should be 180° rather
than 90° as in Figure 8.24. The response then is linear over ±180°. A dc offset is required to
bring the reference voltage to zero. The flip-flop must be chosen to have good square wave
transitions at the particular IF.
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Figure 8.25 Block diagram of a digital phase demodulator.

The most recent demodulators use digital signal processing of samples from A/D converters. The least amount of processing occurs when samples of the in-phase and quadrature
components of the modulation are used. Such samples can be obtained by using a reference
LO at the IF, and applying the signal to two product demodulators with quadrature LO references prior to A/D conversion (Figure 8.26a). An alternative is sampling the IF signal with
two sample trains offset by one-fourth of the IF period (Figure 8.26b). Another approach,
when a sufficiently fast processor is available, is to sample the IF waveform above the
Nyquist rate and perform both filtering and demodulation functions at the high rate.
The processing required for the output from Figure 8.26 is first to store the I and Q samples. The sign of each is then separated; the ratio of the smaller to the larger is taken and the
identity of the larger is noted. The value of the ratio is used as an address to an arctan table for
inputs between zero and unity. The resultant is an angle θ. If the I sample is the larger, this angle is stored; if the Q sample is the larger, it is subtracted from 90° before storage. For I and Q
with opposite signs, 90° is added to the result. For a positive value of I, the resultant angle is
stored as the output sample; for a negative I, its negative value is stored. Thus, the accumulated difference phase samples fall between zero and 180°. Low-pass digital filtering recovers the modulation signal.
The output is correct if the LO has the proper reference phase and frequency. More generally, the samples must be processed to establish the correction voltage samples for application to the LO through a digital filter and D/A converter. The processor then serves as part of
the reference LO PLL to acquire and track the phase, within the usual ambiguity. Alternatively, instead of correcting the LO, an internal algorithm can be used to shift the phase of the
incoming samples continually at the difference frequency and phase, using the trigonometric relationships for sum and difference angles. Thus, the derivation of the reference and
correction can all be accomplished in the processor as long as the frequency offset does not
require too great a phase correction per sample. The sampling rate and the LO frequency accuracy must be chosen so that the phase change per sample is much less than 360°.
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Figure 8.26 Block diagram of the derivation of I and Q demodulated samples for digital processing: (a) sampling I and Q signals from quadrature phase demodulators, (b) sampling of
IF with offset sampling pulse trains.

8.2.7 FM Demodulators
The most common technique for FM demodulation is the use of linear circuits to convert
the frequency variations to envelope variations, followed by an envelope detector. Another
technique used for linear integrated circuits is to convert the frequency variation to a phase
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Figure 8.27 Schematic diagram of a Travis discriminator. (From [8.27]. Reprinted with permission.)

variation and use a phase demodulator. Other FM demodulators employ PLLs and frequency-locked loops, i. e., FM feedback (FMFB) circuits, or counter circuits whose output
is proportional to the rate of zero crossings of the wave. Frequency demodulators are often
referred to as discriminators or frequency detectors.
While the inductor provides a linear amplitude versus frequency response, resonant circuits are used in discriminators to provide adequate sensitivity to small-percentage frequency changes. To eliminate the dc component, two circuits can be used, one tuned above
and one below the carrier frequency. When the outputs are demodulated by envelope
demodulators and subtracted, the dc component is eliminated and the voltage sensitivity is
doubled compared to the use of a single circuit. The balanced circuit also eliminates all
even-order distortion so that the first remaining distortion term is third-order. For minimum
output distortion in the balanced case, the circuit Q and offsets should be chosen to eliminate
the third-order term. This occurs when the product of Q and the fractional frequency offset
for the circuits x equals ±1.225. Figure 8.27 shows a schematic diagram for one implementation of this scheme, known as the Travis discriminator. In the design, we must be careful to
ensure that the dc voltages of both circuits are identical and that the circuit parameters are
such as to provide the same slope at the optimum offsets.
Figure 8.28 shows curves of output voltage versus frequency deviation for a particular
example. In this case, a 30-MHz IF with 8-kHz peak deviation was required. Two conditions
were assumed: the offset function x was chosen (1) for maximum sensitivity (x = 0.707) and
(2) for minimum third-order distortion. The parameters of the circuit and drive were selected to produce a 1.69-V peak across each circuit at resonance, and offsets of ±70.7 and
±122.5 kHz, respectively, for the two conditions. The greater sensitivity in one case and the
greater linearity in the other are obvious. In most applications, the more linear case would be
most suitable. Because the Travis discriminator circuit depends on the different amplitude
responses of the two circuits, it has sometimes been called an amplitude discriminator.
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Figure 8.28 Example of responses of a Travis discriminator.

Another, more prevalent, circuit is the Foster-Seeley discriminator, shown in Figure 8.29.
In this circuit, the voltage across the primary is added to the voltage across each of the two
halves of the tuned secondary. At resonance, the secondary voltage is in quadrature with the
primary voltage, but as the frequency changes, so do the phase shifts. The voltages from the
upper and lower halves of the secondary add to the primary voltage in opposition. As the frequency rises, the phase shift increases, and as the frequency falls, it decreases. The opposite
phase additions cause the resultant amplitudes of the upper and lower voltages to differ, as
shown in Figure 8.30, producing the discriminator effect. When the primary circuit is also
tuned to the center frequency (which produces much higher demodulation sensitivity), the
phase of the primary voltage also varies slightly, as does its amplitude. In this case, the
proper selection of the coupling factor is needed to produce the optimum sensitivity and linearity of the discriminator. Because of the method of arriving at the amplitude difference in
this demodulator, it is sometimes referred to as a phase discriminator.
The typical Foster-Seeley discriminator shown in Figure 8.29 might be driven by an FET,
for example. The usual design has a secondary voltage twice the primary voltage [8.26].
Equal primary and secondary Qs are used, and Q is determined by fc/2fl, where fl is the range
of substantially linear operation. The transformer coupling coefficient Qk is set at 1.5 to provide a good compromise between linearity and sensitivity, but is set at 2.0 if better linearity
is required. From
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Figure 8.29 Foster-Seeley discriminator circuit with a tuned primary.

Figure 8.30 Phase relationships in a Foster-Seeley discriminator: (a) at resonance, (b) below resonance, (c) above resonance. (From [8.28]. Reprinted with permission.)
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Figure 8.31 Generalized response curves for a Foster-Seeley discriminator with Qk of 1.5
and 2.0. (From [8.29]. Courtesy of Amalgamated Wireless Ltd., Australia.)

V2/V1 = Qk (L2/L1)

½

we find that L2 = 1.77 L1 for Qk = 1.5, and L2 = L1 for Qk = 2.0. The discriminator sensitivity is
S = A Q 2 L1 ε g m v g (V/kHz)

(8.11)

Where:
ε = the diode detection efficiency
gm = the transductance of the FET
vg = the gate voltage
A = a constant, which is 5.465 for the first case (Qk = 1.5, L2/L1 = 1.77) and 3.554 for the
second case (Qk = 2, L2/L1 = 1)
The more linear circuit has a sensitivity loss of 3.74 dB. Figure 8.31 shows curves of the
relative response in the two cases. For actual responses, the curves must be multiplied by
the sensitivity factor given previously. Only half of the curves are shown since the other
half is antisymmetrical. By the choice of fc and fl for a specific application, Figure 8.31 can
be scaled accordingly.
The ratio detector [8.29] is a variant of the phase discriminator, which has an inherent degree of AM suppression. The circuit tolerates less-effective limiting in the prior circuits and
thus reduces the cost of the receiver. Figure 8.32 shows the basic concept of the ratio detector. It resembles the Foster-Seeley circuit, except that the diodes are reversed. The combination R1, R2, and C3 has a time constant that is long compared to the lowest modulation fre-
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Figure 8.32 Schematic diagram of a basic ratio detector circuit.

quency (on the order of 0.1 s for audio modulation). The result is that during modulation, the
voltage to the (grounded) center tap across the load resistor R2 is (E1 + E2)/2, and across R1 it
is –(E1 + E2)/2. Following the circuit from ground through R2 and C2, we see that the voltage
at the center tap of the capacitors is
(E1 + E2)/2 – E2 = (E1 – E2)/2
i.e., it is half the value of the Foster-Seeley discriminator.
The long time constant associated with C3 reduces the required current from the diodes
when E1 + E2 drops and increases it when E1 + E2 rises. This changes the load on the RF circuit and causes higher drive when the output falls and lower drive when it rises, which tends
to further stabilize the voltage E1 + E2 against incidental AM. The sum voltage can also be
used to generate an AGC, so that the prior circuits need not limit. This can be advantageous
when the minimum number of circuits is required and the selectivity is distributed.
Figure 8.33 shows several implementations of the ratio detector. In practice, the primary
is tuned; the coupling of the tuned secondary is similar to the earlier circuit, and the untuned
tertiary—when used—is tightly coupled to the primary to provide a lower voltage than appears across the primary. It may be replaced by a tap, isolating capacitor, and RF choke to
yield the same effect. A lower-impedance primary can achieve a comparable performance,
except for the gain. The use of the tertiary allows the primary to be designed for optimum
gain from the driving amplifier. Figure 8.34 shows typical input-output curves for the ratio
detector, illustrating the small residual changes with signal amplitude. There is usually residual amplitude modulation response because of unbalances in the actual implementation.
Figure 8.33a and b shows circuits that effectively shift the center point of the output to the
correct value to eliminate the unbalance. A third approach (Figure 8.33c) uses resistors in
series with the diodes. This also reduces rectification efficiency. Further details on design
can be found in [8.28] and [8.29].
The phase comparison or phase coincidence detector shown in Figures 8.24 and 8.25 can
also be used as an FM demodulator if the in-phase and quadrature signals from a phase
discriminator are applied to the two inputs. This type of circuit has found particular use in integrated-circuit designs, such as the classic CA3089E (Figure 8.35) that, with a few external
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Figure 8.33 Methods for stabilizing ratio detector dc component: (a and b from [8.29] and c
from [8.27]). (Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 8.34 Input-output curves for a
ratio detector. (From [8.29]. Courtesy
of Amalgamated Wireless Ltd., Australia.)

parts, provides all of the IF functions required for an FM receiver. This device, because of its
widespread use, will serve to illustrate the basic operation of this type of demodulator.
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Figure 8.35 Functional schematic of a CA3089 multifunction integrated circuit. (From
[8.30].)

The balanced product demodulator, which is used as the phase comparison detector, includes Q27, Q28, and Q22 to Q25 [8.30]. The limited in-phase input is fed to Q27 and Q28, while
Q29 to Q31 provide the limited RF output to develop the quadrature signal for application to
Q22 and Q25. A circuit for producing the quadrature signal is driven from pin 8 of the device,
and the quadrature signal is applied between pins 9 and 10. Various circuits can be used to
provide the quadrature signal. Figure 8.36 shows a single resonator, coupled through an inductance. Figure 8.37a shows a coupled pair used to reduce distortion and increase range.
The resultant discriminator response is shown in Figure 8.37b. Current versions of such integrated circuits are available from a number of vendors.
FM demodulators can be made by replacing LC resonators with transmission line resonators at higher frequencies. Also, the improved stability desirable from a high-quality communications receiver can be achieved with the use of quartz crystal resonators in the discriminator circuit.
Either amplitude or phase discriminators can be made using crystal resonators if the frequency and the Q of the crystals are compatible. The phase comparison detector is most easily adapted to such an application. A particularly convenient arrangement is to use a mono-
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Figure 8.36 Test circuit for a CA3089 showing the use of a single-tuned resonator to provide
quadrature voltage. L tunes with 100 pF at 10.7 MHz; QLOADED ≈ 14; and R ≈ 3.9 kΩ is chosen
for ec ≈ 150 mV to provide proper operation of the squelch circuit. (From [8.30]. Reprinted with
permission.)

lithic crystal with two poles. Spacing between the two resonators on the substrate determines the coupling. The voltage across the two resonators differs in phase by 90° at the center frequency, as required for the phase coincidence detector. Because of the high Q of crystal resonators, the bandwidth of such discriminators is comparatively narrow. Figure 8.38
shows an application suggested by one vendor, using the CA3089E described previously.
When linearity is the primary consideration, an FM demodulator based on the zero crossing counter scheme can be used. This type of design was described in the early days of FM
[8.31]. Because the number of zero crossings per second is equal to the instantaneous frequency, the result of this circuit is to produce an output whose average voltage is proportional to the frequency. The circuit has a center voltage proportional to the unmodulated carrier, so it requires a low center frequency for reasonable sensitivity. This type of circuit can
be balanced [8.32], as shown in Figure 8.39. Table 8.1 lists the characteristics of two experimental demodulators of this kind and Figure 8.40 shows their response characteristics.
Other circuits use the IF transitions to key a monostable multivibrator to produce the required equal pulses. The monostable can have an on-time just slightly less than the period of
the highest frequency to be demodulated. Consequently, the sensitivity can be higher than
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Figure 8.37 Double-tuned 10.7-MHz quadrature
circuit for improved performance. Peak-to-peak
separation = 2.5 MHz; distortion 0.05 percent; and
output at 75-kHz deviation = 250 mV. (From [8.30].
Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 8.38 Narrow-band FM demodulator using a dual-crystal resonator as the
discriminator. (Courtesy of Kristall-Verabeitung Neckarbischofsheim GmbH, West Germany.)
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Figure 8.39 Block diagram of a double-counting discriminator. (From [8.32]. Reprinted with
permission.)

Table 8.1 Experimental Demodulator Parameters (After [8.32])

with the simpler approach for the same peak voltage on the driver. Because of its lower sensitivity, this type of discriminator is seldom used for communications receivers.
As with filters and AM demodulators, the trend in modern receivers is to use digital processing hardware or algorithms for FM demodulation. Because filters can be implemented
readily by digital FIR or IIR algorithms, Travis, Foster-Seeley, or phase comparison filter algorithms can be developed. Similarly, an algorithm for zero crossings is possible. Direct calculation of the frequency modulation can be derived from the I and Q samples by first differ.
.
entiating I and Q, evaluating the quantity ( I Q − Q I )/(I2 + Q2), and then low-pass filtering
the result. Differentiation can be achieved by a digital differentiator. Alternatively, the phase
difference between samples can be used as an approximation to angular frequency. If the
sampling rate is sufficiently high, I1Q2 – Q1I2 is the sine of the difference angle multiplied by
the product of the amplitudes of the two sampled pairs. If the sampling rate is high compared
to the rate of phase change, the sine can approximate the angle; and if the signal has previously been limited, these samples can be low-pass filtered to eliminate the effects of noise.
½
Limiting is achieved by dividing I and Q by (I2 + Q2) .
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Figure 8.40 Characteristics of two experimental counting discriminators.

8.2.8 Amplitude Limiters
Amplitude-limiting circuits are essential for angle demodulators using analog circuits. Although both tube and solid-state amplifiers tend to limit the signal when the input signal
level becomes large, limiters that make use of this characteristic often limit the envelope
dissymmetrically. For angle demodulation, symmetrical limiting is desirable. AGC circuits, which can keep the signal output constant over wide ranges of input signal, are unsuitable for limiting, since they cannot be designed with a sufficiently rapid response time
to eliminate the envelope variations encountered in angle modulation interference. One or
more cascaded limiter stages are required for good FM demodulation.
Almost any amplifier circuit, when sufficiently driven, provides limiting capabilities.
However, balanced limiting circuits produce better results than those that are not. In general,
current cutoff is more effective than current saturation in producing sharp limiting thresholds. Nonetheless, overdriven amplifiers have been used in many FM systems to provide
limiting. If the amplifier is operated with a low supply voltage and near cutoff, it becomes a
more effective limiter. The standard transistor differential amplifier of Figure 8.41a is an excellent limiter when the bias of the emitter load transistor is adjusted to cause cutoff to occur
at small base-emitter input levels.
The classic shunt diode limiter circuit is shown in Figure 8.41b. The diodes may be biased
to cut off if the resistance from contact potential current is too low for the driver source. It is
important that the off resistance of the diodes be much higher than the driving and load impedances, and that the on resistance be much lower. Figure 8.41c shows the classic series diode limiter. In this case, the diodes are normally biased on, so that they permit a current flow
between driver and load. As the RF input voltage rises, one diode is cut off and, as it falls, the
other is cut off. The effectiveness of limiting is determined by the difference in the off and on
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Figure 8.41 Typical limiter circuits: (a) balanced transistor amplifier, (b) shunt diode limiter,
(c) series diode limiter.

resistances of the diode compared to the driving and load impedances. If biasing circuits are
used to increase this ratio, care must be taken that the arrangement does not upset the balance, and that associated time constants do not cause bias changes with the input signal
level.
Interference can occur from adjacent-channel signals, in-band signals, local thunderstorms, or electrical machinery. Whatever the source, the rates of variation in the frequency
and envelope are limited by the channel filters. When the interference has an envelope comparable to that of the desired signal, the resultant signal can have amplitude and phase modulation rates much faster than either component. A limiter eliminates the amplitude variations, but the resultant output bandwidth can be substantially increased. The limiter output
bandwidth must be designed to be substantially wider than the channel bandwidth to avoid
the elimination of high-frequency spectrum components of the limited wave, a process that
would restore some amplitude variations.
An analysis under idealized assumptions [8.33] gives rise to Figure 8.42. This figure indicates the required limiter bandwidth to preserve the stronger signal FM in the output. The
lower curve is estimated from a detailed analysis of sidebands resulting from the limiting
process. The upper curve is based upon earlier analysis of the envelope of the limiter output
signal. In practice, some margin over the lower curve is required when real filters are used,
but two to three IF bandwidths is normally adequate. If the limiter bandwidth cannot be as
large as desired, the output envelope variation is still less than the input. Consequently, cascading limiters can further reduce the interference. If the envelope reduction by a single limiter is small, an excessive number of limiters may be required. When a problem of this sort
occurs in design, an experimental trade-off between limiter bandwidth and number of cascaded circuits should be performed.
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Figure 8.42 Plots of “sufficient” limiter bandwidth (1 + a)/(1 – a) to capture at interference-to-signal ratio a, and of “necessary” bandwidth. (From [8.33]. Reprinted with permission.)

8.2.9 FM Demodulator Performance
The performance of FM demodulators can be understood by analyzing the effects of interference between the desired signal and a second interfering signal. Because both signals
have passed through the narrow-band channel filter prior to demodulation, they are each
narrow-band signals, with envelopes and phases that change slowly compared to the mean
frequency of the filter (which should coincide with the carrier frequency of the desired
signal). Thus, the rates of change of the individual envelope or phase are approximately
equal to or smaller than the reciprocal of the IF bandwidth. Corrington [8.34] has given an
extensive treatment of the result of adding two narrow-band signals. Figure 8.43 shows the
instantaneous output frequency over a cycle of the difference frequency between the two
waves. The value x is the ratio of the weaker to the stronger signal, and µ is the frequency
difference between the waves. The same curves hold when the interfering signal is stronger, provided that 1/x is substituted for x. Figure 8.43a indicates how the frequency of the
resultant varies when the interfering signal is weaker than the desired signal, and Figure
8.43b gives the frequency when the interfering signal is stronger.
Two items are of particular interest. First, the average frequency of the output is the same
as the frequency of the stronger signal. This is the basis for the phenomenon of capture in
FM receivers, whereby the stronger of two cochannel signals tends to suppress the output
from the weaker one, except when the two are almost identical in signal strength. The output
frequency variation is accompanied by an envelope variation. The demodulator output can
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Figure 8.43 Frequency output for the sum of two unmodulated waves, one at carrier frequency fc, the other separated by frequency µ: (a) x < 1, (b) x > 1. (After [8.34].)

differ from that indicated if the envelope variations are not completely suppressed. In particular, capture is much less sudden as the envelope ratio changes if the limiting circuits preceding the discriminator do not limit the signal adequately. In this case, the interferer will be
objectionable further below envelope equality.
The second effect worth examining is the sharp frequency pulses that occur when the envelope ratio is close to unity. This is responsible for the impulse noise encountered when the
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envelope of the gaussian noise accompanying a wide-deviation FM signal is nearly equal to
the signal envelope. The effect occurs near the threshold where the output S/N slope suddenly changes with the input S/N of the FM receiver. Also, for digital PM signals, this can be
troublesome, since whenever the noise envelope is greater than the signal envelope at the
time of the impulse, there is a phase discontinuity of 2π.
Corrington gives a number of characteristics of the envelope and frequency of the resulting wave that can prove useful in assessing interference effects. For both signals unmodulated we have
Average envelope =

 2( x ) 
1
2 e 1 (1 + x) E 

π
1 + x 

Rms envelope = e 1 (1 + x 2 )

1

(8.13)

2

Average frequency = 0 for x < 1; = µ for x > 1
Rms frequency =

xµ
[ 2 (1 + x 2 )]

1

for x < 1

(8.14)
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 2 x 2 −1 
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2
 2 (1 + x ) 
Peak-to-peak frequency =

(8.12)

1

2xµ
x 2 −1

2

for x > 1

(8.15b)

(8.16)

where e1 is the level of the desired signal envelope and E[z] is the complete elliptic integral
of the second kind with modulus z. Expressions for the envelope and frequency, Equations
(8.12) to (8.16), are given in [8.34] for unmodulated waves, for modulated desired signal
and unmodulated interferer, and for both waves modulated.
Sensitivity is measured with thermal noise as the only interference. In the case of envelope demodulation of AM, it will be recalled that for high C/N, the output S/N was proportional to C/N. However, below a threshold region near 0-dB C/N, the output became proportional to the square of C/N. A similar but more pronounced threshold occurs for a frequency
demodulator and is especially noticeable in systems designed for wide deviation ratios. The
noise spectrum of an envelope demodulator above the threshold follows the equivalent lowpass characteristic of the composite receiver filters. For FM, the spectrum is much different.
The theoretical performance of FM demodulators in the presence of gaussian noise has been
analyzed extensively (References [8.35] to [8.37]).
Figure 8.44 shows the spectrum of the FM output noise when the input noise has been
passed through a gaussian-shaped filter. While the curves apply in the case when the signal
is unmodulated, they give useful approximations even for the case when the wave is modulated. Maximum deviation would seldom exceed the 3-dB point on the filter, which corre-
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Figure 8.44 Power spectrum of output angular frequency for an unmodulated carrier plus
noise. (After [8.35].)

sponds to f/σ = 1.18. The modulating signal bandwidth will generally be one-half this value
or less, so that only a fraction of the noise spectrum need appear in the output. At high-input
C/N, these curves indicate that the output noise power density varies as the square of the frequency in the normal baseband. As C/N drops below 7 dB, the spectrum density at low fre2
quencies begins to rise rapidly, so that the variation with frequency tends to flatten. The f
rise in output noise density is the reason for using a preemphasis network for high-quality
FM broadcasting and multichannel multiplexing on FM, so as to maintain comparable output S/N over much of the baseband spectrum.
Total output S/N is obtained by integrating the noise density. Figure 8.45 shows the output noise as a function of the input noise-to-signal ratio for a gaussian IF filter, designed for
a peak deviation ∆ω. The baseband is sharply filtered at frequency fa. The threshold effect is
plainly visible in these curves, occurring very close to 10-dB S/N, for the larger deviation indexes. When the input S/N drops below about 6 dB, there is a suppression of the modulation
by the noise. This variation in output signal power is [1 – exp (–S/N)]2. The resulting output
amplitude variation is plotted in Figure 8.46 and is used in estimating the output S/N at and
below the threshold.
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Figure 8.45 Output noise power of angular frequency for unmodulated carrier plus noise; a
gaussian IF filter is used. (From [8.36]. Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 8.46 Suppression of FM by noise. (From [8.36]. Reprinted with permission.)

Rice [8.37] developed a simplified method of estimating FM performance based on the
“click” theory, where a click is an impulse that increments the phase by ±2π. This approximation theory has proved a useful tool for estimating FM performance. Figure 8.47 shows
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Figure 8.47 Output S/N versus input S/N for example using the click method of approximation. (After [8.37]. Courtesy of S. O. Rice and M. Rosenblatt.)
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an example of the estimate of (S/N)out versus (C/N)in, both when modulation is neglected and
when it is not. Modulation increases the input S/N required for threshold by about 1 dB
while improving the output S/N by about 0.5 dB above the threshold. This approximation
technique has also proved valuable in estimating error rates for digital signals (References
[8.38] and [8.39]).
Impulse noise is one of the most troublesome types of interference. It is characterized by
high-level bursts of short duration, which may occur at random, in groups, or periodically,
depending on the source. This interference has a bandwidth much wider than the receiver
bandwidth, and appears to the receiver as impulse excitation of the receiver filters. The filter
outputs are narrow-band signals with large amplitude, random phase, and a duration determined by the filter bandwidth. Whenever the envelope of the impulse is greater than the signal envelope, the resulting angle is determined primarily by the noise.
Very large noise input pulses determine the resultant envelope and phase; the desired signal produces small distortion components. In the early stages of the receiver, where the
bandwidth is wide, the pulse duration is short. As the impulse passes through filtering devices, its envelope amplitude decreases approximately proportionately to the bandwidth reduction, and its width increases in inverse proportion to the bandwidth reduction. As long as
the amplitude remains higher than the signal, the effect of filtering simply increases the duration of the interference. By limiting the signal amplitude before the final bandwidth is
reached, we can eliminate more energy than by filtering. Hence, the amount of interference
is reduced. Distributed limiting and filtering may thus provide better performance against
impulse interference than lumped filtering preceding the limiters. Even if the selectivity is
all achieved prior to the limiter, the pulse width will generally be considerably shorter than
the highest modulation period by virtue of the bandwidth required to pass peak frequency
deviation sidebands. The greater the peak deviation for which the design has been made, the
shorter the interference pulse will be. Much of the spectrum of the output interference is
well above the baseband, and so it is removed by the baseband filter. Thus, the larger the designed modulation index, the less the effect of impulse noise.
8.2.10 Threshold Extension
As the FM signal deviation ratio is increased, the output S/N is improved for high input
S/N, but because of the wider bandwidth required, threshold also occurs at a higher level
of input C/N, as we noted earlier. Figure 8.48 shows this characteristic somewhat more
clearly than the previous curves. Because of the bending of the curves, it is difficult to define threshold precisely. However, in Figure 8.48 it appears to occur from an input S/N of
about 12 dB for wide bandwidths to about 4 dB at minimum bandwidth (twice the maximum baseband width). As systems requiring a wide range of input C/N (troposcatter and
satellite repeater) began to come into use, it was realized that the threshold in receivers
could be improved by using negative-frequency feedback to reduce deviation before the
nonlinear demodulation operation. Such frequency-compressive feedback had been considered much earlier (References [8.41] and [8.42]), but from the standpoint of improving
distortion at high input S/N.
Enloe (References [8.40] and [8.43]) described the principles of FM frequency feedback
and gave rules for the design. Figure 8.49 is a block diagram of the FMFB demodulator. The
analysis is based on the use of an unmodulated signal and a linear approximation to the
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Figure 8.48 FM threshold curves.
(After [8.2] and [8.40].)

FMFB loop. The basic idea is simple. The VCO is frequency-modulated by the filtered output of the discriminator to provide a negative feedback of modulation, so that the modulation at the output of the mixer is compressed, and the IF bandpass filter and frequency demodulator deal with a narrow-band FM whose threshold is thereby lowered. Because the demodulated noise is also fed back, the output S/N above threshold is not reduced by the process. The maximum useful compression just reduces the IF bandwidth to twice the baseband
width, since this width is required to pass signals with even very small deviations. Care must
be taken, as in all feedback amplifiers, to minimize delays and maintain adequate phase and
amplitude margins so as to avoid oscillation.
Enloe found experimentally that the threshold of the closed-loop circuit occurred when
the rms deviation of the VCO reached about 1/3 rad. This appeared to be true for widely
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Figure 8.49 Block diagram of a frequency feedback demodulator. (From [8.40]. Reprinted
with permission.)

varying loop parameters, so he selected the condition as the closed-loop threshold and expressed the threshold input S/N (based on the linearized model) as
 F −1 
 S 

 = 4.8 

 N  TF
 F 

2

(8.17)

Enole provided guidance for designing an FMFB demodulator, using a two-pole IF filter,
and recommended that:
• Full feedback be maintained over all baseband frequencies
• The closed-loop noise bandwidth be as small as possible
• Open-loop threshold and feedback (closed-loop) threshold coincide
While the open-loop threshold can be obtained from the earlier curves, Figure 8.50 presents this information directly. Based on the use of the Carson bandwidth, Enloe gives for
the open-loop noise bandwidth of a single-pole filter Bn/2fb = (π/2) (1 + M/F). He indicates
that this bandwidth is pessimistic in practice and substitutes the 3-dB bandwidth at
peak-to-peak deviation, Bn/2fb = (π/2) (M/F). Using Figure 8.50 and the relationships
shown, curves of open-loop threshold as a function of the feedback and modulation index
may be developed. Figure 8.51 shows such a curve for the second bandwidth.
For the feedback loop, the response of the maximally flat two-pole network is modified
by the addition of excess phase shift from parasitics and delays around the loop. For adjustment, zeros of the response are included at two frequencies afb and bfb. Factor a is chosen to
provide minimum closed-loop noise bandwidth Bc for a feedback factor F and excess phase
φ. Factor b is chosen to make the open- and closed-loop thresholds occur simultaneously.
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Figure 8.50 Plot of threshold C/N points referred to a bandwidth equal to twice the baseband
versus the ratio of IF noise bandwidth to twice the baseband. (From [8.43]. Reprinted with
permission.)

Figure 8.52 gives values of a and b for various values of F and φ. The resultant transfer function is
H 0 ( s) =

(s

b ωb + 1) ( s

(s

ωb )

2

+ 2 s

aωb + 1)
ωb + 1)

(8.18)

A network to provide this response is shown in Figure 8.53. The minimum closed-loop
bandwidth is determined by eliminating the term with b in the numerator of Equation
(8.18) and setting factor a to the value shown in Figure 8.52. The resulting values of Bc/2fb
for various values of F are shown in Figure 8.54.
When Figure 8.51 is overlaid on Figure 8.54, the value of F is at the intersection of the
curves for the selected values of φ and M, as shown in Figure 8.55. The resultant output S/N
at the threshold is determined by multiplying the input S/N by 3M 2. This is plotted in Figure
8.56 for various values of F, along with similar results for a conventional discriminator. The
difference indicates the expected reduction in input S/N for a required output S/N at the
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Figure 8.51 Plots of open-loop threshold versus modulation index M and feedback factor F,
assuming Bn/2fb = (µ/2) (M/F). (From [8.43]. Reprinted with permission.)

threshold using this design technique. The technique is reported to be good for M/F ≥ 1 and
F ≥ 5.
Schilling and Billig [8.44] developed a different model of the FMFB demodulator using
Rice’s click model of FM noise. Frutiger [8.45] also developed a model of the FMFB demodulator, using an approximate formula for FM noise. An FMFB may be designed using
any of these techniques as a starting point. Final selection of the components will be determined experimentally, since the prediction of the excess phase shift through the system can
only be approximate and suitable phase equalization is required to permit stable feedback.
This is included explicitly in Enloe’s design technique for establishing the threshold. The
others implicitly include feedback stability, and Frutiger shows a phase-equalizing network
in his block diagram, although he does not use the correction explicitly in his technique. Figure 8.57 shows measured performance under a variety of design parameters of an FMFB demodulator that was designed for multiple applications, primarily for an earth station receiver in space links [8.46].
The PLL, which is sometimes used as a frequency demodulator, also has thresholdextending properties (References [8.44] and [8.47]). This is understandable because, like
the FMFB, the PLL uses a feedback FM oscillator that is mixed with the incoming FM signal to reduce the deviation in the output. The design differs in that the IF has been reduced to
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Figure 8.52 Plots of open-loop zero constant a and IF filter-bandwidth constant b versus
feedback factor F. (From [8.43]. Reprinted with permission.)

zero, and the demodulator is a phase rather than a frequency demodulator. Therefore, for the
VCO to follow the incoming signal completely, it must be able to follow the instantaneous
phase of the incoming signal plus noise without the phase error exceeding the detector’s limits (±90° to ±180°, depending on the type of phase detector used).
Moderate nonlinearity in the phase detector can be compensated by the feedback; but
should the error exceed the monotonic limit of the phase detector, the loop can temporarily
lose lock. When a stable lock is regained, the VCO may have gained or lost a multiple of
360°, resulting in spikes in the output signal. If this happens frequently, as when the signal
and noise envelopes are nearly equal, the output noise increases more rapidly than the input
noise, resulting in a typical demodulation threshold.
The usual linear model of the PLL is not adequate to predict threshold. With the usual
product-type phase demodulator, Develet [8.47] developed a quasilinear model from which
the performance of PLLs could be predicted to below threshold. The performance was predicted for a signal phase-modulated by gaussian noise with rms σ m and using a PLL with an
optimum filter. The performance is substantially better than has been observed in real PLLs.
Develet also used his model to predict results using a second-order transfer function (Figure
8.58). Because the results are for PM, they should resemble those from gaussian noise
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Figure 8.53 Network having the prescribed transfer function. (From [8.43]. Reprinted with
permission.)

Figure 8.54 Plots of normalized
minimum closed-loop bandwidth
versus feedback factor F and excess phase φb. (From [8.43]. Reprinted with permission.)
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Figure 8.55 Superposition of Figure 8.51 replotted on Figure 8.54 using Equation 8.17.
(From [8.43]. Reprinted with permission.)

modulated FM with preemphasis. The relationship of input and output noise at threshold is
given by
 S  
 S 
 
 = 4.08  

 N I
  N O 

1

5

(8.19)

This curve is shown in Figure 8.58, as are the curves obtained with the optimum filter and
those that predict maximum possible output S/N as a function of input S/N based on Shannon’s theorem [8.48], as follows
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Figure 8.56 Baseband S/N versus input S/N at the threshold as determined from Figure
8.55. (From [8.43]. Reprinted with permission.)
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(8.20)

Develet indicated that the results have been checked by limited experimentation.
Schilling and Billig [8.44] also use Rice’s click model to predict the performance of
PLLs as frequency demodulators. Their results for output S/N with very high loop gain and
modulation indices of 5 and 10 are given in Figure 8.59. The model agrees better with predictions than did the similar FMFB model. Based on their two sets of results, Schilling and
Billig conclude that the FMFB demodulator and the PLL demodulator perform similarly at
peak deviation ratios of 5 and 10. However, for larger modulation indices, the FMFB threshold is expected to improve more rapidly than the PLL threshold.

8.3 Pulse Demodulation
As indicated in Chapter 1, most pulse modulation techniques are appropriate for multichannel transmission, which is not a subject for this book. Such techniques represent a
secondary modulation, the primary modulation usually being AM or FM, which would be
demodulated in the normal manner and passed to the demultiplexer for channel separation
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Figure 8.57 Measured performance for various design parameters of an FMFB demodulator
designed for space applications. (From [8.46]. Reprinted with permission.)
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Figure 8.58 Predicted performance of a PLL demodulator with input signal phase modulated
with white gaussian noise, and with second-order feedback loop transfer function. (After
[8.47].)

and pulse demodulation. Pulse duration modulation was proposed [8.48] for use in receiver circuits for aeronautical and marine applications using satellite repeaters. In such
uses, radiated power is limited, and it is desirable to receive at S/N output levels below
those normally tolerated in high-quality services. Figure 8.60 indicates the predicted performance for several alternative modulation techniques, using a 20-kHz IF bandwidth.
The curve labeled PDM uses 6-kHz sampling of a 2.5-kHz speech baseband. The samples
are converted to pulse duration modulation of the rear edges, and the front edge transitions
are suppressed so that the result is a binary signal with each successive transition having
the appropriate duration from the missing front edge reference. The suppression of the reference transitions reduces the required transmission bandwidth. The resulting binary wave
is transmitted using binary PSK with coherent demodulation.
Figure 8.61 is a block diagram of a demodulator for this signal. It uses a Costas loop to recover the phase transitions. A VCO is locked at the sampling frequency by the average transition rate of the recovered signal. The clock is divided to provide the missing transitions and
to regenerate the PDM from which the original signal is recovered. Figure 8.60 indicates that
at test-tone-to-noise output ratios below about 18 dB, this technique has superior performance to other modulation schemes considered, including FM, FM with PLL as threshold ex-
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Figure 8.59 Comparison of performance of the PLL model with experimental measurements. (After [8.44].)

Figure 8.60 Performance comparison of various modulation-demodulation techniques for
narrow-band transmission. (From [8.48]. Reprinted with permission from COMSAT Technical Review.)
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Figure 8.61 Block diagram of a suppressed-clock PDM demodulator with waveforms. (U.S.
patent 3,667,046, issued to R. L. Schoolcraft and assigned to Magnavox Company, covers a
voice transmission and receiving system employing pulse duration modulation with suppressed clock.) (After [8.49].)
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tender, PCM-PSK, and DM-PSK. PCM and DM have an advantage over PDM for applications where secrecy or privacy is desired because they are regularly sampled binary signals
and can be encrypted readily. They are true digital data signals.

8.4 Digital Data Demodulation
In some cases, digital data demodulation is not performed in the receiver, but rather in the
demodulator section of a separate modem. The receiver provides an IF or baseband output
to the modem for processing. When a baseband output is provided, it must be offset so that
the lowest frequency in the translated data spectrum is sufficiently above zero frequency.
The demodulator processes the signal to recover timing and to determine the transmitted
symbols, making use of any constraints on the transmitted waveforms and any error correction or detection codes that were added for the radio transmission. In the case of error
detection, a separate output line may be provided to indicate the errors detected, or a special symbol—not of the transmitted set—may be output instead of the symbols in which
the error was detected.
Many radio receivers include the digital data demodulator. Examples include links using
digital speech encoding and the relay of alphanumerical data. With the widespread use of
digital processing in receivers, this approach has become commonplace.
8.4.1 ASK
ASK is not very suitable for radio transmission circuits. It requires higher peak power than
angle modulation and is more sensitive to fading. For simple on-off keying, an envelope
demodulator may be used, followed by a threshold device. When the demodulated signal is
above the threshold, the received signal is considered on; when it is below the threshold, it
is off. Because the noise distribution of the envelope varies with the amount of signal present, the optimum value for the threshold is not one-half of the peak, but somewhat higher,
depending on S/N. Figures 8.62 and 8.63 indicate the optimum threshold and the resultant
error rate at optimum and 0.5 threshold levels. In the figures, M represents the on condition and S the off condition. The indicated signal power is the peak envelope power of the
signal. The average power is 3 dB lower for square-wave transmission with equal frequency of marks and spaces.
In practice, the transmitted waveform will be shaped to minimize adjacent channel interference, and the receiver will be provided with similar IF filter shaping to optimize the S/N
at the demodulator. Nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) transmission provides the minimum bandwidth, so the composite of the transmitter and receiver filter should allow close to full rise in
one bit period, i. e., the bandwidths, if equal, should be about 2/T. If the transmitter uses a
sharp cutoff filter with broader-nose bandwidth to eliminate adjacent channel interference,
rather than gradual cutoff, the receiver IF filter bandwidth can be made closer to 1/T so as to
provide an improvement of S/N.
If m-ary ASK were used with an envelope demodulator, multiple thresholds would be required. To provide equal probability of adjacent threshold crossing requires not only unequal threshold separations, but differing amplitude changes from level to level at the transmitter. It is preferable to use coherent demodulation of the ASK signal with a product demodulator (which could also be used with OOK). Coherent demodulation requires that the
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Figure 8.62 Threshold required for the minimum error rate for envelope demodulation of
OOK with additive gaussian noise. (From [8.50]. Reprinted with permission.)

Figure 8.63 Probability of error for envelope demodulation of OOK with additive
gaussian noise at the optimum threshold
and at 0.50 threshold. (From [8.50]. Reprinted with permission.)
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Figure 8.64 Predicted performance of optimum coherentlydemodulated binary FSK with
additive gaussian noise.

phase of the received signal be recovered. For an ASK signal, a hard limiter and filter will
produce the carrier output, to which a PLL may be locked to further reduce noise on the carrier phase. Because of the small likelihood of using such a system, m-ary ASK demodulation will not be discussed further. However, many complex modulation systems use m-ary
ASK with suppressed carrier, especially with modulation of a pair of quadrature carriers.
8.4.2 FSK
FSK customarily has been demodulated using either a limiter-discriminator frequency demodulator or narrow-band filters tuned to the shifted frequencies with comparison of output levels. A PLL demodulator can be used, and in special cases (such as the product of
frequency shift and symbol period integral), coherent demodulation is applicable. Assuming a knowledge of initial phase, Kotel’nikov [8.51] showed that the optimum frequency separation for coherent demodulation of binary FSK is 0.715/T, where T is the
symbol period. The optimum performance predicted is shown in Figure 8.64. This procedure requires resetting of the starting phase at the beginning of each symbol, depending
upon the demodulated value of the last symbol. With the availability of low-cost digital
processing, such a procedure is possible. However, if orthogonal frequencies are chosen
(separation n/T, with n integral), the starting phase for each symbol is identical. For binary
FSK, the optimum separation provides a gain of about 0.8 dB over orthogonal separation,
as indicated in Figure 8.64.
Orthogonal frequency separation is generally used for m-ary FSK signaling. Coherent
demodulation compares each received signal to all of the reference frequencies, which are
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Figure 8.65 Block diagram of a coherent demodulator for m-ary orthogonal FSK signals.

separated in frequency by 1/T. The largest output is selected as the demodulated symbol. In
such a receiver, the generated local references must be synchronized in phase to the incoming signal states, and the symbol timing must be correctly recovered. This permits matched
filter detection. Figure 8.65 is a block diagram of an m-ary coherent FSK demodulator for
orthogonal signals and Figure 8.66 shows the expected performance in white gaussian
noise.
Noncoherent detection of m-ary FSK is also possible, and for large signal sets introduces
only a small loss in performance. The signals may be separated by a bank of bandpass filters
with bandwidth approximately 1/T, spaced in frequency by a similar amount. The outputs
are envelope-modulated, and the largest output is selected as the transmitted signal. Figure
8.67 indicates the expected performance in gaussian noise. Envelope demodulation may be
accomplished by combining the outputs of two quadrature demodulators at each frequency
rss. Addition of the absolute values of the two outputs can be substituted for rss processing,
with a slight loss in performance and a simplification in processing.
A limiter discriminator preceded by a filter is often used for demodulating a binary FSK
signal. This type of demodulator can achieve performance comparable to the optimum predicted by Kotel’nikov (References [8.51] to [8.59]). Figure 8.68 shows a comparison of experimental and simulation test results for various deviations and predemodulation filter
bandwidths. The peak-to-peak deviation ratio of 0.7/T provides the lowest error rates. For all
of the deviations examined, a predemodulation filter bandwidth of 1/T provides the best results. For these tests, the symbols had rectangular transitions. If transmitter premodulation
shaping is used, we can expect slight differences in the results. Limiter-discriminator de-
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Figure 8.66 Predicted performance of a coherent demodulator for m-ary orthogonal signals
with additive gaussian noise. (After [8.52].)

modulation can be used for m-ary FSK, but the performance deteriorates because of the
threshold effect in the wide bandwidth required.
Signal transitions can be distorted by multipath in the transmission medium. One technique to reduce errors from this source is to use a symbol interval that is much longer than
the anticipated maximum multipath delay, and to gate out a segment equal to this maximum
delay at each transition time. FSK is generally used for applications where bad multipath is
expected or where simple demodulation is desired. While the performance in gaussian noise
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Figure 8.67 Predicted performance of a noncoherent demodulator for m-ary orthogonal signals with additive gaussian noise. (After [8.52].)

is somewhat poorer than that of PSK, FSK is somewhat more rugged when subjected to multipath. All modulations are comparably affected by impulse noise, which predominates in
the HF portion of the spectrum and occurs at VHF and lower UHF.
8.4.3 PSK and Combined Modulations
Quadrature coherent balanced demodulators are generally used for PSK in its many variations. Such demodulators are, in fact, used with almost all complex signal constellations.
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Figure 8.68 Comparison of simulation and experimental error rates for binary FSK: (a) h =
0.5, (b) h = 0.7, (c) h = 1.0. (After [8.53].)
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Figure 8.69 Block diagram of differential demodulation of PSK.

It is, however, possible to demodulate PSK by using a frequency demodulator (limiter
discriminator or PLL) and either integrating the output before decision or changing the decision rules to those that apply to the derivative of the phase. One relatively simple PSK
demodulation technique for binary PSK uses a delay line of one-symbol duration and a
product demodulator (Figure 8.69). If the transmitted symbols have been encoded differentially, the output of this demodulator represents the distorted version of the input wave
train. The signal may be optimally demodulated by matched filtering and sampling at the
resulting wave peaks. While the technique appears simple, caution must be taken to produce a precise delay, so that there is no phase error in the delayed IF wave. Otherwise, an
effective loss in the output signal amplitude will occur, equal to the cosine of that phase error.
Figure 8.70 shows a generic block diagram for quadrature demodulation of PSK signals
and most higher-order m-ary signal constellations. The carrier recovery circuit is varied, depending on the signal type. Some signals have carrier or other steady frequency components
that may be filtered to provide the reference, either directly or by use of PLLs. In most cases,
however, some form of nonlinear processing is required to get a reference to maintain carrier
phase. For binary PSK (BPSK), for example, a squaring circuit (or, equivalently, a Costas
loop) may be used. For quaternary PSK (QPSK), a fourth-order circuit or higher-order
Costas loop may be used. Another technique sometimes used is decision-aided feedback,
where the demodulated output is used to control remodulation of the incoming signal
stream, eliminating the modulation to provide a reference carrier. An example of this is
shown in Figure 8.71.
Whenever the signal constellation is balanced, carrier recovery is ambiguous. The carrier
recovery circuits are thus suitable for tracking, but if unambiguous recovery is necessary for
demodulation, the transmitted wave must be coded to facilitate it. This can be achieved by a
preamble that generates the carrier, by occasional insertion of a specific sequence in the data
stream at predetermined times, or by using data coding that produces correct results only
when the correct phase position is attained. Differential coding of the data is another alternative when the signal constellation is symmetrical. The change between successive signals is
then used to demodulate the data, obviating the need for absolute phase recovery. For differential PSK, demodulation using the ambiguous recovered carrier can be used or the demodulator can use a carrier of correct frequency with random phase. In the first case, each
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Figure 8.70 Generic block diagram of quadrature demodulation of signal constellations.

symbol is separately demodulated, using the recovered carrier, which is (relatively) noise
free, and the data are recovered from the successive symbols. In the second case, the difference in the signal space is determined directly from the successive symbols. This process is
slightly noisier and leads to somewhat poorer performance.
In most cases, symbol-timing-recovery is required as well as carrier recovery for accurate data demodulation. With binary signals, it is possible to regenerate the modulation data
stream by using only a clipper set midway between the two states of the waveform, and for
some applications this is adequate. However, the noise, error in clipper setting, and intersymbol interference can all cause undesirable jitter in the data transmissions. Symbol timing
may be recovered more accurately with a PLL, often using a harmonic of the symbol rate for
locking to the symbol transitions. The use of a recovered harmonic of the timing frequency
facilitates the development of accurately delayed pulse trains at the symbol rate to produce
sampling trains at either side of the transition interval for loop control. A sampling train can
also be produced at the optimum delay from the transitions for best performance. An alternative to early-late sampling is to differentiate the signal waveform. Transitions provide
positive or negative pulses that can be balance-rectified and used to lock the symbol-timing
oscillator.
The decision circuits indicated in Figure 8.71 use the filtered in-phase and quadrature
signal levels at the symbol sampling time to establish the output symbol, which may then be
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Figure 8.71 Block diagram of PSK demodulators using decision-aided carrier recovery: (a)
binary, (b) quaternary. (From [8.6]. Reprinted with permission.)
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output in the required format. Each symbol is defined by a point in the I-Q plane. When the
received signal falls within a region (usually a rectangle in the I-Q plane) surrounding this
point, a decision is made that the particular symbol was sent. In the case of differential decoding of coherently demodulated symbols, successive symbol decisions are retained so
that the final data decision may be made based on the present and preceding demodulated
symbols. In the case of differential demodulation, successive I-Q pair values are stored, and
the data symbol is determined by equations that relate to the relative positions between the
two. The particular algorithms will depend on how the difference relations are chosen.
When large symbol sets are used, differential coding is unlikely to be used, since the use of
large sets implies relatively stable media, low noise, and high data rates. In this case, accurate carrier recovery is desirable.
To permit comparison of the performance of different modulation systems, we will review error probability performances for additive gaussian noise with perfect receivers. This
gives an indication of the relative performance of different systems. However, practical receivers may show losses of a few tenths to several decibels, depending on the accuracy of
phase recovery, timing recovery, and residual intersymbol interference. The common comparison is symbol-error probability (or equivalent bit-error probability) versus bit-energy to
noise power density ratio Eb/N0. The data are given for systems without error correction coding, which can improve performance.
PSK is one of the simpler m-ary modulation formats, sending one phase from a selection
of many, separated by 2π/m, where m is the number of symbols. Binary and quaternary PM
are antipodal signaling for a single carrier and orthogonal carriers, respectively, and each
shows the optimum performance (without coding) when demodulated coherently. Coherent
demodulation with differential coding is somewhat poorer for low Eb/N0, but shows little difference at high Eb/N0. Differential demodulation of differentially coded signals is still
poorer. Figure 8.72 shows ideal bit-error probability for these three modulation schemes for
2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-ary PSK. Here it is assumed that the higher-order signals are coded so that
adjacent symbols differ by only 1 bit (Gray coding).
Figure 8.73 gives an indication of the effect of timing and phase recovery on the BER in
one channel of an offset-keyed QPSK modulation system. These data were obtained using
the simulation of a receiver with a rate of 90 Mb/s in each of the quaternary channels (symbol duration 11.1 ns). The eye pattern of the output signal showed that a delay of 90.7 ns produced the largest opening (from an arbitrary reference: a transmission delay of approximately 53 ns). The aggregate of filters in baseband, RF, and IF in the system included a total
of 80 poles. In curve 1, no limiting was used in the system, so that the 0.5 to 1-dB loss is
solely the result of the intersymbol interference. In the other curves, hard-limiting was assumed in the system, and the effect of quadrature channel crosstalk introduced another
3.0-dB loss (curve 3). About 0.3 dB was recovered by a slight delay in sampling time (curve
2). Curves 2, 4, and 5 show the effects of progressively greater phase errors in the recovered
carrier, the sampling time being adjusted in each case for the lowest average error probability.
FSK with a peak-to-peak deviation index of ½ has been called MSK and fast FSK
(FFSK). The main difference between the two techniques is the premodulation coding. In
MSK, the input is coded so that the in-phase and quadrature channels carry two independent
antipodal binary bit streams, while in FFSK, the input bit stream frequency modulates the
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Figure 8.72 Ideal bit BER versus Eb/N0 for m-ary PSK modulation-demodulation techniques.

signal. The resulting relationship between the in-phase and the quadrature bit streams eliminates the ambiguity in signal recovery at the expense of a slight loss in performance. The
performance of MSK with the ambiguity (any of four phases) removed is ideally the same as
ideal BPSK or QPSK. FFSK removes the ambiguity, but has a performance equivalent to the
coherently demodulated DPSK. By premodulation coding and postdemodulation decoding,
an MSK system can be converted to FFSK and vice versa. De Buda [8.54] proposed a
scheme of clock and carrier recovery for FFSK, as well as methods of generating it stably.
Figure 8.74 shows performance measurements made on an experimental modem built following this scheme.
Many phase-continuous digital modulation schemes have been proposed to try to improve on MSK by reducing either the bandwidth occupancy or the error rate, or both. TFM
and gaussian MSK (GMSK) seek to reduce the bandwidth occupancy while minimizing the
increase in error rate. In both cases, premodulation shaping is used prior to FM. The
intersymbol interference is designed so that the BER performance reduction for additive
gaussian noise, using normal quadrature demodulation techniques, is less than 1 dB, while
adjacent channel interference is greatly reduced.
TFM and GFSK use only the data within a single symbol interval for decision. A number
of other systems have been proposed that use information over the complete interval of
spreading of the shaped input. (Shaping may be accomplished with either analog or digital
filters.) In these cases, maximum likelihood decoders are used over the full interval of
spreading of the individual symbol (References [8.56] and [8.57]). By proper choice of the
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Figure 8.74 Performance of an MSK modem. (From [8.55]. Reprinted with permission.)

signal shaping (or coding), it is possible to obtain performance improvement and reduced
band occupancy. The price is a considerable increase in complexity of the demodulation
(decoding) process, which generally uses a Viterbi decoder over the constraint length of
possibly as much as six or seven symbol intervals. For partial response signaling, some
tradeoffs are indicated in Figure 8.75. In this figure, the relative gain over MSK with additive gaussian noise is plotted against bandwidth at the –60-dB (from carrier) level. In all but
the broken curves, the deviation is varied to produce the points on the curves.
The partial response systems are attractive primarily where the transmission either is
relatively stable or can be equalized readily. Implementation is strictly by digital sampling
and processing. Figure 8.76 shows a transmitter diagram for the generation of TFM. The receiver is similar to other quadrature demodulators, except that some care is required in the
design of the low-pass filters following the product demodulators. Designs for Viterbi decoders are available in convolutional data decoder designs. These can be adapted for cases
where the combined modulation and coding of partial-response continuous PM systems
prove useful.

8.5 Digital Signal Processing
Receiver demodulators, decoders, and modems can be implemented incorporating various
degrees of imbedded DSP. The most important parameters are signal bandwidth and S/N,
which define, respectively, the required sampling rate and the effective number of bits re-
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Figure 8.74 Performance of an MSP modem. (From [8.55]. Used with permission.)

quired for the conversion. Additional design considerations include the stability of the
sampling clock, quadrature channel matching, aperture uncertainty, and the cutoff frequency of the quantizer networks. Subject to satisfying these considerations, it is usually
desirable to locate the A/D interface and processing circuits as early as possible in the receiver chain.
DSP devices differ from microprocessors in a number of ways. First, microprocessors
are typically built for a range of general-purpose functions and normally run large blocks of
software. Second, microprocessors are usually not called upon to perform real-time computation. Usually, they are at liberty to shuffle the workloads and select an action branch, i. e.,
complete a printing job before responding to a new input command. The DSP, on the other
hand, is dedicated to a single task or small group of related tasks. In a sophisticated receiver,
one or more DSPs may be employed as attached processors, assisting a general-purpose host
microprocessor, which manages the front panel controls.
One convenient way to classify DSP devices and applications is by their dynamic range.
In this context, the dynamic range is the spread of numbers that must be processed in the
course of an application. It takes a certain range of values, for example, to describe a particu-
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Figure 8.75 Bandwidth-power tradeoffs among partial-response continuous PM systems.
SRC—raised cosine spectrum; RC—raised cosine time response; and 2, 3, ... 6—number of
intervals over which symbol is spread. (Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

lar signal and that range often becomes even wider as calculations are performed on the input data. The DSP must have the capability to handle such data without overflow.
The processor capacity is a function of its data width, i. e., the number of bits it manipulates, and the type of arithmetic that it performs (fixed or floating point). Floating point processing manipulates numbers in a form similar to scientific notation, which enables the device to accommodate an enormous breadth of data. Fixed arithmetic processing, as the name
implies, restricts the processing capability of the device to a predefined value.
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Figure 8.76 Block diagram of a TFM transmitter. (Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

8.5.1 AM Demodulation
The most obvious approach to DSP-based AM demodulation is by rectification of the signal [8.60]. This approach, however, is not without considerable drawbacks. A better technique is to use the I and Q channels, developed using a process similar to that shown in
Figure 8.77. These two signals together describe the incoming signal as a rotating vector,
with the I channel holding the x-axis (real) component of the vector and the Q channel
holding the y-axis (imaginary) element. (See Figure 8.78.) To accomplish AM demodulation, then, we need to find the length of the vector for each sample of the signal. The vector
length is the amplitude of the signal, which represents the desired output.
Finding the length of the vector can be accomplished using the Pythagorean theorem
y(n) =

[I (n)] + [Q(n)]
2

2

(8.21)

For each sample, we calculate this equation using the current I- and Q-channel values. We
can filter y(n) to remove the dc component and feed the result to the output D/A converter
to produce the detected audio.
Because DSP chips do not usually provide a square-root function, the program to implement AM detection can determine the value through a look-up table, although a square-root
algorithm can be used if desired.
8.5.2 FM Demodulation
DSB-based FM demodulation begins by detecting not the frequency, but the phase of the
incoming signal [8.60]. Because the I and Q channels describe the incoming signal as a
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Figure 8.77 Demodulation of I and Q signals. (From [8.60]. Used with permission.)

Figure 8.78 Because the I and Q channels together describe the signal as a rotating vector, from these values
we can compute the instantaneous amplitude or phase
of the signal. (From [8.60]. Used with permission.)

vector, we can find the phase of the signal by finding the angle of the vector described by
the signals. This is accomplished using trigonometry:
Q(n) 
y p (n) = tan −1 

 I (n) 

(8.22)

Once again, we will most likely use a look-up table to find the arc tangent. This scheme
performs phase detection of the signal, not frequency detection. We can convert the output
to a demodulated FM signal by passing the result of Equation (8.22) through a
differentiator filter. The resulting system is shown in Figure 8.79.
8.5.3 SSB Demodulation
DSP-based SSB demodulation can be accomplished using a technique known as the phasing method, shown in Figure 8.80 [8.60]. The Q channel signal is passed through a Hilbert
transform FIR filter to further shift it by 90°. The I channel is delayed by an amount equal
to the fixed delay of the Q-channel filter, (N – 1)/2 samples. If an odd number of taps is
used in the Q-channel filter, the needed delay of the I channel will be an integral number of
samples. The delayed I channel and the transformed Q channel are then summed.
We originally generated the I and Q channels by mixing the incoming signal with a signal
at the carrier frequency, which placed the lower sidebands below 0 Hz and the upper side-
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Figure 8.79 FM demodulation can be accomplished by phase detecting the signal using the
arc tangent function, and then passing the result through a differentiator. (From [8.60]. Used
with permission.)

Figure 8.80 The phasing method of SSB demodulation, as implemented in DSP. (From
[8.60]. Used with permission.)

bands above 0 Hz. Summing the two channels causes the positive frequencies in the signal to
sum to zero, while the negative frequencies add. Because the result of this summation is a
real signal, these resulting frequencies are mirrored in the positive part of the spectrum.
What we have done through this process is to eliminate the part of the signal above 0
Hz—the upper sideband component—while preserving the part of the signal below 0
Hz—the lower sideband element. If instead of adding the two channels we subtract them, we
preserve the upper sideband part and eliminate the lower sideband part.
8.5.4 Example Devices
DSP manufacturers have developed families of devices, each intended for specific applications. Sixteen-bit fixed-point DSPs, such as the common Motorola 56100 family, are intended for voice-grade systems. High-fidelity stereo sound applications, on the other
hand, often incorporate a 24-bit fixed point DSPs. Devices utilizing 32-bit architecture
with floating-point capabilities are also available, intended primarily for high-end communications or graphics/scientific simulation applications (Motorola 96002).
A general block diagram of the 56002 is given in Figure 8.81. Although an examination
of the operation of DSP systems is beyond the scope of this book, it is important to touch on a
few key areas of operation. The 56002 is a general-purpose DSP composed of a 24-bit signal
processing core, program and data memories, various peripherals, and support circuitry
[8.60]. The core is fed by a program RAM, two independent data RAMs, and two data
ROMs with sine and A-law and µ-law tables. The device contains several communications
systems, including the following:
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Figure 8.81 Simplified block diagram of the DSP56002. (After [8.61].)

• Serial communication interface (SCI) for full-duplex asynchronous communications.
• Synchronous serial interface (SSI) to communicate with codecs and synchronous serial
devices. Up to 32 time-multiplexed channels can be supported.
• Parallel host interface (HI) with direct memory access (DMA) support.
The 56002 is capable of up to 33 million instructions per second (MIPS), yielding a
30.3-ns instruction cycle at 66 MHz. The architecture includes four 24-bit internal data
buses and three 16-bit internal address buses for efficient information transfer on-chip.
Conventional receiver architectures designed to leverage the advantages of DSP typically rely on separate functional blocks for the IF gain, demodulation, baseband filtering, I
and Q sampling, clock generation, and local oscillator subsystems. Advancements in VLSI
technologies in general, and DSP in particular, have permitted the integration of several of
these functional blocks into a single device. Such designs typically offer excellent perfor-
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mance because of the elimination of the traditional interfaces required by discrete designs.
The high level of integration also decreases the total parts count of the system, increasing the
overall reliability of the receiver.
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Source: Communications Receivers: DSP, Software Radios, and Design

Chapter 9
Ancillary Receiver Circuits
9.1 Introduction
There are a number of functions that are performed in specialized receivers that, dependent upon their particular use, are not present in all receivers. We have already addressed
AGC, which is used in almost all AM receivers and some FM receivers. In this chapter, we
address a number of other circuits. The first three—noise limiting and blanking, squelch,
and AFC—have been used in many receivers. Diversity reception systems have been used
extensively to counteract multipath fading. Adaptive processing and quality monitoring
have begun to appear in many modern receivers, especially those that require frequency
changes to optimize performance because of propagation or interference conditions.
The wholesale move to DSP-based radios has brought with it a host of additional ancillary devices and circuits, many of which have more to do with computers than with radios.
Such components include:
• Microprocessors, including specialized devices such as DSPs and ASICs
• Control elements and control surfaces, including keyboards and displays
• Software elements, including BIOS and applications code
The ultimate manifestation of the digital radio is the “receiver on a chip” approach. Examples of such designs, their benefits and drawbacks, are addressed in Chapter 10.

9.2 Noise Limiting and Blanking
While the standard measurement of receiver sensitivity is performed with additive gaussian noise, pulse interference is often the limiting noise for communications receivers at frequencies through the lower portions of the UHF band. This unpleasant interference may be
generated by many different sources. To provide a better understanding of this problem,
we will first review the typical sources and types of interfering pulses. We will then discuss various types of noise-reducing schemes that have been used, and finally we will provide conceptual information regarding one particular high-performance solution. There
have been numerous solutions proposed since the early days of radio [9.1], but much of the
information in this section is based on more recent papers by Martin (References [9.2] to
[9.6]), and is reproduced here with his permission and that of the publishers.
Noise impulses are generated by a variety of different sources. Their characteristics in
the time domain (oscillograms) and in the frequency domain (spectrum analyzer) are illustrated in Figure 9.1 to indicate the effects that are encountered in the noise-limiting or blanking process. The sources illustrated include the following:
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Figure 9.1 Various types of impulse interference displayed in the time and frequency domains. (After [9.6].)
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• Switching clicks (Figure 9.1a)
• Commutator sparking (Figure 9.1b)
• Ignition interference (Figure 9.1c)
• Corona discharge (Figure 9.1d)
• Lightning discharge (Figure 9.1e)
• Precipitation static from raindrops or sandstorms (Figure 9.1f)
• Radar pulses (Figure 9.1g)
While the details of the waveforms differ, they are all characterized by high peaks and
wide bandwidths. Some types may be aperiodic, while many of them are periodic, at a
wide variety of rates.
A narrowband system with resonant circuit amplifiers will pass only those frequency
components that fall within its passband range. An individual resonant circuit will be excited to oscillation at its resonant frequency by an impulse slope. The transient duration is
dependent on the bandwidth, as determined by the circuit Q. In the case of multistage amplifiers or multipole filters, the output pulse delay is dependent on the circuit group delay tg.
This increases linearly with the number of resonators and is generally measured from the input impulse time t0 to the time at which the output signal has risen to 50 percent of its peak
amplitude. An approximate formula [9.7] gives tg = 0.35N/δf , where N is the number of resonant circuits, δf is the bandwidth in hertz, and the rise time tr ≈ 1/δf . If stages of differing
bandwidth are connected in series, the rise time will be determined mainly by the narrowest
filter. The group delay results from the sum of the individual delay times.
If RF impulses of very short rise times are fed to an amplifier with much longer rise time,
three different types of response can occur [9.7].
1. If the input pulse has a duration tp longer than the transient time trv, the output signal will
achieve the full amplitude (Ua = VUin) and will maintain it for the duration of the drive
time less the transient time, tp – trv.
2. If tp = trv, the output signal will achieve full amplitude during time trv, but immediately
after it will commence to decay to zero in a period trv.
3. If the pulse is shorter than the transient time, the response will be essentially that of the
transient, but with an amplitude that only reaches a portion of VUin, i. e., the shorter the
pulse, the smaller the amplitude produced by the amplifier. In other words, a substantial
portion of the spectrum of the input pulse is not within the bandwidth of the amplifier
and, therefore, does not contribute to the output amplitude.
In many systems, an AGC circuit is provided to ensure that a large range of input signal
voltages are brought to the same level at the demodulator output. The AGC control voltage
is generated subsequent to the narrowband IF filter. Typical communications receiver
bandwidths range from about 0.1 to 50 kHz, corresponding to transient times of about 0.04
to 20 ms. The early receiver stages have much broader bandwidths. This means that steep input pulses can drive early amplifier stages into saturation before a reduction in gain is
caused by the AGC (whose response time is generally longer than the narrowband filter
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transient response). This is especially true for receivers whose selectivity is determined in
the final IF, often after substantial amplification of the input signal. Thus, the audible interference amplitudes may be several times stronger than the required signal level after the
AGC becomes effective. The long AGC time constant increases the duration of this condition. It is only when the rise time of the input pulse is longer than the AGC response time (e.
g., during telegraphy with “soft” keying), that the output amplitude will not overshoot, as
shown in Figure 9.2.
An effective method of limiting the maximum demodulator drive, and thus reducing the
peak of the output pulse, is to clip the signal just in front of the demodulator, with symmetrically limiting diodes, to assure that the IF driver amplifier is not able to provide more than
the limited output level, e. g., 1.5 V, peak to peak. It is necessary in this case that the AGC detector diode be delayed no more than a fraction of this level (0.4 V is a reasonable value) in
order to ensure that the clipping process does not interfere with AGC voltage generation.
Use of a separate AGC amplifier not affected by the limiter will also ensure this condition
and can provide an amplified AGC system to produce a flatter AGC curve.
In the literature, three different methods have been tried to suppress interfering pulses.
We designate these as balancing, limiting, and blanking (or silencing) [9.8]. Balancers attempt to reproduce the pulse shape without the signal in a separate channel and then perform
a subtraction from the channel containing both the signal and the pulse. Limiters attempt to
prevent the pulse level from becoming excessive. Blankers attempt to detect the onset of a
pulse, and reduce to zero the gain of the signal amplifier chain at an early stage, for the duration of the pulse.
9.2.1 Balancers
Balancer systems are designed to obtain two signals in which the signal and noise components bear a relatively different ratio to one another. The two signals are then connected in
opposition so as to eliminate the noise while a signal voltage remains. The main problems
with this type of impulse noise suppression are obtaining suitable channels and exactly
balancing out the noise impulse, which is generally many times stronger than the desired
signal. Attempts have been made to use different frequency channels with identical
bandwidths to fashion the same impulse shape but with the signal in only one channel. The
difficulties of matching channels and finding interference-free channels make this approach unsatisfactory in most cases. Other approaches have attempted to slice the center
from the pulse (to eliminate the signal) or to use a high-pass filter to pass only the higher
frequency components of the pulse for cancellation. While some degree of success can be
achieved with such circuits, they generally require very careful balancing and hence are
not useful when a variety of impulses and circuit instabilities are encountered.
This type of circuit can be useful where the impulse source is a local one, which is physically unchanging. In this case, a separate channel (other than the normal antenna) can be
used to pick up the pulse source with negligible signal component, and the gain of the pulse
channel can be balanced carefully using stable circuits (and a feedback gain-control channel
if necessary). It has also been found that modern adaptive antenna systems with sufficiently
short response times can substantially reduce impulse noise coming from directions other
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Figure 9.2 Impulse drive of RF amplifier with AGC. (After [9.6].)
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Figure 9.3 Schematic diagram of an automatic series noise limiter circuit.

than the signal direction. This is especially useful for those bands where narrowband signaling is the general rule (LF and below).
9.2.2 Noise Limiters
Because most of the noise energy is in the relatively large peak, limiters have been used,
especially in AM sets, to clip audio signal peaks that exceed a preset level. It has been
mentioned that an IF limiter to control maximum demodulator drive is effective in situations with overloading AGC circuits. Figure 9.3 shows a series limiter circuit at the output
of an envelope demodulator, which has proven effective in reducing the audio noise caused
by impulse interference. This type of circuit makes listening to the signal less tiring, but
does not improve intelligibility of the received signal. The limiting level may be set to a selected percentage of modulation by adjusting the tap position of the two resistors feeding
the anode of the limiter diode. If it is set below 100 percent, the limiting level also limits
peaks of modulation. Because these occur seldom, such a setting is usually acceptable.
Because the impulse amplitude is higher and the duration shorter in the early stages of a
receiver, limiting in such stages reduces the noise energy with less effect upon signal than
limiting in later stages. Some FM receivers use IF stages that are designed to limit individually, while gradually reducing bandwidth by cascading resonant circuits. Such a design
eliminates strong short impulses early in the receiver, before they have had a chance to be
broadened by the later circuits. Such receivers perform better under impulse noise conditions than those that introduce a multipole filter early in the amplifier chain. We must remember, however, that wideband limiting can reduce performance in the presence of strong
adjacent-channel signals.
The principles discussed here are also applicable to data receivers. As long as the impulse
interference is stronger than the signal, the signal modulation contributes little to the output.
Generally the data symbol duration is longer than the duration of the input impulses. If the
impulse can be reduced or eliminated before the establishment of final selectivity, only a
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small portion of the signal interval is distorted, and a correct decision is much more likely.
Consequently, limiters at wide-bandwidth locations in the amplifying chain can result in a
considerable reduction of the error rate in a data channel. Again, the possibility of interference from adjacent or other nearby channel signals must be considered.
9.2.3 Impulse Noise Blankers
Impulse noise blankers operate based on the principle of opposite modulation. In effect, a
stage in the signal path is modulated so that the signal path is blanked by an AM process
for the duration of the interference. It is also possible to use an FM method in which the
signal path is shifted to a different frequency range. This latter procedure [9.9] uses the attenuation overlap of IF filters in a double superheterodyne receiver. The second oscillator
is swept several kilohertz from nominal frequency for the duration of the interference so
that the gain is reduced to the value of the ultimate selectivity in accordance with the slope
of the filter curves. This method is especially advantageous because the switching spikes,
which often accompany off-on modulation, should not be noticeable. However, when using an FM modulator having high speed (wide bandwidth), components can appear within
the second IF bandwidth from the modulation. The most stringent limitation of this
method is the requirement for two identical narrow-band filters at different frequencies
along with an intermediate mixer. Thus, the concept is limited to a double conversion
superheterodyne receiver with a variable first oscillator.
When using an AM method, two types of processing are possible:
1. The interference signal is tapped off in parallel at the input of the systems and increased
to the trigger level of a blanker by an interference channel amplifier having a pass bandwidth that is far different from the signal path. A summary of such techniques is given
in [9.10]. This method is effective only against very wide band interference, since noticeable interference energy components must fall into the pass-band range to cause
triggering. This method will not be effective in the case of narrowband interference,
such as radar pulses, which are within or directly adjacent to the frequency range to be
received.
2. The interference signal is tapped off from the required signal channel directly following
the mixer (References [9.2] and [9.3]) and fed to a fixed-frequency second IF amplifier,
where it is amplified up to the triggering level. Because there is a danger of crosstalk
from the interference channel to the signal amplifier channel, it is advisable to use a
frequency conversion in the interference channel. Thus, interference amplification occurs at a different frequency than the signal IF. Attention must be paid when using this
method that there are no switching spikes generated during the blanking process that
can be fed back to the interference channel tap-off point. Otherwise there would be a
danger of pulse feedback. The return attenuation must, therefore, exceed the gain in the
interference channel between the tapping point and the blanker.
The blanker must be placed ahead of the narrowest IF filter in the signal path. It must be
able to blank before the larger components of the transient have passed this filter. Therefore,
we must assure a small group delay in the interference channel by using a sufficiently broad
bandwidth and a minimum of resonant circuits. It is desirable to insert a delay between the
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Figure 9.4 Block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver with noise blanker. (After [9.6].)

tap-off point and the signal path blanker so that there is sufficient time for processing the interference signal. If this is done, it is not necessary to make the interference channel excessively wide, while still assuring the suppression of the residual peak.
Figure 9.4 is the block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver with this type of impulse
noise blanker. Figure 9.5 illustrates its operation in the presence of a strong interfering radar
pulse. An essential part of the blanker is the use of a gate circuit that can operate linearly over
a wide dynamic range. Figure 9.6 shows such a gate, using multiple diodes. The circuit is
driven by the monostable flip-flop, which is triggered by the noise channel. Figure 9.7 is a
schematic of a noise blanker circuit designed following these principles. When the noise
channel is wider than the signal channel, this type of noise reducer can also have problems
from interfering signals in the adjacent channels.

9.3 Squelch Circuits
Sensitive receivers produce considerable noise voltage output when there is no signal present. This condition can occur when tuning between channels or when the station being
monitored has intermittent transmissions. If the signal is being monitored for audio output,
such noise can be annoying and, if repeated frequently, fatiguing. To reduce this problem,
circuits are often provided to reduce the output when a signal is not present. Such circuits
have been referred to as squelch, muting, and quiet automatic volume control (QAVC) systems. The circuits used differ, depending on the received signal characteristics.
Squelch circuits for AM receivers generally operate from the AGC voltage. When a weak
signal or no signal is present, the voltage on the AGC line is at its minimum and receiver gain
is maximum. When a usable signal is present, the AGC voltage rises to reduce the receiver
gain. The voltage variation tends to rise approximately logarithmically with increasing signal levels. By using a threshold at a preset signal level, it is possible to gate off the audio output whenever the signal level drops below this point. Such a system can be used to mute the
receiver during the tuning process. The threshold can also be set for the level of a particular
signal with intermittent transmissions, so that noise or weaker interfering signals will not be
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Figure 9.5 Waveforms illustrating the operation of a noise blanker: (a) interfering radar noise
pulse of 40 µs-duration, (b) desired signal, (c) interference and signal after diplexer, (d)
noise-channel output signal, (e) blanking monostable output, (f) linear gate output, (g) delayed version of linear gate input signal, (h) delayed version of linear gate output signal at
main channel. (After [9.6].)
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Figure 9.6 Schematic diagram of a blanker gate with high dynamic range. (After [9.6].)

Figure 9.7 Schematic diagram of a noise blanker circuit.
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Figure 9.8 Block diagram of an AM squelch circuit.

heard when the desired signal is off. When the transmission medium causes signal fading, as
is common at HF, squelch circuits are somewhat less effective for this use, since the threshold must be set low enough to avoid squelching the desired signal during its fades. This provides a smaller margin to protect against noise or weaker interfering signals.
Figure 9.8 shows the block diagram of an AM squelch system, and Figure 9.9 shows a
typical schematic diagram, where a diode gate is used for reducing the output signal. Many
types of switching have been used for this purpose, including biasing of the demodulator diode and biasing one element of a multielement amplifying device. The latter approach was
frequently used with receivers that employed multigrid vacuum tube amplifiers. However, it
can be applied to multigate FET amplifiers or balanced amplifier integrated circuits with
current supplied by a transistor connected to the common-base circuit of the amplifying
transistor pair. Figure 9.10 illustrates these alternative gating techniques.
Many FM receivers do not use AGC circuits but depend on circuit limiting to maintain
the output level from the demodulator. In this case, squelch may be controlled by the variations in voltage or current that occur in the limiter circuits. Such changes occur when single-ended amplifiers are used for limiting, but in balanced limiter arrangements, these
changes may not be so readily available. Furthermore, the wide range of threshold control
provided by AGC systems is generally not available from limiters. This tends to make FM
squelch systems, which are dependent on the signal level, more susceptible to aging and
power supply instabilities than the AGC operated systems. Consequently, two other types of
control have evolved for FM use; noise-operated and tone-operated. (The latter could be
used for AM also.)
Figure 9.11 is a block diagram for a noise-operated squelch. This system makes use of the
fact that the character of the output noise from a frequency demodulator changes when there
is no signal present. At the low output frequencies, when noise alone is present in the FM demodulator, there is a high noise level output, comparable to that at other frequencies in the
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Figure 9.9 Schematic diagram of an AM squelch circuit.

audio band. As the strength of the (unmodulated) signal rises, the noise at low frequencies
decreases, while the noise at higher frequencies decreases much less rapidly. This can be
seen by referring to Figure 8.44, which shows the variation in FM output spectrum as the
S/N varies from 0 to 7 dB. When there is no signal, the maximum output noise density is at
zero frequency. The density drops off slowly as the output frequency increases. The peak deviation is not likely to exceed the 3-dB point of the IF filter (about 1.18f/σin the figure), and
the peak modulating frequency is likely to be substantially less. Assuming 0.5f/σ to be the
maximum modulating frequency, at 7-dB S/N, this has a density 15 dB lower than the density at 0-dB S/N. At 0.05f/σthe reduction is 22.7 dB. At 1.5f/σ(three times or more the maximum modulating frequency) the reduction is only about 9 dB.
If in Figure 9.11, the squelch low-pass filter cuts off at 0.025f/σ(150 Hz if we set 0.5f/σto
3 kHz), it will be uninfluenced by modulation components. If the gain of the squelch amplifier is set so that the squelch rectifier produces 5 V when S/N equals zero, then a 7-dB signal
level will cause this output to drop to about 0.03 V. A threshold may readily be set to cause
the squelch gate to open at any S/N level between –3 and 7 dB. Because the control voltage
level is dependent on the gain of the RF, IF, and squelch amplifiers, variations in squelch
threshold may occur as a result of gain variation with tuning or gain instabilities. If a second
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Figure 9.10 Common gate circuits for squelch applications.

Figure 9.11 Block diagram of a noise-operated squelch circuit for an FM receiver.
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Figure 9.12 Block diagram of an improved noise-operated squelch circuit for an FM receiver.

filter channel (Figure 9.12) tuned above the baseband is used, the two voltages can be compared to key the gate on. While both are subject to gain variations, their ratio is not, resulting
in better threshold stability. A similar scheme has been used for SSB voice, where noise density is uniform, but modulation energy is greater below 1 kHz.
With the difference approach, the range of threshold control is, however, limited. Hence a
weak interfering signal, which would produce negligible interference to the desired signal,
may still operate the squelch gate. To overcome the problem of undesired weak interferers
operating the squelch, the tone-operated squelch was devised. In this case, the transmitted
signal has a tone below normal modulation frequencies added to the modulation, with a relatively small deviation. At the receiver, a narrowband filter is tuned to the tone, and its output
is amplified and rectified to operate a trigger for the squelch gate. This scheme is quite effective as long as interferers do not adopt a similar system using the same frequency. In such
a case, multitone coding could be employed, or digital modulation of the tone with a predetermined code could be used to assure the desired performance. For ordinary receivers,
these more elaborate schemes have not been widely used.
However, in some systems with multiuser network operation on one frequency, a coding
scheme known as selective call (Sel Call) has been implemented so that users need receive
only those messages directed toward them. In this type of signaling scheme, the caller sends
a multitone or digital code at the beginning of the message to indicate the identity of the
called party or parties. Only if the receiver code matches the transmitted code is the output
gate enabled to transmit the message to the receiver user. This type of system may be used
with both analog and digital modulation, and is independent of the modulation type used for
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Figure 9.13 Typical AFC block diagram.

transmission (AM, FM, or PM). Such a scheme is more elaborate than a normal squelch system but performs an important function in multiuser networks.

9.4 AFC
AFC has been used for many years in some receivers to correct for tuning errors and frequency instabilities. This was of special importance when free-running LOs were used. Inaccuracies in the basic tuning of the receiver, and of drifts in some transmitters, could
cause the desired signal to fall on the skirts of the IF selectivity curve, resulting in severe
distortion and an increased chance of adjacent channel interference. Provision of a circuit
to adjust the tuning so that the received signal falls at (or very near) the center of the IF filter enables the receiver to achieve low demodulation distortion, while maintaining a relatively narrow IF bandwidth for interference rejection.
The need for such circuits has been almost eliminated by the advent of synthesized LOs
under the control of very accurate and stable quartz crystal standards. However, some instances still arise where an AFC may be of value. In some tactical applications, it is not possible to afford the power necessary for temperature control of the crystal standard, so that at
sufficiently high frequencies the relative drift between the receiver and the transmitter may
be more than is tolerable in the particular application. Unstable oscillators in some older and
less accurate transmitters have not yet been replaced. Current receivers may be required to
receive signals from such transmitters for either communications or surveillance. In automobile FM broadcast receivers, the cost of synthesis is considerably higher than the cost of
AFC, so that progress to high stability has been slower than for communications receivers.
Finally, some modulations, notably SSB, require much better frequency accuracy for
distortionless demodulation than AM or FM. As such modulations are extended to higher
carrier frequencies, AFC can be more economical than still more accurate frequency control. Consequently, AFC circuits are still found in receivers, though much less frequently
than in the past.
The basic elements of the AFC loop are a frequency (or phase) detector and a VCO. A
typical block diagram is shown in Figure 9.13. If the received signal carrier is above or below the nominal frequency, the resulting correction voltage is used to reduce the difference.
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Figure 9.14 Block diagram of AFC algorithms for digital processor implementation.

The typical problems of loop design occur. If a PLL is used, the design is comparable to that
required by a synthesizer (see Chapter 7). The low-pass filter, however, should be capable of
eliminating any FM or PM of the received signal. If a frequency-locked loop is used, then the
error detector will be of the frequency discriminator type discussed in Chapter 8. Because it
is the center frequency, not the modulation, that is of importance, the separation of the peaks
of the discriminator curve will be much closer than is normal for FM. As in any other feedback system, attention is needed in design to the problems of response time and stability. As
in the case of FM demodulators, the various processes can be achieved more accurately by
digital processing than by analog circuits. If a sufficiently capable processor is available, the
entire process, including frequency error detection and frequency correction, can be carried
out digitally. Figure 9.14 shows the basic algorithms needed for such processing.
In designing AFC circuits, it is necessary to control carefully the pull-in and hold-in
ranges of the circuit. For this application, it is desirable to have a limited pull-in range. Otherwise a strong interfering signal in a nearby channel may gain control of the loop and tune
to the wrong signal. This is a common experience in low-quality FM auto receivers with
AFC. The hold-in range should be as great as the expected maximum error between the receiver frequency and that of the desired signal. Generally the hold-in range exceeds the
pull-in range, often by several times, so pull-in is likely to prove the larger design problem.
Another problem that can occur for some modulation types, especially those having
subcarriers, is lock on a sideband rather than the carrier when the frequency error is sufficiently large. Circuits have been devised for specific cases of sideband lock to distinguish
between the sideband and the carrier. Because of the decreasing use of AFC circuits, we
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Figure 9.15 Block diagram of a typical HF radio. Digitally implemented portions are contained within the dashed lines.

shall not go further into design principles and problems here. However, in the following
paragraphs, we describe a digital AFC scheme for accurately tuning an SSB signal [9.11].
Figure 9.15 illustrates the block diagram of a digital HF radio. The portion implemented
digitally is shown within dashed lines. Figure 9.16 illustrates, again in block format, how the
SSB detection is performed. Figure 9.17 shows the signal spectra at various stages of the
processing. So that we may develop a software solution to automatic SSB tuning, we use the
method shown in Figure 9.18. The voice bandwidth signal input is transformed to a voice
power spectrum, which is analyzed to detect harmonic relations and complex correlations.
We process the resulting correlations to determine the frequency offset relative to the (suppressed) carrier frequency. A digital command is then generated to retune the frequency
synthesizer to correct the offset. The resulting center frequency can then be stored in the
processor along with the demodulated data.
Alternatively, the same process can be used to regenerate the suppressed carrier. If we refer to Figure 9.19, we see the results from a succession of processing steps, starting from the
bottom. The lowest line appears to be pure noise. After sufficient digital processing, it is
possible to discover the actual suppressed carrier, and even 60-Hz hum sidebands. Such detail is of value, not only for tuning of the signal, but also in recognizing differences among
specific pieces of transmitting equipment.
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Figure 9.16 Block diagram of digital-processing functions in SSB demodulators.

Figure 9.17 Signal spectra at various stages of processing.
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Figure 9.18 A method for automatic SSB tuning.

Figure 9.19 Exponentially averaged SSB spectra (α = 0.9), mistuned upward by approximately 150 Hz.

9.5 Diversity Reception
The term diversity reception refers to a receiving process that uses more than one transmission of the same information to obtain a better result than can be achieved in a single
transmission. The first use of diversity radio reception probably occurred the first time
that an operator received a garbled message and asked for a repeat. This form of diversity,
which relies on transmissions repeated after a delay, is known as time diversity, since the
second channel may use the same transmission medium during a later time interval. Sim-
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ple requests for retransmission (RQs) sufficed until commercial long-distance transmission began to use HF radio for machine telegraphy or AM radiotelephony.
Multipath fading of HF channels resulted in the early use of space diversity, in which
multiple antennas sufficiently separated could provide the diverse channels (References
[9.12] and [9.13]). Later it was determined that diversity for narrow-band telegraph channels could be provided by sending the same information over two separate channels with
sufficient frequency separation. This is known as frequency diversity. Another form of diversity useful at HF when there is not sufficient space available (space diversity requires
separation of antennas by a distance of many wavelengths to be effective), is polarization diversity. This technique uses two antennas that respond to vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively, of an incoming wave, and is possible because the two components of the
wave tend not to fade simultaneously. Circularly polarized antennas can also provide clockwise and counterclockwise polarizations for polarization diversity. At higher frequencies,
where circular polarization of antennas is more common, fades between different polarizations tend to be highly correlated, so that polarization diversity is ineffective.
A higher-power transmitter or longer-time transmission is required for time and frequency diversity than for space or polarization diversity to provide comparable performance. This is because in the former cases, the energy available from the transmitter must be
divided among the multiple channels, whereas in the latter cases the diverse channels can be
derived from a single transmission. In all cases, the effectiveness of diversity reception in
improving transmission performance is dependent upon the independence of fading among
the diverse signals and the method by which the receivers use these signals. Complete independence is assumed in most analyses. However, in practice there is often some degree of
correlation. Analyses have showed that the correlation can be substantial (greater than 0.5)
without causing major reduction in the diversity advantage.
Diversity techniques can be divided into switching and combining approaches. The former attempts to select for output the channel that has the higher overall level. The S/N would
be a better measure, but it is much more difficult to determine. Because the system design
should provide for a signal that on average has substantially higher amplitude than the noise,
selection of the channel with larger amplitude provides a substantial improvement much of
the time. The simplest system of this sort uses antenna switching, as shown in Figure 9.20.
Whenever the signal drops below a predetermined level, the system switches to another antenna and if necessary and possible, to still others until a channel above the threshold is encountered.
The simple switching system, while providing adequate signal most of the time, occasionally may lose signal for a short time while finding a suitable antenna. For more than two
antennas, the signal selected may not necessarily be the best available from the several antennas. The system can be improved by having a second receiver that is continually scanning
the several channels and recording the levels, so that switching may be accomplished to the
strongest channel on a regular basis without waiting for the current channel to fade below a
satisfactory level. This control system and the second receiver introduce more complexity
than the simple system, so that one of the other techniques may prove equal or better.
When multiple receivers are available, they may all be controlled to provide equal gain.
The strongest-level output is then selected. A technique similar to the one given in [9.12]
may be used for AM signals. This is illustrated in Figure 9.21 for two receivers, but it can be
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Figure 9.20 Block diagram of an antenna-switching diversity system. (After [9.14].)

further extended. Switching is accomplished by using diode demodulators feeding a common load circuit. The strongest signal develops a demodulated voltage level across the load
that prevents conduction in the diodes driven by weaker-amplitude signals. Under the condition that two or more of the receivers produce amplitudes that are nearly the same, all of
these stronger signals contribute to the generation of the demodulated voltage, which prevents contribution by the weaker signals. For AM signals, the carrier level provides a dc
component across the load, which can be used to develop a common AGC voltage for all the
receivers. This maintains their gains equal, even though some fading occurs in the strongest
signal, requiring a gain change to provide a constant output. For other modulation types, this
simple combination technique is not generally possible, since the diode envelope detector is
not an appropriate demodulator for such signals. In such cases, the amplitude-sensing,
switching, demodulation, and AGC channels can be separated as shown in Figure 9.22.
Diversity system analysis is generally based on the assumption that multipath fading has
an essentially Rayleigh distribution. The justification of this assumption is doubtful in many
applications, since it depends on the law of large numbers, and often only two or three
multipath components are present. A good summary discussion of the theory of different diversity schemes, along with a careful consideration of assumptions, is given in [9.15]. The
results presented in the following are based on that reference.
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Figure 9.21 Switching diversity circuit for AM signals.

Figure 9.22 Switching diversity circuit for FM channels.
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Figure 9.23 Selection diversity output distributions for n independent diversity channels with
equal S/N.

What we have called switching diversity is called selection diversity in [9.15]. Figure
9.23 shows the probability that the output S/N will be below various levels when different
numbers of diverse channels with identical noise and Rayleigh fading are switched so that
the output with best S/N is selected. This curve is based on the fact that for the output to drop
below a level S/N, all of the channels must do so. The Rayleigh distribution for the single
channel is
P1 ( x < S 1 /N 1 ) = 1 − exp ( − S 1 /N 1 )

(9.1)

For all n channels to be less than S/N, when the S/N distributions are equal and independent
Pn ( x < S

N ) = [1 − exp ( − S 1

N 1 )] n

(9.2)
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In combining techniques, the signals from all of the channels are multiplied by a weighting function and then added. The principle is based on the assumption that the signal amplitudes are all in phase so that they add arithmetically, while the noise amplitudes are all independent and add in an rms fashion. The two combining techniques in use are simple addition
and maximal-ratio combining. In the first case, all weighting functions have the same constant value. In the latter case, they follow a particular law, based on channel measurements.
In switching diversity, the switches can be located either prior to demodulation or after it
without affecting the output statistics, as long as the sensing circuits can function adequately. In practice, switching prior to demodulation, where the phases of the RF signals
may vary, can cause undesirable switching transients. In the case of combining diversity,
however, it is obvious that in combining before demodulation, the random phase differences
among the channels will defeat the purpose of adding the weighted signal amplitudes,
whereas combining after modulation does not suffer from this problem. The two techniques
of combining are generally referred to as predetection and postdetection combining, respectively.
If the modulation is nonlinear, the advantage of the overall improvement in S/N from
combining will be reduced by postdetection combining since the relative relationships of
signal and noise amplitudes can be modified in the demodulation process. In FM, for example, when the S/N drops below threshold, the demodulated S/N rises rapidly. Predetection
combining can reduce the probability that the composite signal fails to exceed the threshold,
whereas in postdetection combining the individual signals may drop below threshold frequently, thus degrading the composite output signal. Predetection combining requires that
the phases of the several signals be made the same before combining, hence increasing the
complexity of the combiner. Figure 9.24 is a block diagram of an equal-gain (equal weighting in all channels) predetection combiner. In the case of the equal-gain combiner, if the
noise voltages in each channel are assumed to have equal independent gaussian distributions, and the noise amplitudes independent Rayleigh distribution variables, the distribution
for the combined S/N is given in Brennan [9.15, Equation (41)]. The resultant distributions
for several orders of diversity are given in Figure 9.25.
A block diagram of maximal-ratio combining, introduced to radio communications by
Kahn [9.17], is shown in Figure 9.26. This differs from the equal-gain combiner in that the
weighting functions, instead of being the same and constant in all channels, are now
weighted by the factor xi /σ 2 , where xi are the values of the ith signal amplitude and σ is the
rms value of the channel gaussian noise, again assumed equal in all the channels. In this
case, the resultant combined distribution function is easy to integrate in terms of tabulated
functions (incomplete gamma function) and can be expressed as a sum of simple functions
P (x < S


N ) =1 − 


n −1

∑

k =0

 S N) k

 k !





 − S
e


N

(9.3)
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Figure 9.24 Block diagram of an equal-gain predetection combiner. (From [9.16].)
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Figure 9.27 shows the resulting distribution functions for various numbers of diversity
channels.
In Figures. 9.23, 9.25, and 9.27, we note that the largest increment of diversity improvement occurs between no diversity and dual diversity, and the improvement increment gradually decreases as n grows larger. This is most obvious for switched diversity, where at 0.01
availability the improvement from n = 1 to 2 is about 8 dB, from n = 2 to 3, it is 3.7 dB, and
from n = 3 to 4, it is 1.7 dB. This same trend is indicated in the improvement of average S/N
level with diversity order, as shown in Figure 9.28. All of the foregoing theoretical estimates
have assumed independent Rayleigh fading in the channels. The effects of other possible
fading distributions have not been explored extensively, since experimental information on
distributions of fading is limited and in many cases the data fits a Rayleigh distribution reasonably well over a limited range. Some calculations have been made on the effect of correlation between Rayleigh fading channels (Figure 9.29).
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Figure 9.25 Equal-gain combiner diversity output distributions for n diversity channels having equal S/N.

Figure 9.26 Block diagram of a maximal-ratio diversity combiner. (From [9.15].)
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Figure 9.27 Maximal-ratio combiner distributions for n diversity channels having equal S/N.

All of the techniques described here have been found effective in various multipath situations, although in some cases it is difficult to distinguish whether the implementation produces switching or combining diversity. Diversity is only of value for the relatively rapid
fading caused by multipath. This kind of fading is encountered extensively at HF and for tropospheric and ionospheric scatter propagation at higher frequencies. Similarly, mobile vehicles passing through a static multipath field at VHF and UHF encounter such fading as a result of their motion. However, the long-term fading, which occurs as a result of diurnal, seasonal, or sunspot cycle variations, affects all direct radio channels between two points essentially equally, and hence cannot be improved by diversity reception.
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Figure 9.28 Diversity improvement in average S/N for different diversity techniques. (From
[9.15].)

9.6 Adaptive Receiver Processing
The term adaptive processing is applied to techniques intended to modify the receiver
characteristics with changing signal environment so as to achieve improved performance.
The use of diversity, discussed in the last section, may be considered a simple form of adaptation that operates on several samples of the signal and interference to produce a reduced outage fraction or reduced error rate under certain conditions of fading. HF frequency management, changing the frequency of a radio link in response to the diurnal,
seasonal, and sunspot cycles, is another simple, manual form of adaptation that has been
used for many years.
In recent years, two additional forms of adaptivity have appeared—adaptive antenna
processing (sometimes referred to as adaptive null steering) and adaptive equalization.
With the availability of low-cost low-power microprocessors, the implementation of automatic adaptive frequency management has become attractive, as well as other adaptive processes. Adaptive antenna processing arose out of the antijam requirements of radar systems,
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Figure 9.29 Dual switching diversity output distribution for correlated Rayleigh fading. (From
[9.15].)

but is equally applicable to communications use, when several antenna elements are available. In adaptive antenna processing, each of the inputs are modified in amplitude and delay
(or phase) prior to their combination to achieve a desired signal improvement. The adaptive
control process by which this is accomplished and the techniques for input modification
must be designed for the specific application. Adaptive equalization came about because of
developments intended to counteract intersymbol interference generated in data transmission over the telephone network by channel distortion. The concepts are now being used to
combat multipath and other distortion in radio communications.
9.6.1 Adaptive Antenna Processing
Much of the original work on adaptive antenna processing was related to military applications (References [9.18] to [9.22]). The techniques described in [9.19] to [9.22] are based
on the fact that objectionable interference generally does not come from the same direc-
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Figure 9.30 Simple array configuration. (From [9.18]. Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

tion as the signal, so that separated antenna elements receive the two sets of radiation with
different delays. By appropriate amplitude and/or delay variations in the two channels, a
single interferer may be nulled, while the signal remains available. Because it is the differences in delays that are primarily responsible for the signal differences, at least when the
antenna elements are identical, broadband processing requires that the amplitude and delay be adjusted in each channel. However, for narrowband signals, carrier phase difference
may be substituted for delay.
To illustrate how this occurs, a simple two-element example from Widrow et al. [9.18]
will be used before the more complex general expressions are given. Figure 9.30 shows the
configuration. The antennas are assumed to be simple omnidirectional elements, with the
signal arriving at angle θ and the interferer at angle Φ. The signal amplitude in each antenna
element is the same, but the phase differs because of the arrival angle φ. Analogously, the interference amplitudes are the same, and phases differ because of angle θ. Each received
channel is split into I and Q components, which are separately multiplied by different values
or weights. This results in an effective amplitude and phase change in each channel. If we
use the usual complex notation for the narrowband signals, we have for the signal and
interferer components at the output
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S out = W1 s exp [ j (d sin Φ) / 2] + W2 s exp [− j (d sin Φ) / 2]
N out = W1 n exp [ j ( d sin θ)

2] + W2 n exp [ − j ( d sin θ)

(9.4)
2]

(9.5)

where s and n are the amplitudes of the two waves, and the phases are referred to the phase
at the center of the array. We would like to eliminate the interferer output Nout while keeping the signal output Sout equal to si, for example. This requires four real equations to be satisfied
 d sin θ 
 d sin θ 
w 1 i cos 
 − w 1 q sin 

 2

 2

 d sin θ 
 d sin θ 
+ w 2 i cos 
 + w 2 q sin 
 =0
 2

 2


(9.6)
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 d sin Φ 
 d sin Φ 
w 1 q cos 
 − w 1 i sin 


 2

 2
 d sin Φ 
 d sin Φ 
+ w 2 q cos 
 + w 2 i sin 
 =0
 2
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(9.9)

These are four linear equations with constant coefficients, and may be solved in the usual
way to produce
W1 ≡ w 1 i + j w 1 q
W1 = −

sin [( d sin θ)

2] + j cos [( d sin θ)

2 sin [ d (sin Φ − sin θ)

2]

2]

(9.10)
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Figure 9.31 Generalized form of an adaptive array. (From [9.18]. Reprinted with permission
of IEEE.)

W1 = −

j exp [ − j ( d sin θ)

2]

2 sin [ d (sin Φ − sin θ)

2]

W2 ≡ w 2 i + j w 2 q
W2 = −

W2 =

sin [( d sin θ)

2] − j cos [( d sin θ)

2 sin [ d (sin Φ − sin θ)
j exp [ j ( d sin θ)

2]

2]

(9.11)

2]

2 sin [ d (sin Φ − sin θ)

2]

The final forms on the right also arise from a direct solution of Equations (9.4) and (9.5)
by letting W1 = W exp [ − j ( d sin θ)/2] and W2 = − W exp [ j ( d sin θ)/2], which satisfy
Equation (9.5) with Nout = 0, and then solving for W in Equation (9.4). The problem of automatically controlling the coefficients to find these values remains and will be discussed
after the forms of equation and solution have been indicated for the more general network
of Figure 9.31.
In Figure 9.31 there are now n array elements providing separate inputs. The bandwidth
is assumed narrow, so there are also n complex weights that must be adjusted to produce an
optimum setting in some sense. In principle, using the approach given previously, n inputs
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should allow n – 1 interfering signals to be nulled, except at some angles where this may not
be possible, while still retaining adequate signal strength. More generally, however, there
may be more or fewer interferers, so that some criterion other than nulling may be desirable.
To solve the problem, which becomes a solution of n-linear equations subject to some constraints, matrix algebra is convenient. The equations analogous to Equations (9.4) and (9.5)
are
Sout = WT Sin

(9.12)

Nout = WT Nin

(9.13)

Boldface characters are used to represent matrices, in this case one-dimensional matrices
(vectors); the subscript T represents the matrix transpose and the superscript –1 represents
the inverse. The inner product of two vectors may be written ATB or BTA, since both forms
produce the same scalar value. The vectors W, Nin, and Sin are defined as
∑
W1

W 
∑
2
 
∑
W3

W =. Nin =.

. 
.
 
.
. 


 


∑
Wn


N 1 in
S 1 in

S 
N 2 in

 2 in
N 3 in
S 3 in

S =. 
 in 
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N n in
n in




In order to select W1, it is necessary to place some further constraints on the system. In the
simple example, it was assumed that Nout should be zero. This is not generally possible, especially when the random noise is added to the interferers or if the interferers happen to be
more in number than the number of W1. The two principal constraints that have been used in
the past are the minimum S/N (MSN), also called the minimum signal-to-interference ratio
(MSIR), and the least-mean-square (LMS) error. The former requires that it be possible to
identify the signal from the interferers, the latter requires a local reference that has a higher
correlation with the signal than with any of the interfering sources. Both criteria lead to similar solutions.
In the MSN case, we have
Pm = Sout * Sout = (WT Sin)* (Sin T W)

(9.14)

Pn = E{Nout * Nout} = E{(WT Nin)* (Nin T W)}

(9.15)

Pn = WT * E{Nin * Nin T} W ≡ WT * MW
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Figure 9.32 Functional block diagram of a control circuit for an adaptive array. (From [9.23].
Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

where E{ ...} is the expectation of a random variable and * indicates the complex conjugate. It has been shown [9.18] that to maximize the S/N
MW = µS

(9.16)

M = E{Nin * Nin T}

(9.17)

where µ is an arbitrary constant. The weights W can be solved for by multiplying Equation
(9.16) by M–1.
The drawback in this equation is that, in practice, the statistics of the interference are not
necessarily known, so that the value of M cannot be determined a priori. Moreover, the interferers will change from time to time, so that no fixed values of W could be used. It is therefore necessary to estimate the various interferer expectations from previously received signal samples. A compromise must be reached between the number of samples required to approximate the expectations and the time in which the values of the statistics might change.
The functional circuit suitable for implementing this MSN algorithm is shown in Figure
9.32.
Identical circuits are used for weighting each element. The circuit may be implemented
using either digital or analog circuits, and applying the weights directly at RF or in the IF
stages of the receiver. While it might seem that a more complex receiver is required to implement at IF, since n frequency converters and IF amplifiers are required, it must be realized
that as a practical matter, the levels input to the control unit from both individual and sum
channels must have sufficient level to overcome circuit noise and thresholds and provide adequate output power to perform the weighting operation. Alternatively, in a digital imple-
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mentation they must have sufficient level to drive the A/D converters. Figure 9.33 gives diagrams indicating in somewhat more detail the analog and digital implementation of the control circuits.
In Figure 9.32, a fixed reference voltage is inserted in the control loop. In the absence of a
reference matrix, such as this represents, the MSN algorithm attempts to null signals coming from all directions, including the desired signal. Suitable reference levels can prevent
nulling in a preselected direction. This is important if there are only a few interferers and the
signal has a comparable energy. Where the signal is comparatively weak, this is less important. This might be true, for example, in spread-spectrum cases where the spread has caused
the general noise level and other users to provide a background noise level greater than the
signal level (prior to despreading to achieve the receiver’s processing gain). Without the reference (or in other directions when there is a reference), the adaptation operates to invert the
stronger signals’ powers about the background noise level, the strongest first [9.20]. The
speed with which the algorithm converges in the presence of strong interferers is also a problem with which the designer must be concerned.
The LMS algorithm differs from the MSN in that it assumes a capability to distinguish
between signal and noise. To achieve this, Widrow et al. [9.18] have compared the summed
signal with a local reference signal, which in its simplest form is a replica of the received signal. Figure 9.34 is a block diagram of this circuit, including diagrams of the control circuits.
It will be noted that the form of these circuits is similar to those for the MSN algorithm. The
solution for the LMS algorithm is given in [9.18] as
Ø W = Øxd

(9.18)

where Ø resembles M, except that it includes the received signal terms as well as the noise.
Øxd is the expectancy of the product of the input vector with reference signal d. When d = 0,
the control algorithm reduces to that of the MSN. In [9.18], this case is shown with an
added pilot signal, generated in a direction where it is desired not to reduce the output.
This is equivalent to the MSN with an offset vector. Because of uncertainties in timing at a
receiver, in many cases it is not possible to produce a good reference signal unless local
demodulation is being accomplished. Demodulation may not be possible in the face of interference. Therefore, the reference is not available at the start of processing. In this case, a
two-mode system may be used with an MSN while the interference is high, switching to an
LMS when the reduction in the stronger interferers allows recovery of the signal. This depends strongly on the transient behavior of the adaptive algorithm.
9.6.2 Adaptive Equalization
Adaptive equalization of radio communications channels, while developed to improve the
performance of a channel with a single input, has much in common with adaptive antenna
processing. In adaptive equalization, the interferers are symbols sent at earlier or later
times. As a result of multipath and other channel distortions, tails of prior symbols or precursors of symbols yet to come cause intersymbol interference that reduces or eliminates
tolerance to noise that would exist in a channel free of these problems. One of the earliest
adaptive techniques used to combat radio multipath was the RAKE system [9.25]. Subse-
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Figure 9.33 Block diagrams of analog and digital implementations of control loops for an
MSN algorithm: (a) analog correlation control (analog IF weights), (b) all-digital control and
weighting. (From [9.24]. Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)
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Figure 9.34 Block diagram of an LMS algorithm. (From [9.24]. Reprinted with permission of
IEEE.)

quently, the use of an inverse ionosphere for combating multipath was suggested [9.26],
and various other techniques were proposed for automatic equalization (References [9.27]
and [9.28]). Meanwhile the problems of adapting the switched telephone system to transmit higher data rates in the face of unpredictable distortion had also led to the development
of adaptive linear transversal filter equalizers [9.29]. The rapid development of digital processing technology in recent years has led to ever-growing efforts in the area. Several sur-
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Figure 9.35 Block diagram of a linear transversal equalizer. (From [9.31]. Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

vey treatments (References [9.30] to [9.32]) have appeared, providing extensive reference
and background material for further study. Here, we attempt to present the general current
approaches.
For channels with small distortion from phase or amplitude dispersion, or small amplitude multipath, the linear transversal equalizer is useful (Figure 9.35). As with adaptive antenna processing, a reference may be used in the control system. It is common to provide a
reference transmission prior to data transmission to allow initial setting of the weighting
vector and subsequently update the values using the differences between the output and the
expected output of the equalizer (Figure 9.36). This type of equalizer proved useful in reducing error rates in telephone channels and thus allowed higher data rates with acceptable performance. After the line is connected, a training signal, whose characteristic is known at the
receiver, is sent. This allows for the initial setting of the weighting coefficients, using an
LMS-type algorithm. After training, the signal outputs are compared with the stored expected signal values, and an MSN or other algorithm is used to correct for slow changes. The
same sort of algorithm can be useful to correct dispersion in propagation on a single-path
channel or a multipath channel of the sort that has a strong main path and a number of weak
multipaths.
This type of equalizer is not effective when there is substantial multipath, as in some HF
channels (Figure 9.37). In such a case, a nonlinear decision feedback configuration added to
the linear circuit is necessary. The block diagram for such a circuit is illustrated in Figure
9.38. In this case, the already decided output symbols are passed to a transversal filter, the
outputs of which are weighted and summed at the input to the decision process along with
the outputs from the weighted and the summed outputs from the linear segment from the
symbols yet to be decided. This nonlinear process represents a difference from the adaptive
antenna structure, but results in much improved performance when channels with significant levels of much delayed multipath are present.
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Figure 9.36 Block diagram of control functions for a linear transversal equalizer. (From
[9.30]. Courtesy of J. G. Proakis and Academic Press.)

Referring now back to Figure 9.34, the similarity of the adaptive equalizer and the adaptive antenna processor is easy to see if we consider the n outputs of the transversal filter, the
equivalent of the n separate antenna signals. If we adopt the notations of Widrow [9.21], the
sum output S has the form
S = WT X

(9.19)

where the Xi are the signal variations at the various taps of the equalizer. If the stored reference signal is D, then when it is known that a training preamble is being sent, the error becomes
ε= S −D

(9.20)

The LMS criterion applied to this situation gives rise to the same expressions and diagrams as shown previously. If an analog delay line is used, ε is a time function whose square
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Figure 9.37 Effect of different degrees of channel distortion. (From [9.30]. Courtesy of J. G.
Proakis and Academic Press.)

must be integrated over the period of the delay line to obtain the equivalent of the expectation for the successive digital samples, in the case of a digital delay line.
Another algorithm that has been used [9.29] replaces the LMS criterion with a peak distortion criterion. The peak criterion is defined as the sum of the absolute values of the error
at sample times other than that at which the maximum value of S occurs. This gives rise to a
zero forcing algorithm, where the outputs at all sample times other than the maximum are
forced to zero. The maximum value may be set to unity. This is a satisfactory criterion when
the peak distortion is less than the maximum sample and when the noise is small, as in telephone channels or high-grade radio channels. However, it is not likely to be of use where distortion and noise are high. As with adaptive antenna processing, various modifications of
the control algorithms have been tried to improve the convergence period so that more of the
available transmission period can be used for information transmission.
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Figure 9.38 Nonlinear adaptive equalizer configuration. (From [9.30]. Courtesy of J. G.
Proakis and Academic Press.)

The use of linear feedback equalization (i. e., the placement of the tap corresponding to
the decision sample time within the equalizer, rather than at the right-hand side) proved of
little value in good or bad channels [9.30]. Linear equalization, instead, is most useful in the
feedforward mode. These observations led to the development of the nonlinear feedback
equalizer (Figure 9.38). The fact that the feedback delay line is used for the already decided
symbols leads to the setting of coefficients in that section on a different basis. With the LMS
criterion, it can be shown that the circuit will completely eliminate the interference from the
already decided symbols as long as the decision is correct. Because the time averaging or
summing is generally slow enough that the weighting coefficients do not change significantly during a period of many output symbols, the effect of occasional errors is of little importance. The feedback equalization technique has been used to produce a high-speed digital transmission through HF multipath channels.
The adaptive equalizers discussed here use recursive methods of setting the weighting
coefficients, so that every decision is affected by the n samples of the waveform in the delay
line and a number of previous n or more sets of prior samples. This leads to the possibility of
algorithms that accumulate kn2 samples and make each decision on the basis of the entire
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Figure 9.39 Simulation results of binary signaling through a time-invariant multipath channel. (From [9.33]. Courtesy of Naval Ocean Systems Center.)

statistics, using maximum-likelihood techniques [9.30]. As each new sample enters the system, the oldest sample is removed and the process is repeated. Properly designed, such a program should produce the best possible equalization for the number of points selected. Some
experimental work of this type has been done using a maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) or a Viterbi algorithm to reduce the computations. Figure 9.39 [9.33] indicates
some comparisons of different equalization techniques in a simulated time-invariant channel.
In the previous discussions, the delay is the inverse of the symbol frequency. This is the
maximum delay that can be used, and is used in most adaptive equalizer designs. In order for
the equalizer to perform satisfactorily, symbol timing must be recovered very accurately. If
the delay is made a fraction of a symbol, more timing error can be tolerated, but the processing load is increased. For binary symbols this is probably of minor significance, but if the
symbols are higher-order, it may be necessary to use a fractionally spaced equalizer. A delay
of one-half or one-third may prove more practical than improving symbol timing recovery.
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9.6.3 Time-Gated Equalizer
The time-gated equalizer is a somewhat different approach to adaptive equalization than
those described previously [9.11]. Its purpose is to achieve and maintain equalization in an
HF band, even in the presence of frequency hopping at rates up to several hundred per second.
The technique is based on the premise that at HF, the major equalization problem arises
from a small number of paths, individually having low distortion in a bandwidth of up to 10
kHz. Path delay separation is assumed much larger than the chip period (keying rates above
about 1000 bits/s). This is certainly not true for every HF path, but is close enough for many
applications. The assumptions dictate the need for feedback equalizer processing. To avoid
the problem of realizing an array of coefficients, as in the usual transversal filter, the further
assumption is made that the path delays change slowly compared to the keying rate, so that a
measured delay may be useful for a comparatively long time.
Hulst [9.26] estimated the maximum rate of change for the F layer at about 7.5 m/s. Maximum delay occurs for vertical paths, so the maximum change for an N-hop wave for this
value is 15N m/s, where N is the number of reflections. Usually the F-layer returns occur on
long-range paths. The actual rate of oblique path change is much less than for a vertical path.
For example, the maximum single-hop F range is about 4000 km. This reduces the rate of
change to 2.6 m/s for a single hop. Multiple hops have increasingly greater rates of change,
approaching 15 N m/s for very large values of N. At 1200 Hz, a chip occupies 833 µs, or
about 2.5 × 105 m; 9600 Hz, 3.1 × 104 m. The spacing change, for a single vertical reflection,
in 10 min at maximum rate is 30 percent of the 9600-Hz period. Processor sampling periods
usually do not exceed 4 times the chip rate. Thus, the delay of a particular multipath component is likely to remain at a particular sampling time for 8 or 9 min, in agreement with the assumption.
The basic concept for the multipath processor, based on these assumptions, is shown in
Figure 9.40. The input wave is buffered, and when a signal is detected on a selected frequency, it is processed by the tap locator. Initially this uses correlation with the expected
synchronization packet to locate the taps at the particular frequency, using the techniques indicated in Figure 9.41. Then the taps are located for other frequencies in the preamble. A
limited number of measurements can be used to predict reasonably well the tap locations at
the other expected hopping frequencies, provided that the preamble hops widely in the band.
To avoid the need for frequent synchronization packets, subsequent tracking and late entry make use of partial autocorrelation of the data packets. This is done as shown in Figure
9.41, except that only a single received frame is retained. The effects of this correlation are
shown in Figure 9.42, based on simulator plots. The signal labeled “transmitted packet” represents the packet received with the shortest delay. While peaks appear in the
autocorrelation signals at the multipath delay intervals, the data side lobes sometimes obscure them. To improve the estimates, averaging over multiple packets can be used. Figure
9.43 shows how averaging suppresses the data side lobes and causes the multipaths to be
identified clearly.
In common implementations, a maximum of two multipaths (the larger pair if more than
two exist) are used. Techniques include eliminating special synchronization preambles at
the beginning of transmission, but including a small fraction of such bits in each packet.
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Figure 9.40 Block diagram of a multipath equalization processor. (From [9.11]. Courtesy of
RCA and Ham Radio Magazine.)

Figure 9.41 Correlation process. (From [9.11]. Courtesy of RCA and Ham Radio Magazine.)

This puts the initial synchronization and late entry on an equal footing, and makes the averaging process somewhat more efficient in reducing the unwanted side lobes, since short
cross correlation has replaced the partial autocorrelation process.
Referring to Figure 9.40, the tap location decisions are fed to the equalizer, shown in
more detail in Figure 9.44. The tap locators are used to determine the delays for the feedback. After they have been determined (for each hop frequency), the delays need only be updated if they change by more than one-half of the sample interval (substantial fractions of an
hour). Before final processing of the packet, the tap weights must be determined. Because
each frequency is revisited at an average rate of NT /FH, where NT is the number of frequencies assigned for hopping and FH is the number of hops per second, it could require one to
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Figure 9.42 Time relationships in multipath and correlation process, using simulated waveforms. (From [9.11]. Courtesy of RCA and Ham Radio Magazine.)

several seconds to revisit each frequency. (Unless NT is in the hundreds, the protection from
jamming is not likely to be adequate.) At the maximum rate of path change, the phase of the
RF signal can change at 5 to 50°/s in the HF band, depending on the frequencies that are in
use during the communication (and based on the F-layer estimate). Consequently, the coef-
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Figure 9.43 Reduction of autocorrelation side lobes by averaging. Correlation results averaged over 50 frames. Two multipaths: 1—delayed by 0.88 ms; 2—delayed by 1.76 ms.
(From [9.11]. Courtesy of RCA and Ham Radio Magazine.)

Figure 9.44 Time-gated feedback equalizer. (From [9.11]. Courtesy of RCA and Ham Radio
Magazine.)
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Figure 9.45 Distortion measurement approach. (From [9.11]. Courtesy of RCA and Ham Radio Magazine.)

ficients must be updated frequently. Updating of weights has been implemented for each received packet.
The estimation of the coefficients is based on the concept indicated in Figure 9.45. The
received (stored) samples of the packet are passed through a power-law nonlinear process
and subjected to spectrum analysis by an FFT. The power-law device must be capable of producing CW spectrum peaks. For example, with MSK modulation, a square-law device produces two peaks separated by the chip frequency. The ratio of total power in the other components to that in the peaks is used as a quality measure Q. First, the larger multipath complex weight undergoes a series of steps in phase and in amplitude (starting at prior values)
until the minimum Q is obtained. Then the second multipath is similarly treated. The final
values of weights so obtained are used in the equalizer to process the packet. It has been
found that with a moderate number of steps in amplitude and phase, sufficient improvement
is obtained to provide good performance under otherwise impossible multipath conditions.
The processing required for these steps is far less than that required for the usual equalizers. Moreover, the process can operate in a frequency-hopping mode at rates of hundreds of
hops per second. Figure 9.46 shows the results of one medium simulation with a single
multipath, delayed by 0.5 ms from the main signal and of equal amplitude.
9.6.4 Link-Quality Analysis
A special aid to frequency management is link-quality analysis and automatic channel selection. This process uses capabilities readily obtainable in a digital frequency-hopping
transceiver in conjunction with typical microprocessor control operations and speeds. The
process is especially useful for HF frequency-hopping systems and can be of value for the
selection of acceptable channels in other frequency bands as well.
In an HF system, the region of the band used must be changed, sometimes several times a
day because of major changes in the ionospheric transmission. In a frequency-hopping system, the users have a common dictionary of frequencies over which they may hop, and performance predictions may indicate which ones should be tried for the expected ionospheric
conditions. However, there is no way of knowing in advance about the interference on the
specific channels. It is important for reliable communications that the specific channels selected be as free of unintentional interference as possible, and that transmission among the
users in the communications situation be good. This can be achieved by using regular spectrum scans of the assigned frequencies and by measuring the received quality of transmissions in the different channels.
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Figure 9.46 Results of multipath equalization simulation in a nonfading two-path channel.

Ionospheric sounding equipments are available using various techniques, which at a particular location can scan the condition of the ionosphere by sending signals and receiving
the vertical returns. The sounding signals may be short high-power pulses, transmitted on
successive carrier frequencies throughout the band. A low-power continuous slow scan
sounding of the band has also been used, with a chirp-type receiver to detect returns. This
causes less interference with others using the band than the pulsed-sounding signals. There
are also receivers and processors that can measure the energy in channels throughout the
band. If cooperative arrangements are made, receivers at a distance can use the transmitters
of the sounder to measure the transmission over oblique paths. This type of equipment is
useful for scientific studies of the ionosphere and for selecting frequencies for use between
point-to-point fixed-frequency earth stations. However, such equipment provides much
more information than is needed in a rapidly changing tactical situation, and its size and
complexity often reflect this.
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Where there is a network of frequency-hopping radios that must intercommunicate, cooperative sounding may be undertaken among them on a scheduled basis, or under the direction of a network controller. The frequency-hopping transmitter provides a sounder that can
hop over all frequencies the network may use. A quality monitor is required in each receiver
to estimate the utility of the channel. Each receiver assesses the S/N on all the channels for
all the paths, for each propagating channel, and determines a measure of channel utility. For
each link, the information is reported to other stations in the network, until at the end of the
process the relative performance of all the links, in both directions and of all the stations, is
known throughout the network. By establishing a selection rule, automatic selection (or rejection) of channels is made at each station. Every network member then knows the frequency group for use during the ensuing interval and until the next sounding is made.
Sounding can occur during continuous information transmission by using a small fraction
of the hopping time for sounding. For example, 10 percent sounding in a 150-hop/s system
allows 1000 channels to be checked in slightly more than a minute.
Quality can be assessed by making measurements in the channel during the correlation
interval. The output samples prior to correlation measure interference as well as side lobes.
The amplitude of the successful correlation is affected by the signal-to-interference ratio.
Such a spot S/N measurement, however, gives only limited data on a longer-term performance. For greater confidence, several checks should be made during sounding.
9.6.5 Automatic Link Establishment
Automatic link establishment (ALE) is a process by which automated, digital signal transmission techniques are used to improve communications system reliability and versatility
(References [9.34] to [9.36]). Standards and practices relating to ALE have their roots in
Federal (U. S.) Standard 1045 (FS-1045), which provides the foundation for a family of
HF radio systems featuring—among other things—the ability to automatically adapt to
ever-changing HF propagation conditions. Such systems, thus, are termed adaptive HF radio links. ALE technology enables radio stations to automatically initiate and establish bilateral connectivity. In the process of establishing links, an LQA is performed that allows
the ALE radio to select the best available frequency.
FS-1045 provides the protocols and functions for a three-way handshake between two or
more stations. The linking processing includes the following elements:
• The emission of a call. The emission waveform contains address information that selectively alerts a station in the system.
• A response signal, which is emitted if the station is operational, either scanning a number
of frequencies or monitoring a specific frequency.
• An acknowledgment signal indicating that the proper code transactions have taken place.
The calling station initiates the call by transmitting a series of 24-bit words containing a
“To” preamble, and concluding with a word containing a “This is” preamble and its own
address. The called radio(s), which typically is scanning a number of channels, stops on
the channel on which it hears the call and decodes the ALE words to determine if the call is
intended for that unit. The called radio then answers with a short response beginning with
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two words containing the “To” preamble and the address of the calling station, and concludes by transmitting two words with a “This Is” preamble and its own address. When the
original calling station receives this response, it is assured of bilateral connectivity and
sends an acknowledgment to the called station, thus completing the three-way handshake.
This process is usually accomplished in 10 to 20 seconds, depending on the number of
channels scanned by the radios.
In order to make the ALE system work, a set of basic operating rules was devised [9.37].
Those specifications, listed in order of precedence, are:
• Each ALE receiver is independent of all other receivers in the system
• The radio always listens for ALE signals
• It always responds to a call unless deliberately inhibited
• It always operates in the scanning mode if not otherwise in use
• It never interferes with active ALE channels unless operating in a priority mode, or otherwise forced to interrupt
• It always exchanges LQA data with other stations when requested, and always measures
the signal quality of other stations
• The system responds in preset/derived/directed time slots
• The radio always seeks and maintains track of connectivity with others in the system (unless inhibited)
• Linking ALE stations employ the highest mutual level of capability
• Users should minimize time on-channel
• As capable, radios should minimize the amount of transmitter output power so as to reduce spectrum congestion
As shown, the FS-1045 standard specifies the required protocols, timing, and technical
definitions. It leaves the details of system implementation, however, to the individual
equipment manufacturers. The ALE system provides substantial improvement in radio
communications efficiency and interoperability within and among various applications
and groups of end-users [9.38]. The protocol also has the capability to exchange short digital text messages.
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Chapter 10
Receiver Design Trends
10.1 Introduction
In earlier chapters, we provided a guide to the design of communications receivers in accordance with the present state of the art. Page constraints have made it necessary to limit
coverage in some areas, and at best, a book represents the situation at the time the manuscript was prepared. In this chapter, we touch on related areas of receiver design that we
have not been able to cover in depth previously. In particular, we discuss three areas:
• Expanded digital implementation of receiver functions
• Spread-spectrum receivers
• The use of system simulation in design

10.2 Digital Implementation of Receiver Functions
The development of advanced integrated circuits has made digital logic functions relatively cheap and reliable, allowing complete microprocessor systems to be built on a single
chip. This has led to the widespread replacement of analog circuits in communications receivers with digital-processing circuits. Techniques for performing filtering, frequency
changing, demodulation, error correction, and many other functions have been developed,
and have been touched upon in earlier chapters.
Digital processing has a number of inherent advantages over analog processing. Greater
accuracy and stability frees digital circuits from the drifts caused by temperature, humidity,
pressure, and supply voltage changes. The possibility of long-time storage of signal samples
makes repeated processing of the same data for more accurate detection and demodulation
feasible. The economy of small-size but large-scale digital implementation makes practical
optimum detection and decoding techniques that were once only theorists’ dreams.
While there are many advantages to digital processing, there are limitations that will restrict implementation of all-digital radios in many applications for some years to come. Figure 10.1 shows the block diagram of a typical modern radio. Digital processing is used in the
circuits following the first IF in the receiver, the exciter circuits in the transmitter, and the
synthesizer. The particular product on which the diagram is based is an HF voice set, but it is
equally applicable to other frequency bands and other modulations. All control, tuning,
bandwidth, gain, modulation type, power level, antenna weighting functions, and the like
are effected through the microprocessor. User decisions on these matters may be entered
through a keypad, either locally or remotely.
In the transmitter, the low power level of digital circuits requires the use of analog power
amplifiers with adequate filters to reduce undesired noise and harmonics. The digital modu-
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Figure 10.1 Block diagram of a radio set with digital signal processing and control.

lator produces a sequence of numbers representing uniformly separated samples of the
waveform levels. A D/A converter and filter produce the input for the analog power amplifiers. The level of quantization used in the digital numbers and converter must be such as to
keep the transmitter noise level low in adjacent and nearby channels. Often it is convenient
to use combined analog and digital techniques in the modulator, rather than analog conversion at the output.
In the receiver, an A/D conversion is made before digital processing. The quantization
must be adequate to add minimally to the S/N. Yet there must be sufficient levels to handle
the dynamic range. The sampling rate must also be high enough for the widest usable signal
bandwidth to be processed. It is these stringent requirements that establish the limitation on
digital receiver processing. The sample rate must be greater than twice the bandwidth to be
handled, and the sampling width must be small compared to the period of the highest frequency to be handled. Because real filters do not completely eliminate frequencies immediately above cutoff, sampling rates tend to be 2.25 to 2.5 times the top frequency of interest.
The amount of filter attenuation at one-half the sampling rate and above should be sufficient
such that the higher frequency interference folded back into the band at that point is tolerable. The narrow sampling pulse waveform of period 1/fm retains the filter output spectrum at
baseband, but the output is augmented by the same spectrum translated to the various harmonics of fm. This results in the need to filter the spectrum adequately to fm /2. However, it
also permits sampling of a bandpass spectrum at a rate of twice the pass bandwidth or more,
as long as the sampling pulse is narrow enough to produce a substantial harmonic close to
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Figure 10.2 Linear quantizer input-output curve. (From [3.14]. Reprinted with permission of
Prentice-Hall.)

the pass band and as long as the spectra translated by adjacent sampling harmonics do not
overlap it. The sampling pulse train can operate as both sampler and frequency translator.
The width of the sampling pulse may not occupy more than a small fraction of the period
of the highest frequency in the pass band. This localizes the point of sampling of the waveform, and it leaves time for the sample to be retained while the remainder of the circuit
digitizes it. If the outputs are digitized to m levels, the output of the A/D converter may be delivered on m buses at a rate of fm, or on one bus at a rate of mfm, in both cases with an accompanying clock signal for sampling. The same narrow sampling width must be used whether the
sampler operates above twice the highest frequency in the signal or much lower, at more than
twice the highest bandwidth of the modulation band of the signal.
The active input circuits of the A/D converter contribute some amount of noise. For receivers in which digitization occurs relatively late in the system chain, this noise is of little
concern. However, as the A/D converter moves toward the antenna, its NF becomes significant. In addition to the inherent NF of A/D converter circuits, quantizing noise is introduced
by the digitizing process.
Linear A/D converters are used for signal processing to minimize the generation of IM
products. (Some A/D converters for PCM voice use a logarithmic input-output relationship,
but do not encounter further digital processing before reconversion by the inverse A/D converter.) A linear quantizer divides the input signal into a series of steps, as shown in Figure
10.2, which are coded to provide the digital output. The output voltage represents a series of
steps, each q V high. An input voltage that falls between (2k + 1)Q/2 and (2k + 3)Q/2 is represented by an output kQ. The output voltage waveform is equivalent to the input waveform
plus a random error waveform e(t), which varies between ±Q/2 and is distributed uniformly
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Table 10.1 Quantization Noise as a Function of Peak Voltage

between these values. The rms voltage of e(t), Q/ 12 is the quantizing noise, and its spectrum is uniform.
When the level of the input signal waveform is too large, the quantizer acts as hard clipper
at the levels ±NQ. This can produce IM products and partial suppression of the weaker signals and noise. The AGC must be designed to avoid such clipping. The linear conversion is
not always completely accurate; the input-output curve may show deviations that can produce IM products. The resulting quantizing noise may also increase slightly. The output
level of the quantizer is coded into an m-bit binary number for further processing, m = [log2
(2N + 1)], where the brackets indicate the next highest integer. The rms quantizing noise
voltage as a fraction of the peak voltage NQ, for various values of m, is given in Table 10.1.
To achieve an all-digital receiver, the number of bits of quantization required must be sufficient to handle the dynamic range from somewhat below the input noise level to the maximum input power expected from the antenna network. To the extent that lossy circuits are
used in coupling and filtering the input to the A/D converter, the dynamic range may need to
be somewhat reduced. For example, assume an HF receiver with input bandpass of 2 to 30
MHz, requiring 11-dB NF and 50-Ω input impedance, and having 2-dB loss ahead of the
A/D converter. We might select the values given in Table 10.2.
The quantizing noise plus the NF component of the A/D converter must not equal more
than –195 dBW/Hz. If we divide this equally, –198 dBW/Hz to each, the NF must not be
more than 6 dB. The total quantizing noise (distributed uniformly over 35 MHz) becomes
–122.55 dBW, and across 50 Ω. This corresponds to 5.27 µV. The quantizing step then must
be 18.24 µV. For a 10-V rms sinusoidal interference, the maximum voltage is 14.14 V, and
the peak-to-peak voltage is 28.28 V, requiring a 21-bit A/D converter. If we allow some clipping on the peak, we might be able to use a 20-bit A/D converter. (Peak nonclipped voltage is
now 4.8 V rather than 14 V.)
In our example system, the signals we wish to receive are well below the quantizing step
size. This is no problem as long as the total signal, noise, and interference at the point of
quantization is of the same order or greater than the step. In the example, the total noise density is –195 dBW/Hz, leading to a total noise in 35 MHz of 7.4 µV rms. This results in about
25.7 µV quasipeak (this noise is considered gaussian and has no absolute peak), or 51.5µV
peak-to-peak, which is adequate to meet the criterion. If the many other signals in the HF
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Table 10.2 Typical Operating Values of a Digital Communications Receiver

band, even in the absence of very strong ones, are considered, there is little doubt that the
small signals will not be lost because of the quantization.
A further disadvantage of quantizing at such a high rate is that initial processing will have
to proceed at that rate and with that precision, leading to significant microprocessor demands. Once the band has been further constricted, the sampling rate can be decimated, but
the initial filtering problem is still substantial. It is usually far easier and cheaper to use a few
stages of frequency changing, analog filtering, and amplification before entering the digital
processing environment.
When digital filter design was discussed in Chapter 3, the accuracy of filter designs with
finite arithmetic was not addressed. Filters may be designed for either fixed-point or floating-point arithmetic, but in either case, the numbers can only be defined to the accuracy permitted by the number of digits in the (usually binary) arithmetic. Fixed-point additions are
accurate except for the possibility of overflow, when the sum becomes too large for the number of digits with the selected radix point (decimal point in common base 10 arithmetic).
Fixed-point multiplication can suffer from the need to reduce the number of places to the
right of the radix point as well as from possible overflow. The number of places can be reduced by truncating or rounding. The former is easier to do, but the latter is more accurate.
Floating-point arithmetic has no overflow errors, but adding is more difficult than for
fixed-point arithmetic, and addition as well as multiplication is subject to the need for
rounding or truncating.
There are several types of errors that must be addressed:
1. The original quantizing errors from the finite arithmetic are essentially like an input
noise source.
2. Uncorrelated roundoff noise occurs when successive samples of the input are essentially independent. In this case, every point in the filter at which roundoff occurs acts as
an independent noise source of the same general type as the quantizing noise. Overflow
must be avoided in filters by scaling adequately to handle the dynamic range (or using
floating-point arithmetic).
3. Inaccuracies in filter response result from quantization of filter coefficients.
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4. Correlated roundoff noise results from nonindependent input waveforms. The effects of
these errors differ, depending on the type of filter used—FIR, IIR, or DFT.
Uncorrelated roundoff errors cause noise that is similar to quantizing noise. Various attempts at analysis have been made with various levels of success. However, simulation is
probably a more useful and practical tool for a specific evaluation. At lower frequencies,
where there is likely to be correlation in the roundoff, simulation is quite essential. Because roundoff errors produce increased noise in the filter output, their minimization is desirable.
Coefficient quantization is another source of error in filters. The coefficients occur in
multiplications and thus affect scaling and, through it, rounding off. Coefficient errors can
also affect the filter performance, even in the absence of other quantization. Filter coefficients are carefully chosen to provide some specific response, usually filtering in the frequency domain. Small changes in these coefficients can, for example, reduce the loss in the
stop band, which generally depends on accurate balancing of coefficient values. In recursive
filters, errors in coefficients can make the filter unstable by shifting a pole outside of the unit
circle, so that the output grows until it is limited by the overflow condition at some point in
the filter.
In narrowband filters, the poles have small negative real parts. To avoid instability in IIR
structures, whose coefficients define these poles, it is necessary to reexamine the poles resulting from the quantized coefficients to assure that the quantization has not changed the
negative to a positive value or zero. Shifts in pole locations, even without instability, can
change the filter response, causing undesirable transient response, intersymbol interference, and lower reject band attenuation. A study of the effects of this roundoff on the rms error in frequency response and the rms noise resulted in theoretical prediction formulas. A
twenty-second-order band-stop elliptical filter was designed, using direct configuration,
parallel single- and two-pole sections, and cascaded single- and two-pole sections. Only in
the first two cases could the theory be evaluated; in all the cases, simulations were made and
the error was measured. The results are shown in Figure 10.3. From this it is noted that the
parallel form has the smallest error and noise, while the direct form has the largest.
We would like to answer the question, “How many bits of quantization are required to assure that maximum deviations from the desired response do not exceed some preassigned
value, which may vary from point to point?” In the work noted previously, coefficient
rounding was accomplished by a fixed rule. This is not necessary; each coefficient could be
rounded either up or down. A measure of filter performance deviation from a desired response as well as an optimization procedure for coefficient rounding based on minimizing
the maximum value of this measure was defined in Avenhaus and Schüssler [10.2]. Figure
10.4 shows the results of one test of this approach. The dashed curve was obtained with
36-bit implementation of an eighth-order elliptic filter (with standard rounding). The minimum acceptable filter, using standard rounding (up for 0.5 or more and down for less than
0.5 of the last retained digit) had 11-bit quantization. When the coefficients were rounded to
8 bits (Q = 2–6 in the figure) using standard rounding, the dot-dash curve resulted, which is
obviously unacceptable. By use of the optimization technique for the coefficients, the
solid-line result was obtained. Thus, 3 bits were saved by rounding optimally. It is interesting to note that the variations from reducing the number of bits occurred primarily in the
pass band.
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Figure 10.3 Theoretical and measured error variances for several recursive implementations of a twenty second-order bandstop filter: (a) direct programming errors, (b) parallel programming errors, (c) cascade programming errors. (From [10.1]. Adapted from [3.14] by permission of Prentice-Hall.)

Many receiver functions can be performed by digital processing. The most obvious candidates include the following:
• All control functions, such as tuning, gain control (both automatic and manual), bandwidth, squelch (off, on, or threshold), demodulator-type selection, diversity selection,
antenna-array null direction (manual or automatic), error detection and correction (off,
on, or type selection), time constant selection (AGC, squelch, attack, and release), and
address recognition or change. All may be implemented digitally and conveniently using
a microprocessor for local or remote control. Increasing the amounts of logic or memory
on a single chip and decreasing the cost per function has made many new functions practical.
• The encoding of source signals to remove redundancy (using audio compression,
vocoders, and complex delta modulators), which may be designed into the receiver or the
terminal instruments to increase information throughput. Complex error-control coding
techniques may be implemented—coding with higher-order alphabets, maximumlikelihood decoding approximations, such as the Viterbi algorithm, and so on.
• Optimum diversity techniques, such as adaptive equalizers, which can be used to combat
channel distortion. Adaptive antenna array processing can favor the desired signal direction over others from which interfering signals arrive.
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Figure 10.4 Frequency response effects of optimization of filter coefficient rounding. (From
[10.2]. Reprinted with permission from Archiv für Elektronik und Übertragungstechnik and
the authors.)

In short, digital processing has opened up greater capabilities for receivers at a reasonable
cost. Designs are continually improving and new concepts are being developed to make
use of the increasing capabilities of digital integrated circuits. However, complexity has its
price; more digital hardware implies larger and larger programs, with their attendant development costs and lengthy periods of debugging. We must beware, even in the new digital age, of overdesign. The good designer uses the latest state of the art to its fullest, but
only to achieve the actual needs of a product at the lowest overall design and implementation cost.
10.2.1 Digital Receiver Design Techniques
Traditional radios, both receivers and transceivers, use analog parts that are bulky, expensive, subject to manufacturing tolerances, and require alignment in production. The number-crunching power of digital processing allows the replacement of many of these analog
functions and the movement of the digital portions of the system closer to the antenna. Efforts to implement DSP into communications equipment, specifically HF and VHF equipment, date back to the late 1970s. At that time, the number-crunching capabilities were insufficient to accommodate the requirements that the analog parts could provide. In those
days, microprocessors were too power hungry, expensive, and mostly found only in
state-of-the-art designs for validation of the principles of the approach. Today, a number of
manufacturers supply sufficiently powerful DSP processors to build sophisticated communications receivers with features unheard of with analog-based designs.
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Figure 10.5 Block diagram of a typical HF radio. The digitally-implemented portions are contained within the dashed lines.

Figure 10.5 shows a block diagram of a modern HF radio incorporating a moderate
amount of DSP technology. For various reasons, such as the number-crunching power of the
digital logic used, the last IF is chosen to be 25 kHz or less and the number of intermediate IF
analog stages is minimized. In general, modern radios are not only used for point-to-point
communication, but also for radio monitoring. Based on the complexity of the signals, the
actual radio can become quite complex. Figure 10.6 shows a complete surveillance system,
which can easily be expanded in frequency range. It does not require much imagination to
envision the software requirements to collect all the data for such a system.
The transition for “standard” radios is done by replacing the conventional analog IF section and the audio portion with the appropriate DSP. Figure 10.7 shows a typical example, in
which the performance increase in the DSP area is more dramatic than the improvements in
the hardware of the front-end. The weakest links are the input filter switching, the input
mixer and its roofing filter (being too wide for cost reasons; narrow filters cost 3 to 5 times
more), and the synthesizer.
Frequency sources include DDS-based synthesizers and fractional division synthesizers.
In the case of multimode transceivers, it is possible to apply fast modulation to the fractional
division N synthesizer, but care must be taken not to violate some of the patents around this
area. Figure 10.8 shows a synthesizer [10.3] whose phase noise requirements are quite sufficient compared to the needs of shortwave dynamic requirements.
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Figure 10.6 Block diagram of a complete surveillance system.

Figure 10.7 Block diagram of the EK-895/EK-896 VLF-HF receiver. (Courtesy of Rohde &
Schwarz.)
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Figure 10.8 A high-performance hybrid synthesizer for shortwave receivers.

The use of MOS switches in mixers has also improved the dynamic range. The schematic
shown in Figure 10.9 is a quad circuit with a measured 3rd order intercept point of 40 dBm
and better with a 2nd order intercept point of 77 to 80 dBm and insertion loss of about 6.5
dB. Its upper frequency limit of about 100 MHz is determined by the actual physical construction and the capacitance of the MOS transistors.
The roofing filter, which is driven by the mixer, is also in the critical path for communications applications with FM capabilities. This filter is generally found to be too wide and deteriorates the overall performance. A ±5 kHz filter is still rather expensive for some applications, but commercial radios using narrowband frequency modulation (NBFM) take advantage of it.
The final technical challenge is the switching mechanism of the input filters. For low
loss, relays are the best choice, however, for more affordable applications a technique using
JFETs as heavily-biased switches with essentially no dc supply voltage can be used. Figure
10.10 shows the simple gating arrangement. The only complication that arises for the designer involves the generation of a positive and negative voltage to bias the gate. Several
companies manufacture small inexpensive dc-to-dc converters and, therefore, single power
supply radios can easily be updated. Having shown intermod performance that is better than
the mixer, the diodes are transparent in the design.
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Figure 10.9 A high intercept point mixer using FET switches.

10.2.2 DSP Considerations
The first truly affordable all-DSP transceiver was the TS 870 made by Kenwood. Figure
10.11 shows a block diagram of the radio. It uses a combination of well-established techniques and moves the input frequency from a first IF of 73.5 MHz to 8.8 MHz, 455 kHz,
and finally down to about 11 kHz. In the case of high-end transceivers, the second IF typically jumps down 25 kHz directly. This can be established by using an image reject mixer.
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Figure 10.10 Improved filter
switching system using JFETs.

This scheme avoids the close-in intermodulation distortion (IMD) problems. Figure 10.12
shows a detailed block diagram of a digital SSB receiver discussed in [10.4]. After review,
it becomes apparent that the digital portion of the receiver starts at the A/D converter and
the overall performance is highly dependent upon this device.
Referring to the block diagram, note the following properties:
• The gain from the antenna to the input of the A/D converter is 48 dB with an AGC range
(analog) of about 34 dB. The A/D converter has an impedance input point of 15 kΩ, so
part of the gain is due to the impedance transformation from 50 Ω to 15 kΩ.
• The A/D conversion part of the DSP system is a 16-bit device with a 96 dB S/N from 5V
peak-to-peak input maximum voltage.
• The A/D converter operates at a 3.2-MHz reference sampling frequency externally and
then internally reduces this to 100-kHz sampling.
These types of A/D converters are also referred to as sigma delta (Σ ∆) converters, which
consists of a system wherein high accuracy is obtained at a relatively low sampling rate. This
is accomplished by grossly over-sampling with a 4-bit A/D converter or higher in a feedback
loop. At the same time, the requirements of the analog anti-aliasing filter are considerably
relaxed. The associated low-pass filter needs to be only half of the sampling frequency and,
therefore, is 50 kHz. By using a mixing process that occurs by under-sampling, we can translate the channels to a baseband with a narrower decimating filter. This decimating process is
dependent on the actual bandwidth. As the bandwidth becomes more narrow, the sampling
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Figure 10.12 Block diagram of a digital SSB receiver. (From [10.4]. Used with permission.)

moves from 25 kHz to 12.5 kHz to 6.25 kHz and ultimately down to 1.78 kHz. The sampling
frequency is reduced to maintain the same amount of number crunching and, therefore, the
same delay. While maintaining 16-bit arithmetic, the filter types chosen still have up to 20
mS delay to calculate. Such a system will be difficult for ARQ operation. The type of filters
calculated by the DSP system are finite impulse response (FIR) filters. Figures 10.13 and
10.14 show the characteristic appearance. Rather than going into the noise floor, these filters have a stop-band ripple, which is typical for these types of digital filters. A more dramatic presentation is shown in Figure 10.15. The use of FIR filters allows for the design of
arbitrary selectivity curves and orders as high as 100. The main advantage these DSP filters
offer is that the time delay is absolutely flat and constant with varying frequencies. It is practically impossible to build such filters in analog form. As for the ringing noticed in CW,
there are two causes. One is due to the reduced bandwidth and the other is due to group delay
distortion. These particular types of FIR filters do not add any ringing; therefore, for a given
bandwidth, the FIR filter rings less than a conventional filter. Another problem can occur if
the skirts are simply made steeper than necessary. There is certain splatter or bandwidth
emissions from all amplitude modulated signals and since we seldom have the task of re-
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Figure 10.13 CW filter width plot.

Figure 10.14 AM/FM filter width plot.

moving only a constant carrier (this is done at a different place than the DSP), excessive
shape factors only punch holes into noise, producing a sinusoidal voltage output much like
ringing. Table 10.3 gives a selection of bandwidths and shape factors for receivers that have
been found useful.
The DSP unit not only provides the selectivity, but also handles the AGC functions. For
these types of systems, a dual-loop AGC is required. The analog portion of the AGC, which
is wrapped around the input stage, takes over after the input signal reaches sufficiently high
levels. This threshold is typically set between l mV and 5 mV.
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Figure 10.15 Modified presentation of the characteristic curves shown in Figures 10.13 and
10.14.

10.2.3 Noise Calculations
The digital S/N ratio is determined as follows
Ps
= −1.25 + 10 × log( Fs ) + 6.02 × b
N 0q

(10.1)

where Fs = the A/D converter sample rate and b = the number of bits. This equation provides the theoretical maximum signal to quantization noise density ratio (Ps/N0p). This
value is somewhat similar to the S/N using sinusoidal wave-forms [10.5]. Consider the following example. For 5 V p-p to a given A/D converter
Nq =

V pp

2

12 × 2

32

=

25
12 × 4.3E9

(10.2)

N q = 484 E −12 watts
From the equation U2 /R = N, we solve
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Table 10.3 Receiving Bandwidths and Shape Factors for DSP Receiver
3 dB (all values )

60 dB (all values

25 Hz
75 Hz
150 Hz
300 Hz
500 Hz
750 Hz
1050 Hz
1200 Hz
1350 Hz
1550 Hz
3000 Hz
4000 Hz

75 Hz
150 Hz
225 Hz
430 Hz
770 Hz
990 Hz
1600 Hz
1760 Hz
1900 Hz
2100 Hz
4200 Hz
5200 Hz

U = 50 × 23E −12 = 34 µV
or 95 µV p-p. The noise figure can be expressed as
F =1 +

V pp

2

6 K T Rs Fs

(10.3)

Where:
K= Boltzman’s constant (1.38E–23)
T = room temperature in degrees Kelvin (300)
Rs = generator impedance of the A/D converter (15 kΩ)
Fs = sample frequency of the A/D converter (25E3)
Therefore:
F =1 +

(95 E − 6) 2
= 970
6 × 1.38 E − 23 × 300 × 15 E 3 × 25 E 3

F = 10 × log (970) ≈ 30 dB
To determine the analog gain, we solve the Friis formula for VG1
FTOT = Finput +

F2 − 1
VG1

(10.4)

Where:
Finput = the NF of the input stage
F2 = NF of the A/D converter
VG1 = voltage gain of the preamplifier system
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We solve this equation for VG1 with the understanding that we want a total NF of equal or
better than 10. Assuming that the input storage NF is 3 dB, we now obtain
10 = 3 +

970
x

Solving for x we arrive at 138.57 or 42.8 dB. This is the required voltage gain to match the
prescribed NF. Recall that we had already set the preamplifier gain to 48 dB, thereby allowing for a safety margin toward tolerance and differentiating between sinusoidal noise
and quantization noise.
10.2.4 Noise Cancellation
Besides providing superb selectivity in filters, the other attractive feature of DSP is its
ability to deal with correlated and uncorrelated signals. DSP processors, either at RF or IF
levels or at audio frequencies, can compare signals and determine whether they are not
correlated, slightly correlated, or totally correlated. Such adaptive filters were developed
for echo cancellation in long-distance telephone lines [10.6]. DSP techniques can be used
to detect certain classes of signals and subtract them from a wide frequency band, thereby,
effectively canceling the signals. This is done in the time domain. Noncorrelated signals
can also be removed, thereby enhancing the correlated signals. Modern noise reduction
techniques and automatic notch filters utilize a combination of both techniques.
There are a number of types of adaptive filters. For the purposes of radio reception, we
are primarily interested in the following technologies:
• Adaptive noise canceler
• Adaptive self-tuning filter
• Canceling periodic interference without an external reference source
• Adaptive line enhancer
• System modeling
• Linear combiner
Regardless of whether the noise reduction algorithm is the Widrow-Hoff least means
square (LMS) algorithm, or the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) -based “spectral subtraction” algorithm, DSP noise reduction works by finding the most significant spectral lines
in a signal and then forming bandpass filters around the strongest energy concentrations.
The particular algorithm only determines how this is accomplished. To understand adaptive noise reduction, it helps to think about filters in a different way (References [10.7] and
[10.8]).
Without going into details on how to design DSP-based noise reduction systems (which
is beyond the scope of this book), we will consider some examples of what can be accomplished with these technologies. Figure 10.16 shows a spectrum from zero (0) to 4 kHz with
a desired signal around 1.5 kHz and two interfering signals—one at 1 kHz and one at 3 kHz.
After activating the auto-notch feature on the DSP receiver (Kenwood TS-870), the interfer-
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Figure 10.16 A desired signal of 1.5 kHz in the presence of 1 kHz and 3 kHz interfering signals.

Figure 10.17 Results of DSP removal of the interfering signals at 1 kHz and 3 kHz shown in
Figure 10.16.

ing signals are significantly reduced, as can be seen in Figure 10.17. The DSP-based filtering can be done at the AF (mostly) and at the IF (hopefully). The IF filtering requires significantly more processing power. Figure 10.18 shows the automatic notch filter, rather than
beat cancellation done via DSP at the IF level. Figure 10.19 shows the effect of the automatic
notch filter compared with an analog version, such as the Kenwood TS-950SDX. The TS870 was the first unit that allowed beat cancellation in the audio and auto-notch in the IF. Depending on the signal type, these systems have different effectiveness. Figure 10.20 shows
the general diagram of the adaptive filter used in the TS 870 and Figure 10.21 shows the
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Figure 10.18 Performance trace of the TS-870 automatic notch (IF). Note the single beat rejection at 1 kHz.

Figure 10.19 An automatic notch
filter performed using DSP techniques. This filtering can be performed at IF (preferably) or at AF
(typically). IF notch filters designed
for multitones require significant
computational power.

Figure 10.20 Block diagram of the adaptive filter used in the TS-870 radio.
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Figure 10.21 Block diagram of the correlated method used for noise improvement.

Figure 10.22 S/N as a function of the various adaptive filters and correlation match system.

block diagram of the correlation method used for noise improvement. Finally, Figure 10.22
shows the S/N as a function of the various adaptive filters or correlation match system.
10.2.5 Spectral Subtraction
Spectral subtraction is another way to reduce the noise in voice signals. This technique accomplishes much the same thing as the LMS algorithm, but in a different way. Up to this
point, all of the DSP algorithms we have discussed work by processing a series of numbers
that represent the signal waveform as a function of time. Spectral subtraction, on the other
hand, works by processing a series of numbers that represent the frequency content of the
input signal. To do this, DSP devices use a relatively complex mathematical operation
(transform) to change the signal representation from the time domain to the frequency domain.
For example, what comes out of an A/D converter is a series of numbers that represent the
audio voltage in time increments at 0µs, 100µs, 200µs, and so on. The transformation operation yields a series of numbers that indicate signal energy in frequency increments at 300
Hz, 320 Hz, 340 Hz, and so on, up through 3000 Hz or more. A complementary inverse
transform returns the frequency data to a time-domain signal. If we perform the time-to-fre-
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quency transform and follow it immediately with the frequency-to-time (inverse) transform,
we get our original signal back.
Spectral subtraction is a three-step process:
• Transform the signal to the frequency domain
• Process the frequency domain data
• Inverse-transform back to the time domain
This process repeats for successive short segments (a fraction of a second) of audio. Spectral subtraction relies on two basic assumptions:
• Voice-frequency energy is concentrated in a small number of frequencies
• Noise energy is uniformly distributed throughout the audio spectrum
Spectral subtraction algorithms attempt to determine the “noise floor” of a signal. The process assumes that any frequency-domain value at or below the noise floor is noise and sets
the energy at that frequency to zero. Conversely, it considers signals above the noise floor
to be voice components and allows them to pass.
The use of DSP spectral subtraction for noise reduction involves several disadvantages,
including the following [10.7]:
• It can takes a substantial amount of time to perform the forward and inverse transforms.
The resulting delay through the DSP (a fraction of a second) can create an annoying
“electrical backlash” condition. The delay makes it difficult to rapidly tune receivers, because the audio and dial position are not synchronized.
• Spurious audio “tones” result when processing noisy signals in some implementations.
These appear as seemingly random beeps at random frequencies. They are caused by the
algorithm’s imperfect ability to distinguish between the signal and noise in the frequency
domain.
• Spectral subtraction requires much more DSP computing power than the LMS algorithm.
All algorithms have their disadvantages; yet under some conditions, spectral subtraction
may provide the best performance.

10.3 Spread Spectrum
Spread spectrum techniques expand bandwidth to gain transmission advantages. These
techniques were originally developed for military applications, but their properties are
rapidly bringing them into more general use. Some properties that can be achieved by using spread-spectrum waveforms include the following:
• Resistance to jamming
• Reduction of the probability of intercept, location, and identification
• Multiple use of a common wide band with small interference among users, sometimes referred to as code division multiplexing (CDM)
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• Provision of accurate range information
• Resistance to multipath distortion in transmission
• Resistance to nongaussian noise and unintentional interference from other signals
A significant disadvantage of spread spectrum is the need for bandwidth expansion that is
roughly proportional to the degree of performance improvement in any of these areas.
Therefore, spread-spectrum modulations tend to require relatively high carrier frequencies
to send moderate data rates (several kilohertz) or a substantial reduction in data rate (a
hundred or more times) to be used at lower carrier frequencies. There are currently a large
number of commercial, consumer, and military applications throughout the spectrum that
make use of spread-spectrum techniques [10.9].
The principal modulation techniques for spread spectrum are:
• Frequency hopping (FH)
• Time hopping (TH)
• Direct-sequence spreading (DS), also referred to as pseudonoise (PN)
• Chirp (closely related to wide-band FM and FH)
Not all of the techniques are equally useful for all applications. Where the intention is to
provide resistance to jamming or interception, it is necessary to control the spectrum
spreading by a process that cannot be duplicated by opponents within a period sufficiently
timely to be of use to them. Thus, there must be a large number of potential spreading
waveforms selected by the intended users in a manner that has no obvious rule that can be
readily analyzed by an opponent. A review of the theory of FH and DS techniques is presented in [10.10], and there are a number of other publications (References [10.11] to
[10.18]) on the details of spread spectrum. Only a brief overview is given here.
10.3.1 Basic Principles
A conventional transmitter has a relatively narrow band centered about the carrier frequency, to which the narrowband receiver can be tuned. Any other signal in the narrow
band can interfere with and possibly disrupt the communication. Because of high power
density in the band, the signal is easy for others to detect and locate using direction-finding
techniques. Pseudorandom spreading distributes the transmitter power over a much wider
frequency range, with much lower power density. The spreading may be over contiguous
channels, or it may be distributed over a wide band with gaps in its spectrum. Because the
spreading is reversed at the receiver, narrowband interferers are spread before demodulation, and wideband interferers remain wideband. The interference power density in the reconstructed narrow band remains low, while the higher-power density of the desired signal
is available to the receiver demodulator. Therefore, interference and disruption tend to be
reduced. The lower-density transmission makes intercept and location more difficult, especially in a band that contains more than one signal.
The receiver and the transmitter must both use the same randomly or pseudorandomly
generated control signal, and the receiver must synchronize it with the incoming signal. This
presents a number of operating problems to the user stations, as well as to the opponent. The
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controlling codes, if pseudorandomly generated, must be protected while in use, and must
be changed from time to time to prevent discovery. When the change is made, it must be
done at the same time by all code users. If precise timing is not available, which is often the
case, a synchronization recovery technique is required. When the interference is natural or
unintentional, the synchronization problem is much simplified.
The character of FH modulation systems changes as the rate of hopping is lower or higher
than the symbol rate of the basic digital signal (or the highest modulation rate of an analog
baseband signal). Where the hopping rate is less than or equal to the data symbol rate, we refer to it as slow FH (SFH); where it is higher, we refer to it as fast FH (FFH). In either case,
the degree of spreading may be the same; however, with SFH, band occupancy during any
one hop is close to what it would have been without FH. In the case of FFH, each hop occupies a broader bandwidth than it would in the absence of hopping. This difference has implications in the signal design, the receiver design, and the performance of the two FH types.
Figure 10.23 shows a block diagram of a typical FH system, with the spectrum spreading
indicated. Note that in the case of SFH, the individual channels are comparable in width to
the original channel, but because of the short transmission duration, the average power in
each channel is reduced. In FFH, the individual channel widths are broadened in addition to
the hopping, so that the density may be further reduced. In the figure, the spread channels
are shown as nonoverlapping, but this is not essential. Because the individual spread channels are not occupied at the same time by the signal, overlapping channels may be used, with
a consequent increase in power density. SFH requires minimum modification of the receiver
design. SFH can also allow sharing of many channels by a cooperative group of users without mutual interference, using sufficiently accurate clocks, as long as the transmission distances are not too great. Between hops, an allowance must be made for the maximum range
between users and the clock drifts. On the other hand, the interference to and from noncooperative receivers on any of the channels results in pulses at the original power level, which
can be almost as disruptive as the original signal. Even without jamming, there are likely to
be noncooperative users in the spectrum that will cause interference and loss of information
in some hops. Sufficient redundancy is required to operate through such interference.
FFH requires greater complexity in the receiver. During each digital symbol, the signal is
hopped over a number of frequencies. At carrier frequencies that are sufficiently high that
the medium remains nondispersive over a relatively broad band, phase-coherent multitone
synthesizers can be built and controlled by standards with sufficient accuracy to allow coherent recombination of the hops into each symbol. In most cases this is not possible, and
noncoherent recombination is required. This results in a loss of sensitivity in the demodulator (up to a maximum of 3 dB), but does provide redundancy within the symbol, which can
make transmission more reliable when the transmission is dispersive. Because the individual channels are broadened in FFH, the short-term power density is reduced, resulting in
lower interference and more difficulty in intercepting, locating, and jamming. However,
with FFH it is difficult or impossible to maintain cooperative simultaneous use of the same
spectrum without mutual interference. Consequently, some fraction of the antijamming capability is used against friendly stations when they operate simultaneously. As long as the
number of friendly stations that are operating produce a power density that is lower than the
possible power density from jammers, the interference can be tolerated.
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Figure 10.23 FH system: (a) block diagram, (b) spectrum. (Adapted from [10.12]. Reprinted
with permission from Naval Research Review.)

FFH tends to be used for line-of-sight radio paths at high UHF and above. SFH is generally used at HF and low UHF where multipath is a problem. It is also applicable to tropospheric scatter modes at higher frequencies, although FFH with noncoherent demodulation
can also be used.
In TH, the symbol is represented by one or more very short pulses, with relatively long
time intervals between them. The average repetition rate must be great enough to maintain
the information throughput, but the time of occurrence of each pulse is determined by the
pseudorandom control process. The receiver can thus gate on when a pulse is expected and
remain off otherwise, thereby eliminating interference. Although this process spreads the
spectrum with a low power density, the pulses themselves must make up in power what they
lose in duration in order to maintain the same average power. Because of the high peak
power requirements and need for accurate timing, pure TH systems are seldom used in com-
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munications. The technique may be combined with FH to add an additional complication
for jammers, or it may be used in cooperative multiple-access applications where the overall
power requirements are low. If the separate users are not synchronized, but use different
codes, interference occurs rarely and error control redundancy can be used to overcome it.
DS techniques spread the spectrum by modulating the carrier with a signal that varies at a
sufficiently rapid rate to accomplish the spectrum expansion. For this purpose, a high-rate
binary waveform, generated by either a maximum-length sequence generator or a generator
using a nonlinear binary processor, is used. The former structure is obtained by the use of
feedback with a shift register [10.19]. Some types of the latter are given in (References
[10.20] and [10.21]).
The maximum-sequence generator can produce sequences with pseudorandom properties of considerable length (2N – 1) for shift registers of N-bit length, and a much smaller
number of selection parameters to set the feedback taps and choose the starting contents of
the register. For example, a 31-bit shift register produces a sequence that does not repeat for
4.3 × 109 operations. At a rate of 2400 bits/s, the repetition period is 20.7 days. This type of
generator is useful for applications against which hostile action is not expected. However,
because the processing is linear, it is possible to analyze the sequence from a relatively short
sample and determine the tap settings and the register contents at a future time. After the sequence is known, it can be duplicated at an enemy interceptor or jammer, and the
spread-spectrum advantage is lost. Nonlinear processes, such as DES, are much more difficult to analyze and break, and are therefore preferred for cases where jamming or intercept is
expected.
Any standard modulation technique can be used for the spreading sequence. However,
BPSK or QPSK are most often used for a pseudorandom binary-spreading sequence. The
information modulation, which is much slower, can be applied to the carrier, using the same
or some other modulating technique applied either before or after spreading. For digital
transmission, the spreading waveform rate is made an integral multiple of the modulation
rate, so that the two waveforms can be synchronized and combined at baseband prior to carrier modulation. The receiver demodulates the wave by the equivalent of generating a synchronous, identically spread carrier waveform and mixing it with the incoming wave so that
the resulting difference wave is reduced to narrowband while retaining the information
modulation. Figure 10.24 is a simplified block diagram of a DS system, indicating the spectra and waveforms at various points in the system. The degree of expansion may be hundreds, or as much as a few thousand in some cases. The individual bits of the DS code are referred to as chips to distinguish them from the data bits.
DS spreading can be employed either alone or in combination with FH to achieve a required bandwidth expansion. Because signal processing is mostly digital, DS is often preferred when a sufficiently wide contiguous bandwidth is available. At low frequencies,
when the ultimate in spreading protection is required, DS may be used with the narrow bandwidth available (from a few kilohertz down to a few tens of hertz) to send much lower speed
data (less than a few tens of hertz). DS has been employed in ranging, antijam, and anti-intercept applications. It is suitable for multiple-access use. However, in such applications, it
is at a disadvantage in mobile surface applications because of the near-far problem. Such
systems may have users located within ranges from a few feet to 40 or 50 mi of one another.
This can result in interference on the order of 120 dB. The required spreading ratio of a tril-
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Figure 10.24 Block diagram, waveforms, and spectra for direct-sequence spreading.

lion times is impractical, since the entire radio spectrum from 1 Hz to infrared would be
needed to send a data rate less than 1 bit/s. SFH can handle the near-far problem much more
readily because the sharing stations generally do not occupy the same spectrum at the same
time; hence, the near transmissions can be filtered from the far ones. If a common repeater is
available that is distant from all users (such as a satellite), DS code division multiple access
becomes practical.
The chirp waveform (References [10.22] and [10.23]) for spreading the spectrum comprises a linear swept frequency wave. When the datum is a 1, the signal is swept in one direction; when it is a 0, it is swept in the other direction. The sweeping occurs over a wide band
compared to the modulating data rate, and because it is linear, it produces a spectrum spread
relatively uniformly across the sweeping band. Detection of chirp may be made by generating synchronous up and down sweeps at the receiver, mixing them separately with the incoming signal, and comparing the outputs of the separate amplifier channels to determine
which has the greatest energy. An alternative is to use broadband filters with parabolic phase
characteristic to provide linear delay dispersion across the band. This has become practical
through the use of SAW filters.
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Figure 10.25 Chirp filter: (a) delay function for dispersive chirp filter, (b) output envelope of
chirp signal passed through filter. (From [10.16]. Reprinted with permission from Bell System
Technical Journal.)

If a constant-envelope signal is swept linearly in frequency between f1 and f2 in a time T, its
compression requires a filter whose delay varies linearly such that the lower frequencies are
delayed longer than the upper frequencies, with such a slope that all components of the chirp
pulse input add up at the output. In practice, a fixed delay is also added to maintain
nonnegative overall delay for all positive frequencies. When the pulse is passed through the
filter, the envelope of the resulting output is compressed by the ratio 1/D, where D = ( f2 –
f1)T. The pulse power is also increased by this ratio. The dispersion factor D is a measure of
the effectiveness of the filter. The delay function and the envelope of the filter output for the
chirp input are indicated in Figure 10.25. Analogous results occur for the inverse chirp input
(high-to-low frequency) with appropriate change in the delay function of the dispersive filter. It is possible to generate a chirp signal by exciting a chirp network with a pulse, rather
than using an active frequency sweep technique. This method of generation can be advantageous in some applications.
SAW technology has made it possible to construct small filters with large D values (References [10.24] and [10.25]). Figure 10.26 shows the envelope traces of the expanded and
compressed pulses for a filter design with D = 1000.
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Figure 10.26 Expanded and compressed envelopes for a linear FM dispersive filter: (a)
down-chirp linear FM expanded pulse (10-µs gate bias), 2.0 µs/division, (b) recompressed
pulse envelope (spectral inversion), 20 ns/division. (From [10.20]. Reprinted with permission
of IEEE.)

The original use of chirp signals was in radar systems to provide pulse compression.
Swept FM (chirp) is also used in aircraft altimeters and in intercept systems where compressive receivers are used for rapid spectrum analysis. Swept FM is also employed in HF ionospheric sounder systems as an alternative to pulse sounding.
The primary problem of any form of spread-spectrum receiver (which does not have a
transmitted reference) is acquisition and tracking of the spreading waveform. Without this,
it is not possible to demodulate the signal. It is also necessary to determine whether the data
waveform shall be obtained from the spread waveform using coherent or noncoherent techniques and, finally, whether the data shall be demodulated in a coherent or noncoherent
manner. A side problem in acquisition, if the receiver is to be used in a multiuser environment, is cold entry into the network, that is, how a new user who is not synchronized to the
tracking waveform shall acquire synchronization when the other users are already synchronized and operating. The final question, which concerns all receivers, is how well does the
receiver perform relative to its goals. We can only address these problems briefly.
10.3.2 Frequency Hopping
There are two approaches to demodulation of a spread-spectrum signal. The first (Figure
10.23) uses a local reference signal (synchronized with the spreading wave for the incoming signal) to eliminate the spreading and reduce the wave to a narrowband signal that may
be processed by conventional techniques. The second approach changes the frequency of
the incoming signal, amplifies it, and then presents it to a matched filter, or filters. The
matched filter eliminates the spreading and may include signal detection. Both approaches
produce equivalent performance if they can be implemented equally well. In some cases,
the instability of the medium may make one process superior to the other.
Figure 10.27 is a more complete block diagram of an SFH receiver. It may also apply for
fast-hopping applications where the medium is sufficiently stable. While analog modulation of the signal can be used, it is not generally desirable because of the interruptions en-
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Figure 10.27 Typical FH receiver block diagram.

countered in the spreading waveform between frequency hops. Although voice quality suffers from interruptions, good intelligibility can be achieved at certain rates when the interruptions are short [10.24].
The receiving synthesizer hopping pattern must be synchronous with the (delayed) hopping pattern of the received signal. When the receiver is first turned on, even if the proper
coding information is available, timing is likely to be out of synchronism. To acquire proper
timing, it is first necessary that the operator set a local clock to the correct time as closely as
possible, to reduce the range of search necessary to find exact timing at the receiver. When
this time-of-day (TOD) estimate has been entered, the acquisition and tracking computer advances the receiver time to the earliest possible time, considering the range and clock errors.
The receiver time is then retarded gradually toward the nominal clock time. Before the receiver time is retarded to the latest possible time, the code generator, driven by the receiver
tracker, will overlap with the received code and the signal will be passed through the IF amplifiers to be demodulated by the envelope detectors. When full synchronization is
achieved, the receiver output becomes maximum, and further retardation results in a reduction in output. At this point, the control processor switches to the tracking algorithm and
passes the signal demodulator output.
The tracking algorithm for Figure 10.27 uses early and late samples of the tracking channel output. The data channel is sampled at the nominal symbol time. The tracking channel is
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Figure 10.28 Tracking waveforms: (a) early correlator output, (b) late correlator output, (c)
tracking error signal (difference.)

sampled at equal early and late fractions of the hop duration. The early and late outputs vary
as shown in Figure 10.28a and b as signal delay changes. The comparator subtracts the two
values and provides an error signal (Figure 10.28c) to the synchronization controller to correct the delay via oscillator feedback control. The pull-in range increases with increasing
early and late delays. When the receiver time has been pulled to zero error output, the controller updates the reference TOD clock, either by using an estimated range to the transmitter or by initiating a protocol for range measurement (when the link is bidirectional).
When the transmission interval is so short that a search might require most of it, another
acquisition technique must be used. Such a technique is the use of a prearranged synchronizing signal at the start of each transmission. The receiver is set to the starting frequency of
the synchronizing sequence, ready to hop to the succeeding frequencies once this is detected. If the other frequencies do not verify the synchronization, the receiver returns to the
first frequency. This approach is easier to jam than the search approach, although particular
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synchronization sequences need not be used more than once for each message period. After
each message period, an advanced receiver clock resets the receiver for the next sequence,
until the synchronizing signal has been recognized, acquired, and tracked.
Figure 10.27 is based on orthogonal FSK data modulation. With slow FH, any data modulation technique appropriate to the medium may be used; BPSK, MSK, QPSK, and m-ary
FSK are common. FFH, however, poses different problems, both as to data and to spreading
demodulation. For FFH, several frequency hops occur for each data symbol; the signal is
spread over a substantial bandwidth and is not necessarily coherent. If the medium will sustain coherent transmission over a wide band (e. g., some SHF or EHF applications where
multipath is not a problem), then the earlier techniques are possible, provided that the frequencies generated in the hop sequence are coherent. Coherent generation requires frequencies derived from a single oscillator and in-phase synchronism with that oscillator. Synthesizers of this type generate many frequencies from a common oscillator and subsequently
generate the hop frequency by successive mixing processes.
If a more limited range of coherence is available, for example, over a single information
symbol, then the output can be hopped between symbols using an oscillator that is not necessarily locked in phase to the reference. This sort of technique can be used with a small number of coherent frequencies (on the order of 10 or so), and the signal sets are usually m-ary
symbols chosen from orthogonal or almost orthogonal groups selected from subsets of the
coherent hopped frequencies.
10.3.3 Direct Sequence
The two types of spread-spectrum receivers for DS are indicated in Figure 10.29. In Figure
10.29a, the DS code at the receiver is used to modulate the second oscillator so that the
spreading is removed and the signal to the final IF is a narrowband signal that may be demodulated appropriately. In Figure 10.29b, a broadband IF is used, and the second oscillator converts the signal to baseband where a matched filter correlator compresses the bandwidth for demodulation. Figure 10.30 shows a typical baseband correlator for direct sequence. The PN code for the next expected symbol is fed into the upper shift register at a
very high rate and remains in the register while the signal modulated by this code is shifted
into the lower shift register at the chip rate. The contents of the registers are multiplied and
summed to produce the output. When the sequences of the two registers are not in alignment, the output is a relatively noisy variation about zero. However, when the two sequences line up (i. e., are correlated), the outputs from all the multipliers add up to produce
an output peak whose level is determined by the original (modulated) signal before spreading.
Acquisition and tracking for the DS receiver is analogous to those processes in FH receivers. Acquisition is dependent on TOD in systems where maximum jamming protection
is required, and a search “from the future” is used. For some applications, special synchronization codes may be sent, and correlators may be set in anticipation of those codes. Several
tracking arrangements may also be used. One type of correlation receiver uses one channel
for the signal demodulation and two channels to provide the early and late references for
tracking. A drawback of this system is that the tracking channels may change independently
with temperature, humidity, supply voltage, or aging, causing a shift in the locking frequency. Another early-late tracking arrangement requires only one separate channel. The
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Figure 10.29 Direct-sequence spread-spectrum receivers: (a) correlation type, (b)
matched-filter type.

code generator output to the signal channel is delayed by τ/2. The early sequence has no delay, and the late sequence has τ delay. Because the modulation and demodulation processes
used for processing the early and late gate signals are linear, the subtraction is made prior to
modulation of the reference oscillator with the DS. Thus, the tracking channel output from a
narrowband filter will be zero when the signal is in tune, and will rise on either side, having
opposite phase for an early and late generation. A tracking signal is fed to a product modulator that uses the IF reference from the signal channel, limited to provide constant level. Because this channel contains the signal modulation, it serves to eliminate signal modulation
from the tracking channel. Thus, when the code generator falls ahead or behind the incoming code, the tracking channel generates the voltage required to correct it.
Rather than separate-channel early-late tracking, another technique, known as dither
tracking, may be used. In alternate data symbol intervals, the output of the DS coding generator is delayed by a time τ. An envelope or rms demodulator is used at the output of the IF
channel as well as the data demodulator. The output of the envelope demodulator is switched
to separate low-pass filters in alternate data symbol intervals, synchronously with the DS
generator switching. One channel receives the output during early-code intervals and the
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Figure 10.30 Typical baseband correlator arrangement for direct sequence.

other during late-code intervals. The difference of the outputs is used to control tracking, as
when separate early and late channels are used (Figure 10.31).
Tracking can also be accomplished by use of baseband correlators, serving as matched
filters. In this case, separate correlators are provided for I and Q channels, and the sampling
rate is twice the chip rate. The PN code is fed to the reference registers, and because of the
double sampling rate, each chip occupies two stages of the register. As the signal is shifted
through the register, the summed output is sampled, and three successive samples that exceed a predetermined threshold are stored. They represent samples of the correlation triangle. When the center of the three samples becomes highest, the samples on either side have
values in excess of the noise level in amplitude. The threshold is set to exclude the noise
pulses and side lobes of the correlation. The I and Q register outputs are used to lock the
VCO at either of two phases (separated by 180°), to control the code generator phase and to
detect the output modulation.
10.3.4 Performance
There are many potential applications for spread-spectrum receivers and a number of different techniques for achieving spread-spectrum. Furthermore, there are differences in
transmission distortions for different frequency bands. These variations demand that many
different performance criteria be considered. In almost all systems, synchronization and
tracking with the spreading code is required. Thus, the time required to achieve synchronization, and the accuracy with which it can be retained, are among the most important performance criteria. Once the system is synchronized, it should accomplish the functions for
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Figure 10.31 Correlation receiver with dither tracking channel for direct sequence.

which it was designed. The worldwide availability of GPS data can be a considerable aid in
this regard.
If spread spectrum is used as an electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) technique,
the degree of protection from all kinds of jamming is the prime performance criterion. The
lack of easy detection, location, and identification by an enemy (anti-intercept) is important, as is the degree of protection against an enemy injection of erroneous messages
(antispoofing). These characteristics are determined by the waveform and not the receiver.
When spread spectrum is used for multiple access, the number of simultaneous users who
can use the system without degrading performance for the weakest users is important. If users are mobile, the ability to protect against very strong nearby friendly users is essential
(near-far performance). If spread spectrum is used for ranging, then maximum range capability, range resolution, and the time required for various degrees of resolution are the important performance criteria. If it is used to increase transmission rate or accuracy through
difficult media, then these improvements contrasted with those for standard waveforms are
the important performance criteria.
In all cases, the complexity and cost of the spread-spectrum receiver relative to the alternatives must be considered. In most cases, system designers base the choice of spreading
technique and parameters on theoretical models, and allow margins for “implementation”
losses in various parts of the system. The receiver parameters may be expressed in terms of a
maximum permissible loss relative to a theoretical ideal. Many spread-spectrum receivers
have multiple functions and may need to be evaluated on many of the foregoing parameters.
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In this book it is not possible to detail methods of prediction and measurement of the performance criteria. The references provide volumes dealing with such matters.

10.4 Simulation of System Performance
Advancements in computer technology have placed at the disposal of the radio designer a
powerful engineering tool. The more complex problems in receiver design involve not
only input-output relationships of simple circuits, which result in the evaluation of complex functions, but the effects of interactions of many circuits and controls. In most cases,
they involve elements whose specific values can only be specified by a statistical distribution (and sometimes not even then). Computer software can be used to deal with such difficulties by simulating the situation with a series of algorithms, a well-defined set of rules
or processes for the solution of a problem in a finite number of steps. A convenient method
of displaying an algorithm is a flowchart, where the steps and their interrelationships are
clearly indicated.
One clear advantage of simulation is that it provides a technique for evaluating design alternatives without first building each one. Changing parameters of a complex design in a
computer run is far more economical than building, testing, and altering breadboards. Simulation of the medium permits the design to be subjected to a wide range of conditions faster
and surer than nature will provide in field testing. Finally, if the design is intended to combat
an unusual medium condition, the probability of finding and repeating such a condition for
testing or comparison may be practically negligible. A well-designed medium simulator,
however, can be made to repeat a particular set of conditions at any time, present or future.
With all their advantages, however, even the best simulators are imperfect models, so that
field testing of the real equipment remains necessary for the final design.
Simulations can use a sequence of analytic solutions, already known individually, by defining them in the proper sequence and taking into account any interactions (e.g., the expressions for an FM wave, a particular linear filter, a limiter, and a frequency detector). Because
of the sampling theorem, when a modulating wave of finite duration is defined, the response
of such a cascade can be accurately estimated by sampling at a sufficient rate to avoid
aliasing. The samples are processed through each expression in sequence. The use of the z
transform allows us to model circuits in sampled systems without first solving the equations
analytically.
Event-driven simulations are useful in some applications, but they have only limited applicability in receiver design. Such a simulation might be used in estimating the performance of a particular receiver in conjunction with an ARQ transmission link. Mostly, however, such problems can be divided into separate simulations—in this case, first a simulation
to determine the receiver’s probability of message acceptance under various conditions;
then the determination of the overall performance of the link by a second simulation using
the message error statistics. Where there is an easy separation of problems, it is usually best
to simulate each one separately.
The problems of tolerance and of noise generally do not have analytic solutions. In the
former case, individual parts in a circuit may have any value in a range, with a known (or in
many cases unknown) distribution of the values. Differences in overall performance can be
determined easily with all parameters at the high, low, or nominal values. However, the
poorest performance in a complex circuit can occur for some intermediate values of param-
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eters. Simulating performance for all permutations of parameter increments between their
upper and lower limits is usually prohibitively expensive. With only 30 parameters, each
having 10 possible values, 1030 tests would be required. In such cases, it is best to use Monte
Carlo techniques by selecting the value of each parameter for each test in a random manner,
in accordance with its known or imputed distribution. Such Monte Carlo techniques are useful in problems where there are randomly distributed variables. By making enough tests,
with the controllable parameters kept constant, confidence can be achieved in the resulting
distribution of the circuit performance.
A number of examples of the use of circuit design optimization programs were given in
Chapter 7. In the remainder of this chapter we describe a few examples of analytic and
Monte Carlo simulations to illustrate the range of applicability. In most cases, the designer
should use simulations that have already been programmed and used successfully. This is
especially true at the system level. It is unwise to try to simulate full receiver designs or full
link designs, simulating every individual circuit and evaluating the whole design at every
level. Such a simulation is so specialized that expensive, custom programming is usually
necessary. Rather, problems should be generalized and broken into easily solvable
subproblems. For the larger of these, a program is likely to be available. The smaller may
well yield to simple modification of existing software.
10.4.1 Spectrum Occupancy
In general, analytic expressions can be found for the spectrum density (and lines) resulting
from common forms of modulated waves. Integral expressions for the spectrum occupancy can be given, but the integration in known form is not always easy. For that reason,
numerical integration is often used. As an example, Tjhung [10.26] used Pelchat’s [10.27]
expression for FM spectrum density and performed a numerical integration to provide
curves of spectrum occupancy that he presented two ways. It was also easy to determine
the occupancy after the wave had been passed through an RF filter, by multiplying the
spectral density by the filter selectivity curve (power) before integration.
For spectrum occupancy with premodulation filtering, however, rather than develop a
new expression for the density, Tjhung used a heuristic approximation developed by Watt et
al. [10.25] and applied it to the original density before integration. This leaves the results
somewhat suspect in that case, but doubtlessly produced good approximate results more
rapidly than the other process. Prabhu [10.28] also used numerical integration of spectrum
density for continuous PM, treating one case of FM (MSK). Rather than deal with premodulation filtering, he used analytically defined limited time modulation functions, for which
techniques for the density had been developed previously [10.29].
A related problem has been described [10.30] involving the spectrum occupancy of
keyed short segments of FSK modulated waves. Time-division multiple-access systems and
SFH systems often use such signals. The usual spectrum occupancy calculations have been
made for a wave that is long enough to be considered infinite. It is clear that a short-keyed
signal may have a wider spectrum than the infinite signal, but in most treatments this factor
has been overlooked.
The technique considers the wave as an FSK wave multiplied by a pulse having a specified rise and fall shape, and a duration that can be varied. The same procedure could be used
for PSK pulses or indeed any waveform that is the product of two time waveforms whose
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spectrum density is known or can be derived readily. If the two waveforms are a(t) and g(t),
the spectral density of their product is determined by first identifying their autocorrelation
functions and then determining the spectral density of the product of the two autocorrelation
functions. This works as long as at least one of the functions is wide-sense stationary. An alternative, of course, is to use the convolution of the individual spectral densities.
In the cases examined (FSK with h = 0.5 and 0.7, rectangular keying, or rectangular keying with gaussian or Butterworth filter shapes having rise and fall times of one symbol), the
density spectra are readily available. Spectrum occupancy in specific cases was evaluated.
Final results were obtained by using the product of the autocorrelation functions and transforming to the frequency domain. FFTs were used. The analytic expression for the FSK
autocorrelation function was available in the literature, so there was no need to transform it
from the spectrum. The keying spectra were transformed to autocorrelations using FFT, the
product autocorrelation function samples were calculated, and the resultant was
retransformed to the time domain. After normalization, the occupancy was calculated by
summing spectrum samples. Where needed, fractional occupancy was calculated by interpolating between the points just below and just above the desired fraction. Figure 10.32 is a
flow diagram of the program.
Figure 10.33 shows some of the results. Other results are given in [10.30]. As one would
expect, a square keying pulse results in a substantial increase in occupancy even for relatively large packets. The shaped pulses with single-bit rise and fall times approach the ultimate occupancy at a short packet duration (about two symbols). The difference between
gaussian and Butterworth shapings (for two-, four-, and six-pole filters) is very small.
10.4.2 Network Response
Another area that has used analytic results with a computer program to arrive at a composite result not easily treated by analysis is that of network performance with modulated
waves. An early example [10.31] considered the effect of limiting the transmission bandwidth of a baseband binary signal with sharp transitions between amplitudes ±A. The signal was low-pass filtered at the transmitter before transmission and at the receiver after
noise was added. The demodulator is a perfect integrate-and-sample-and-dump circuit, integrating over the symbol period. This is the demodulator that would be a matched filter in
the absence of filtering. One of the features that make an analytic approach tractable is that
until the decision process, there are no nonlinear processes and the linear processes are relatively few. The noise considered is gaussian. While the analysis is made at baseband, it
applies equally to BPSK with perfect phase recovery.
To provide many patterns of intersymbol interference, 2 repetitive 40-bit sequences were
used. The effect of the filters on the signal was determined by calculating the Fourier series
coefficients of the periodic sequences and multiplying them by the filter transfer functions.
In this particular analysis, sharp cutoff and linear phase were used to simplify the work.
Among the sequences, the different responses were integrated over the central +A symbol
for the 16 cases, where the 2 preceding and 2 following bits could have either sign. For multiple appearances of each case, the result was averaged to get a representative value. Because
the filtered noise remains gaussian, and independent of the signal when its variance is
known, the probability of error for each case can be estimated from the normal probability
integral. Finally, the probability of error is averaged over the 16 cases to obtain the results.
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Figure 10.32 Flow diagram of spectrum occupancy computation.

A later result [8.53] expanded upon this technique to deal with the bit-error-rate performance with intersymbol interference from the receiver filter for an FM system. Again, a
pseudorandom periodic sequence was chosen for modulation. In this case, the analytic representation of the signal allows the carrier to be separated from the modulation, which is represented by exp [j m(t)], where m(t) is the instantaneous PM resulting from the FM. Because
m(t) is periodic, exp [j m(t)] can be expanded into a (complex) Fourier series and the coefficients modified by the IF filter. In this case, the demodulator is assumed to be a perfect frequency demodulator, and the output is calculated using the click theory (References [8.37]
to [8.39]). The action of the output low-pass filter upon the independent signal and noise
components of the output is calculated, and the output decision is made at the correct sampling point.
The baseband filter was as an integrate-and-dump type with integration over the symbol
period. This is a nonoptimum filter when the IF has been filtered before demodulation. Two
types of IF filter were used, a rectangular and a gaussian filter, both with linear delay functions. Some typical results of the simulation are shown in Figure 10.34. For each modulation
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Figure 10.33 Bandwidth occupancy for pulsed FM packets (deviation 0.5; unpulsed occupancies dashed). (From [10.21]. Reprinted with permission of IEEE.)

rate there is an optimum IF bandwidth, which could be different and produce different error
performance if the postdemodulation filter were not fixed.
A somewhat more ambitious model was developed during a study of satellite communications. In this model, various filter groups were represented by their poles. Only minimum-phase filters were simulated. There were five filter groups, and the program was arbitrarily limited to handle 80 poles total. A sampled time domain simulation used the transient
response of the filters. For each group of poles, the program calculated the transient complex amplitude and phase time variation. After each limiter, a convolution of its output was
performed with the next filter response, until the demodulator was reached. The sampling
rate was chosen high enough that aliasing of the I and Q components at baseband was negligible.
Because of the convolutions, the entire output sequence at the output from each limiter
was required before the next filter processing was commenced. At the output of the last filter, provision was made to run the data through an eye-plotting subroutine. The design permitted the omission of various stages to change the configuration. Noise was introduced after demodulation, based on analytic estimates of distribution, depending on the processing
and demodulation type.
The first element in the program was the use of a step function in the modulator to observe the output plot. The transient response allowed the overall filter delay to be measured,
so that a nominal delay in the bit position under observation could be selected. A judgment
could also be made on the number of adjacent symbols giving rise to intersymbol interference. From this, the user determined how many symbols preceding and following affected
the bit under observation. With the observed symbol in a reference position, the program cy-
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Figure 10.34 Error rate for binary FM as a function of bandwidth for a gaussian bandpass filter. 1/T = bit rate, B = IF bandwidth, h = 2Tfda, _ = (A2T/2)/No. (a) h = 0.5, (b) h = 0.7, (c) h = 1.0.
(After [8.53].)

cled through all selected adjacent symbol permutations, processing the resulting input wave
by the selected filtering, modulation, limiting, and demodulation conditions. The sampled
outputs from each cycle were stored, and the error rates at selected values of Eb/N0 were then
calculated and averaged to provide an overall curve.
Figure 10.35 shows some typical plotted results for a binary PEK (BPEK) case with coherent demodulation. Three filter groups (a total of 80 poles) and 2 limiters were used.
Noise introduced prior to the final filter group (the terminal receiver) was assumed negligible. Figure 10.35a shows curves of the calculated BER versus S/N in the receiver (last filter
group) bandwidth for various sampling time and phase errors. Figure 10.35b shows eye patterns of the in-phase and quadrature components of the observed output symbol, to the left
with limiting omitted and to the right with limiting operational. Figure 10.35c is a portion of
the (nonlimited) step response. In the figure, the in-phase components are shown by solid
lines, the quadrature components dotted.
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Figure 10.35 Error performance curves and eye patterns for all filters properly centered,
showing the effects of various phase- and timing-recovery offsets.
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10.4.3 Medium Prediction
Medium prediction is another area of simulation that uses determinate algorithms and tables. The most complex of these are programs that predict the operating paths between two
points for propagation with ionospheric refraction. Among this class, those that predict
maximum usable frequency (MUF) and atmospheric noise level in the HF band are the
most sophisticated. A number of organizations began working in this area in the late 1950s
to computerize the tables and calculation procedures that had been developed during the
prior 30 years. In the United States, the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory (CRPL) of
the National Bureau of Standards (which later became an element of the National Institute
of Standards and Technology, NIST) issued a succession of programs based on ionospheric models. The CCIR has also adopted similar models [10.32]. Different programs or
software modules are typically available for dealing with VLF, LF, and MF, since ionospheric behavior is approximated differently in these frequency ranges.
For tropospheric transmission with clear line of sight between terminals, there are standard formulas that are easily converted to computer programs. When there is not a clear line
of sight, techniques are still available when detailed path profiles are known. For land mobile service, in many cases, a clear line of sight does not exist, nor can the specific profile be
predicted in advance. Based on limited empirical data, Egli [10.33] proposed a simple
model for predicting the median loss at a distance d from the transmitter. There is a minimum antenna height to be used in each case, which is dependent on the frequency and the
character of the soil. The variations with position at the estimated range include a general
terrain factor variation assumed to be normal, in decibels, with a mean of zero and a variance
of about 5.5 dB.
This model is comparatively simple and usually produces somewhat pessimistic results.
The Longley-Rice model (References [10.34] and [10.35]) is more complex. The model has
two modes, one when the path profile is known and one for calculating the median for
ground mobile types of application. It includes a terrain irregularity factor (which was an
implied variable in Egli’s model) to allow for the differences among various types of terrain,
such as flat prairie land, rolling hills, and mountains. Figure 10.36 is a typical output plot.
Another set of formulas was developed [10.36] that covers a limited range of the Okamura et al. [10.37] graphic method. In general, programs that use known tables and algorithms may be programmed in a straightforward way for a wide variety of machines, if the
expected usage is enough to warrant the time for programming.
10.4.4 System Simulation
The most ambitious Monte Carlo type programs endeavor to simulate the entire communications link, from the input of the transmitter to the output of the receiver. Figure 10.37 is a
block diagram indicating the functions in a complete one-way system simulation.
Two-way systems include feedback returning from the receiver location to the transmitter
location by a simultaneous, though independent, link through the same medium to further
improve the reliability of the overall transmission. The simulation functions include generations of the transmitted signal and simulating effects in the transmitter that may not be
easily analyzed. The transmitted signal is coupled through its antenna to the selected transmission medium. In many cases, this will be a complex multipath medium. If multiple an-
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Figure 10.36 Typical plot of transmission loss from program. The dotted curve represents
free space loss.

tenna elements are used at the receiver, there will be differences in the propagation path
caused by their physical separation. Each may also have slight differences in received atmospheric and man-made noise. All separate thermal noise sources of interest introduced
following the antenna element are assumed to be independent.
All the receiver circuit effects, including the linear and nonlinear processing, influence
the end signal fed to the demodulators and decoders. To account for jammers or nonhostile
interferers, other simulated waveforms must be impressed on the medium simulator, with
the proper parameters for the simultaneous different paths involved taken into consideration, to produce outputs that add appropriately in the receiver antenna input elements. If the
probability of intercept detection or interference with other receivers is to be examined, still
other paths must be provided through the medium, with appropriate receivers. Such simulations are usually designed to be very flexible, by using simulation modules that may be
called up for use if required, but which need not be used unless they are required. Such programs can grow slowly about an overall computer organization, providing an everincreasing block of modules for use.
10.4.5 HF Medium Simulation
The representation of time-varying signals by multipliers and delay lines goes back a long
way (References [10.38] and [10.39]). An experimental real-time model was built and
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Figure 10.37 Block diagram of a complete one-way link simulation.

tested [10.40] using the delay-line approach shown in Figure 10.38. The Gi(t) are complex
numbers and the Hi are unity in the simple case. The variation in gain in each channel is
changed by a band-limited random process, assumed to be gaussian, having gaussian-shaped spectrum with the mean frequency offset to represent the average Doppler effect in the path, and the spread determined by the variance of the frequency curve. The
model was found to provide a good fit for real narrowband channels common at HF. By selecting the delays, mean Dopplers, and variances of the gain selectivities, it was possible to
duplicate the performance of the real channels.
Because of interest in the use of broadband channels, a wideband computer simulation
model was developed. To ensure the capability of the model to handle wideband channels, it
was necessary to allow for dispersion over the individual paths as well as gain variation. This
is illustrated in the Hi(f) in Figure 10.38. While the model was being constructed, we learned
of another such model being developed for the Navy [10.41]. The model provided handling
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Figure 10.38 Block diagram of a tapped delay-line simulation model for wideband channels.

a total of 13 ionospheric paths, which could include ground wave, low and high, and ordinary and extraordinary waves, as appropriate for the particular prediction. Figure 10.39
shows a high-level flow diagram for the program.
To keep the processing rates to the minimum possible, the simulation is performed using
the I and Q components of the modulated wave. The carrier frequency value is stored for
subsequent printout and reference, if desired. It must also be used in establishing the number
of paths supported, their mean attenuations, delays, and so on. The path parameters are supplied as an input to the program. The sampling rate must also be entered, set at the minimum
value that will avoid aliasing of the input modulation components. Table 10.4 lists the necessary input parameters. To provide adequate records for the future, other types of data can
also be entered to appear in a final printout, such as the assumptions about the date, time, and
geography that led to the predictions, and the type of path represented by each path number.
The program first reads in successive blocks of (complex) sample points from the transmitted waveform. After the points have been read into the input buffer, the same block is extracted from the reference (shortest delay) path for processing. The path is subjected to fading, in accordance with the input parameters. If the data parameters indicate that the path has
dispersion, it is padded on each side by one-half the number of zeros in the input block and
then converted by FFT to the frequency domain. The frequency samples are processed for
the appropriate delay function (i. e., linear and quadratic delay) and then reconverted to the
time domain by inverse FFT. The output samples include the precursor period (half-block),
the processed block, and the tail (half-block), all of which are stored in the output buffer.
The second and subsequent paths are processed sequentially, each with its own parameters. The processing is analogous to that of the first path, except that the block read from the
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Figure 10.39 Overall flowchart of HF channel simulation model.
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Table 10.4 List of Input Parameters for HF Medium Simulation Program

input filter includes a number ni of samples preceding the first path block, where ni is the
largest integral number of samples in its delay. Thus, the first readout of each of the paths
other than the reference has a number of zeros at the head of its block, corresponding to the
delay ni/fm. Also, if a fractional delay remains, the block is processed in the frequency domain, whether or not there is dispersion, so that a linear phase shift may be added, corresponding to the fractional delay. The output from the inverse FFT is added to the output already in the output buffer.
When all the paths have been processed, a number of bits is read out of the output buffer,
equal to the number in the original input block. This includes a half-block of zeros and the
precursor the first time, plus a half-block of processed input samples. The second half-block
of processed samples with the half-block of tail are shifted to the head of the output buffer,
the remainder being filled with zeros, to await the next round of processing. The samples in
the input buffer are then shifted by one block and the new block of input data is read into the
buffer behind them. The processing repeats as before. However, because the input buffer
now contains two blocks of samples, the later paths, with a delay no larger than one block, no
longer have leading zeros when their input blocks are processed. Thus, the program takes in
one block of samples at a time, and puts out one block at a time, delayed by a fixed period of a
half-block. The block taken in must be smaller than the FFT by the amount of padding.
The Rayleigh fading process is generated by multiplying the I and Q components by samples generated by two independent gaussian processes. The two processes are identical except for the input samples, which are independent white gaussian samples. A path that fades
in a Rayleigh fashion at a rate similar to that expected from an HF path (perhaps a few tenths
of a hertz) and has a mean frequency offset equal to the average Doppler shift of such a path
(as much as 1 or 2 Hz) is achieved by feeding the two white processes through identical
bandpass filters with the center frequency offset by the average Doppler shift. A two-pole
Butterworth shape was adopted. It is necessary to relate the filter parameters to the fading
parameters. References [10.40] and [10.41] refer to the gaussian shape and define the Doppler spread as 2σ. This is presumably based on Bello’s definition of Doppler spread [10.42].
Goldberg [10.43] gives curves and refers to the fading rate (FR) and fading bandwidth (FB),
although he does not define the terms. If we define the FR as the average number of times
per second that the envelope goes through its median value, using Rice’s results
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½

FB = 0.41628 (b2 /π b0) = 1.475665FR
where b0 and b2 are defined by Rice from the power spectrum density of the process [8.42].
For the gaussian filter, the FB is σ, the Doppler spread is 2σ, and the fading rate is 1.476σ.
For the Butterworth filter, the FB is BW3 /2, the Doppler spread is BW3, and the fading rate is
0.738BW3, where BW3 is the 3-dB bandwidth of the filter. None of these numbers can be derived for the single-pole filter because b2 is infinite. For the rectangular filter case, the FB is
BW/ 12, the Doppler spread is BW/ 3, and the fading rate is 0.426BW, where BW is the
pass bandwidth.
10.4.6 Simple Simulations
In the time-gated equalizer (Chapter 9) partial autocorrelation was used to determine the
location of multipath delays. This concept was evaluated using a simulation program. The
purpose of the test program was to simulate a short packet transmitted in multipath and
noise. At the receiver, once the timing had been recovered using a synchronization preamble, individual data packets would be processed for autocorrelation to determine whether
multipath was occurring and if so, with what delays. If the packet is about twice as long as
the longest expected multipath, autocorrelation of the wave truncated at the end of the
packet results in a linear reduction of the length of the correlation with the delay, tending
to increase the side lobes from data and noise, and thus to obscure the later multipath
peaks. The program was designed to produce the partial autocorrelations from random
data packets for various S/N.
Figure 10.40 is the top-level flow diagram of the program. The length of the packet was
set at 32 bits, with 1-bit raised-cosine rise and fall times for its envelope. The number of
samples per bit was set at four after initial tests showed that this produced adequate results.
The packet generation is started after entry of the run parameters. The first step is the generation of 32 random bits, which are then plotted as ±1’s on the screen (Figure 10.41a). The
next step is the generation of an MSK packet, using the selected bits to produce FSK with a
peak-to-peak deviation of exactly 0.5 bit rate. Also, baseband samples B(N) are derived,
which would be required for generation of the MSK packet using offset quadrature carriers
generating the I and Q samples of the MSK modulated packet. These are used later for comparison with an MSK demodulator output. The I and Q samples X(N) and Y(N) of the complex envelope are then generated at J samples per bit. The amplitude and phase are plotted as
shown in Figure 10.41b.
Multipath delay, phase, and amplitude can then be entered for up to a total of five
multipaths. To add a particular multipath, each signal I and Q sample pair is multiplied
vectorially by the multipath amplitude and phase shift to produce the multipath I and Q components. These are delayed by the number of samples equivalent to the selected multipath
delay and are then combined with the composite samples from the original signal and other
multipaths already added. This is plotted by another subroutine, as shown in Figure 10.41c.
The next step is to generate gaussian noise samples independently in the I and Q channels. This was done by converting a randomly generated uniform distribution to Rayleigh by
using the formula V = σ [ −2 ln ( RND)], where RND is generated from a random distribution, uniform between 0 and 1, and σ is chosen to give the assigned S/N. A second random
variable, θ, was generated from a similar distribution by rescaling to make the resultant dis-
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Figure 10.40 Top-level flowchart for simulation of multipath autocorrelation location.
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Figure 10.41 Graphic printout from autocorrelation program: (a) input 32-bit group, (b) modulated wave, (c) wave with added multipath, (d) multipath and gaussian noise, (e) packet
autocorrelation.

tribution uniform between ±π. The I and Q samples of the noise components V cos θ and V
sin θ are added to the composite signal components, and the resultant is passed through a
four-pole Chebyshev 0.1-dB low-pass filter with a bandwidth equal to the bit rate. The output is plotted as shown in Figure 10.41d.
Finally, the partial autocorrelation is carried out. The first 32J samples received (first
packet) are padded with an equal number of zeros, and the autocorrelation is carried out by
successively offsetting the wave by one sample and multiplying and adding samples of the
offset wave with those of the nonoffset wave. The correlation tends to be random except
where the delay corresponds to a multipath, when a correlation occurs over the number of
samples in the packet less the number in the delay. Because 32 bits is rather short, in some
cases data side lobes are also higher than random. Figure 10.41e displays the
autocorrelation. The example is a two-multipath case, and the largest peak is seen to be at the
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point of multipath delay (arrow under axis). In this case, other peaks are only slightly below
the multipath peak, which has a rather large amplitude. A number of runs were made with
various multipath delays, amplitudes, and phases, and over a range of S/N values. In most
cases, troublesome multipath levels produced the highest peaks, but in a few cases a
side-lobe peak was higher. In some runs, a third path was added and was also usually distinguishable. The results of this simulation served as a guide for the design described in Chapter 9.
In addition to the correlation, the program included two demodulator routines, operating
on the filtered data—a frequency demodulator and a coherent MSK demodulator. The
former simply used the arcsine to determine the phase change per sample and summed over
the samples in the bit. Because the wave had passed through a filter with finite delay and
there was no bit timing recovery routine, the demodulator bit intervals could be delayed a finite number of samples, set by the user. The optimum was normally found by cut and try. If
the resultant was positive, the frequency was increasing; if it was negative, the frequency
was decreasing. If on some occasion the average envelope for the two samples dropped to
zero, the phase change was made zero. The output bits were compared with the originally selected bits to determine the number of errors.
The MSK demodulator used a reference that could be set to have a different phase from
the first path. The incoming samples were projected (vectorially) on the reference I and Q
channels to produce the output channels. Each channel was weighted by the half sine wave
required to match the MSK modulation (one offset by a bit interval from the other). The
samples in each channel after weighting were summed over the symbol (2J samples), and a
plus or minus decision was made. The decision is made alternately for each channel to get
the output wave, which is compared to the MSK output values B(N) derived before transmission. The program could be set to use either or both demodulators, and print out the number
of errors in the packet from the demodulator.
This program was subsequently adapted for use primarily in error rate determination and
to check the effects of filter bandwidth and hard limiting on the error rate in the presence of
noise and adjacent channel interference. The size of the packet was increased and a noise
program was added that was intended to better simulate the impulse character of man-made
noise and atmospheric noise in the lower HF, MF, and LF portions of the spectrum. Figure
10.42 is a block diagram of the link functions that were simulated. The principal differences
from the earlier model were the longer packet, the provision to add impulsive noise or sinusoidal interference in addition to gaussian noise, the addition of a provision to provide a
noise limiter and an additional filter before demodulation, and deletion of the correlation
and the detailed displays.
Displays were available to show the noise waveform. Figure 10.43 shows a printout of
one such display. In this case, Figure 10.43a is the in-phase channel of the modulation plus
the in-phase portion of the noise, Figure 10.43b represents the envelope of the noise samples, and Figure 10.43c shows the effect of the roofing filter, which limits the noise bandwidth as well as the signal bandwidth. The impulsive nature of the noise is clearly evident.
The noise model chosen was a truncated Hall [10.44] model with coefficient 2. This
closely matches the envelope distributions of atmospheric noise given in CCIR Report 322.
The inputs required are the mean noise and Vd [10.45]. There are indications that real atmospheric noise differs from the Hall model because of its occurrence in bursts (References
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Figure 10.42 Block diagram of a link simulation model for effects of limiter on impulsive noise
and interferers.

[10.46] and [10.47]). However, an analytic expression was not readily available for another
model. The maximum envelope level is determined by the value of Vd. A truncation is required, because otherwise the total power is infinite and the mean power cannot be obtained.
The results obtained from this model (Figure 10.44) show the advantages of using a
wider-band filter prior to a limiter for reducing the effects of impulse noise (a well-known
rule for reducing impulse noise). It should be noted that with the parameters shown, the
MSK demodulator noise bandwidth, following the filter, is about 740 Hz. Other data show
the effect of a nearby CW jamming signal for the two bandwidths, as derived from the
model. These show that we must be careful in such a selection of bandwidth to avoid widening the band too much. The relative importance of impulsive noise and nearby interfering
signals must be carefully weighed. A simple model of this sort can provide initial tradeoffs
in design, once the requirements are known.
10.4.7 Applications of Simulation
The importance of simulation as a tool for the receiver designer cannot be overstated.
However, some cautions are in order. Where possible, existing programs should be used.
There are a variety of professional design and simulation programs available from a number of vendors. Each is tailored to meet specific needs. Many are structured as modular elements that can be added as dictated by the project at hand. Developing job-specific simu-
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Figure 10.43 Graphic display from simulation model.

Figure 10.44 Effects of changing the prelimiter bandwidth on the error rate. Atmospheric
noise only (Vd = 15.9 in 1200 Hz and MSK modulation at 1200 bits/s): (a) 1.5 kHz filter, (b) 3.0
kHz filter.
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lation programs in-house is possible, however, it can require a very large amount of time to
develop, and—perhaps—nearly as much time to debug. In any event, simulations can become very complex and require a great deal of time from the designer and the machine.
This needs to be carefully considered in any specific case but should not deter the designer
from benefitting from the extremely useful tool of simulation.
10.4.8 Advanced Simulation Examples
The preceding sections outlined the fundamental principles and capabilities of the circuit
and system simulation process. A variety of sophisticated tools have been developed to assist design engineer with the task of identifying the optimum design for a given application. As we have outlined previously in this book, the design of a communications receiver
requires tradeoffs in a number of areas. Faced with such practical constraints as cost and
developmental time, simulation plays an increasingly important role in helping designers
optimize their products.
We will present two examples of modern software simulation work in the following sections. These examples are based on the Symphony simulation product (Ansoft, Elmwood
Park, N.J.); the authors gratefully acknowledge their contribution.
Symphony

Simulation of receiver design using a software program can be likened to a toolbox. Depending upon the section of the receiver to be examined, and the parameters considered to
be the most important, various tools can be used to complete the task at hand. As such,
Symphony contains a number of elements; the elements library in Symphony contains a
number of categories:
• Black boxes
• CDMA IS 95
• Channels
• Coders/decoders
• Data converters
• Demodulators
• Digital logic
• Distributed
• Equalizers
• Filters
• Frequency synthesizers
• Lumped
• Math functions
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• Miscellaneous (functional and RF)
• Modulators
• Probes
• Statistical
• Substrate media
• Sources
• Control blocks
• Schematic connectors
• Borders
• Data formats
The elements in the Symphony library can be divided into two fundamental types: functional elements and electrical elements. Functional elements have no electrical representation (i.e., have no S-parameter representation). As a result, they are described functionally
by a set of (signal processing) equations that relate the output(s) signal(s) to the input(s) signal(s). Electrical elements have an electrical representation (i.e., S-parameter representation). An N-port linear electrical element is typically described in the frequency domain by
an N × N S-parameter matrix. For nonlinear electrical elements, additional nonlinear figures
of merit (e.g., IP3) or nonlinear measurement data may be provided.
During discrete time simulation, the impulse and noise response of an electrical element
or connections of electrical elements (i.e., an electrical subsystem) is extracted from the frequency domain signal and noise response. In addition to having a list of input parameters,
many electrical elements may access external (measurement-based) data files. These data
files can include a description of linear data (e.g., S-parameters vs. input frequency) or nonlinear (output power and phase vs. input power) data, among other parameters.
Case 1: AM-AM Signal Analysis in a Dual Down-Conversion Receiver

This case study involves AM signal analysis in a simple dual down-conversion receiver.
The modulating signal is a periodic pulse with a 20 percent duty cycle, and the RF carrier
is set to –40 dBm at 3.9GHz. The schematic for this system is shown in Figure 10.45.
Perhaps the most important concept to understand for this system is how to work with a
mixed topology. Much of the receiver shown in Figure 10.45 is comprised of RF elements
(“electrical” elements). However, the input periodic pulse is a signals element (“functional”
element) that is sampled in the discrete time domain and cannot be connected directly to an
RF-type topology. This transition is made with a real-to-complex (RTOC) data converter element.
The specifications used to create the periodic pulse from the pulse waveform generator
are:
• Amplitude (A) = 1V
• Duty cycle (DUTY) = 0.2
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Figure 10.45 Schematic of a dual down-conversion receiver showing the AM modulation
and demodulation components. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

• Number of samples (NSAMP) = 1024
• Period (PERIOD) = 400 ns
• Sample rate (SAMPLE_RATE) = 0.5 GHz
The designated amplitude of 1V is only for reference purposes; any voltage can be entered. With the total number samples set to 1024 and a sample rate of 0.5 GHz the total size
of the time sweep that will be calculated is (1024 samples)/(500,000,000 samples/sec) =
2.048 µs and the time duration per sample is simply (1/500,000,000 samples/sec) = 2 ns =
simulation time step. With the period set to 400 ns, the number of pulse cycles that are sent
through the receiver is (total time sweep)/period = 2.048 µs/400 ns per cycle=5.12 cycles.
The next element in the chain is the RTOC converter. The only specification required for
this element is the phase, which is set to zero degrees. This model converts a real input signal, Vin(t), into a complex output signal, Vout(t), according to the following equations
Re{Vout(t)} = Vin(t) cos(PHASE)
Im{Vout(t)} = Vin(t) sin(PHASE)
For PHASE = 0°, the output is real and equals the input signal (i.e., the imaginary part is
zero) and for PHASE = 90° the output is pure imaginary and equals Vin(t) (i.e., the real part
is zero).
Following the RTOC element is the amplitude modulator (AMMOD). The specifications
for this element are:
• Center frequency (FC) = 3.9 GHZ
• Output power (P) = –0 dbm
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• Reference voltage (REF) = 1 V
• Type = 1
Where REF is the voltage required for 100 percent modulation and Type can take on the
following values:
• 1 = conventional AM modulator
• 2 = suppressed carrier
• 3 = single lower side-band
• 4 = single upper side-band
A synchronous AM demodulator (AMDEM) is placed at the receiver’s output and has the
following specifications:
• Phase (PHAS) = 89°
• Demodulation sensitivity (SEN) = 1
• Type = 1
Where:
PHAS = the carrier phase offset
SEN = the demodulation sensitivity, in voltage units per volt
Type = the type of synchronous AM demodulator: 1 for in-phase AM demodulator and 2
for quad-phase AM demodulator
The input signal to the synchronous AM demodulator can have both in-phase and quadrature-phase envelopes while its output is in-phase only (quadrature-phase = 0). The phase
is set to 89° in the AM demodulator as a result of the phase shift of the RF carrier that occurs
between the input and output of the receiver. This value is obtained by running an RF analysis on the system. Signal probes are added at various points in a manner similar to the way
circuits are probed on the bench and are required to view system responses. The input impedance of a signal probe is 50 Ω by default. In Symphony each one is given a unique label
by the user. A signal probe is placed at the output of the AM modulator (“INPUT”), one at
the input to the AM demodulator (“FILTERED”), and one at the output of the AM demodulator (“OUTPUT”). Data are available after simulation and accessed through the Report Editor. Finally, a variable block is included in the schematic to specify certain signal analysis-related parameters. For example:
• FRONT = 16 dB
• GAIN_1 = 10 dB
• MAX_RATIO = 0.015
• MIN_BW = 50 MHz
• TEMP = 25 CEL
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Figure 10.46 Time domain response of the system showing the input periodic pulse and the
complex voltage at the output of the bandpass filter in the receiver’s second stage. (Courtesy
of Ansoft.)

FRONT (not used in this example) and GAIN_1 are the gain specifications for the 2-port
black boxes in the receiver. MAX_RATIO or maximum ratio defines how far in time the
impulse response of each electrical subsystem will be considered for analysis, or how
much decay in the impulse response is considered before the response is truncated. Mathematically, it is the ratio of the local maximum impulse level to the global maximum impulse level. The procedure Symphony uses to determine where to truncate the impulse response is to start from the maximum impulse time and work back towards zero time, while
calculating this ratio. The ratio is compared to MAX_RATIO until they are equal. For the
remainder of the time sweep the impulse response is zero.
MIN_BW is the minimum bandwidth specified during simulation and should be set to
the narrowest bandwidth exhibited by one or more of the elements in the system. TEMP is
the temperature of the system during simulation. Changing the temperature will affect the
noise floor in this example. The default value is room temperature (25°C).
Three response graphs (Figures 10.46 through 10.48) are available after the simulation is
complete. In Figure10.46, the time domain responses measured at the output of the final
stage bandpass filter and the input periodic pulse at the output of the AM modulator, are
shown. All three response represent the complex envelope of the signal. That is, the RF carrier is not included in the plots. The delay of the signal as the result of the receiver chain is
clearly shown by comparing the time offset between the input pulse with either the real or
imaginary part of the output voltage. This delay is about 75 ns. Similarly, in Figure 10.47,
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Figure 10.47 Time domain response of the system showing the input periodic pulse and the
demodulated signal magnitude at the output of the receiver. (Courtesy of Ansoft.).

the voltage magnitude at the output of the AM demodulator is compared to the input periodic pulse.
The spectral domain input and output signals are shown in Figure 10.48. The down-conversion power gain of the system is 52 dB, as seen by taking the difference between the input
and output responses at their center frequencies.
Case 2: Double Down Conversion Communications Receiver

In this example, we present the simulation of a C band double down conversion receiver.
The primary goal of this example is to examine the use of multiple input sources, and the
plot and table generation features of the simulation. Analysis types covered are:
• Budget
• Sweep
• Mixer intermodulation
• Two tone
• Multitone.
Figure 10.49 shows a schematic of the receiver under examination.
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Figure 10.48 Input (top) and output (bottom) spectra of the simulation. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

Figure 10.49 Schematic diagram of the double down conversion communications receiver
under test. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

A budget analysis represents the response (such as NF or gain) of a system as a function
of the individual components that make up that system. The individual contribution of each
component to the overall system performance is calculated during simulation. The results
can be observed by using the report editor. A budget analysis can be in one of three forms:
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Figure 10.50 Budget analysis plot for the test receiver. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

• Cumulative budget—reports the additive contribution of each component in the system
• Delta budget—reports the incremental contribution of each component in the system
• 50 Ω budget—reports the results for each component based on that components response
in a 50 Ω system
First, we plot the gain of the system as a function of the components in the system on a
rectangular graph (Figure 10.50). Notice the increase in gain after the second component.
This reflects the gain of the LNA, which is the third component in the system. We can relate
the other components and their corresponding gain contributions in a similar way.
Next, we look at the system gain as a function of swept frequency. Sweep results can be
viewed in either tabular form or plotted on a rectangular graph. The plot, shown in Figure
10.51, contains both noise figure and gain (in dB) as a function of frequency for the overall
system. Notice that the X axis represents the frequency corresponding to the swept source
values.
When the principal carrier of a source mixes with the LO of a mixer, it creates spurious
frequency components, which can be displayed in either tabular or graphic form. As shown
in Figure 10.52, there are 14 spurious components that result from the double down conversion of the system. However, they all occur at 0.3 GHz, 0.6 GHz, 0.9 GHz, 1.2 GHz, 1.5
GHz, and 1.8 GHz. If we look at the spectrum display we will see components at all those
frequencies.
Next, we examine the intermodulation products generated when two tones are injected
into the system. The source is called 2TONE and defines two carriers by specifying a carrier
signal in addition to the principal carrier already defined in the source. (See Figure 10.53.)
It is evident that simulation programs offer the design engineer a wealth of resources to
optimize a circuit or system in a very efficient manner. Although the final test and accep-
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Figure 10.51 System gain as a function of frequency. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

Figure 10.52 Mixer intermodulation analysis. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

tance must be performed in hardware, simulations nonetheless have become an invaluable
tool in modern receiver design.
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Figure 10.53 Two-tone intermodulation analysis. (Courtesy of Ansoft.)

10.5 Highly-Integrated Receiver Systems
The move toward highly-integrated radio receivers will certainly continue; there are a
number of benefits to this approach, not the least of which is time-to-market for new products. In the following sections ,we feature two devices that illustrate this important trend.
10.5.1 Example 1: MC13145
The MC13145 (Motorola) is a low power dual conversion wideband FM receiver incorporating a split IF [10.48]. This device is intended for use as the primary component in analog and digital FM systems. The MC13145 includes the following basic circuits:
• First and second mixer
• First and second local oscillator
• Received signal strength Indicator (RSSI)
• IF amplifier
• Limiting IF
• Coilless quadrature detector
• Device control and housekeeping functions
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Figure 10.54 Typical application of the MC13145 integrated receiver. (Courtesy of
Motorola.)

Designed for battery powered portable applications, the current is typically 27 mA at 3.6
Vdc. A typical application of the MC13145 is given in Figure 10.54.
The LNA is a cascoded common emitter amplifier configuration. Under very large RF
input signals, the dc base current of the common emitter and cascode transistors can become
significant. To maintain linear operation of the LNA, adequate dc current source is needed
to establish the 2 Vbe reference at the base of the RF cascoded transistor and to provide base
voltage on the common emitter transistor. A sensing circuit, together with a current mirror,
guarantees that there is always sufficient dc base current available for the cascode transistor
under all power levels.
Each mixer is a double–balanced Class A-B four quadrant multiplier that can be externally biased for high mixer dynamic range. A mixer input third order intercept point of up to
17 dBm is achieved with only 7.0 mA of additional supply current. The first mixer has a sin-
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gle–ended input at 50 Ω and operates at 1.0 GHz with –3.0 dB of power gain at approximately 100 mVrms LO drive level. The mixers have open collector differential outputs to
provide excellent mixer dynamic range and linearity.
The first LO includes an on–chip transistor that operates with coaxial transmission line
and LC resonant elements up to 1.8 GHz. A VCO output is available for multifrequency operation under PLL synthesizer control. The received signal strength indicator output is a
current proportional to the log of the received signal amplitude. The RSSI current output is
derived by summing the currents from the IF and limiting amplifier stages. An increase in
RSSI dynamic range, particularly at higher input signal levels is achieved. The RSSI circuit
is designed to provide typically 80 dB of dynamic range with temperature compensation.
Linearity of the RSSI is optimized by using external ceramic bandpass filters, which have an
insertion loss of 4.0 dB and 330 Ω source and load impedance.
The first IF amplifier section is composed of three differential stages with the second and
third stages contributing to the RSSI. This section has internal dc feedback and external input decoupling for improved symmetry and stability. The total gain of the IF amplifier block
is approximately 40 dB up to 40 MHz. The fixed internal input impedance is 330 Ω. When
using ceramic filters requiring source and load impedances of 330 Ω, no external matching
is necessary. Overall RSSI linearity is dependent on having total midband attenuation of 10
dB (4.0 dB insertion loss plus 6.0 dB impedance matching loss) for the filter. The output of
the IF amplifier is buffered and the impedance is 330 Ω.
The limiter section is similar to the IF amplifier except that five stages are used, with the
middle three contributing to the RSSI. The fixed internal input impedance is 330 Ω. The total gain of the limiting amplifier section is approximately 84 dB. This IF limiting amplifier
section internally drives the coilless quadrature detector section.
The detector is a unique design that eliminates the conventional tunable quadrature coil
in FM receiver systems. The frequency detector implements a phase locked loop with a fully
integrated on-chip relaxation oscillator that is current controlled and externally adjusted, a
bandwidth adjust, and an automatic frequency tuning circuit. The loop filter is external to
the chip, allowing the user to set the loop dynamics. Two outputs are used: one to deliver the
audio signal (detector output) and the other to filter and tune the detector (AFT).
10.5.2 Example 2: MAX 2424/MAX 2426
The MAX2424/MAX2426 (Maxim) front-end IC is intended for transceivers operating in
the 900 MHz band [10.49]. The device incorporate a receive image-reject mixer (to reduce
filter cost) as well as a versatile transmit mixer. The device operates from a +2.7 V to +4.8
V single power supply, allowing direct connection to a 3-cell battery stack. The receive
path incorporates an adjustable-gain LNA and an image-reject downconverter with 35 dB
image suppression. These features yield excellent combined downconverter noise figure
(4 dB) and high linearity with an input third-order intercept point of up to +2 dBm. The
transmitter consists of a double-balanced mixer and a power amplifier (PA) predriver that
produces up to 0 dBm (in some applications serving as the final power stage). It can be
used in a variety of configurations, including BPSK modulation, direct VCO modulation,
and transmitter upconversion. A typical operating circuit is shown in Figure 10.55.
The MAX2424/MAX2426 has an on-chip local oscillator, requiring only an external
varactor-tuned LC tank for operation. The integrated divide-by-64/65 dual-modulus
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Figure 10.55 Typical operating circuit of the MAX2424/MAX2426. (Courtesy of Maxim.)

prescaler can also be set to a direct mode, in which it acts as an LO buffer amplifier. Four
separate power-down inputs can be used for system power management, including a 0.5 µA
shutdown mode.
The MAX2424/MAX2426’s receive path consists of a 900 MHz low-noise amplifier, an
image-reject mixer, and an IF buffer amplifier. LNA gain and biasing are adjustable via a
control pin. The LNA has four modes, determined by the dc voltage applied on the
(LNAGAIN) pin. At low LNAGAIN voltages, the LNA is shut off and the input signal capacitively couples directly into mixer to provide maximum linearity for large-signal operation (receiver close to transmitter). As the LNAGAIN voltage increases, the LNA turns on.
Between 0.5 V and 1 V at LNAGAIN, the LNA is partially biased and behaves like a Class C
amplifier. As the LNAGAIN voltage reaches 1 V, the LNA is fully biased into Class A
mode, and the gain is monotonically adjustable for LNA-GAIN voltages above 1V.
The downconverter is implemented using an image-reject mixer consisting of an input
buffer with two outputs, each of which is fed to a double-balanced mixer. A quadrature LO
drives the LO port of each mixer. An on-chip oscillator and an external tank circuit generates
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the LO, whose signal is buffered and split into two phase shifters, which provide 90° of
phase shift across their outputs. This pair of LO signals is fed to the mixers. The mixer outputs then pass through a second pair of phase shifters, which provide a 90° phase shift across
their outputs. The resulting mixer outputs are then summed together. The final phase relationship is such that the desired signal is reinforced and the image signal is canceled.
The MAX2424/MAX2426 transmitter consists of a balanced mixer and a PA driver amplifier. The mixer inputs are accessible via control pins. Because these control points are linearly coupled to the mixer stage, they can accept spectrally shaped input signals. Typically,
the mixer can be used to multiply the LO with a baseband signal, generating BPSK or ASK
modulation. Transmit upconversion can also be implemented by applying a modulated IF
signal to these inputs.
The MAX2424/MAX2426 uses passive networks to provide quadrature phase shifting
for the receive IF and LO signals. Because these networks are frequency selective, both the
RF and IF frequency operating ranges are limited. Image rejection degrades as the IF and RF
moves away from the designed optimum frequencies. The MAX2424/MAX2426’s phase
shifters are arranged such that the LO frequency is higher than the RF carrier frequency
(high-side injection).
The on-chip LO is formed by an emitter-coupled differential pair. An external LC resonant tank sets the oscillation frequency. A varactor diode is typically used to create a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). The on-chip prescaler operates in two different modes: as a
dual-modulus divide-by-64/65, or as an oscillator buffer amplifier.
The MAX2424/MAX2426 supports four different power-management features to conserve battery life. The VCO section has its own control pin, which also serves as a master
bias pin. When this pin is high, the LO, quadrature LO phase shifters, and prescaler or LO
buffer are all enabled. For transmit-to-receive switching, the receiver and transmitter sections have their own enable control inputs.
10.5.3 Final Thoughts
As demonstrated with the previous two examples, highly-integrated radio systems offer
the design engineer an important new tool in the development of new products. Still, the
principles outlined in this book regarding discrete circuits and devices remain critical to
the success of any project. The best designs are always those built firmly upon the foundation of good engineering practice.
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